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Abstract

Since the natural user distribution is not uniform over any geographical
region and the real traffic load changes inside the cell; many times, there exist
hotspots; or small regions of high-traffic density inside macrocells. The presence
of these hotspots will cause coverage reduction. If the base station serves a
large number of users from the high-traffic regions (hotspots), then it must
block access to users located elsewhere in the (larger) intended coverage area.
Therefore, the actual coverage area of the macrocell base station shrinks in order
to support the hotspot users. So if this hotspot users are served individually
by an own microcell, their disturbances on the macrocell base station will be
reduced and the coverage area will not be affected by their jam. This may be
done by installation of hotspot microcells BS inside the existing macrocell BS.
A cellular system that contains both macrocells and microcells is referred to as
a two-tier system[1]. Hotspots have not been studied extensively in the past.
Most of studies focus on algorithms and techniques to improve the capacity and
performance of the network in the presence of hotspots. There has been a lack
of researches that specifically studies properties of hotspots in detail[2][3][4].

I. Introduction

In Wideband Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (WCDMA), the Coverage and ca-
pacity are dependent ; it is interference-
limited system, meaning that if the traf-
fic increases, the serving cell radius de-
creases, hence the phenomena of cell
breathing occurs. One of them is in-
versely proportional to the other. A great
deal of work has been done over the last

decade to study optimal CDMA cell de-
sign in order to minimize the number of
cell sites required while maintaining the
grade of services Earlier studies have ex-
amined the uplink performance of two-
tier CDMA systems, most of them deal
with the user capacity calculation and the
impcat of various parameters on this cal-
culations with support of simulations. [5],
show how to compute the uplink user ca-
pacity (two-cell) system using exact and
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approximate methods While in [6] it is ex-
amined the effect of transmit power con-
straints on the uplink performance of the
same system model, they developed a reli-
able analytical method for computing the
capacity as a function of maximum trans-
mit power constraint the study was sup-
ported by simulations and highly accurate
results were obtained.
The same authors of the previous ref.
study in [7] the effect of soft handoff on
capacity of a CDMA two tier system by
using simulation, they conclude that there
is some enhancement in capacity com-
pared to hard handoff and this improve-
ment will become more modest as the
system be more wideband. This paper
differs slightly from previous work where
the coverage stability is our objective by
maintain the same or better capacity,
since the presence of hotspot regions will
cause coverage reduction and block access
to users located else where in the (larger)
intended coverage area. Therefore,the ac-
tual coverage area of the macrocell base
station shrinks in order to support the
hotspot users. So if this hotspot users are
served individually by an own microcell,
their disturbances on the macrocell base
station will be reduced and the coverage
area will not be affected by their jam.

Installing low-power microcell in an
existing macrocell may enhance the ca-
pacity and attempt to keep the stability
of the coverage area supported by the ex-
isting high-power macrocell BS . In this
paper we study the gains in capacity and
coverage and design some system param-
eters as power ratio and the location of of
the microcell from the macrocell.

The main two types of microcell
hotspot and the benefits of this approach
are given below. The types of microcells
can be studied in one of two pictures: 1.

Overlay microcells which are small cells
arranged almost all of the coverage area
of the larger (umbrella) macrocells and ef-
fectively serve as an alternate ”system”
which users can access. There may be
several factors used by the cellular sys-
tem in deciding how users are assigned to
different tiers. For example, users may be
assigned to tiers according to their mo-
bility; fast moving users are given access
to macrocells and slow-moving or pedes-
trian users are given access to microcells.
As another example, users may be as-
signed to tiers according to their data
rates; high-data-rate users are given ac-
cess to microcells and low-bit-rate voice
users are given access to macrocells. This
type of architecture was studied in sev-
eral papers and the result of most of them
leads to high cross-tier interference (and
so poor capacity performance) because of:
I. the large number of microcells, and
II. the lack of handoff between tiers.
Hotspots have been studied extensively in
the past,there has heen some work that
considers hotspots to balance the traffic
and reduce congestions. Most of them fo-
cus on algorithms and techniques to im-
prove the capacity and performance of
the network in the presence of hotspots.
There has been a lack of research that
specifically studies properties of hotspots
in detail.

This motivated the authors in [4] to
conclude that different carriers must be
assigned to different tiers to avoid exces-
sive cross-tier interference. The overall
performance of these dual-carrier systems
can be determined by considering them as
two independent, non-interacting CDMA
systems. But this approach needs higher
spectrum efficiency (measured in user ca-
pacity per carrier) and so more cost. This
motivates us to use the second type which
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is Hotspot microcell using the same car-
rier in both tiers.
2. Hotspot microcells are placed in small
regions inside macrocells where there is
high user density and installed in an ex-
isting cellular system to provide coverage
only in smaller regions within macrocells.
All base stations transmit a pilot signal, a
new user in the system decides to commu-
nicate with the base station whose pilot
signal it receives with the highest power.
In other words, users can initially com-
municate with either macrocells or micro-
cells. As users move around in this sys-
tem, they may be handed-off from one
base station to another. In determin-
ing the performance of hotspot microcells
operating in a single-carrier CDMA sys-
tem, it is important to quantify the ef-
fect of cross-tier interference. Increasing
demands for capacity require the use of
microcells. Overlaying a microcell on an
existing macrocell provides the capacity
for hot spot areas, shadowed regions, and
downtown, etc. Sharing the same fre-
quency by CDMA in overlay-underlay cell
is a desirable approach:
The following benefits may be gained
when using Hotspot microcells 1- Macro-
cell BS has antenna tower with height of
30 m or more, microcell BS are smaller,
low cost units mounted on sites of build-
ing or on lamp posts with antenna heights
of at most 10 m.
2- Macrocells have cell radius of 1 Km to
10 Km, while microcells have cell radius
less than 1 Km, this reflects the reduc-
tion of low power level needed to be trans-
mited.
3- One other way to measure the bene-
fits of microcells is to compare the total
number of user capacity supported in a
two-tier system as opposed to the single-
tier system under the same hotspot condi-

tions. A larger user capacity means that
the system supports a larger number of
users per unit bandwidth, which in turn
implies higher revenues (customer calls)
per unit cost (spectrum).
4- Another benefit of deploying hotspot
microcells lies in the resulting coverage
area of the system. This benefit can be
measured as the size of the geographical
region over which users are given access.
The gains in user capacity and coverage
area depend greatly on the amount of
cross-tier interference in the system; the
performance gains are reduced as this in-
terference increases. An other measure
of gain is using The Capacity-Coverage
Product(CCP) concept that is introduced
in[8] (the idea is borrowed from a analogy
of Bandwidth-Distance Product used in
fiber optic system).This CCP is a criteria
to provide maximum capacity with max-
imum coverage at certain system param-
eters and it may be used in the planning
phase to optimize UMTS networks.

After this introduction the rest of the
paper will be organized as follow: Sec-
tion II draws the model of the system,
while section III gives a numerical method
to compute the cross-interference which is
divided into two subsections. Section IV
gives a direct way to find the Macrocell-
to-Microcell Power Ratio. This section is
followed by two sections which are illus-
trating the improvement of the system by
this approach with help of a practical ex-
ample. The conclusion is listed in section
VII.

II. The system Model and
Assumptions

A hotspot microcell is embedded within
a macrocell and operates over the same
bandwidth as the larger cell. We are also
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given that a macro cell BS of antenna
height hm and that of microcell is hµ .
The Macrocell BS is placed at the origin
and the microcell BS is a distance D from
it as shown in Fig.(1). We assume that
the coordinate axes are chosen such that
the microcell lies at point (D,0).

Rm

Ru
(0,0) (D,0)

Figure 1: Geometric Configuration for the
system model

The region of interest at the beginning
phase is working properly with Nold ac-
tive users which satisfy required perfor-
mance Eb/No and cell loading factor µ.
Now number of users are increased such
that the required number of active users
is N , this will reduce the coverage. So a
microcell is introduced within the macro-
cell such that Nm users in the macrocell
and Nµ users in the microcell, all trans-
mitting at rate R on the Uplink. The
number of users N in the system is thus
N = (Nm + Nµ). The macrocell has a
radius of Rm and that of microcell is Rµ

. Also perfect power control is assumed.
All users’s transmit powers are received
equally at their BS. The required received
power at the BS is Sm for the macrocell
and Sµ for microcell.
Avoiding complexity we will not consider
the thermal noise power because of its fi-
nite value compared with the interference

value. The received Eb/No of macrocell is

(
Eb

Io
)m =

GpSm

α(Nm − 1)Sm(1 + fmm) + αNµSµfµm
(1)

Gp =W/R (Processing Gain)
The first term of the denominator is the
sum of interferences from the macrocell
users. Here fmm denotes the macrocell-
to-macrocell interference factor.
The second term of denominator is the in-
terference from the microcell where fµm is
the micro-to-macro/cell interference fac-
tor.
Similarly, the received Eb/Io of microcell
is

(
Eb

Io
)µ =

GpSµ

α(Nµ − 1)Sµ + αNmSmfmµ

(2)
where the first term of denominator is the
interference from microcell and the sec-
ond term is the interference from macro-
cell, fmµ denotes the macro-to-micro/cell
interference factor. The interference from
other microcells is ignored here, assum-
ing that there is only the objective mi-
crocell. Before calculating the macro-
cell capacity with the interference from
the microcell, let us think about the
macrocell capacity,Nm−pole , for the case
where there is no microcell. By eliminat-
ing the interference from the microcell in
eqution(1), we get

(
Eb

Io
)m =

Gp

α(Nm−pole − 1)(1 + fmm)
(3)

which gives:

Nm−pole =
Gp

(EbIo )mα(1 + fmm)
+ 1 (4)

If the same work is done for microcell we
get:

Nµ−pole =
Gp

(EbIo )µα
+ 1 (5)
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Assuming that there is no other micro-
cells in the region of interest.
Through some manipulations of the equa-
tions (2),( 3),( 4), and (5), we can obtain
the capacity of the macrocell and micro-
cell with mutual interferences

Nµ = Nµ−pole −Nmfmµψ (6)

Nm = Nm−pole −
Nµfµm

ψ(1 + fmm)
(7)

where ψ is the ratio of the required re-
ceived power of the macrocell to that of
the microcell.

ψ =
Sm

Sµ
(8)

Combining (6) and (7), by eliminating ψ
, gives the following relation for the ca-
pacity of the macrocell in terms of that of
the microcell:

Nm =
Nm−pole

1 +
Nµfmµfµm

(Nµ−pole−Nµ)(1+fmm)

(9)

Nm depends on the product of fmµ and
fµm. As the fmµ.fµm product increases,
the capacity of the macrocell decreases.

III. Cross-Tier Interference

In macro/microcellular CDMA systems,
there exist four kinds of other cell inter-
ferences., the macrocell-to-macrocell in-
terference. The microcell-to-microcell in-
terference, the macrocell-to-microcell in-
terference, and the microcell-to-macrocell
interference. The last two are known
as cross-tier interferences. Here we de-
scribe the method to calculate the cross-
tier interference factors. A geometric ap-
proximation is adopted for the calcula-
tion of the microcell-to-macrocell inter-
ference factor. The area of the macro-
cell is divided into three regions for the

integration during the calculation of the
macrocell-to-microcell interference.

A. Microcell-to-Macrocell Interferenc

The up-link total power of microcell users
ST (the sum of all users’ transmit power)
is obtained.[9]:

ST =

∫ Rµ

0

∫ 2π

0

Sµx
γρxdxdθ =

2NµSµR
γ
µ

γ + 2
(10)

where γ is the path loss exponent , x is
the location of the user, and ρ is density
of microcell users (ρ = Nµ/πR

2
µ), and S1

is the power transmitted by user 1, and is
given as

S1 =
2SµR

γ
µ

γ + 2
(11)

If the users are assumed to lie uniformly
on the circumference of a circle of radius
Rµ−eq, it can be shown that Rµ−eq is re-
lated to Rµ by :

Rµ−eq = (
2

γ + 2
)

1
γRµ (12)

The interference from the microcell to
the macrocell separated by distance D is
given by [10]:

fµm =
1

2πSµ

∫ 2π

0

S1dθ

(D2 + R2
µ−eq − 2DRµ−eqcos(θ))γ/2

(13)

Here the interference is normalized by the
required received power Sµ. The above
integration may be solved analytically if
γ is even. If it is four, the integration
solution may be expressed as hyper- geo-
metric function as follows:

fµm =
R4

µ(D
2 +R2

µ−eq)

3|D2 −R2
µ−eq|

(14)
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This is obtained by using equation(11)

S1

Sµ
=

2Rγ
µ

γ + 2

For different values of γ the integration
(13) should be solved numerically. Table
(1) shows the values of fµm at different
distances from the macrocell BS for the

case of γ = 3.5. Clearly, this factor
decreases as the microcell BS is being far

from the macrocell BS.

Table 1: The values of fµm at different
distances

D 2r 3r 4r 5r 6r 10r

fµm 0.446 0.379 0.358 0.349 0.344 0.337

B. Macrocell-to-Microcell Inter-
ferenc

The macrocell-to-microcell interference
factor is defined as the ratio of the
out-interference caused by the users of
macrocell received at the microcell BS
to the in-cell interference caused by the
users of macrocell which is given by [9]:

Rm

Ru
(0,0) (D,0)

Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

rdrdQ

Figure 2: Geometric Configuration for the
three regions

fmµ =
1

2πRm

∫ ∫
(

r2

(r2 +D2 − 2rDcos(θ))
)
γ/2

rdrdθ

(15)

To solve this integration, we divide the
cell area into three regions as shown in Fig

(2). The three regions have the following
limits[9]:

ℜ1 ∈
{

0 < r < Rm

θ1 < θ < 2π − θ1

}
.

ℜ2 ∈
{

0 < r < min(Rm, Dcosθ −Do)
}
.

ℜ3 ∈
{

0 < r < min(Rm, Dcosθ +Do)
}
.

Where θ1 = sin−1(
Rµ
D )

, Do =
√
R2

µ −D2sin2θ, and

0 < θ < θ1
If the microcell lies outside of the macro-
cell, the region 3 becomes r = Rm re-
sulting the integration of this region to
be zero, and integration of region 2 be-
comes 0 < r < Rm We should double the
integration resulting of regions 2 and 3,
because the regions of the same size exist
in the upside area.

IV. Macrocell-to-Microcell Power
Ratio

In the previous section, we defined the ra-
tio of the required receive power of the
macrocell to that of the microcell. From
equations (6) and (7), the effects of the
power ratio on the capacity can be seen.
These equations have the form of sub-
tracting some amounts from its maximum
capacity, where the amounts are com-
posed of the power ratio and the inter-
ference factors.
To maximize the system capacity, the
power ratio should be set to attenuate the
effect of interference on capacity. How-
ever, making the power ratio small to
achieve the high microcell capacity in (6)
will decrease the macrocell capacity as
can be shown in (7). If the power ratio
is set to be large, the microcell capacity
will decrease. The power ratio to balance
the number of users of macrocell and mi-
crocell is shown below.
By replacing Nm of equation (6) by the
(7), the power ratio can be obtained as a
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function of Nµand Nm

ψ =
(Nµ−pole − Nµ)

fmµNµ−pole
+

Nµfµm

Nm(1 + fmm)
(16)

fmm has a typical value equal to
(0.55)[10]. Hence, the three interference
factors(fmm , fmµ and, fµm ) are known,
the power ratio can be found using (16) as
a function of number of users in the mi-
crocell. Also the number of active users in
the macrocell can be found as a function
of the microcell active users using eq.(7).

V. Design Parameters

First let us suggest a new criteria which
is a product of capacity and coverage
(CCP) as a measure of system perfor-
mance, borrowing this from a analogy of
Bandwidth-Distance Product used in
fiber optic systems.
A given cell area of radius Rm (as shown
in Fig.3 served by a macrocell base sta-
tion, designed to serve Nold active users
with loading factor µ and Eb/Io and for a
certain GoS . So CCPm is NoldRm

Now Suppose that the number of users is
increase by C% to become N = Nold(1 +
C)
This means that the subscribes at the old
coverage area will not all be served be-
cause r < Rm. Even if they are served
, their GoS and performances will be be-
low the requirement, and the loading fac-
tor will be above the design requirements
or N may reach or exceed macrocell pole
capacity.

Ru

Rm

r

Figure 3: Two tier CDMA System

To guarantee continuity of services
within the original design coverage area
for all users, a microcell of radius Rµ is
to be introduced in the macrocell to take
part of the load from the macrocell base
station.
The objective is to increase the resulting
coverage radius r to the old coverage ra-
dius Rm or more.
That is to make CCPnew ≥ CCP
This can be written as

CCPnew = CCPmac+CCPmic = NmRm+NµRµ

(17)
Then NmRm +Nµ ×Rµ ≥ Nold ×Rm

The following questions have to be
considered:
1- What is in general CCPm formula for
this two tier system?
2- What is the load sharing between the
micro and macro cells? i.e. Nm and Nµ

as a function of the percentage increase
of the active users?.
3- What is the appropriate microcell cov-
erage radius Rµ compared to Rm?
4- What is the appropriate power ratio of
macro to micro cell BS as a function of
percentage load increase?
To answer these questions we will assume
that both cells will work with same cell
loading, so: µµ = µm
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Nµ

Nµ−pole
=

Nm

Nm−pole
(18)

And hence
Nm+Nµ = Nold(1+C) ⇒ Nµ = Nold(1+
C)−Nm

Solving equation (18) for Nµ we get

Nµ =
(1 + C)Nold

[
Nm−pole
Nµ−pole

+ 1]
(19)

Now we may obtain Nm

Nm =
Nm−pole(1 + C)Nold

Nm−pole +Nµ−pole
(20)

To maintain CCP and the same coverage
radius Rm , the new CCP must be
CCPnew = CCPmac + CCPmic = Nm ×
Rm +Nµ ×Rµ ≥ CCP

Rµ ≥ Rm(Nold −Nm)

Nµ
(21)

Using Equations (18), (19) and (20) we
get:

Rµ

Rm
≥ Nµ−pole − C ×Nm−pole

(1 + C)×Nµ−pole
(22)

CCPnew = RmNm + Rµ × Nµ =

Rm(Nm +
Rµ
Rm

Nµ).

Let ω =
Rµ
Rm

CCPnew = Rm(Nm + ωNµ) (23)

Using equations (18), (19) and (20) , Eq.(
23) becomes:

CCPnew = Rm
(1 + C)Nold[Nm−pole + ωNµ−pole]

Nµ−pole +Nµ−pole

(24)
where ω must satisfy the condition in
equation (21). Fig.6 shows a relation be-
tween the power ratio of the macro to
micro/cell base station versus the rela-
tive location of the microcell at different

percentage of user increase, the power ra-
tio can be calculated from equation (16).

Figure 4: Power ratio of macro to mi-
cro/cell vs Rµ/D at different percent of
user increase

VI. Numerical Results

Using the MatLab Function:
dblquad(′function′, xmin,

xmax, ymin, ymax), the integration of
Eq.15 is solved at certain values of D

and R and the results are listed in Table
(2) (the radius of the macrocell is
normalized to unity; (Rm = 1Km )

Rµ/D fmµ Rµ/D fmµ

0.10 0.320 0.15 0.345

0.20 0.348 0.25 0.358

0.30 0.377 0.35 0.383

0.40 0.402 0.45 0.431

0.50 0.446 0.55 0.456

0.60 0.481 0.65 0.502

0.70 0.526 0.75 0.534

0.80 0.531 0.85 0.542

0.90 0.563 0.95 0.565

1.00 0.568

Table 2: The values of mutual interfer-
ence at different distance ratios

Eq.16 is plotted in Fig.5 which il-
lustrates the relation between macro VS
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micro cell users at different distances.
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Figure 5: Macrocell users vs Microcell
users

The Macrocll to Microcell Power
Ratioψ as a function of microcell active
user is drawn in Fig.6. It is clear that the
effect of the distance ratio D/Rµ is very
small. Once the number of microcell ac-
tive users is assigned , the ratio of powers
ψ = Sm

Sµ
is known.

One can note that as Rµ/D, increases, the
over all capacity decreases, this is because
when the microcell BS gets near from the
macrocell BS, the mutual interference will
increase and hence the capacity decreases.
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Figure 6: Power Ratio VS Microcell ac-
tive users

As an example, we will suppose the
operating point is at cell loading of 70%

for the bit rate of 14.4Kbps,Eb/Io = 5dB
and only one class of service with voice
activity factor of 3/8 is assumed. If we
assume an increase in the traffic by 40%.
The objective is to design the two tier
system parameters to keep the same sys-
tem performance or better.
From ref.[11],[12], the radius of the cell at
the given cell loading is 1.22 km
Nold =146 × 0.7=102
Eq.4 givesNm−pole=146
Eq.5 gives Nµ−pole =225
CCP (old) = Rm×Nold= 124.44 user.Km
Nnew = (1 + 0.4)× 65 ≈ 143
Eq. 18 leads to Nµ = 143

146/225+1 ≈ 87

Nm=143-87=56 (From Eq.19)
If we choose ω=0.6 ⇒ Rµ =0.50×
1.22=732 m.
CCPnew = CCPmac + CCPmic = Nm ×
Rm +Nµ ×Rµ:
=56× 1.22 + 87× 0.610 = 150 user.km
This is greater than the old value, mean-
ing that the performance still satisfies.
The power ratio can be calculated from
Eq.20, assuming that the microcell base
station is installed at a distance such that
Rµ/D = 1(fµm = 0.568 from Table (1)
and fmµ is read from Table(2)
Subsitituting in Eq.16 leads to ψ = 2.6,
this value of power ratioψ can also be
read from the Fig.4
So the required received power at the
microcell base station is approximately
equal to 2.234 times the required re-
ceived power at the macrocell base sta-
tion, i.e if the minimum required received
power at the Macrocell BS is −100dBm,
then the minimum required received
power at the Microcell BS should be
(−100dBm+ 10log(2.234)) = −96.5dBm
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VII. Conclusion

To improve the performance, a two tier
system consisting of macrocell/microcell
BSs is stuied. The microcell is installed
where users are estimated to be high.
This Hotspot cell will provide services to
those extra users effecting coverage and
performance for the rest of the users.
this approach makes a more stable cov-
erage and prevents the cell from exten-
sive breathing. With this insertion of mi-
crocell BS, a cross-tier interferences come
into sight. A method to approximate
this interference for specific assumptions
is given. The overall CCP improvement
is noticed. Closed form formulas to calcu-
late several design system parameters as
the diameter of microcell and the power
ratio between the tiers are driven. It
is pointed in the last example that al-
though the capacity is increased but the
system performance is still maintained at
the same link quality.
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Abstract

One of the challenging problems of Cognitive Radio (CR) is the interference
which occurs when a cognitive radio accesses a licensed band but fails to notice
the presence of the licensed user. To allow the cognitive radio to access the
same spectrum band where the primary user is operating creates a problem, the
cognitive radio may interfere with the primary system, and hence degrading the
quality of service for the primary receiver.

In this paper we propose an adaptive power control scheme for Cognitive
Radio. The proposed scheme estimates the distance between the primary user
and the Cognitive Radio, using the SNR as proxy for distance. On the basis of
this information the Cognitive Radio adaptively changes its transmit power to
prevent the primary user from harmful interference.

By this scheme, CR can perform intelligently to determine the maximum
level of the transmission power which does not cause any harmful interference
to the primer users quality of service.

I. Introduction

With the increasing demand and explo-
sion growth in wireless services over the
past several years, the spectrum becomes
more congested especially in the bands
below 3GHz. On the other hand, exten-
sive measurements taken reveal a typical
utilization of 0.5% in the 3-4 GHz band
which drops more in higher bands[1]. Re-
cent survey has proved that most of the
radio frequency spectrum is vastly under-
utilization.

The FCC reported vast temporal and

geographic variations in the use of allo-
cated spectrum with utilization ranging
from 15% to 85%. In order to utilize
this spectrum (white spaces), the FCC
announced Cognitive Radio technology as
a candidate to implement negotiated or
opportunistic spectrum sharing [2]. Cog-
nitive Radio is an intelligent wireless com-
munication that is aware of its surround-
ing environment and uses the methodol-
ogy of understanding-by-building to learn
from the environment and adapts its
internal states to make corresponding
changes in certain operating parameters
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[3].
In Cognitive Radio, unlicensed users

(secondary users) are allowed to share the
licensed spectrum where primary users
are absent in specific time and/or allo-
cation. By detecting particular spectrum
holes and jumping into them rapidly, Cog-
nitive Radio improves the utilization of
the spectrum significantly.

Traditionally, a large amount of spec-
trum bands have already been assigned
to different users who often referred to
as Primary Users (PUs). They have
the exclusive right to use these bands.
This inflexible policy has already been a
huge waste of spectrum resources. While
Cognitive Radio allows the unauthorized
users called as Secondary Users (SUs) to
use the licensed bands when such bands
are vacant by PUs. Therefore Cognitive
Radio can economically enhance the spec-
trum efficiency.

The fundamental requirements for
SUs is to avoid interference to the poten-
tial PUs in their vicinity. To guarantee
a high spectrum efficiency while avoiding
any kind of harmful interference to the li-
censed users (PUs), some important func-
tionalities should be provided by Cog-
nitive Radio which includes: spectrum
sensing, dynamic frequency selection and
transmit power control[4]. These main
functions can be summarized as following:

• Spectrum Sensing : Detection un-
used spectrum and sharing the spectrum
without harmful interference with other
users.

• Spectrum Management: capturing
the best available spectrum to meet users
requirements (QoS, bit rate, ...).

• Spectrum mobility: maintain-
ing seamless communication requirements
during the transition to better spectrum.

• Spectrum sharing: providing the fair

spectrum scheduling method among the
co-existing (SUs).

Among different spectrum sensing
schemes [5] for reliably identifying the
spectrum holes, Energy Detection incurs
a very low implementation cost and is
hence widely used. It has a good resis-
tance against a fast time varying radio
environment where none a priori knowl-
edge about the PUs is available (non-
coherent detector). In order to identify
the presence of PUs with unknown fre-
quency locations, energy detector serves
as the optimal sensing scheme since they
only need to measure the power of the
received signal. Fig. 1 is a block di-
agram of an energy detector, the band-
pass filter is used to limit the bandwidth
of the input signal. It is followed by a
squaring device used to measure the re-
ceived energy and the integrator deter-
mining the observation interval T . Af-
ter the integrator is a threshold device,
comparing the output of the integrator
Y with predetermined threshold to de-
cide whether the signal is present or not.

Figure 1: Block diagram of a simple energy

detector

One of the most problems of CR is the
interference which occurs when a SU ac-
cesses a licensed band but fails to detect
the presence of the licensed user. To ad-
dress this problem, the CR should be de-
signed to co-exist with the licensed user
without creating harmful interference.

Power control which has been em-
ployed for improving the link performance
in cellular networks can also be applied
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to CR networks. However, power control
of CR networks is more complicated, in
that it should not only consider the qual-
ity of service (QoS) requirements of the
SUs, but also protect the PU communi-
cation link. Since the PU communication
has priority over the SU communication,
it is impossible for the SUs to share the
PU channel deteriorating the link qual-
ity of the PU communication. Thus, SUs
should always check the estimated inter-
ference at the primary receiver after de-
termining their transmission powers.

Several interference mitigation tech-
niques have been presented for CR sys-
tems [6, 7, 8]. In [8], an orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
was considered as a candidate for cog-
nitive radio to avoid the interference by
leaving a set of sub-channels unused,
which can provide a flexible spectral
shape that fills the spectral gaps with-
out interfering with the PUs. There are
two categories in the power control for
CR networks: centralized and distributed
power control. For the centralized power
control, a central manager controls the
transmission power of all users within its
coverage.

A transmission power control system
using Fuzzy Logic System was proposed
in [9]. With the built-in fuzzy power con-
troller, the SU is able to dynamically ad-
just its transmission power in response
to the changes of the interference level
caused by the SU to the PU. In [10], con-
sidering the interference temperature con-
straints, the optimal power control prob-
lem was modeled as a concave minimiza-
tion problem. In [9, 10], no SU is al-
lowed to transmit before receiving autho-
rization from the manager. Furthermore,
all information required for managing the
network should be known to the central

entity, and very heavy signaling is in-
evitable.

For the distributed power control, on
the other hand, each user controls its
transmission power by itself using only lo-
cal information. However, since the in-
terference temperature at the primary re-
ceiver cannot be identified by the local in-
formation, it is difficult that the QoS re-
quirement for the PU is guaranteed in the
distributed power control. Thus, an ad-
ditional process is needed to let the SUs
recognize the interference temperature at
the primary receiver. In [7], a Joint Co-
ordination and Power Control (JCPC) al-
gorithm was proposed based on the game
theory. The transmission power of each
SU in the set is distributively allocated in
the power control phase.

In [8] an example of a power control
rule which allows the secondary user to
adapt its transmit power while guarantee-
ing an acceptable level at the primary re-
ceivers is presented. A coherent detection
is assumed as a signal detection, where a
pilot signal is used to allow users to mea-
sure the local SNR of the primary signal
which can then be used as a proxy for
distance from the primary transmitter.
Armed with this information, secondary
user can approximate their distance from
the primary transmitter and adjust their
transmit power accordingly.

To avoid the interference to the li-
censed users, the transmit power of the
cognitive radio should be limited based on
the locations of the licensed users. How-
ever, it is difficult to locate the licensed
users for the cognitive radio in practice
because the channels between the cog-
nitive radio and the licensed users are
usually unknown. Furthermore, the en-
vironment where the system is in oper-
ation may have large delay spread and
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hence the channel model is complicated
by fading, shadowing and path loss ef-
fects. Unlike in [8], in this paper, we
present a power control approach in CR
systems based on spectrum sensing infor-
mation in order to approximate the dis-
tance from the primary transmitter and
then estimate the required power which
can be transmitted by Cognitive Radio
while guaranteeing the protection of the
primary user from harmful interference.
the interference to the PU due to the pres-
ence of cognitive radios. This approach
consists of two steps:
• The shortest distance between a li-
censed receiver and a CR is derived from
the spectrum sensing side information.
• Then, the transmit power of the cog-
nitive radio is determined based on this
shortest distance to guarantee quality of
service for the licensed user.
Because the worst case is considered in
this approach where the CR is the closest
to the licensed user, the proposed power
control approach can be applied to the li-
censed user in any location.
The remaining of the paper is organized
as follows: Section II illustrates the sys-
tem model. Section III defines the prob-
lem formulation which is divided into two
subsections; the first one adapts the en-
ergy sensing as a base to estimate the
probabilities of false alarm, detection and
missing, while the second gives the power
control algorithm. Section IV supports
the work with a numerical example fol-
lowed by the conclusion in Section V.

II. System Model

Our model is illustrated in Fig.2.

Figure 2: The system model

The licensed user formed by a
Transmitter-Receiver pair, co-exists in
the same area with a secondary user. The
primary transmitter PTX communicates
with the primary receiver PRX with the
transmit power Sp. Some system param-
eters are declared as follows: The distance
rd is the radius of a circle around the pri-
mary transmitter which represents the de-
codable region within which the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of decodability occurs
in the absence of interference to the pri-
mary receiver. rp is the radius of a circle
around the primary transmitter which de-
notes the protection region within which
the primary receiver must be guaranteed
successful reception even in the presence
of the cognitive radio. γp(dB) is the sig-
nal attenuation due to the distance rd. γ
is the margin of protection in dB which is
a measure of how much interference above
the noise floor the primary system can tol-
erate. For the secondary system SU , be-
fore accessing the channel, the cognitive
radio acts as a listener to detect from the
received signal whether the PU is in op-
eration. Let r(m) denotes the distance
between the PTX and SU . In practice,
it is difficult to obtain the value of r be-
cause the signals from the PTX and the
channel are both unknown to the cogni-
tive radio. Thus, computing r will be a
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challenging problem. Another challeng-
ing issue is to allow the cognitive radio to
access the same spectrum band where the
PU is operating. In such case, the cogni-
tive radio may interfere with the primary
system, thereby, degrading the quality of
service for the PU. To reduce the interfer-
ence, the transmit power Ss of the cogni-
tive radio should be limited based on the
tolerable interference to the primary re-
ceiver which depends on the distance be-
tween the cognitive radio and the primary
receiver. However, it is difficult for the
cognitive radio to locate the primary re-
ceiver which can be at any location inside
the protection region.

To address this problem, the worst
case scenario is investigated in this pa-
per where the the primary receiver PRX

is located at the crossing point between
the boundary of the protection region and
the line from the PTX to the cognitive ra-
dio as shown in Fig. 2. By maintaining
the transmit power of the cognitive radio
Sc for the above worst case, the quality
of service for the primary receiver can be
guaranteed at any location inside the pro-
tection region. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that the transmit power of the cognitive
radio Ss which is allowed to inflict toler-
able interference on the PRX depends on
the SNR loss (γ + γs) in dB. Note the
SNR loss due to the distance (r) is given
by ξ = γs + γp(dB). Then, the transmit
power control problem is essentially con-
verted to the problem of evaluating the
SNR loss ξ due to r for a given γ and
γp. We assume here that the channel be-
tween any two terminals in our model ex-
periences flat Rayleigh fading and path
loss. The propagation power attenuation
is characterized by α(r) = rν , where ν
denotes the power loss exponent which
depends on the channel type between ter-

minals, which is in the range of 2 (LOS
free space attenuation) up to more than
6(crowded obstacles area). An average
value of ν = 3.5 will be chosen through-
out this paper which corresponds to the
urban environment attenuation.

III. Problem Formulation

We present a power control algorithm
based on spectrum sensing side informa-
tion to efficiently utilize the spectrum by
allowing the cognitive radio to co-exist
with the primary system.

We firstly propose an idea of determin-
ing the distance r between the PTX and
the SU from spectrum sensing. Then, we
show that the transmit power of the cog-
nitive radio Ss can be controlled based on
this distance in order to guarantee QoS to
the PRX .

A. Energy Based Spectrum Sens-
ing

Spectrum sensing is to decide between the
following two hypotheses:

H0 : x(t) = n(t), o < t ≤ T

H1 : x(t) = hs(t) + n(t), o < t ≤ T (1)

where x(t) is the received signal at the
SU , s(t) is the transmitted signal from
the PTX , n(t) is the Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) modeled as
ℵ(0, σ2), T denotes the observation time,
and h is the overall channel gain coeffi-
cient including the Rayleigh fading and
propagation losses . Let us define the in-
stantaneous SNR as η = |hs(t)|2/σ2. If
the signal amplitude follows a Rayleigh
distribution, then the SNR follows an ex-
ponential distribution.

A great challenge of spectrum sens-
ing for the cognitive radio is to detect the
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presence of the PTX with limited informa-
tion about the channel h and the trans-
mitted signal s(t). In such a scenario, the
energy detector has been shown as the op-
timal detector for a zero-mean constella-
tion of s(t) [11].

Specifically, the energy of the received
signal, denoted by Y in Fig. 1, is collected
in a fixed bandwidth W and a time slot
duration T and then compared with a pre-
designed threshold δ, if Y ≥ δ then the
cognitive radio assumes that the primary
system is in operation, i.e., H1. Other-
wise, it assumes H0.

The average probability of detection,
false alarm, and missing of energy detec-
tion (The miss detection occurs when the
PRX is in operation but the cognitive ra-
dio fails to sense it) over Rayleigh fad-
ing channels can be given by, respectively,
[5, 12, 13]:

Pd = E

[
Pr

{
H1/H1

}]
η

= e−
δ
2

γ−2∑
n=0

1

n!
(
δ

2
)n + (

1 + η

η
)γ−1

×
(
e
− δ

2(1+η) − e−
δ
2

γ−2∑
n=0

1

n!
(

δη

2(1 + η)
)n
)
(2)

Pf = E

[
Pr

{
H1/H0

}]
η

=
Γ(m, δ/2)

Γ(m)

(3)

Pm = E

[
Pr

{
H0/H1

}]
η

= 1− Pd (4)

where η denotes the average SNR at
the cognitive radio. E[.]η represents the
expectation over the random variable η
which is exponential distributed. Pr{.}
is the probability. Γ(., .) is the incom-
plete gamma function and Γ(.) is the

gamma function. Finally, m is Time
Bandwidth product TW with m = 5 is
chosen throughout this paper.

The path loss due to the distance r
can be given by

ξ = −10 log(r−ν) = 10 log(
Sp

σ2
)−10 log(η)

(5)
From (5), we can obtain

η =
Sp

σ2
r−ν =

Sp/σ
2

10ξ/10
(6)

Using equations (2),(4), and (6), a rela-
tionship between Pm and distance r (or
ξ) can be obtained for specific values of
Sp/σ

2 and path loss exponent factor ν.
i.e

Pm = f(r) (7)

It is obvious that the distance r (or ξ) can
be decided by Pm by certain mathemati-
cal manipulations. Fig. 3 shows Pm ver-
sus the distance r for different transmit
SNR (Sp/σ

2) (SNR is chosen to be 60, 80
and 100)dB from the top to the bottom
respectively , and ν = 3.5 and Pf = 0.01.
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Figure 3: Probability of missing versus dis-
tance (false alarm probability =0.01)

Numerical results demonstrate that
when the cognitive radio is far from the
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primary transmitter, a high probability of
missing is obtained. For a fixed distance
r, a higher transmit SNR can get a better
sensing performance, i.e., a lower Pm.

The detector may estimate the proba-
bility of missing Pm as follows. Define K
as:

K(Yi) =

{
1 if Yi > δ
0 otherwise

(8)

for i = 1, · · · , N(number of time slots)
, where Yi denotes the energy collected
by the cognitive radio in time slot i. So,
Pm(estimated value) can be obtained as:

P̃m = 1− 1

N

N∑
i=1

K(Yi) (9)

Hence Pm is calculated , r can be obtained
from (7).

B. Power Control Algorithm

Sometimes, during the spectrum sensing
the presence of the primary user could
not be properly detected. As a result
the overall system performance will be de-
graded significantly due to the interfer-
ence from the cognitive radio. In this sec-
tion, we propose a transmit power con-
trol method to address this problem by
mitigating the interference due to the
presence of the cognitive radio. PRX

can successfully decode the received sig-
nal from PTX in the presence of the SU
if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ra-
tio (SINR) of the PRX is above a certain
threshold, say γd, i.e., SINR ≥ γd.

The QoS requirement of the primary
receiver requires:

Śp

Śs + σ2
≥ 10γd/10

Śs ≤ Śp10
−γd/10 − σ2 (10)

where Śp and Śs denote the received sig-
nal power at the primary receiver from
the PTX and the SU , respectively.

Now we may express Śp on the pro-
tected border in terms of SNR as

10 log(
Śp

σ2
) = γd + γ

Śp = σ210(
γd+γ

10 ) (11)

From (10) and (11) we can solve for Śs:

Śs ≤ σ2(10
γ
10 − 1) (12)

The power constrains must consider a pri-
mary receiver and secondary transmitter
as close as possible, with the primary on
the edge of the protected area and the sec-
ondary on the the edge of the no-talk zone
[8], (12) leads to:

Ssα21(r − rp) ≤ (10
γ
10 − 1)σ2

Ss ≤ (10
γ
10 − 1)σ2 (α21(r − rp))

−1
(13)

where α21(.) is the propagation path loss
between the primary transmitter and sec-
ondary receiver. We may write rp in
terms of SNR as:

10 log(
Sp

σ2
)−10 log

(
Spα11(rp)

σ2

)
= γp−γ

α11(rp) = 10
−γp+γ

10

rp = α−1
11

(
10

−γp+γ
10

)
where α11(.) is the propagation path loss
between the primary transmitter and pri-
mary receiver and α−1

11 (.) is its inverse
function.

Next, we solve for distance r in terms
of SNR

10 log(
Sp

σ2
)−10 log

(
Spα12(r)

σ2

)
= γp+γs
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α12(r) = 10
−γp−γs

10

and then

r = α−1
12

(
10

−γp−γs
10

)
For simplicity we assume that αij(.),∀i, j
is characterized by α(.) = (.)−ν as men-
tioned above.

Using the above results and equation
(13), we may obtain:

10 log(
Ss

σ2
) ≤ γp + 10 log(10γ/10 − 1)+

10ν log
(
(10γs/10)1/ν − (10−γ/10)1/ν

)
= g(γs)

(14)
Equation (14) is only function of (γs) for
fixed values of γ and ν. It can be seen
that a value of the allowable Ss depends
on the SNR loss γs. Since the location of
the PRX is usually unknown for the cog-
nitive radio, it is difficult to get the value
of γs. In this work, we consider the worst
case that the PRX is located at the closet
point to the cognitive radio. In this case,
from Fig. 2,we have

γs = ξ − γp (15)

By substituting (15) into (14), we can see
that Ss can be decided by ξ, we can get:

Smax
s = g(ξ − γp) + 10 log(σ2)

= g
(
−10 log(r−ν)− γp

)
+ 10 log(σ2)

(16)
Smax
s determines the maximum value of
Ss in dB and r has been obtained from
the spectrum sensing side information in
Section III-A. As a result, the transmit
power of the cognitive radio which is al-
lowed to guarantee a good quality of ser-
vice for the PRX can be derived by the
following algorithm:

◃ Find missing probability from Eg. 9.
◃ Derive a relation for distance form Eg.
7.
◃ Find the max secondary transmitted
power from Eq. 16.
Fig. 4 shows the maximum allowed
transmitted power by the Cognitive ra-
dio versus SNRξ(dB) for the same pa-
rameters used in Fig. 3. It gives
a comparison between our approach
given by (16)(represented by a line)
and that given by equation (9) (repre-
sented by a dashed line)for reference [8].
The two approaches seem to be closed.
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Figure 4: Probability of missing versus dis-
tance (false alarm probability =0.01)

IV. Numerical Example

A numerical example is presented below
to demonstrate the potential of the pro-
posed power control method in cognitive
radio systems. we assume that the sys-
tem parameters have the following values:
γp = 50dB, γ = 2dB, Pf = 0.05, and
SNRp = Sp/σ

2 = 80dB
The channel environment is assumed to
have flat Rayleigh fading and path loss.
In order to allow the cognitive radio to
share the spectrum with the primary sys-
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tem while guaranteeing a good quality of
service to the PRX characterized by the
inequality (10), the transmit power of the
cognitive radio (Smax

s )should be designed
judiciously.
Because it is difficult to locate the
primary receiver for the cognitive ra-
dio, we consider the worst case scenario
where the primary receiver is the near-
est to the cognitive radio, as shown in
Fig. 2. From (7) we can obtain Pm

vs. ξ as shown in Fig. 5. This
shows the relationship between Pm and
the SNR loss due to the distance r.
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Figure 5: Probability of missing versus

ξ(dB)

We can establish the relationship be-
tween Smax

s /σ2 and Pm as illustrated
in Fig. 6. By calculating Pm from
(9), the maximum transmit power Smax

s

can be determined to guarantee the
quality of service for the licensed user
in the presence of the cognitive radio.
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Figure 6: Smax
s /σ2 versus the prob. of miss-

ing

Since the maximum power of Ss is
evaluated according to the worst case
where the primary receiver is the near-
est to the cognitive radio, we expect that
this power control algorithm may be ap-
plied to a primary receiver in any other
location.

V. Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to investigate the
coexistence of the primary and the cogni-
tive networks while guaranteeing the pro-
tection of the primary user from harm-
ful interference. A case of a primary user
and a cognitive radio sharing spectrum si-
multaneously is considered. To limit the
interference to the primary user, we de-
veloped a power control approach which
intelligently adjusts the transmit power
of the cognitive radio while maintaining
quality of service for the primary user.
The transmit power is controlled by the
spectrum sensing side information based
on energy detector. The probability of
missing which actually includes the im-
plicit location information of the primary
user. Numerical results were presented
to show that the proposed approach may
provide a reliable quality of service for
the primary user in any location while en-
hancing the spectrum utilization.
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Abstract- Optical access networks are considered to be definite solutions to the problem 

of upgrading current congested access networks to ones capable of delivering future 

broadband integrated services. However, the high deployment and maintenance cost of 

traditional point-to-point architectures is a major economic barrier. Current TDM-PON 

architectures are economically feasible, but bandwidth-limited. In this paper, we focus on 

the WDM PON technology and investigate many related issues among them are: (1) the 

network scalability in terms of transmission length, split ratio, and transmission speed; (2) 

the feasibility of the bidirectional transmission on different wavelengths on the same fiber 

across the access network; (3) the value of the ONU modulation of upstream data on 

continuous waves provided by the OLT, which eliminates the need for tunable components 

at ONUs. The significance of the last issue stems from the fact that the tunable components 

are much more sophisticated compared to conventional EPON and GPON systems and 

requires an additional network control unit. 

I. Introduction 
Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) solutions 

today vary from high-bandwidth, 

symmetrical and dedicated FTTH to 

traditional Time Division Multiplexing 

Passive Optical Network (TDM PON) such 

as Gigabit PON (GPON) solutions that are 

asymmetrical, share bandwidth among 

users and are not neither flexible nor 

scalable to address various residential 

requirements and enterprises in one 

infrastructure [1]. 

 

FTTH solutions provide more bandwidth 

than traditional copper-based access 

networks. Nowadays, many vendors and 

service providers are gravitating toward 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 

PON-based FTTH systems which increase 

bandwidth by dividing a single fiber into 

multiple wavelengths, as shown in Figure 1. 

Each wavelength is capable of carrying the 

same bandwidth that previously carried in 

the entire fiber [2]. 

 

 
Figure 1: WDM-PON based FTTH [3] 

 

The WDM-PON technology is the newest 

generation of fiber-based solutions 

available [4].  It is a technology which 

multiplexes multiple wavelengths (colors) 

on a single optical fiber to carry different 
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signals. A single type of an Optical 

Network Unit (ONU) can be used for each 

subscriber to perform wavelength 

modulation and demodulation functions; 

this type of ONUs is called a colorless 

ONU [4]. In order to make an ONU a 

colorless device, an alternative WDM PON 

network based on a reflective architecture is 

used. Much work about the colorless ONU 

has been proposed. Wavelength-locked 

Fabry-Perot Laser Diode (F-P LD) is one of 

them, since it is believed that the F-P LD is 

the most economical optical source. 

 

In this paper, we first review the need for 

WDM PON in Libya. Then, the design of 

WDM PON is introduced in a case study. 

Finally, our concluding remarks are 

presented. 

II. The need for WDM-PON 

Technology 
Libya nowadays has become a 

bandwidth-hungry country. Many types of 

services that require high bandwidth 

become desirable. As the 

telecommunication technology offers new 

types of applications, it is very important to 

satisfy the bandwidth requirement of these 

applications. The problem is that the user 

bandwidth is growing more symmetrical 

with the popularity of user-generated 

content and peer-to-peer networking 

involving high-resolution video and other 

latency-sensitive applications. Many 

network access solutions such as dial up 

Connection, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber 

Line (ADSL), and Worldwide 

Interoperability for Microwave Access 

(WiMAX) are currently used in Libya. 

FTTH is rapidly becoming the preferred 

wire line solution for access networks, and 

the newest employed architecture in Libya 

is GPON that provides about 68 Mbps for 

downstream and about 40Mbps for 

upstream to each home using 1:32 splitting 

ratio. It seems enough for now, but 

unfortunately, it would not be enough for 

tomorrow’s applications such as 3D-

computer games, Super HDTV (SHDTV), 

and virtual reality, which is considered as 

the most advanced and challenged 

technology in the 3D vision applications. 

 

Only WDM PON can cope with this 

expected huge bandwidth demands, as 

shown in Figure 2, and all other TDM 

PONs will not be able to handle the future 

demands in Libya. As a matter of fact, 

traditional PONs faces many obstacles in 

upgrading, since all of them use the TDM 

technique. As a result, as traffic demands 

increase, the TDM PON becomes 

overloaded and accordingly users will need 

to get dedicated bandwidths that prevent 

them from using Ethernet solutions.  

 

 

 
Figure 2: Bandwidth demand versus years 

[5] 

 

WDM PON provides virtual point-to-

point connectivity through a dedicated 

wavelength. This feature brings many 

inherent advantages: unlimited bandwidth 

(each end user can have more than 2.5Gbps 

of bandwidth), protocol transparency, 

security, the splitting ratio is not limited by 
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the splitting loss of the remote node, etc [4]. 

All of these will lead us to propose the 

WDM-PON architecture as the most 

feasible PON solution in Libya. 

 

Based on the initial survey done on the 

Libyan market, the expected maximum 

bandwidth demand per application in Libya 

for the next five years is indicated in Table 

1.  

According to Table 1, the maximum 

downstream requirement for each home is 

129.256Mbps. As a standard point of view, 

155Mbps is the proposed data rate for both 

upstream and downstream transmission. 

Table 1: The expected bandwidth demand 

in Libya for the next five years 

 
 

Under the consideration of these 

requirements, our aim is to propose a 

scalable network solution for the next 

generation access network in Libya. In 

order to choose the best solution option, 

Hay Al-Zohour residential area is chosen as 

a case study. Hay Al-Zohour is a new 

residential area in Tripoli built near the 

airport highway. It is an apartment complex 

with 25 premises, and each building 

consists of 32 apartments, resulting in 800 

end users.  

III. Case Study 
In order to choose the right system, Hay 

Al-Zohour has been divided into four 

regions. The following networking options 

will be considered in the design of these 

regions: Point to Point (P2P) fiber link, 

GPON, WE PON and WDM PON. 

Our design objective is to differentiate 

between these networking options. These 

options are briefly described as follows. 

 P2P: With this option, a very high 

bandwidth can be delivered. However, this 

is a very expensive option compared with 

the other networking options. This is 

because there is a dedicated fiber from the 

Optical Line Terminal (OLT) at the Central 

Office (CO) to each ONU at the end user. 

Each ONU has to have its independent 

transceiver at the OLT; i.e., to support 32 

users, 32 optical fibers are required from 

the OLT to end users. Moreover, the 

number of transceivers is 32, and each 

transceiver is independent from the others. 

Thus, the overall cost is expected to be high. 

Therefore, this option is not desirable.   

 G PON: GPON is the current PON 

used in Hay Al-Zohour employing 1:64 

splitting ratio (i.e., only one optical fiber 

can support 64 users), providing each home 

with 34Mbps in the downstream, and about 

17Mbps for the upstream [6]. If demands 

increase in the next years, the splitting ratio 

can be decreased to 1:32, providing each 

user with a bandwidth of about 68 Mbps for 

downstream and about 40Mbps for 

upstream. Any further increase in the 
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demand will increase the number of 

splitters (i.e., reducing the splitting ratio to 

1:16 or 1:8) and will raise the cost as well. 

Therefore, this option cannot be classified 

as the next generation PON for Libyan 

market. 

 WE-PON: This option is based on 

transmittinga several wavelengths from a 

Broadband Light Source (BLS) into many 

ONUs using the TDM technique. However, 

this option is better than GPON when it 

comes to upgradability.  WE PON requires 

less total optical fiber length and less 

number of OLTs, compared with GPON 

with the same splitting ratio 1:32. If 

demands increase significantly in the future, 

WE PON will require much more Arrayed 

Waveguide Gratings (AWGs) and OLTs to 

support each subscriber, until WE PON 

reaches to a dead-end road, in which each 

user requires a dedicated wavelength; this is 

what is called WDM PON. 

 WDM PON: In WDM PON, each 

building contains an AWG, enabling each 

user to enjoy his/her maximum demands 

and stopping the mass routine of upgrading, 

because each user can have his/her 

independent wavelength, enabling up to 

2.5Gbps downstream and upstream. 

Although the same number of OLTs are 

required as in GPON with splitting ratio of 

1:32, WDM PON can match perfectly any 

demands required. Also, there is no need 

for splitters which introduce more loss in 

the network. Moreover, WDM PON 

provides virtual P2P connectivity, protocol 

transparency and physical security. 

However, the high cost of WDM-PON 

equipment can be considered a major 

stumbling block to widespread deployment 

for the current time. On the other hand, as 

the bandwidth demand increases in the next 

years, there will be a significant drop in the 

cost of the WDM PON equipments, as 

shown in Figure 3. As a matter of fact, in 

the United States, per-home FTTH costs 

have dropped in 12 years by a factor of 

almost 5 [8]. 

 

Figure 3: Number of subscribers & cost 

versus years [7] 

Figure 4 illustrates the design of the 

access network in Hay Al-Zohour 

residential area using the previously- 

mentioned PON technologies.  

As shown in Figure 4, WDM PON 

requires ¼ feeder fiber length of that used 

in the dedicated fiber region, 8 times of that 

used WE PON region with much more 

scalability and the same feeder fiber as 

GPON region with higher bandwidth and 

much more scalability. 

Based on the maximum number of 

wavelengths used in WDM PON and the 

nature of the area, it is found that, in order 

to meet the used system specifications, it is 

required to run 25 fiber cores (one core to 

each building). Each fiber core is to be 

demultiplexed into 32 users using AWG 

located inside the building. 

To simplify the design, Hay Al-Zohour 

area is divided into 3 regions. Each region 

consists of 8 premises: one Optical Cable 

Closure Box (OCCB) is used in each region, 

one AWG per building, and one Access 

Terminal Box (ATB) per user is employed. 

Figure 5 shows the complete system layout. 

According to the structure of Hay Al-

Zohour premises, 32 channels have been 

assigned to each building. Each channel has 
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two wavelengths: one is for the upstream 

which uses C-band window and the other is 

for the downstream which uses L-band 

window. Both streams offer a transmission 

rate of 155Mbps. The proposed scheme that 

performs the bidirectional transmission is 

the reflective scheme, which works by 

applying a spectral slicing with injection 

locked F-P LD. 

  
Figure 4: Choosing the right system 

 
Figure 5: System Layout 

In order to calculate the received power 

for both the ONU and OLT, the 

calculations have been applied to the 

longest fiber path which is about 1669.5 m. 

In order to get a BER less than     , the 

injected power for both Fabry Perot Laser 

diodes (FP-LDs) located at the OLT and 

ONU has been assumed to be -14dBm, 

based on the assumption used in [4]. This 

assures that the eye diagram of the FP-LD 

at the ONU will be open as depicted in 

Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: The eye diagram of the FP-LD at 

the ONU after it has been injected with a 

wavelength from the C- BLS [9] 

Figure 7 indicates a simple sketch for the 

network with the parameters to be involved 

in our calculation. 
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Figure 7: Simple sketch for the proposed 

WDM PON which indicates the equipments 

required to support each home by using 

injection locked FP-LD 

 

 L-Band Power Calculations: 

 

 

 C-Band Power Calculations: 

 

The survivability performance of the 

proposed design can also be determined by 

calculating the system availability. The 

overall unavailability of the system is given 

by the following equations: 

 

Where:  

UOLT:  OLT unavailability  

UTRX: Transceiver unavailability 

UWDM: WDM filter unavailability 

UAWG: AWG unavailability 

UBLS: BLS unavailability 

UCD: Bidirectional coupling device 

unavailability which consists of 2 

circulators and 2 WDM filters.  

The overall unavailability and the overall 

availability of the system for a single 

channel is 830.8×10
-7 

and 0.999917, 

respectively [10]. 

IV. Conclusions 

WDM-PON technology is the newest 

generation of fiber-based access network 

solutions available. It is a technology that 

multiplexes multiple optical carrier signals 

into a single optical fiber by using different 

wavelengths of laser light to carry different 

signals. Even though it provides all of the 

fiber-saving advantages without the 

limitations of TDM PON, it has a little 

success in commercialization. This is due to 

the fact that there has been no practical and 

low-cost solution for a WDM light source, 

until the ASE-injected FP-LD scheme and 

athermal AWG has been proposed as the 

best economical and practical solution.  
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Moreover, a qualitative overview of the 

need for WDM PON has been presented. 

Also, we have made the case for WDM 

PON in Libyan market by taking Hay Al-

Zohour residential area as a case study in 

order to choose the right system for next 

generation access network in Libya. 

Furthermore, we have tested the 

performance of the WDM PON segment of 

Hay Al-Zhour design.  

Finally, we believe that WDM PON is 

needed in Libya not just for the next five 

years, but this architecture can support 

users’ overgrowing demands for more than 

additional 70 years from now. This is 

because WDM PON can be upgraded to 

support each end user with more than 

2.5Gbps. On the other hand, other TDM 

PONs will not be able to handle the 

growing bandwidth demand since they are 

time dependent networks and upgrading 

means a night mare for carriers and service 

providers. This is because there is a part of 

network infrastructure that depends on the 

transmission rate before the network can be 

designed. If there is any upgrading process, 

the splitting ratio has to be decreased which 

means the number of the splitters will 

increase and accordingly increasing the cost 

and more wasted time will be spend on 

network configuration. All of these 

problems can be successfully avoided by 

the use of WDM PON.  
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Abstract- 

 Manchester encoding is a clock encoding technique used by the physical layer to encode 

the clock and data of a bit stream. A Manchester encoded signal contains frequent level 

transitions that allow the receiver to extract the clock signal and correctly decode the value 

and timing of each bit. Manchester encoding and decoding is usually implemented using 

programmable devices such as AVR and PIC. This paper presents a new hardware 

implementation of Manchester encoding and decoding. The new implementation is based 

on using familiar IC chips; such as D flip flops, shift registers, and AND gates. To verify 

the implementation of the new circuits, we have demonstrated that the results obtained from 

the real implementation exactly match the results obtained via simulation. 

I. Introduction 

In order to reliably exchange digital data 

between two devices connected together by 

a transmission medium, a high degree of 

synchronization is required. Typically, data 

are transmitted bit by bit over the medium, 

and the timing (rate, duration, and spacing) 

of these bits must be the same for the 

transmitter and receiver [1]. To achieve 

this, two transmission techniques are 

commonly used: asynchronous transmission 

and synchronous transmission. However, a 

communication system with large amount 

of transmitted data usually uses 

synchronous transmission technique. There 

are two possibilities for this technique: (1) 

by providing a separate clock line between 

transmitter and receiver, or (2) by 

embedding the clocking information into 

the data signal. The second possibility can  

 

be accomplished by using Manchester 

or Differential Manchester encoding.  

The focus of this work is on Manchester 

encoding format, in which there is a 

transition at the middle of each bit period as 

shown in Figure 1. This technique has 

several advantages among them are: 

synchronization capability, no DC 

component, simplicity, and error detection 

capability.  

The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows. In Section II, we describe the 

encoding circuit and elaborate on the 

difference between our transmitted data and 

Manchester encoded data. In Section III, we 

explain the approach behind our proposed 

technique for decoding the transmitted data 

using familiar logic gates and flip flops. 

Section IV presents the results of 
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simulating the circuits using Multisim 10, 

and compares the simulation results with 

the real measurements. Finally, Section V 

presents our concluding remarks, including 

a discussion about the advantageous and 

disadvantageous of the proposed technique. 

 
Figure 1: Manchester encoding format 

II. Encoding Circuit 

Figure 2 shows the Manchester 

encoding circuit diagram of the transmitter 

used to simulate one-way transmission for 

eight bits of data using 8-bit static shift 

register, commercially known as CD4014 

[2]. We can note that the clock frequency 

used to encode the data by an XNOR gate 

has a double clock frequency used to 

generate the data. This results in two 

transitions per bit of data, as shown in 

Figures 3 and 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Manchester encoding circuit 
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Figure 3: The encoded format after 

10010111 bit pattern has been generated 

Since there is a small delay between 

the clock frequency and the data to be 

encoded, as shown in the above figure, the 

resulted output of this circuit will not be 

exactly a „Pure Manchester‟ but rather what 

we call „Bar Manchester‟, as illustrated in 

Figure 4. However, we have made use of 

this output as a way to easily extract the 

data from Manchester using familiar gates 

at the decoder, leading to low complexity 

compared with Phase Locked Loop (PPL), 

Microcontrollers, or programmable devices. 

 

 
Figure 4: Representation of 10010111 bit 

pattern using Bar Manchester and Pure 

Manchester 

 

 The maximum clock frequency for this 

circuit is 1MHz, because the short bit 

duration resulted from the delay between 

the data and the encoder‟s clock will 

increase in width if the transmitter‟s clock 

frequency increases beyond 1MHz; 

therefore, it will make the decoder fails to 

interpret the received data accurately. 

III. Decoding Circuit 

Now, since the clocking information is 

embedded into the encoded data stream, we 

can separate the clock from the original 

data stream using the following three 

stages: 

A. Extracting the Primary Clock 

The primary clock is the clock that 

provides the 2
nd

 stage with a required 

source to decode the Bar Manchester 

encoded data. Figure 5 shows the circuit 

that performs this functionality.   

 
Figure 5: Extracting the primary clock from 

the Bar Manchester data 

 

From the above figure, we can note 

that one of the XOR gate inputs is directly 

passing the encoded data, and the other 

input is passing the encoded data but with 

a small delay performed by two NAND 

gates connected in series with each other. 

As a result, the output is a very short 

pulse that can be used as a clock.  

B. Extracting the Embedded Clock 

 

At this stage, both the encoded data and 

the primary clock have to be entered into a 

circuit that performs the decoding process. 

Accordingly, we need a circuit that gives 

the ability of extracting the clock from Bar 

Manchester and it should be connected with 
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a feedback device in order to minimize the 

error resulted from the transitions in the 

received data. The desired circuit must have 

more than one output to give the flexibility 

of choosing the right clock, if one of its 

output ports does not give the correct clock. 

Also, the circuit should have a reset input in 

order to reset the chip avoiding any other 

errors after the desired clock has been 

locked. The best solution for this circuit is a 

shift register connected with a feed back D-

flip flop (D-ff) that controls the amount of 

data enters the shift register through an OR 

gate. Both the shift register and the D-ff 

work with the same primary clock. 

Moreover, the Master Reset (MR) for both 

is connected with the 4
th

 output port of the 

shift register. In simulation, the best output 

port that produces the correct extracted 

clock from the shift register is the 4
th

 output 

port, as shown in Figure 6, represented by 

(2). In real implementation, the best output 

port could be either the 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 port, 

depending on the clock frequency that has 

been employed at the transmitter. 

 

 
Figure 6: The circuit that extracts the embedded clock 

 

C. Decoding  

After we got the extracted clock, we can 

get the original data stream, simply by 

using the D-ff as it has been represented by 

(3) in Figure 7. In real implementation, we 

might have to change the output of this D-ff 

from to .  

Figure 8 shows the three stages of the 

decoder connected all together. 
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Figure 7: Decoder circuit  

 
Figure 8: The full decoder circuit 

IV. Results  

The source of data to be encoded has 

been taken from the transmitter shown in 

Figure 2. We set the clock frequency to 100 

KHz and adjusted the clock enable coming 

out from the 14-stage binary counter, 

commercially known as HEF4020B [3], in 

order to get 8 channels and a guard time 

equal to the time occupied by another 8 
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channels as a spare to transmit more data if 

available. The measurements using both 

Multisim program and real implementation 

are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Comparison between the Lab and 

simulation measurements 

 
 

From the table, we can note that the 

maximum data rate that can be obtained, 

when 100 KHz clock frequency was 

applied at the transmitter is about 13 

Kbit/sec. Consequently, we can get a 

transmission rate of about 125Kbit/sec, if 

1MHz clock frequency is applied at the 

transmitter side. The oscilloscope output 

used in simulation is shown in Figure 9. 

 

V. Conclusions 
 

We have proposed a new technique for 

line encoding and decoding of data using 

similar Manchester format but with two 

transitions per encoding bit. We have 

discussed how to decode data, which is 

encoded using this new technique by just 

using simple flip flops and gates and 

without the need for PLLs, microcontrollers 

or programmable devices, which results in a 

significant reduction in cost. Also, we have 

compared the simulation measurements, 

using Multisim program, with the 

measurements of the real implementation. 

The main finding of our results suggests 

that our proposed technique can be used to 

transmit data at maximum data rate of about 

125Kbit/sec. However, due to the short 

pulses that are transmitted with the encoded 

data, we think it is difficult to apply any 

digital to analogue modulation techniques 

on the encoded data, making it impossible 

to use this encoding technique for wireless 

communication. Nevertheless, as a future 

work, we do believe that we can improve 

this technique and make it more flexible in 

the near future. 

 

 
Figure 9: An oscilloscope output shows the 

data before/after encoding, after decoding, 

and the extracted clock when the data is 

(10010111), the used clock frequency is 

100 KHz 
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Abstract 

    

As CDMA-based cellular networks mature, the  current point-to-point links used in 

connecting  base stations to network controllers will evolve to an IP-based Radio Access 

Network (RAN)  for reasons of lower cost due to statistical multiplexing gains , better 

scalability and reliability and the project growth in data applications. In this paper, we study 

the impact of congestion in a best-effort IP RAN on CDMA cellular voice networks. We 

propose and evaluate the congestion methods Drop Tail Router and RED algorithm for 

router control, to maximize network capacity while maintaining good voice quality. Using  

computer simulation on large networks results congestion level up to 50% to 60% in RED 

Algorithm. It is observed that computer simulation results with RED Algorithm provides 

better throughput as compared to computer simulation results with Drop Tail Algorithm. 

 

Keywords 

 

CDMA IP-RAN RED Congestion Router 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

     Wireless access networks are more 

mature now days. The present wireless 

communication system is moving towards 

the IP enabled network, where the cellular 

services are integrated with IP network for 

the transmission of data. Such networks are 

generally termed as IP-RAN network. In 

this network the Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) is the most widely used 

method to achieve elastic sharing between 

end-to-end IP  

 

 

 

 

 

 

flows. In these wireless access networks, 

the base stations are connected to radio  

network controller or base station controller 

by Point to Point links. These Links are 

expensive and their use imposes and 

ongoing cost on the service providers. In 

such networks reliability comes at a high 

price. 
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1.1 RADIO ACCESS NETWORK (RAN) 

     In wireless access networks the base 

stations and the radio network controllers 

are connected by point-to-point T1/E1 links 

[1]. These back-haul links are expensive 

and add to operating costs. In this point-to-

point architecture, the Radio Network 

Controllers (RNCs) are only shared by a 

small set of base stations (BSs) and can 

contribute to significant blocking during hot 

spot and peak hours. So the network 

operator needs to appropriately scale-up the 

RNC capacity thereby increasing capital 

costs. In this architecture RNC is a single 

point of failure. It is highly redundant and 

also increases the cost of each RNC. [2] 

 

1.2 IP – Based RAN 

     One of the effective ways to reduce 

these costs is to replace the point-to-point 

links with an IP-based Radio Access 

Network (IP-based RAN) [3].  

Architecture IP based RAN is shown in Fig 

1. and it has a number of benefits as follows  

• Scalability: RNC capacity can be 

shared with a larger set of base 

stations. By load balancing calls 

across the different RNCs, call 

blocking and dropping can be 

lowered. [1] 

• Reliability: When base stations 

are connected to multiple RNCs, 

failure of RNCs can be 

accommodated by transferring the 

calls from one RNC to another. [1] 

• Flexibility: Point-to-Point links 

are expensive and cannot be 

shared. An IP-based RAN will 

benefit from statistical 

multiplexing gains and can also be 

shared with other applications as 

long as appropriate QoS can be 

ensured. [1] 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Current RAN 

 

IP is expected to be the access network for 

next generation UMTS networks. 

Congestion occurs when the offered traffic 

exceeds the engineered IP RAN capacity. 

There are three approaches to control and 

avoid congestion.  

1. The network can be over-

provisioned or peak-provisioned so 

that congestion never occurs. This is 

not a practical solution because access 

network bandwidth is still very 

expensive compared to core network 

bandwidth.  

2. One can reserve resources in the 

access network even though various 

reservation schemes have been 

proposed and implemented in routers. 

These approaches are yet to be widely 

deployed in current IP networks. 

3. Assume a best-effort IP RAN and 

use properly designed policies to 

control and avoid congestion.[1]  

1.3 CONGESTION IN NETWORK 
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     Congestion in a network may occur if 

the load on the network i.e. the number of 

packets sent to the network is greater than 

the capacity of the network.  

  Congestion may occur due to several 

reasons such as overloading the network, 

burst transmission, variable bit rate 

transmission etc.., and congestion reduces 

the performance of a network and to be 

controlled.    

 Congestion control refers to the 

mechanism or technique to keep the 

network load below the capacity limit.  

  Congestion happens in any system due to 

the involvement of waiting, abnormality in 

the flow etc.   

   In network congestion occurs because 

routers and switches have queues or buffers 

that hold the packets before and after 

processing.  

 Fast sender is transmitting to slow 

receiver 

 Buffer space on receiver is less  

 Packets getting delayed at routers 

 Bandwidth of the transmission media is 

less  

     For example, a router has an input queue 

and an output queue for each interface. 

When a packet arrives at the incoming 

interface, it undergoes three steps before 

departing 

 The packet is put at the end of the 

input queue while waiting to be 

checked. 

 The processing module of the router 

removes the packet from the input 

queue once it reaches front of the 

queue and uses its routing table and 

the destination address to find the 

route.  

 The packet is put in the appropriate 

output queue and waits its turn to be 

sent.[3] 

 

  The two issues which result in 

congestion are 

1. If the rate of packet arrival is 

higher than the packet processing rate, 

the input queues become longer and 

longer.  

2. If the packet departure rate is less 

than the packet processing rate, the 

output queues become longer and 

longer.     

1.3.1 CONGESTION IN IP RAN 

     In a wireless access network mobile 

devices communicate with base stations 

over wireless links. The base stations 

communicate with the rest of the voice or 

data network through the Access Network 

Controllers (ANCs) (also called Radio 

Network Controller, RNC, in 3G UMTS, 

and Base Station Controller, BSC, in 

CDMA2000).  

   A part of this network is common to both 

wireless voice and data traffic. The network 

separates only beyond the ANC where 

voice frames are forwarded to the MSC 

(PSTN) and data frames are forwarded to 

the Service Nodes (Internet) [9].  

Each base station can communicate with 

hundred or more mobiles and each ANC 

can control several tens of base stations as 

shown in Fig2.  
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Fig 2:  Several Base stations are connected
. 
performs two main wireless functions frame 

selection and reverse outer  

loop power control 

1. Frame selection exploits one of the key 

properties of a CDMA network soft-

handoff. In soft- handoff, a mobile 

communicates with more than one base 

station simultaneously. Soft-handoff helps 

reduce interference on the wireless link 

thereby increasing CDMA capacity. 

When in soft-handoff, a mobile receives 

multiple frames in the downlink direction 

(also called forward link) and combines 

them to construct a single voice frame.  

2. In the uplink direction (also called the 

reverse link) the ANC receives multiple 

frames from the mobile. It performs the 

frame selection function which involves 

selecting the frame with the best quality 

among the ones it receives. If the frames 

from all the different legs of a call in soft-

handoff call do not arrive within a preset 

time interval (20ms in the case of 

CDMA2000), the ANC forwards the 

current best frame to the network.[1] 

    In other words, a late frame is treated as 

if it was a dropped frame and thus, 

controlling delay in the access network is 

extremely important. Now describe the 

operation of the IP network between the 

base station and the ANC. On receiving 

voice frames from different mobiles, a base 

station aggregates several voice frames into 

an IP packet and sends them out towards 

the ANC. 

     Voice frames are only few tens of bytes 

in length. Their aggregation helps in 

reducing IP header overhead. Voice frames 

belonging to the different legs of soft-

handoff are transmitted by different base 

stations and hence arrive at the ANC on 

different IP packets. On receiving IP 

packets from the base stations, an ANC 

demultiplexes the voice frames and 

performs frame selection and outer loop 
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power control functions and forwards the 

best voice frame uplink.  

   Voice frames also contain power 

information that is used by the ANC for 

outer loop power control. Therefore packet 

loss, and hence loss of voice frames, due to 

RAN congestion could result in imperfect 

outer loop power control.  

     This can cause the power consumption 

in a cell to be higher than its expected value 

and thereby reduce the overall capacity. 

Thus, controlling loss in the access network 

is very important. A bottleneck occurs 

during congestion as depicted in Fig. 3 

because the link carries the aggregate traffic 

of several tens of base stations. While the 

link will be engineered to take into account 

the statistical multiplexing gains of this 

aggregation, offered traffic could 

temporarily exceed the engineered capacity 

of the link due to hot spots or other reasons. 

[1]. So it requires mechanisms to respond to 

these temporary congestion events in a 

graceful manner.   

 

 

 

2 ROUTER CONTROL MECHANISM 

     The growth of the Internet in the last 

decade is nothing short of an exponential 

one.  

2.1 ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT 

     This rapid growth continues to astonish 

and bewilder all of us. This phenomenon 

has put increasing pressure on vendors to 

build high performance Internet Protocol 

(IP) routers with aggregate capacities 

exceeding 1 Tb/s. Also, the demand for 

more bandwidth with the advent of network 

intensive Internet applications has made 

router buffer management a high priority.  

  

        

            
     

 Fig 3. Network Routers Communication 

 

       

 Modeling TCP performance has received 

increasing attention during the last few 

years due to the benefits it offers to the 

networking community. Analytical TCP 

models enable researchers to closely 

examine the existing congestion control 

algorithms, address their shortcomings, and 

propose methods for their improvement. 

They may also be used to compare various 
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TCP schemes and implementations, and to 

determine their performance under various 

operating conditions. These models help 

examine the interactions between TCP and 

the queuing algorithms implemented in 

routers. Hence, they aid in the improvement 

of existing algorithms and in designing 

better algorithms, such as AQM techniques. 

Finally, such models offer the possibility of 

defining TCP-friendly behavior in terms of 

throughput for non-TCP flows that coexist 

with TCP connections in the same network. 

[6] 

     Internet applications, such as the World 

Wide Web, file transfer, Use net news, and 

remote login, are delivered via the 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). With 

an increasing number and variety of 

Internet and applications, congestion 

control becomes a key issue.   

A Drop Tail queue management mechanism 

drops the packets that arrive when the 

buffer is full.  This method has two 

drawbacks. [1] 

1. This mechanism allows a few 

connections with prior request to 

dominant the queue space allowing the 

other flows to starve making the 

network flow slower. 

2. Drop Tail allows queues to be full for 

a long period of time. During that 

period, incoming packets are dropped in 

bursts. This causes a severe reduction in 

throughput of the TCP flows. 

 

2.2 ROUTER CONGESTION 

CONTROL METHODS 

     There are several schemes for dealing 

with congestion at gateway. But none of 

them fulfils the demand of users and 

consequent load on the network. Some of 

these are as follows. 

 

2.2.1 DROP TAIL ROUTER 

 
Fig 4. Drop Tail Router 

 

      In the Drop Tail queue management 

mechanism as shown in Fig 4.drops the 

packet that arrives when the buffer is full. 

 FIFO queuing mechanism that drops 

packets from the tail when the queue 

overflows. 

 Introduces global synchronization 

when packets are dropped from several 

connections.[8] 

 

2.2.2 RANDOM DROP ROUTER  

    This policy intends to give feedback to 

users whose traffic congests on the gateway 

by dropping packets on a statistical basis. 

The key to this policy is the hypothesis that 

a packet randomly selected from all 

incoming traffic will belong to a particular 

user with a probability proportional to the 

average rate of transmission of that user. [8] 

 

 

Fig 5. Random Drop Router 

 

 A key problem of this policy is 

that dropping a randomly selected packet as 

shown in Fig 5.  results in users, which 

generates much traffic having a greater 

number of packets dropped compared with 

those generating little traffic. This policy 

can be Random Drop for Congestion 

Recovery or Random Drop for Congestion 

Avoidance [7] 
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3.1 DROP TAIL ROUTER WITH 

CDMA 

   In the Drop Tail queue management 

mechanism drops the packet that arrives 

when the buffer is full as shown in Fig 6. 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Drop Tail Router 

 

FIFO queuing mechanism that drops  

 packets from the tail when the 

queue overflows. 

 

 Introduces global 

synchronization when packets 

are dropped from several 

connections. 

 

3.1.1 ALGORITHM OF DROP TAIL 
 

1. Start  

2. Checks Queue Length 

3. If Number of Packets Arrived is 

greater than Queue Length 

4. go to 7 

5. else go to  6 

6. En queue Arrived Packets  

7. Drop Arrived Packets 

8. Stop 

 

RED ALGORITHM WITH CDMA 

3.1.2 RED FUNCTIONALITY 

     The RED algorithm involves computing 

the average queue size and then comparing 

it to two thresholds, a minimum and 

maximum as shown Fig 7. If the average 

queue size is below the minimum threshold, 

the packet is not dropped and is sent to the 

buffer. If the average queue size is above 

the maximum threshold, each arriving 

packet is dropped. [4] 

     When the average queue size is between 

the minimum and maximum thresholds then 

the arriving packet is marked with a packet 

drop probability, pa. This probability is a 

function of the average queue size, every 

time a packet is marked with it, then the 

probability that a packet is marked from a 

particularconnection is roughly proportional 

to that connection’s share of the bandwidth 

at the router [10]. Moreover this probability 

determines whether the packet is dropped 

or not. [4] 

 

 
 

Fig 7. Red Algorithm with .Min and Max 

Threshold. 

RED mechanism contains two key 

algorithms.  

 To calculate the exponentially 

weighted moving average of the queue 

size, so as to determine the burstiness 

that is allowed in the gateway queue 

and to detect possible congestion. 

 Algorithm is use for computing the 

drop or marking probability, which 

determines how frequently the 

gateway drops or marks arrival 

packets. 

     This algorithm can avoid global 

synchronization by dropping or marking 

packets at fairly evenly spaced intervals.  

      

     It can sufficiently drop or mark the ().It 

takes 3 packets at time.packets. It also can 

maintain a reasonable bound of the average 
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delay, if the average queue length is under 

control. [5] 

 

3.2 RED ALGORITHM 

    

 For each packet arrival  

Calculate the average queue size 

avg 

If minth <= avg < maxth 

Calculate the probability 

Pa 

With probability Pa: 

Mark the arriving packet 

Else if maxth <= avg 

Mark the arriving packet. [4] 

Where Pa is Packet Drop Probability 

 

 

3.2.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF RED 

    

 An overview of the system architecture for 

the RED buffer management scheme is as 

shown. The Main components of RED are 

given below: 

 Input Interface and the Buffer  

 Packet Drop Probability Unit (PDPU) 

[11]. 

 Compute Random Value Unit (CRVU). 

 Random Packet Drop Unit (RPDU) 

[12]. 

 

3.2.2 INPUT INTERFACE AND 

BUFFER 

     Input Interface consist of three users i.e. 

user1, user2, user3 .Input message is of 8 

bit length. So to get binary form of 

Message, first find ASCII value using 

str.getBytes () of each character then 

converted into its 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8. Random Number Generator 

binary form using Integer.toBinaryString  

  The Size of the buffer is 20, 

maxThreshold = 5 and minThreshold = 15. 

[1] 

3.2.3 PACKET DROP PROBABILITY 

UNIT (PDPU) 

 

Pb=Pmax*(average length - minThreshold)/ 

(maxThreshold - minThreshold) [1] 

Pa = Pb/ (1-count* Pb) [1] 

  Where Pa and Pb is Packet Drop 

Probability 

 

3.2.4 COMPUTE RANDOM VALUE 

UNIT (CRVU) 

     The Configure Random Value Unit uses 

a random generator function to compute a 

random number as shown in Fig 8. An 8 bit 

initial seed is used and set equal to 

“00010010". tests were conducted with 

different seeds and a seed of “00010010" 

produced the most unbiased random 

number i.e. random numbers were never 

repeated, a unique output for each time. 
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A feedback signal is computed by 

running an XOR process on each of 8 bits 

of the initial seed in the following manner: 

feedback <= q(0) xor q(1) xor q(2) xor q(3) 

xor q(4) xor q(5) xor q(6) xor q(6) 

Fig 10. Block Diagram Compute Random 

Number Generator 

In the next step the feedback bit is 

concatenated with the most significant 7 

bits of the initial seed: q <= (feedback & q 

(0 to 6)). Each time the initial seed value is 

taken as the final seed value from the 

previous process. Fig 10. shows an 

overview of the activities in the CRVU. [1] 

 

3.2.5 RANDOM PACKET DROP UNIT 

(RPDU)  

1. Start 

2. If (Pa > Pr) 

3. Accept the Packet 

4. else if (Pa ≤ Pr) 

5.  Reject the Packet 

6. Stop 

A. Average Queue Length 

 

Average length = ((1-Wq)*average 

length+(double)v.size()*(double)Wq) [1] 

where v.size() is the newly measured queue 

length and Wq is exponential weighted 

 

B. RED Parameter Settings 

 

1. Wq suggest 0.001 <= Wq <= 0.005  

2. Used Wq = 0.3F for simulations 

3. Pmax = 0.02F 

4. Buffer Size = 20 

5. “Parameter setting rule of thumb”, 

maxThreshold at least twice 

minThreshold,        however 

maxThreshold = 3 times minThreshold 

is used. [4] 

6. minThreshold = 05 

7. maxThreshold = 15  

8.  average queue size i.e. average length 

= 0 

9. Count = -1 

10. RED is most effective when 

maxThreshold - minThreshold is larger 

than calculated average queue size.[4] 

 

4 DROP TAIL ROUTER SIMULATION 

RESULTS  

 

We show the User Interface of Transmitter 

and Receiver of CDMA as shown in Fig 9. 

The Buffer Status and Line chart of 

Number of packets enqueued are shown in 

green, Graph shows number of packets vs 

Buffer length in Fig 10. In Drop Tail Router 

Algorithm when buffer status is 100% and 

full the packets are dropped and give a drop 

message. In our results buffer status is full 

and line chart shows 4 packets are dropped 

in red color. 

 

 

 
Fig 9: Drop Tail Buffer with Packet 

Dropping Message 
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Fig10: Drop Tail Buffer with Line Chart 

Packet Dropping Message 

 

 

RED ALGORITHM SIMULATION 

RESULTS 
 

We show user interface of Transmitter and 

Receiver cell of CDMA each consists of 

three Users namely User1, User2 and User3 

at Transmitter Cell and User4, Uesr5 and 

User6 at Receiver Cell  as shown in Fig 11. 

The Buffer Status and  Line Chart of 

Packets enqueued in green color, Graph of 

Number of packet Vs Average Queue 

Length. The Buffer Status are 35%, 30%, 

25% and also it shows Packet Dropped 

Message as 2, 3,3 respectively. The Buffer 

Status and Line Chart of Number of Packets 

Dropped indicate in red spot, Graph of 

Number of packet Vs Average Queue 

Length  as shown in Fig 12.When the 

Buffer Status is 25% it shows Comparison 

of Congestion Level in the form of Bar 

Chart between Drop Tail Algorithm & RED 

Algorithm. Blue color bar is used to 

indicate congestion of due to Drop Tail 

Algorithm where as red color bar is used to 

indicate congestion of due to RED 

Algorithm as shown in the Fig 13. From 

graph it is observed that once the buffer is 

Full 100% congestion occurs in Drop Tail 

Algorithm where as in RED Algorithm it is 

only 40%. Hence RED Algorithm gives 

better performance as compare to Drop Tail 

Algorithm. The Buffer Status is 25%; it 

shows Comparison with respect to Number 

of Packet Drop in Drop Tail Algorithm and 

RED Algorithm in the form of Bar Chart. 

From graph it is observed that number of 

packet drop is zero Drop Tail Algorithm as 

long as the buffer is not full. From graph it 

is observed that number of packet drop is 

maximum packet drop is eight in RED 

Algorithm. As RED Algorithm works on 

minThreshold and maxThreshold for each 

pack arrived average queue length is 

calculated. So from graph it is observed that 

number of packet is dropped in RED 

Algorithm.  

 

 
 

Fig 11: Red Buffer Status with Line Chart 
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Fig 12: Comparison of Drop Tail and  RED 

with respect to Packet Drop 

 

 
 

Fig 13: Congestion Level of Drop Tail and 

RED 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The present wireless 

communication system is moving towards 

the IP enabled network, where the cellular 

services are integrated with IP network for 

the transmission of data. Such networks are 

generally termed as IP-RAN network. In 

this network the Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) is the most widely used 

method to achieve elastic sharing between 

end-to-end IP flows. In these wireless 

access networks, the base stations are 

connected to radio network controller or 

base station controller by Point to Point 

links. These Links are expensive and their 

use imposes and ongoing cost on the 

service providers. In such networks 

reliability comes at a high price  

CDMA is an important air 

interface technologies for cellular wireless 

networks. CDMA-based cellular networks 

mature, the current point-to-point links will 

evolve to an IP-based Radio Access 

Network (RAN).But congestion occurs 

when the offered traffic exceeds the 

engineered IP RAN capacity.  

In this paper one most advanced 

congestion avoidance policies namely 

Router Control in wireless network is 

realized. A router is designed with Drop 

Tail Algorithm & the Random Early 

Detection Active Queue Management 

scheme (REDAQM) by using the features 

of CDMA networks to avoid congestion. 

Comparison is done between Drop Tail 

Algorithm and Random Early Detection 

Algorithm (RED) by taking buffer size is 

twenty. 

Drop Tail Method works on First 

In First out, the Packet Drop Percentage is 

zero as long as the buffer is empty .Once 

buffer is full i.e. congestion  occurs all the 
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in coming packets are dropped. Computer 

simulation result shows congestion level is 

100% in Drop Tail Algorithm once buffer is 

full. 

Random Early Detection 

Algorithm (RED) works on minimum, 

maximum threshold and average length. It 

avoids congestion by calculating average 

queue length for each packet arrived. It 

drops the packet depending upon calculated 

average queue length. Computer Simulation 

result shows maximum number of packet 

dropped in Random Early Detection 

Algorithm is eight & congestion level is 

40%.   

It is observed that computer 

simulation results reduced congestion level 

up to 50% to 60% in RED Algorithm. It is 

observed that computer simulation results 

with RED Algorithm provides better 

throughput as compare to computer 

simulation results with Drop Tail 

Algorithm.  

In this we discuss  a congestion 

avoidance algorithm for higher level of 

congestion avoidance in gateways. The 

threshold is calculated based on randomly 

generated values work can be carried on 

optimizing the average q-size for 

maximizing the throughput. The algorithm 

can be further enhanced with incorporation 

of traffic management algorithms. The 

work is implemented targeting TCP 

protocol and further works can be carried 

out to make it compatible with other 

protocols. 
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Abstract 

SystemC is emerging as a suitable design and modelling language. It provides a 

consistent methodology for the design and refinement of complex digital systems. 

This paper focuses on how wireless features can be incorporated into existing SystemC 

design methodology in order to use this methodology to model wireless systems. The 

SystemC modelling language currently lacks a standard framework that supports modelling 

of wireless communication systems (particularly the use of wireless communication 

channels). Three components must be investigated in order to achieve this target: the 

development of a system level model of a digital wireless communication channel that 

represents the core of any communication system, the creation of a small library of 

dedicated elements at system level, such as PLL (Phased Locked Loop), 8B/10B 

Encoder/Decoder and several communication protocols modelling, and a case 

study/demonstration validating wireless extension methodology. The first two parts have 

been modelled successful, so we now focus on modelling a flocking behaviour system and 

demonstrating how these parts integrate to achieve the target. 

Keywords: SystemC, Modelling, Simulation, Channel, ARQ. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SystemC is emerging as a suitable 

design and modelling language. It provides 

a consistent methodology for the design and 

refinement of complex digital systems. This 

methodology is essential to managing 

complexity and enhancing designer 

productivity. It allows the designer to view 

designs at different levels of abstraction 

and, in particular, advocates the evaluation 

of system performance early in the design 

cycle. It is also useful for guiding the 

refinement process into lower levels of 

abstraction. It is desirable to apply the same 

design methodology throughout complex 

systems, including any off-chip 

components. Surprisingly, the SystemC 

modelling language still lacks a standard 

framework that supports wireless 

communication systems modelling (in 
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particular the use of wireless 

communication channels). 

This paper proposes to fill this gap by 

extending existing SystemC design 

methodology to include an efficient 

simulation of wireless systems. It proposes 

to achieve this by developing a system-

level model of a wireless communication 

channel, along with a small repertoire of 

standard components (which can of course 

be replaced in a per application basis). 

SystemC methodology has previously 

been employed to manage the complexity 

of the design flow process at system level. 

To accomplish our goal, ways of using 

existing SystemC methodology to model a 

wireless system must first be investigated. 

SystemC as a methodology is appropriate 

for modelling wireless systems because the 

methodology is the same for wireless and 

wired communication systems. Thus we 

can use the existing methodology to model 

and design wireless systems. As SystemC is 

a system modelling language, it has certain 

elements that can be used to model different 

systems, such as FIFO, signals, and 

semaphores. On the other hand, SystemC 

lacks elements that can be used to model 

and simulate wireless systems because it 

does not support noise links natively. 

Therefore, we must determine how we can 

make SystemC support wireless systems. 

To this end, we have modelled a wireless 

communication channel [1] that is needed 

to implement the wireless system using 

SystemC methodology; we also defined the 

connections (topologies). As this element 

was missing from SystemC, it has been 

designed and constructed successfully. 

Moreover, some other standard components 

at system level that are typically required to 

implement wireless communication 

systems, such as an 8B-10B encoder-

decoder, have been modelled and 

constructed [2]. In the final stage, a 

demonstration validating the methodology 

was needed, and was constructed by 

developing a small application using 

flocking behaviour system as a case study, 

which can be employed to validate the use 

of SystemC methodology to model wireless 

system. This paper thus focuses on how to 

achieve the final stage (case study-

modelling of a flocking behaviour system), 

and how to integrate the three stages 

mentioned above to achieve the main goal. 

The rest of the paper is organised as 

follows: section 2 gives a brief description 

of SystemC methodology stages and how 

we can model and simulate a digital system 

using SystemC, section 3 briefly describes 

how the wireless communication channel 

needed to extend SystemC methodology 

was modelled, section 4 briefly describes 

how 8B-10B Encoder Decoder which is a 

standard component is modelled successful, 

section 5 presents a demonstration of a 

flocking behaviour system and discusses a 

structure in terms of a hierarchical set of 

behavioural modules, section 6 presents 

simulation results and discussion, and 

finally section 7 presents conclusions. 

II. SYSTEMC METHODOLOGY 

SystemC methodology is employed in 

order to manage the complexity of the 

design flow process at system level. To 

incorporate wireless features into existing 
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SystemC methodology, we must first 

investigate how existing SystemC 

methodology can be used to model a 

wireless system. Because the methodology 

is the same, it can be used to design any 

system. Thus we can use existing 

methodology to model a wireless system. 

As a system modelling language, SystemC 

has certain elements, such as FIFOs, signals 

and semaphores [3]. The signal element 

behaves like a wire, which cannot be used 

to model a wireless system because no 

wireless features can be incorporated into 

this signal element, i.e there is no noise 

model that is defined to be used within the 

SystemC language. Thus, SystemC is 

missing elements and components that can 

be used to express and simulate wireless 

systems. It does not support noise links 

natively. Therefore, one of the specific and 

important elements necessary for SystemC 

to model wireless systems is a wireless 

channel model. This is necessary in order to 

determine how the channel will be 

connected to create different topologies. A. 

SystemC Methodology Stages The primary 

advantage to designing any system at the 

system level is having the ability to 

implement that system from the highest 

level of abstraction, i.e specifications 

model. From a system design methodology 

perspective [4, 5, 6], there are a number of 

intermediate models that can be defined and 

then used to reduce the complexity of the 

system design process. Using intermediate 

models divides the entire design into slices 

(small design tasks). Each task is 

represented by a model and has a specific 

design objective. Thus, each model can be 

simulated and the results independently 

validated [7]. The methodology abstraction 

levels are shown in Figure (1). 

 

Figure 1. The Stages of the System Design 

Methodology. 

The design flow of the system design 

methodology is based on the methodology 

stages described above. Figure(2) illustrates 

the block diagram of methodology design 

flow. The first step in designing is to 

capture specifications. After capturing the 

specifications, the next step is architecture 

exploration. The main purpose of this phase 

is to allocate system functionality into 

components. The system architecture is 

derived from the specifications. We can 

develop and then compare more than one 

option/design. Then we must estimate a 

metrics that will be employed to investigate 

system performance for these options. The 

next phase is known as hardware/software 

partitioning. In this phase, the components 

selected as S/W are implemented using 

S/W code and the other components are 

exported to HDL to be implemented as 

H/W components [8, 9]. 
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Figure 2. Methodology Design Flow. 

Abstraction levels are briefly defined in 

the next section. Places in which wireless 

features could be incorporated into existing 

methodology were suggested. There is no 

change in the methodology; the only 

change is in the ability of the SystemC 

language to support the designing and 

modelling of the wireless system. For 

instance, the wireless communication 

channel that we modelled [1] in the first 

stage of this work is an important model; it 

is essential in designing any wireless 

system using SystemC methodology. We 

can incorporate the wireless channel model 

into any system. Once the channel is 

incorporated, we can introduce noise and 

communication protocols. 

1) Creating an Executable Specification 

Model: The input of the design 

methodology is a specification model. The 

specification model represents the first 

stage of design methodology and is defined 

as the starting point of the system design 

process. At this stage, system details are 

highly abstracted. The main purpose of this 

specification model is to define how the 

system is meant to behave. The system 

should be seen in a generalized way, 

without knowing if it is more suitable to 

model it as a wired or wireless system. If a 

system can be modelled either wired or 

wireless, we can compare between wired 

and wireless systems and determine which 

one is better. 

2) Developing an Architecture Model 

Using Architecture Exploration: An 

Architecture model is defined as an 

intermediate model of the system design 

methodology. This stage represents the 

components structure of the system‟s 

architecture. At this stage, the system‟s 

functionality is mapped into components. 

The various parts must be defined as 

hardware or software. It is better to develop 

more than one possible design, so that 

comparisons can be made between them in 

order to determine which one is the best. In 

order to make this comparison, we need to 

evaluate performance estimation for each 

design, because this estimation process 

guides the architecture exploration. 

In the case of wireless systems, other 

estimations, including BW and latency, are 

also necessary for guiding architecture 

exploration. This estimation can be done 

using modelling. A model is constructed 

and run in order to make the estimation. By 

running the simulation, we can determine 

BW and latency requirements. After 

running the simulation, the BW of the 

channel, the frequency, and other 

parameters can be estimated. In this way, an 

estimation of a wireless system is achieved. 
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3) Communication Model: At this stage 

the partition is done and communication 

features can be incorporated. The frequency 

and communication protocol for a wired or 

wireless system can then be specified, and 

noise inserted. In a wireless system, a 

wireless communication channel can be 

inserted and we may assign a value to the 

Bit Error Rate (BER) and insert protocol. 

The protocol is not part of the language; 

protocol is expressed in the language. 

B. Necessary Models 

As previously indicated, SystemC lacks 

elements that can be used to model and 

simulate wireless systems because it does 

not support noise links natively. Therefore a 

way to make SystemC support wireless 

systems must be established. Based on the 

information above, we need to address three 

issues in order to enable SystemC to 

support wireless systems: 

1) We need to model a wireless 

communication channel [1] in order to 

implement the wireless methodology 

and we need to define how these will 

be connected (topologies). 

2) We need to construct some standard 

components at system level that are 

typically required to implement 

wireless communication systems, such 

as an 8B-10B encoder-decoder [2].  

3) In order to validate the methodology, 

we need to create a demonstration by 

developing a small application such as 

flocking behaviour system.  

The first and second issues have 

previously been successfully modelled. 

This paper focuses on how to achieve the 

third element (case study-modelling of a 

flocking behaviour system), and how to 

integrate the three issues mentioned above 

to achieve the main goal. In the next two 

sections, the first two elements are 

presented briefly, followed by a detailed 

description of modelling flocking 

behaviour. 

III. MODELLING OF A WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 

The most important model needed to 

extend SystemC methodology to 

implementing wireless systems is a channel 

model. We have modelled a wireless 

communication channel [1] that fulfills 

SystemC language requirements to support 

wireless systems. The main aim of 

modeling this channel is to change 

SystemC to include wireless features. The 

model supports the setting of a different 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and different 

types of interference. The channel 

specifications support wireless features 

such as noise. The simplest model of digital 

noise is simply to consider the constructed 

impulsive noise, in which individual bits or 

packets are modified with a given 

probability. Though other distributions can 

be used to model the noise, we use 

exponential distribution for the sake of 

simplicity. The noisy digital wireless 

channel is modelled successfully with a 

preset Bit-Error-Rate (BER) for Point-to-

Point (P2P) and Point-to-Multipoint (P2M) 

platforms based on SystemC. This channel 

model is what is missing in the SystemC 

language to support wireless systems. 
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IV. 8B-10B ENCODER DECODER 

One of the standard components that 

modelled successful is 8B/10B. It is an 8-

bit 10-bit Encoder/Decoder that is typically 

required to implement a wireless 

communication system. It is a standard 

model constructed to get more 

understanding on how we use the SystemC 

methodology to design and model a system. 

Also it is an important technique in the 

construction of high performance serial 

interfaces. In this novel work, the main 

objective is to develop a reusable 8B/10B 

IP core offering flexible interoperability, 

which can be used to allow efficiently 

prototyping of serial communication 

systems. Moreover, there is no body before 

model it at RTL level, so we have modelled 

it using SystemC and published on a 

paper[2]. 

V. A DEMONSTRATION VALIDATING 

WIRELESS METHODOLOGY 

At this stage a demonstration must be 

created by developing a small application 

and/or test case in order to validate the 

methodology. The application is known as a 

flocking behaviour system. We must also 

prove that incorporating and fixing the 

wireless channel, wireless protocol, noise, 

or all of these things, early in the design 

methodology is very advantageous, i.e. 

small changes in the wireless specifications 

will create big changes in the system 

dynamics. Therefore, the system might be 

constructed in different ways to investigate 

the system over different performance 

parameters.  

A. Flocking Behaviour System  

Flocking is the term given to a group of 

particles behaving in a particular way. Each 

particle moves at its velocity, and all 

particles should be kept close to each other 

without colliding. Flocks can be used for 

explorations . In this paper the flocking 

behaviour system is modelled and designed 

based on Reynolds‟ three principles[10]. 

 Separation: This refers to 

collision avoidance. The particles 

always try to steer away from 

other particles near them. 

 Cohesion: This is when particles 

move toward the average position 

of local flock mates. 

 Alignment: This refers to velocity 

matching. The particles must 

match their velocity to that of 

other particles. 

The next section illustrates how the 

flocking behaviour system is modelled 

using SystemC methodology. Initially the 

system is modelled at a high abstraction 

level of communication, i.e the 

communication between particles is 

performed using variables. Next, the 

wireless communication channel previously 

modelled [1] is incorporated. After the 

insertion of the wireless channel, we can 

then insert the noise and investigate system 

performance under different conditions. 

This will be done in the next stage of this 

work. 

1) Creation of a Flocking Behaviour 

System Model: This system has 24 particles. 

These particles are distributed in the 

environment. They use wireless 

communication to communicate with each 
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other. The particles should maintain 

stability and must stay together. They are 

controlled by a leader and they should 

converge in a certain area and be distributed 

around the leader‟s position. They can also 

follow the leader to a specific position. 

Through communication they can 

determine each others‟ location. In terms of 

construction, there are many ways to 

connect the particles. One is a ring topology 

illustrated in Figure (3), where particle 1 is 

controlled and then selected as a leader. In 

this stage, the system is constructed at 

highly abstracted level of communication; 

i.e communication between particles is 

done using variables. 

 
Figure 3. Flocking Behaviour System 

Constructed at High Abstraction Level. 

„Communication‟ refers to how the 

particles will communicate. At this stage, 

the particles communicate at a highly 

abstracted level. The particles can „know‟ 

the position of their neighbours by using 

communication messages. Each particle can 

communicate (by transmitting and 

receiving messages) with the neighbours 

located on its radius of perception, as 

shown in Figure(3). In a system constructed 

based on ring topology, particle 1 can send 

its position to particle 0 and particle 2. 

Figure(4) shows how the particles can 

exchange messages. 

 
Figure 4. Transmitting and Receiving 

Communication Messages Between Particles.  

The control algorithm of the whole 

system is linked to the actual transmission 

and implementation. Here, control refers to 

the stability of the system. It is represented 

by a proportional and derivative controller 

(PD controller) as shown in Figure (5). The 

main function of the controller is to update 

the acceleration and velocity of the particles 

using the current position of each particle 

and the error value that is evaluated based 

on the data collected in the previous clock 

cycle, as shown in Equations 1 and 2. 

KdxoldxKpxionxaccelerat *)(*    (1) 

KdyoldyKpyionyaccelerat *)(*    (2) 

where: 
x : current error in x direction. 

y : current error in y direction. 

Kp : proportional gain. 

Kd : derivative gain. 

xold : error from the last cycle in x direction. 

yold : error from the last cycle in y direction. 

ionxaccelerat : current acceleration in x direction. 

ionyaccelerat : current acceleration in y direction. 
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Figure 5. Particle Control System. 

2) The Particle Model Structure: Each 

particle performs a simple task: transmitting 

its current position to the other particles 

located on its radius of perception (as 

shown in Figure(3)) and receiving other 

particles‟ positions. The particle model 

consists of three main elements: a 

transceiver that can be used to send and 

receive data, a PD controller used to move 

the particles to new positions, and an 

estimation process to evaluate error. The 

particle model state machine is illustrated in 

Figure(6) and the data packet format is 

shown in Figure(7). 

 
Figure 6. Particle Model State Machine. 

 
Figure 7. Data Packet Format. 

3) Insert Wireless Communication 

Channel: To optimize system stability in 

terms of communication, the wireless 

channel model [1] is incorporated, and the 

stability and reliability of the system are 

investigated in order to get the best 

performance under the communication 

effects. Figure (8) illustrates the system 

diagram after inserting the wireless 

channel. The main advantage of inserting a 

wireless channel model into the system is to 

allow us to simulate wireless features, i.e 

evaluating the effects of inserting noise 

through the channel. Moreover, we can find 

the effect of the communication latency and 

communication BW to maintain system 

stability. The main objective is to prove that 

we can successfully use SystemC 

methodology with a wireless channel [1] to 

model a wireless communication system. 

 
Figure 8. Flocking Behaviour System after 

inserting the Wireless Channel. 
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VI. SIMULATION PLATFORM 

In SystemC, functional verification of 

the modelled system is done through 

simulation. This process consists of 

applying a stimulus to the Device Under 

Test (DUT) and verifying the response 

against an expected result. At each time 

step in the simulation the processes in 

Figure(9) are applied to all particles 

simultaneously, and the positions and 

velocities of all particles at the next time 

step are updated accordingly. Subsequently, 

each particle must send its updated position 

to the other particles located within their 

radius of perception. Here the acceleration 

and speed are bounded based on the error 

value. If the acceleration or speed value is 

greater than the maximum level, it will be 

cut back to the maximum value. 

 
Figure 9. Data Flow within the Particle Model. 

The equations of motion employed in 

this simulation are symmetrical because all 

the particles are identical. The simulation 

program affects the particles‟ movement by 

modifying only their acceleration; their 

velocity and position will be updated based 

on the acceleration value. The simulation 

takes place on a two-dimensional axis (2D). 

Each particle has corresponding equations 

for movement on both x and y axes. The 

positions, velocities and accelerations of the 

particles are all 2D vectors (x,y). 

VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The simulation program described 

above was used to simulate the movements 

of a set of 24 particles with initial absolute 

positions at (0,0) and relative positions are 

arranged as square shape. These initial 

values were provided to the system by the 

stimulus. The particles began moving from 

(0,0) and distributed themselves around the 

leader in a uniform shape based on the 

initial values of their relative positions. 

Multiple simulations were run to optimise 

the model parameters, including simulation 

time, transmission speed, communication 

delay, speed and acceleration. Figure(10) 

shows the system behavior based on the 

system parameters indicated in Table(I). 

The system behaviour clearly shows that 

the particles remained in the same position 

structure (square) throughout the 

simulations. Thus it is proven that particles 

consistently and effectively avoid contact 

with one another. Figure(13) illustrates the 

system response curves and the converging 

point of the system, while the changing of 

particles velocities in the x direction are 

illustrated in Figure (14). Here the 

velocities are bounded based on the error 

value. If the velocity value is greater than 

the maximum level, it will be cut back to 

the maximum value as shown in Figure 

(15). 
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Table I: System Parameters. 

 
 

 
Figure 10. System Behaviour 

 
Figure 11. System Response 

 
Figure 12. System Response 

 
Figure 13. System Response 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

SystemC has been chosen because it 

provides a homogeneous platform for the 

design and modelling of complex systems. 

Furthermore, as systems become more 

tightly integrated (for example, as in SoC) 

the ability to evaluate system performance 

in the early stages of design becomes 

increasingly important. This is facilitated 

by SystemC design methodology and by 

following an IPbased design. 
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This paper demonstrates a simple and 

computationally efficient way to model a 

wireless communication system at system 

level based on existing SystemC 

methodology. The modelling of the 

wireless system has been undertaken using 

SystemC and incorporated into a uniform 

design methodology, suitable for 

developing new technologies following 

SoC design methodology. The wireless 

channel model that was modelled before 

represent the main element that must be 

employed to incorporate wireless features. 

The system has been modelled successfully; 

positive results representing system 

behaviour and system dynamics were 

established. 

This paper represents a first step 

towards integrating communication 

modelling into design modelling in the 

early stages of system development. The 

next stage of this work is to investigate the 

interaction between system stability and 

communication. Moreover, the effects of 

inserting noise should be investigated. A 

number of interesting parameters or ratios 

of parameters should be investigated, 

including transmission speed, simulation 

time, communication delay, number of 

particles, acceleration and speed. The 

behaviour of the system may change 

dramatically if these parameters are 

modified. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an original development methodology for the use of SystemC to 

model an executable model of a wireless network system. This work demonstrates a 

computationally efficient way to model a wireless communication network within a system 

level. SystemC methodology allows the model to be reconfigurable for extensive early 
architectural analysis and easy re-mapping to new wireless standards and applications at 

numerous levels of abstraction. On the other hand network protocols have many complex 

concurrent and distributed characteristics, thus it is very difficult to be analysed theoretically. 

One of the most promising solutions to this problem is system-level modelling and 

simulation, which have been covered in this work. The communication nodes of the 

network are modelled as modules with different methods, which will reflect the 

Application, Transport and Data Link Control (DLC) and Physical layers (PHY) of the 

standard reference model of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI/ISO). Performance 
results for the simulations as well as development effort are presented thus showing how 

this methodology is well suited to the modelling of a wireless network systems. Moreover 

the experiences of using SystemC design methodology to analyse the performance properties 

of wireless network has been presented. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the 

modelling of wireless communication network has been undertaken in SystemC and 

incorporated into a uniform design methodology, suitable for developing new technologies 

following the SystemC design methodology. 

Keywords: SystemC, Modelling, Simulation, Network, Channel, ARQ, Performance 
Analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of digital 

communication systems, more and more 
components to support new features are 

being integrated in a single package [1]. 

This trend is likely to continue, as devices 

continue to incorporate an ever-growing 

number of components to provide 

interoperability with the large plethora of 

standards and protocols from previous and 

the present state of the art. It is an important 

issue to verify the interaction and the 
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integration of communication modelling 

into the design modelling before actually 

realising a system in terms of hardware and 

software components. Waiting until silicon 

is available to validate system interactions 

and find bugs is costly and time consuming. 

The modelling of wireless 

communication systems is not new and has 
been approached in different ways. Co-

simulation of analogue parts using Matlab, 

Simulink and SPICE are common and 

digital parts in HDL would be too 

simulation intensive for large and complex 

systems. Behavioural modelling has been 

proposed in [2], but has not been 

incorporated into a homogeneous design 
environment. Paper [2] is one of the few 

papers so far about modelling using 

SystemC. The paper shows a systematic 

approach to modelling and simulating an 

Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) transceiver for 

wireless Local Area Network (LAN) using 

SystemC. However [1] have showed that 
SystemC is very useful for modelling 

wireless communication systems at 

different levels of abstraction. This paper 

will provide a further step towards 

introducing the modelling of digital 

wireless networking system in SystemC for 

structuring the earliest phases of the design 

process with the intention to find a feasible 
design before actually realising a system in 

terms of hardware and software 

components. 

Network protocols for reliable 

transmission of data over wireless 

communication channels have been 

intensively investigated in the field of 

computer science. They usually involve a 

subtle interaction of a number of distributed 

components and have a high degree of 

parallelism, so it is very difficult to analyse 

their performance characteristics by 

mathematical analysis [3]. The most 

promising solutions to this problem are the 

use of system-level modelling and 
simulation.  

The novelty of this work is the 

modelling of a complete digital wireless 

networking system. All protocols needed 

for the performance analysis have been 

developed and integrated in the system for 

reliable data transmission at the system 

level of the design phases. Our 
methodology is based on the popular 

SystemC design methodology, which 

allows, rapid prototyping of these systems 

for early implementation-dependent 

architectural analysis, fast simulation and 

an excellent path to implementation with 

potential reuse for RTL and schematic 

verification. In this work a wireless 
communication system such as the one 

shown in Figure(1), which represents 

multiple communication nodes that 

exchange information through a shared 

communication channel has been developed 

and the performance properties are 

investigated for a number of configurations 

of the system parameters. The channel 
model [1] has been developed and carefully 

integrated in this network model and 

verified with the same methodology. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of shared channel 

wireless communication system consists of 

N nodes. 

The remainder of this paper is organised 

as follows. Section II gives a brief 

description of the channel model that has 

been developed. Section III highlights and 
describes the communication node 

structure. Section IV introduces the CSMA 

development scenario which describes the 

implementation of the noisy digital 

communication channel. And also 

highlights the details of using that 

communication channel to construct a 

multipoint to multipoint (M2M) 
communication mechanism. Section V 

emphasises on the techniques used to 

measure the performance "throughput and 

latency" of the system with a presentation 

of the simulation results. Finally the 

conclusions are presented. 

II. CHANNEL MODEL 

In this section we will introduce 

network model that has been used 

throughout this work. Wireless networks 

are inherently more difficult and 

computationally expensive to model than 
fixed wired networks. Wired 

communication links is replaced with an 

error-prone broadcast channel. Bit errors in 

wireless networks are orders of magnitudes 

higher than fixed wired networks and vary 

with the received SINR. Channel models 

are used at various levels of complexity to 

model wireless communication links. These 

models may take into account the terrain, 

obstacles, inter-nodal interference and other 

physical characteristics that affect radio 

wave propagation. In wireless networks, it 

is an important consideration to determine 

to what extent can a pair of nodes 

communicate. A link quality analysis has 

been carried out to describe the behaviour 
of the communication medium between the 

transmitter and the receiver terminals. This 

is based on the free space propagation 

representation of the communication link in 

equation (1) [4], which represents signal 

decay as a function of distance. 
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Where the free-space propagation loss is 

Lfs(line-of-sight, in dB), Ptx and Prx are the 

transmitted and received power in Watts, Gt 

and Gr represent the respective antenna 
gains and the link distance is d. The 

receiver sensitivity required is usually 

quoted in dBm, and can be computed using 

equation 2. 

Prx = Ptx - Lfs - Fade Margin  (2) 

The general expression for propagation 

loss in dB with the assumption that the 

antenna gains are 0dB (for simple dipole 
antennas) and in free space (where n is 

assumed to have the value of 2) can be 

expressed as: 

][][ dBPdBPL txrxfs   

dBn
d

    )4(log10 10 
  (3) 
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Where λ = c/f is the free-space wave-

length at the carrier frequency (and as usual c 

is the speed of light and f is the frequency). 

Signal reduction due to multipath fading 

[4], [5] is normally in the range of 20 to 30 

dB and hence in practice a fade margin will 

be added to the power loss to account for it. 

We proceed to incorporate the effects of the 
modulation technique employed. This will 

allow us to estimate the bit-error probability 

PB which represents the Bit Error Rate 

(BER) as a function of the bit energy and 

noise-density of the signal Eb/N0. Figure 2 

illustrates the waterfall like shape of most 

such curves. For the purpose of link budget 

analysis, the most important aspect of a 
given modulation technique is the signal to 

noise ratio necessary for the receiver to 

achieve a specified level of reliability in 

terms of PB (BER). 

 
Figure 2. General shape of PB versus Eb/N0 
curve. 

The probability of a bit error, PB, is 

defined as: 
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Where Q(z), is called the 

complementary error function or co-error 

function. This complementary error 

function is numerically equal to the area 
under the “tail of the Gaussian”. It is 

closely related to the complementary error 

function er fc(z) and error function er f(z): 
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The Q-function is related to these 

functions by 
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Equation (8) provides a sample BER 

model for a specific modulation scheme, 

Quadratic Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK). The 
BER assuming white noise AWGN is given by 









0

 
2

1
N

EbfcerBER  (8) 

Where the maximum thermal noise 

power within a given bandwidth B is given 

by 
kTBN 0 . 

In the radio and microwave bands, the 

spectral density is taken as N, for a one 

sided spectrum, and as 
2

0N  for a two side 

spectrum, where: k = Boltzmann’s constant, 
T = system temperature in Kelvins, usually 
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assumed to be 290K. 

SNR gives the relation between the 

received signal power S and the noise 

power N as given by 

)(10][ 10 N
SLogdBSNR   (9) 

Where Eb/N0, in equation 8 is just a 
normalised version of SNR [4], which can 

be rewritten to emphasise that Eb/N0, is just 

a version of S/N, normalised by bandwidth 

and bit rate R, as follows: 
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III. MODELLING OF 

COMMUNICATION NODE 

The communication nodes are the main 

construction units of the network system, 

which will communicate with each other 

through the communication medium 
modelled in section (II). The nodes of the 

network are modelled as modules with 

different methods, which will reflect the 

Application, Transport and Data Link 

Control (DLC) and Physical layers (PHY) 

of the standard reference model of an Open 

Systems Interconnection (OSI/ISO). Each 

node interacts with the network to send or 
receive data packets. Each node is assumed 

to have a baseband transmitter and receiver 

for wireless communication with other 

network nodes as shown in Figure 3. 

Most of OSI/ISO network layers have 

been modelled in the communication node, 

because it is a wireless network and 

wireless communication is subject to errors. 
These errors will force retransmitions under 

certain conditions. We want to investigate 

these error conditions because errors and 

retransmissions will add latency to the 

system. In addition we need to have 

absolute certainty that the data sent is equal 

to the data received. The point to model it 

here is to find a settle interaction between 

the network layers namely transport and 

physical layer and the network topology. So 
probably certain changes in the network 

topology and/or other network layers will 

imply that the transport layer which we 

were using does not work as it expected for 

the wireless. Therefore we need to find out 

these complex interactions, which do not 

mean it is always present in wired 

networks. 

 
Figure 3. Conceptual model of the network 
communication node. 
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A. Application layer 

The application layer plays a crucial 

role on the performance measurement of 

the network system. To measure the 
performance of the network modelled, we 

have included a kind of instrumentation in 

the application layer. The instrumentation 

includes a packet source process that 

generates packets according to a 

exponential distribution. And assigns 

packets destinations randomly and 

uniformly. Since most of the performance 
evaluation results in literature [6] have only 

considered a uniform distribution of packet 

destinations. In this distribution, the 

probability of node i sending a packet to 

node j is the same for all i and j, i = j. The 

case of nodes sending messages to 

themselves is excluded because we 

interested in packet transfers that use the 
network. In this work for simplicity and to 

match published results we modeld the 

network under the uniform traffic 

distribution. Yet, our methodology allows 

for any traffic distribution to be simulated; 

what is even more important, it allows for 

higher level applications to interact and 

then dynamically modify the traffic pattern 
used; which is something that is normally 

not simulated but has a very large impact 

on the real performance obtained in the 

network. 

Packets generated at the application 

layer are equally-likely to occur at any 

instant of time. This packet source has been 

separated from the network at each node 
with a large source queue. Between the 

packet source and the source queue, packets 

are counted and time stamped with the start 

time of each packet injected. It is important 

that this measurement process be placed 

before the source queue rather than after the 

queue. So that packets that have been 

generated by the source queue, but not yet 

injected into the network, are considered. 

And so that packet latency will includes the 

time spent in the source queue. After the 
source queue another interfacing process 

has been implemented for sending data 

packets over the wireless channel through 

the underlying layers of the communication 

node. Whenever the application layer has 

data to be sent, it delivers it to the transport 

layer buffer as a data structure containing 

the payload or data, source and destination 
address. 

A complementary measurement process 

at each receiving side of the application 

layer records each packet’s finish time. 

Throughput is measured by counting the 

packets arriving at each receiving 

application process and latency is measured 

by subtracting the start time and the finish 
time for each packet. This measurement 

configuration enables the traffic parameters 

to be controlled independently of the 

network itself. Without the source queues, a 

packet source may attempt to inject a 

packet at a time when the network node is 

unable to accept any packet. In such a case, 

the traffic produced by the source is 
influenced by the network and is not the 

traffic pattern originally specified. Because 

our goal is generally to evaluate the 

network on a specific traffic pattern.  

B. Transport Layer 

A Transport layer provides the logical 

communication between application 
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process running on different nodes. Hence 

it is responsible for packet scheduling from 

multiple processes in different nodes. This 

process-to-process packet delivery is 

simply called transport layer multiplexing 

and demultiplexing. A transport layer 

protocol with multipoint-to-multipoint 

support presented in Figure (3) has been 
developed to allow significant performance 

gain in the system. 

C. Data Link Control Layer 

The Data Link Control (DLC) layer is 
responsible for moving a data packet 

reliably from one node to an adjacent node 

over a single communication link. In our 

model it defines the format of the data 

packets exchange between the 

communication nodes using the High-Level 

Data Link Control 

1) Flow and Error Control: As 
described in [7], [8] A DLC sublayer has 

been designed as shown in Figure(4) and the 

layer logic has been further detailed in a 

Finite State Machine (FSM) definition for 

reliable data transfer protocol for transmitters 

and receivers, this can be modelled as shown in 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

 
Figure 4. DLC sublayer a SystemC 
representation logic diagram. 

 
Figure 5. FSM description of GBN 

Transmitter. 

D. Medium Access Control Layer & 

Physical Layer 

In this work we have integrated the 

functionality of the Medium Access Control 

(MAC) into the physical layer to reduce the 

processing and buffering time between the 

layers. The MAC and PHY layers provide 

medium access and transmission functions.  

 
Figure 6. FSM description of GBN 

Receiver 
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In designing MAC protocols for our 

wireless network system, we started by 

adapting the existing wireless media-access 

control approaches and then we have 

developed an entirely new protocol for our 

wireless network. For instance, we will 

show in section IV, how we have developed 

the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 
protocol to share the communication 

medium among all nodes using SystemC 

design methodology.  The main services 

provided by this combined layer firstly is to 

provide the mechanism for accessing the 

communication link. Secondly deciding 

which modulation technique will be used to 

generate symbols to be sent over the 
communication link. And thirdly perform a 

byte and/or bit stuffing of the packets 

before they are transmitted to maintain a 

link synchronisation. 

IV. THE CSMA DEVELOPMENT 

SCENARIO 

This section deals with the modelling of 

the nonpersistent CSMA protocol as 

described in [9] with additional (Go-Back-

NARQ) flow and error control as described 

in section III-C1, and simple backoff 

mechanism as described in[8], [7]. Also for 
simplicity the CSMA channel access 

mechanism has been used without. 

In nonpersistent CSMA, if two stations 

sense the medium is busy, they both 

immediately enter random backoff, 

hopefully choosing different backoff 

values. These random values should be 

different to allow one of the two stations to 
begin transmitting before the other in the 

next sense of the medium. The other will 

hear the medium busy and refrain from 

transmitting until the first station has 

completed its transmission. This protocol is 

very effective when the medium is not 

heavily loaded, since it allows stations to 

transmit with minimum delay, but there is 

always a chance of stations transmitting at 

the same time, caused by the fact that the 

stations sensed the medium free and 
decided to transmit at once. 

At the receiver node the PHY layer 

individual phits are received from the 

wireless channel module. It de-stuffs and 

reassembles them into a data packet and 

deliver it to the upper layer which is the 

DLC Layer. The first operation at the DLC 

sublayer is the packet identity check, if the 
packet indicates the local node address then 

it continues and performs an error check 

using CRC checksum. Once the packet 

received is free of errors the DLC generates 

an acknowledgement packet with the 

appropriate sequence number and passes it 

to the transmitting side of the node. 

A. The Communication medium Module  

At the first stage of the implementation 

phase, a channel model has been constructed 

to support contention and noncontention based 

wireless channel access and includes Point-to-
Multi-Point (P2MP) and Multi-Point-to-

Multi-Point (MP2MP) communication 

scenarios. One of distinct capabilities and 

features of the system-level modelling of 

SystemC is the Hierarchical channels. They are 

intended to model quite complex behaviors 

such as PCI, HyperTransport, or AMBA. 

Primitive channels on the other hand are 
intended to provide very simple and fast 

communications. (e.g., sc_signal 
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provide a piece of wire behavior). To build 

complex system level models, SystemC 

defines hierarchical channels as modules 

that implement one or more interfaces, and 

serves as a container for communication 

functionality. An interface provides 

declarations of methods for accessing a 

given channel. No implementations or data 
are provided in an interface. In 

sc_signal, for example, the interfaces 

are defined by two classes 

sc_signal_in_if and 

sc_signal_out_if, and these define 

methods (e.g., read() and write()).  

Separating the definition of an interface 

from its methods implementation, SystemC 
has a unique coding style in which 

communication is separated from behavior, 

a key feature to facilitate refinement from 

one level of abstraction to another. 

Channels in SystemC create connections 

between module ports allowing modules to 

communicate. Figure (7) showes a SystemC 

Hierachical channel representation. A port acts 
as an agent that forwards method calls up to 

the channel on behalf of the calling module. 

Hierarchical channels are implemented as 

modules in SystemC: in fact, they are 

derived from sc_module. Primitive 

channels have their own base class, 

sc_prim_channel. 

Writing hierarchical channels to support 
wireless behaviour is quite simple by 

following SystemC methodology. This section 

will just show the implementation of the 

hierarchical channel model used in this work. 

The wireless channel module is responsible 

for carrying the data packets to all stations 

and it will represent our communication 

medium in this network. The wireless 

channel module as shown in Figure (7) 

models the communication medium. It 

behaves like a multi-tap bus, where multiple 

nodes are connected through it. The behaviour 

of the link has been modelled as a wireless 
communication medium. In this work an 

external object ’mutual exclusion lock or 

mutex’ has been used to control the access to the 

shared medium. The behaviour of a mutual 

exclusion lock as used to control access to a 

resource shared by concurrent processes. A 

mutex will be in one of two exclusive states: 

unlocked or locked. Only one process can 
lock a given mutex at one time. Whenever a 

node has a packet to send it tries to lock the mutex. 

When it locks the mutex it has access to the 

channel, the rest of the nodes have to wait until the 

node has released the channel. The other nodes 

may be subsequently locked by the mutex. 

 
Figure 7.  Hierarchical channels 
representation. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

AND RESULTS 

Network performance is measured in 
terms of latency L (the elapsed time to 

cross the network) and throughput S (the 

number of packets that cross the network 

per unit of time). Performance optimisation 

of the whole system is a crucial step in the 

process of design and validation of the new 

system. Latency is measured in time units. 

However, we are comparing several design 
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choices, the absolute value is not important. 

As many comparisons can be performed 

using simulations, latency is measured in 

the SystemC simulator clock cycles. 

Throughput is measured in bits per second 

or bits per clock cycles. Again, since we are 

comparing different design choices by 

simulation, and assuming that channel 
width is equal to a phit size, throughput can 

be measured in phits per clock cycles. 

To provide a basic performance 

evaluation, it is initially assumed that the 

network in question will use the following 

important assumptions: 1- The network is 

deployed on an area of S square meters. 

The network nodes are distributed 
uniformly within a rectangular area (X,Y ). 

2-Transmission power P is constant for all 

nodes. 3- For a given node its neighbour 

nodes will be in a circle of radius R meters, 

the transmission range. 4- Packets are the 

same size throughout the simulation. 5- The 

channel width is W bits and the packet 

length is Lm bits, the packet is broken up 
into M = Lm/W phits, each phit is of W bits 

and is transferred over the channel in one 

cycle unit; M is referred to as the message 

aspect ratio. 

Our experiments concentrate on the 

modelling to optimise the overall 

performances of the protocol stack of a 

network rather than a local optimisation of 
each layer. Moreover it investigates the 

interaction of modelling of the whole 

network system under the same design 

methodology. Our simulations have been 

verified by published results [10], [8], [11]. 

We focused on the change in the packet 

size and the change in the number of nodes 

to study the performance of the network. 

Two different packet sizes were used; 30 

and 50 phits. These packet sizes were 

chosen to represent a short and a normal 

size packet, respectively, and have been 

used in similar studies [11], [1]. Moreover, 

the average latency of different packets 

sizes and network sizes were evaluated 
using the model developed in Section III, 

and the results are shown in Figure 8. 

The average latency (y-axis) of a packet 

as a function of offered traffic (x-axis) and 

the average amount of traffic generated by 

each communication node in the network is 

shown in Figure 8. The simulation results 

match those curves presented in references 
[11], [10]. Note that the latency is tends to 

increase with an increased packet size. This 

is due to the increase in channel acquisition 

time due to the CSMA protocol behaviour. 

This is to be expected, since it is a 

contention based network system. It is 

worth noting that a single channel network 

saturates sooner when large packets sizes 
are used, than for small packets, since large 

decision times and large acquisition times 

are required. It can be seen that the network 

provides a small latency for all operating 

conditions except when the traffic is close 

to saturation. 

The average throughput for different 

networks sizes and packet sizes was 
evaluated using the same model shown in 

Figure 3, and the results are shown in 

Figure 9. The x-axis in the figure represents 

the offered traffic. The y-axis gives the 

throughput in Mbits per second. The 

network throughput for 20 nodes has been 

shown in Figure 9. The maximum 
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throughput achieved was 8 for 50 phits 

packet size and 14 Gbits/sec for 30 phits 

packet size. However the throughput results 

should be normalised to Phits/Cycle the 

results present here is just to present the 

system throughput behaviour. 

 
Figure 8.  Model validation for different 

packet sizes shows communication latency 
versus Traffic or packet arrival rate for 16 

node model. 

 
Figure 9. Throughput of the modelled 

network with the setting of two different 
packet sizes in Phits for 20 nodes. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have addressed the 

modelling of contention based wireless 

networks using SystemC design 
methodology. For this purpose, we have 

developed a conceptual model of the 

network communication node and the 

commutation channel and verified our 

findings by appropriate simulations. 

This work demonstrates a 

computationally efficient way to model a 

wireless communication network within a 
system level. The model is developed at a 

high level of abstraction which allows for 

fast simulation and early estimation, which 

are necessary for successful system 

development using the SystemC design 

methodology. SystemC has been chosen, as 

it provides a homogeneous platform for the 

design and modelling of complex systems. 
Furthermore, as systems become more 

tightly integrated, the ability to evaluate the 

system performance at early stages of a 

design becomes increasingly important. 

This is facilitated by the SystemC design 

methodology, and by following an IP-based 

design. 

To our knowledge, this is the first time 
that the modelling of wireless 

communication network has been 

undertaken in SystemC and incorporated 

into a uniform design methodology, 

suitable for developing new technologies 

following the SystemC design 

methodology. 
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Figure 10. Latency for 16 and 20 nodes 

with a paket size of 30 phits 

 
Figure 11. Throughput for 16 and 20 nodes for 
packet size of 30 phits. 
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Abstract 

In this paper two hybrid scheduling algorithms are considered. The first is a hybrid 

algorithm depends on the strict priority of the service that employs a strict priority 

mechanism. 

The second is also a hybrid algorithm provides a more fair distribution of bandwidth among 

the SSs. This is also very adaptable to changing concentration of traffic. Hence the 

emphasis is on studying the performance of the two scheduling algorithms under different 

scenarios depending on the traffic mixes. The task is to find average throughput variation as 

function of concentration of SSs and packet delay. 

 

1. Introduction 

WiMAX is a cell-based technology aimed 

at providing last-mile wireless broadband 

access at a cheaper cost. The “last mile” is 

the final leg of delivering connectivity from 

the service provider to the customer. This 

leg is typically seen as an expensive 

undertaking because of the considerable 

costs of wires and cables. The core of 

WiMAX technology is specified by the 

IEEE 802.16 standard that provides 

specifications for MAC and Physical (PHY) 

layers. [1] 

Packet scheduling is the process of 

resolving contention for shared resources in 

a network. The process involves allocating 

bandwidth among the users and 

determining their transmission order. 

Scheduling algorithms for a particular 

network need to be selected based on the 

type of users in the network and their QoS 

requirements. QoS requirements vary 

depending on the type of application/user. 

For real-time applications such as video 

conferencing, voice chat and audio/video 

streaming, delay and delay jitter are the  

 

 

most important QoS requirements. Delay 

jitter is the inter-packet arrival time at the  

receiver and is required to be reasonably 

stable by the real-time applications.  

On the other hand, for non-real time 

applications such as file transfer (FTP), 

throughput is the most important QoS 

requirement. Some applications, such as 

web-browsing and email do not have any 

QoS requirements. In a network, different 

types of applications, with diverse QoS 

requirements, can co-exist. A scheduling 

algorithm’s task in a multi-class network is 

to categorize the users into one of the pre-

defined classes. Each user is assigned a 

priority, taking into account his QoS 

requirements. Subsequently, bandwidth is 

allocated according to the priority of the 

users as well as ensuring that fairness 

between the users is maintained. [1] 

 

2. IEEE 802.16 Service Classes  

One of the key functions of the WiMAX 

MAC layer is to ensure that QoS 

requirements for MAC Protocol Data Units 
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(PDUs) belonging to different service flows 

are met as reliably as possible given the 

loading conditions of the system. This 

implies that various negotiated performance 

indicators that are tied to the overall QoS, 

such as latency, jitter, data rate, packet error 

rate, and system availability, must be met 

for each connection. Since the QoS 

requirements of different data services can 

vary greatly, WiMAX has various handling 

and transporting mechanisms to meet that 

variety. [2] 

 

a. Unsolicited grant services (UGS): This 

is designed to support fixed-size data 

packets at a constant bit rate (CBR). 

Examples of applications that may use this 

service are T1/E1 emulation and VoIP 

without silence suppression. [2] 

 

b. Real-time polling services (rtPS): This 

service is designed to support real-time 

service flows, such as MPEG video, that 

generate variable-size data packets on a 

periodic basis. [2] 

 

c. Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS): 

This service is designed to support delay-

tolerant data streams, such as an FTP, that 

require variable-size data grants at a 

minimum guaranteed rate. [2]  

 

d. Best-effort (BE) service: This service is 

designed to support data streams, such as 

Web browsing, that do not require a 

minimum service-level guarantee. [2] 

 

e. Extended real-time Polling Service 

(ertPS) the IEEE 802.16-2005 standard [6] 

specifies an additional scheduling service 

called ertPS. The ertps scheduling service is 

designed to support real-time applications 

that generate variable size data packets on a 

periodic basis, such as VoIP with silence 

suppression. [2] 

3. A QoS Service Framework 

The standard IEEE802.16 has not defined 

the different necessary schemes to ensure 

that the specified QoS service can be 

obtained. To fill the gap between the 

specification of this standard and the 

schemes needed to provide QoS service 

guarantee, a solution on the framework of 

the QoS is as shown in Figure 1. At the BS, 

a few components have been proposed for 

ensuring the QoS guarantee. They are; 

 Admission control scheme. 

 Scheduling data base module.  

 Uplink bandwidth allocation 

scheduling algorithm. 

 Traffic management Table. 

 Packet allocation module.  

When a connection is established with the 

proposed QoS architecture, an application 

that originates at a SS establishes the 

connection with BS through connection 

negotiation. The admission control scheme 

will make a decision to accept or reject the 

new connection. Once the new connection 

is accepted, it will notify the Scheduling 

data base module that contains the detailed 

information about the status of all the active 

connections in the network. Based on this 

information the airlink scheduler allocates a 

bandwidth to each SS, and it will control 

the assistant modules to reach the QoS 

guaranteed bandwidth allocation. [3] 

The traffic management enforces traffic 

based on the traffic specification of the 

connection. The packet allocation module 

retrieves the information from the traffic 

management table and generates the UL-

MAP under the control of the bandwidth 

allocation scheduling algorithm. At each 

SS, there is a traffic connection classifier, 

which differentiates the arrival of the PDUs 

into different traffic streams and 

transmission queues. The SS will receive 

the UL-MAP message by MAP Parsing, 

Packet scheduler module selects the 
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appropriate packets from different queues 

and passes them to the fragmentation 

module. Fragmentation module checks to 

see if the packet can be fit in the 

transmission opportunity that is available, if 

not then the packet is fragmented into 

smaller pieces, as many fragmented packets 

that can be sent in the current opportunity 

and the remainders are kept to be 

transmitted in the next time that the 

transmission opportunity is allocated to this 

SS. The interaction between modules is 

described in figure 1. [3] 

 

          BS                                        SS 

Figure 1: Structure of QoS Service 

Framework [4] 

 

4. WiMAX Scheduling Services 

Scheduling services are the medium access 

control functions that define how and when 

devices will receive and transmit on a 

communication system. 

The types of services that WiMAX can 

provide as explained earlier UGS to BE. 

WiMAX systems use a grant management 

system to coordinate the request for new 

services and changes to existing services. It 

uses a combination of time division 

multiple access, polling and contention 

based flow control to provide specific types 

of services to users. Each SS to be 

associated with certain QoS parameters, 

whose values are specified by the SS upon 

admission into the network. These 

parameters are: [1]  

 

a. Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate 

(MRTR) for the SS: It specifies the 

minimum amount of data to be transported 

on behalf of the SS when averaged over 

time. MRTR rate will only be honored 

when sufficient data is available for 

scheduling.  

 

b. Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate 

(MSTR): Its value does not limit the 

instantaneous rate of the SS but it is used to 

police the SS to ensure that it conforms to 

the value specified, on average, over time.  

 

c. Maximum Latency: It specifies the 

maximum latency between the reception of 

a packet by the SS on its network interface 

and the forwarding of the packet to its RF 

interface.  

 

5. Scheduling in IEEE 802.16 

Broadband Wireless Access 

In the IEEE 802.16 standard, the BS and SS 

must reserve resources to meet their QoS 

requirements. i.e bandwidth.  
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Scheduling in IEEE 802.16 is divided into 

two related scheduling tasks (see Figure 2). 

The first task, performed at the BS is the 

scheduling of the airlink resources among 

the SSs. The second scheduler task is the 

scheduling of individual packets at SSs and 

BS. The SS scheduler is responsible for the 

selection of the appropriate packets from all 

its queues, and sends them through the 

transmission opportunities allocated to the 

SS within each subframe. 

Figure 2: QoS function within the BS and SSs [5] 

 

To manage the following traffic we need 

algorithms to control scheduling services. 

The scheduling algorithms are implemented 

at both the BS and SSs. [5, 6] 

This paper is on scheduling 

algorithms executed at the BS for the uplink 

traffic, that faces challenges not faced by an 

algorithm for the downlink traffic, such as 

the queue size. An uplink algorithm at the 

BS has to coordinate its decision with all 

the SSs whereas a downlink algorithm is 

only concerned in communicating the 

decision locally to the BS. Scheduling 

algorithms for the uplink traffic in WiMAX 

are classified into three categories: 

  Homogeneous scheduling 

algorithms  

  Hybrid scheduling algorithms  

  Opportunistic scheduling 

algorithms  

Hybrid scheduling algorithms are 

considered for implementation as described 

next. [1] 

 

6. Hybrid scheduling algorithms 

The two hybrid algorithms selected for 

evaluation use different mechanisms of 

overall bandwidth allocation. An important 

aspect of hybrid algorithms is allocation of 

bandwidth among the traffic classes of 

WiMAX. The two selected algorithms 

perform this task in different ways are: 

(EDF+WFQ+FIFO) algorithm that use a 

strict priority mechanism for inter-class 

bandwidth allocation, and the (EDF+WFQ) 

algorithm that allocate bandwidth among 

traffic classes based on the number of SSs 

and their MRTR in each class. [1] 

 

a. Hybrid (EDF+WFQ+FIFO) 

algorithm 

The hybrid algorithm uses strict priority 

mechanism for overall bandwidth 

allocation. The EDF scheduling algorithm 

is used for SSs of ertPS and rtPS classes, 

the WFQ algorithm is used for SSs of nrtPS 

class and FIFO is used for SSs of BE class. 

The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is one of 

the most widely used scheduling algorithms 

for real-time applications as it selects SSs 
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based on their delay requirements. The 

algorithm assigns deadline to arriving 

packets of a SS. Since each SS specifies a 

value for the maximum latency parameter, 

the arrival time of a packet is added to the 

latency to form the tag of the packet. The 

value of maximum latency for SSs of the 

nrtPS and BE classes is set to infinity. [1] 

 

b. Hybrid (EDF+WFQ) Algorithm 

This algorithm uses the EDF scheduling 

algorithm for SSs of ertPS and rtPS classes 

and WFQ algorithm for SSs of nrtPS and 

BE classes. Although the mechanism of 

overall bandwidth distribution is not 

specified, but bandwidth is allocated in a 

fair manner. The overall bandwidth 

distribution is executed at the beginning of 

every frame, while the EDF and WFQ 

algorithms execute BW at the arrival of 

every packet. The following is the overall 

bandwidth allocation scheme adopted in our 

implementation:  [1] 

                                                                                      

            

   
         

 
            

      
 
   

        

          

   
         

 
          

      
 
   

       

Where:                                                                               

      : Minimum reserved traffic rate for 

connection i. 

C: Overall bandwidth. 

n: Number of connections. 

7. Performance Metrics 

a. Average Throughput (   ):  
The amount of data selected for   

transmission by a user per unit time. 

Then we compute the average throughput 

(   )  

                          
 

Where:           the average throughput at 

frame t and t-1 respectively.  

    α: 

frame t-1, and typical value is 0.001. 

 

b. Average delay: 

 The time between the arrival of a packet in 

the queue to the departure of the packet 

from the queue. The value is reported in 

milliseconds (ms) and is calculated for each 

SS as follows:  

             

 

   

          

Where:   : is the average queuing delay.  

      : is the time packet i leaves the queue.  

     : is the arrival time of packet i in the 

queue.   

    N: is the number of packets.  

 

8. Traffic Model 

We have implemented four different traffic 

sources, one for each of the traffic classes. 

VoIP traffic is modeled for SSs of ertPS 

class, video streaming for SSs of rtPS class, 

FTP for SSs of nrtPS class and HTTP for 

SSs of BE class. The values of all the traffic 

parameters are based on one connection per 

SS as shown in table 1

Table 1: Traffic parameters for all service classes [1] 
Parameter ertps rtps nrtps BE 

MRTR(Kb/s) 15 64 45 1 

MAX. 

Latency(ms) 

100 150 - - 

Packet size(byte) 23 200 150 100 
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To study the performance of the scheduling 

algorithms under different Scenarios 

depends on the traffic mixes as given in 

Table 2. The experiment is conducted [7], 

with a total traffic rate of 4850 Kbps, of 

which 350Kbps is supplied by the ertPS 

class, 2200 Kbps is supplied by the rtPS 

class, 2200 Kbps is supplied by the nrtPS 

class and 100 Kbps is supplied by the BE 

class. The traffic arrival rate is calculated 

based on the number of symbols available 

in the uplink sub-frame after subtracting the 

preamble symbols, bandwidth request and 

contention request symbols. Each SS 

consists of one connection. 

Table 2: Parameters of simulation 

Parameter Value 

DL:UL frame Ratio 1:1 

Frame length(ms) 5 

BW 20MHz 

OFDM symbol 

duration(µs) 

44 

Physical Slot 4 symbols 

Number of OFDM 

Subcarriers 

256 

Table 2: Parameters of simulation 

(continue)  

Number of SSs 42 

Ratio of SS 

(ertps,rtps,nrtps,B

E) 

1:1:1:1, 3:1:1:1, 1:3:1:1, 

1:1:3:1,1:1:1:3, 2:2:1:1, 

2:1:2:1,2:1:1:2, 1:2:2:1, 

1:2:1:2, 1:1:2:2 

Modulation 

Technique 

16QAM at 46Mb/s 

 

9. Analysis of the results 

a. If Throughput is the concern 

After implementing these scheduling 

algorithms by using a developed simulation 

program, it can be noted, for ertps class, as 

being of first priority the throughput is 

approximately the same on all ratios of 

service classes because the traffic rate for 

ertps is not large as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Average Throughput of ertps 

class per SS 

 

For second class (rtps); when using the 

(EDF+WFQ+FIFO) algorithm the 

throughput for the ratios (1:3:1:1, 1:1:3:1, 

1:2:2:1) is better than that of (EDF+WFQ) 

algorithm, because the reserved rate of the 

rtps in the second algorithm is not sufficient 

to all BW requested and also because rtps is 

of higher traffic load in these ratios as 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Average Throughput of rtps class 

per SS 

 

For third class (nrtps); when using the 

(EDF+WFQ) algorithm the throughput for 

the ratios (1:1:3:1, 1:3:1:1, 1:2:2:1, 1:2:1:2) 

is better than that of (EDF+WFQ+FIFO) 

algorithm because the higher traffic of the 

nrtps in these ratio and the reserved rate is 

larger than the BW that remains to nrtps as 

shown in Figure 5 . 

 
 

Figure 5: Average Throughput of nrtps 

class per SS 

 

Fourth class (BE); whish has the lowest 

priority, then it’s obvious that for 

(EDF+WFQ) algorithm, the throughput for 

the ratios (1:1:1:1, 1:3:1:1, 1:1:3:1, 2:2:1:1, 

2:1:2:1, 1:2:2:1, 1:2:1:2 1:1:2:2) is better 

than that of (EDF+WFQ+FIFO) algorithm 

as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Average Throughput of BE class 

per SS 

 

b. If Delay is the concern 

ertps, rtps classes are affected by the 

average delay because these services are 

real time services. The hybrid (EDF+WFQ) 

algorithm indicates a high average delay for 

the ertPS class when the ratios are 1:1:1:1, 

2:1:2:1, 3:1:1:1 1:2:1:2 and 1:2:2:1. This 

behavior is due to the overall bandwidth 

allocation mechanism of the algorithm that 

allocates a small amount of bandwidth for 

the ertPS. The algorithm indicates a high 

average delay for ertPS SSs even when 

their concentration is high as a result of a 

larger number of ertps as shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Average delay of ertps 

 

Due to the high load of rtPS SSs, a large 

number of video packets will arrive before 

a VoIP packet arrives. This will result, in 

numerous cases, in a lower deadline 

assigned to video packets, even though they 

have a higher maximum latency.  

The average delay of rtPS SSs, in most 

cases, under the hybrid (EDF+WFQ+FIFO) 

algorithms have lower delay than 

(EDF+WFQ) because the second algorithm 

is dependent on the BW reservation, then 

the data rate for each class is decreased 

based on the traffic load. Since the hybrid 

(EDF+WFQ+FIFO) algorithms provide 

high priority to rtPS SSs, all the data of 

rtPS SSs will be flushed out in a frame as 

shown in figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Average delay of rtps 

 

c. Summery of the results 

Now if considering the ratios that give the 

better throughput for all services and the 

lowest delay; for the two algorithms these 

are: 3:1:1:1, 1:1:1:3, 2:1:1:2. This means 

that a lightly load of rtps& nrtps will give 

best results because of the large BW 

required for rtps, will starve the nrtps, and 

BE. However for heavy load of nrtps it 

causes high BW reservation of nrtps than 

that for others. 

 

10. Conclusions  

 QoS guarantee is different from 

type of service to another.  

 Many factors are controlling QoS, 

where in physical layer they 

include; frame length, modulation 

technique, and parameters of 

OFDM; but in MAC layer they 

include; the ways of access to the 

medium that is scheduling 

mechanisms.  
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 The hybrid (EDF+WFQ+FIFO) 

algorithm results in the lowest 

average delay for ertps and rtps 

SSs. This algorithm provides strict 

priority to ertps and rtps SSs. 

However it does not consider the 

MRTR of the SSs in deciding the 

transmission schedule and result in 

a starvation of lower priority SSs. 

the nrtps and BE SSs will compete 

for bandwidth whereas in the later 

the nrtps SSs have strict priority 

over BE SSs.  

 Scheduling algorithms that employ 

a strict priority mechanism are not 

a good choice to satisfy the QoS 

requirements of the multi-class 

traffic in WiMAX.  

 The hybrid (EDF+WFQ) 

algorithm provides a more fair 

distribution of bandwidth among 

the SSs. This algorithm allocates 

bandwidth among the traffic 

classes in a fairer manner than 

preceding are also a very adaptable 

to changing concentration of 

traffic.  

 The average throughput of SSs of 

all classes decreases with 

increased concentration of SSs of 

that class, on the other hand when 

decrease the throughput the 

waiting time of the service packet 

will increase.  
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Abstract 

     Bluetooth Personal Area Networks (PANs) use the same 2.4 GHz ISM spectrum as 

IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). The spread 

spectrum modulation and OFDM used by the WLANs and the frequency hopping sequence 

used by the PANs requires them to periodically share the same frequencies. Operation of 

these PANs and WLANs simultaneously in the same location is expected to become 

increasingly common. When WLANs and PANs are collocated, the performance of each 

network can be degraded by interference from the other.  

In this paper, the coexistence of Bluetooth and 802.11g devices are quantified by a Matlab 

simulator using a conventional metrics (throughput, PER and coverage). The results show 

that the 802.11g throughput performance is degraded substantially in the presence of 

Bluetooth interference. The work carried out in this paper confirms that the interference 

from Bluetooth devices has a great effect on the performance of 

802.11g and mitigates this effect. 

1. Introduction 

     The world has been entering the wireless 

revolution for a few years. Introduction of 

the wireless technology to our personal and 

business live is sure and unavoidable. 

Contemporary wireless systems are now 

more and more interesting alternative for 

the wireline networks. Of course they are 

still not so popular as the wireline solutions, 

but their advantages cause very big interest 

of the potential users.  

 

 

 

One of the main problems for the wireless 

equipment producers and network operators 

are necessity of decreasing costs, so they 

try to find and use any possible cost 

reduction. That is the reason why most of 

them decided to use an unlicensed 

frequency bands for the transmission. At 

the beginning, when there were only a few 

wireless communication systems, it was not 

so big problem. However, during recent 

years a lot of other systems have appeared. 

All these actions caused general problem of 

using unlicensed frequency bands more and 
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more interferences. This problem appears 

especially in the 2.4 GHz band.  

 Bluetooth is a wireless standard designed 

for short range communication between 

different types of devices. Initially 

Bluetooth was created to solve a problem of 

replacing cables used for communication 

between such devices as: laptop, palmtops, 

PDA, cellular phone and other mobile 

devices. Bluetooth enable         user to 

connect to a wide                    range of 

computing and telecommunications devices 

without any need of connecting cables to 

the devices. Bluetooth is   a radio frequency 

specification for short range, point-to-

multipoint voice and data transfer, and is 

the main standard for creating Wireless 

Personal Area Network. Bluetooth as a 

communication link does not offer very 

large data rate is 1 Mbps and it's the 

nominal link range is about 10 m and it can 

be extended to 100 m by increasing 

transmit power.   

The foundation of mainstream WLAN 

products began with the original 802.11 

standard developed in 1997 by the Institute 

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

(IEEE). That base standard continues to be 

enhanced through document additions that 

are designated by a letter following the 

802.11 name, such as 802.11b, 802.11a, or 

802.11g. 

The family of IEEE 802.11 standards 

supports both infrastructure WLANs 

connection through access points and 

allows peer-to-peer communication 

between terminals. 

The IEEE 802.11g standard for Wireless 

Local Area Networks will serve to replace 

wired LAN computer networks. 802.11g 

extends with payload data rates up to 54 

Mbps using OFDM modulation. In this 

Wireless Local Area Network, an access 

point radio wirelessly connects terminal 

devices like personal computers to each 

other and to the wired network. The 

maximum distance of terminal devices from 

the access point is 30 to 100 meters 

depending on the data rate.  

1.1 Problem Definition   

     The main wireless communication 

systems designed for creating Wireless 

Personal Area Networks (i.e. Bluetooth) 

and Wireless Local Area Network (IEEE 

802.11) use the same 2.4 GHz Industrial 

Scientific and Medical frequency band. 

This band is very popular and suitable for 

low cost wireless solutions and due to the 

global availability there is number of 

different systems using these frequencies 

for transmission. This frequency band use 

also many industrial devices in home 

environment. Such as microwave ovens and 

doors remote controllers, as show in figure 

(1). 

 

Figure (1) interference BT & IEEE 802.11g 

 These are complementary rather than 

competing technologies, and many 

applications require 802.11g and Bluetooth 

to operate simultaneously and in close 

proximity. Under these conditions, 

interference between 802.11g and 

Bluetooth are unavoidable.    
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 Bluetooth devices currently designed to 

hop randomly over all 79 of the available 

hop frequencies, interference between a 

single Bluetooth piconet and a single 

802.11g can be expected to be significant, if 

they are co-located and operating in the 

same time. This issue will be investigated 

in this paper in order to identify and 

evaluate solutions that maintain high 

performance of 802.11g. 

1.2 Paper Objectives 

     The main goal of this study is to 

demonstrate that the performance of 

802.11g is substantially degraded in the 

presence of Bluetooth (BT) interference. In 

order to achieve this major goal of the 

study, two measurable objectives listed 

below, have been identified. 

1- Evaluating the performance of IEEE 

802.11g without BT interference using 

(convention metrics PER and Throughput). 

2- Quantifying the impact of BT 

interference on 802.11g data transmission 

using the same metrics. 

2. Bluetooth Overview 

     Bluetooth is a wireless Personal Area 

Network (WPAN) technology designed to 

connect devices of different functions such 

as telephones, notebooks, computers 

(desktop and laptop), cameras, printers, 

coffee makers, and so on. Bluetooth 

technology is the implementation of a 

protocol defined by the IEEE 802.15 

standard[1]. Bluetooth as USB is show in 

figure (2). 

 

 

 

Figure (2) Bluetooth as USB. 

A Bluetooth ad-hoc wireless network is 

called a piconet, where all data packets are 

exchange between one master (controlling 

device in the network) and each slave (The 

communication between the master and the 

slaves can be one-to-one or one-to- many) 

[5]. Piconets can be combined to form what 

is called a scatternet. A slave station in one 

piconet can become the master in another 

piconet, as shown in Figures (3 & 4) [1]. 

Most Bluetooth devices support a range of 

up 10 meters, and speed of up to 700 Kbps 

for data and isochronous voice 

transmissions. The nominal transmission 

power level is specified to be 0 dBm 

(1mW), but can be increased to 20dBm 

(100 mW), if to expand its communication 

range up to 100m. The Bluetooth physical 

(PHY) layer uses FHSS PHY at a rate of 

1600 hopes/sec, occupying 79 different 

channel of 1MHz in the US. Gaussian 

Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) is used as 

the modulation scheme in the 2.4 GHz 

frequency band [5].   
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Figure (3) Bluetooth Piconet 

     
Figure (4) Bluetooth scatternet. 

3. IEEE802.11g Overview  

     The IEEE 802.11g standard is  a 

specification for Wireless Local Area 

Networks (WLAN), operates at data rates 

of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 54 Mbps 

using coded Orthogonal Division 

Frequency Multiplexing (OFDM) in the 

same 2.4 GHz frequency band that operate 

at distances up to 100 meters. The OFDM 

signal occupies approximately 16 MHz of 

the 20 MHz channel bandwidth [4]. IEEE 

802.11g as USB is show figure (5). 

 
Figure (5) IEEE 802.11g as USB & card 

 

An ad hoc network is a peer-to-peer 

network (no centralized server) set up 

temporarily to meet same immediate need. 

For example, a group of employees, each 

with a laptop or palmtop computer, may 

convene in a conference room for a 

business or classroom meeting. The 

employees link their computer in a 

temporary network just for the duration of 

the meeting.  

Figure (6) suggests the differences between 

a WLAN that supports LAN extension and 

nomadic access requirements and an ad hoc 

WLAN. In the former case, the WLAN 

forms a stationary infrastructure consisting 

of one or more cells with a control module 

for each cell. Within a cell, there may be a 

number of stationary end systems. Nomadic 

stations can move from one cell to another. 

In contrast, there is no infrastructure for an 

ad hoc network. Rather. A peer collection 

of stations within range of each other may 

dynamically configure themselves into a 

temporary network[2]. 
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Figure (6) Wireless LAN Configurations 

 

4. Coexistence Issue between 802.11g    

and BT 

     The OFDM signal of 802.11g occupies 

approximately 16.5 MHz of the 20 MHz 

channel bandwidth. Figure (7) a shows 

frequency domain representation of part of 

the ISM band comprising 802.11g and 

Bluetooth signals. 

For a BT transmission to disrupt the 

802.11g packets there must be an overlap in 

frequency as well as time, as illustrated in 

Figure (7). The likelihood of interference 

depends on the bandwidth occupancy, the 

802.11g packet length and the load factor of 

the interfering BT piconet. For a WLAN 

with a 16 MHz channel, the BT signal 

appears as narrow-band interference. The 

probability that both the BT and 802.11g 

signals overlap in frequency is roughly 

16/79 22%. In the time domain, long 

802.11g packets, such as 1000-byte 

packets, stand a higher chance of 

overlapping a number of BT time slots than 

100-byte packets[3]. 

 

Figure (7) Interference of BT signal on 

802.11g signal  

(a) in frequency (b) in time. 

4.1 Last Study: 

The first study on the performance of 

802.11g WLAN in the presence of BT 

interference. The test setup of their 

experiment is shown in figure (8). 

 

Figure (8) 802.11g Throughput with 

Bluetooth Interferer Test Setup. 

Their results showed that the maximum 

Transport Control Protocol (TCP) 

throughput (i.e. No BT) was 18 Mbps, and 

then degraded to 14.5 Mbps at D equals to 

30 m. when the BT device was at 2 m away 

from the STA i.e.       d equal to 2 m, the 

degradation       in  the TCP throughput was 

approximately 25% when the STA was near 

the AP and as               the distance D 
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increase, the degradation also increases 

until it reached 50% when D is equal to 30 

m. 

As d was increased the TCP throughput was 

slightly improved and the degradation was 

between 20% and 35%. These experimental 

studies demonstrate that the throughput 

performance of 802.11b/g degrades in the 

presence of BT interference for a broad 

range of scenarios as long as the 802.11b/g 

device is within the range of the 

communicating BT devices. 

It can be concluded from the previous 

discussion that the issue of 802.11b/g and 

BT interference has received significant 

levels of attention in both industry and 

academic [7]. 

5. Simulation Results 

5.1 Introduction 

     This section presents a simulation study 

on data transmission over IEEE 802.11g in 

the presence of BT interference. The 

simulation study was divided into two 

tasks. The first task evaluates the 

performance of 802.11g without BT 

interference and the second task evaluates 

the performance of 802.11g with BT 

interference.  

5.2 Simulator Overview 

     The block diagrams in figure (9) shows 

a computer-based simulator using Matlab, 

which was implemented to model the 

802.11g PHY transmission modes with 

different coded-modulation and data rates 

ranging from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps according 

to the IEEE 802.11g specifications. 

 

Figure (9) schematic diagram of the 

802.11g WLAN simulator for data 

transmission with and without BT 

interference. 

5.3 Performance of 802.11g without 

Bluetooth Interference 

This section presents the results for the 

performance of 802.11g without BT 

interference. 

5.3.1 Experiment Scenario 

     In this experiment the Access point (AP) 

was fixed and the station (STA) was mobile 

in other words the distance between them 

was changed as shown in       figure(10). 

Fi

gure (10) 802.11g Baseline Test                    

Set-up. 
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This experiment was carried out in order to 

calculate the minimum requirements of 

Eb/No and the corresponding maximum 

coverage for data transmission over 

802.11g. The simulation parameters were 

set as shown in table (1). 

Table (1) simulator parameters 

 

5.3.2 Packet Error Rate (PER) Results 

     Figures (11) a, b, c and d show the 

simulated PER versus Eb/No performance 

of 802.11g when transmitting 100 byte 

packet in a multipath channel. The results 

display PER curves for PER values down to 

10
-2

 that are intended for data transmission. 

It can be seen from the figures that the 

minimum values of Eb/No for data rates 6, 

12, 24 and 54 Mbps are 10, 10.4, 13 and 20 

dB, respectively. It clear from the results 

that high–data rates require higher Eb/No 

values than low–data rate modes because 

low–data rates have more robust 

modulation formats.  
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(c) 

 

 

 

802.11g data rates 6, 12, 24 and 54 Mbps 

802.11g transmission power 100 mW 

802.11g packet size 100 byte 

Channel rms delay spread 100 ns 

Channel type 
Rayleigh fading 

channel 
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 (d) 

Figure (11) PER versus Eb/No for                            

IEEE802.11g at data rates:  

(a) 6 Mbps                (b) 12 Mbps, 

        (c) 24 Mbps              (d) 54 Mbps 

5.3.3 Calculation of Throughput and 

Coverage 

     Throughput is defined as the speed with 

which a user can send and receive data 

between an AP and the STA. A WLAN 

generally consists of an AP that connects to 

a wired network and STA that connect to 

the AP through wireless (radio) links. The 

Throughput is determined from equation 

(1). 

Throughput=(1–PER)*Data rate… (1) 

The coverage of 802.11g is calculated form 

the path loss model which expressed in   

equation (2) a, b [6]. 

Lpath = 20 log (4Πd / λ)   ,  

d ≤ 8 m.... (2a) 

    = 58.3 + 33 log (d / 8 )  , 

 d > 8 m  ……(2b) 

Where. λ = 0.1224 m is the free space 

wavelength at at 2.45 GHz. The noise floor 

for the receiver at the STA is given by 

equation (3) where Bofdm = 20 MHz is the 

bandwidth of the OFDM receiver and        

NF = 12 dB is the receiver noise figure[4]. 

Noise floor = -174 + 10Log (Bofdm) + NF = -

88.89 dBm……. (3) 

The following steps are used to calculate 

the coverage from Eb/No requirements. 

Step 1: convert Eb/No to SNR according to 

equation (4). 

SNR = Eb/No + 10Log (R*NBPSC)  dB …(4)                                        

Where R= coding rate and   NBPSC= 
  
coded 

bits per sub-carrier. 

Step 2: calculate the received WLAN signal 

power at the STA. 

Prx = SNR + Noise floor  dB….(5)                                               

Step 3: Calculate the distance D from the 

path loss equation Prx 

D = 8 *10 
(20 – p

rx 
– 58.3) / 33 

   ,   

or d > 8 m…(6). 

5.3.4 Throughput and Coverage Results 

     This section presents the results of the 

coverage performance of 802.11g at data 

rates 6, 12, 24 and 54 Mbps and the 

corresponding throughput values. Based on 

Eb/No and PER values, the coverage radius 

and the throughput was determined 

according to the procedure in section 5.3.2.   

Figures (12) a, b, c and d show throughput 

versus coverage radius. The results show 

that maximum coverage for data rates 6, 12, 

24 and 54 Mbps are 170, 130, 90 and 43m 

respectively and the corresponding 
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throughput vales are 5.88, 11.76, 23.45 and 

52.92 Mbps. 

The throughput values are higher than the 

minimum requirement for data transmission 

which is 90% of the throughput. Is clear 

from the results that as the STA moves 

away from the AP, the throughput 

decreases and the coverage radius shrinks 

due to path loss and it is also clear that data 

rate 54 Mbps  has the smallest coverage 

radius because of the 3/4 coding rate and 64 

QAM modulation scheme. 
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(d) 

Figure (12) the throughput of IEEE802.11g 

at data rate: 

(a) 6 Mbps          (b) 12 Mbps 

(c) 24 Mbps        (d) 54 Mbps 
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5.4 Performance of 802.11g with 

Bluetooth Interference 

     This section presents a simulation study 

on data transmission over 802.11g in the 

presence of BT interference. 

5.4.1 Interference Scenario 

     In this scenario the AP is fixed, the STA 

is movable and the piconet devices were 

placed at distance d equal 9 m, and the 

piconet moves with its STA towards the AP 

until quality of service for data transmission 

is restored as shown in figure (13).   

 

Figure (13) Interference Scenario. 

The simulator parameters were set in shown 

in Table (2). 

Table (2) simulator parameters. 

 

Due to time constraints the effect of the BT 

interference on 802.11g was evaluated at 

data rates 6 and 12 Mbps only.  

5.4.2 PER Results 

     Figures (14)a and b show the PER 

results that is obtained when there is BT a 

device at d=9 m. It can seen from these 

results that the PER   requirements  (0.068 

and 0 .061) for data rates 6 and 12 Mbps 

respectively  are obtained at higher Eb/No 

values 22 and 29 dB than that without BT 

interference which are (10 and 10.4 dB). 

There results demonstrate that the 

performance of 802.11g is substantially 

degraded due to BT interference.  
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 Figure (14) PER versus Eb/No at data rate 

(a) 6 Mbps,  (b) 12 Mbps  with BT 

interference. 

Data rates 6 and 12 Mbps 

802.11g transmission 

power 

100 mW 

802.11g packet size 100 byte 

Distance between 

STA and piconet 

9 m 

SIR -22 and -6 dB  &            -

18.992 and -4.992 dB 
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5.4.3 Throughput and coverage results 

     The proximity of a BT device to a 

wireless STA substantially affects the 

amount of interference experienced by the 

latter. Even though an AP transmits with a 

higher power than a BT device (20 dBm 

versus 0 dBm respectively), the AP signal 

power decreases rapidly with range due to 

path loss effects. Therefore, at the remote 

STA the received power from a close BT 

device can exceed the received power from 

the AP. Figure (13) shows the geographical 

layout of the interference scenario 

investigated. The path loss model used for 

this scenario is given in equation (2b).  

To evaluate the AP coverage taking into 

account the BT interference effect, the 

minimum SIR to achieve a target PER of 

10% is required, where 10% PER defines 

QoS operating point for non-real time data 

traffic. 

The AP coverage as a function of distance d 

can be calculated as follows: 

Calculate the BT signal power at the STA 

with d as parameter, where Lpath is given by 

equation (2).  

Pbt = 0 – Lpath         dB        ….(7)                                                     

 Based on minimum SIR, calculate the 

corresponding received signal power at the 

STA from the AP. 

Prx = SNR + Noise floor   dB (8)                                                                    

SIR = Prx - Pbt       dB         …(9)                                                                

Prx = SIR + Pbt       dBm  …..(10)                                                                

Determine the distance D from the AP to 

the STA for received power Prx, then 

equation (6) can write D as shown in 

equation (11).  

 D = 8 *10 
(20 – p

rx 
- 58.3) / 33 

  ,  

for d > 8 m…….(11)                                         

The Throughput was calculated using 

equation (1). 

Figures (15) a, b show the maximum 

coverage that can be achieved when there is 

a BT interference. The results show that the 

maximum coverage radius for data rates 6 

and 12 Mbps are 73 and 51 m which is 

much smaller than that obtained when there 

is no BT interference. 
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Figure (15) the throughput of IEEE802.11g 

at data rate in the presence of BT 

interference        (a) 6 Mbps       (b) 12 

Mbps 
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5.5 Summary 

     WLANs based on the IEEE 802.11g 

standard use the same 2.4GHz ISM 

frequency band as Bluetooth (BT). The 

effect of BT transmission on the station 

(STA) coverage of IEEE 802.11g at a 

different data rates are investigated as a 

function of the separation between the 

WLAN AP and STA.  Results for Packet 

Error Rate (PER) and AP coverage are 

presented comparing the system 

performance both with and without BT 

interference. The results show that the BT 

interference has a great effect on the 

performance of IEEE 802.11g WLAN. 

6. Conclusion 

     The robust transmission of data over 

IEEE 802.11g WLAN poses many 

challenges such as the unreliability of the 

wireless channel and interference from 

signals of other devices such as Bluetooth, 

cordless phones and microwave ovens.  

Wireless LANs have achieved enormous 

growth because they allow users to gain 

access to network services without having 

to be connected by cable to   backbone 

infrastructure. Two wireless systems that 

have experienced wide popularity are the 

IEEE 802.11g standard for WLANs and 

BT. Both of these systems operate in the 

2.4 GHz ISM band which extends from    

2.4 to 2.485 GHz. IEEE 802.g is designed 

to achieve operating distances between the 

AP and wireless STA of up to 100 m 

depending on the data rate used.  

In this paper, the impact of Bluetooth 

interference on the throughput and coverage 

performance of IEEE 802.11g was 

evaluated by a Matlab simulator. Two 

scenarios were carried out in over to 

investigate the effect of BT interference on 

the throughput and coverage of 802.11g. in 

the First scenario, the performance of 

802.11g was evaluated without BT 

interference. The results of this experiment 

showed that the throughput of 802.11g at 

data rates 6, 12, 24 and 54 Mbps are (5.88, 

11.76, 23.44  and 52.92  Mbps) respectively 

and the corresponding coverage values are 

(170, 130, 90 and 43 m)  respectively. 

These results showed that low-data rates 

have better performance than high-data 

rates because low-data rates have more 

robust coding rate and modulation scheme. 

In the second scenario, the impact of BT 

interference on 802.11g performance was 

investigated. The results showed the 

throughput and coverage performance of 

802.11g was degraded substantially due to 

BT interference for example the coverage 

and throughput of 802.11g at data rate 

6Mbps are (73 m and 5.58 Mbps )  and it is 

much long than that obtained without BT 

interference.  

The work presented in this paper shows that 

the impact of BT interference on the 

throughput and coverage performance of 

802.11g is substantial.  

Finally, the paper done has demonstrated 

that BT interference can cause a serious 

degradation in performance of 802.11g. 
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Abstract 

   As networks grow and being interconnected with other networks, including the Internet, 

those networks are exposed to a greater number of security risks bringing more challenges 

to those who run and manage those networks. The need for integrated network infrastructure 

comprising voice, video, and data (all-in-one) services is evident. However, the number of 

potential attackers grow along with the size of the network, and the tools available to those 

potential attackers are always increasing in terms of sophistication.  

In this paper, a survey will be given for different network attacks along with techniques 

used nowadays to provide required level of security, taking into consideration the 

challenges encountered by different organizations, and companies to secure their network. 

Furthermore, this paper gives a list of some recommendations and guidelines that ought to 

be adopted and deployed at different levels and phases to secure networks. 

1. Introduction 

Internet protocol (IP) is now considered 

the most promising media on which to build 

the new integrated services. There is an on-

going integration of circuit networks and IP 

networks, which make operators seek ways 

to consolidate the security of voice and data 

traffic, platforms, and services in order to 

provide protected data and communications. 

Increasing reliance on the IP, along with 

the explosive increase in the deployment of 

corporate intranets and extranets, have not 

only changed the way organizations do 

business, but also how they approach 

network security. For most of today's such 

corporate networks, it is necessary to 

provide connectivity between internal 

corporate networks and outside  

 

 

 

world. The Internet provides a 

worldwide communications infrastructure 

allowing those organizations to provide 

cost-effective, worldwide connectivity to 

network users.  

Networks might experience 

unauthorized access from an outside hacker 

or an inside attacker. This could potentially 

expose propriety data, adversely impact the 

corporation's image and reputation in the 

marketplace, decrease company 

productivity, and potentially cause the 

business to close if the impact is serious 

enough. Even if the unauthorized access 

does not reach this critical level, it can at 

the very least harm the relationships with 

customers and business partners, who might 

question the company's ability to protect 

confidential information. It is therefore 

critical that an organization take actions to 
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protect its confidential information from 

both outside attackers and those within the 

organization who should not gain access to 

classified information. For these  

 

 

 

 

reasons, security has become a primary 

concern due to the challenges faced by the 

organizations at modern days' increasingly 

complex environments. 

2. Type of Threats 

Connecting to an outside network, the 

Internet for instance, introduces the 

possibility that outside attackers will exploit 

the network, perhaps by stealing network 

data or by impacting the network's 

performance (for example, by introducing 

viruses). However, even if a network were 

disconnected from any external network, 

security threats would still exist. The 

different threats that a network can face can 

be categorized as follows: 

2.1 Internal Threats 

Internal attacks originate from 

dissatisfied or unhappy inside employees or 

contractors. Internal attackers have some 

form of access to the system and usually try 

to hide their attack as a normal process. For 

instance, internal disgruntled employees 

have local access to some resources on the 

internal network already. They could also 

have some administrative rights on the 

network. One of the best means to protect 

against internal attacks is to implement an 

Intrusion Prevention system (IPS), and to 

configure it to scan for both external and 

internal attacks. All forms of attacks should 

be logged and the logs should be reviewed 

and followed up. 

2.2 External Threats  

Because external attackers probably do 

not have intimate knowledge of a network, 

and because they do not already possess 

access credentials, their attacks tend to be 

more technical in nature. For example, an 

attacker could perform a ping sweep on a 

network to identify IP addresses that 

respond to the series of pings. Then those 

IP addresses could be subjected to a port 

scan, in which open services on those hosts 

are discovered. The attacker could then try 

to exploit a known vulnerability to 

compromise one of the discovered services 

on a host. If the attacker gains control of the 

host, the attacker could use that as a 

jumping-off point to attack other systems in 

the network [1]. External threats can be 

further categorized into either structured 

threats or unstructured threats and can also 

occur either remotely or locally. 

3. Attack Vectors 

 Attack vectors are routes or methods 

used to get into computer and network 

systems to leverage unexpected openings 

for misuse. Attack vectors can be generally 

classified as follows: 

 

a) Viruses: A virus is a malicious software 

program or piece of code that causes an 

unanticipated negative event and usually is 

capable of causing damage to data or other 

programs on the infected system. 

 

b) Worms: A computer worm is a self-

replicating malicious software program, 

similar to a computer virus. Worms are 

viruses that can reside in the active memory 

of a system and are capable of self-

duplicating and self-propagating from one 

computer system to the next over a network. 

Worms are often designed to exploit the file 
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transmission capabilities, such as e-mail 

found on many computer systems. 

 

c) Trojans: A Trojan horse is a malicious 

program that pretends to be a gentle 

application. Trojans are seemingly harmless 

programs that hide a malicious activity, 

such as a keystroke logger that could 

capture all passwords or any other sensitive 

information entered, without the knowledge 

of the user. 

 

d) Password cracking: Password attacks 

can be implemented using several methods, 

including brute force attacks, Trojan horse 

programs, IP spoofing, and packet sniffers. 

Generally, password attacks refer to 

repeated attempts to identify a valid user 

account or password. These repeated 

attempts are called brute force attacks. 

 

e) Buffer overflows: Buffers are memory 

locations in a system that are used to store 

data and generally hold a predefined 

amount of finite data. A buffer overflow 

occurs when a program attempts to store 

data in a buffer, when data is larger than the 

size of the allocated buffer.  

f) IP spoofing: An IP spoofing attack 

occurs when an intruder attempts to 

disguise itself by pretending to have the 

source IP address of a trusted host to gain 

access to specified resources on a trusted 

network. IP spoofing is one of the most 

common acts of online camouflage. 

g) Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 

spoofing: ARP spoofing occurs when an 

intruder attempts to disguise its source 

hardware address (MAC address) to 

impersonate a trusted host. This is one of 

the primary steps that aids many of the other 

attacks. 

 

h) Man-in-the-middle attack (TCP 

hijacking): The man-in-the-middle 

(MITM), also known as a TCP hijacking 

attack, is a well-known attack in which an 

intruder intercepts legitimate 

communication between two points and can 

modify or control the TCP session without 

the knowledge of either the sender or the 

recipient of the session. TCP hijacking is an 

exploit that targets the victims' TCP-based 

applications such as Telnet, FTP, SMTP (e-

mail), or HTTP sessions. An intruder can 

also be "inline" in an ongoing TCP session 

between the sender and the receiver while 

using a sniffing program to watch the 

conversation. 

 

i) Ping sweeps: A ping sweep, also known 

as an Internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP) sweep, is a scanning technique used 

to determine live hosts (computers) in a 

network. A ping sweep, consists of ICMP 

ECHO requests sent to multiple hosts (one 

at a time, unless a broadcast IP address is 

used). If a given address is live, it will 

return an ICMP ECHO reply confirming a 

legitimate live host. Ping sweeps are widely 

used in the reconnaissance phase of the 

attack process. 

 

j) Port scanning: Port scanning is a method 

used to enumerate what services are running 

on a system. An intruder sends random 

requests on different ports, and if the host 

responds to the request, the intruder 

confirms that the port is active and in 

listening mode. The attacker can then plan 

exploits to any known vulnerabilities by 

targeting these ports. A port scanner is a 

piece of software designed to search a 

network host for open ports. Port scanning 

is also one of the primary reconnaissance 

techniques attackers use to discover 

services that can be exploited. 
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k) Sniffing: A packet sniffer is software 

that uses a network adapter card in 

promiscuous mode to passively capture all 

network packets that are being transmitted 

across the network. 

 

l) Flooding: Flooding occurs when an 

excessive amount of unwanted data is sent, 

resulting in disruption of data availability. 

 

m) Denial of Service (DoS): In most cases, 

the objective of a DoS attack is to 

dispossess legitimate user access to services 

or resources. DoS attacks do not typically 

result in intrusion or the illegal theft of 

information, but are geared to prevent 

access to authorized users by means of 

flooding the victim with an excessive 

volume of packets. 

Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks amplify 

DoS attacks in that a large number of 

compromised systems coordinate 

collectively to flood the victim, thereby 

causing denial of service for users of the 

targeted systems [2]. 

In 2008, a survey was carried out by 

Computer and Security Institute (CSI) about 

a number of different sorts of computer 

attacks and incidents, as shown in Fig. 1, a 

subset of these is graphed. In particular, it 

shows the four categories of highest 

incidence, namely viruses, insider abuse, 

laptop theft and unauthorized access to 

systems. There appears to be a clear trend 

of lower and lower percentages of incidence 

being reported in these four categories over 

the last years. However, a glance at types of 

incident in Table 1 shows that only three 

categories showed slightly increased 

percentages [3].  
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Respondents were asked to identify the 

types of security technology used by their 

organizations. As in almost all other years, 

organizations use the sorts of technologies 

one would expect them to use, with nearly 

all reporting the use of firewalls and anti-

virus software. A list of technologies asked 

about in a survey questionnaire carried out 

in year 2008 is shown in Table 2.  

4. Principles of Security  

4.1 The CIA Model 

 

A simple but widely applicable security 

model is the confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability (CIA), as represented in Figure 

2. These three key principles should guide 

all secure systems. CIA also provides a 

measurement tool for security 

implementations. These principles are 

applicable across the entire spectrum of 

security analysis - from access, to a user's 

Internet history, to the security of encrypted 

data across the Internet. A breach of any of 

these three principles can have serious 

consequences for all parties concerned [2]. 

4.1.1 Confidentiality  

Confidentiality prevents unauthorized 

disclosure of sensitive information. It is the 

capability to ensure that the necessary level 

of secrecy is enforced and that information 

Table1. Types of Computer Attacks and 

Incidents 

8002 8002 8002 8002 8002 
Type of 

Attack 

%82  %82  %82  %28  %23  
Denial of 

service 

%28  %20  %22  %22  %23  
Laptop 

theft 

%2  %2  %2  %20  %20  
Telecom 

fraud 

%83  %82  %28  %28  %22  
Unauthorize

d access 

%20  %28  %22  %22  %22  Virus 

%28  %28  %3  %2  %2  
Financial 

fraud 

%22  %23  %28  %22  %23  
Insider 

abuse 

%22  %22  %22  %22  %22  
System 

penetration 

%8  %2  %2  %8  %2  Sabotage 

%3  %2  %3  %3  %20  

Theft/loss of 

proprietary 

info 

%2      

From 

mobile 

devices 

%2      

From all 

other 

sources 

%22  %22  %22  %22  %22  

Abuse of 

wireless 

network 

%2  %20  %2  %2  %2  
Web site 

defacement 

%22  %3  %2  %2  %20  

Misuse of 

web 

application 

%80  %82     Bots 

%2  %2     DNS attacks 

%82  %82     

Instant 

messaging 

abuse 

%3  %20     
Password 

sniffing  

%22  %22     

Theft/loss of 

customer 

data 

%2      

From 

mobile 

devices 

%2      

From all 

other 

sources 

Fig.1. Types of Computer Attacks and 

Incidents 

Fig.1. Types of Computer Attacks and 

Incidents 
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is concealed from unauthorized users. When 

it comes to security, confidentiality is 

perhaps the most obvious aspect of the CIA 

triad, and it is the aspect of security most 

often attacked [2]. As example a network 

that provides confidentiality has the 

following properties: 

 Use network security mechanisms (for 

example, firewalls and Access Control 

Lists [ACL]) to prevent unauthorized 

access to network resources.  

 Require appropriate credentials (for 

example, usernames and passwords) to 

access specific network resources. 

 Encrypt traffic such that an attacker 

could not decipher any traffic he 

captured from the network [1]. 

4.1.2 Integrity  

 Integrity prevents unauthorized 

modification of data, systems, and 

information, thereby providing 

assurance of the accuracy of information 

and systems. if data has integrity, one 

can be sure that it is an accurate and 

unchanged representation of the original 

secure information. A common type of a 

security attack is man-in-the-middle. In 

this type of attack, an intruder intercepts 

data in transfer and makes changes to it 

[2]. 

Examples of integrity violations include: 

 Modifying the appearance of a corporate 

website 

 Intercepting and altering an e-commerce 

transaction 

 Modifying financial records that are 

stored electronically [1]. 

 

 Table.2. List of Technologies used against Attacks 

3117 Technologies Used 

97% Anti-virus software 

%71 Anti- spyware software 

%42 Application – level firewalls 

%32 Biometric 

%27 Date loss prevention / content monitoring 

%60 Encryption of date in transit 

%42 Encryption of date at rest (in storage ) 

%23 Encryption security client software / NAC 

%83 Firewalls 

%30 Forensics tools 

%58 Intrusion  detection systems 

%43 Intrusion prevention systems 

%40 Log management software 

%25 Public key infrastructure systems 

%41 Server – based access control lists 

%36 Smart cards and other one time tokens  

%35 Specialized wireless security systems 

%38 Static account /login passwords 

%74 Virtualization – specific tools 

%54 Virtual private network (VPN) 

%50 Web / URL filtering 

%2 Other 

 

 Although integrity is not well known, 

most sectors find it important. For 

example, a bank does not want all its 

bank accounts altered, and a university 

does not want students’ grade results 

altered, and so on [6]. 
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4.1.3 Availability 

Availability is the prevention of loss of 

access to resources and information to 

ensure that information is available for use 

when it is needed. It is imperative to make 

sure that information requested is readily 

accessible to the authorized users at all 

times. DoS is one of several types of 

security attacks that attempts to deny access 

 to the appropriate user, often for the 

sake of disruption of service [2]. Here are a 

couple of examples of how an attacker 

could attempt to compromise the 

availability of a network: 

 He could send improperly formatted 

data to a networked device, resulting in 

an unhandled exception error. 

 He could flood a network system with an 

excessive amount of traffic or requests. 

This would consume the system’s 

processing resources and prevent the 

system from responding to many 

legitimate requests. DoS is an example 

of this type of attacks [1].  

4.2 Reverse Security Triad 

The reverse security principles are 

disclosure, alteration, and disruption 

(DAD): 

 Disclosure. Breach of confidentiality. 

 Alteration. Data is modified. 

 Disruption. Service/data is no longer 

available. 

5. Securing Networks 

5.1 Securing Networks' Infrastructure 

A typical network infrastructure is built 

with devices operating at different layers, 

including routers (layer 3), switches (layer 

2), and other equipment that provide 

indispensable services designed to increase 

the productivity of any organization [5]. 

Network infrastructures, however, are 

not only built up with routers and switches, 

but also with a large variety of in-line 

devices including, but not limited to, 

firewalls, Intrusion Prevention Systems 

(IPSs), load balancers, and application 

acceleration appliances. All these 

infrastructure devices may be subject to 

attacks designed to target them directly or 

that indirectly may affect network 

availability. Possible attacks include 

unauthorized access, privilege escalation, 

DoS, buffer overflows, traffic flood attacks, 

and much more [4]. 

Generally, network infrastructure 

devices provide multiple access 

mechanisms, including console and remote 

access based on protocols such as Telnet, 

rlogin, HTTP, HTTPS, and Secure Shell 

(SSH). The hardening of these devices is 

critical to avoid unauthorized access and 

compromise. Best practices include the use 

of secure protocols, disabling unused 

services, limiting access to necessary ports 

and protocols, and the enforcement of 

authentication, authorization and accounting 

(AAA) [4]. 

5.1.1 Securing Networks at Layer 2 

With the rapid growth of IP networks in 

the past years, high-end switching has 

played one of the most fundamental and 

essential roles in moving data reliably, 

efficiently, and securely across networks. 

The data-link layer provides the functional 

Fig.2 . The CIA Triad 
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and procedural means to transfer data 

between network entities with 

interoperability and interconnectivity to 

other layers, but from a security 

perspective, the data-link layer presents its 

own challenges. Network security is only as 

strong as the weakest link, and Layer 2 is no 

exception. Applying first-class security 

measures to the upper layers (Layers 3 and 

higher) does not benefit a network if Layer 

2 is compromised [2].  

The following sections introduce a 

variety of layer 2 attacks and, then, 

highlight approaches for mitigating those 

attacks. These strategies include best 

practices for securing a Layer 2 network, 

protecting against Virtual LAN (VLAN) 

hopping attacks, preventing an attacker 

from manipulating Spanning Tree Protocol 

(STP) settings, DHCP server spoofing and 

ARP spoofing, preventing Content 

Addressable Memory (CAM) table 

overflow attacks, and disallowing MAC 

address spoofing.  

5.1.1.1 DHCP Server Protection 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

(DHCP) is the most widely deployed 

protocol for the dynamic configuration of 

systems over an IP network. Two of the 

most common DHCP attacks are the 

insertion of rogue DHCP servers and DHCP 

starvation. Rogue DHCP servers are used to 

provide valid users with incorrect- 

configuration information to prevent them 

from accessing the network. Also, rogue 

DHCP servers are used to form MITM 

attacks, where valid clients are provided 

with the IP address of a compromised 

system as a default gateway. DHCP 

starvation is another common type of attack. 

It consists of exhausting the pool of IP 

addresses available to the DHCP server for 

a period of time, and it is achieved by the 

broadcasting of spoofed DHCP requests by 

one or more compromised systems in the 

LAN.  

Best practices for securing DHCP 

includes server hardening and use of DHCP 

security features available on switches such 

as port security and DHCP snooping and 

ARP Guard Feature. This is presented in the 

case study in section 6.1.  

5.1.1.2 VLAN Hopping Mitigation 

Many Ethernet switches can logically 

group ports to form a VLAN, where each 

VLAN is its own broadcast domain. Traffic 

must be routed to travel from one VLAN to 

another VLAN [1]. VLAN hopping attack 

provides a client with unauthorized access 

to other VLANs (without first being routed) 

on a switch. This type of attack can be 

mitigated by applying the following best 

common practices: 

 Always use a dedicated VLAN ID for all 

trunk ports. 

 Disable all unused ports and put them in 

an unused VLAN. 

 Do not use VLAN 1 for anything. 

 Configure all user-facing ports as non-

trunking (DTP off). 

 Explicitly configure trunking on 

infrastructure ports. 

 Use all tagged mode for the native 

VLAN on trunks. 

 Set the default port status to disable [4]. 

5.1.1.3 Spanning Tree Protocol 

Protection 

STP is a link management protocol, 

defined in the IEEE 802.1D, for bridged 

networks. STP provides path redundancy 

while preventing undesirable loops in 

networks consisting of multiple active 

paths. STP is a useful protocol but, 

unfortunately, the existing versions of the 
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protocol were conceived with no security in 

mind and, as a result, are both vulnerable to 

several types of attacks. STP does not 

implement any authentication and 

encryption to protect the exchange of 

BPDUs. Because of the lack of 

authentication, anyone can speak to a STP 

enabled device. An attacker could very 

easily inject bogus BPDUs, triggering a 

topology recalculation. A forced change to 

the STP topology could lead to a denial of 

service condition, or leave the attacker as a 

man-in-the-middle. In addition, because 

BPDUs are not encrypted, it is fairly simple 

to intercept BPDUs in transit, revealing 

important topology information. 

STP introduces some security risks but, 

in topologies where a loop-free design is 

not possible, STP should be used along with 

some features that developed to address its 

risks. Not using STP would result in a loop 

becoming another attack vector. 

A number of features are offered that 

help protect bridged networks using STP 

against the common attacks. The following 

are the recommended best practices: 

 Disable VLAN dynamic trunk 

negotiation trunking on user ports  

 Use Per-VLAN Spanning Tree (PVST) 

 Configure BPDU Guard 

 Configure STP Root Guard 

 Disable unused ports and put them into 

an unused VLAN  

 Implement Port Security. 

 Enable traffic storm control [4]. 

5.1.1.4 ARP Spoofing Protection 

Internal network attacks are typically 

operated via so called ARP spoofing or 

ARP Poisoning attacks as shown in Figure 3 

by Using fake ARP messages an attacker 

can divert all communication between two 

machines with the result that all traffic is 

exchanged via his PC. By means of such as 

MITM attack the attacker can in particular: 

 Run DoS attacks 

 Intercept data 

 Collect passwords 

 

 Manipulate data 

  Tap VoIP phone calls.  

These ARP attacks are usually 

successful even with encrypted connections 

like SSL, SSH or PPTP. ARP spoofing 

protection ensures that a client on an access 

edge port is not able to perform a MITM 

attack by sending a gratuitous ARP that 

presents its MAC address as that associated 

with a different IP address, such as that of 

the default gateway.  

Some switch vendors have devised a 

defense against this form of attacks that 

imposes very strict control over what ARP 

packets are allowed in to network [7]. 

5.1.2 Securing Networks at Layer 3 

Every layer of communication has its 

own unique security challenges. The 

Network Layer is especially vulnerable for 

many Denial of Service attacks and 

information privacy problems. The most 

popular protocol used in the network layer 

is IP (Internet Protocol). The following are 

the key security risks at the Network Layer 

associated with the IP: 

a) IP Spoofing: The intruder sends 

messages to a host with an IP address (not 

its own IP address) indicating that the 

message is coming from a trusted host to 

gain un-authorized access to the host or 

other hosts. 
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b) Routing (RIP) attacks: Routing 

Information Protocol (RIP) is used to 

distribute routing information within 

networks, such as shortest-paths, and 

advertising routes out from the local 

network. RIP has no built in authentication, 

and the information provided in a RIP 

packet is often used without verifying it. An 

attacker could forge a RIP packet, claiming 

his host "X" has the fastest path out of the 

network. All packets sent out from that 

network would then be routed through X, 

where they could be modified or examined. 

An attacker could also use RIP to 

effectively impersonate any host, by causing 

all traffic sent to that host to be sent to the 

attacker's machine instead. 

c) ICMP Attacks: ICMP is used by the IP 

layer to send one-way informational 

messages to a host. There is no 

authentication in ICMP, which leads to 

attacks using ICMP that can result in a 

denial of service, or allowing the attacker to 

intercept packets. 

d) PING Flood (ICMP Flood): PING is 

one of the most common uses of ICMP 

which sends an ICMP "Echo Request" to a 

host, and waits for that host to send back an 

ICMP "Echo Reply" message. Attacker 

simply sends a huge number of "ICMP 

Echo Requests" to the victim to cause its 

system crash or slow down. 

Ping of Death Attack: An attacker sends 

an ICMP ECHO request packet that is much 

larger than the maximum IP packet size to 

victim. Since the received ICMP echo 

request packet is bigger than the normal IP 

packet size, the victim cannot reassemble 

the packets. The OS may be crashed or 

rebooted as a result. 

Packet Sniffing: Because most network 

applications distribute network packets in 

clear text, a packet sniffer can provide its 

user with meaningful and often sensitive 

information, such as user account names 

and passwords. A packet sniffer can provide 

an attacker with information that is queried 

from the database, as well as the user 

account names and passwords used to 

access the database. This cause serious 

information privacy problems as well as 

tools for crimes [8]. 

Like most of the network security problems, 

there are no silver bullet solution to fix the 

problems, however, there are many 

technologies and solutions available to 

mitigate the above security problems and to 

monitor the network to reduce its damage if 

attack happens. The problems such as PING 

flood can be effectively reduced by 

deploying Firewalls and IPS at critical 

locations of a network to filter un-wanted 

traffic and from iffy destinations. By 

utilizing IPSec VPN at the network layer 

and by using session and user (or host) 

authentication and data encryption 

technologies at the data link layer, the risk 

of IP Spoofing and Packet Sniffing will be 

reduced significantly. IPV6 in combination 

with IPSec provides better security 

mechanisms for the communication at the 

network level and above attacks [8]. 

Routing protocol , which provides the 

information required to forward traffic 

through networks, the various threats 

against routing protocols, including peering 

disruption and falsifying of routing 

information. The best way to protect routing 

information on the wire is to authenticate 

Fig. 3. ARP spoof attack 
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routing protocol packets using Message 

Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) or IP Security 

(IPSec) signatures [9]. 

5.1.3 IDS versus IPS 

Although both Intrusion Detection (IDS) 

and IPS devices can recognize network 

attacks, they differ primarily in their 

network placement. Specifically, although 

an IDS device receives a copy of traffic to 

be analyzed, an IPS device resides inline 

with the traffic. 

Because the analyzed traffic does not flow 

through the IDS device, the IDS device is 

considered passive, whereas the IPS device 

is considered active. Both the IDS and IPS 

devices can send alerts to, for example, a 

management station. Although an IDS 

device can also communicate with a 

security appliance or router to prevent 

subsequent attack packets, the initially 

offending traffic reaches its destination. 

Conversely, an IPS device can drop the 

traffic inline, thus preventing even the first 

malicious packet from reaching its intended 

target. 

In some network environments, IDS and 

IPS solutions complement one another. For 

example, an IDS device can add value to a 

network that already employs an IPS device 

by verifying that the IPS device is still 

operational. The IDS device might also 

identify suspicious traffic and send alerts 

about that traffic, without having the IPS 

device drop the traffic [1]. 

In-line devices in general are also subject to 

unauthorized access and compromise; 

consequently, their hardening is critical. 

Like any other infrastructure devices, also 

devices have limited resources and 

capabilities and as a result they are 

potentially vulnerable to resource 

exhaustion attacks as well. This sort of 

attacks is designed to deplete the processing 

power or memory of the device. This may 

be achieved by overwhelming the device 

capacity in terms of connections per second, 

maximum number of connections, or 

number of packets per second. Attacks may 

also target protocol and packet-parsing with 

malformed packets or protocol 

manipulation. Security best practices vary 

depending on the nature of the in-line 

device [4]. 

5.2 Securing Applications 

Applications are coded by people and 

therefore are subject to numerous errors. 

Care needs to be taken to ensure that 

commercial and public domain applications 

are up-to-date with the latest security fixes. 

Public domain applications, as well as 

custom developed applications, also require 

code review to ensure that the applications 

are not introducing any security risks 

caused by poor programming. This may 

include scenarios such as how user input is 

sanitized, how an application makes calls to 

other applications or the operating system 

itself, the privilege level at which the 

application runs, the degree of trust that the 

application has for the surrounding systems, 

and the method the application uses to 

transport data across the network. Poor 

programming may lead to buffer overflow, 

privilege escalation, session credential 

guessing, SQL injection, cross-site scripting 

attacks to name a few. Buffer overflow 

attacks are designed to trigger an exception 

condition in the application that overwrites 

certain parts of memory, causing a DoS or 

allowing the execution of an unauthorized 

command. Privilege escalation typically 

results from the lack of enforcement 

authorization controls. The use of 

predictable user credentials or session 

identifications facilitates session hijacking 
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and user impersonation attacks. SQL 

injection is a common attack in web 

environments that use backend SQL and 

where user-input is not properly sanitized. 

Simply put, the attack consists in 

manipulating the entry of data to trigger the 

execution of a crafted SQL statement. 

Cross-site scripting is another common 

form of attack that consists in the injection 

of malicious code on web pages, and that it 

gets executed once browsed by other users. 

Cross-site scripting is possible on web sites 

where users may post content and that fail 

to properly validate user's input. 

Application environments can be secured 

with the use of endpoint security software 

and the hardening of the operating system 

hosting the application. Firewalls, IPS, and 

XML gateways may also be used to mitigate 

application-based attacks [4]. 

6. Case Study 

This section is designed to draw 

attention to securing networks from inside 

attackers. Rogue DHCP server has been 

chosen as a real example in a real network. 

Followed by pointing out the necessity of 

using encryption techniques to prevent 

intruders from sniffing packets and have 

them analyzed.  

6.1 DHCP Rouge Server Attack 

Most clients gets an IP address from a 

valid DHCP server. However, a rouge 

DHCP server can be inserted by an inside 

attacker disguising itself as a DHCP server 

and responds to DHCP requests with a 

bogus IP address, which results in 

compromised network access. 

Figure 4 shows a real simple network 

architecture used as an example of DHCP 

server attack. A client workstation is 

connected to an access switch in port Fast 

Ethernet 1/0/2 and then connected to 

another Layer 3 switch through interface 

Fast Ethernet 1/0/1. A corporate DHCP 

server connects directly to the L3 switch. 

To dynamically obtain IP address 

information, a client sends out a DHCP 

request. A DHCP server sees the request, 

and a DHCP response (including such 

information as an IP address, subnet mask, 

and default gateway) is sent to the 

requesting client so it has access to the 

network and can reach its gateway, as 

shown in Figure 5. 

However, when an attacker connects a 

rogue DHCP server to the network, the 

rogue DHCP server can respond to a 

client’s DHCP request. Even though both 

the rogue DHCP server and the actual 

DHCP server respond to the request, the 

client uses the rogue DHCP server’s 

response since it reaches the client before 

the response from the actual DHCP server. 

In this scenario, the client obtained invalid 

IP address information from the rogue 

DHCP server. Consequently, the client was 

no longer able to access the network, nor 

was it able to reach its gateway, this is 

shown in Figure 6. 

The DHCP snooping feature was enabled 

on the access switch to block the DHCP 

server spoofing attack. With this solution, 

the interface Fast Ethernet 1/0/1 was 

configured as trusted port, whereas the 

other ports became untrusted ports as a 

result of enabling DHCP snooping.  

Fig. 4. DHCP Server 

Response 
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Having enabled debug in the access switch, 

the messages presented in Figure 7 shows 

the response from the corporate DHCP 

server, this was allowed through port 

Fastethernet1/0/1, whereas the DHCP rogue 

response from Fast Ethernet 1/0/3 was 

blocked, as shown in Figure 8. 

The attacker's intention was preventing the 

client from accessing the network. 

Nevertheless, the consequences of attacking 

DHCP servers could be more serious if the 

attacker influences the client to send traffic 

to the attacker’s IP address. The attacker 

can then capture the traffic and forward the 

traffic to an appropriate default gateway. 

Because, from the client’s perspective, 

everything is functioning correctly, this type 

of DHCP server spoofing attack can go 

undetected for a long period of time.  

6.2 SSH Versus Telnet 

Secure Shell, commonly known as SSH, 

and Telnet are two network protocols that  

 

have been used widely at one point in 

time or another. They are both used to 

connect to remote servers in order to 

facilitate some sort of communications. The 

primary difference, which also led to one 

superseding the other, is in security. SSH 

offers security mechanisms that protect the 

users against anyone with malicious intent 

while Telnet has no security measures 

whatsoever, as presented below. 

In Figure 9, the administrator’s workstation 

with the IP address 10.10.10.2 uses telnet to 

access the router. At the same time, the 

inside attacker could gain access to the 

switch using special spoofing tools. Then, 

the attacker uses a sniffer, Wireshark for 

instance, to capture the packets between the 

network administrator and the router.  

Fig. 5. Client's IP address 

information 

Obtained from Corporate DHCP 

Server 

Fig. 6. DHCP Rouge Server 

Attack 

Fig. 7. Client 's IP 

address obtained from 

Rough DHCP  

Fig. 8. DHCP Snooping  
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Since the telnet protocol sends data in clear 

text, it was possible for the attacker to 

follow the TCP stream to see  

all the information including username and 

password, as shown in Figure 10. In order 

to provide secure session between the 

administrator and the router, we enabled the 

SSH on the router so that the administrator 

should use the SSH rather than the telnet to 

access the router. The traffic captured by 

the attacker after enabling the SSH was 

unreadable and encrypted as can be seen in 

Figure 11. 

7. Summary and Recommendations 

This paper focused on the network in its 

entirety, and recommendations have been 

made where security flaws have been 

identified to help reinforce networks as well 

as to raise awareness of different types of 

network attacks and how challenging 

defending networks are. 

Securing networks should be treated with 

the most priority. Knowing that the network 

is being attacked is a great advantage that 

will serve as a powerful tool. If network 

security strategy is employed correctly you 

should not have a major challenge with 

intruders. Below is some recommendations 

intended to strengthen networks and make it 

more challenging for a hacker to attack 

network resources.  

 Data centers comprise some of the most 

critical assets within any organization. 

Typically, applications, databases, and 

management servers reside in the data  

 

center. For this reason, it is extremely 

important to have the appropriate defense 

mechanisms in place to protect the data 

center against security threats. Attacks 

against data center assets can result in lost 

business applications and the theft of 

confidential information.  

 Keeping up with the latest security flaws 

and vulnerabilities. 

 Physical access to your network should 

be closely monitored. 

 Enforcing a password policy. 

 Making sure that the network devices 

support security features and enabling 

those features properly. 

 IPsec can be deployed within a network 

providing computer-level authentication, 

as well as data encryption. 

 Application environments can be 

secured with the use of endpoint security 

software and the hardening of the 

operating system hosting the application. 

Firewalls, IPS, and XML gateway may 

also be used to mitigate application-

based attacks. 

Fig. 9. The Attacked Network 

Fig. 10. Telnet Session  
Captured by the Attacker 
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 Use web security and mail security to 

protect users. 

 Creating usage policy statements is 

recommended to outline users' roles and 

responsibilities with regard to security. 

You can start with a general policy that 

covers all network systems and data 

within your organization  

 Don’t wait for an attacker to find and 

exploit your security vulnerabilities, take 

the initiative by assessing the state of 

your network’s security, and delivering 

advanced network testing strategies, 

including vulnerability scanning and 

penetration testing. 

 During a review of your security 

program, you should look at the means 

in which you conduct your security 

audits. Do you have a group that is 

focused on auditing computers and 

applications for compliance with internal 

standards or regulatory requirements? If 

so, is it separate from the operations 

team? Do you have a team that is trained 

to help document and remediate issues 

that the audit finds? 

 You should also check to make sure that 

you have deployed up-to-date antivirus 

software on all of your servers and 

clients. 

 The network security team should take 

into consideration not only externally 

attack but also the inside attack. 

 Last but not least, to help limit the 

damage of a potential security breech or 

system malfunction, you should always 

have a backup and recovery strategy in 

place to restore services and data in an 

acceptable amount of time.  
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Abstract

In order to utilize the spectrum, the FCC announced Cognitive Radio CR
technology as a candidate to implement negotiated or opportunistic spectrum
sharing. It has received a great attention due to the ability to improve the
spectrum utilization. In such a CR network, a power control can increase the
efficiency by keeping and adjusting the transmission power of the secondary user
SU. In this paper, we propose an adaptive distributed power control scheme for
CR networks where conventional power schemes used in cellular system are mod-
ified to be used in cognitive radio network to consider the QoS requirements of
both the PU and the SU simultaneously. Since the transmission power of each
SU is constrained so that the interference temperature at the primary receiver
caused by all SUs does not exceed the interference tolerance of the primary user
PU, the QoS requirement for the PU is always guaranteed. The simulation re-
sults, show that the proposed algorithm never exceed the interference threshold
of the primary user and the priority for the primary user is always ensured .

I. Introduction

The increasing density of competing wire-
less communication terminals and stan-
dards, will make the cognitive radio (CR)
playing a central role in future communi-
cation systems. Since there is only a finite
amount of the spectrum resource, the re-
maining spectrum is being exhausted and
it leads to the spectrum scarcity prob-
lem. The Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) indicated that not all the
spectrum is in use all of the time. About

30% of the spectrum is actually in use
in certain given location and at certain
time [1]. This led the FCC to revisit the
current fixed spectrum management pol-
icy, and proposed that unlicensed devices
flexibly utilize the TV spectrum with no
harmful interference[2, 3].

Power control is an essential radio re-
source management strategy. It aims to
control the transmission power levels in
such a way that acceptable quality of
service for the users is guaranteed with
lowest possible transmission powers. All
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users benefit from the minimized interfer-
ence and the preserved signal qualities.
Transmitter power control is also an ef-
ficient technique to mitigate the effect of
interference under fading conditions and
combat the near-far problem.

Power control which has been em-
ployed for improving the link performance
in cellular networks can also be applied
to CR networks. However power control
of CR networks is more complex, in that
it should not only consider the quality
of service (QoS) requirements of the sec-
ondary users but also protect the primary
user communication link. Since the PU
communication has priority over the SU
communication, it is impossible for the
SUs to share the PU channel deteriorat-
ing the link quality of the PU communi-
cation. Thus, SUs should always check
the estimated interference at the primary
receiver after determining their transmis-
sion power.

Choice of an appropriate power con-
trol algorithm is of prime importance, as
it should aim at increasing the overall ef-
ficiency of the system.

In this paper, two conventional dis-
tributed power control algorithms, each
suited for implementation under differ-
ent cellular technologies, were studied
and compared through simulation on the
base of the performance metrics. Specifi-
cally, Distributed Constraint Power Con-
trol (DCPC) and General Distributed
Constraint Power Control (GDCPC) al-
gorithms which were studied in [4, 5]. For
the distributed power control, each user
controls its transmission power by itself
using only local information. However,
since the interference temperature at the
primary receiver cannot be identified by
the local information, it is difficult that
the QoS requirement for the PU is guar-

anteed in the distributed power control.
Thus, an additional process is needed to
let the SUs recognize the interference tem-
perature at the primary receiver [6, 7].

In this paper, we propose some mod-
ifications on the above conventional dis-
tributed power control schemes to make
them applicable for cognitive radio net-
works without any additional process for
CR networks. Specifically, the constraint
for the sum of the interference induced
by all SUs in the network is replaced by
new one which limits the individual trans-
mission power. Since each SU determines
its transmission power within the range
of the limit to protect the PU, the ad-
ditional process in previous works is un-
necessary in our scheme. The individ-
ual transmission power constraint and the
proposed scheme are numerically derived,
and the simulation results show that the
suggested scheme never exceed the Inter-
ference Temperature Limit (ITL) of the
primary user.

The paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the system model used in this
paper is introduced. Section III briefly
reviews the distributed power control. In
section IV, the proposed schemes are pro-
vided. In section V, the simulation and
the results are analyzed. The conclusions
are drawn in section VI.

II. System Model and
Assumptions

Our model consists of N secondary users
distributed uniformly in a square region
with an area of ℓ × ℓ. As shown in Fig.
1, the primary transmitter with a trans-
mission power Sp is located at an effec-
tive transmission coverage rp away from
the primary receiver, the effective receiv-
ing range is defined by the successful de-
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coding of the TV signals. The center of
the cognitive radio network is r meters
away from the nearest primary receiver.
Each secondary users has a transmission
range of rs. The distance from the TV
station to the ith secondary receiver is
rti and the distance from the ith sec-
ondary transmitter to the TV receiver at
the border of the TV coverage area is rri

Figure 1: System model

Also assuming that the primary re-
ceiver is located at the end border of
the primary transmitter coverage area (so
the worst case is considered), this makes
it closest to the secondary users. Fur-
ther assume that the spectrum is divided
into orthogonal channels. Both primary
and secondary users are sharing one chan-
nel. If we assume that the primary users
represent a TV channel and assuming a
path loss model, that means the received
power is only a function of the transmit-
ted power and path loss, i.e., the fading
effects (shadowing and small-scale fading)
are omitted, the transmission power only
attenuates with distance, so the channel
can be expressed as: g(rij) = r−ν

ij , where
rij is the distance between link j trans-
mitter and link i receiver, and ν is the
corresponding path loss exponent of PU
and SUs ν1 and νs respectively. Clearly
(νs > νp) because the primary transmit-

ter has tall antenna, while the secondary
users are on the ground level so the power
transmission of the SUs will attenuate
faster than the PU.

Our objective is to find a certain
power algorithm to adapt and adjust the
transmission powers of the SUs to guaran-
tee the QoS requirements not only for the
licensed users but also for the temporary
accessing users.

III. Conventional Distributed
Power Control Schemes

Interference Temperature (IT ) has been
suggested by FCC [2, 8, 9] to be as a new
metric for measuring interference at the
receiver side. To compute the interference
temperature for PU which is the licensee
of the channel, it should be able to com-
municate whenever it wants. Therefore,
the total amount of interference at the
primary receiver caused by all SUs has to
be less than a certain predefined limit; say
γthp which the PU can tolerate.

Now we define gp,i as the channel
gain from the secondary transmitter i to
the primary receiver, and define Si as
the transmission power of the secondary
transmitter i. The QoS requirement of
the primary receiver has to satisfy the fol-
lowing inequality:

γp =

(
Sp/r

νp
p

)∑N
i=1 (Si/r

νs
ri ) +No

≤ γthp . (1)

No is the background noise. Let gi,p be
the channel gain from the primary trans-
mitter to the secondary receiver i and also
let gi,j the channel gain from the sec-
ondary transmitter j to the secondary re-
ceiver i. The received SINR for the SU
has to satisfy the following communica-
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tion minimum requirements:

ξs,i =
gi,iSi∑N

j=1j ̸=i gi,jSj + gi,pSp +No

≥ γths

(2)
where γths is certain threshold for the SUs,
and Assuming the same noise power No

for both primary and secondary users.
The above equality must satisfy for all
users, i.e. ∀ i = 1 . . . N .

Eq.(2) can be solved for secondary
transmitted power as:

Si ≥
γths
gi,i

 N∑
j=1j ̸=i

gi,jSj + gi,pSp +No


(3)

Eq. (3) gives the minimum transmitted
power for the user i which is necessary
to make communication with acceptable
quality. Recalling the matrix notation,
the linear inequality (3) can be expressed
as:

Si ≥
N∑
j=1

ci,jSj + di (4)

where

ci,j =

{
γths

gi,j
gi,i

if i ̸= i

0 if i = j
(5)

and

di =
γths
gi,i

(gi,pSp +No) (6)

Let C be (N × N) matrix, and D be
(N × 1) one array matrix.

Defining a unit matrix I with a dimen-
sion of N , we may rewrite the above in-
equality as:

(I−C)S ≥ D (7)

where S is the transmitted power (N ×1)
vector.

The authors in [4] show that there will
be at least one non-negative power vec-
tor solution which will satisfy (7) if the
maximum eigenvalue of matrix C is less
than one . This implies that QoS of the
secondary user γths is guaranteed. This
achievable solution may be written as:

S = (I−C)−1D (8)

The object of power control is to find a
solution for S in (8) to specify the power
distribution among the N users in the re-
gion ℓ× ℓ. Since the transmitted power is
practically limited to a certain value; say
Sm
s , the obtained solution from the above

analysis has to be bounded by 0 < Si ≤
Sm
s , ∀ i = 1 . . . N to make the trans-

mission power allocation feasible. Closed
form solution of power control vectorS
has been presented in some papers, for
example the authors in [10] found a solu-
tion for nonnegativity using an approach
based on the Sherman-Morrison formula
in linear algebra. We use here a numeri-
cal technique known as general iterative
method described in [11] to solve this
problem.

If the resulting transmission powers of
Eq.(8) are within the above range, the
transmission power allocation is feasible.
To solve Eq.(8) distributively, a general
iterative method was introduced in [4].
For the secondary transmitter i, the it-
erative power control method is

Si(n) =
γths
gi,i

 N∑
j=1j ̸=i

gi,jSj(n− 1) + gi,pSp +No


(9)

Si(n) =
γths

γsi(n− 1)
Si(n−1) n = 1, 2, . . .

(10)
where Si(n−1) is the transmission power
of the ith secondary user terminal at the
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(n-1)th iteration and γsi(n − 1) is its re-
sulting SINR at that iteration. Let:

β(n) =
γths

γsi(n− 1)
(11)

Because of the maximum transmission
power limit, we are only interested in find-
ing the feasible solution of the power vec-
tor, so the above iteration method should
be modified into power-limited form such
as

Si(n) = min (β(n)Si(n− 1), Sm
s ) n = 1, 2, . . .

(12)
The authors in [5] refer to the above
power control scheme as the Distributed
Constrained Power Control (DCPC)
scheme. They concluded that the received
SINR converges to γths distributively ex-
cept for the cases where the maximum
transmission power Sm

s is reached.

DCPC has a property that the power
reaches the maximum level Sm

s , even if
that user cannot achieve the minimum
required SINR. Using maximum trans-
mitter power may not necessarily lead to
sufficient improvement of channel quality
and will generate severe interference hit-
ting other users and cause wasting of en-
ergy. This undesirable phenomenon hap-
pens more often when the system is con-
gested.

To overcome the drawback of DCPC
mentioned above, a Generalized DCPC
(GDCPC) was introduced in [12]. The
user will reduce the power to arbitrary
level within the transmission power range
when the user cannot achieve the required
SINR, instead of necessarily using the
maximum transmission power Sm

s which
the DCPC compels to set its power to
it when the algorithm can not achieve
the required SINR. It is found that this

approach can save the energy consump-
tion and decrease the interference to other
users. Because the other users in the net-
work take less interference, they can in-
crease their transmission powers. As a re-
sult, the authors concluded that the net-
work can support more users (more ca-
pacity) than DCPC. With above motiva-
tions, GDCPC can be represented as

Si(n) =

{
β(n)Si(n− 1) ifβ(n)Si(n− 1) ≤ Sm

s

Sa(n) ifβ(n)Si(n− 1) > Sm
s

(13)
where β(n) is given in (11) and Sa(n)
is a certain power value chosen arbitrar-
ily within the transmission power range
0 < Si ≤ Sm

s . To decrease the interfer-
ence, the value of Sa(n) has to be as lower
as possible. If we choose Sa(n) = Sm

s ,
GDCPC is reduced to DCPC. When set-
ting Sa(n) = 0 , it can be interpreted as
a temporary connection removal, allowing
the removed user to stay on the channel
and power up again in later iterations if
the interference has then decreased. By
setting the transmitter power to zero, the
user will not waste energy on mitigating
bad channel conditions and other users
will benefit from lower interference. It
was found in [12] that by choosing ap-
propriate value of Sa(n) in the range of
0 < Si ≤ Sm

s , the convergence of a feasi-
ble solution of the power vector is always
guaranteed. The rate of convergence is re-
lated to Sa(n). The above reference put
a criteria of choosing this value in each
iteration. If the power of the user Si(n)
is larger than the maximum power Sm

s ,
a power lower than Sm

s by the amount
of the gap between the obtained power
and Sm

s is used. If the user power is
twice larger than the maximum power,
the transmitter power is set to zero. It is
important how fast the power value will
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converge which is guarantee by applying
this criteria.

IV. Proposed Distributed Power
Control for Cognitive Radio

Networks

To apply these approaches to the cogni-
tive radio networks, additional processes
must be executed in addition to the con-
ventional power algorithms to grantee the
new constraints and meet the require-
ments of the primary user. Since both
DCPC and GDCPC do not consider the
QoS requirement for the PU shown in
Eq.(1), the solution of the above trans-
mission power equations may go beyond
the ITL of the primary receiver. So each
secondary user has to execute DCPC or
GDCPC taking into account the require-
ments for the primary users simultane-
ously. Each SU controls its transmis-
sion power only with the help of its lo-
cal information, and no knowledge about
the other secondary users’s transmission
power in the current network. Thus, it
is unachievable that each user knows the
interference temperature at the primary
receiver caused by all SUs including itself.
In order to address this issue, we propose
three possible solutions.

The first solution is by translating the
interference constraint by the sum of all
SUs transmission power to the individ-
ual constraint for each connecting SU, the
QoS requirement for the PU can be easily
guaranteed. The QoS requirement for the
PU in Eq.3 is guaranteed if the following
condition:

gp,iSi ≤
γthp
Na

, ∀ i = 1, 2 . . . N (14)

is satisfied which means that the total in-
terference constraint at the PU caused by

all SUs is divided equally among SUs. Na

here is the active SUs which is a subset of
N i.e. Na ⊂ N The transmission power
constraint of the ith SU which guarantee
the QoS of the PU can be represented
from Eq.(14) as:

Si ≤
γthp

Nagp,i
, ∀ i = 1, 2 . . . N (15)

Other challenges will face this analysis,
which appear in Eq.(15), since each user
should know the active number of SUs in
the network, the ITL of the PU, and the
channel gain from itself to the primary
user receiver to be able to calculate its
transmission power. To overcome these
three challenges, let us consider them in-
dividually.

Using the ad-hoc routing protocol in-
troduced in [13], each secondary user can
find the number of terminals in the net-
work. In the ad-hoc routing, the link in-
formation about all users belonging to the
network is shared among all the nodes in
the network.

In [14], the concepts of beaconing were
introduced where the primary receiver
transmits the beacon including the infor-
mation about the beacon power and its
interference temperature limit. Thus the
SUs can know the channel gain from itself
to the primary receiver and also the ITL
of the primary receiver.

Although the constraint in (15) is suf-
ficient to guarantee not to exceed the in-
terference tolerance of PU, it is strong
reservation and reduces the optimum uti-
lization of the network.

The second possible solution to make
the SU senses the amount of interferences
produced on the PU due to the secondary
users including itself is by assuming that
rri ≈ rrj ≈ r, ∀ i ̸= j. This assumption
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is expected to be true most of the time,
since typically the secondary users must
reside far away enough from the TV cov-
erage area. Under this assumption, the
inequality (1) may be written as

N∑
i=1

Si ≤

(
rνs

(
Sp

γthp .r
νp
p

−No

))
. (16)

If all secondary users those intending to
transmit send their respective powers to
the user i, so this particular user will be
able to verify the QoS requirement of the
primary users by checking the above in-
equality. Let

ST
s =

(
rνs
(

Sp

γthp .r
νs
p

−No

))
denotes the total power produced by all
the active CR users.

This second solution will be adapted
through the simulation of this paper and
will be compared with the first solution
in how much the achievable capacity is in
each approaches.

From Eq. 16, the maximum allowable
transmitter for the user i can be expressed
as

Smax
si = ST

s −
N∑

j=1,j ̸=i

Sj . (17)

As we mentioned above, the cognitive
radio networks introduce another con-
straints on the transmission power which
must be enforced to each node in the sec-
ondary user’s region. We modify the two
conventional power algorithms explained
above to new Enhanced ones, say: En-
hanced DCPC (EDCPC), and Enhanced
GDCPC (EGDCPC).

The maximum transmission power of
the user i is now changed to

Sm
si = min

(
Sm
s , Smax

si

)
. (18)

Then, transmission power of the sec-
ondary user i at the nth iteration for ED-
CPC can be updated as:

Si(n) = min
(
β(n)Si(n− 1) , Sm

si

)
.
(19)

This value of power will be assigned to
this user as well as the condition (16) is
satisfied. Here we assume that all the ac-
tive cognitive users send their powers to
the particular user i which has to evalu-
ate the inequality (16) before taking the
decision of assignment.

By the same way for the proposed
EGDCPC scheme, the maximum trans-
mission power constraint is enforced to
each user to guarantee the QoS require-
ment for the PU as well as that of SUs.
Thus, the maximum transmission power
of the ith SU is the same as that of the
above EDCPC, and the updating rule of
the ith SU at the nth iteration can be writ-
ten as:

Si(n) =

{
β(n)Si(n− 1), ifβ(n)Si(n− 1) ≤ Sm

si
Sai ifβ(n)Si(n− 1) > Sm

si
(20)

where the value of Sa is updated as:

Sai = min
(
Sa(n) , S

m
si

)
Sai = min

(
Sa(n) , min

(
Sm
s , Smax

si

))
.

(21)
The third solution introduced here is by
assuming that by placing a ”genie” near
the primary receiver at the border of the
TV coverage area [7]. The genie will mon-
itor the interference level and inform the
secondary users (such as using a beacon
signal) if the interference level is too high
and the QoS requirement of the primary
users will be violated. One possible im-
plementation of the genie is a secondary
user that happens to locate inside the
TV coverage area. Generally this solu-
tion can not be imposed on TV receiver,
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and one can’t enforce the licensed user to
add more equipments, where there is no
benefits for it behind that.

V. Simulation Results

A simulation model is presented below
to demonstrate the potential of the pro-
posed power control method in cognitive
radio systems. The cognitive radio net-
work shown in Fig.1 is considered and the
system network parameters and assump-
tions are given as: There are N = 50
transmitting-receiving pairs of secondary
users uniformly distributed in a square re-
gion of (1500×1500)m. The maximum
transmission power that each secondary
user can provide is 20dBm, and the range
of the transmission of the SU, rs = 500m.
All the secondary transmitters/receivers
are in the square area, and the receivers
are located within the transmission range
of the corresponding transmitter with a
uniform distribution. The QoS require-
ments for them is 3dB. The path loss ex-
ponent νs is set to 4. The initial transmis-
sion power of each SU is randomly chosen
within the range 0 < Si ≤ Sm

s with a
uniform distribution. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the network is stationary
during the power control operation. In
the other side, the primary transmitter is
considered as a TV station with transmis-
sion power of 50dBW , and its effective
coverage radius of rp = 50km with QoS
of γthp =-100dBm[15]. The path loss expo-
nent νp is set to 3. The noise power No is
the same for all CRs and set to -110dBm.
The algorithm terminates after 25 itera-
tions assuming non convergence case and
so no feasible solution for that user. We
varied r, which is the distance between
the primary receiver and the center of
the square region, from 800m (the region

is very close to the primary receiver) to
3000m. The interference temperature at
the primary receiver is directly affected
by this distance, . The longer r is, the
less the PU is interfered from the SU.
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Figure 2: Number of SUs VS Distance for
the different schemes

The number of secondary users those
can communicate reliably for the differ-
ent algorithms are shown in Fig. (2),
where the subscript (1) denotes to the
approach of the first solution and sub-
script (2) to the second solution presented
in section (4). Since GDCPC decreases
the interference to other users, we ex-
pect more secondary users may commu-
nicate than the DCPC case as shown in
the figure. The number of users for DCPC
and GDCPC are not affected by the dis-
tance because we don’t consider the pres-
ence of the primary user (no CR network).
For the proposed schemes, some of sec-
ondary users whose transmission power
constraint to protect the primary user ser-
vice is less than the required level for
reliable communication. Hence the pri-
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mary user should be protected first, the
secondary users can’t be activated in the
network. As the distance r increases,
the results of the proposed schemes tend
to that of the conventional schemes be-
cause the channel gain gp,i becomes very
small and the power constraints given in
Eq. (14)and (16) becomes very large. We
may note that the capacity achievable by
EGDCPC2 is more than that of EGD-
CPC1 for distance less than 2Km, while
EGDCPC1 overcome after that.

Table (1) lists the values of
transmission power for the activated
secondary users for each schemes.
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Figure 3: Interference temperature VS Dis-
tance for the different schemes

Fig. (3) shows the interference tem-
perature at thprimary receiver caused
by all opportunistic communications. It
demonstrates that both our schemes
never exceed the threshold value γthp (-
100 dBm). Also here for not consid-
ering the primary existing, DCPC and
GDCPC interference temperatures ex-
ceed the threshold value for short dis-
tance r. GDCPC scheme consumes less
power than DCPC scheme which is gen-
erally more interference than that for GD-
CPC.

We can note from the figures that

these proposed algorithms are equiva-
lent to the conventional algorithms at
large enough distance, hence if all sec-
ondary transmitters satisfy interference
constraint , the distance satisfies the fol-
lowing inequality. Such distance is found
to be around 2750m.

rf ≥ ℓ

2
+

(
Sm
siNa

γthp

)1/νs

,∀ i = 1, 2 . . . N

(22)

VI. Conclusion

The above analysis demonstrated an
adaptation of the constrained distributed

power control to be applicable for
cognitive radio which share the primary
users channel. We proposed algorithms
that guarantee both the licensed and the
secondary users’s requirements. This was

done by adding one more power
constraint to the conventional power
scheme used in cellular systems. This
modified algorithm ensure the priority
for the primary user and the suggested
generalized algorithms is in the sense
that traditional one is a special case of
it. The transmission power matrix was
numerically solved for feasible solutions

with average number of iterations
around (12).

This paper did not consider the fairness
among the users to get connectivity, the
algorithm allocate the powers for any

user whose channel condition is good. As
a future work, a kind of scheduling to
achieve fairness among users will be
issued regardless to the user channel

condition and location.

Table 1: The feasible power solutions in
(mW ) at distance r = 2Km
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No. of DCPC GDCPC EDCPC EGDCPC
CR users mW mW mW mW

1 0.0285 0.0285 0.0285 0.0285

2 0.0284 0.0284 0.0284 0.0280

3 0.0837 0.0847 0.0837 0.0137

4 0.0865 0.0895 0.0895 0.0137

5 0.0514 0.0923 0.0645 0.0137

6 0.0648 0.0824 0.0824 0.0137

7 0.0824 0.0325 0.0262 0.0137

8 0.0514 0.0644 0.0583 0.0384

9 0.0487 0.0694 0.0447 0.0280

10 0.0466 0.0955 0.0434

11 0.1037 0.1122 0.0880

12 0.1205 0.0956

13 0.1350

14 0.1325

15 0.1257
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Abstract  

Based on its physical and chemical properties many petroleum shipped materials 

classified as high risk which can adversely affect the safety of public during handling or 

transportation and due to many previous fatal accidents and due to potentially fuel theft and 

high safety and security as well as fleet management requirement. Petroleum marketing 

companies becomes more concerning about implementation of fleet truck tracking system. 

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the best technical solution satisfying the petroleum 

marketing companies requirements. The evaluation where done based on potentially 

threaded scenarios. Two different transmission cost scenarios were calculated for different 

transmission interval (5 sec to 15 minutes) through satellite and terrestrial system. A 

statistical model software program is applied to determine the number of trucks on road at 

any time to calculate the required transmission bandwidth and storage data size. Finally 

four scenarios of cost reduction (optimistic to very pessimistic) are applied for cost benefits 

analysis. 

Introduction  

The truck tracking system is a system to 

track the shipment of oil products across the 

country by equipping the trucks with 

wireless communication technology that 

provides continuous communications, 

vehicle position and location tracking and 

emergency broadcast capabilities, to 

identify and prevent different cases of 

accidents. In Libya, Brega Petroleum 

Marketing Company (BPMC) is 

responsible for store and distribute the 

petroleum products for whole country, from 

9 depots to about 1000 gas and fuel stations 

and to airports and power stations, where 

more than 800 shipments of petroleum 

material are shipped per day by road on an 

average of 250km per travel. The BPMC is 

taken as case study and data collection are 

based on sites survey. A sample of 3700 

travels were taken from randomly selected 

six working days from BPMC historical  

travels distances data, these data are applied 

for statistical model software program and 

for cost analysis. BPMC implement 

tracking system for the following main 

goals:- 

1- Decrease the number and reduce 

the risk of traffic accidents.  

2- Increase productivity.  

3- Improve services and reduce 

response time for customer. 
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4- Detect and prevent the truck hijack 

and fuel theft detect. 

Overview of Existing Sale and Transport 

Process 

The BPMC oil depots supply the fuel 

and gas stations according to their needs of 

oil products allover the Libyan country. The 

country area is divided in two regions, west 

and south region, and east and middle 

region. Each region has separate 

administration (HQ) to manage of sale and 

transport process of oil products. A number 

of sale offices scattered in each region to 

serve the customer requirements, preparing 

purchase invoice and send it to its 

belonging depot. Distribution department in 

depot process truck request to transport 

department to ship the material to the 

customer, Figure 1 shows the process of 

sale from source to destination. In general 

there are three groups of shipment carriers:- 

1- BPMC fleet transportation.  2- 

Contracting transportation companies. 3- 

Private fleet owned by the clients, the 

drivers can be either owner of trucks or 

work on a contract basis. Due to absent of 

any tracking and monitoring system at 

present there is very little supervision and 

monitoring of drivers activities.   

 

 
Figure 1 Sale of Oil Products from Source to Destination 

 
System Configuration and Information 

Flow 

To meet the company needs and 

according to the dynamic of sale and 

transportation system of the BPMC 

company, three level of monitoring and 

control should be implemented as shown in 

Figure 2. Truck receive GPS data from 

navigation satellites and collect and record 

all required data such as speed, location and 

direction of mobile unit and send it every 

certain time interval to truck tracking center 
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(TTC) via satellite or terrestrial system. 

TTC analyses the received data and store it 

as data base. The real time or stored data 

are filtered and passed to a second level of 

regional monitoring center, which monitor 

only the trucks designated to that region. 

Regional monitoring center filters the data 

and pass it to the third level of local 

monitor to monitor the truck belong to that 

depot. The first level, is TTC, TTC 

aggregate data from all trucks on the road 

and create common operating picture. TTC 

can analyses the data and coordinate 

between the two regional monitor centers. 

TTC receive the payload data from third 

level such as manifest and bill of load via 

private or internet network. Data from 

external agents such as environmental and 

emergency agencies support the TTC to 

take decision for emergency cases by 

passing this data to the second level to 

change truck route planning. The main 

functions of TTC are:-         1- Receive and 

store planned truck routes. 2- Provide 

immediate notification of emergency 

incident. 3-Direct truck calls. The second 

level is regional monitor center, the 

regional oil depots shipment travels are 

monitored and managed by regional 

monitor center. This limit the amount of 

data processed at TTC. Thus allow TTC to 

focus on more critical operation. TTC 

passes information related to intelligent, 

special events, environment issue to 

regional monitor center to enhance their 

monitor capability.  

The third level is local monitor is located in 

each oil depot (source), tracks their own 

shipments. In this level all information 

concerning the truck travel is feed to the 

system. This information includes type of 

shipment material, destination, with trail or 

not etc. The information is very important 

to be correct for system performance. Any 

wrong data can cause series of problems or 

false of alterations. On the other hand 

received data such as expected time to 

arrive and trip time would help to increase 

the fleet management performance. 
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Figure 2 Truck Tracking System Levels 

Options of Technology Solutions 

Several technology options are 

recommended for truck tracking system 

.The Company may be recommended to 

select one technology option over the other 

based on satisfaction of system 

requirements, cost, security and safety for 

different types of shipments. These options 

are: Option 1: implement wireless 

communication (WC), WC are usually 

digital mobile phone or two way radio , 

nearly all company long travel trucks 

already comply with this option. Option 2: 

implement WC and GPS, GPS is hamming 

devices that allow for the tracking of a 

truck and trailer (Tethered or un-tethered) 

without the intervention or necessarily the 

knowledge of driver. 

Option 3: implement WC+ GPS + panic 

button + seals, a panic button is a device 

which allows a driver to signal for help in 

an emergency, easy to use, typically one 

way signaling device and commonly silent 

operation. Electronic seals are devices that 

can detect when a cargo door or other 

container is opened and is used as theft 

deterrent and detection mechanism. Option 

4: Implement WC+GPS+ Panic alter + 

driver ID + Truck disability, remote 

disability is a feature that allows for a truck 

to be immobilized from a location external 

to the truck. 

Technology Solution Evaluation 

To specifically differentiate among the 

technology options, it is necessary to 

measure their performance at the whole 

system level. Table 1 shows the results 

extracted from comparison of the 

technology options against specific threat 

scenarios. These scenarios provides what 

would make the system better, the higher 

the technology option tend to provide more 

aids in altering of possible incidents than 

the lower technology option. The truck 
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failure in dissert where no reliable wireless 

communication is available will force the 

driver to leave the truck to call for help. 

This is the common scenario faced by the 

companies in Libya, the option 2 or higher 

with reliable WC or SMS through satellite 

system can reduce the risk and waste time. 

The risk of traffic accident and highjack 

scenarios could be reduced by option 3 if 

driver can use panic button otherwise 

option 4 could reduce the risk by sadly stop 

or truck disability features. For sandstorm 

environment as in Libya, methods of 

transmitting information regarding truck 

position would help to reduce the risk. 

According to scenario results and BPMC 

main goals and objective of the system, we 

could conclude that the option 3 will satisfy 

the company requirements. 

Table 1 Comparison Of Technology Options Against Specific Threat Scenarios 

Threats options result 
Potential Cost 

impact 

Potential life 

impact 

Fuel theft 

Option 1 

Notification is not 

made until call from 

truck is made to 

identify the problem 

The Cost of fuel No damage 

Option 2 

Notification is not 

made until call from 

truck is made to 

identify the problem 

The cost of fuel No damage 

Option 3 

Notification is sent     

informing that truck   

trying to open fuel   

container emergency  

response 

No damage No damage 

Option 4 

Notification is sent     

informing  that  truck 

trying to open fuel    

container emergency        

response 

No damage No damage 

Truck 

failure 

Option 1 Notification is made No damage No damage 

Option 2 Notification is made No damage No damage 

Option 3 Notification is made No damage No damage 

Option 4 Notification is made No damage No damage 

sandstorm 
Option 1 

Truck is struck by 

sandstorm and Fuel is 

released 

The cost of fuel 

and cleanup road 

One person or 

more 

Option 2 Stop driver from      No damage No damage 
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Threats options result 
Potential Cost 

impact 

Potential life 

impact 

continuing travel 

Option 3 
Stop driver from      

continuing travel 
No damage No damage 

Option 4 
Stop driver from      

continuing  travel 
No damage No damage 

Traffic   

accident 

Option 1 

Will not be notified   

until someone calls     

informing about  the   

incident 

The cost of 

damage of truck 

and road, cleanup 

One person or 

more 

Option 2 

Will not be notified   

until someone calls     

informing about the   

incident 

The cost of 

damage of truck 

and road, cleanup 

One person or 

more 

Option 3 

Will not be notified    

until someone calls     

informing about the   

incident 

The cost of 

damage of truck 

and road, cleanup 

One person or 

more 

Option 4 

Notification is sent 

that truck is sadly 

stopped, emergency 

response 

The cost of 

damage of truck 

and road, cleanup 

Life of driver 

could be 

survived 

highjack 

Option 1 

No one is aware if 

truck is on or off 

route. 

Cost of truck and 

fuel 

Life of several 

people could 

be at risk 

Option 2 

Notification is sent 

that truck changed  

planned route and 

response is made 

Cost of truck and 

fuel 

Life of several 

people could 

be at risk 

Option 3 

Driver may or may 

not be able to trigger 

panic button 

Depend on state 
Depend on 

state 

Option 4 

Notification is sent 

that truck changed  

planned route and 

truck disabled 

No damage No damage 
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Network Configuration  

From the economics of transmission 

point of view it is recommend placing the 

TTC and regional centers in or near the 

cities which are the sources or destinations 

with the majority of traffic. As a result the 

regional monitor center is recommended to 

be located on Tripoli and Benghazi. The 

TTC is to be located also in the west and 

middle region. This is because due to that 

the overall percentage of source and 

destination in the west and middle region is 

higher than the east and south region. 

Transmission Intervals 

A data package is considered a single 

transmission of data from the truck to TTC. 

Each transmission may contain multiple 

data samples. The system collect and record 

on truck all data once every minute and to 

send data to the TTC only once every 

certain period of time 0.5,1,5,10,15, 20, 30 

minuets depending on the type of shipment 

material the truck is carrying and the area to 

be covered by the truck. It is possible to 

divide the region in to sub areas with 

different risk levels e.g. longer transmission 

period interval could provide sufficient 

coverage for local in town deliveries. The 

main data package structure is as follows 

[1]: 

1- Truck ID, each truck will have a unique 

identifier for tracking purposes. This 

includes, depot (source) ID, region ID, 

plant ID. 2- Shipment material description: 

this include type of shipment. 3- Trailer 

connection disconnection notification, 

include only when trailer is disconnect. 4- 

Speed, latitude longitude, and direction. 

A model For Estimating System  

BandwidthBased on BPMC site survey the 

trucks are queued in front of depots gats 

each morning for loading the shipment. 

This queue is usually finished at time 

between 2:30 to 3:30 PM.  So we assume 

the arrived time is constant and start time of 

loading for each loading point is random 

from 8 to 9 AM and the time taken for full 

load is about 25 minutes. Actually the 

service time depends on the size of truck 

tanks in liters and the pumping rate liter per 

minute which is varied with the number of 

trucks under load.  There is in total 78 

loading points in all 9 depots, the actually 

used number of loading points is variable 

from day to day, but in any case it does not 

exceed 40 loading points due to operation 

capability. There were about 800 travels per 

day, the go and back travel distance by each 

truck is random from 25 to 2300km, A 

sample of 3700 travels were taken from 

randomly selected six working days from 

BPMC historical recorded data in 2007 to 

estimate the mean and standard deviation of 

truck traveling distance.  

Model Assumption 

 Based on the system requirements for 

frequency of data transmission and type of 

data, the required bandwidth can be 

developed. The model assist in determining 

the number of trucks that are operating 

simultaneous, the model assumption are 

listed below.  

1- The average number of shipment per day 

is 800. 2- Full or partial truck loads are 

counted as a single shipment. 3 - Multi 

shipment or deliveries on a single trip are 

counted as one shipment. 4 - Trucks that are 

parked are not assumed (engine turn off). 5- 
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Loaded or unloaded trucks will be tracked 

by the system for total go and back travel. 6 

- The shipping distance varied widely from 

5 to 2300 km. 7 - All the area of country 

covered by the tracking system. 8 - 

Shipment start time is 8 Am and last 

shipment is 19 Pm. 9- Driving hours per 

day 11 hours. 10 - 7 days work. 11- 

Constant driving speed (60 km/h). 12- The 

distance that each truck traveled was 

created using lognormal distribution [2] 

with mean of 250 km and standard 

deviation of 384 km. 13- Packet size 

200byte, 100 byte, 500 byte. 14- 200 bytes 

packet size used for calculation of 

transmission cost[3].     15 - The starting 

time of loading for each loading point is 

random uniform distribution from 8 Am to 

9Am.        16- Frequent of transmission 

interval is 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes. 17- 

Constant service time 20 minutes (time 

taken by each truck for loading the 

shipment). 18- Number of loading points 40 

(worst case). 19- Number of depots 

(sources) 9. 20- Rate of increase in travels 

per year 5 %, which is about 40 travels, 

(180.8 hours, 56 terrestrial hours and 124.8 

satellite hours per day). 

Computer Added Program 

The program is built using Matlab version 

6, the function of the program is to 

calculate the peak and average number of 

trucks on road based on survey data and 

model assumption. Figure 3 shows 

shipment processing model. The concept of 

the program depends on generating 800 

traveling distances and calculating the start 

and end time of each travel and then 

generates random observation time to 

observe the number of trucks in this time. 

The program is simulated for 200 days to 

calculate the number of peak and average 

truck on the road. 

 
Figure 3 Shipment Processing Model
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Bandwidth Calculation  

The trucks traveling distance follows 

lognormal distribution with average 

traveling distance 250km and standard 

deviation 384km as shown in Figure 4. 

The model shows that the peak number 

of trucks on the road at any time is 379 

on the time between 2 to 3 PM and the 

average number of truck on road is about 

153 trucks as shown in Figure 5. If every 

truck in progress transmitted its position 

to the data center at the same time and 

every second, it would require bandwidth 

of 606kbps for (200 bytes packet size) 

and 245kbps average BW. Also need 

196Gbytes storage data for 30 days 

storage. Figure 6 shows the peak 

bandwidth required for different 

transmission sequences versus packet 

size. Since 55.75% of travels are within 

the city, there will be an average of 86 

trucks out of 153 are on terrestrial 

network.  

Figure 4 Lognormal Distribution of 800 

Travels 
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Figure 5 Truck Traveling Distribution 

Cost Estimation  

The cost is divided into fixed and running 

cost.  

1-Fixed cost,  

a - Technology option cost, since the 

technology option 3 fulfills the 

requirements of BPMC system objective. 

The cost per unit truck for this option is to 

be included. The cost estimate of elements 

of option 3 technology is given in Table 

2[3]. Assume each truck execute 2 travel 

per day to reflect the fact that unknown 

number of trucks makes one shipment per 

day and an unknown number of trucks 

makes more than two shipment per day, 

then the total vehicles are 400. The total 

cost of equipment for 400 truck is about 

1.5M Libyan dinar (LD).  

b- Truck tracking center cost, The cost 

estimate of truck tracking equipments is 

given in Table 3[3]. The project capital cost 

= tracking center equipment cost + truck 

equipments cost =1.89 MLD, 8% is adding 

for installation, management and other 

expenses. 

Table 2 Cost Estimation of option 3 

technology 

item Cost 

(LD) 

Global position terrestrial/ satellite 

(GPS) 

2300 

Panic button 650 

Electronic seal 650 

Total truck equipment 3600 

Trailer tether alarm 130 

Total cost per unity vehicle 3730 

Table 3 Truck Tracking Center Cost 

Component Cost (LD) 

Routers 30,000 

Servers 20,000 

O& m training 200,000 

Total 250,000 

 

2- Running cost (Annually polling cost). 

The cost per year to transmit tracking data 
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via terrestrial mobile or satellite network 

depends on transmission intervals and 

charge per call. 55.75 % of travels are 

within the cities, less than 120km (go & 

back), assumed to be covered by terrestrial 

communication, while 44.25 % are covered 

by both terrestrial and satellite. Based on 

the survey table of travels frequency in each 

distance interval, the terrestrial and satellite 

communication tracking hours are 1128 and 

2493 hours respectively, and the total is 

3621 hours per day. To calculate the cost of 

terrestrial and satellite communication for 

each transmission interval, two cost 

scenarios are considered to estimate the 

polling cost. First scenario that the cost of 

terrestrial SMS = 0.1 LD and satellite 

SMS= 0.25 LD. Terrestrial cost = number 

of transmission per hour   number of 

terrestrial hours per day 365 days   cost 

of terrestrial SMS. Satellite cost = number 

of transmission per hour   number of 

satellite hours per day 365 days   cost of 

satellite SMS. The obtained cost estimation 

for different transmission intervals is given 

in Table 4. Second scenario that the cost of 

GSM SMS = 0.05 LD and satellite SMS= 

0.125 LD. The obtained annual cost 

estimation for different transmission 

intervals of second scenario are exactly the 

half values given in Table 4. If only 

terrestrial communication is consider in 

both scenarios. In this case, the data store in 

GPS device during uncovered 

communication area, the data uploaded to 

TTC when the truck return back again to 

coverage area. The total cost for different 

communication intervals are as shows in 

Table 5. 

 

Table 4 Annual Cost Estimation For Transmission Intervals (First Scenario) 

Transmission 

intervals 

Cost of 

Terrestrial 

communication 

(MLD) 

Cost of 

Satellite 

communicati

on (MLD) 

Total 

cost 

( MLD) 

5 sec 29.64 163.79 193.43 

20 sec 7.41 40.95 48.36 

1min 2.47 13.65 16.12 

5min 0.494 2.73 3.22 

10min 0.247 1.36 1.61 

15min 0.164 0.91 1.07 
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Table 5 Annual Cost Of Only Terrestrial Communication 

Communication 

interval 

First scenario 

Terrestrial cost 

per year (MLD) 

Second 

scenario 

Terrestrial 

cost per year 

(MLD) 

5sec 95.16 47.58 

20sec 23.79 11.89 

1 min 7.93 3.96 

5 min 1.59 0.795 

10 min 0.793 0.396 

15 min 0.529 0.264 

Since that the contracting transportation 

companies execute about 57.5% and the 

BPMC execute 42.5 % of travels, the cost 

of transmission, will be divided between the 

BPMC and contractor companies according 

to this ratio. If we consider 15 min 

transmission interval, the total transmission 

cost for second scenario is 530,000 LD 

increased by 27,000 LD every year due to 

increase in number of travels by 40 travels 

per day each year. Tracking equipment cost 

is about 1.89 MLD and adds 74,600 LD 

each year due to increase in number of 

truck by 20 trucks. Table 6 shows the 

system cost distribution over years. 

 

Table 6 System Cost Distributed Over Years 

Year  Tracking equipment 

cost (MLD) 

Running cost    

( MLD) 

Total cost 

(MLD) 

Cumulative cost 

(MLD) 

start year   0.189 0 0.189 0.189 

1
st
  year 0.2636 0.53 0.7936 0.983 

2
nd

  year 0.2636 0.557 0.8206 1.803 

3
rd

  year 0.2636 0.584 0.8476 2.651 

4
th

 year 0.2636 0.611 0.8746 3.525 

5
th

  year 0.2636 0.638 0.9016 4.427 

6
th

 year 0.2636 0.665 0.9286 5.356 

7
th

 year 0.2636 0.692 0.9556 6.311 

8
th

 year 0.2636 0.719 0.9826 7.294 

9
th

 year 0.2636 0.746 1.0096 8.303 

10
th

 year 0.2636 0.773 1.0366 9.34 

Cost Benefit Assumption 

Based on historical data of 2007 and 

local Libyan market information, some 

assumption is made to calculate cost, these 

assumptions are as follows:-         
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1- Truck cost 100,000 LD with 10,000 

LD depreciation each year for 10 year life 

cycle.2- Calculation based on 500 trucks, 

since now the average trucks are 400 trucks 

and after 10 years will be 600 trucks. The 

number of travels per day after 10 years is 

1200, assume each truck execute 2 travels 

per day.   3- Average distance traveled by 

each truck is 182,500 km per year. 4- 

Engine oil change every 7500km, each 

change cost 82.5LD, 30 liter each change, 

2.75LD/ liter.  Engine oil change cost = 

number of changes/year × number of 

liters/change × cost/liter. 5- Fuel 

consumption 12%, 0.17LD/liter. Fuel cost = 

truck kilometers/year × liters/km× cost/liter. 

6- Average 12 tires change every 

100,000km, each tire cost 400LD. Tier 

change cost = number of changes per year × 

number of tiers ×cost/tire. 6- 300 LD for 

repair or change some parts and other 

expenses. 

Cost Benefit Calculation  

Implementation of truck tracking 

system, monitor speed violation, and reduce 

response time could significantly reduce the 

potential risk of life lost and catastrophic 

damage of flammable material and security 

threats [ 5]. The direct cost benefit 

calculation is done for 10 years, with 

assumption of 40 travels and 20 trucks 

increase each year. In the 10
th

 year there 

will be 1200 travels per day executed by 

600 trucks, 500 trucks on the average is 

applied for calculation. 72,000 LD cost of 

20 trucks equipments added annually to the 

system tracking equipment. Since the cost 

saving varied from tracking system to the 

other due to shipment types, size, 

techniques, traffic, type of trucks, local 

market, etc. Four scenarios of cost 

reduction are applied as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 Percentages Of Cost Reduction  

item Scenario 

1 

Scenario 

2 

Scenario 

3 

Scenario  

4 

Percentage increase in Truck life 9 % 4 % 2 % 1 % 

Driver productivity 4.7 % 2.4 % 1.2 % 0 % 

Reduction in over time 22 % 10 % 8 % 5 % 

Reduction in insurance 15 % 12 % 10 % 5 % 

Reduction in fuel 15 % 12 % 10 % 5 % 

Reduction in maintenance, tires 

&repair 

10 % 7 % 5 % 1 % 

 

The percentage values given in these 

scenarios varied from optimistic (scenario 

1) to very pessimistic (scenario 4) of 

reduction ratios collected from different 

references, the parameters of reduction are 

as follows: 

1-Fuel, fuel consumption could be reduced 

by many ways: a-Monitoring the truck 

travel could eliminate unnecessary stop, 

idle engine is about 30% out of total engine 

run time (depend on season), 3.7liters/hour 

average fuel consumption of idle engine 

[6],[7], b- Limiting driving speed. For each 
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1.6km/h driving speed above 100km/h fuel 

consumption increase by 1.5% [8].c- 

Reduction in mileage. Monitoring the truck 

travel eliminates unnecessary traveling 

mileage and deviation from planning route. 

In general fuel reduction could be from 5% 

to 20% [9]. 2-maintenance tires & repair, 

maintenance costs represent a significant 

portion of cost, as the traveling mileage 

increase the maintenance , tires & repair 

cost also increase and vice versa, the 

average maintenance cost of a truck running 

from (160,000 to 192,000) km could be up 

to 0.04LD/km[10] which, depends on local 

market. 3-Insurance,  10% reduction in 

mileage reduces crash and casualties by 

(12% to 20 %) and also the tracking system 

reduces the risk of theft [11], [3]. 4- Over 

time, applying tracking system could save 

time, from (20 to 50 minutes) per day [8] , 

if we assume 4 hours a day as maximum 

over time, that mean (8% to 22%) of over 

time cost could be reduced. Reduction in 

over time = (reduction time/ h)× 365× 

overtime payment/h. 5-Driver productivity,  

route optimization and vehicle monitoring 

ensure drivers productivity, they are less 

likely to stop for unauthorized breaks or run 

up overtime costs. Estimated saving time is 

5 to 20 minutes or 1.2% to 4.7% out of 7 

hours per day [8].  Kilometers increase per 

truck = (percentage of saving time× 

7hours×(driving speed/h)×365). Driver 

productivity = (cost per kilometer – cost per 

kilometer due to tracking system) × total 

kilometers (truck traveled kilometers due to 

tracking system).     6- Truck life cycle, 

reduction in mileage and maintenance will 

reflect to increase truck life cycle. 

Estimated increase in truck life is assumed 

to be from 1 week to 1 month (2% to 9% of 

truck depreciation). Table 8 shows the cost 

reduction values for four scenarios. 

 

Table 8 Cost Reduction Of Four Scenarios 

Item Cost/year 

(LD) 

Cost 

reduction 

Scenario 1 

(LD) 

Cost 

reduction 

Scenario 2 

(LD) 

Cost 

reduction 

Scenario 3 

(LD) 

Cost redu- 

Scenario 4 

(LD) 

Truck depreciation 10,000 900 400 200 100 

Driver salary  3600 0 0 0 0 

Driver productivity - 1240.6 627 307 0 

Over time 6000 1320 600 480 300 

insurance 600 90 72 60 30 

Registration and taxes 200 0 0 0 0 

Fuel 3103 465 372.36 310 155.15 

Maintenance, tires & 

repair 

8265 827.5 578.6 413 82.65 

Total/truck  31,768 4843.1 2649.96 1770 667.8 

Total over 500 truck  15,884,000 2,421,550 1,324,980 885,000 333,900 
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Breakeven Point

Overall cumulative system total cost over 

10 years is (9.34MLD) was subtracted from 

each year cumulative reduction cost to 

calculate the profit and breakeven point 

over the years. The breakeven point occurs 

at the year where the cumulative reduction 

cost is equal or higher than total system 

cost (9.34MLD). After this year the BPMC 

will start gaining profit due to 

implementation of tracking system. The 

breakeven point occurs at the fourth and the 

eighth year for scenario 1 and 2 

respectively, while over 10 years of system 

for scenario 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 7.  

Figure 8 shows the cumulative profit and 

breakeven points for the 15 minutes using 

only terrestrial communication.
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Figure 7 Cumulative Profit And Breakeven Points 
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Figure 8 Cumulative Profit And Breakeven Points (15 min terrestrial). 

Conclusion 

 The main result from this paper shows that 

the fleet operation cost is very high 

compared with tracking system operation 

cost, which make the benefits of tracking 

system very clear even under the very 

pessimistic scenario. A software model 

program shows that the peak number of 

truck on road is about 379 occurring 

between (2 to 3 PM) with an average of 

153. This peak number of vehicles will 

require 1Mbps bandwidth as a conservative 

estimate. According to the marketing 

companies objective of this system, the 

technology option number 3 

(implementation of wireless 

communication, GPS, panic button and 

seals) could fulfill the BPMC requirements. 

The cost analysis is done for different 

transmission intervals, the 15 minutes 

communication interval where found to be 

more reasonable communication interval. 

The vehicle equipment and running cost 

could be significantly reduced if only 

Terrestrial communication is used. The cost 

of terrestrial transmission is about half of 

satellite transmission. The 15 minutes 

terrestrial communication tracking system 

option is economical solution but the 

drawback of this option is the potential risk 

of theft and security threat during 

uncovered communication area. 
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Abstract 

The current trend in communication technologies is the support of a converged network 

environment in which wire and wireless access networks are integrated. This new trend 

known as Next Generation Networks (NGN) intend to provide multimedia communication 

services (voice, video and data) over standard IP-based networks, offering users various 

types of services anytime, anywhere using any device. IMS has been standardized as an 

environment for access and control multimedia session and services provision. These 

services can be rapidly developed, deployed, and delivered in a standardized fashion, 

providing operators the chance to manage rich multimedia services across NGN, and give 

users the prevision to access different service by a single login and the ability to negotiate 

the desired level of Quality of Service (QoS). IMS is standards-based and one of the key 

features is the use of open interfaces and functional components in both hardware and 

software systems to support real-time interactive services and applications. The Signaling 

interface between IMS components is based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and 

Session Description Protocol (SDP). SIP is used to initiate, modify and terminate 

multimedia sessions within the IMS, while SDP is used to describe the multimedia 

component of the session. Both SIP and SDP are text-based protocols and engineered for 

bandwidth rich links. The messages have not been optimized in terms of size and number of 

messages required for any operation. 

In an attempt to overcome this problem Signaling Compression protocol (SigComp) was 

standardized. SigComp provides a method to eliminate this problem by offering robust, 

lossless compression of SIP messages. In this paper we introduce the CIT IMS client, 

which is an IMS client that can be used to establish multimedia sessions between IMS users 

through an Arabic interface. The client supports SigComp and the use of IPTV server over 

IMS. In this paper, we study the performance of SigComp when it is used to compress 

SIP/SDP session setup messages, results for both bandwidth consumption and delay time 

are presented for evaluating the efficacy of the compression operation. 

Keywords: IMS; NGN; Signaling Compression. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A New Era of Seamless Content 
Communication is emerging. Users will 
have the ability to communicate and share 
rich multimedia content anytime, anywhere 
on any device. Next-generation networks 
(NGN) promise to provide a richer set of 
applications for the end user, creating a 
network platform that enables the rapid 
creation of new services. Significant 
progress has been made in the 
standardization of NGN architecture and 
protocols.  

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is 
a prime candidate as a service delivery 
platform for NGN, as it addresses the main 
characteristics of the NGN as defined by the 
ITU [1]. The IMS architecture facilitates 
new business models where various services 
can be provided independently of end-user 
access technologies, and seamlessly 
integrates access domains with an All-IP 
core . Another advantage provided by the 
IMS is the ability to negotiate the QoS 
levels of each multimedia stream which 
constitute the session. Briefly IMS will 
unify wireless and wireline networks, enable 
fixed-mobile convergence (FMC) and allow 
for a multitude of services to be developed 
easily and quickly. Fig. 1 shows the IMS 
Architecture.  

IMS was originally designed by the 
wireless standards body 3rd Generation 
Partnership Project (3GPP). To ease the 
integration with the Internet, IMS as far as 
possible uses IETF (i.e. Internet) protocols 
such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and 
Session Description Protocol (SDP) [2].   

SIP has become the premier call 
control/signaling protocol for IP 
Communications, unseating its predecessor, 
H.323. Both SIP and SDP are text-based 
protocols and considered to be bandwidth 
consumer. The messages have not been 
optimized in terms of size and number of 

messages required for any operation. In an 
attempt to overcome this problem Signaling 
Compression protocol (SigComp) was 
standardized [3]. Sigcomp enables 
compression and decompression of SIP 
messages to be sent across the networks, 
which have stringent bandwidth restrictions. 

In this paper we introduce our NGN 
Testbed at the Collage of Industrial 
Technology (CIT) and the CIT IMS client, 
which is an IMS client that can be used to 
establish multimedia sessions between IMS 
users through an Arabic interface. The client 
supports SigComp and the use of IPTV 
server over IMS. In this paper, we study the 
performance of SigComp when it is used to 
compress SIP/SDP session setup messages, 
results for both bandwidth consumption and 
delay time are presented for evaluating the 
efficacy of the compression operation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we briefly describe the NGN and 
IMS testbed at CIT and its main 
components. In Section III the SigComp 
concept is presented; in Section IV, we give 
an overview of the implemented client at 
CIT and its main features. The performance 

 

 
Fig. 1. The IMS Architecture. 
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Fig. 2. The NGN/IMS Testbed at CIT. 
 

results are presented and compared in 
Section V. We conclude the paper with 
Section VI. 

II. THE IP MULTIMEDIA SUBSYSTEM 

TESTBED 

 The 3GPP Release 6 has defined the 
IMS as a first instantiation of the NGN 
architecture in mobile networks. Since then 
there has been much activity in several 
standardisation bodies, including ETSI 
TISPAN, 3GPP2 and Packet Cable, to 
incorporate the IMS into their own 
specifications. Till today, IMS standards are 
still evolving. 

The communication research group at 

the Collage of Industrial Technology (CIT) 
has built a testbed for IMS and NGN 
research activities [5]. A system overview of 
our IMS-based testbed is shown in Fig. 2. 
The NGN Testbed consists of different open 
source program with an emphasis on 
communications and networks research. 
Some of these software are listed below:  

1. The Open IMS Core: the OSIMS 
project of the Fraunhofer Institute 
FOKUS was officially launched in 
November 2006 [6]. The OSIMS is an 
open-source implementation of 3GPP's 
IMS standard. It consists of Call 
Session Control Functions (CSCFs) and 
a Home Subscriber Server (HSS). The 
Open IMS CSCFs (Proxy, 
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Interrogating, and Serving) form the 
central routing elements for IMS-based 
signaling, while the HSS manages user 
profiles and associated routing rules. 

2.  IMS Clients: mainly both UCT IMS 
client [7] and SIPP [8] have been used 
within the CIT NGN testbed. The UCT 
IMS client from the Communications 
Research Group at the University of 
Cape Town supports voice and video 
sessions with a user-friendly Graphical 
User Interface (GUI). SIPP is text based 
software provides simulation of SIP 
signaling. 

3. Network Emulations: used to present 
the transport layer. Different access 
network are emulated by the usage of 
software such as Qualnet [9].   

4. Application Servers: The Open IMS 
Core interfaces with multiple servers 
such as Security, Policy, Media, 
Presence, Video and Application 
Servers, so that fixed and wireless 
clients alike can establish multimedia 
sessions with them in a standard 
manner. 

III. SIP AND SIGNALLING COMPRESSION 

Signaling compression (SigComp) is a 
mechanism for compressing and 
decompressing messages sent over networks 
in order to reduce the consumed bandwidth. 
SigComp is used by multimedia application 
protocols such as SIP. Many application 
protocols used for multimedia 
communications are text-based and 
engineered for bandwidth rich links. 

As a result, the messages are not 
optimized in terms of size. For example, 
typical SIP messages range from a few 
hundred bytes up to many thousand bytes. 
With the planned usage of these protocols in 
wireless handsets, as part of 2.5G and 3G 
cellular networks, large message size 

becomes a problem. The major components 
of SigComp are [4]:  

 Compressor: The Compressor is the 

component that compresses the 

messages and uploads the ByteCode 

for the corresponding decompression 

algorithm to the UDVM as part of the 

SigComp message.  

 Decompressor (UDVM): UDVM 

provides a mechanism to uncompress 

messages by interpreting the 

corresponding ByteCode. The UDVM 

can be used to decompress the output 

of various compressors such as 

DEFLATE (RFC-1951). 

 State Handler: The State Handler 

retains information between received 

SigComp messages and thus, 

eliminates the need to send 

decompression instructions with each 

of the compressed message. 

 

IV. THE CIT IMS CLIENT 

The communication research group at 
CIT had identified the need for a pure IMS 
client for their own research. The CIT IMS 
client supports: 

 Voice and video calls using 
standard codecs. 

 Instance Massaging (IM).  

 Connecting to presence server, the 
service application is implemented 
by UCT. 

 Connecting to Video on Demand 
server (VoD), the service 
application is implemented by UCT. 

 SigComp protocol to reduce the 
required bandwidth in signaling. 

 Arabic language interface. 
Fig. 3 shows the main windows of the 

CIT IMS client. The CIT IME client is 
open-source and works under Linux 
operating system. 
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V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

To review the performance of our IMS 
client in providing its main role of 
establishing multimedia sessions and 
connecting to different service applications 
within the IMS Testbed. The CIT IMS client 

shows acceptable d performance and ease of 
use with its friendly GUI. The Sigcomp 
support feature was evaluated by measuring 
the required signaling time with and without 
using this feature. The following 
summarizes the obtained results: 

a) User Registration: to use the IMS 

system the user must register at the IMS 

core first. The registration process consists 

of 4 SIP messages that will be send between 

the user and the IMS core. Table. 1 presents 

the size of each message before and after 

compression. The results show saving by 

14.48% of the required signaling traffic to 

register the user with the IMS system. The 

massages are compressed at each side 

before siding over access network and 

recompressed at the other side.  

TABLE I.  SIZE OF SIP MESSAGES FOR REGISTRATION 

SIP 
message 

Size (byte) Compression 
Ratio (%) With 

SigComp 
Without 
SigComp 

Register    586 777 24.58 

TABLE II.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) User Registration with 

signing in the precence server: the 

presence server provide users with their 

friends’  states.  

 

                    Fig. 3. The CIT IMS client. 

 

 

 

401      
Unauthorized 

944 1046 
9.75 

Register   683 875 21.94 

200 OK   976 1031 5.34 

Total 3819 9273 14.48 
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Two more SIP messages are required 

to update the user state at the server. 

Table. II presents the presents the size 

of each message before and after 

compression. The results show saving 

by 17.66% of the required signaling 

traffic to register the user with the IMS 

system and update its state at 

presenceserve

 

TABLE III.  SIZE OF SIP MESSAGES FOR REGISTRATION AND CONTACT PRECENSE SERVER 

SIP message 

Size (byte) Compression 

Ratio (%) With 

SigComp 

Without 

SigComp 

Register 586 777 24.58 

401      

Unauthorized 
944 1046 9.75 

Register 683 875 21.94 

200 OK 976 1031 5.34 

Subscribe 410 646 36.53 

200 OK 

Subscription 
692 837 17.32 

Total 4291 5212 17.66 

 

c) Session Establishing: after 

registering with the IMS core, users can 

establish multimedia session with other 

online users by sending SIP invitation to the 

other party. Table. III shows the required 

IMS messages to establish a multimedia 

session, and the size of each one before and 

after compression.  

TABLE IV.  SIZE OF SIP MESSAGES FOR ESTABLISH MULTIMEDIA SESSION 

SIP message Size (byte) Compression 
Ratio (%) With 

SigComp 
Without 
SigComp 

Invite    1160 1313 11.56 

111       
Trying 

543 857 03.91 

180 
Ringing 

638 707 9.76 

200 OK   976 1031 6.99 

Total 3317 3819 13.14 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

NGN/IMS is the current hot topic in the 

telecoms and IT industries. The main 

motivation of these technologies is  

 

 

capability of quick and easy creation of new 

unprecedented services and applications. 

However the technology is young and there 

are numerous open areas for research.  
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Researchers need a field for validation of 

new ideas and applications. Open testbeds 

play a vital role in this context as they 

provide a safe testing environment for the 

academic and industrial parties. The 

Communication Research Group at the 

Collage of Industrial Technology (CIT) is 

working on improving their experience in 

building open testbeds, and hoping to share 

this experience with other national 

institutions. 

The CIP IMS is the first IMS client 

supporting Arabic user interface and 

SigComp. The evaluation results of the 

client shows fine saving in the required 

bandwidth for signaling. Future work on the 

client will focus in programming a mobile 

version of the CIT IMS client.   
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               Abstract 

 

    This paper presents a methodology for utilizing Capacity-Coverage Product (CCP) as a 

tool for dimensioning and planning of single and mixed multi rate services WCDMA 

mobile networks. The comparison of this approach with the conventional one is performed, 

and advantages of this CCP approach are clarified. 

 

I- Introduction 

     The number of mobile service users has 

been tremendously increased during the last 

few years, and the types of mobile services 

are developed from pure voice to data and 

multimedia services, such as audio/video 

streaming, e-mail, file transfer, and web 

browsing. Thus there is a need to deal with 

mixed multi rate services, and these 

services have quite different requirements 

for their quality. 

     Third Generation Wide band Code 

Division Multiple Access (3G WCDMA) 

cellular mobile networks are one solution 

that answers this growing demand for these 

wireless data services. Then it needs to 

provide a huge capacity and wide area of 

coverage with acceptable quality of service. 

     The dimensioning and planning of 

mixed multi rate WCDMA mobile 

networks is not an easy task, this is because 

the random change of the service rate will 

cause a change in the capacity and 

consequently in the coverage of the 

network. The conventional dimensioning 

approach  

 

 

 

involves a lot of steps and feedback loops. 

    Some of previous studies present an 

analytical technique for cellular planning of 

mobile radio networks by using hierarchical 

algorithm [1]. Some others are concerned 

with radio network dimension planning for 

WCDMA system using multi user detection 

[2]. 

     Detailed WCDMA mobile network 

planning and optimization by using static 

simulations has been developed and derived 

in other studies [3].  

     In the last few years an evolutionary 

algorithm for the radio planning and 

coverage optimization of 3G cellular 

networks has been analyzed and explained 

[4]. 

     Recent studies have been introduced to 

implement the capacity coverage product in 

WCDMA planning process [5]. 

     The motivation of this paper is to 

implement CCP in dimensioning and 

planning of mixed multirate services   in 

WCDMA cellular networks.           A 
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comparison with the conventional planning 

method is to be performed. 

 

II- Dimensioning and Planning in Mixed 

Services WCDMA Network 

      Planning process of 3G WCDMA 

networks which support a lot of services 

and wide area of coverage is not easy task 

because the network must offer sufficient 

coverage and capacity while maintaining 

the lowest possible deployment costs. This 

needs to make feedback and adjustment on 

parameters estimated during the planning 

steps to get the optimized plan. 

      It is possible to facilitate this process by 

using mixed service capacity coverage 

product especially to estimate capacity and 

coverage. 

        In this section an over view on 

conventional method planning process will 

be presented first ,  then   how can   CCP be 

used in 3G network design will be 

explained. 

1. Conventional Approach 
      Objectives of the planning process are 

to estimate the number of base station sites 

and their configurations, to calculate 

parameters of network elements and to 

analyze network capacity, coverage and 

quality of service conditions. 

     In this method WCDMA radio network 

planning process consists of three parts: 

dimensioning, capacity- coverage planning, 

and network optimization. 

     

A. Dimensioning 

      WCDMA radio network dimensioning 

is a process through which possible 

configurations and the amount of network 

equipments are estimated based on 

operator’s requirements related to the 

following: 

 Coverage regions, area type information 

and propagation conditions. 

 Spectrum available, subscriber growth 

forecast and traffic density information. 

 Quality of service consists of area 

location probability (coverage 

probability), blocking probability and 

the end user throughput. 

      Dimensioning activities include radio 

link budget and coverage analysis, 

capacity estimation, and finally 

estimations on the amount of sites and 

base station hardware, radio network 

controllers, equipment at different 

interfaces, and core network elements 

[5]. 

B. Radio Link Budgets 

     In radio link budget calculations, 

WCDMA specific parameters are taken into 

account; these parameters are interference 

margin, fast fading margin    and soft 

handover gain. 

 Interference margin; the interference 

margin is needed in the link budget 

because of the loading of the cell. For 

coverage-limited cases a smaller 

interference margin is suggested 

because cell size is limited by the 

maximum allowed path loss in the link 

budge, while in capacity-limited cases a 

larger interference margin should be 

used.  

 Fast fading margin; this applies 

especially to slow-moving mobiles 

where fast power control is able to 

effectively compensate the fast fading. 

 Soft handover gain; handovers give a 

gain against slow fading by reducing the 

required log-normal fading margin. Soft 

handover gives an additional macro-

diversity gain against fast fading by 

reducing the required Eb/N0. 

Data rates, mobile speeds, coverage 

requirement, terrain types and asymmetry 

factors are factors that must be assumed in 

the link budgets. 
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     For the base station, noise figure, 

antenna gain, Eb/No requirement and cable 

loss also must be assumed.  

     For the mobile station maximum 

transmission power, antenna gain, and body 

loss are parameters that must be specified. 

 

C. Coverage Calculation  

Steps 
The coverage estimation steps can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. For the given parameters, calculation of 

the radio link budget for a chosen traffic 

type must be done with the maximum 

system load. 

2. Calculate the maximum cell range for a 

given link budget and taking into 

account the propagation model for the 

current terrain type. 

3. Calculate the number of users within the 

cell for a computed cell area. 

4.    The maximum number of subscribers 

that covered by each BTS can be 

calculated by the soft capacity equation. 

5. If the number of subscribers for each 

cell is greater than the maximum 

number of users of each BTS then 

reduce the radius and come back to 

calculate a new number of users in the 

cell again, and if the number of 

subscribers for each cell is a smaller 

than the maximum number of users in 

each BTs then it is necessary to reduce 

the maximum system load value and 

then return to the beginning to give a 

smaller value of the maximum system 

load and then the cell radius will 

increase. 

6.  Taking the link budget into 

consideration, the cell range d  can be 

readily calculated for a known 

propagation model, e.g. Okumura- Hata 

model, which is a model that is used to 

calculate the propagation path loss and 

it is a function of the cell range d  and 

other known parameters. 

7.  By knowing the cell radius, the area of 

the cell can be estimated and the 

number of BTS can be known. With the 

distribution of people we can estimate 

the number of users within the cell and 

the load factor equation can then be 

used by trial and error solution. 

8.  To get the actual d   for the cell, the 

estimated value of the load factor is 

changed and all the above steps are 

repeated to get the suitable load factor. 

Flow chart in Figure 1 explains the steps 

of planning procedure in this approach. 

 

D. Cell Capacity Calculation 

     The objective of WCDMA is to meet the 

user requirement for innovative services 

such as multimedia messaging and web 

browsing through high speed data channels. 

The main target of network planning is to 

maximize coverage, capacity and the 

quality of service. 

     Some assumptions must be considered 

when we calculate the static capacity in a 

particular cell, these are: 

 There are no inter-cell interference and 

intra-cell interferences. 

 There is perfect power control and no 

limit of spreading codes.   

      If the voice activity gain factor vG  and 

the sectorization gain factor sG are 

considerer, then from cell capacity equation 

[5], we can   write the following 

S
No

E
R

W

GGN
b

sve




















 ..1
 (users)..(1)  

where  

eN  is the effective number of users. 

W   is the system chip rate. 
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R   is the service rate. 

o

b

N
E is the bit energy per noise   power 

spectral density that satisfy performance 

requirements. 

  is the thermal noise density. 

S   is   the    received   signal   power.  

Apply the definition of SIR  in equation 

(1), we get the following, [6]: 
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(users)..(2) 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Planning procedure algorithm in conventional method. 
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where  

N  is the actual number of users. 

f  is the interference factor. 

A guaranteed bit rate must be assumed 

to assure that all the network subscribers 

are to be covered by the service but that 

will be at the expense of the cost.   

Three cases can be considered at the 

beginning of any design process. They are:   

 Design based on maximum required bit 

rate; in this case the radius will be 

smaller and the number of BTS will be 

higher than required, then the other 

services will not suffer coverage 

problem. 

 Design based on minimum required bit 

rate; in this case the cell radius will   

have maximum value and then the 

number of BTS will be minimum. The 

higher bit rate services will suffer 

coverage problem. 

 Design based on an average bit rate 

between the maximum and minimum bit 

rates; this case will give a tradeoff 

between the number of BTS required 

and the coverage and quality 

requirement for other services. 

 

2. CCP Implementation Approach 

     The mixed services capacity coverage 

product was obtained by multiplying 

capacity and coverage. 

Once this product is given for specific 

weights of services, the capacity of the  

mixed services cell is calculated according 

to the average coverage. The coverage can 

be estimated based on the number of mixed 

users. 

 The steps of planning procedure in the case 

of CCP implementation for mixed services 

network are displayed by Flow chart in 

Figure 2 and can be summarized as: 

i. From services probabilities 321 ,, ppp  

the mixCCP  can be found from 

mixCCP
 

versus services probabilities 

[5].   

ii. The mixed services coverage  mixd  can 

be found from the mixCCP versus 

coverage curve that satisfies the 

coverage probability, Figure 3. The 

explanation of this curve can be found 

in reference [5]. 
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Figure 2. Planning procedure algorithm in CCP implementation method for mixed services. 

 

iii.  Then the number of mixed users in 

the cell of radius
 mixd  can be 

estimated, consequently the 

guaranteed traffic in Erlang can     be 

derived. 

iv. From the traffic table and for a given 

GoS, The equivalent number of 

channels Nr can be estimated. 

 

  

 

Figure 3. The relationship between mixCCP  and cell coverage. 
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v. The number of mixed services users 

mixN  can also be found from    

Figure 4 for the specified services 

probabilities. The explanation of 

this curve can be found in reference 

[5]. 

vi. If the number of active users is 

greater than or equal the number of 

channels then mixd
 
is the coverage 

radius and mixN  is the BS capacity 

and then the number of BTS can be 

found. 

vii. From services probabilities 

321 ,, ppp  the mixCCP  can be 

found from mixCCP versus services 

probabilities [5].                                                  

viii. The mixed services coverage  mixd  

can be found from the 

mixCCP versus coverage curve that 

satisfies the coverage probability, 

Figure 3.       

ix. Then the number of mixed users in 

the cell of radius mixd  can be 

estimated, consequently the 

guaranteed traffic in Erlang can be 

derived. 

x. From the traffic table and for a 

given GoS, The equivalent number 

of channels Nr can be estimated. 

xi. The number of mixed users mixN  

can also be found from Figure 4 for 

the specified services probabilities.  

xii. If the number of active users is 

greater  than  or equal  the  number  

             

 of channels then
 mixd

 
is the coverage 

radius and
 mixN  is the BS capacity and 

then the number of BTS can be found. 

 

Figure 4. mixCCP  versus cell capacity for urban area. 
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xiii. If the number of channels is greater 

than the number of mixed users then 

take mixN  = Nr, and from mixCCP  

equation we can find the cell radius 

mixd , consequently mixd  can 

considered as the coverage  radius 

and  mixN is the BS capacity. 

xiv. Finally, the number of BTS can be 

found. 

 

III- Comparison Between  

The Two Approaches 

      In multirate services WCDMA 

networks, the planning process using the 

conventional approach has more number 

of steps and complexity.     Comparison 

with the CCP approach reveals the 

following:    

 Number of the design or planning 

steps in the CCP approach is less than 

in the conventional approach. 

 The complexity of planning process 

in the conventional approach is more 

when we compare it with the CCP 

approach. 

 In the CCP method the optimum 

value of the capacity or coverage can 

be calculated directly and exactly and 

no need to make           a tradeoff 

between bit rate and coverage. 

 By specifying the percentage of each 

service in the mixed services we can 

calculate the related CCP and then 

we can find the capacity or the 

coverage of the cell directly from the 

CCP equations and curves. 

 No need to perform feedback loop on 

the design steps, and the results can 

be obtained directly. 

 WCDMA networks support several 

types of services, and then the 

percentage, data rate, bit energy per 

noise density, and activity factor of 

each service must be specified. Now 

the capacity of mixed services of a 

cell can simply calculated from 

mixed multirate services capacity 

equation[1] 

 

IV- Conclusion 

     The development of radio mobile 

networks is going towards more efficient 

usage of Wideband CDMA technology. 

The 3G denote introductions of several 

new services over mobile networks. 

      Dimensioning and detailed planning 

of WCDMA networks require 

consideration of many system 

performance measures, defining system 

parameters and requires many steps with 

feedback loop     calculations.  

      In this paper the application of the 

mixed multirate services CCP in 

WCDMA cellular networks 

dimensioning and design steps or 

planning process has been presented,   

and compared with the conventional 

planning method. 

      A methodology and flowchart for 

implementing CCP as a tool                 to 

facilitate the planning process and 

decrease the number of design steps are 

explained. 
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                     Abstract                                                                       
    
     This paper presents a derivation of the uplink capacity-coverage product equation for 

WCDMA mobile networks providing mixed multi-rate services. The effect of three 

scenarios of mixed multi-rate services on this CCP is studied. The impact of specific 

WCDMA network parameters on the capacity-coverage product is investigated. 

 

 

I- Introduction 

     Wide band Code Division Multiple 

Access (WCDMA) systems are provided to 

support the growing wireless 

communications and internet applications. 

High rate data services with high 

performance are obtained.  The planning of 

3G-WCDMA networks needs to take into 

account coverage and capacity planning. 

The coverage of a cell has an inverse 

relationship with the user capacity of the 

same cell.  

     An increase in the number of active 

users in the cell causes an increase in the 

total interference seen at the receiver. For 

satisfactory performance, it is necessary to 

increase the power required to be received 

from each user to maintain a certain Signal-

to-Interference Ratio (SIR). 

     For a given maximum allowable 

transmission power, an increase in the 

required power reception will result in a 

decrease in the maximum distance a mobile 

can be from the base station thereby  

 

 

reducing the coverage, this is why trade-off   

between    coverage and capacity in 

WCDMA systems design is to be 

considered.  

     The multi-rate services analysis is not an 

easy task, because the coverage and 

capacity of the network will change 

randomly in accordance with change of the 

service rate .The study of this problem 

using CCP approach worth to be performed. 

So the effect of these multirate services on 

the CCP is to be studied for a uniform user's 

distribution over the coverage area. 

     Some of previous studies are 

concentrated on Coverage-Capacity 

Tradeoff in Cellular CDMA Systems [1]. 

Others are concerned with Capacity 

Estimation for   Multi-code CDMA systems 

with SIR-Based Power Control [2]. 

Capacity Evaluation of    a Mixed-Traffic 

WCDMA System in the Presence of Load 

Control is analyzed in other studies [3].  
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     The Coverage-capacity Trade-off in 

Multiservice WCDMA Cellular Systems 

with Serial Interference Cancellation is 

studied and derived before [4].      The 

capacity coverage product in macro-cell 

CDMA mobile networks of single service is 

derived [5]. 

     Recent studies are concerned with the 

impact of mixed multirate services on the 

uplink capacity-coverage product           in 

WCDMA mobile networks [6]    

        Motivations of this paper are to 

expand our information about capacity and 

coverage of 3G WCDMA cellular 

networks, recognize how they are related 

with each other in the case of mixed multi 

rate services, and develop a CCP formula 

that may facilitate design steps. The main 

objectives of this paper can be summarized 

as follows: 

- To derive the uplink capacity coverage 

product equation for WCDMA mobile 

network working on multirate services for 

the case of uniform user distributions and to 

study effect of mixed multirate services on 

it. 

- To investigate the effect of specific 

WCDMA network parameters on the 

capacity-coverage product. 

 

II- Uplink CCP of Mixed Multirate 

Services 

     It is well known that in WCDMA 

network the capacity and coverage have 

inverse relationship that is the increase in 

one will result in decrease of the other and 

vice versa. Thus it is desirable to have a 

factor or parameter that takes care of both 

coverage and capacity at the same time. 

This factor or parameter might be 

multiplication, division or addition of 

coverage and capacity of the network.  

 

 

 

A. CCP Concept and Why CCP? 
     The multiplication of capacity and 

coverage is chosen based on analogy of the 

bandwidth-distance product parameter used 

in fiber optic system. With CCP we can 

have a view of both capacity and coverage. 

     Uplink capacity and coverage are related 

to each other in 3G WCDMA cellular 

networks, especially in the case of multi-

rate services. Different types of services 

require different data-rates and received 

signal power levels with different amount 

of interference have effect directly on the 

cell coverage radius. 

 

B. System Assumptions 

     The main assumptions of the model are: 

- The considered model is a WCDMA 

cellular network. 

- It supports three types of users, i.e. three 

types of services or data rates (e.g.: voice, 

data and video or voice, real time data and 

non-real time data), [6]. 

- Users are distributed uniformly      around 

the base station. 

- Model coverage area is divided into 

hexagonal cells with a base station located 

at the center of each cell. 

- The model services are assumed to be 

mixed and each service has its own activity 

factor, bit energy-per-noise power spectral 

density and transmitted power. 

     Three scenarios are considered in this 

paper. The first scenario deals with mixed 

traffic where voice is dominant. Equally 

likely of data and video traffic is considered 

in the second scenario. In the third scenario, 

voice and data services traffic have the 

same percentage. The three service 

probabilities for three scenarios are 

explained in Table I. 
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Table I. The three service probabilities for 

three scenarios. 

 
 

C. Factors Affecting Capacity and 

Coverage 

- The activity factor ( ) is defined as the 

time when the user is really active during 

the service processing time.  

- The power control algorithm function is to 

maintain the received power from each user 

constant. The system capacity reduces due 

to imperfect power control depending on 

the standard deviation of power control 

error and the service activity factor. ( )  

- The sectorization gain ( G )is the capacity 

gain produced from dividing the cell 

coverage area into non-overlapping sectors.  

The more number of sectors per each cell, 

the higher capacity of the cell.  

- Interference Factor ( f ) is the ratio of the 

other-cells interference power to own-cell 

interference power. It is not an easy task to 

calculate this factor because its value 

depends on several random variables. [6]. 

 

 

D. Capacity Derivation and Analysis 

        The capacity of the cell is defined by the 

number of connections that can 

simultaneously exist with an acceptable 

level of mutual interference [6]. Uplink 

(Reverse link) capacity is limited by the 

amount of interference caused by mobile 

units. 

         The system capacity of multiservice or 

multimedia services in a macro-cell in 

multi-cell environment is to be introduced. 

Three types of services of three data rates 

are considered in our model. Each service 

has its own activity factor, bit energy-per-

noise spectral density and transmitted 

power. Define the following: 

iS1  is the power received at the Base 

Station (BS) due to the ith voice user. 

iS2 is the power received at the BS due to 

the ith data service1 user. 

iS3  is the power received at the BS due to 

the ith data service2 user. 

1R  is the voice service data rate. 

2R  is the data service1 data rate. 

3R  is the data service2 data rate. 

o

b

N
E

is bit energy per noise power 

spectral density that satisfy performance 

requirements.  

For the ith service user, the received 

io

b

N

E

1











 is given by  

iotherowno

i

io

b

SIIW

S

R

W

N

E

1

1

11

.














    (1) 

where 

o  is the background noise power spectral 

density. 

W  is the spreading bandwidth. 
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otherI  the total power received from 

mobiles within other cells of our network, 

for simplicity we call it as I . 

ownI  is the total power received from 

mobiles within the considered cell, and it is 

given by 





321

1

33

1

2211

1

11

N

k

k

N

k

ki

N

k

kown SSSSI     (2) 

where 1N , 
2N  and 3N  are the number of 

users of voice, data1 and data2 respectively. 

1 , 2  and 3  are the activity factors for 

voice, data1 and data2 respectively. 

We assume a power control mechanism is 

used such that the signal received for each 

class of service is the same. That is 

iik NkforSiS ,........,1                       

(3) 

thus from (2) and (3) equation (1) can be 

written as 

  WISNSNSN

S
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(4) 

 Assume that the background noise Wo  

is negligible compared to the user 

interference, then 
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  (5)  

      Similarly for  the received 
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o

b

N

E and 
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o

b

N

E  for the data1 user group and data2 

user group . 

      The relation between the received signal 

powers of user groups is achieved [6], this 

means that the received signal power plus 

total noise power is the same for each class 

of service where 

  .......3,2,1     ,    
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To satisfy the quality requirement for 

various services for all user groups the 

received 
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E  should be greater than the 

required minimum
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The minimum values 
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are that 

required to satisfy reliability requirement 

99.0  for each service. That is 

99.0
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 From equation (6) and (8) the received 
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b

N
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are limited as follows: 
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 From these equations, the number of users 

21, NN  and 3N are upper bounded as 

follows: 
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 (12) 

Applying the relation between the received 

signal powers of the user groups, the 

relation between the user numbers and the 

required SIR  is 

      l

mmm

Z
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where  

  iSIRS

I
Z

imi

l



1

1
.                      (14)         

Equation (13) can be simplified as follows  

 lZNNN  1... 332211        

(15)   

where   

 
.......3,2,1,

1






i

SIR iim

i
i




           

(16) 

      This equation specifies a capacity plane 

in a three dimensional space. All points 

(
1N ,

2N , 3N ) under the plane represent 

possible number of supportable users in 

voice , data1 and data2 user groups in a 

sector or a cell. 

Since lZ  is a Gaussian random variable, 

then we can get the following [6] 

  1var33.2... 332211  lZZNNN 
   

(17)  

Substituting for  lZ  to get 

     1var33.2....559.01 332211  lZNNN       (18) 

In general  lZvar  is very small 

because 1,, 321  , so it can be 

neglected, then 

   1...1 332211  NNNf       

(19) 

  where 559.0f .[6] 

 Figure 1 clarifies how the total system 

resource is utilized by different users of 

different class service. The term i  can be 

considered as the individual required Signal 

to Total Power Ratio (STPR) that 

corresponds to a particular rate, i.e. 

  WNS

S

SIR oii

ii

ii
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 .
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1 






       

(20) 
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 This term can also be denoted as 

normalized bandwidth required by 

individual of class service i . 

If loading factor   is defined as the ratio 

of the working capacity N  to the pole 

capacity poleN .  

From Figure 1-b, the loading factor is given 

by 

 






g

j

jj Nf
1

.1
1

1



            

(21) 

poleN

N
                                        (22) 

where g  is the number of services in the 

network. 

     From equation (21) and equation (22) , 

the system capacity is 
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Figure1. Allocation of system resource to 

the users of different services.  (a)Single 

cell in a multiple environment. (b) Isolated 

single cell. 

 

By substituting the 
thj  service weight 

equation    
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j

g

q

q
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j
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N
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                      (25) 

and substituting for j  in  equation (24) 

the polemixN  can be written as  
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(26) 

this coincide with the result obtained in 

previous work [6], then   consequently the 

capacity mixN  is given by 
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(users/cell) (27) 

    

   As an example consider a system with 

two user groups, including voice of 12.2 

kbps and data of 64 kbps. The assumed 

system parameters are also included in 

Table II. 

 

 

 

Table II.  Example of a system with three 

user group parameters.  

 

      The case for three different types of 

services, the capacity plane is plotted in 

Figure 2. Each service has 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Capacity plane for different users, voice users, data1 and data2 users. 

data rate, Eb/No and service activity factor. 

      The data1 and data2 rates are 128kbps 

and 384 kbps, Eb/No's are equal to 3.5 dB 

and 1.5 dB, and the activity factors are 0.8 

and 1 respectively. The capacity of the 

system is the volume bounded by equation 

(19) under the red plane. 

From each point in the capacity plane, the 

number of possible voice users, data1 users 

and data2 users are obtained.  
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E. Total Available System Resource 

     It is as the total number of equivalent 

voice resources                 (or channels) that 

the system can support. This depends on the 

loading factor   of the system and the 

normalized bandwidth or resource needed 

for one voice user. 

     From equation 21, the total number of 

resources is given by the integer value of 

  1.1 



f
 so equation 28 can be written 

as 

 
 

..........
.1

3

1

3

2

1

2
1

1




NNN
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    (28) 

      The factors 

1

2




 and 

1

3




 are 

multiplication factors used to convert 

number of data users and video users to an 

equivalent number of voice users. 

      Thus the total number of available 

resources                           

= 3

1

3

2

1

2
1 .. NNN








  and these 

resources are to be allocated to users of 

different services. When these resources are 

utilized the cell, admission control will 

intervene to stop admitting new users. 

 

F. Coverage Derivation and 

Analysis 
      Equation (4) can be rearranged by 

taking into account the other interferences 

in details and neglecting the thermal noise 

term when it compared to interferences. 

Thus we can write the following 
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  from the following condition [6]    
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(32)                                                      

  Then 
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also 
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Solving for 1S  to get the following 
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Similarly for 2S
 
 and 3S

, 
 so 
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                                                        (36) 

where g  is the number of services. 

The received power at the Base Station 

from a user i  of class j  service, ijS  is 

given by  

    ZdLSS jpTijij   (dB)            (37) 

where TijS   is the transmitted power of 

user  i  of  
thj  service,  jp dL  is the 

propagation path loss and  Z   is shadow 

fading. 

Due to the power control mechanism 

TjTijjij SSSS  &    

Thus equation (37) becomes 

    ZdLSS jpTjj        , 

gj ,.......,3,2,1    (dB)                   (38) 

To satisfy the same quality, equation (38) 

and (36) should be equal for the same 

service (taking care to equate the units), that 

is 
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where ( gq ,.........3,2,1 ) is the number 

of services, and  

     
jjp dbadL log.   (dB)       (40) 

Substitute equation (40) in equation (39) 

and solve for jd  to get 
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 now, equation (3.62) can be expressed as  
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1
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g

q

qjjojj NfSIRdd  

(km)  (43) 

id  is coverage radius for 
thj  service. 

If jp  is the probability of occurrence of 

service j  or its service weight, then the 

average coverage radius of mixed services 

is given by  
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G. CCP Derivation and Analysis 

      Now, the average capacity coverage 

product mixCCP  can be written as  
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 If jp  is interpreted as the ratio of number 

of active users of 
thj  service to the total 

number of active users, from equation 

(3.45), then  

j

g
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jmix dNCCP .
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  (user.km)         (46) 

Or from equations (44), (46) & (45), 

mixCCP  can be written as follows 
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Figures 3 & 4 explain the effect of services 

weights on mixCCP   which is defined by 

equation (47). Each point in the sketched 

regions represents the average CCP of 

specific three values of service weights. 

      The empty spaces in the regions 

represent impossible combination of the 

service mix probabilities. That is the cases 

where equation 1321  ppp  . The 

numerical parameters values which are used 

in equation (47) are given in Table III. 

 

 

Table III.  Parameters of the three types of 

services. 

 
 

II. Effect of Some Parameters on CCP 

     changing of several parameters values 

are performed on the CCP equation in order 

to see the behavior of  mixCCP  curves of 

specific services weights when those 

parameters are implemented.  

      The relationship between mixCCP and 

bit energy per noise density (system 

performance        Eb/No ) for different 

scenarios in urban areas are shown in     

Figure 5. mixCCP decreases as the system 

performance increases for the three 

scenarios. High mixCCP  values are seen 

when the mixed traffic 

contains large number of voice users 
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Figure 3.  Effect of voice and data service weights on mixCCP . 

 

Figure 4. Effect of voice and video service weights on mixCCP . 
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Figure 5. Impact of Eb/N0 on mixCCP  for different scenarios. 

 

scenario1 with low system performance.  

      Effect of Mobile transmit power on 

mixCCP is explained in Figure 6. So, as the 

mobile power increases, mixCCP  value 

increases for the three mixed services 

scenarios. In the case of scenario2 (users of 

video services are relatively high), low 

mixCCP  values were displayed and its rate 

of increase is low. On the other hand for 

scenario1, (voice dominant case), the rate of 

increase of CCP versus transmit power is 

high.      

 

Figure 6. mixCCP versus mobile transmit power for different scenarios. 
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III. Conclusion 

     The demand for wireless mobile Internet 

access is driven by the continuing 

emergence of new multimedia services and 

applications, such as instant messaging, 

real-time media streaming, peer-to-peer file 

transfer, interactive gaming, etc. 

     In WCDMA cellular networks, the 

capacity and coverage are the most 

important issues especially in the mixed 

rate services because of they are dependent 

of each other and they are related to the 

type of service in the coverage area. 

     In this paper capacity and coverage 

formulas for mixed rate services in 

WCDMA cellular networks are developed, 

the total available system resource is 

calculated, and then a capacity coverage 

product formula for mixed rate services is 

derived and analyzed and three scenarios 

were assumed. 

     The effect of some parameters, such as 

type of environment, system performance, 

mobile transmit power …etc. on mixed 

services CCP are studied. 
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Abstract 

     Digital video steganography has attracted much research interest in recent years in some 

applications. In this paper, a method of embedding secret text messages in video sequences 

using steganography technique based on the H.264 video coding standard. In recent years, 

H.264 uses to be anew advanced video compressed standard, but to this date, very few ste-

ganography schemes have been designed for it. This is mainly due to its complexity and 

compression efficiency, which presents a major challenge for all video steganography ap-

proach. It provides high compression efficiency and compression quality, compress the 

standard for compressed video of new generation. In this context, Block Index and Sub-

band modulation coefficient embed in quantized AC coefficients of I frame is used. The 

system implemented in this work provides robust H.264 video compression constant, with-

out significantly affecting the overall bit rate and quality of the video stream. The results 

indicate that the algorithm can be implemented steganography fast and efficiently and ef-

fect vision and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of video sequences are almost unaffected 

after decoding. 

 

Keyword: Video Compression, H.264, MPEG-4, Data hiding   

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

     Nowadays, Internet and digital media 

applications are rapidly growing which 

made the requirement of secure transmis-

sion of data also increased. In the field of 

data security, various techniques have been 

implemented and proposed. Data Hiding is 

considered one of these techniques that are 

used to embed data in side different media 

like image, video or audio. It hidden mes 

 

 

 

 

sages in such a way that no one apart from 

the sender and intended recipient even rea-

lizes there is a hidden message. The method 

proposed in this paper, is based on increas-

ing the amount of the data which will be 

embed inside H.264 video. H.264 [1] is the 

newest international video coding standard 

providing many techniques to improve the 
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coding efficiency of intra and inter frames. 

This technique, which is used in the pro-

posed method, increases the dependence of 

the neighbouring blocks. The H.264/AVC 

standard is designed to have high compres-

sion efficiency [2]. It has good performance 

in low bite rate applications and has expe-

rienced widespread adoption within this 

few years. Experimental results are pro-

vided to show that this H.264 steganogra-

phy implemented scheme can improve both 

the imperceptibility and the robustness un-

der attacks. Our paper proposes a novel 

high capacity reversible image data hiding 

scheme using a prediction technique based 

on the benefits of the verity of H.264 mo-

tion-compensation. All the required stages 

to hide data will be concentrated in the use 

of inter prediction section that at the encod-

ing process of the H.264 standard.  

 

 

2. Previous Work 

 

     The early approaches were proposed for 

video data hiding yet Image watermarking 

techniques extended to video by hiding the 

message in each frame independently [3]. 

Methods such as Spread spectrum are used, 

where the basic idea is to distribute the 

message on a wide range of frequencies of 

host data. Transform domain is generally 

preferred for hiding data since, for the same 

robustness as for the spatial domain; the 

result is more pleasant to the human visual 

system (HVS). For this Indeed, the DFT 

(Discrete Fourier Transform), the DCT 

(Discrete Cosine Transform) and DWT 

(Discrete Wavelet Transform) domains are 

commonly used [4-5]. Recent video data 

hiding techniques are considerate on 

characteristics generated by the video 

compression standards. Motion vector 

systems have been proposed for MPEG 

algorithms [6-7]. Motions vectors are 

calculated by the video encode in order to 

remove temporal redundancies between 

frames. In these methods the original 

motion vector is replaced by another local 

optimal motion vector for maximum embed 

a. Only few data hiding algorithms 

considering the properties of H.264 

standard [8-9] have recently appeared in the 

open literature. In [8] a subset of the 4×4 

DCT coefficients is modified in order to 

achieve a robust watermarking algorithm 

for H.264. In [9] the blind algorithm for 

copyright protection is based on the intra 

prediction mode of the H.264 video coding 

standard. In [9] some skipped macroblocks 

are used to embed data. 

 

 

3. Proposed Method 

 

     In this paper, the process of hiding data 

based on PPM module (Proposed Prediction 

Module). The PPM will use the inter 

prediction in its scenario. So when a frame 

enters the mentioned module, decision will 

take place by the algorithm, deciding 

whether to use the frame for hiding data or 

not. If so, the algorithm will choose the 

macroblock competitor and perform the 

motion estimation on them. The encoder 

will choose a specific block type as it 

mapped and decision will also be based on 

the hiding bounds. These issues are 

considered very important factors and are 

the keys to finish the hiding and extracting 

of data in correct manner.  They are 

represented as the assigning of the frame 

and the block numbers and the numbers of 

the blocks that will be using for hiding the 

entered data. Figure 1 show the 

implemented system associated with H.264 

standard encoding.   
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Figure 1:  Block diagram of the          

proposed scheme 

Since H.264 standard based up on 7 

different types of blocks (i.e.  16×16, 16×8, 

8×16, 8×8, 8×4, 4×8, 4×4) as it appears in 

figure 2, this will increase its application 

efficiency. The reason is that the motion 

estimation is applied on each of this block 

types.    

 

 

Figure 2: Different types of blocks used in 

H.264 standard 

 

 

The motion estimation aims at finding the 

“closest” macroblock (best match) in the 

previously coded frame for every macrob-

lock of the current input frame. Then each 

macroblock is motion compensated. In this 

implemented scheme, the idea based on 

assigning a binary code to every block type 

(2 bits/ block). For example (16x16 = 00, 

16x8 = 01, 8x16=10, and 8x8 = 11). The 

embedding message of size 10KB will be 

converted into a binary numbers. These 

binary numbers will be separated into pairs 

of bits and mapped into macroblock as the 

example of figure 3 then motion compen-

sated. 
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Figure 3: Message mapped into block types 

 

 

Once the hiding arena gets finished, then 

the encoding process would normally per-

form. The entropy encoded coefficients, 

together with its side-information (predic-

tion mode, quantization parameters, motion 

vector information, etc.) are transmitted to a 

Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) for 

transmission or storage. 

 

 

4. System Results 

 

The proposed algorithm was impleme-nted, 

tested and results reported.H.264 /AVC 

reference software is used as be-nchmark to 

implement our algorithm. The algorithm 

has applied on City standard test sequence 

and PSNR is chosen to represent video 

quality. In our case, the PSNR was used not 

for measuring the quality for the whole vid-

eo frames but it was only calculated for 

Inter frames because the message is inserted 

into these frames only.   The PSNR is de-

fined as follows: 

 

PSNR=10log10(255
2
/MSE)               (1) 

where MSE denotes the mean square error 

between the original M (u,v)(i,j) and embed-

ded samples M′(u,v)(i,j) in pixel domain . 

     
(2) 

Visual quality is another factor that has 

used as visual indicator for the measu-ring 

frame quality. Figure 4, demonst-rate the 

PSNR of the inter frames has not affected 

by the implemented method. 

 

 

Figure 4: Original frames and reconstructed 

embedded frames. 
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Figure 5 shows that the PSNR values of the 

whole selected frames are not much differ-

ent from the normal H.264 video and shows 

how the performance of the proposed 

scheme varies with different block sizes. 

The PSNR Variation was approxim-ately 

only 0.11 dB and after calculating the aver-

age of the PSNR for all the tested se-

quences, we found differences were very 

low percentage. 

 

The experimental results show that the 

PSNR of all marked images is in range 

from 38 to 43 dB and show that the embed-

ded data remains invisible, since no visual 

distortion can be revealed.   

Although in the description of the method 

only 4 types of blocks (16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 

and 8x8) were used for embedding and de-

tecting data, other block sizes could be easi-

ly used. The reason of choosing the four 

types of blocks instead of one block type is 

to increase the efficiency of the implem-

ented algorithm when the situation requires 

hiding more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: PSNR of the inter frames 
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5. Conclusions 

 

A robust algorithm of hiding data into 

H.264 video stream rapidly
 
was prop-osed 

in this paper. PPM is considered as a simple 

way to implement and it introduces a higher 

data security performance and higher em-

bedding capacity. PPM has applied to 

H.264 encoding process. By comparing bet-

ween the original and constructed used 

frames, the quality in both (Human visual 

system and Mathematical expression) indi-

cated how our proposed scheme is useful 

with no much affection on video quality 

over encoding stage and this scheme is very 

computational efficient during water-mark 

embedding
 
and extraction and the embed-

ded data not lead to increasing
 
the bit-rate 

of H.264 bit-stream too many  Another ad-

vantage can be obtained from PPM; mes-

sage can be extracted directly from the en-

coded video stream without the need of the 

original host video sequence.  
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Abstract 

 

The Steganography is about   embedding a secret data into different media. It has 

emerged as an important sub-discipline of data embedding methods. Although it usually 

applied to still images in the past, it is very popular in recent years for video. Since recent 

video data hiding techniques are focused on the characteristics generated by video 

compressing standards, a higher secure steganography method for MPEG-4 standard using 

Bit Plane Complexity Segmentation (BPCS) algorithm is proposed in this paper. The 

reason of selecting such video cover in this approach is the huge amount of data that can be 

hidden in different types of frames image because The MPEG-4 standard has three types of 

frames: I-frame, P-frame and B-frame. Security information is embedded into the host 

video at I-Frame meanwhile the BPCS can achieve high embedding rates with low 

distortion based on the theory that noise-like regions in an image’s bit-planes can be 

replaced with noise-like secret data without significant loss in image quality.  

 

This approach will invent high secure data hidden within frames which are 

randomly selected. The experiment results show the success of the hidden data within select 

frame and the extraction of data from the frames sequence and are also indicate the 

efficiency of applying scheme to compressed video steganography with high security 

features. 

 

Keyword: Video Compression, H.264, MPEG-4, Data hiding   

 

1. Introduction 

 

Steganography is the art and science of 

hiding messages. . It is distinct from 

encryption, because the goal of encryption 

is to make a message difficult to read while  

 

 

 

 

 

the goal of steganography is to make a 

message altogether invisible [6, 7]. The 

hidden message could be vary secret or 

privet information that not be allowed to be 

viewed by the public or might be from 

people who wish to evade surveillance, 
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especially by governments. This includes 

people who have reason to fear punishment 

for expressing their political ideas, as well 

as terrorists. The word steganography is 

derived from the Greek words "steganos" 

and "graphein", which mean "covered" and 

"writing.”. Comparing with the old 

traditional hiding methods where the hiding 

of data involved techniques such as 

disappearing ink or microdots, modern 

steganography involves hiding data in 

computer files since the computer gives 

more flexibility and accurately when is 

working with different media such as Text, 

Image, Sound, and Video [2]. It is fairly 

easy to hide a secret message in a graphic 

file without obviously altering the visible 

appearance of that file but the point is that 

the limitation of the data that could be 

hidden. In other words, Just a limited a 

mount of data could be hidden inside still 

image file. In recent years, most of the 

researchers in this filed are focusing their 

work on hiding data within Video files. The 

reason of that is the possibility of hiding a 

large amount of data within frames instead 

of using one still image.    

 

In this paper, steganography algorithm 

method based on the bit plane complexity 

segmentation is presented. The presented 

method used to embed secret information in 

Video file. In our case, a method of hiding 

data for video data in AVI format at 

MPEG-4 compress standard is presented 

and results recorded. The reason of chosen 

such Technique is that the MPEG-4 

standard is considered as the most efficient 

and popular standard for the video data 

communication [1]. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows. In section II, the concept of the bit-

plane complexity algorithm is introduced. It 

will also include some facts that have been 

reported from using such algorithm over the 

steganography applications. The chosen 

algorithm and the implemented system will 

be described in section III. All the obtained 

results and discussions presented in section 

IV. The last two sections V and VI will 

present the conclusions and future work 

referring to the results presented in this 

paper. 

 

2. Bit-Plane Complexity Segmentation 

(BPCS) 

 

Bit-Plane Complexity Segmentation 

Steganography is considered one of the 

most techniques that are still being used in 

term of image and video steganography [3, 

5]. In such technique, a large amounts of 

data where it is possible to be embed in sill 

images or video frames. A bit plane is a 

data structure created from all the bits of a 

certain position of each binary digit, with 

precise location saved and the Fig 1. Shows 

the position (0, 0) from bit plane 2 is bit 2 

from pixel (0, 0) in the image. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: the position (0, 0) from bit plane 2 

is bit 2 from pixel (0, 0) in the image. 
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Studies have shown that the optometry 

human visual system is very good at 

identifying anomalies in areas of uniform 

color, but less able to see them in visually 

complex areas. When an image is little 

decompose in aircraft, the complexity of 

each region can be measured. Areas with a 

low complexity, such as single color or 

simple shapes appear as uniform areas with 

very little change from one to zero. In the 

case of defining a coherent scale of 

complexity, the normalizing such that a 

solid color with a complexity of 0 and the 

checkerboard pattern (the most complex 

possible region) has a complexity of 1 is 

required in this situation. Each a bit-plane 

region with a complexity above a selected 

threshold is considered as random noise and 

replaced by 8 bytes of data. 

In assessing applications for BPCS 

steganography, it is instructive to note that 

different digital watermarks in two 

fundamental ways [4]. The first is that the 

colors (eg 24-bit) images, a large capacity 

for integration. The second difference is 

that BPCS steganography is not robust to 

even small changes in the image. This can 

be seen as a good thing in applications 

where a user might have ignored an 

embedded image. All changes, such as 

cropping, sharpening or lossy compression, 

would "destroy evidence" and unusable for 

later retrieval. Extraction of integrated 

information requires a deliberate attempt by 

a knowledgeable user on an image intact. 

The lack of robustness is the fact that a 

malicious user can not change the 

embedded information without the 

knowledge of personalization settings. 

BPCS steganography applications are not 

limited to those relating to confidentiality. 

For such applications, the presence of 

embedded data and software for mining and 

processing can be normalized to a common 

set of parameters. An example is a digital 

photo album, where information about an 

image such as date and time of capture, 

exposure settings and scene content can be 

integrated into the image. 

 

3. System Implementation  

 

Since the steganography concepts are based 

mainly on the idea of embedding and 

extracting stages, the implemented system 

introduced in this frame work also supports 

those steps to hide the secret data and 

avoiding interlopers and gatecrashers to 

detect such information. In our proposed 

approach, a number of procedures should 

be followed to hide the secret data 

successfully. Fig 2 shows the embedding 

phase of the implemented system. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Embedding phase diagram 
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As we have mentioned, our proposed 

system will focus on MPEG-4 as the 

compressor and AVI as the type of video 

data to embed secret information in it. All I- 

Frames should be extracted and 

decompressed from the compressed video 

before getting start with hiding process. Not 

all frames have been used in this approach, 

we modify a function that can select I-

Frame randomly and saves its sequence 

number in the video data. This will give 

more robust and secure technique for data 

hiding concept. We have chosen three 

blocks from each I-Frame to hide data in. 

Selecting blocks depending on the amount 

of data that to be hide in one frame and also 

to the color information reduction. All I-

Frames will compress back again after the 

blocks to be used for hiding data are 

selected and the stego-Funcation has 

applied.  

 

At the detection phase that extracts the 

secret message from the host video data 

which is illustrated in Fig. 3 below. All the 

I-Frames will need to be extracted first. 

Choosing of the carrier bocks will be trough 

referencing blocks that have kept /saved by 

our implemented function. Once the blocks 

are assigned, the Extracting function will 

take place. After this step, all the I-frames 

will compress again.   

 

 
 

Figure 3: Extracting phase diagram 

 

 

4. Experimental Results 

 

Thirty image frames have taken from the 

TV show video named “miss_am" and used 

in all our experiments.  The obtained results 

are very logical and convinced. This 

decision is made based on quality of the 

carrier frames. Figures 4 & 5 represents 

video frames before and after hiding 

process. By considering the Human Visual 
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system as an indicator to measure the 

quality, we notice that all used frames are 

still with the perfect condition and almost 

no much difference appeared among 

original and embedded frames.  The reason 

is related to the using of   Y component 

(luminance) to hide data in   and avoiding  

further decreasing color information (Cb, 

Cr).  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Frames before embedding 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Frames after embedding  

 

The mathematical expression has also 

approved that our proposed algorithm is 

very useful. The PSNR values for all used 

frames has illustrate in the figure 6.      

 

PSNR=10log10 (255
2
/MSE)                 (1) 

where MSE denotes the mean square error 

between the original M (u,v)(i,j) and 

embedded samples M′(u,v)(i,j) in pixel 

domain . 

   (2) 
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Figure 6: PSNR of the inter frames 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, a method of hiding a secret 

data using the BPCS algorithm is presented. 

The proposed approach is basically focused 

on the use of AVI video data that had 

compressed using MPEG4 standard. The 

idea behind this is to investigate the 

efficiency of applying BPCS algorithm over 

such file format. In our presented method, 

data is separated and embed in different 

blocks with a Varity collection of frames. 

The obtained results show and guarantee a 

large amount of data could be hiding using 

this technique. The reason is related to the 

number of chosen blocks to hide message in 

and selected I-frames.     
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Abstract

     In this paper the optimization of DWDM system performance is discussed through 

simulation by monitoring and adjusting the power level at each individual wavelength. This 

is done by locating the resulted errors.  

In the paper also, a consideration of how to know the errors in this system at any part, and 

to propose solutions for such problems

. 

 

1. Introduction  

   Dense wavelength division 

multiplexing (DWDM) is a technology that 

puts data from different sources together on 

an optical fiber, with each signal carried at 

the same time on its own separate light 

wavelength. Using DWDM, up to 80 (and 

theoretically more) separate wavelengths or 

channels of data can be multiplexed into a 

light stream transmitted on a single optical 

fiber. Each channel carries a TDM signal. 

In a system with each channel carrying 

2.5Gbps, up to 200 billion bits can be 

delivered a second by the optical fiber.  

DWDM as one of WDM technology, but 

Due to small interval (1nm~10nm order) 

between adjacent wavelengths, it is called 

DWDM. At present, the practical DWDM 

system works in 1550nm window for the 

purpose of using the gain spectrum feature 

of the EDFA  to directly amplify the 

composite optical wavelength signals. To 

meet the horizontal compatibility between 

systems, the central wavelength of the 

optical channel must accord with G.692  

 

 

 

standard. In the DWDM system, each 

optical channel can bear different customer 

signals, such as SDH signal, PDH optical 

signal and ATM signal. Due to unique 

advantages of fiber communication and its 

networking technologies for 

accommodating multi-service and 

broadband requirements, high speed SDH 

system, N*2.5Gbit/s DWDM system and 

N*10Gbit/s DWDM system  become 

majority and backbone of the core 

network.[1] 

 Implementing DWDM systems involves 

maximizing the rate of transmitted 

information, while minimizing the 

limitations of the existing physical network. 

Accounting for potential problems in the 

design and installation of DWDM systems 

is necessary because of the many 

performance imperfections of current 

optical components.[ 2] 

 

Testing and troubleshooting single-

wavelength systems in the field can be 

accomplished by monitoring a few well-
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defined parameters. For example, optical 

power loss, or attenuation, has always been 

a key factor in the performance of fiber-

optic links, and portable optical loss test 

sets have been developed to measure this 

loss in the field. Instruments with optical 

time domain reflectometric capabilities 

have been developed to locate faulty 

elements in a link. As system sophistication 

has grown, so has the significance of 

optical return loss, especially in the CATV 

field, where source-laser instability caused 

by reflected energy can have serious effects 

on signal quality. Field instrumentation has 

been developed to monitor this parameter 

as well. All this test equipment is still 

required in a DWDM environment—but 

with characteristics adapted to the much 

more stringent needs of WDM systems.[3] 

Basic test equipment to test power, 

dispersion, OSNR, and other spectral 

content are necessary for installing and 

maintaining a WDM network. The 

recommended basic test equipment includes 

optical power meters, attenuators, optical 

spectrum analyzers (OSAs), and optical 

time domain reflecttometers (OTDRs). [4]  

In this paper a DWDM network is 

simulated by using visual basic v.06 

program to measure Eb/No and calculate 

BER under many changes on stated 

parameters to know these changes effect, 

and to explain such effect.  

2. Configuration of Network under Test 

The network in figure (1) consists of four 

sites in addition to the company site, to be 

of a ring configuration, through this ring 

information are sent from company site to 

any site. 

 

Figure (1) DWDM Ring Network for 

LTT Company [5] 

 

3. Traffic at any Site 

The bands for wavelengths that are sent 

from company site to any site are given 

in the table (1). 

Table (1) Traffic at any site [5] 

 Where :  

 

RR band: Red Red band 

RB band: Red Blue band  

BR band: Blue Red band 

    4. Monitoring  

The DWDM simulated ring network given 

in figure (1) is monitored using Visual 

Basic v6.0 program measuring output 

power level (dBm), for wavelengths 

transmitted from the LTT company site to 

the  other four sites as given by table (1)  

 

Site Traffic 

LTT company 

RR band(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5,λ6, 

λ7,λ8) , 

RB band(λ12, λ15, λ17, λ18) 

and 

BR band (λ25, λ26, λ27, λ28). 

Alzawia street    

(SA) 

 

RR band (λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4) 

KM4 
 

RB band (λ12, λ15, λ17, λ18) 

Hey Senaie (HS) 
 

BR band (λ25, λ26, λ27, λ28) 

Maidan Algazier 

(MA) 

 

RR band (λ5,λ6,λ7,λ8) 
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  measuring Eb/No (dB), checking of 

devices if wavelengths have losses out of 

range, and testing if having BER large 

(     ), and how to process the resulted 

errors from transmitted wavelengths. 

 

5. Signal Flow in Ring Network [5] 

a. Signal flow in LTT company site  

 

 

The wavelengths for transmission pass 

through OTU, OMU and SDMT. The 

wavelengths for receiver pass through 

OPA, ODU and OTU, as in figure (2). 

Table (2) presents the losses for some 

of the components. 

  

Figure (2) Signal Flow in Company Site [5] 

 

 

Table (2) The value of losses [5] 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Signal Flow at Any Site in the  Ring 

Network (figure 1) 

The wavelengths for transmission pass 

through OPA, OTU, OAD, OGMD6C 

and SDMT and wavelengths for receive 

pass through OPA, OGMD6C, OAD 

and OTU. As shown in figure (3).  

 

 

1. For the wavelengths insensitive OMU, the 

insertion loss < 4dB. 

2. Insertion loss of the OP < 5dB. 

3. Insertion loss of the ODU < 6dB. 

4. Insertion loss of the OAD < 4dB. 

5. Insertion loss of the SDMT < 2dB. 

6. Insertion loss of the OGMD < 2dB. 
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Figure (3) Signal flow at any of the four sites in the ring network [5] 

 

 

6. Error analysis 

   The simulated DWDM given in 

figure(1) using visual basic v6.0 program 

is connected to measure output power 

level (dBm) for wavelengths (λ1) and 

(λ3) to consider changed loss, date rate 

for wavelengths and gain, and how this 

change affect BER?. 

  

 

 

6.1 Results of Program  
   Figure (4) describes the simulated 

DWDM system. 

In this simulation we measure Eb/No for 

λ1 and λ3 in many cases and under 

various changes of these parameters;  

insertion loss, gain and data rate. The 

results are given in tables (3), (4) for λ1 

and λ3 respectively. The relationship 

between these parameters and Eb/No are 

as shown in figures (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) 

and (10).  
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Figure (4) Result for λ1 [6] 

 

Table (3) Results of the simulation of  Eb/No & BER for λ1 

 
BER 

calculated 

Eb/No 

(dB) 

Changed input parameter(s) & 

values 
Parameters set fixed Case 

3.6258E-007 11.12 Non of parameters is changed 
Insertion loss , data 

rate and  gain 
1 

3.1607E-004 8.12 3dB 
One parameter: 

insertion loss 
Data rate& gain 2 0100.0 7.12 4dB 

0100.0 6.12 5dB 

~0 10.089 3dB,2Gb/s Two parameters: 

Insertion loss&  

Data rate 

Gain is fixed 3 8.3830E-007 10.84 4dB,1.5Gb/s 

1.6120E-009 12.6 5dB,1Gb/s 

01000. 6.62 3dB,19 dB Two parameters: 

Insertion loss & 

Gain 

Data rate 4 01000. 4.12 4dB,17dB 

01000. 4.12 5dB,15dB 

~0 12.089 2Gb/s 

Data Rate Insertion loss & gain 5 5.0573E-011 13.34 1.5Gb/s 

8.6390E-016 15.1 1Gb/s 
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Table (3) continued 

 

6.2216E-006 10.09 2Gb/s,19dB Two parameters: 

Data Rate & Gain 

 

 

Insertion loss 6 3.3995E-005 9.34 1.5Gb/s,17dB 

3130.5e-005 9.1 1Gb/s,15dB 

5.3169E-005 9.12 19dB 

Gain 
Insertion loss & 

Data rate 
7 0100.0 7.12 17dB 

010.00 5.12 15dB 

Figure (5) Eb/No VS Insertion Loss for 

λ1 

Figure (6) Eb/No VS Data Rate for λ1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (7) Eb/No VS Gain for λ1 
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Table (4) Results of the simulation of  Eb/No & BER for λ3 

BER 

calculated 

Eb/No 

(dB) 

Changed input parameter(s) & 

values 

Parameters 

set fixed 
Case 

8.3114E-015 14.79 Non of parameters is changed 

Insertion loss 

& data rate,  

gain 

1 

3.8939E-008 11.79 3dB 
One 

parameter: 

insertion loss 

Data rate& 

gain 
2 9.6838E-007 10.79 4dB 

1.2694E-005 9.79 5dB 

7.7451E-015 14.8 3dB,500Mb/s 
Two 

parameters: 

Insertion loss 

& Data rate 

Gain 3 1.0254E-006 10.77 4dB,400Mb/s 

~0 19.79 5dB,100Mb/s 

1.2694E-005 9.79 3dB,19 dB Two 

parameters: 

Insertion loss 

& Gain 

Data rate 4 010000 6.79 4dB,17dB 

010000 3.79 5dB,15dB 

~0 17.8 500Mb/s 

Data Rate 
Insertion loss 

& gain 
5 ~0 18.77 400Mb/s 

~0 24.79 100Mb/s 

2.7828E-018 15.8 500Mb/s, 19dB Two 

parameters: 

Data Rate & 

Gain 

Insertion loss 6 9.5668E-015 14.77 400Mb/s, 17dB 

~0 18.79 100Mb/s, 15dB 

6.9967E-010 12.79 19dB 

Gain 
Insertion loss 

& Data rate 
7 9.6838E-007 10.79 17dB 

1.00E-004 8.79 15dB 
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Figure (8) Eb/No VS Insertion Loss for λ3 

 

 

Figure (9) Eb/No VS Data Rate for λ3 

 

Figure (10) Eb/No VS Gain for λ3 

 

6.2 Analysis of Results  

   From figures(5),(6),(7),(8),(9) and (10) it 

can be noted that Eb/No is affected by three  

parameters that is gain, insertion loss and 

data rate as follows: 

a. When insertion loss only is 

changed as shown in figure (5) and 

(8) it can be noted that Eb/No is 

decreased when insertion loss 

increased by 1dB, this change 

implicate an increase of BER. 

b. When data rate only is changed as 

shown in figure (6) and (9). Eb/No 

is increased if data rate is low for 

λ3 and λ1. 

c. When gain is changed as shown in 

figure (7) and (10), Eb/No is 

decreased when gain is decreased 

by 2dB and this change implicate 

an increase of BER. 

 When both insertion loss and gain 

are changed as shown in figures 

(5),(7),(8) and (10), Eb/No is 

decreased when insertion loss 

increase and gain is decrease.  

d. When both insertion loss and data 

rate are change as shown in figures 

(5), (6),(8) and (9), Eb/No is 

increased when insertion loss 

increase and data rate is decrease 

because low of data rates implicate 

a decrease of BER.  

e. When both data rate and gain are 

changed as shown in figures 

(6),(7),(9) and (10), Eb/No is 

decreased when date rate is 

decrease. 

From above analysis it is noted that, 

the changes of the main system 

parameters eg. Gain, data rate and 

insertion loss individually    or as 

0
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combination of any two at a time 

implicate an increase in the value of 

BER and hence the errors, where in 

some errors this increase of BER 

exceeds the allowable minimum 

threshould value set as     . These 

results are possible by only simulating 

an operational network in order to 

avoid interruption of service continuity. 

Having the above the resulted errors 

can be treated as given next.  

 

 7.  Proposed Solution 

      In this section solutions for problems 

that result in an increase of BER are 

given: 

 

a. When insertion loss is changed 

this problem can be processed  by 

choosing to have high quality 

devices or reduce the loss by 

repeatedly check the devices to 

make sure that the insertion loss 

doesn’t exceed the allowed range; 

in addition to knowing other 

causes that increase losses.  

b. In case gain is decreased, this 

problem can be processed  by 

adding amplifiers but this solution 

implicate an increase of the cost, 

therefore a solution might is to 

find a balance between cost and 

performance. 

c. In case data rate, BER is decreased 

when transmit the load at high data 

rate load, it is proposed to divide 

up such load into segments to be 

sent simultaneously or 

sequentially. 

8. conclusion 

 In our work we study the 

performance of DWDM 

system and flow of signal 

from the company site to other 

sites in an operational 

network. BER is increased by 

losses resulted from the 

operational DWDM system 

and affected by three 

parameters. Value of BER is 

calculated under changes of 

these parameters and found 

that insertion loss and gain are 

the parameters that has the 

greater effect as shown in 

figures (5), (8).  
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1. Abstract   

  

     Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and Long Term Evolution 

(LTE) are new Wireless communication technology provide users with high data rate and 

easy way to sharing information everywhere and at any time. 

  The importance of these technology comes because the needs for high speedAnd 

increasing of subscribers numbers.LTE is the 4’Th generation and complementary for 

WiMAX technology which is 3.5G. 

  The main target of this paper is to make an overview study of LTE and WiMAX, make 

comparison between both systems requirements and features then using MATLAB 

program, both LTE and WiMAX are simulated and the performance of the two 

Technologies are compared. 

   These include the relation between throughputs vs. Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR), and Block Error Rate (BLER) vs. SNR. Then the advantages and capabilities of 

each system is to be presented. 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

 

     LTE is the 4’Th generation and 

complementary for WiMAX technology 

which is 3.5G. In this section we are going 

to give a brief introduction about 

development in wireless technology. 

 

1.2 Evolution from 1G to 4G 

Technology 
 

     1G refers to analog cellular system and 

became available in the 1980s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2G denotes initial digital systems, 

introducing services such as short 

messaging and lower speed data SMS and 

GPRS. 

 

   CDMA2000 and GSM are the primary 2G 

technologies, although 

CDMA2000 is sometimes called a 3G 

technology because it meets the 144 kbps 

mobile throughput. EDGE also meets this 

requirement. 2G technologies became 

available in the 1990s. [8] 

 

  3G requirements were specified by the 

ITU as part of the International Mobile 
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Telephone 2000 (IMT-2000) project, for which digital networks had 

To provide 144 kbps of throughput at 

mobile speed, 384 kbps at fixed speed and 2 

Mbps in indoor environments The 

following Table 1.1 summarizes the 

generations 

 

 

Table 1.1 Wireless Evolutions 

Generation Requirements Comments 

1G Analog technology Deployed in 1980’s, simple 

system. 

2G Digital technology First digital system, deployed in 

1990,new services implemented 

such as SMS and low data rate 

3G ITU’s IMT-2000 required 144 kbps 

mobile, 2 Mbps indoors 

Primary technologies include 

CDMA2000 EV-DO and UMTS-

HSPA.  WiMAX now an official 

3.5G technology. 

4G ITU’s IMT-Advanced requirements 

include ability to operate in up to 40 

MHz radio channels and with very high 

spectral efficiency. 

No technology meets 

requirements today.  

IEEE 802.16m and LTE 

Advanced being designed to meet 

requirements. 

 

 

1.3 WiMAX EE802.16 Standards 

 

 

     IEEE 802.16 is a series of Wireless 

Broadband standards authored by the IEEE 

(Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineering). 

IEEE 802.16 (formerly 802.16.1) - Air 

interface for 10 to 66 GHz, also known as 

Local Multipoint Distribution Service. It 

was approved in December 2001. It 

delivered a standard for point to multipoint 

Broadband Wireless transmission in the 10-

66 GHz band, with only a line-of-sight 

(LOS) capability. 

 

IEEE 802.16.2 - Coexistence of broadband 

wireless access systems this can also 

classified in to: 

 

1- IEEE 802.15 Personal Area Network 

(PAN) coverage around 1m. 

2- IEEE 802.11Wireless Local Access 

Network (WLAN) coverage around 10-

100m. 

3- IEEE 802.16 Metropolitan Area Network 

(MAN) coverage 1-10 KM. 

 

So the need for more coverage area and 

high reliability drive them to develop these 

standards [2]. 

   

  OFDMA is a multi-user OFDM that 

allows multiple accesses on the same 

Channel (a channel being a group of evenly 

spaced sub carriers). 

WiMAX uses OFDMA, extended OFDM, 

to accommodate many users in 

The same channel at the same time, we 

have here two types of Duplexing included 
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in OFDMA: FDD/TDD and Multiple 

Access Method: 

                   TDMA/OFDMA. 

FDD (Frequency Division Duplexing) Uses 

One Frequency for the Downlink, and a 

Second Frequency for the Uplink. 

TDD (Time Division Duplexing) uses the 

same frequency for the Downlink 

And the Uplink. This can be shown in  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 0.1 

 

Most WiMAX implementations either on 

licensed or license-exempt bands will most 

likely use TDD. The reasons are TDD uses 

half of FDD spectrum hence saving the 

bandwidth, TDD system is less complex 

and thus cheaper, And WiMAX traffic will 

be dominated by asymmetric data. [4] 

In Table 1.2 below you will find WiMAX 

standards properties of each one as: [1], [3] 

Figure 0.0 FDD/TDD 

 

Table 1.1 WiMAX development 

 

 

 802.16 802.16 2004 802.16e 2005 

Frequency 

band 
10-66 GHz 2-11 GHz 

2-11 GHz for Fixed,2-6 GHz 

for mobile 

Coverage 

scope 

 

Outdoor antenna Outdoor antenna 
Outdoor/indoor antenna 

 

Cell radius 

 
1.5-4.5 Km 

4.5-7.5 Km depends on 

antenna gain and Pt 
1.5 to 4.5 Km 

Transmission 

scheme 

Single carrier 

only 

Single carrier , 256 OFDM 

or 2048 OFDM 

SC, 256 OFDM scalable 

128,512,1024 2048 sub carrier 

Modulation 
QPSK,16 QAM 

and 64 QAM 

QPSK,16 QAM and 64 

QAM 
QPSK,16 QAM and 64 QAM 

Cross data rate 32 – 134.4 Mb/s 1-75  Mb/s 1-75  Mb/s 

Multiplexing 
Burst 

TDM,TDMA 

Burst TDM,TDMA, 

FDM,FDMA 

Burst TDM,TDMA, 

FDM,FDMA 

Channel BW 20,25,28 MHZ 
1.75,3.5,7,14,25,5,10, 15, 

8.75  MHz 

1.75,3.5,7,14,25,5,10,15, 8.75  

MHz 
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1.4 OFDMA based WiMAX 
 

     Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 

Access (OFDMA) and Scalable OFDMA 

(SOFDMA) both  

 

Flexible extensions to the classical OFDM. 

The SOFDMA (Simpler OFDMA) is used 

for the transmission in WiMAX. The most 

important features are: [3] 

 

1-OFDMA facilitates the system to allocate 

a varying number of sub carriers to each 

user, flexible sub channeling of the 

bandwidth. 

2-FDMA and TDMA are applied as 

multiple access technologies SOFDMA 

allows adjusting the number of carriers to 

the transmission channel bandwidth.  

3- Minimization of the frequency selective 

impacts by spreading sub carriers of a user 

over the entire channel spectrum. 

4- Coverage improvement by introducing 

Adaptive Antenna Systems (AAS) and 

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 

technology. 

5-Introduces high-performance coding 

techniques such as Turbo Coding and Low-

Density Parity Check (LDPC), enhancing 

security and NLOS performance. 

6- Increase system gain by use of denser 

sub-channelization, thereby improving 

indoor penetration. 

 

  Sub channeling means that instead of 

transmitting on all sub channels, it is 

Possible to allocate to a single user only a 

few and even a single sub channel. 

 

 

 

  As a consequence, the equivalent 

transmission bandwidth for this user will be 

a portion of the total bandwidth, thus 

enhancing the link budget. Trade-off 

between throughput at cell edge and 

maximum uplink data rate [3] 

 

  There are different modulation types used 

in WiMAX: 

PSK, FSK, ASK etc …. 

The basic principle of OFDMA is a 

dedicated carrier spacing in the Frequency 

Domain. A modulated carrier in Frequency 

Domain is a sinc x function. The Peak of 

the sinc x function is the spot on frequency 

axis where modulation and demodulation 

takes place. 

 

  In OFDMA an exemplary carrier f1 – peak 

of the sinc x function – is placed in such a 

manner on the frequency axis that it has its 

zero crossings where all other sinc x 

functions have their peaks. That way it does 

not disturb the peaks of the other carriers. 

[3] [1] 

 

 In return, the peak of carrier f1 is not 

affected by any other carriers, since they 

have their zero crossings where carrier f1 

has its peak.  

 

  In non-OFDMA systems the interference 

between the carriers is excluded by a guard 

band between them. With the help of the 

intelligent placement of the carriers in 

OFDM, a guard band is obsolete and can be 

reused for data sub-carriers.

Efficiency Carrier separation is a synonym 

for carrier spacing or carrier stepping. It is 

the distance between adjacent sub carriers 

in the Frequency Domain [3] this could be 

shown in the Figure 1.2 
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 Figure 1.2 OFDMA 

 

FFT sizes — Fast Fourier Transformation 

sizes point out how often a channel is 

sampled in the frequency domain. Thus the 

FFT size corresponds to the number of the 

sub carriers in the channel. [3] [1] 

 

To cover multiple bandwidths with a 

similar sub carrier spacing, four FFT sizes 

are possible in 802.16(e): 

•128  

•512 for 3.5, 5 MHz channelization 

•1024 for 7, 8.75, 10MHz  

 

1.5 Slot and Frame Structure  
 

     The WiMAX PHY layer responsible for 

slot allocation and framing over the air . 

The minimum time-frequency resource that 

can be allocated by a WiMAX system to a 

given link is called a slot. 

 

Each slot consists of one sub channel over 

one, two, or three OFDM symbols, 

depending on the particular sub 

channelization scheme used.  

 

  A continues series of slots assigned to a 

given user is called that user’s data region,  

scheduling algorithms could allocate data 

regions to different users, based on demand, 

QoS requirements, and channel conditions. 

 

Figure 1.3 shows an OFDMA and OFDM 

frame when operating in TDD mode. The 

frame is divided into two sub frames: 

 

1- A downlink frame followed by an uplink 

frame after a small guard interval.  

2- The downlink-to-uplink-sub frame ratio 

may be varied from 3:1 to 1:1 to support 

different traffic profiles. 

 

TDD allows for a more flexible sharing of 

bandwidth between uplink and downlink. 

The downside of TDD is the need for 

synchronization across multiple base 

stations to ensure interference-free 

coexistence. 

 

Paired band regulations, however, may 

force some operators to deploy WiMAX in 

FDD mode [1]. 
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Figure 1.3 TDD Frame structure for mobile WiMAX 

 

  The downlink sub frame begins with a 

downlink preamble that is used for 

physical-layer procedures, such as time and 

frequency synchronization and initial 

channel estimation.  

 

  The downlink preamble is followed by a 

frame control header (FCH), which 

provides frame configuration information, 

such as the Mobile Application Part (MAP) 

message length, the modulation, and coding 

scheme, and the usable sub carriers. 

MAP messages include the burst profile for 

each user, which defines the modulation 

and coding scheme used in that link. Since 

MAP contains critical information that 

needs to reach all users, it is often sent over 

a very reliable link, such as BPSK with rate 

1/2 coding and repetition coding.  

 

  When there are a large number of users 

with small packets (e.g., VoIP) for which 

allocations need to be specified. WiMAX is 

quite flexible in terms of how multiple 

users and packets are multiplexed on a 

single frame. A single downlink frame may 

contain multiple bursts of varying size and 

type carrying data for several users. 

 

  The frame size is also variable on a frame-

by-frame basis from 2 ms to 20 ms, and 

each burst can contain multiple 

concatenated fixed-size or variable-size 

packets or fragments of packets received. 

From the higher layers. At least All 

WiMAX equipment will support only 5 ms 

frames. [1] [5] 

 

  The uplink sub frame is made up of 

several uplink bursts from different users. A 

portion of the uplink sub frame is set aside 

for contention-based access that is used for 

a variety of purposes. [1] 

  To handle time variations, WiMAX 

optionally supports repeating preambles 

more frequently.  

In the uplink, short preambles, called mid-

ambles, may be used after 8, 16, or 32 

symbols. 

In the downlink, a short preamble can be 

inserted at the beginning of each burst. It is 
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estimated that having a mixable every 10 

symbols allows mobility up to 150 kmph. 

[1], [5] 

 

  A transmission frame as shown in Figure 

1.4 is the basic unit for data transport. 

It is anchored in the MAC layer of the 

802.16 standard; a transmission frame has 

the following basic properties [3]: 

 

1- Lasts for a certain time (number of 

symbols) — around 5ms. 

2- Each transmission frame allocates logical 

resources to the users. 

3- Each frame has a downlink and an uplink 

sub frame wherein only downlink or uplink 

data is transmitted 

4- Each sub frame has a schedule called 

MAP that contains information about the 

location of the data inside the 

corresponding sub frame. 

5- Each connection in the frame is 

characterized by the number of sub 

channels and by the number of symbols that 

are allocated to that connection. 

 
Figure 1.4 Transmission Frame Structure 

 

1.6 WiMAX NW architecture 
 

     This section describes the WiMAX 

Access Network for release W3MR1 in 

Alcatel-lucent. WiMAX Access Network 

architecture is very similar to UMTS and 

GSM Technologies. However, the core 

network does have some new elements, 

which can be integrated into the existing 

core. 

The WiMAX Forum’s Network Working 

Group (NWG) has defined  

 

The overall reference architecture of a 

WiMAX (RAN/CORE)  

 

The WAN is composed of two networks: 

 

 

 

1-  Radio Access Network (RAN) 

2-  Core Network (CN).  

 

So these network elements will be 

described in details below   

First let’s consider RAN part which 

consists of the following
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I. Mobile Subscriber Station  
 

  The terms MSS, Mobile Subscriber 

Station (SS) or Customer Premise 

Equipment, (CPE) all means the user 

equipment. 

 

II. BS stands  
 

A WiMAX Base Station provides wireless 

Internet access to MSS, The Base Station 

conveys Internet protocol (IP) data between 

the MSS and the Internet or Services GW 

by implementing the WiMAX air Interface. 

This provides an equivalent DSL path to the 

subscriber for Internet connection and 

Voice over IP (VoIP) communication. 

WiMAX Base station (WBS) provides its 

geographical coordinates using GPS. 

 

III. WiMAX Access Controller 
 

 The WiMAX Access Network Controller 

(WAC) bundles, controls WBS’s  network 

elements. WAC traffic is handled by IP 

protocols with the rest of the network 

(Internet, Core Network, Corporate 

Network, etc...). It plays a vital role during 

the authentication and the authorization of 

the user. Based upon the result of 

authentication, it may allow the user to 

access the Network, access some limited 

local services or deny the access. [3], [6] 

 

IV. Operation and Maintenance 

Center     
Provides a centralized management 

function for all the elements  belonging to 

the WiMAX access network. 

 

The Operation and Maintenance Center is 

responsible for:  

1- Performance Counters 

2- Alarms 

3- Network Statistics of the WAN. 

The main offered functionality is the 

management of the following entities like: 

Topology, Transport, Software, Equipment, 

Radio and Security [3], [6] 

After that let’s move to find the main 

components for Core Elements: 

 

I. Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol (DHCP) 
 

  A DHCP server manages the allocation of 

IP configuration info by automatically 

assigning IP addresses to systems 

configured to use DHCP.  

The range to allocate the address depends 

on the general rules defined by the 

Operators or related to the external network 

to be reached through the WAC. Two 

DHCP servers are required for resiliency 

purpose [6] 

 

One DHCP server is handling the network 

elements IP allocation, and the other one 

allocates IP to the MSS connected to the 

system. 

 

II. Domain Name Server (DNS) 
 

  This DNS is used to translate names into 

IP address. The DNS data are gathered into 

zones. A zone is called primary, when it is 

the reference for the other secondary zones. 

The secondary DNS zones are regularly 

synchronized on the primary zone. The 

DNS is used to resolve names belonging to 

foreign PLMN(s). In addition it Allows 

products from foreign PLMNs to resolve 

names belonging to the HPLMN. [3] 

 

III. Network Time Protocol (NTP) 
 

  The main WiMAX network elements (like 

WAC, WBS, DHCP …) in all the network 
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need to be synchronized (for charging 

reports, logs, events …) 

 

The NTP servers are used to ensure time 

synchronization. A NTP master server 

connected to a reference time source by 

wire or radio acts as a clock reference for 

all other entities running a NTP client. Each 

entity system clock is updated with the NTP 

server system clock. [3] 

 

IV.Authentication, Authorization 

and Accounting (AAA) Server 
 

  The AAA server is responsible to ensure  

1- Authentication:  that refers to the 

confirmation that a user who is requesting 

services is a valid user of the network 

services requested  

2- Authorization that refers to the granting 

of specific types of service (including "no 

service") to a user, based on their 

authentication, what services they are 

requesting, and the current system status. 

3- Accounting that refers to the tracking of 

the consumption of network resources by 

users. This information may be used for 

management, planning, billing, or other 

purposes. 

 

V. Home Agent (HA) 
 

  The Home Agent (HA) is in charge of 

handling the Mobile IP protocol. Each 

MSS has a static IP address that is stored in 

the HA. Since the MSS can move around, it 

might be physically attached to another 

than the home network. 

 

  Usually that means that it has another IP 

address. Therefore the mobile IP Protocol 

provides two IP addresses per MSS — a 

static and a dynamic one. All data from the 

backbone is sent to the static one. The HA 

tracks the mapping of the static home IP 

address to the dynamic one.  

It redirects/tunnels the packets to the 

dynamic IP address so that the MSS 

actually receives the data. [3] 

 

2. LTE Standards  
 

     Long Term Evolution (LTE) in 

abbreviation means is new technology 

Offers high data rate and speed to the end 

users (costumers), the 3GPP (LTE) 

represents a major advance in cellular 

technology. LTE is designed to meet the 

needs for high-speed data and media 

transport the development of this 

technology comes because of many needs 

and challenges that could be summarized as 

below: 

1- 2G Started years ago with GSM Mainly 

voice and no other services except SMS, 

MMS and others. 

2- 2.5G Adding Packet Services to GSM 

system like GPRS, EDGE 

3- 3G Adding 3G Air Interface UMTS, this 

achieved in non urban areas where the land 

line telephones are not 

Available, 3G Supports of 2G/2.5G Access. 

4- It is complimentary of WiMAX 

technology 

5- 4G or Long Term Evolution (LTE) Main 

target is significantly increases data 

throughput, cell edge, bit rates, reduced 

latency and many other features [3] 

 

  LTE/SAE Long term evolution /System 

Architected Evolution shall further enhance 

the 3GPP community with respect to 

mobile and fixed services, providing data 

rates beyond 100 Mbps. [1] [2] 

LTE/SAE suites for re-farming of the GSM 

bands and deployments in upcoming 

allocations, utilize common technologies 

for different Modes like (FDD, TDD...), in 
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different frequency bands, with different 

bandwidths. 

 

2.1 OFDMA and SC-FDMA based 

LTE 
     Downlink based on OFDMA Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiple Access 

(OFDMA) offers improved spectral 

efficiency, capacity and modulation are like 

QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM schemes or 

other supported (Adaptive modulation and 

coding usually up to 64-QAM in ALU 

system )  

 

  Uplink based on (SC-FDMA) Single 

Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple 

Access is technically similar to OFDMA 

but is better suited for uplink from hand-

held devices (battery power considerations), 

modulation also are BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK 

and 16QAM schemes or other supported. 

[5] [3] 

 

  So we can summarize these results:  

1- SC-FDMA saving BW  

2- SC-FDMA symbol contains M ―sub-

symbols‖ that represent the modulating 

data. It is the parallel transmission of 

multiple symbols that creates the 

undesirable high Peak to Average Ratio 

(PAR) of OFDMA. 

  

  By transmitting the M data symbols in 

series at M times the rate, the SC-FDMA 

occupied bandwidth is the same as multi-

carrier OFDMA but, crucially, the PAR is 

the same as that used for the original data 

symbols.  

As the number of subcarriers M increases, 

the PAR of OFDMA with random 

modulating data approaches Gaussian noise 

statistics but, regardless of the value of M, 

the SC-FDMA PAR remains the same as 

that used for the original data symbols. [10] 

[8] 

2.2 Slot and Frame Structure 
 

     TDD Frame structure below in Figure 

2.1 shown,  Sub-frames consist of either an 

uplink or downlink transmission or a 

special sub-frame containing the downlink 

and uplink pilot timeslots (DwPTS and 

UpPTS) separated by a transmission gap 

guard period (GP). [8] 

Generally we have 10 sub frames; each sub 

frame has 2 slots, with over all total 

duration 10 ms. 

 

The allocation of the sub-frames for the 

uplink, downlink, and special sub-frames is 

determined by one of seven different 

configurations.  

Sub-frames 0 and 5 are always downlink 

transmissions, sub-frame 1 is always a 

special sub-frame, and sub-frame 2 is 

always an uplink transmission. The 

composition of the other sub-frames varies 

depending on the frame configuration. [10] 

 
Figure 2.1 TDD Frame Structures [10] 

 

2.3 LTE Network architecture 
 

 

     Usually known to build an Evolved 

packet system (EPS), this can be divided in 

to 2 main parts:       

1- Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio     

Access Network E-UTRAN    

2- Evolved packet core (EPC) 
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  E-UTRAN working as RAN (Radio access 

network) part in other network, EPC 

working like PSCN (packet switch core 

network). 

EPC consists of 4 Main parts which are:  

1- MME (Mobility management Entity) 

2- S-GW (Serving GW) 

3- PDN-GW (Packet data NW GW)  

4- HSS (Home subscriber server) 

 

  The most important 2 parts are MME and 

S-GW, they together works as PDSN or 

SGSN (parts in UMTS network) they also 

works as MSC in 2G [13] 

MME works as Serving GPRS Support 

Node gateway (SGSN-GW), and S-GW 

works as Data Gateway, to manage the data 

in and out going from     the NW. These 

previous 2 node manage subscriber like 

Authorize, Authenticate, setup, barriers and 

other. [13] 

The HSS is the evolution of HLR in 2G, it’s 

like a subscriber data base, and it consists 

of subscriber information, what subscriber 

allowed doing, PGW represents IP 

architecture, its function as HA (home 

agent). 

 

  While R-UTRAAN represents RAN, and 

EPC represents core network and 

responsible for all packet services, IMS is 

very important to support voice over IP, in 

other means support IP Multimedia System. 

So we call it Service Voice NW. [13]  

 

2.4 Inter Networking between 

LTE and other technologies  
 

     The existence networks can be upgraded 

to be internetworking with LTE so the 

following Networking schemes are possible 

[4] [6] [2] 

1. LTE over WiMAX Network.   

2. LTE over 3G Network. 

3. LTE over WCDMA   Network  

4. LTE over GSM Network 

 

This means that it is the treatment of the 

above internetworking with other access 

technology is not considered in this paper. 

The Figure 2.2 below shows the 

abbreviation of LTE network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   
 

Figure 2.2 LTE architecture 

 

3. Simulation 
 

 

      In this chapter, the main target is to 

simulate and study the behaviour of both 

LTE and WiMAX technology in the air 

interface. And to compare both 

Technologies under different air-condition. 

(Note that all simulation procedure done for 

DL in the UE side) 

Let’s now describe each LTE and WiMAX 

simulators one by one. 

 

Now the basic variables adjusted but not 

limited are:  

1. SU-SISO. 

2. Number of End user is 1. 

3. Number of base station is 1. 

4. Bandwidth 5 and 10 MHz. 

5. Channel type AWGN. 

6. Simulated transmitted bits 10 000      bits. 

7. Cycle prefix = ¼. 

8. AMC (Adaptive modulation and coding) 

according to Channel Quality Indicator 

(CQI) as:   

 From (CQI 1) to (CQI 6) QPSK  

HSS 

P-GW  

MME & 

S-GW 
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 From (CQI 7) to (CQI 9) 16- 

QAM  

 From (CQI 10) to (CQI 15) 64- 

QAM 

 

Where CQI Channel Quality Indicator is a 

measurement of the communication quality 

of wireless channels . 

 

3.1 Throughput vs. SNR with 5 

and 10 MHz 
 

     The relation between LTE and WiMAX 

throughput summarized if Figures 3.1 and 

3.2 for 5 and 10MHz bandwidth. Both are 

Adaptive coding and modulation AMC, 

WiMAX Throughput in saturation mode 

when SNR exceed 9dB, and the maximum 

throughput could get for user is around 5 

Mb/s, while in LTE throughput   Increases 

when SNR increase so that the maximum 

throughput could get from LTE is around 

20Mb/s under 18dB then the throughput 

goes in saturation mode. LTE gives better 

bitrates under the same condition compared 

to WiMAX. 
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Figure 3.1 LTE and WiMAX throughput 

vs. SNR in 5 MHz BW 
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Figure 3.2 LTE and WiMAX throughput 

vs. SNR in 10 MHz BW 

 

3.2 BLER vs. SNR with 5 and 10 

MHz 
     Also in this part, BLER vs. SNR in both 

LTE and WIMAX were merged together in 

one Figure for both cases 5 and 10MHZ 

shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 as: 
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Figure 3.4 LTE and WiMAX     BLER vs. 

SNR for 5MHZ 
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Figure 3.5 LTE and WiMAX BLER vs. 

SNR for 10MHZ 
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We can conclude from the 

simulation these points:  
 

I. for LTE and WiMAX, when we doubled 

the BW, the throughput increase clearly. If 

we now take for 5 MHz bandwidth at 20 dB 

SNR, the maximum throughput:     

1. In WiMAX we can get around 5.2 Mb/s  

2. In LTE we can get under bad condition 

in CQI 15 around 17.5 Mb/s. 

 

  Practically the SNR must be higher than 

this value but theoretically we had Very 

good speed in LTE compared to WiMAX. 

And also for the BLER: WiMAX is better 

than LTE from Block error rate because we 

get lower error. 

 

This because the modulation type and 

coding rate in LTE is greater than WiMAX 

standardization, the probability of falling 

error increase. But under this bad condition 

LTE still better than WiMAX. This could 

compare when BW is 10 MHZ, at SNR is 

20 dB and higher, maximum throughput 

for: 

1. WiMAX is around 10.3 Mb/s. 

2. in LTE around 30 Mb/s. So LTE in this 

case is better than WiMAX.  

 

II. In both technology, throughput better 

while we increase the Bas Station 

bandwidth. 

 

So after implementing comparison between 

LTE and WiMAX using MATLAB we can 

summarize the Comparison between them 

as shown in Table3.1:  

 

Table 3.1 comparison between LTE and WiMAX 

 WiMAX LTE Comments 

Network  

Architected 
IP based, BS IP based eNodeB 

Both reduced number of nodes 

compared to 2G/3G. 

Services and reach 

voice 
Packet Data , VOIP Packet Data , VOIP 

LTE high quality video 

conferencing 

Mobility Km/h Mobility full with less 120 
Mobility full with 

target up to 320 
LTE more flexible 

Theoretical peak 

data rates: 

DL 

UL 

(MIMO 2x 2) 

 

75 Mbps 
25 Mbps 

 

(MIMO 2x 2) 
 

172 Mbps 

57 Mbps 

LTE reaches  higher data rate 
with same MIMO schemes 

(326.4 MB/s when 20MHz BW 

and 4x4 MIMO) 

Access Technology 
OFDMA in both 

UL and DL 

DL- OFDMA and 

UL SC-OFDMA 

SC-FDMA reduces PAPR by 

~5 dB  UL improvements 

Channel BW 
1.25, 3.5, 5, 7, 8.75, 10, 

14, 15, 20, 28 MHz 

1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 

15, 20 MHz 

 

Both very flexible 

Spectrum 
Licensed & unlicensed, 
2.3, 2.5, 3.5 & 5.8 GHz 

Licensed, 

IMT-2000 Bands 

(in Appendix ) 

LTE available at preferred low 

Frequency Bands _ Coverage 

Advantage 

Duplex Mode 
TDD + FDD 

 

FDD + TDD 
TDD focus 

 

TDD requires Synchronization, 

FDD can be asynchronous. 

MIMO & Antennas 

BS: 1, 2, 4 ; MS: 1,2 
Closed + open Loop 

 

eNodeB: 1, 2, 4 ; 
UE: 2 

Closed + open Loop 

LTE working assumption is 2 

DL Antennas p.UE 

Networking Need new NW to be built 

Runs as evolution 

for existing NW 
infrastructure 

LTE has a crucial advantage and 

more economics 
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4. Conclusion  
 

     1. WiMAX is a wireless technology, 

could be fixed and mobile, offer high data 

rates in both uplink and downlink and uses 

OFDMA access technology in both, AMC 

modulation, HARQ, MIMO and limited 

Transmitter diversity (open diversity). 

 

2. LTE is newest wireless technology , 

offers higher data rate compared to 

WiMAX , AMC modulation , used both 

OFDMA and SC-OFDMA , HARQ, MIMO 

and (opened/closed diversity), improved 

spectral efficiency with scalable bandwidth 

and allow operators to offer advanced 

services and higher performance  for new 

wider bandwidth. 

 

3. They are both 4G technologies designed 

to move data rather than voice and all IP 

networks based. 

4. As for speed, LTE can offer higher than 

the current generation of WiMAX. 

 

5. The crucial difference is that WiMAX 

requires a new network to be built but LTE 

runs on an evolution of the existing GSM     

infrastructure. This means that LTE may 

have a crucial incumbent Advantage. 

 

5. Future work 

 

     There is another Evolution known as 

LTE Advanced, it’s the second release for 

LTE today. LTE-A helps in integrating the 

existing networks, new networks, services 

and terminals to suit the escalating user 

demands.  

Coordinated base stations, scheduling, 

MIMO, interference management and 

suppression will also require changes on the 

network architecture. 
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Abstract: - In this paper, an optimum design of 1x2 optical power splitter is presented. The 

influence of the width of waveguide has also been examined. We showed that the output 

power is improved when the width increases for single mode transmission. In addition, at 

specified values the core and cladding refractive indices, approximately 50% input-to 

output power ratio is achieved at the output. 

Key-Words: - Optical power splitter, optimum design 

1 Introduction 

Optical devices are very important 

components for photonic and optoelectronic 

optical applications due to their simple 

structure, low loss and wide optical 

bandwidth. These structures in term of 

splitter or coupler provide optical power 

splitting or combining respectively [1]. 

Optical splitters find application in optical 

fiber networks particularly for broadcast 

optical signal distribution. The preferred 

device for such applications is the fused 

tapered optical fiber coupler [2]. However, 

these devices suffer from high reflection 

and radiation loss due to branching 

complexity. It is known that the radiation 

loss increases with branching angle, and it 

may be quite significant if the angle 

exceeds specified value. Thus, in order to 

keep the loss low by using small branching 

angles, long structures are necessary. 

Though, these are generally undesirable 

because of the size of structures needed. 

Consequently, optimum design in term of 

geometrical dimensions is necessary to 

improve overall performances, like optical 

losses and output power division ratio. 

In this paper, equal power divider (splitter) 

is designed. The influence of the width (w) 

of optical channel waveguide on the output 

power dividing ratio at specified values of 

core (ncore) and cladding (ncladd) refractive 

indices and waveguide length is 

investigated in details. Further, optimum 

values of w, ncore, ncladd are obtained that 

give approximately 50% output power 

dividing ratio. 

 

2 The optimum design 

Schematic view of the device used in this 
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paper is shown in Fig.1. In principle, the 

waveguide is designed with length, 

L=500um, core ncore=1.5, and cladding   

ncladd =1.48 refractive indices. Moreover, 

the wavelength is considered to be 1.55 um. 

This is the most promising wavelength for 

optical communications, because of the 

minimum attenuation in optical fiber. The 

branching angle of our device is estimated 

to be α =0.1º. Generally the branching angle 

should be fixed small in order to decrease 

the excess loss due to the effective up 

tapering of the branches and to ensure that 

the optical splitter adiabatic, i.e. the local 

super mode does not couple to higher-

order-modes. The width of waveguide is 

changed in order to investigate its influence 

on the output power dividing ratio. 

A beam propagation method (BPM) is used 

in order to get the desired output. Figs 2a 

through 2c show 

respectively the simulation results for 

normalized output power of the propagating 

optical beam inside the proposed structure 

for w =2 , 4 and 6µm. As shown in Fig. 2a 

the output power decreases as the length 

increases due to increasing of transmission 

loss. In addition, it can also be noted that 

output power decreases quit sharply 

through the optical branching region due to 

scattering losses. The scattering loss in 

general can be decreased by adjusting the 

branching angle (not included here). 

Instead, the overall loss can be improved by 

increasing the waveguide width further to 4 

and 6 µm as shown in Fig 2b and c.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the other hand, decreasing the ncladd 

to 1.35 would lead to improve the output 

power as shown in 

Fig. 3a. Moreover, approximately 50% of 

the input power is obtained with equal 

power dividing ratio 

which accords to the symmetric structure. 

Fig 3b depicts the topographical map of 

optical field which is basically the electric 

field(E) in the electromagnetic 

waves derived by Maxwell’s Equations. 

Finally, Fig 3c 

depicts E which varies with the dimensions 

of our designed optical splitter. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of 1x2 optical power splitter. 
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3 Conclusion 

We have presented an optimum design for 

1x2 optical power splitter devices. The 

proposed structure uses an optimum values 

for the dimensions and refractive indices of 

the core and cladding of the waveguide. We 

have examined the influence of the width of 

waveguide 

on the output power. When the width 

increases, the output power increases 

correspondingly. Further increase in the 

width may improve the output  

power slightly but the device may support 

multimode transmission. Moreover, the 

output power was improved significantly 

when the refractive index of the cladding 

was decreased from 1.48 to 1.35 giving 

approximately 50% of the input power at 

the output branches. 
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Fig 2 Normalized output power of the propagating optical beam inside the proposed 

structure of 1x2 optical splitter for the two branches for L = 500 m and  w= (a) 2 , 

(b) 4 and (c) 6m. 
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Fig 3 (a) Normalized output power of the propagating optical beam (b) and  (c) 

The Top graphical map and 3D graphical representation of optical field 

respectively for ncladd = 1.35. 

 

(3c) 
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1.ABSTRACT 

CDMA technology has the potential to provide a significant improvement in the capacity of 

cellular mobile radio systems compared with FDMA and TDMA systems. However, the 

improvement is dependent upon the effectiveness of the power control system, especially 

on the up-link. In absence of power control, a base station would receive a much stronger 

signal from a mobile that is geographically close to it them from a mobile that is farther 

away. The consequence is a dramatic decrease in system capacity. This is the so-called 

near-far problem. The Near-Far problem in the Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple-

Access communication field has drawn a lot of attention.  The focus of this paper is on the 

multi-user interference rejecting capability of the so-called adaptive DS/CDMA receiver.  

The receiver uses a chip-matched filter followed by an adaptive equalizer structure.  It 

allows the users to adjust to the interference and the noise. The Qualitative results of this 

receiver and the conventional receivers are compared and this receiver is shown to have 

lower BER.  Also by inspecting the BER results with and without the power control, it can 

be concluded that this receiver is resistant to Near-Far effect. 
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ABSTRACT 

WCDMA is the heart of the third generation (3G) mobile communication networks 
which supports multimedia communications. In WCDMA there is no need for frequency 

planning as the case for the second generation system  (2G). However, WCDMA system 

is an interference-limited system making it difficult to support large numbers of users. 

Also, problems still arise in terms of QoS and call dropping in high interference channels, 

which opens the 3G system for investigation and research. In this paper we propose a 

MIMO/WCDMA system that mitigates the wireless channel effects and enhance QoS as 

well as the capacity of the system. To investigate the 3G system performance using 

MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) diversity scheme and STBC 2*2 algorithm in 

real environment, channel effects were added through Rayleigh fading and AWGN. By 

analyzing the results achieved, significant improvements can be made including high 

quality multimedia services and improved QoS with larger capacity transmission. The 
proposed system can also be used as a platform for the 4th generation system. 

Keywords: WCDMA, 3G, MIMO, Rayleigh Fading Channel. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The third generation (3G) system 

developed to provide high bit rate 

communications with multimedia 
capability. It utilizes a mobile radio and 

network access scheme which enables 

the transmission of high-speed data [1]. The 

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 

(WCDMA) is one such efficient and 

flexible radio access technology adopted in 

3G system [2]. Based on Direct-Sequence 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

algorithm, WCDMA can support mobile 

voice, images, data and video 

communications at up to 2 Mbps [3]. 

Although, in theory, the WCDMA 

system can greatly increase information 

transmission ability, it still encounters 

problems in the delivered QoS and call 

dropping, i.e. also known as cell-breathing. 

This is due to the interference limitation of 

the WCDMA multiple access system. 

However, this limitation can be alleviated by 

using proper techniques to mitigate the 
channel effects and interference problem in 

3G systems. The MIMO technique is 

one of such strategies that can be 

implemented in order to increase channel 

capacity and reduce interference [7, 8, 9]. 
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Hence, in this paper we are proposing the 

use of the MIMO/WCDMA system to 

improve the existing performance of the 3G 

system and also as a proposal for the next 

generation mobile networks. The following 

points highlight the importance and 

contributions of this research: 

 WCDMA mobile system is designed 

to support  a large variety of 

multimedia services for mobile 

users with different quality of 
service (QoS) requirements. There 

are four different categories of 

QoS: conversational, streaming, 

interactive and background [2]. Each 

class has  different specifications of 

QoS such as delay,  data speed, and 

bit error rate [4]. However, data 

 traffic quality is related to 

interference levels.  This 

investigation will help to analyze the 

QoS  requirements on WCDMA 
system and suggests an improved 

method to enhance the system 

 resilience to interference. 

 WCDMA utilizes the technology 

of code division multiple access to 

enable all users to share the same 

bandwidth simultaneously. So the 

system capacity and traffic 

quality are related to interference 

levels. The blocking occurs when 

either there are no spreading codes 

available  or  the  noise  level  
exceeds  the requirement of service 

quality [5]. In this paper, the 

influence of interference will be 

analyzed and the scheme to improve 

system capacity will be proposed. 

 It is also necessary to improve the 

performance  of WCDMA system in 

order to provide a better platform for 

the next generation mobile systems 

 and to provide more integrated 

services and applications with 

higher capacity [6]. 

The rest of this paper is divided into the 

proposed system model for 

MIMO/WCDMA, the simulation results and 

discussion and finally the conclusion. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

The proposed WCDMA system 

generally contains three parts: transmitter, 

receiver and MIMO module. The transmitter 

generates the transmission signal and 

spreads it into wideband signal, while 
the receiver recovers the signal and 

transfers it to the baseband. The MIMO 

system introduces the space diversity to the 

WCDMA system by applying multiple 

antennas at the transmitter and receiver. 

Moreover, the simulated propagation 

channel in the wireless system is also 

modelled in MIMO part. In order to analyze 

the MIMO performance properly, an 

additional factor is developed to show the 

capacity increment brought about by the 
MIMO utilisation. 

A.  WCDMA transmitter 

The transmitter of a WCDMA uplink 

channel is shown in Figure 1. The 

signal at the receiver undergoes three 

stages: modulation, spreading and 
scrambling. 

In order to transmit the information and 

control bits together, the WCDMA system 

utilizes the QPSK modulation scheme 
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which can provides two orthogonal 

channels. Then the Orthogonal Variable 

Spreading Factor (OVSF) code is 

generated simultaneously to spread the bits 

into the wideband channel. At this stage, 
each user is assigned to a unique 

orthogonal spreading code. This is then 

followed by the scrambling process. All the 

users in the same cell share the same 

scrambling code. The purpose of 

applying scrambling code is to 

distinguish the users in different cell. 

Afterwards, the data is transmitted through 

the MIMO system frame by frame. The 

receiver acquires the signal through 

MIMO interface and processes the data in 

the reverse order to that of the transmitter.  

 

Figure 1: WCDMA transmitter block 

diagram for uplink channel. 

 

Figure 2: Block diagram of MIMO 

system 

B.  MIMO System Model 

The MIMO model involves channel 
simulation and antenna diversity. Figure 2 

illustrates the block diagram of the MIMO 

scheme. The MIMO system receives the 

data from WCDMA transmitter, and 

applies  the  Space-Time  Block  Codes 

(STBC) scheme to encode the QPSK 

modulated signal.  

By introducing the STBC 2*2 scheme, 

the encoder takes the block of two 

symbols S1 and S2 in each encoding 

operation and gives it to the transmit 
antennas according to the code matrix [7], 











 


*
12

*
21

SS

SS
S  (1) 

The column represents the two symbols 
transmitted at the same time, while the row 

shows two symbols transmitted at the same 
antenna. Assuming the fading coefficient of 

antenna_1 and antenna_2 is defined as h1 and 
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h2, two received symbols can be expressed 

by: 

122111 nshshr   (2) 

2
*
12

*
211 nshshr   (3) 

where h1 and h2 are channel matrices which 

represent the Rayleigh fading channel, n1 

and n2 are Additive White Gaussian Noise 

with zero mean and unit variance. 

At the receiver the Rayleigh fading 

channel matrices h1 and h2 are recovered. 

The combiner combines the signal as follows 

[8]: 
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Where 1
*
11 hh , and 2

*
22 hh . 

The received signals are then passed 
to the Maximum Likelihood Decoder, which 

minimize the following decision metric. 

2
*
12

*
212

2

22111 shshrshshr   (6) 

Afterwards, the symbols are decoded 

and the last step of MIMO system is to 

examine the BER improvement of STBC 

2*2 scheme. The bit error rate of the MIMO 

system is compared to the bit error rate 

achieved without MIMO for proper 
comparison. 

3. SIMULATION MODEL  

In the simulation model, the WCDMA 

transmitter where h1 and h2 are channel 

matrices which and receiver are 

implemented first. Bit error rate represent 

the Rayleigh fading channel, n1 and n2 are

 calculation is the main method to test the 

system performance. Only when the BER 

of the decoded signal at the receiver is zero, 

i.e. the system is fully functional, the 

channel effects can be introduced to the 

system. The application of MIMO scheme is 

the key improvement or addition to the 

previous system design. The Rayleigh 

channel and AWGN effects are added to the 

system in the MIMO stage. 

 
Figure 3: Blok diagram of system simulator 

model. 

The basic simulation block diagram is 

shown in Figure 3. The whole system is 

divided into four parts: transmitter, MIMO, 

receiver and capacity analysis, which are 

denoted by the MATLAB files TX.m, 

stbc22.m, RX.m and Capacity.m. The 

MATLAB file simulation.m provides a user 

interface to run the model. 
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4. SIMULATION RESULT AND 

DISCUSSION 

In this section, the simulation results are 

presented and analyzed. The simulation 

shows the system performance of 

WCDMA uplink channel. The results are 

discussed in mainly two aspects: the 

attributes of WCDMA and the 

improvements of WCDMA with the 

assistance of the MIMO interface. However, 

the main method to evaluate the system 
performance is through the BER 

measurements at the receiver. 

A. WCDMA system characterisation 

without  MIMO 

The WCDMA system can provide 

different transmission rates, by which 
the SF varies for different traffic 

streams. Hence, the system performance 

resulted from different SF will be 

discussed in details. Furthermore, the 

interference limitation of multiple access 

method will also be explained by the 

simulation results. 

- Interference restriction of WCDMA 

(SNR) 

The effect of the rising number of 

users on the overall system performance 
is shown in Figure 4 below. The 

WCDMA utilizes the DSSS scheme 

which can support multiple users to 

transmit the signal simultaneously.  This 

attribute of the WCDMA system raises 

the problem of multiple access 

interference. It is clear from Figure 4 that the 

increasing number of user results in 

lager accumulated BER. 

- Spreading Factor effects 

In Figure 5, the effects of using different 

spreading factors on the BER are illustrated. 

In the simulation, three mobile users are 

introduced to transmit signal at the same 

time with the spreading factor of 4, 8, and 

16 respectively. 38400/SF symbols are 

transmitted by each user. Moreover the 

recovered data is compared with the original 

data generated at the transmitter. The receiver 

then calculates the BER of the signal which 
is corrupted by the Rayleigh fading 

channel. 

In Figure 5, the BER is examined by 

various SNR. The signal to noise ratio ranges 

from 0 to 20dB. The maximum BER is 

obtained when the SNR equals to zero.  

 
Figure 4: Simulation results of Rayleigh 

fading channel. 
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Figure 5: The simulation results due to 

different SF. 

Table 1 below, indicates the value of 
BER resulted from different SF application. 

It is clear that the user with higher SF has 

much fewer errors than the others. The BER 

equals to zero for ‘User One’ when SNR 

equals to 10 dB, while the BER for ‘User 

Two’ can only reaches to zero when SNR is 

equal to 14 dB, this is equivalent to saving 

4dBs of signal power. When SNR is 2dB, 

for example, the BER with SF 16, 8 and 4 is 

0.023333, 0.084375 and 0.16323 

respectively. Therefore the BER is highly 

reduced when SF increases. On the other 
hand, from a design perspective, if the system 

is designed to achieve the bit rate of 0.001, 

the SNR of ‘User-1’ is 6 dB, while the SNR 

of ‘User-2’ and ‘User-3’ approximates to 10 

dB and 18 dB, respectively. It can be 

concluded that the spreading factor is a very 

important value in the WCDMA system. 

The SF can influence the system 

performance and transmitted signal power 

greatly.  

 
Table 1: The simulation results due to 

different SF. 

B.  WCDMA system with MIMO 

The key contribution to the WCDMA in 

this section is introducing the MIMO 
interface to combat the fading effects of 

the channel and analyse the mathematical 

requirements of the system. The simulated 

results will show the advantages of 

applying antenna diversity to the system. The 

aspect of BER reduction will be taken into 

consideration. The improvement in capacity 

due to MIMO system will also be presented 

and discussed. 

- BER reduction 

In order to test the ability of MIMO 

system to suppress BER and improves 

capacity, the system simulates one user 

transmission. The modulated data of the user 

is transmitted over Rayleigh fading 

channel. The total number of symbols 

generated in the simulation is 38400 
symbols. Figure 6 shows the BER reduction 

brought about by the MIMO system. It is 

clear that the STBC 2*2 scheme can reduce 
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the channel effect to a significant degree. 

With the increase in SNR we notice 

and large improvement in the system 

performance, which is significant in terms of 

the BER improvement. 

 
Figure 6: The BER improvements of MIMO 

system. 

- BER and capacity 

After observing the advantages of 

introducing MIMO to reduce BER and 

increase capacity [9], the next step is to 

discuss these two factors together. From 

Figure 7 below, when the BER of about 

0.022 is achieved, the SNR of the uncoded 

(SISO) system is 16dB, while the SNR of the 

MIMO system is only 6dB. Therefore, in 

this case, the saving in signal power is  

about 10  dB, which is a significant 

improvement in performance. Not only the 
power is saved, the inter-channel 

interference can also be reduced. With 

the reduced SNR of 10 dB, the increased 

capacity can be roughly calculated as: 

b/s/Hz     4594.3)101(log2 C  (7) 

Thus, the increase in capacity can 

be used to transmit other information bits 

or allow more users and services. So it can 

be concluded that applying MIMO is a 

good choice to improve WCDMA 

system capacity and performance. 

 
Figure 7: BER of MIMO system  

5. CONCLUSION 

The 3G system utilizes WCDMA 

multiple-access method to support 

multiple wireless users simultaneously 

in the same frequency bandwidth. The 
general schemes of WCDMA system 

including duplex, modulation and spectral 

spreading techniques are adopted to build 

the simulation platform. The proposed 

WCDMA system is assisted with the 

MIMO scheme which guarantees better 

QoS, i.e. lower BER, and improved capacity 

of the system. By analyzing the simulation 

results, it is clear that the channel effects 

are mitigated by the STBC 2*2 scheme as 

shown above in Figures 6 and 7. The BER 

resulted from the MIMO system is much 
smaller than the SISO (Single Input Single 

Output) system. Moreover, the 

capacity improvement brought by the 
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MIMO scheme further proves the advantage 

of introducing diversity to the WCDMA 

system. Hence, the proposed 

MIMO/WCDMA system can provide and 

improved service and is suitable for the 

next generation mobile networks.  
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Abstract— Powerful Forward Error Correction  (FEC) codes are usually used over 

digital video broadcast (DVB) networks . IPTV uses a base video layer &enhancement 

layer. In IPTV the slight variation between consecutive frames gets propagated, and 

amplified in future P or I-frames, The I-frame has the highest dependency where corruption 

of an I-frame will result in error propagation through all the frames in the Group of Pictures 

(GOP). This phenomena motivates the development at fine - granulated FEC Scheme in the 

application layer at the frame level (GOP) rather than the packet level. In this paper, we 

study the use of power full Reed Solomon (RS) codes at the video source layer to improve 

the Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) performance over DVB-T channel. Protecting the I-

frames separately resulted in better picture quality and less packet loss ratio in comparison 

to current schemes used in DVB-T standard   The use of  double RS encoding and 

interleaving for the I-frame in the application  layer reduces the Bit Error Rate (BER) and 

provides a good Average Peak- Signal- to –Noise- Ratio (PSNR) with small system Signal 

to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

Keywords-component:-MBEG-4, IPTV, video frame, GOP, Reed-Solomon. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the  digital television service is 

delivered using the IP protocol over a 

network infrastructure. It covers both live 

TV (broadcasting) as well as stored video 

(Video on Demand). The playback of  

IPTV requires either a personal computer or 

a "set-top -box" connected to a TV. Video 

content is typically compressed using either 

a MPEG-2 or a MPEG-4 codec and then 

sent in an MPEG transport stream delivered 

via IP Multicast in case of live TV or via IP 

Unicast in case of Video on Demand [1]. 

The video stream is up linked to the service 

provider‘s satellite in DVB format, or over 

terrestrial links to DVB-H /DVB-T units . 

Video compression algorithms are based on 

exploiting spatial and temporal redundancy 

present in a sequence of frames. Spatial 

redundancy  

means that different parts in a frame are 

correlated whereas temporal redundancy 

means that neighboring frames are 

correlated.  Digital video formats define a 

hierarchy of data types to represent the 

material. For block based schemes, the 

video sequence is typically divided into a 

series of Group of Pictures (GOP). Each 

picture is made up of slices, which contain 

macro-blocks (MB) of four blocks each. A 

block is typically 8x8 pixels. A Group of 

Pictures (GOP) is a set of pictures in 
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contiguous display order.MPEG4 supports 

three types of pictures: I-frames, P-frames 

and B-frames. Intra frames (I-frames) are 

compressed using intra frame coding, 

without the need to reference to another 

picture. Predicted frames (P-frames) are 

coded with reference to the nearest 

previously coded picture (either I or P 

frame), using a motion-compensated 

prediction mechanism. Bidirectional 

predicted frames (B-frames) use both  

Prediction and future I or P fairness as 

reference for motion estimation and 

compensation. Each picture is divided into 

slices. Slice is a horizontal strip of macro 

blocks within a frame, slice is divided into 

macro blocks[3],[5-7]. Recently IPTV is 

introduced  over WLAN and WIMAX 

networks and delayed to be broadcasted 

over satellite networks .Wireless channels 

are error-prone in nature and 

backward/forward error correction code 

(ARQ/FEC), are necessary to support the 

QOS levels associated with IPTV traffic .In 

fact , practically IPTV traffic requires 2-

layer FEC code (application & link ) layer 

in order to minimize the channel effect[2]. 

For example , IPTV over Wimax used 

Raptor codes for application layer in 

conjunction with RS codes for the link layer 

together with ARQ techniques .The main 

traditional distribution method for 

broadcast television uses coaxial cables for 

the distribution of the television broadcasts. 

These television broadcasts are analogue 

and are affected by propagation losses. This 

traditional form of television is gradually 

being replaced by distribution over IPTV 

networks and other methods of digital video 

broadcasting (DVB) that provided either via 

cable (DVB-C), satellite (DVB-S) or 

terrestrial (DVB-T). This paper ,utilize the  

IP networks for the distribution of 

television content . The performance 

comparison of RS codes with interleaver 

code  in the application layer and RScode 

with convoluation  codes in the physical 

layer were considered for the DVB-T 

standard system. 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver of simulated digital video broadcast 

– terrestrial(DVB-T)system 

video streams up to 3-Gbps without 

any retransmissions is proposed in [14]. 

New features of the mmWave system 

incorporates: (i) UEP (unequal error 

protection) where different video bits 

(MSBs (most significant bits) and 

LSBs(least significant bits) ) are protected 

differently, (ii) a multiple-CRC to 

determine whether MSB or/and LSB 

portions are in error, (iii) RS code swapping 

(RSS), an error concealment scheme which 

can conceal some errors in video pixels. 

Simulations using real uncompressed HD 

images indicate that the proposed mm 
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Wave system can maintain good average 

PSNR (peak-signal-to-noise-ratio) under 

poor channel conditions, achieving what is 

generally accepted as a good picture quality 

with PSNR values greater than 40dB. 

The next section introduces the simulated 

DVB-T system, and introduce the proposed 

source coding used for I-frame. 

II.           SYSTEM MODEL AND 

PROPOSED FEC SCHME 

    Digital Video Broadcasting – 

Terrestrial ( DVB-T) is defined as the 

functional block of equipment performing 

the adaptation of the baseband TV signals 

from the output of the MPEG- 4 transport 

to the terrestrial channel characteristics. 

Since the intention of this paper is to 

highlight the FEC performance for IPTV 

traffic over DVB-T channel, we shall 

concentrate on explaining the error 

correction codes used in the simulator. 

Other details will be ommitted for space 

limitation and can be found in [10] and 

[11]. 

 

A. DBV-T System Model 

Modulation of digital data is insufficient to 

ensure error free communication.  

Therefore, redundancy needs to be added to 

the data bits so that the receiving end can 

recover from errors by correcting them. 

Forward Error Correction (FEC) is 

implemented in our system in four phases: 

Application Layer (AL-FEC) for MPEG-4 

stream source, Physical layer 

Randomization, Forward Error Correction 

and Interleaving.  

Fig.1 shows a block model of a 

communication system that is simulated  in 

MATLAB environment. Before the coding 

an energy dispersal process is applied: the 

data at the baseband interface is combined 

with the bit stream of a pseudorandom 

noise generator to achieve a flat power-

density spectrum. This Randomization 

stage of error correction ensures that there 

is a high level of entropy in the data. In 

other words, the probability of occurrence 

of a ‗0‘ is the same as that of a ‗1‘, locally 

and over a long range. The bits issued from 

the randomizer are fed to the FEC block.  

The Link layer Forward Error Correction 

block consists of two layers – an outer 

Reed-Solomon code and an inner 

Convolutional code. Reed Solomon codes 

are block codes that  

are good for correcting burst errors. 

Convolutional codes are good for correcting 

random errors. Together, the combination  

effectively corrects most errors caused by 

the hostile wireless channel. The outer error 

protection is implemented with a byte-

oriented block code. For each block, i.e. the 

TS packet constituted by 188 information 

bytes, 16 error correcting bytes are 

calculated and appended to that packet. To 

achieve this, a Reed-Solomon (204, 188, t = 

8) shortened code is used, derived from the 

original systematic Reed-Solomon (255, 

239, t = 8) code. After the coding process, 

convolutional byte-wise interleaving is 

applied to the error protected packets. An 

outer convolutional interleaver rearranges 

the bytes of the packets in order to facilitate 

the correction of long burst errors. A 

Viterbi decoder is used at the receiving end 

to decode data and correct errors. 

A second level of error correction, denoted 

as inner coding, is subsequently applied. In 

particular, a punctured convolutional 

coding with code rate m/n, i.e. the ratio 

between number of useful bits, m, and 

number of useful plus redundancy bits, n, is 

applied to the input binary sequence. 

Therefore, n−m redundancy bits for error 

correction are added to each group of m 

useful bits. The system allows for a range 

of punctured convolutional codes, based on 
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a mother convolutional code of rate 1/2 

with 64 states [10]. 

An inner interleaver follows the inner error 

protection; it consists of block based bit-

wise interleaving and block-based 

MBEG-4

Stream frame 
Buffer + Isolator I-frame

RS – Encoder

(192,180)

Convolution 

Interleaver

I=12 

P-frame

MINDEGO Analayser AL-Encoder

 
 

Figure 2.Source Coding For MBEG-4 Traffic At The Application Layer  

 

symbol interleaving. In the bit-wise 

interleaving process the input is 

demultiplexed into v sub-streams, where v = 

2 for QPSK, v = 4 for 16-QAM, and v = 6 

for 64-QAM. Each sub-stream is then 

processed by a separate bit interleaver 

where 126 successive input bits are grouped 

into one block and are then interleaved 

within this block. The purpose of the 

symbol interleaver is to map v bit words 

onto the 1512 (2K mode) or 6048 (8K 

mode) data carriers per OFDM symbol, 

where each OFDM symbol is constituted by 

the sequence of the 1705 or 6817 data 

symbols of the corresponding active 

subcarriers. The symbol-wise interleaver 

acts on blocks of 1512 or 6048 data 

symbols by changing their sequence. The 

result on the DVB-T signal is frequency 

interleaving inside an OFDM symbol [11]. 

This interleaving process is defined as a 

two-step permutation. The first ensures that 

neighboring data bits are mapped onto non-

adjacent OFDM carriers. This ensures that 

if a deep fade affects a bit, its neighboring 

bits are likely to remain unaffected by the 

fade, and therefore FEC is sufficient to 

correct the effects of the fade. The second 

step maps adjacent bits onto less or more 

significant constellation bits. This makes 

detection accurate and long runs of low 

reliability bits are avoided. 

After the data bits are interleaved, they are 

entered serially into a data modulator with 

the option of Gray coded QPSK, 16-QAM 

and 64-QAM. The following modulation 

and coding rates are supported: 1/2, 2/3, 

3/4, 5/6, and 7/8. For the purpose of our 

performance simulation, the 64-QAM with 

rate = 1/2 is used only is this paper in 

conjunction with the varied Additive White 

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) wireless channel. 

Noise described by the Gaussian model is 

characterized by a Gaussian probability 

density function and a constant power 

spectral density, independent on frequency. 

AWGN plays a fundamental role in all the 

experimental tests mandated to emulate 

communication channel background noise. 

It degrades slowly the quality of a digital 

communication system as its power level 

(N) relative to the signal level (C) 

increases, causing a reduction of the carrier-

to-noise ratio (C/N) at receiver input. The 

main parameter of the AWGN is in fact the 

noise power in the frequency bandwidth of 

interest, i.e. the bandwidth of the 

transmission channel. The relevance of its 

effect on the performance of DVB-T 

systems mainly depends on the power level 
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exhibited; if a given threshold value is not 

exceeded negligible effects are experienced. 

A. Proposed AL-FEC Scheme 

 Before the passing the MPEG-4 stream to 

the DVB-T LINK/PHY blocks, the data is 

processed at the application layer (AL) 

video source itself (see figure 2). An 

application layer frame isolator is used for 

the MPEG-4 transport video frame to 

separate the I-frame and P-frame hex 

streams in MB extracted using the Mindego 

Analyzer (more on this later). This process 

facilitates the encoding for any separate 

IPTV frame stream alone in order to test the 

performance of 

the FEC code on the overall system 

performance.  

It is then followed by a AL-FEC Reed-

Solomon encoder that uses block length of 

192 and a payload of 180 bytes where t= 8. 

The encoded stream is processed using a 

convolutional 

Interleaver of rate I=1/2 block. See figure 2 

for details.  The source stream video is 

made of  group of picture which are of 1 I-

frame and 9 P-frame sequence. Frames are 

extracted individually from each GOPs in a 

hex format. The following scenarios were 

devised for the simulation in order to 

evaluate the extra protection proposed for 

the base video layer that produces  the 

IPTV frames . 

Scenario 1:- standard DVB-T with Two 

layer (outer and inner FEC encoding) 

protection as described above in section A 

is applied to two GOPs chosen from the 

trace Mindego Analyzer [12] (GOP 1 and 

GOP10). The separation between them is 

only used to allow the I-frame content to 

build up as is always the case with the 

beginning and ending of any movie frame 

sequence. Hence frame I
1
 is smaller than 

frame I
10 

Scenario 2:- Proposed AL-FEC is applied 

to the I-frame stream only before being 

combined with the P-frame stream to from 

the GOP (I = 1 frame, P = 9frames) and 

forward it to the standard DVB-T simulator. 

The GOP is assembled back together into a 

IPPPPPPPPP format only after being 

applied to the RS (192,180) and the 

interleaver.  

Scenario 3:- Proposed AL-FEC is applied 

to the GOP stream without separation. This 

allows both I and P stream types to be 

encoded using the (RS+Interleaver) block. 

The GOP is assembled together into a 

IPPPPPPPPP format before being applied 

to the RS (192,180) and the interleaver.  

 

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

 The measurement technique often used 

to evaluate video quality is by computing 

the peak signal to noise ratio or PSNR. The 

PSNR is computed by taking the root mean 

square (RMS) value of the differences 

(errors) of the original and the received 

video frames, often normalized to be 

expressed in dB. PSNR measurements are 

often used to compare the quality loss of a 

video codec compared to a raw video 

footage, but can also be used to compute 

the quality loss due to packet loss.  

     A PSNR ratio of 34dB and higher is 

required for television broadcast; lower 

than 30dB is not acceptable anymore and 

anything below 20dB can be considered 

unwatchable. We use the Peak Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (PSNR) as the objective 

measure of the quality of a reconstructed 

video frame R(x, y) with respect to the 

uncompressed video frame F(x, y). The 

larger the difference between R(x; y) and 

F(x; y), or equivalently, the lower the 

quality of R(x; y), the lower the PSNR 

value . Let Nx  and Ny denote the 

resolution in pixels of the source 

video[4],[8]. 
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The video frame quality as PSNR can be 

calculated from the RMSE as  
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The measured PSNR indicates the 

difference between the transmitted and 

received video frames. 

IV. MINDEGO ANALYZER 

The Mindego Analyzer [12] is a 

software tool that analyze the contents, 

compliance, and construction of MPEG-4 

media data. The software is designed for 

technical professionals who handle MPEG-

4 files and bit streams. Each picture is 

comprised of several macro block (MB) 

data that can be transmitted in one of 

several coding types, depending upon the 

slice-coding type. The MB Bits display the 

bit count distribution per macro block on 

the grayscale. Three types of slices are 

supported by MBEG-4. 

 I slices are intra-frame encoded. All 

macro blocks in the slice are coded 

without referring to other pictures in the 

video sequence. 

 P slices are predictive and refer to prior 

coded pictures. 

 B slices are b-predictive and are coded in 

a manner that allows some macro blocks 

to use a weighted average of two distinct 

prediction values.  

All slice of MB is represented in 

hex/binary data format. We have used the 

Mindego analyzer to extract the frames 

individually from each GOP in 

hexadecimal format. 

 

V.             SIMULATION  RESULT 

In order to evaluate the performance of 

the different coding schemes over the video 

frame sequence, the BER and PSNR are 

considered as the key performance metrics 

used in this study. Matlab simulator shown 

in fig.1 was designed and built to 

investigate the performance of the different 

coding scheme scenarios considered in this 

paper. Each frame has a 320 width * 240 

height dimensions. MBEG-4 pictures are 

divided into one or more slices and each 

slice of the picture has a specific type (intra, 

predictive, bi-predictive). A picture may 

contain more than one type of slice, but a 

given type can be interpreted from the slice 

information. In this simulation work a 20 

GOP frame sequence from the movie, 

shown in fig.3&4 is simulated. The stream 

is a sequential, progressing picture by 

picture, so it may take some time to 

progress through a lengthy stream.  

Nevertheless, if a picture contains only I 

slices, it can be concluded that the picture is 

of type I. 

 

 
 

Figure .3 snapshot of example video frame 

simulated 

 
 

Figure .4 video stream 
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The Macro block bit distributions are 

used for getting information of each frame 

separately. Only representative results are 

discussed in this paper. Fig.5 shows the 

performance of the IPTV traffic BER over 

the adaptive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel for all different coding schemes 

versus the Eb/No. As illustrated, standard 

DVB-T performance is worse than the 2 

proposed AL-FEC protected scenarios in 

terms of required Eb/No. Nevertheless, very 

little difference observed between 

protecting the I-frames only or protecting 

the whole stream. This is an interesting 

result as one can reduce the coding 

overhead if only protecting the I-frame 

stream. This is confirmed by the PSNR 

results in Fig. 6 for the average PSNR vs. 

BER performance. The advantage of 

protecting the video at the base layer out 

performs the standard DVB-T with a 

margin of over 6dB justifying the use of 

extra protection at the source. And, 

interestingly enough, protecting the I-frame 

stream only scenario is not far behind the 

fully protected stream scenario, in terms of 

average PSNR performance. However, 

GOP 10 performance is obviously better 

than GOP 1. This is due to the location of 

GOP 1 in the stream as the video sequence 

has just started and not much data is 

available in the I-frames produced by the 

video source. As the video frame 

progressed to GOP 10, I-frame size was 

very large and the benefit of video source 

protection becomes apparent.  

Fig.7 shows the nstantaneous PSNR 

performance over time for the 3 simulated 

coding scenarios. Note that the AWGN 

channel doesnot vet strong challenge 

against either of the simulated cases. In 

fact, the least protected standard DVB-T 

stream does not produce much fluctuation 

into the the PSVR and none of the scheme 

proposed has fluctuated below the 35 dB 

threshold.  

 

 
Figure.5 Channel average BER versus 

Eb/No performance. 

 

 
Figure.6 average PSNR for three scenarios 

Studied. 
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Figure.7 Stream Instantaneous PSNR 

overtime. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

All of the goals as set forth in this 

paper have been achieved. The verifications 

have been met as shown in fig(5), (6) and 

fig(7), and the requirements have been 

completed. The simulations show the 

performance of the  different coding 

schemes and the best the performance of 

the  different coding schemes and the best 

performance is achieved for the case when 

the protection using one Reed Solomon 

encoders and one interleaver in application 

layer with stander DVB-T. That is when 

full protection to I1,p10 frame and  p1,p10 

frame and the second pest using one RS and 

interleaver to frame I1 and I10  only 

without RS and interleaver to p to gop1,p to 

gop10 frame in application layer this reduce 

processing time.  
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Abstract 

 

Data packet dropping misbehaviour is a serious threat in ad hoc networks. The motivation 

of such behaviour is either to take illegal advantage and preserve resources (selfish) or to 

intentionally cause harm (malicious) to some victims. Most of the existing solutions to solve 

such misbehaviour rely on the watchdog technique, which suffers from many drawbacks, 

particularly when using the power control technique. To overcome this problem with a 

moderate communication overhead, this paper introduces a new Session-based 

Misbehaviour Detection Framework (SMDF) for detecting misbehaving nodes that drop 

data packets in wireless ad hoc network. It consists of three components, the detection 

component in which each node monitors its direct neighbours with respect to forwarding 

data packets of a traffic session in the network, and the Decision component, in which direct 

neighbouring nodes decide whether the monitored node misbehaved or not and finally the 

isolation component where the guilty node will be penalized. Simulations results shows that 

SMDF is scalable and able to detect the misbehaviour with high accuracy as at low 

communication overhead and low energy consumption compared to the existing approaches 

in stationary ad hoc networks. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Nowadays we witness an exceptional 

growth of wireless communications. One 

type in particular has huge interest from 

both research and commercial sides, which 

is called wireless Ad hoc Network. It is a 

group of autonomous mobile nodes or 

devices connected through wireless links 

without the support of a communications 

infrastructure. Nodes can be static e.g. 

sensors network or freely mobile.  

Due to the infrastructure-less feature, all 

networking functions must be performed by 

the nodes themselves. Particularly, packets 

sent between distant nodes are expected to 

be relayed by intermediate nodes, which act 

as routers and provide the forwarding 

service. The  

forwarding service is closely related to 

the routing. It consists of correctly relaying 

the received packets from node to node 

until reaching their final destination, 

following routes selected and maintained by 

the routing protocol. These services 

(routing and data forwarding) together are 

at the core of the network layer.  

The nature of wireless ad hoc network 

makes cooperation among nodes essential 

for the system to be operational. In some ad 
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hoc network applications, such as battlefield 

or rescue operations, all nodes belong to a 

single authority (in the application layer 

point of view) and have a common goal, 

e.g. soldiers in a military unit or rescuers in 

a rescue team. For this reason, nodes are 

cooperative by nature. However, in many 

commercial applications, such as networks 

of cars and provision of communication 

facilities in remote areas, nodes typically do 

not belong to a single authority and do not 

pursue a common goal. In such networks, 

forwarding packets for other nodes is not in 

the direct interest of anyone, so there is no 

good reason to trust nodes and assume that 

they always cooperate. Indeed, nodes try to 

preserve their resources, and particularly 

their batteries.  

To take this constraint in charge many 

power-aware routing protocols have been 

proposed, but none of these solutions 

eliminate the problem due to the complex 

nature of the network. As a result, users will 

be permanently worried about their limited 

batteries, which may lead the nodes to 

behave selfishly. A selfish node regarding 

the packet forwarding process is the one 

that takes advantage of the distributed 

forwarding service and asks others to 

forward its own packets, but would not 

correctly participate in this service. This 

misbehaviour represents a potential danger 

that threatens the quality of service, as well 

as one of the most important network 

security requirements, namely the 

availability. In this paper we introduce a 

new low cost Session-based Misbehaviour 

Detection Protocol (SMDP) to monitor data 

forwarding, and detect packet dropping 

nodes in MANET. Our solution takes 

advantage of a cross-layer design, and 

exploits information related to the session 

layer that makes its control packet 

transmissions proportional to sessions, 

which reduces the communication 

overhead. At the end of a session, each 

forwarder node shows to its neighbours the 

number of packets it received from each 

other during the session, as well as the total 

sent, by sending a special packet we call 

Forwarding Approval Packet (FAP). 

Mechanisms to ensure authentication of 

such information and to prevent nodes from 

denying receptions of data packets are used. 

Nodes then collaboratively analyze the 

FAPs, and judge one another. 

 

The rest of the paper is organised as 

follows. Section 2 discusses related work 

including some of the detection mechanisms 

proposed in literature so far. Section 3 

describes the new protocol with an 

illustrative example. Section 4 provides a 

simulation study of the solution, followed 

by a summarized comparison with related 

work in section 5 and some discussions 

about the solution limitations in section 6. 

Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.  

 

2. Related Work 

 

There are two main approaches to 

dealing with node misbehaviour in MANET 

[1] [2]. The first approach tries to give a 

motivation for participating in the network 

function. A typical system representing this 

approach is Nuglets [3]. The authors 

suggest introducing a virtual currency called 

Nuglets that is earned by relaying foreign 

traffic and spent by sending its own traffic. 

The major weakness of this approach is the 

demand for trusted hardware to secure the 

currency. SPRITE [4] has a major 

advantage in comparison with [3], as it does 

not require any tamper-resistant hardware. 

In this solution, virtual money is considered 

as credits and is not held in packets. 

However, SPRITE relies on central 
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authority to mange credits, which is not 

practical in MANET. 

Most of the existing work in the field of 

node misbehaviour concentrates on the 

second approach which is detecting and 

excluding misbehaving nodes. Marti et al 

[5] propose a system which uses a watchdog 

that monitors the neighbouring nodes to 

check if they actually relay the data the way 

they should do. Then a component called 

pathrater will try to prevent paths which 

contain such misbehaving nodes. As 

indicated in the paper, the detection 

mechanism has a number of severe 

weaknesses such as its failure to correctly 

detect the misbehaviour in cases of 

collisions, partial collusion, and power 

control employment. 

The power control technique has been used 

by many routing protocols proposed after 

the watchdog‟s proposal in the field of 

power consumption optimization, e.g. [11]. 

By using the power control technique, 

nodes in MANET can preserve their power, 

by only transmitting packets from one node 

to another using controlled power according 

to the distance separating them from each 

other. For example, in the watchdog, when 

node C is closer to node B than A, and 

when B transmits packets using controlled 

power according to the distance separating 

it from C, A could not overhear B‟s 

forwarding, and may accuse it wrongly.  

There are other reputation approaches 

that use the watchdog mechanism in their 

monitoring component. CORE [6] and 

CONFIDANT [7] are two examples of such 

observation approaches. In CORE [6] 

nodes‟ observations are propagated beyond 

the neighbourhood, but only the positive 

observations. Not propagating negative 

observations would prevent the 

vulnerability of propagating rumours aiming 

DoS attacks, but this way the experience of 

others gets unused. In contrast, 

CONFIDANT [7] propagates negative 

observations beyond the neighbourhood, 

while considering the rumours problem and 

taking measures to mitigate it at the trust 

manager component. Further, 

CONFIDANT with its modified Bayesian 

approach for reputation gives less and less 

importance to past observations, which 

allows redemption in contrast to CORE 

which gives more importance to past 

observations. Nonetheless, in both CORE 

and CONFIDANT the monitoring 

component inherits all of the watchdog 

problems. Moreover, the isolation is 

performed unilaterally by each node, which 

might result in false accusation. As when a 

node isolates unilaterally another and denies 

forwarding packets for it (punish it), other 

neighbours would consider its behaviour 

illegal. 

The probing approach first proposed by 

Awerbuch et al. [8] could be viewed as a 

combination of route and node monitoring. 

It uses the end-to-end Acknowledgement 

(ACK) to monitor routes, and improves it 

by adding a dichotomic probing phase to 

detect the appropriate selfish nodes 

whenever a route becomes suspicious. 

Iterative probing [2] is more effective but 

allows to merely detect the link including 

the selfish node and has high overhead. On 

the other hand, unambiguous probing [2] 

deals with the node detection issue, by 

suggesting utilising the promiscuous 

monitoring at the predecessor of the 

suspicious link. This would have inevitably 

the watchdog‟s (promiscuous monitoring) 

problems. 

Two-hop ACK [9] allows to detect the 

selfish nodes and not only unreliable routes, 

and it enables the usage of the power 

control technique with no detection 

problem, contrary to promiscuous 
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monitoring solutions. However, the major 

drawback of this solution is the significant 

overhead it generates, although the authors 

provide further reduction using random 

acknowledgement approach [9]. A review 

of existing solutions is described in [10]. 

 

3. The New Proposed Solution Overview 

 

Our solution to the misbehaviour problems 

in MANET is a new Session-based 

Misbehaviour Detection framework 

(SMDF) [14]. It consists of three new 

components integrated together to detect 

and deal with nodes Misbehaviour in 

MANET. The first and most important 

component of the framework is the novel 

detection component. For this component 

we have developed a novel Session-based 

Misbehaviour Detection Protocol (SMDP) 

[15, 13, 14]. The second component of the 

new framework is the decision component 

[14] which will judge whether the nodes 

misbehave intentionally or not. The third 

and final component of our framework is 

the isolation component which will penalize 

nodes who are judged to have misbehaved. 

Figure 1 above shows our framework 

SMDF and its components. 

 

3.1 Detection Component 

In our approach [13] each node in the route 

session monitors all of its direct neighbours 

(i.e. neighbours within a one hop 

communication), and checks whether they 

correctly forward packets. We define a 

session as the continuous traffic sent from 

the source node to the final destination 

node. The routing protocol has to be aware 

of the beginning and the end of each 

session. This has been done through cross-

layer collaboration between the session 

layer and the network layer, shown in figure 

2. Cross-layer is a paradigm in wireless 

network architecture design that takes into 

accounts the dependencies and interactions 

among layers, and supports optimisation 

across traditional layer boundaries [16]. In 

our framework it means the exchange of 

information between the session layer and 

the network layer. As a result, our protocol 

has two components, a session component 

and a network component. 

 
Figure1. Session-Based Protocol‟s 

Framework 

 

The first one informs the second about the 

beginning and the end of sessions. All the 

other operations are performed by the 

network component. In our solution 

(SMDF) [13] we monitor nodes only after 

the end of the session contrary to all of the 

other existing approaches such as [5, 7, 1, 6, 

17,18, 9] where monitoring happens 

immediately after the node sent packets to 

its successor to forward them further in the 

network. By using sessions based approach 

we will save a considerable amount of 

communication overhead and subsequently 

reduce the cost. 
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Figure2. Session-Based Protocol‟s 

Framework 

 

After the end of each session, each node 

included in a path used by the session (apart 

from the originated source node and the 

final destination node) sends two 

cryptographically signed (i.e. using 

asymmetric encryption) packets. One to its 

successor containing the number of packets 

it has sent to it, we denote by NPS, and the 

other one to its predecessor containing the 

number of packets it has received from it, 

denoted NPR. The source node will send 

only the number of packets it has sent NPS 

to its successor, and the final destination 

node will send only the number of packets it 

has received NPR from its predecessor. 

NPR and NPS contain the sequence number 

of their sender, which is a number 

maintained by each node and monotonically 

increased (by 1) after including it in a 

packet. This prevents using an NPS or NPR 

more than once. After sending and receiving 

this information, each node builds and 

broadcasts to all of its one-hop neighbours a 

Forwarding Approval Packet (FAP) shown 

in figure 4-3, which is divided into 

SENT/RECEIVED fields. Each field 

involves one neighbour participating in the 

session, and contains the following 

attributes: 

 

Tij / Rij : Number of packets node „ i ‟ has 

sent/received to/from neighbor „j‟. 

Tijid / Rijid : Node identification number 

(ID) of the sender/receiver node. 

TijS / RijS : A node signature for 

authentication. 

mj: The sequence number of node j.  

 

 
Figure3. The Forwarding Approval Packet 

(FAP) 

 

Note that contrary to almost all the other 

solutions, our new framework can work 

independently of the routing protocol, as it 

does not need to know the two-hop 

neighbor to monitor its successor. It does it 

locally with its neighbours. 

 

3.2 SMDF Detection Component 

 

After receiving a Forwarding Approval 

Packet FAP (described previously) 

broadcasted from its one hop neighbour, our 

detection component through our Session-

based Misbehaviour Detection Protocol 

(SMDP) will start working. Each node 

checks the authentication of each ijT  and 

ijR  in the FAP using digital signature. It 

also checks that none of the sequence 

number has already been used. For this it 

keeps the last sequence number of each 

other node, so that the new received number 

should be greater than the previous one. 

Any failure in one of the previous 

verifications results in considering the 

appropriate number of packets to be zero, 

meaning do not accept such information.  
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If there are no packets dropped the 

following equation holds: 






 Ii

ijR

Ii

ijT
     (1) 

Thus far, nodes are assumed to not deny the 

sending and the reception of packets, and 

accordingly they correctly send the NPS 

and notably NPR packets, and include all 

the receptions in the FAPs as well. Now we 

deal with situations where selfish nodes lie. 

Assume that there is no more than one such 

a node in a neighbourhood, and we do not 

consider collusions. Finally, we point out 

that we are dealing with selfish nodes, but 

not with malicious attackers. If a well-

behaving node does not receive NPR or 

NPS from a neighbouring node, it simply 

leaves the corresponding signature field 

empty in the FAP it sends. The neighbours 

receiving such a packet with an empty 

signature assume that either the node of the 

appropriate field or the FAP sender is 

misbehaving. They keep their IDs for 

further investigations. This will be 

enhanced in the following. 

 

We first deal with the situations where 

nodes do not lie, and all the required 

signatures are put in the FAP. From 

equation (1) we consider the following: 

 

 


Ii

ijT  = T  & 
Ii

ijR  = R  

 

If 0TR  then the node is forwarding 

packets correctly. Otherwise, ( TR ) 

packets has been dropped.  

Now we treat the cases where a FAP‟s 

SENT field regarding some node, for 

example X lacks a signature. Lack of a 

signature in a RECEIVED field is of no 

impact if the sender of the FAP has 

correctly forwarded packets and shows 

proofs (signatures in the SENT fields). The 

previous sums (T and R) are calculated as 

before, and if R-T>0, this number (R-T) of 

packets will be considered dropped. But in 

addition, the node will not be immediately 

considered forwarding the T packets. In 

fact, either X is denying the reception of 

packets, or the sender of the FAP has 

dropped packets and is lying. The two 

nodes‟ IDs as well as the appropriate 

number of packets (claimed in the SENT 

field that lacks a signature) are safeguarded 

in what we call the suspicious set. Later, if 

one of these two nodes will be considered 

as suspicious in another experience, it will 

be charged of dropping packets (both in the 

first and the second experiences), and the 

innocent‟s id will be released from the 

suspicious set.  

 

We have used Bayesian approach for our 

new decision stage. Our new proposed 

Bayesian approach is similar to that used in 

[12] but using SMDP as the monitoring 

component. The monitor allows the 

neighbouring nodes to decide whether each 

monitored node in the session has 

forwarded packets correctly or not. 

Therefore, when a monitoring node notices 

that some packet has been dropped over a 

link it should not directly accuse the 

monitored as misbehaving, since this 

dropping could be caused by collisions or 

channel conditions. Therefore, a threshold 

of tolerance should be fixed. 

 In the Bayesian approach, well behaving of 

nodes improves their reputation, whereas 

intentional or unintentional packet dropping 

decreases it. Since misbehaving is usually 

exception rather than the norm, information 

exchange in our solution is limited to 

negative impressions. It is simpler and 
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creates no overhead when nodes well-

behave, as [12]. 

 

Each node A thinks that each other node B 

misbehaves with a probability , which is a 

random variable estimated by a Beta 

distribution ),( baBeta described above. 

Initially with no prior information,   is 

assumed uniform in [0,1], which is identical 

to )1,1(Beta . As observations (that follow 

a Bernoulli distribution with a parameter ) 

are made, a and b are updated as follows: 

 

TbbTRaa  ),(  

 

Where R is the number of packets received 

by the monitored node (as a router), and T 

is the number of packets forwarded by it 

during the session, as mentioned in our 

detection component. The previous sums (T 

and R) are calculated as before in our 

detection component, and if R-T>0, this 

number (R-T) of packets will be considered 

dropped.  

After as many observations as the decision 

could be made (  could be approximated 

by the mathematical 

expectation )),(( baBetaE ), the node will 

be judged. This is denoted by the decision 

(or stationary) point, while the number of 

observations is expressed by ba  . Upon 

reaching this point, B will be accused of 

misbehaving as soon as: 

max)),(( EbaBetaE  .  

Note that: )()),(( baabaBetaE  . 

maxE could be fixed to 0.5 (i.e. 50% of 

misbehaviour), or for more efficiency it 

should be estimated empirically for each 

network [12]. In mathematical estimation 

methods, the decision (stationary) point is 

the one upon which the difference between 

two subsequent observations could be 

negligible. One usual choice is that 

fulfilling the following condition: 

)),(( baBetaVar . 

 

Such that Var  is the mathematical variance 

and   is a very small positive.  

 

Note that: 

2)()1(
)),((

baba

ba
baBetaVar




  

 

However, this choice is inappropriate here, 

since )(BetaVar is not monotonous 

with ba  . We use the following variance 

like function, which is indeed decreasing 

with ba   [12]:  

 










 )1()(
,

)1()( baba

a

baba

b
Max

 

 

When enough observations with regard to a 

given monitored node are collected such 

that the judgment point is reached, the 

monitoring node will accuse the monitored 

one as soon as the estimated probability 

( )),(( baBetaE ) exceeds the configured 

maximum tolerance threshold, i.e. 

max)),(( EbaBetaE  . 

 

 

max

max
maxmax

1
)),((

E

Eb
aE

ba

a
EbaBetaE









 

This latter 















max

max

1 E

Eb represents the tolerable 

number of packets a node is allowed to drop 

without being accused. This maximum 

tolerable threshold is proportional to b, the 

number of packets forwarded. The more a 

node forward packets, the more its tolerable 
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threshold increases. Forwarding packets 

after unintentional or intentional droppings 

that do not result in an accusation would 

decrease E, which allows redemption. This 

redemption could not be possible when 

setting the tolerable threshold to a fixed 

number of packets. In our SMDF the 

redemption is just before decision. A node 

that forwards packets will need much more 

packets to be dropped before being accused 

compared to the one that does not forward, 

so it is like the forwarding redeem its 

dropping. However, there is no redemption 

after the decision. 

 

In [19], every node periodically broadcasts 

in its neighbourhood its view of   

regarding all the other nodes. Nodes use 

these information (known as second hand 

information) to update their own opinion on 

nodes‟ behaviour. To decide about the 

acceptance of the provided information, 

each node performs complicated tests on the 

trustworthiness of the provider. The 

problem with this proactive solution is that 

it causes an increase in the amount of 

overhead generated, even if nodes well-

behave. Our approach is rather reactive, 

thus no such information are exchanged. 

Indeed, each node performs monitoring 

separately and informs the others as soon as 

a misbehaving node is approved, as we will 

see in the next section with more details.  

SMDF Isolation Component 

Our Isolation Component used the social 

sciences principle that a person that accuses 

another of misconduct must show proof. 

One possible way to prove the accusation is 

to get observers against the accused person. 

In order to mitigate false detections and 

false accusations vulnerability, we have 

used Observation-Based Protocol very 

similar to that used in [12]. In this protocol, 

a node that detects and accuses another as 

misbehaving must approve its accusation 

before taking any measure against it. It 

should not isolate the assumed misbehaving 

unilaterally, because this could result in 

false detections against it. However, it could 

avoid routing its own packets through this 

node.  

 

Isolating a misbehaving node in MANET 

required two actions. First, not to route 

packets through it, to avoid losing them; 

second, do not forward packets for it, in 

order to punish it. For example, node A that 

judges some other node B as misbehaving 

should not isolate it unilaterally, but must 

ensure its isolation by all nodes. This is 

because when A unilaterally isolates B, the 

others could consider A as misbehaving 

when they realize that it does not forward 

packets for B.  

 

The way that our proposed Observation-

Based Protocol work is describe as follow: 

Upon detection, the detector informs nodes 

in its neighbourhood about the dropper (the 

accused), and asks for observers by 

broadcasting an Observation REQuest 

(OREQ) packet. It also puts the detected 

node ID in a special set called a suspicious 

set. Each node receiving the OREQ 

investigates the issue as follows: 

 

The packets recipient immediately sends a 

signed Observation REPly (OREP) packet 

to the accuser if the accused node‟s 

misbehaving expectation is close to maxE , 

or the number of control packets considered 

dropped is close to the configured 

maximum threshold. Also if its suspicious 

set includes the accused node. Otherwise, 

when it has not enough experience with the 

accused node (B), and if B is its neighbour 
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then it asks the successor of this latter 

whether it has received packets forwarded 

from it, by sending an ACcusation REQuest 

ACREQ packet (using a route that does not 

include B). But first, in order to avoid false 

accusations, the investigator should ensure 

that the accuser has really sent a packet to B 

to be forwarded to the appropriate 

successor. The node also should check 

whether B has sent the accuser an ACK just 

after overhearing the data, to ensure that the 

former has really received the packet and 

that the latter is not impersonating it. If B‟s 

successor has not recently received any 

packet forwarded from B, it sends a signed 

ACREP (ACcusation REPly) packet to the 

investigator, then this latter testifies for the 

accusation and sends the accuser a signed 

Observation REPly- OREP packet. The 

signature of the packets prevents their 

spoofing, thus no node could testify using 

the ID of another. 

 

The accuser node has to collect „ S ‟ 

different signatures to approve its 

accusation. Theoretically, 1S  is the 

maximum number of misbehaving nodes 

that could exist at any time. In practice, 

however, it is hard to determine such a 

number, so it should be fixed to strike a 

balance between efficiency and robustness. 

Setting S  to a high value increases the 

robustness of the protocol against false 

detections and rumours, but decreases its 

efficiency regarding true detections. On the 

other hand, a low value of S  allows high 

detections, but opens the vulnerability of 

rumours and increases the unintentional 

false detections (false positives), since S  

nodes could collude to accuse maliciously 

(respectively wrongly) any node.  

 

Once the accuser collects S  valid 

signatures, it broadcasts an Isolation Packet 

(ISOP) including all signatures through the 

network to isolate the guilty. This broadcast 

is not performed until a node is detected 

and approved as misbehaving. Apart from 

the monitoring stage, our solution requires 

no overhead as long as nodes well behave, 

as no opinions are exchanged periodically. 

This gives our solution the advantages of 

being a reactive one, unlike the other 

reputation-based solutions that were 

presented before. 

 

4. Simulation Study 

 

4.1 Simulations Parameters 

 

To study the effect of node misbehaviour on 

MANET and to assess the performance of 

the proposed detection protocol, we have 

developed a GloMoSim-based [20] 

simulation study. We have simulated a 

network of 100 nodes, located in an area of 

2500   2000 
2m  where nodes are 

deployed randomly for 1800 seconds of 

simulation time. To generate traffic we have 

used five Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sessions 

between five pairs of remote nodes, each 

consists of continually sending a 512 byte 

data packet each second. On each hop, each 

data packet is transmitted using a controlled 

power according to the distance between the 

transmitter and the receiver. 

 

Table 1 shows the important simulation 

parameters that have been used in our 

simulation. These parameters are typical for 

MANET simulations (see e.g.[21]) and are 

used for all following simulations. For the 

results of the simulation to be meaningful, it 

is important that the model on which is 

based the simulator matches as closely as 

possible the reality. Various examinations, 
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such as [22], show significant divergences 

between different simulators that 

demonstrate an identical protocol. 

Therefore, the results obtained from the 

simulations should be evaluated 

appropriately. 

 

Parameter Value 

Number of 

Nodes 
100 

Area X (m) 2500 

Area Y (m) 2000 

Traffic Model 
Constant Bit 

Rate (CBR) 

Sending Rate 

(Packets/S) 
1.0 

Packet Size 

(Byte) 
512 

Simulation 

Time (S) 
1800 

Node 

Placement 
Random 

Mobility None 

Table 1: Simulation parameters 

4.2 Simulation Metrics 

We evaluate our proposed SMDF using the 

following six metrics: 

 Packet delivery ratio: This is the 

percentage of sent data packets 

actually received by the intended 

destinations over the submitted 

packets.  

 Overhead: This is the amount of 

control-related transmissions 

(control packets including FAPs) 

measured in bytes, and generated 

during each session in the network. 

We count the amount of the actual 

control packets in bytes instead of 

the number of packets, because it 

reflects the real amount of 

overhead, as you might have small 

number of packets that generates 

huge amounts of bytes and vice 

versa.  

 True Positive Detection Rate: 

The rate of true dropping 

detection, when nodes correctly 

detected dropping packets. 

 False Positive Detection Rate:  

The rate of false dropping 

detection, when nodes wrongly 

accused of misbehaviour, when in 

fact they are not.  

 Power Consumption Rate: The 

average amount of power 

consumed by the nodes during the 

simulation. 

 Scalability: How scalable the new 

protocol is if the network number 

of nodes increased. 

 

4.3 Simulation Results 

 

4.3.1 Evaluation of the Effect of Node 

Misbehaviour on MANET Packet 

Delivery Ratio 

In order to study how node misbehaviour 

affects a MANET performance, we have 

done a number of simulations where we 

modelled a varying number of selfish nodes. 

In order to compare the affect of node 

misbehaviour in the network, we first run 

the simulation without selfish nodes (i.e. all 

of the nodes in the sessions are behaving 

correctly and forwarding packets as 

required from them without any dropping). 

Next, we run the simulation and in this case 

we have injected the network with selfish 

nodes that misbehave by not forwarding 

packets they received from other nodes. We 

have varied the number of selfish nodes 

from 1 to 20 nodes of the total number of 
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nodes, which is 100. Figure 4 shows the 

results of these simulations. It is obvious 

that this number has a significant effect on 

the rate of packets that are successfully 

delivered in the network. In this simulation 

we have used DSR routing protocol, the 

selfish node has not been detected by DSR 

and no countermeasures are taken. 
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Figure 4: Node Misbehaviour Effects on 

MANET‟s Throughput 

4.3.2 Evaluation of the Effect of Packet 

Dropping Attack in MANET 

In this simulation we are targeting to 

simulate and study the affect of packet 

dropping attack in MANET. Unlike the 

previous simulation in figure 4 where the 

dropping rate fixed to 50%, in this 

simulation the dropping rate varies form 0% 

to 100%. We simulated 20 nodes launching 

this attack by different rate of dropping as 

shown in figure 5. It can be seen from figure 

5 that when the dropping rate of the attacker 

is low, the throughput (i.e. number of 

packet received) is high. As the dropping 

rate increased the throughput is severely 

affected until it reaches 0 as the attacking 

nodes increased their dropping rate to 

100%. This clearly shows the affect of such 

attack on the performance of MANET and 

wireless sensor network. The result shows 

that the more number of such malicious 

nodes inside the network the more the 

harmful impact on the reliability, and that 

the decline is dramatic. 
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Figure 5: The Effect of Packet Dropping 

Attack on Throughput in MANET 

 

 

4.3.3 Comparison With Existing 

Approaches for True Positive Detection 

Rate 

Having seen true detection positive rate 

results for our SMDF, we are now 

comparing it with other mechanisms. Figure 

6 depicts a comparison between our 

proposed SMDF and the Watchdog [5] and 

Random Two Hop ACK [9]. We have used 

the same simulation parameters mentioned 

before and run the simulations using each 

protocol separately (i.e. WD then Random 

Two Hop ACK). In addition, as in our 

SMDF simulation case we have set the 

POWER COTROL parameter to YES in 

order to see how the other two protocol 

perfume. The result shows that our 

proposed SMDF outperformed Watchdog, 

which suffers from a sharp fluctuation 

between (98% - 100%), whereas SMDF 

remains constant at 100%. On the other 

hand, SMDF has as same true detection 

rated as the random Two Hop ACK.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of True positive 

detection vs. Misbehaving rate 

 

4.3.4 Comparison With Existing 

Approaches for False Positive Detection 

Rate 

As we have done in the true detection 

positive rate comparison, we have 

compared our SMDF False Positive 

Detection Rate result with the Watchdog 

and the Random Two Hop ACK. Figure 7 

shows clearly the considerable advantages 

of SMDF over both the Watchdog and the 

Random Two Hop ACK in keeping the 

false detection rate steady at 0% level. As 

the highest false detection rate was 

produced by the Watchdog which was 

between (35% - 75%), the Random Two 

Hob ACK performed better than the 

Watchdog as it fluctuates around 20%.  
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Figure 7: Comparison of False positive 

detection vs. Misbehaving rate 

 

4.3.5 Comparison of SMDF vs. 

Optimised SMDF with Sessions 

Aggregation and Two-Hop ACK 

In this scenario we compare the overhead 

produced previously by SMDF in table 2 to 

the optimised SMDF and Two-Hop ACK. 

The optimised SMDF uses sessions 

aggregation approach presented earlier. 

When using this approach, nodes that are 

involved in more than one session could 

wait a certain time until all sessions end 

before sending the FAP to their direct 

neighbours. The results (reported in table 2) 

show a significant reduction in the amount 

of communication overhead produced by 

the aggregated SMDF in comparison with 

that in non-aggregated SMDF. Both 

versions clearly outperform Random Two-

Hop ACK. 

 
 Overhead Amount (Byte Per Session) 

Sessions  1 2 3 4 5 

SMDF 724 1088 1512 2012 2028 

Optimised 

SMDF 

724 1022 1096 1436 1450 

R 2 Hop 

ACK 

11260 13300 20520 42800 43860 

Table 2: Comparison between SMDF and R 

2Hop ACK (Overhead) 

 

4.3.6 Comparison With Existing 

Approaches for (Power Consumption) 

Having seen the SMDF power consumption 

results in previous section, we now compare 

them with the Watchdog and Random Two 

Hop ACK results. The comparison results 

in figure 9 shows that our SMDF clearly 

outperforms both the Watchdog and 

Random Two Hop ACK in saving energy 

with less power consumption. There is a 

very small difference between the 

Watchdog and Random Two Hop ACK, 

with slight advantages to Watchdog. This 

could be due the huge amount of overhead 

that the Random Two Hop ACK generates.  
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Figure 9: Comparison of power 

consumption of SMDF with existing 

approaches  

 

4.3.7 Comparison with Existing 

Approaches for Scalability 

Our proposed protocol SMDF has already 

been evaluated using 100 nodes, which is 

higher than 50 nodes average used in many 

other existing mechanisms evaluated using 

simulation. Since the scalability property is 

one of the desired characteristics especially 

in wireless sensor network, we have 

increased the number of nodes to 500 and 

the terrain to 3500x3000
2m  and measure 

the tru/false positives. The main difference 

between small and large networks is the 

average path lengths (e.g. 3-4 hops in small 

network vs. 8-13 hops in large network). 

We have increased the network sessions 

from 5 to 50 sessions to reflect the increase 

in the number of nodes. It can be seen from 

figure 10 that SMDF is scalable and still has 

the highest true positive detection rate at 

100%. Figure 11 shows that SMDF has the 

lowest ever false positive detection rate at 

0% compared with the WD and Random 2 

Hop ACK. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of True Positive 

Detection Rate (Scalability)  
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Figure 11: Comparison of False Positive 

Detection Rate (Scalability)  

 

5 Comparison with Related Work 

As mentioned before, the main objective of 

our misbehaviour detection framework is to 

provide a set of components and 

mechanisms that can detect and eliminate 

misbehaviour at low energy and 

communication overhead cost but with high 

accuracy. The problem of node 

misbehaviour in MANET has been treated 

by many research groups, and many 

mechanisms have been proposed. Our 

framework shares some similarities with 

prior work carried out in other projects. In 

this section we compare our framework 

with these works. 

 

The first and most famous mechanism in 

misbehaviour detection in MANET is the 
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Watchdog [5]. We have compared our 

SMDF results with the Watchdog results on 

five of our six different metrics using 

simulation, and found that SMDF 

outperform the Watchdog in four of these 

metrics. The five metrics are true positive 

detection rate, false positive detection rate, 

power consumption rate and scalability. 

Where as the Watchdog has lower overhead 

than SMDF. Nonetheless, all of the other 

Watchdog drawbacks including partial 

dropping do not exist in our SMDF, which 

is the gain we obtain from our extra but low 

overhead. 

 

There are many other detection mechanisms 

especially the reputation mechanisms such 

as [7 18, 6, 17, 1] using the watchdog as 

their main monitoring component. 

Consequently, they inherit all the drawbacks 

that the watchdog suffers, even though their 

other system components are efficient. This 

gives our SMDF clear advantages over all 

of the mechanisms that adopting the 

watchdog concept in their detection system. 

 

We have also compared our framework 

with the other types of mechanism that do 

not use the watchdog as their monitoring 

component. The most recent solution of 

these is the Random Two-Hop ACK [9]. 

Our comparison through simulation showed 

us that our SMDF outperforms the Random 

Two-Hop ACK in four of our six simulation 

metrics. These matrices are communication 

overhead, false positive detection Rate, 

power consumption rate and scalability. 

Although, we have similar rue positive 

detection rate as the Random Two-Hop 

ACK. However, through our simulation 

comparison we noticed that the Random 

Two-Hop ACK can often detect the full 

dropping case more than the partial one.  

 

Our framework evaluation and comparison 

with other existing mechanisms shows it 

performs better and has novel aspects that 

do not exist in other mechanisms. 

 

We completed our detection approach with 

decision and isolation component using 

mechanisms of [12] to make a complete 

solution. The major advantage of our 

solution compared to [12] is at the 

monitoring component as the latter use 

Random Two-Hop ACK.   

 

6 Discussion 

Whilst the SMDF solves an interesting 

problem with some novel aspects there 

remains several shortcomings. This section 

outlines these problems. 

 

Waiting until the end of all sessions to 

check node misbehaviour reduce the 

communication overhead considerably as 

we have seen in the simulation results. 

However, it will increase the delay before 

detection. It is a trade-off issue as reducing 

the cost is more valuable and important than 

increasing the waiting time. In some 

application such as video streaming, it is 

important to detect misbehaviour 

immediately as it occurred and not wait 

until the end of all sessions involved in the 

network. This shortcoming can be reduced 

by fixing a timeout to the sessions waiting 

instead of waiting for the end independently 

of the period, if not all the session terminate 

upon the timeout only the closed sessions 

will be aggregated and another timeout will 

be set for the remaining ones.  

 

The Session-based Misbehaviour Detection 

Framework (SMDF) we proposed in this 

work assumes that nodes only drop data 

packets and not control packets. If the 

nodes drop the control packets, the SMDF 
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can not detect them, as it only deals with 

data packets dropping. The increased 

amount of control packets is not preferable 

due to the overhead they generate. 

However, moderate number of control 

packets is important, and as such, dropping 

them will affect the performance of the 

network. Selfish nodes drop both data and 

control packets whereas malicious node 

targeting only data packets. This make our 

solution directly applicable in the context of 

malicious nodes but needs to be completed 

with some mechanism for control packets 

monitoring to comprehensively deal with 

selfish nodes. 

 

We intentionally examine the situation 

when MANET is stationary, as this was the 

main target investigation of this research. 

Our solution is suitable for most 

applications of wireless sensor networks. 

However, it is possible to have mobile 

sensor nodes. Dealing with mobility 

represents an open perspective to our work. 

In our SMDF Decision component we have 

used a fixed threshold of tolerance in which 

node will be judged as misbehaving after 

exceeding it. This is fine for a stationary 

MANET and static WSN scenarios. 

However, it is more efficiency to use 

variable threshold which can change 

according to the network topology and 

scenarios. The threshold can be also 

estimated empirically for each network by 

first, making simulations with no 

misbehaving and calculate the threshold at 

each node for different scenarios that 

estimate the network. Then, retrieving the 

maximum value in all scenarios from the 

decision point and then consider it final 

threshold. 

 

In some application such as the battlefield 

or the rescue operations there is no need to 

run all of the three components in every 

node. For example isolating and punishing 

such nodes would not be beneficial. In this 

case there is no need for the isolation 

component and it need to be switch OFF. 

Therefore, deciding when to turn 

components ON/OFF is another challenge 

that  needs to be resolve. One suggestion is 

to add a separate component with intelligent 

decision capability to SMDF in order to 

deal with such situation. More efficient 

suggestion would be to add to each 

component of SMDF this intelligent 

capability to decide itself when and where 

to function according to the network and 

nodes status. 

 

For the purpose of evaluation and 

comparison with other approaches we have 

used simulations techniques. Performance 

evaluation through simulations is  helpful 

but will not reflect the reality 100%. It will 

thus be fascinating to see the actual 

performance of our complete SMDF 

framework by integrating every component 

that it consisted of. By doing that we could 

measure new parameters that will add more 

understanding of the reality and that can not 

be performed clearly through simulations. 

Once the above tasks have been completed 

successfully, it would be interesting to 

implement the complete model in an 

experimental test-bed to see its practical 

feasibility. This task appears feasible in the 

near future as the price of advanced sensors 

and handheld devices are already 

decreasing gradually.  

 

7 Conclusion 

The main direction of our work has been to 

look for an effective approach that can 

satisfy our initial requirements. The result is 

a new low cost framework entitled Session-

based Misbehaviour Detection Framework 
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(SMDF). It consists of three components, 

the detection component, the decision 

component and the isolation component. 

The most important contribution is the 

detection component that contains our novel 

Session-based Misbehaviour Detection 

Protocol SMDP to detect selfish or 

malicious nodes that drop packets partially 

or completely to launch either black-hole or 

data dropping attacks. For the decision 

component we have integrated an existing 

Bayesian approach to decide whether the 

node deliberately misbehaved or not [12].  

For the Isolation component, we have used 

an existing approach [12] and used an 

Observation-Based Protocol to isolate 

misbehaving nodes. It uses neighbouring 

observation experience to isolate 

misbehaved nodes. 

 

We analysed and evaluated the proposed 

schemes by simulation techniques. Our 

evaluation was focused on six important 

parameters, namely packet delivery ratio, 

overheard, true positive detection rate, false 

positive detection rate, power consumption 

rate and scalability. By comparing our 

results to those of other mechanisms 

available on literature, we showed that our 

solution has low cost in terms of 

communication overhead than other 

approaches. We showed also that our 

framework has the lowest false positive 

detection rate amongst other approaches, 

and that it has highest value of True positive 

detection rate compared with other 

approaches. Our evaluation also showed 

that our solution has lower energy 

consumption rate compared with other 

existing approaches. The experiments 

showed also that our framework is scalable 

and can work with higher number of nodes, 

especially in wireless sensor networks. It is 

important to emphasise that though the 

proposed framework was developed for 

stationary MANET and static wireless 

sensors network, the ideas by this 

framework are still extendable for other 

mobile wireless networks.  

 

To achieve the grand vision of pervasive 

computing where applications are enhanced 

through tools such as wireless sensors and 

integrated using mobile ad hoc networks 

many problems need to be solved. 

However, remarkable progress has been 

made in the last decade and we believe our 

SMDF contribution, addressing fairness 

within MANET, will help make a step 

toward this future. 
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Abstract – IEEE802.16 as a wireless MAN broadband access standard, defines a 

flexible QoS mechanism in MAC layer for wild variety classes of services. However, it 

does not define specific scheduling algorithm of UL-traffic, which is becoming the 

research hot spot in resent years. In this paper, a modified scheduling algorithm is 

developed on the features of services defined in IEEE802.16d, including UGS, rtPS, 

nrtPS, and BE services. An analytical model is derived and evaluated under different 

loading conditions for the proposed scheme, and it is compared with a related scheme 

which we have proposed and published.  

Keywords- Broadband Wireless Access, IEEE 802.16, UL-Scheduling Algorithms, 

Performance Evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Broadband is a transmission facility 

where bandwidth is wide enough to carry 

multiple voice, video or data channels 

simultaneously. Broadband Wireless 

Access (BWA) is capable for providing 

high speed network access to a broad 

geographic area with rapid flexible 

deployment at low cost. Other advantages 

of BWA are high scalability, lower 

maintenance and upgrade costs [1]. 

The IEEE802.16 standard was developed 

to produce high performance BWA 

systems. The standard specifies a Wireless 

MAN air interface for fixed point to multi-

point BWA systems. A Wireless MAN 

consists of at least one radio Base Station 

(BS) and one or more Subscriber Station 

(SS) with a fixed point to multi-point 

topology [2]. 

In spite of the WiMax standard specifies 

the request-grant mechanisms and the 

traffic types (voice, video and data), it 

leaves the question open that how to use the 

scheduling mechanism of these services, 

thus make it available for providers and 

vendors to innovate in this area. 

 Scheduling algorithms serve as an 

important component in any 

communication network to satisfy the QoS 

requirements, such as: delay, fairness, 

complexity, etc. Uplink scheduling 

algorithm have not standardized in 

IEEE802.16 protocol. 

In this paper, a modified scheduling 

algorithm is presented, where an analytical 

model is derived and evaluated with 
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different types of traffic under balanced and 

unbalanced traffic scenarios.  

The basic architecture of PHY and MAC 

layers in IEEE802.16d standard is 

introduced in Section II. In section III, the 

system model and the related works for the 

proposed scheduling algorithm are 

presented. The assumptions made for the 

analytical model of the proposed scheme 

are presented in section IV. Section V gives 

some numerical results with discussions for 

different scenarios. Finally the paper ends 

with a conclusion in section VI.  

II. PHY AND MAC IEEE802.16 

STANDARD 

In WiMax, time is divided into frames, 

each of them, in turn, is composed of a 

fixed number of slots. At the start of each 

frame, the BS schedules the uplink and 

downlink grants in order to meet the 

negotiated QoS requirements. On the 

uplink, the BS determines the number of 

time slots for which each SS will be 

allowed to transmit in an uplink subframe. 

This information is broadcast by the BS 

through the uplink map message (UL-

MAP) at the beginning of each frame. The 

UL-MAP contains an Information Element 

(IE) per SS, which includes the 

transmission opportunities for each SS, and 

the time slots in which a SS can transmit 

during the uplink subframe. The BS 

scheduling module determines the IEs by 

using the bandwidth request message sent 

from the SSs to the BS. On the downlink, 

the BS is the only one that transmits during 

a downlink subframe. Data packets are 

broadcast to all SSs and an SS only listens 

in on the packets destined for it.  

There are four types basic services 

described in the standard. Named 

respectively as follows: Unsolicited Grant 

Service (UGS): such as VoIP applications; 

Real-Time Polling service (rtPS): such as 

video applications; Non-Real-Time Polling 

Service (nrtPS): such as the file transfer 

protocol applications; Best Effort (BE): 

such as the e-mails, and add the Extend 

Real-Time Polling Service in IEEE802.16e. 

This paper is based on the first four classes 

of services which supported by 

IEEE802.16d protocol (fixed WiMAX 

network) [3]. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. RELATED WORK : 

In [4,5], the authors proposed a MAC 

scheduling algorithm for IEEE802.16 

protocol by applying a reservation priority 

access control (RPAC) scheme, with two 

versions I and II. The proposed algorithm is 

evaluated using FDD allocation scheme 

under balanced traffic conditions in [4], and 

unbalanced traffic condition in [5]. The 

main ideas behind the RPAC scheme 

employed for version I and II are 

summarized below: 

 RPAC-I scheme: For any p , q Є 

{1,…..,P} such that p < q , and p , q 

represent the classes of services and P is 

a class number which has the lowest 

priority, all class-p messages are 

transmitted before any messages of class-

q, independent of which station it belongs 

to. For the messages belonging to the 

same class but in distinct stations, the 

order of the transmissions is according to 

the order in which the stations access the 

channel (first station 1 and the last station 

M). For messages in the same station 

with the same class of priorities, the 

transmissions occur by order of arrival. 

 - RPAC-II scheme: For any i , j Є 

{1,…M} such that i < j, where i, j 

represent the station order number in the 
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list, all the messages in station i are 

transmitted before any messages in 

station j, independently with respect to 

other nodes traffic priority class. In any 

terminal, the messages are transmitted in 

accordance with their priority classes and 

in order of arrival, in the case of 

belonging to the same class; that is, at 

each station, the priority discipline HOL 

(Head-Of-the-Line) is applied, with the 

highest priority assigned to class 1 and 

the lowest assigned to class P. 

From the obtained results in [4, 5], it is 

found that the RPAC-I scheme gives better 

differentiation between classes of services 

than RPAC-II scheme, with respect to 

average waiting-time per class. However, 

first scheme (RPAC I) has suffered form 

some degree of unfairness in the access to 

the media amongst network SSs, especially 

if most traffic intensity offered from one 

class or one SS. 

In this paper, the proposed algorithm 

(modified RPAC-I scheme) is presented 

and evaluated under different loading 

conditions to improve the degree of fairness 

among stations. 

B. PROPOSED ALGORITHM : 

Our scheduling algorithm is proposed 

for UL-transmission (from SSs to BS), as 

follows: 

For any p , q Є {1,…..,P} such that p < q , 

and p , q represent the classes of services 

and P is a class number which has the 

lowest priority, all class-p messages are 

transmitted before any messages of class-q , 

independent of which station it belongs to. 

For the messages belonging to the same 

class but in distinct stations, the order of the 

transmissions is according to the order of 

arrival and the order in which the stations 

access the channel, (message 1 from SS # 

1, message 1 from SS # 2, up to message 1 

from SS # M, then message 2 from SS # 1, 

message 2 from SS # 2, …… and so on for 

other messages and stations), as shown in 

Fig.(1). 

Fig.(2) shows the transmission stages 

needed to transmit the k
th

 class-p message 

from station i using the proposed scheme 

together with the developed flow chart.  

IV. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND 

ANALYSIS 

A. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS : 

To analyze the performance of the 

proposed scheme, the system model has to 

take into considerations the following 

assumptions: 

- The system considered has one BS and 

)1( MM  client stations (SSs), each of 

which has an infinite buffer-size and is 

already associated with the BS. 
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- All subscriber stations (SSs) are within the 

range of the BS. 

- Different stations are not limited to be in 

the line of sight of each other. 
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Fig.(1) The proposed algorithm for UL-transmission. 
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- The communication channel is assumed to 
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Fig. (2) Transmission stages for kth class-p message from station  i using the proposed algorithm. 
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be completely synchronized by the BS. 

- The transmission channel is assumed to be 

error free. 

- At each station, the arrival of messages is 

characterized by a Poisson process. 

- The number of packets in each message of 

class-p in the station i is independent and 

identically distributed. 

By assuming that, the channel is fully 

synchronized by the BS. Thus, time is 

subdivided into equal-length segments, the 

duration of each segment (  seconds) 

called time slots. The start of message 

transmissions across the channel must be 

synchronized with the beginning of a time 

slot. 

At each of the M stations, the arriving 

messages belong to one out of P different 

priority classes. We assume that, class-1 

messages have the highest priority and 

class-P have the lowest. 

For each  i   {1,….,M} and  p   

{1,…,P}, we assume that the number of 

class-p messages arriving to terminal i 

during the n
th

 time slot is a sequence of 

independent and identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) random variables, governed by a 

Poisson distribution with average p

i  

(messages/slot), independent of the arrival 

processes of other classes. In general, the 

message generated at each station is 

composed of a random number of packets, 

such that p

inB ,
 is the number of packets 

contained in the n
th

 class-p message 

arriving to station i , with mean p

ib and 

second moment p

ib ,2
.  

B. MESSAGE WAITING-TIME ANALYSIS : 

Messages are assumed to arrive at the 

end of slots. Let p

inW ,
 represent the waiting-

time for the n
th

 class-p message arriving to 

station i, measured in slots. Hence, p

inW ,
 is 

the total number of slots elapsed since the 

arrival of the n
th

 class-p message at station i 

until the start of the slot in which 

transmission of this message is initiated. 

The following additional random variables 

are defined: 

p

inZ ,
 number of class-p messages buffered 

at station i at the beginning of the n
th

 

cycle. 

p

iknN ,,
 number of class-p messages arriving 

at station i during the k
th

 slot of the 

n
th

 cycle. 

  kN p

iA,
 a random variable governed by the 

same distribution as the number of 

class-p messages arriving to station i 

during the k
th

 slot. 

p

iknB ,,
 number of packets contained in the 

k
th

 class-p message transmitted by 

station i during the n
th

 cycle. 


p

inY ,
 queue size of class-p messages at 

terminal i during the n
th

 cycle. 

 p

in

p

i YN ,
 total number of class-p messages 

transmitted at station i, during the 

(n+1)
th

 cycle, given p

inY ,
 . 

 p

in

p

i YW ,
 sum of the waiting-time 

components of all class-p messages 

served at station i, in the (n+1)
th

 

cycle, given p

inY ,
 . 

We have 

  p

in

p

in

p

i ZYN ,1,     

  (1) 

  4321, DDDDYW
p

in

p

i    

 (2) 

1D  the overall delay of class-p messages 

arriving to terminal i during Ln ( where 

Ln is the length of n
th

 cycle), from their 

instants of arrival to the instant of 

termination of Ln (recall that arrivals 

occur at the end of slots), then: 
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    p

iLnn

p

inn

p

in n
NLNLND ),1(,,2,,1,1 ...........21 

 

2D   the total waiting, of all p

inZ ,1
 

messages, due to  the all reservation 

intervals of M slots, and the allocation 

start time (Tst) (round-trip delay + 

processing time), then: 

  p

in

st

n

R

n ZLLD ,12   

3D  (stage-1 delay in Fig. (2)), the time 

that all p

inZ ,1
 messages must wait due to 

all transmissions from classes 1 to (p-

1), at all stations (1 to M), then: 

p
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p

j

M
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k

j

gkn ZBD

j
gn
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1 1 1
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4D  (stage-2 and stage-3 delays in 

Fig.(2)), the total time that all k
th

 class-

p messages must wait due to all class-p 

transmissions at all stations (1 to M) 

with order of arrive from 1 to (k-1), 

plus the k
th

 class-p transmissions at 

stations 1 to (i-1), then: 
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Then, applying a Markov Ratio Limit 

Theorem (MRLT) [2], we obtain: 

  
  p

in

p

i

p

in

p

ip

i

YNE

YWE
W

,

*

,

*

             (3) 

Where   p

in

p

i YNE ,

*
 and   p

in

p

i YWE ,

*
 

are the steady-state averages of (1) and (2) 

respectively. 

      LEZEYNE p

i

p

in

p

in

p

i   ,1

*

,

*
  

        (4) 

Where     n
n

LELE lim


  

By taking the steady-state average of (2), 

and with substitution into (3), the average 

waiting-time of class-p messages at 

terminal i will be given by: 
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     (5) 

Where p

i

p

i

p

i b   is the traffic in the 

terminal i due to the messages of class-

p,    st

n
n

st LETE


 lim ,  LE  and  2LE  

are the first and second steady-state 

moments of n
th

 cycle length 
nL . The length 

of the n
th

 cycle is  T

n

st

n

R

nn LLLL  , 

where R

nL   is the length of the n
th

 reservation 

interval, st

nL  is the allocation start time of 

the n
th

 cycle, and  T

nL  is the size of the n
th

 

transmission interval. We assume that 

MLR

n  (where M is the number of SSs in 

the network) with duration of Mτ seconds. 

We have (see [2] for more details). 
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 (6)  

Then, making   

P

p

M

i

p

i1 1
  1 and 

taking the limits (with n  ) in both 

sides of the above equation, we obtain:  

 
 





1

stTEM
LE     

            (7) 

In a similar way, through a recursive 

equation for  2

nLE   and assuming   1, 

then: 
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     (8) 

Finally, substituting expressions of  LE  

and  2LE  in (5) we have a closed 

expression for the mean waiting-time of 

class-p messages at terminal i under the 

proposed algorithm.  

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To evaluate the level of differentiation 

obtained with the proposed scheme, we 

considered two distinct scenarios, where in 

each scenario there is a differentiated 

probability between four classes of traffic 

(P = 4), as shown in Table I. 

Table I, Traffic Scenarios Used 

Classes of 

services 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

UGS 60% 10% 

rtPS 20% 10% 

nrtPS 10% 20% 

BE 10% 60% 

To simulate the proposed scheme 

presented here and compare it with the 

RPAC-I scheme, which was modeled and 

simulated in [4, 5], under balanced and 

unbalanced traffic conditions, we assume 

that: 

(a) Balanced case: there are 10 stations 
(M=10), each station shares with a 
traffic percentage (ρi = ρ/10), and each 
station contributes with its traffic class 
according to Table I. 

(b) Unbalanced case: similarly M=10, but 
82% of the traffic from station "4" and 
the remaining 18% of the traffic from 
other stations (2% from each SS), each 
SS has traffic type as illustrated in 
Table I. 

We assume that the number of packets 
in each message of class p in the station i is 
constant with average   bi

p  
 = 5  and   b2,i

p 
  = 

25,  for  each  p  =  1,  2,  3,  4;  and i = 1, ..., 
10. So, the average waiting-time in the 
queue for the station i  is given by: 

p

i

p i

p

i
i WW 




4

1 

     

 (9) 

Where i  represents the average number 

of messages arriving to station i : 





P

p

p

ii

1

  

From equation (9), we can plot the , as average waiting-time versus station index shown 
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in Figures (3), (4), (5) and (6) for the two schemes, the RPAC-I and the proposed 
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Fig.(3) Average waiting-time vs. station index in Scenario-1 under 

balanced case. 

(a) RPAC-I 

scheme 

(b) Proposed scheme 
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algorithm, both for under balanced and 

unbalanced traffic conditions, with overall 

traffic intensity (ρ=0.9).  

From Fig.(3)-a and Fig.(4)-a, for the 

balanced traffic case and for the same class 

of service traffic, the RPAC-I scheme shows 
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Fig.(4) Average waiting-time vs. station index in Scenario-2 

under balanced case. 

(a) RPAC-I 
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(b) Proposed 

scheme 
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Fig.(5) Average waiting-time vs. station index in Scenario-1 

under unbalanced case. 

(a) RPAC-I 

scheme 

(b) Proposed 

scheme 
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Fig.(6) Average waiting-time vs. station index in Scenario-2 under unbalanced 

case. 

(a) RPAC-I 

scheme 

(b) Proposed 

scheme 
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some degree of difference in the average 

waiting-time in the queue among stations, 

this can be clearly noticed between stations 

with high traffic intensity. This behavior is 

improved using the proposed model as 

shown in Fig.(3)-b and Fig.(4)-b. From 

these Figures, we can notice that the 

proposed scheme managed to decrease the 

degree of unfairness in waiting times 

required to access the network, among 

stations transmitting at the same class of 

service. 

As shown in Fig.(5)-a and Fig.(6)-a, for 

a given traffic intensity of class-p, 

messages using RPAC-I scheme under 

unbalanced traffic case, one can observe 

that there is some degree of unfairness 

between stations, this can be clearly 

noticed nodes located before and after node 

"4" , this degree of unfairness between 

stations increases as the traffic intensity of 

a given class of service increases. This 

behavior also is improved using the 

proposed model as shown in Fig.(5)-b and 

Fig.(6)-b.  

From these Figures, we can notice that, 

the degree of unfairness is decreased in the 

waiting-times for stations to access the 

network. And we can observe that, the 

average waiting-time increases with respect 

to stations which have high traffic intensity 

and decreases with stations which have low 

traffic intensity. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an UL-scheduling 

algorithm is proposed which supports the 

IEEE802.16d standard, and it incorporate 

traffic scheduling function with message 

based priority. Moreover, an analytical 

model is derived for the average waiting-

time for different traffic scenarios, under 

the assumptions of Poisson arrivals and 

general distributions of message lengths. 

The proposed model is managed to 

improve the degree of unfairness among 

stations that was reported in [4, 5] for 

RPAC-I scheme. The improvement 

introduced by the proposed scheme is 

noticed for both balanced and unbalanced 

traffic conditions. 
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Linkmeter  –  The Swiss Army Knife of Radio Relay 

Per Thorvaldsen, Net designer, Nera Networks, pt@nera.no 

 

Abstract 

 

In conventional radio relay systems one of the most challenging tasks for radio engineers is 

to find the cause and nature of transmission errors when they occasionally occur. Is it 

fading, interference or equipment error? Nera Networks has developed a novel PC based 

tool, Linkmeter, which extracts information from the radio elements and presents graphs 

making it easy to identify possible problems.  

1. Introduction 

 

Radio relay systems are mainly used to 

provide backhaul data transmission or to 

provide capacity to cellular networks. The 

popularity and widespread use of radio 

relay is due to its flexibility, low cost and 

fast deployment. Figure 1 shows a typical 

network for a mobile operator. 

 

With Nera Networks Evolution radios it is 

possible to create networks with capacities 

ranging from a couple of megabits per 

second to 1.6 gigabits per second depending 

on config-uration and number of available 

channels. The transmission type may be 

PDH, SDH, Ethernet or a scalable 

combination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Radio relay network 

 

To manage and monitor the performance of 

large microwave networks, Nera Networks 

has an application called NetMaster. This 

product performs the usual FCAPS (Fault, 

Configuration, Accounting, Performance 

and Security) and is excellent for getting an 

overall view and status of the network. In 

Figure 2 a typical NetMaster scenario is 

shown. 

 

One challenge with management    systems 

when transmission errors occur is that they 

are often flooded with alarms so that the 

root cause of a problem is not easily found. 
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Figure 2 NetMaster management system 

 

. To make it simpler to analyse fault 

situations on individual paths Nera 

Networks has developed a PC based 

software called Linkmeter. This software 

correlates various input level statistics and 

errors, making fault finding easy. As an 

example, Figure 3 shows the statistics of a 

measurement done on an overwater path in 

Norway. Notice the blue spikes at -65 dBm 

and -80 dBm that indicate error pulses at 

these input levels 

2. The Linkmeter - a novel idea   

 

Most ideas come as a result of the hardship 

of work. In the nineties, I laboured a lot 

over endless alarmlists looking for the 

possible cause of errors in a myriad of 

consequential alarms. Could there be a 

simpler way? The main challenges 

concerning radio relays are fading, possible 

inference or equipment related errors. What 

is common for all three is that they all 

generate bit errors, but at different receiver 

input levels. That could be exploited! 

 

Figure 3 Long term measurement with Linkmeter 
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By making and presenting statistics 

correlating between bit errors and input 

levels it would be possible to separate the 

three phenomena’s with a glance. If all the 

errors occur at input levels below the radio 

threshold, outage is due to fading. If the 

errors start at an input level above the radio 

threshold, the most likely cause is 

interference. This new degraded threshold 

may be used to calculate the strength of the 

interference. If  errors are a concequence of 

equipment problems, they will appear at all 

input levels.  

 

Hence, three very distinct and labour-

saving graphs would easily reveal the cause 

of the transmission errors and immediate 

action could be taken to solve the problem. 

3. Extracting information 

 

The Evolution radio elements can be 

addressed by using SNMP (Simple 

Network Management Protocol). It is 

possible to extract inventory information, 

receiver input levels and performance data. 

The data is renewed every second and 

hence this becomes the fastest measurement 

sampling rate. Since SNMP is a part of the 

Internet suite of protocols it is possible to 

extract information from radio relays 

anywhere in the world as long as a VPN 

(Virtual Private Network) connection is 

established between the radio relay and the 

monitoring PC. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Nera Networks Evolution at 

work 

 

Linkmeter exploits the inventory 

information to create a logical tree structure 

of the Evolution radio element. The radio 

may have up to four different directions and 

each direction can have one or more 

channels. The channels may have space 

and/or frequency diversity and in addition 

have various transmission formats like 

PDH, SDH or Ethernet. 

 

Figure 5 The logical tree of a 2+1 radio 
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The Linkmeter can analyse more than one 

element. In fact the number of elements it 

can measure is only limited by the amount 

of memory in the PC. Measuring more than 

one element at the same time makes it 

possible to compare different radio relay 

paths. 

4. Linkmeter functionality and GUI 

 

The main purpose of Linkmeter is to make 

radio relay fault finding easy. By displaying 

time series and correlated statistics 

graphically the cause of errors can 

effortlessly be found. The GUI (Graphical 

User Interface) has been designed to 

achieve that goal. 

 

The GUI is divided into three different 

views. The left view contains the logical 

tree (see Figure 5). This tree is used to 

choose desired measurements and to select 

what is to be presented. 

 

The largest view which is to the right is 

used for the graphs and the log. The 

different graphs are selected using tabs. 

There are two graphs used for time series: 

one of them shows the measured values for 

the last hour and the other one shows 

measurements for the last week. The 

weekly time series has a resolution of five 

minutes and shows the maximum, 

minimum and average value in each five 

minute interval. 

 

  

Figure 6 A week of measurements having errors due to 

multipath fading 

  

The Statistics graphs show the accumulated 

correlated measurements in each channel 

and also the effects of space and frequency 

diversity if applicable. The type of errors 

correlated with the input level may be 

selected using the logical tree. 
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Figure 7 Correlated statistics of a space diversity channel in an African desert 

 

The Log window shows all the measured 

values that are written to files. The interval 

between successive measurements, the 

highest resolution being 1 Hz, and the size 

of the logs is set by the user. Every time a 

log is completed, statistics logs are also 

written to file. All files have a format that 

makes them readable in Excel or other 

spreadsheets.  

 

In the latest version of Linkmeter, it is also 

possible to look at measurements off-line. 

Recorded data is read from file and periods 

that have either low input level and/or 

errors are highlighted. By using a sliding 

time bar, the period of interest may be 

selected and the graphs will show data from 

the desired period. This off-line function is 

very useful when reports are made after 

measurements. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8 Off-line interval selection
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The lower view in the GUI contains 

measurement related data like Linkmeter 

runtime, errors or low input levels since last 

acknowledge and the time elapsed since last 

acknowledge.  

5. Linkmeter in action 

 

Linkmeter has been nicknamed the Swiss 

Army knife of radio relay since we, as time 

has elapsed, have found many more 

applications for Linkmeter than initially 

thought of. Let us start by looking at the 

error scenarios that Linkmeter was made to 

reveal and explain. 

 

5.1 Fading 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Multipath in Namibia. Notice the diurnal effect 

 

For small percentages of the time radio 

relays are susceptible to fading. This fading 

is mainly of two types – multipath due to 

layering of the atmosphere or rain when the 

radio frequency is above 10 GHz. Multipath 

fading is predominant on long paths over 

flat, hot and humid areas and rain fading in 

places with high rain intensity.  

Nera Networks radio relays are scattered all 

over the globe so it is likely that some of 

them will experience fading in one way or 

the other. 
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Figure 10 An evening in Namibia with heavy fading but no errors. Diversity works 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11 No errors above the threshold of  -70 dBm i.e. fading related 

 

If there is a difficult path, Linkmeter can 

measure it to check if all errors that occur 

are fading related. In that case, there will be 

no errors above the input level threshold in 

the correlated statistics. 

 

5.2 Interference  

 

Since interference varies with time it may 

be hard to detect. It usually drowns in 
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concurrent fading activity on the victim 

path. With Linkmeter interference is easily  

 

 

 

 

 

 

detected since errors will occur up to the 

“new” threshold given by the strength of 

the interference. In the figure below a long 

term measurement on a path shows 

occasional interference with accompanying 

errors. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Errors appearing around -60 dBm due to interference 

 

If one suspects that a network has 

interference problems, Linkmeter hourly 

time series may be used to find the 

interferer. At the victim site, one listens for 

interference by turning off the transmitter 

of one of the channels at the opposing site. 

By doing so, one can look at the fading 

activity on the path, see how the 

interference varies and by turning the 

transmitter on again, see the errors the 

interference produces. When interference is 

detected on a channel, the transmitters of all 

possible interferers in the network are 

turned off. By turning them on again one at 

the time the strongest interferers can be 

found and action taken to get rid of the 

problem. 
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Figure 13 Fading together with interference give low S/N and errors 

5.3 Equipment error 

 

Some types of equipment malfunction like, 

for instance oscillator problems, may affect 

the transmission quality from time to time. 

These problems are typically not correlated 

with the input level. By using Linkmeter 

these failures may be found by observing 

that the transmission errors happen at any 

input level. 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Errors occurring around the nominal level of -40 dBm 

5.4 Improving diversity 

 

Since Linkmeter has made propagation 

measurements so easy, it opens up new 

possibilities to test some old rules of thumb. 

For example, Nera Networks some twenty 

years ago improved system quality by 

increasing the space diversity distance on 

some desert paths in Botswana. With the 

increased antenna separation there was 

diffraction loss on the lowest antenna 

during daytime but when there was ducting 

at night the lowest antenna became 

unobstructed and the system performance 

was improved. 
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Meeting the same challenge now in 

Namibia, we decided to try the old trick 

once more, but this time measure the effect. 

On one side of the difficult desert path we 

kept the original space diversity distance 

and on the other side we increased it by 10 

meters. 

 

 
 

Figure 15 Input level before and after increasing space diversity 

 

As seen from Figure 15 showing the diurnal 

time series, the diffraction loss disappears 

in the evening and comes back the next 

morning. This should give potential for 

space diversity improvement, but the 

statistics from both sides of the path 

provide evidence of the contrary. The site 

with least space diversity is performing best

. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Errors and low combined input level on the site with increased space diversity 

 

This conflicts with our expectations and 

may be explained by having too low fading 

margin or that we have not measured long 

enough. In any event, the results are both 

interesting and experience building. 
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Figure 17 Better performance on the site with the original space diversity distance 

 

5.5 Improving prediction 

 

Earlier, due to the complexity and high cost 

involved with measurements, we always 

focused on measuring challenging paths. 

With Linkmeter there is now a, so to say, 

democracy when it comes to performance 

measurements. Linkmeter can measure any 

path – long or short, north or south – 

without any budget or toil. That is what we 

do and will, in the long run, improve and 

strengthen our capabilities in performance 

prediction at various places on earth. 

Linkmeter are currently running on paths 

all over the world - from the longest 

overwater path (243 kilometres) in 

Equatorial Guinea to a 15 kilometres short 

path on the plains of the USA.  

 

 
 

Figure 18 The 243 km over-water path shows excellent diversity performance 
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Figure 19 Heavy multipath fading giving errors on a 15 km path. Astonishing! 

 

5.6 Checking models 

 

In Recommendation ITU-R P.530-12 [1] a 

new model for calculating the outage due to 

sleet (wet snow) has been introduced. Due 

to the fact that parts of Norway experiences 

such weather conditions in the winter time,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

we decided to do a long term measurement 

of a 43 kilometres, 1+0, 13 GHz, 155 

Mbit/s link shooting over the 

Trondheimsfjord which has paramount sleet 

occurrence in the country. The 

measurement started in the autumn of 2009 

and will be carried out for years to come.   

 

 
 

Figure 20 Rain and sleet measurements 
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The graph shows that the measurement has 

deeper fades than predicted with only rain, 

but more shallow fades than predicted 

taking both rain and sleet into account. 

5.7 Commissioning 

 

Since Linkmeter can measure possible 

errors and exclude causes such as fading or 

interference, it has become a handy toll 

during Site Acceptance Tests of the 

Evolution radios. Linkmeter runs for a 

couple of days and if the Evolution 

performs error free, papers are signed and 

the Evolution delivered. 

At one such commissioning in the North 

Sea the input levels varied greatly, but there 

were no accompanying bit errors. The 

customer complained and it was decided to 

do measurements for a period of time. By 

averaging the input levels within a one hour 

window, we observed that the input levels 

varied in step with the tide. The tide 

changed the sea reflection point and hence 

the input level. Having proved this, our 

customer accepted this as normal behavior 

and had no more fears that this should 

cause any outage on the radio path. 

 

 
 

Figure 21 Fading caused by tide 

5.8 Hardware problems 

 

Even though the purpose of Linkmeter was 

to find causes of trans-mission errors, it can  

also be used to identify various intermittent 

hardware problems. 

6. The future 

Well, the future is already coming into 

shape. Some of the features of Linkmeter 

have been introduced directly into the 

Evolution radio elements i.e. the radio 

elements themselves now generate 

correlated statistics. The benefit is highly 

increased measurement sampling rate, 

reduced management communication 

between the elements and a central unit and 

more importantly, the statistics can be run 

on all installed elements. As a result of this 

we will, over time, generate an enormous 

database of the performance of radio relay 

paths all over the world. Data collected in 

this fashion can then be used to improve the 

accuracy of performance prediction. 
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Figure 22 Loose cable on the main channel 

 

Linkmeter itself will also be continuously 

improved. Currently we are looking at 

adding the S/N (Signal to Noise ratio) as a 

parameter for simpler detection of 

interference that varies with time. After 

having implemented the S/N function, the 

next natural step is to introduce a spectrum 

analyser function into Linkmeter to 

measure interference in the operating sub- 

 

 

 

bands. Having a function like that, it is 

possible to detect and avoid channels that 

from time to time are littered with noise. 

7. Conclusion 

 

Linkmeter started as a novel idea to 

efficiently find the true cause of 

transmission errors. By the use of correlated 

statistics and graphs that are easy to 

interpret, the errors can be divided into 

three categories – fading, interference or 

equipment error. 

 

As presented in the paper, Linkmeter can 

do much more than this and has truly 

become the Swiss Army knife of radio 

relay.  
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Abstract 

There is a substantial advancement in the world's wireless communications, therefore 

communication antennas were installed in places where people live or work, in addition 

numerous base station antennas installed on homes and schools. As other countries, Libya 

has substantial growth in use of mobile communication services; therefore, it is very 

important to conduct a study to measure the radiation levels from mobile base stations 

where young people live or spend part of their daily life near these base stations. The 

measurements will give information on radio wave exposure levels from base stations in the 

mobile communication networks, and compare the radiation levels with limit values 

prescribed in International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection for exposure 

levels. 

There is no study up to now  affirm that the electromagnetic radiations emitted by mobile 

base station antennas cause adverse health effects specially when emitted within limited 

levels that issued by international guidelines.  

The aim from this work is to investigate the radiation power from mobile base stations by 

measuring the  power density of selected base station on schools of local communication 

networks in Tripoli.  

The measurement of radiated power density from mobile phone base station antennas 

conducted on seven schools on which mobile phone base stations installed; and then 

compare the measured data with ICNIRP guidelines, to ensure power radiation level 

radiated by base station antennas over these schools is within the level of radiation 

permitted by ICNIRP guidelines. 

The measurements conducted using two types of measurement devices, and can be noted 

from measurements and from obtained results that all values of power densities was less 

than the international guidelines  

Key words: EM radiation , base station radiations, EM hazard  

 

 

1- Introduction   

The radiation of electromagnetic waves is 

very important in science and technology, 

but  its effects on health and environment  

are  very important subjects that had been 

studied by specialized persons as many 

people are concerned about the health 

effects of electromagnetic radiation. The 

main objective was the useful use of 

electromagnetic radiations, as well as, 

minimizing the possible effects which 

following the exposing to these radiations. 

Therefore, there is a great attention to study 

these possible effects, to know what is the 

best use of electromagnetic radiation 

without any health concerns. Many studies 
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has been conducted which are concerned 

about the possibility of adverse health 

effects arising from exposure to radiation 

from mobile base stations. 

Due to the expanding of mobile phone 

networks in Libya many mobile base 

station antennas has been installed on roof 

of many schools where students spend 

some times, and other places where people 

live for the  whole day long. The question 

rise out of this is the radiation level of the 

power radiated by base stations over 

schools; are within the level of radiation 

permitted by the international health 

organization or not?. Therefore, it is 

necessary to measure the level of radiated 

power from these stations. 

Many measurements in many developed 

countries have been conducted to verify 

that the power radiated by base station 

antennas complies with international 

guidelines. Some of these studies that have 

been done are:  

1- In Canada a survey of five Vancouver 

schools, conducted in response to 

parental concerns about safety, showed 

levels of radiofrequency radiation many 

times below established safety limits. 

The maximum level at the schools with 

PCS (Personal Digital Cellular) antenna 

across the street was 

1620
2/ mW ,25600

2/ mW , 

2250
2/ mW ,whereas the Canadian 

safety limit is 10
2/ mW [1]. 

2- In the UK, the NRPB (National 

Radiological Protection Board) took 

measurements at 118 locations of 

public access near base stations and 

found that the maximum exposure was 

0.023% of their guidelines [2]. 

3- In 2001, the Radio communications 

Agency of the UK  Department of 

Trade and Industry measured RF 

energy levels at 100 schools that had 

mobile phone base stations on (or 

near) them. The maximum RF level 

measured at any school was less than 

1% of the ICNIRP standard [3].  

4- A 2000 survey of GSM (Global 

System of Mobile ) base stations by 

the Australian Radiation Protection 

and Nuclear Safety Agency found that 

public exposures to RF energy were 

less than 0.1% of their standard [3].  

 

2- International exposure guidelines 

There are national and international safety 

guidelines for exposure of the public to the 

RF energy produced by mobile phone base 

station antennas. The most widely accepted 

standards are those developed by the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers and American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI/IEEE), the 

International Commission on Non-Ionizing 

Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), and the 

National Council on Radiation Protection 

and Measurements (NCRP) [3].  

There are differences between the 

standards. ANSI/IEEE, ICNIRP and FCC 

all use the same general approach to setting 

safety guidelines. However, there are 

differences in the physics models used by 

the different groups, and hence there are 

slight differences in the final numbers. A 

number of countries have their own 

regulations for public exposure to RF 

energy from mobile phone base station 

antennas. While most of these regulations 

follow the same patterns and rationales 

used by ANSI/IEEE and ICNIRP, they do 

differ. A summary of reference levels for 

exposure of the public are given in Table 

(1).                  
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Table (1)  reference levels for occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields 

 
guideline Frequency range  

Power density 
2/ cmw  

ICNIRP 400-2000MHz f/200 
United Kingdom 0.8-1.55GHz 41f^2 

1.55-300GHz 100 
USA 300-1500MHz f/150 

1.5-100 GHz 10 
Canada 300-1500MHz f/150 

1.5-100 GHz 10 
Japan 300-1500MHz f/150 

1.5-300 GHz 50*f 

China 30-3000 MHz 0.4 

Russian 0.3-  0.10 (0.25h.) 

Bulgaria 0.3-300GHz 10,0** 

Turkey 400-2000MHz f/ 200 

Taiwan 400-2000MHz f/200 

Italy  3-3000 MHz 1 

Where: h for rotating, and scanning antenna. 

** In the presence of ionizing radiation and /or high temperatures ( above 28°C) maximal 

permissible exposure should be not more than 1 
2/ mw

3- Methodology of measurements  

To assure the validity of the measurements, 

in this work using the EM power density is 

carefully designed and controlled, the 

elements of this methodology include the 

folowing: 

a. Measurements have been made at a 

number of different  

b. locations around the base stations.   

c. The exact measurement position was 

recorded using a GPS receiver and 

meter. 

d. The measurements were repeated 

at each point three times over three 

days in each school. 

e. The measurements were repeated at 

each point three times along one 

day in different times in each 

school. 

f. The measurements were repeated 

in different dates to ensure the readings.  

 

3-1 Site selection 

Measurements were made at sites where 

people live, work, or has frequent access. 

The sites were selected which has the 

highest number of antennas on rooftop. 

People are rarely exposed to the main 

beam, because of close proximity to the 

mobile phone mast in question, or due to 

shielding by buildings. Measurements have 
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been taken at seven sites in Tripoli, and 

these measurements have been made at a 

number of different locations around base 

station, inside buildings and rooftops and 

court-yards. The selected schools are: 

1- Ibn Haitham School at Nufliyin in 

Tripoli. 

2- Attasadi School at Gergaresh 

(Antiquity Avenue) in Tripoli. 

3- Atifaq Jerba School at Gurji in Tripoli. 

4- Ali Annaffati School at Tajura in 

Tripoli. 

5- AL Entelaka School at Arada in 

Tripoli. 

6- Shohadaabomelyana School at Tariq 

sur (behind the Islamic museum) in 

Tripoli. 

7- Azzahf Al-Mostamer School at Ghut 

shaal in Tripoli. 

 

 

3-2 Instrumentation  

We have selected two different types of 

instruments to measure the radiation power 

density, one of them capable of measuring 

the total power density in its measuring 

range. The other is to measure the power 

density of each signal-radiated frequency. 

These instruments are as following:   

a. Power meter “RF Field Strength 

Meter “.This meter detects the electric field 

of radio and microwaves (RF) from 

0.5MHz to 3GHz, and expresses the field 

strength as power density from 0.001 to 200 

microwatts/cm2. 

b. Power meter ”Sagem OT 290“for 
all cellular frequencies to ensure that the 

measurements are meaningful and accurate. 

  

3-3 Technical data of the base 

stations 

The base station antennas that were 

installed by the two only mobile phone 

operators in Libya AL-Madar and Libyana 

companies, over the selected sites consist of 

sector dipoles antennas each cover an angle 

of 120º. Operators have provided us with 

the technical data of macrocellular base 

stations at the seven sites (all sites are 

shared by the two operators Libyana and 

AL-Madar except one, Shohadaabomelyana 

School) i. The data include the radiated 

powers, beam characteristics of sector 

antennas, and powers radiated by dish 

antennas. Table (2) shows the height of the 

antennas for all the base stations. 

Table (2) Height of the different floor of schools 

 

school Height of 

first floor 

Height of 

second floor  

Height of 

rooftop 

Height of 

antenna 

Ibn Haitham 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2410cm 

Attasadi 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2050cm 

Atifaq Jerba 420cm - 840cm 1720cm 

Ali Annaffati 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2410cm 

AL Entelaka 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2410cm 

Shohadaabomelyana 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2700cm 

Azzahf Al-Mostamer 420cm 840cm 1260cm 2310cm 
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4 Measurements of power density 

The measurements of power density is 

carried out in the period between 8-8-2006 

to 19-8-2006 and repeated in the period 1-

4-2007 to 5-4-2007 to ensure the 

measurements. 

 

4-1 Measurements using RF Field 

Strength Meter 

 The RF field strength meter used in our 

measurements can measure the power 

density of all mobile phone base stations 

and all radio and microwaves (RF) from 

0.5MHz to 3GHz at the site. The data are 

presented as function of the radial distances 

directly to the base station antennas 

irrespective of whether the path was 

obstructed by walls, roofs etc. The 

measurements were conducted using the RF 

field strength meter, in different locations in 

the same elevation and different elevation, 

and different times. 

 

 

4-1-1- Measurements under antenna 

tower in different days                           

The measurements were done for the 

previous seven selected schools and 

repeated along three days; Figure (1) shows 

the power density levels on rooftop for all 

schools at three days.  
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Figure (1) Power density level under the 

tower 

 

From Figure (1), we can see that the 

radiation power density on rooftop of 

Attasadi School was the highest; Azzahf 

AL-Mostemer School is second. 

Figure (2) shows the power density levels at 

second floor for all schools at three days. 
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Figure (2) Power density level under the 

tower 

 

From Figure (2) we can see that the 

radiation power density at second floor of 

Attasadi School and Shohadaabomelyana 

School were the highest.  

 Figure (3) shows the power density levels 

at first floor for all schools at three days. 
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Figure (3) Power density level under the 

tower 

 

From Figure (3), we can see that the 

radiation power density at first floor of 

Shohadaabomelyana School was the 

highest.  

Figure (4) shows the power density levels at 

ground floor for all schools at three days. 
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Figure (4) Power density level under the 

tower 

 

From Figure (4-11) we can see that the 

radiation power density at ground floor of 

Shohadaabomelyana School was the 

highest. 

 

4-1-2-  Measurements under tower in 

different times of day 

 To help understanding the radiation level 

through the school hour we have measured 

the radiation power density in early 

morning about 9:00 o’clock and at 11:00 

o’clock and at 1:00 o’clock. The 

measurement was conducted for the 

following schools: 

 Attasadi School at 1-4-2007. 

 Atifaq Jerba School at 2-4-2007. 

 Ali Annaffati School at 3-4-2007. 

 AL Entelaka School at 4-4-2007. 

 Azzahf Al-Mostamer School at 5-4-

2007. 

 The measurements were conducted on the 

rooftop and floors under the antennas in 

three different times. 

Figure (5) shows the level of radiated 

power density on the rooftop for the 

previous schools: 
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Figure (5) Power density radiation level on 

rooftop 

 

From Figure (5) it can seen that the 

maximum value of measured power density 

on rooftop in Azzahf AL-Mostemer School.  

 Figure (6) shows the level of radiated 

power density in the second floor for the 

previous schools: 
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Figure (6) Power density radiation level in 

second floor 

 

From Figure (6) it can seen that the value of 

measured power density in these schools 

approximately are in the same level in the 

second floor where it is not in the same 

levels in the rooftop. And it is same for the 

first and ground floors, that is clear from 

Figures (7) and (8). 
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Figure (7) Power density radiation level in 

first floor 
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Figure (8) Power density radiation level in 

ground floor 

 

4-1-3- Measuring on rooftop at different 

distances from antennas 

 The measurements had been conducted on 

rooftop at different distances from antennas 

for the following schools: 

 Attasadi School at 1-4-2007. 

 Atifaq Jerba School at 2-4-2007. 

 AL Entelaka School at 4-4-2007. 

 Azzahf Al-Mostamer School at 5-4-

2007. 

The two worst cases will be presented: 

 Attasadi school: the locations in which 

power measured, was in the east of 

antennas with distances shown in Figure 

(9), and it is noted that the power 

density increased by increasing the 

distance. It can be seen from the figure 

that the power density during midday is 

higher than that at early morning, and 

more away from the antenna up to same 

distance.  
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Figure (9) Power density level on rooftop 

 

 Azzahf AL-Mostemer School: the 

measurements were done west of the 

antennas at different distances and at 

different time, Figure (10) shows the power 

density variation at different distances and 

time. It can be also shows from figure that 

the power densities increased by increased 

distances. 
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Figure (10) Power density level on rooftop 

 

4-1-4- Measurements at ground level 

The measurements had been done at ground 

level at different distances from antennas 

projection in the following five schools: 

 Attasadi School. 

 Atifaq Jerba School. 

 Ali Annaffati School. 

 AL Entelaka School. 

 Azzahf Al-Mostamer School. 

The two worst cases will be presented. 

Figures (11) and (12) show the level of 

radiated power density increased with 

distances then decreased after 40m in 
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Attasadi sschool then increased, in Azzahf 

AL-Mostemer school the level of measured 

power densities increased with distances 

then decreased after 60m. 
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Figure (11) Power density level at ground 
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Figure (12) Power density level at ground 

 

 

4-1-5- Measurements of the power 

density on rooftop at different directions 

To know the radiated level at different 

directions of antennas we measured the 

power density at all directions of antennas 

at the same distance. The measurement was 

done for the following schools: 

 Attasadi School. 

 Atifaq Jerba School. 

 Ali Annaffati School. 

 AL Entelaka School. 

 Azzahf Al-Mostamer School. 

The two worst cases will be presented. 

 Attasadi School: Figure (13) shows the 

power density variation at three 

directions at 8m. At this school, the 

level of radiated power density in the 

south is the highest. 
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Figure (13) Power density level around the 

tower 

 

 Azzahf Al-Mostamer School: Figure 

(14) shows the power density variation at 

all directions at 8m. At this school, the level 

of radiated power density in the south is the 

highest. 
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Figure (14) Power density level around the 

tower 

 

4-2 Measurement of power density using 

Sagem OT 290 
 To help compare the measurements done 

by RF field strength meter we used another 

type of power density measuring device 

(SAGEM OT 290) this devices measure the 

level of signals in dBm. The measurements 

by this meter have been taken at the two 

worst cases (Azzahf Al-Mostamer School 

and Attasadi School), as there two sites has 

the most number of antennas. 
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Figure (15) shows the power radiation level 

on rooftop and at different floors below for 

Azzahf AL-Mostemer and Attasadi 

Schools. 
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Figure (4-36) Power density level under the 

tower 

 

4- Results and discussion  

It can be noted from conducted 

measurements and from all results that all 

values obtained of power densities was less 

than the international guidelines and the 

highest measured value is only 5.68% of 

ICNIRP reference level 

It can be also noted that the power density 

under antennas decreased dramatically in 

the lower floors; in all schools, and the 

maximum level that measured was on 

rooftop under tower in Attasadi School and 

Azzahf AL-Mostemer School. While in 

lower floors, the power density was 

minimum and it was approximately 

constant through repeating the 

measurements. 

The level of power density increased by 

increasing  distances on rooftop in all 

schools, with distance until it reach the 

ground level after 50-200m away from the 

base station; depending on the height and 

title of the antenna. And the power density 

level increased by explicit increasing in 

west direction in Azzahf AL-Mostemer 

School. It is possible due to the existence of 

TV transmitters in the west of Azzahf AL-

Mostemer School is one of reasons which 

rise the value of total power density. 

When measuring the radiation power 

density at ground, it can be noted that the 

power density increased by increasing 

distance and then it starts to decrease with 

distance and the presence of other structures 

may shield or reflect the RF signals. In the 

Azzahf Al-Mostamer School, the power 

density level increased by explicit 

increasing in west direction the power 

density level was maximum in the west of 

Azzahf Al-Mostamer School. In addition, 

when studying location of this school we 

note that it is situated near TV transmitter 

and nearby other base stations.   

Table (3) shows the maximum power 

density level on the rooftop and lower 

floors for all seven schools, and it can be 

noted that the power density levels are less 

than the ICNIRP limits. 

 

Table (3) Maximum power density level 

School Max power density(µw/cm
2
) 

rooftop Second  floor First floor Ground  floor 

Ibn Haitham 0.746 0.032 0.031 0.036 

Attasadi 10.734 0.071 0.046 0.040 

Atifaq Jerba 0.537 - 0.053 0.037 

Ali Annaffati 0.617 0.046 0.041 0.037 

AL Entelaka 0.505 0.052 0.045 0.042 

Shohadaabomelyana 0.484 0.071 0.067 0.067 

Azzahf Al-Mostamer 2.554 0.064 0.041 0.043 
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In comparison of these measurements with 

the ICNIRP limits, it can be said that the 

highest ratio between the measured power 

density and the ICNIRP reference level was 

in the Azzahf Al-Mostamer School on 

rooftop south of antennas at 8m .  

 

5- Conclusion  

In this paper, the measurement of radiated 

power density from mobile phone base 

station antennas for seven schools in Tripoli 

city was conducted during the period 8-8-

2006 to 19-8-2006 and repeated during the 

period 1-4-2007 to 5-4-2007; to ensure the 

safety level of the radiation in comparison 

with adopted standard that we compare the 

radiation level to its reference level we 

adopted ICNIRP standard. 

The measurements conducted using two 

types of measurement devices, the highest 

level of measured radiation using RF field 

strength meter  was on the rooftop of 

Azzahf AL-Mostemr School, and the level 

of radiation is only 5.68% of ICNIRP 

standard. In comparison with the 

measurement conducted in Canada a survey 

of five Vancouver schools, the maximum 

RF level measured at any school was 

0.036% of the ICNIRP standard, it is  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

157.78  times of maximum power density 

obtained from conducted measurements. In 

comparison of our results with the 

measurement conducted in UK, the 

maximum RF level measured was in the 

range 0.002-2% of the ICNIRP standard, it 

is 2840-2.84 times of maximum power 

density obtained from conducted 

measurements. 

And by using Sagem OT 290 the highest 

level of measured radiation was  on the 

rooftop of Attasadi School south of the 

tower 8m, and the level of radiation is only 

0.332% of ICNIRP standard. 
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Abstract 

   

     The propagation of Electromagnetic waves in millimeter  band is severely affected by 

rain and dust particles in terms of attenuation and de-polarization. There is a growing 

interest in the effect of dust particles on the propagation of microwaves. This is brought by 

the increasing number of terrestrial and satellite links in those regions that encounter dust 

and/or sand storms. Computations of these effects require knowledge of electrical 

properties of the scattering particles and climate conditions of the studied region .  Libya 

has a large area and it is counted as a country having desertification climatic. Wireless 

communication networks and CDMA coverage stations has been installed in the southern 

part of Libya, where there are dust and sand storms that may affect the microwave signal 

propagation.When microwaves and millimetre waves pass through a medium containing 

precipitations like sand and dust particles, the signals get attenuated through absorption and 

scattering of energy out of beam by the sand and dust particles. The main object of this 

paper is to study  the effect of sand and dust storms on wireless communication, such as 

microwave links and CDMA signal coverage, in the southern region of Libya (Sebha, 

Ashati, Obari, Morzok, Ghat) by determining the attenuation. The result showed that there 

are some consideration that has to be taken into account in the communication power 

budget. 

 Keywords—Attenuation; Scattering; Transmission Loss 

 

I. Introduction 

 

     In the course of increasing data 

transformation of wireless communication 

systems, embodied in Microwave links and 

GSM network system surroundings. These 

systems are actually influenced by climate 

circumstances. The performance of service 

of many applications, for example cellular 

telephones, public service radio, pagers, 

broadcast television, radio stations, and 

differential GPS transmitters, CDMA and 

WiMax networks, that require RF or 

microwave propagation from point to point 

very near the earth’s surface, depends on 

many factors such as area of coverage, and 

climate conditions. The millimeter  waves 

bands are in the short wavelengths range; 

unfortunately, the shorter the wavelength 

the more attenuation will be induced by 

absorption and scattering due to rain drops, 

dust and sand particles in the radio path. 
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The attenuation caused by sand and dust 

particles is one of the major problems in the 

utilization of microwave and millimeter 

wave bands for terrestrial and space 

communication. The attenuation and phase 

shift constants for a medium with dust 

or/and sand particles depends on the 

frequency, visibility, maximum particles-

size, complex permittivity, shape of the 

scattering particles, concentration, and 

orientation relative to the wave 

polarization, also the attenuation of 

electromagnetic waves due to dust is 

predominantly function of the moisture 

content of the particles . 

Libya is considered as desertification 

country, in the last few years many 

problems in wireless communication 

networks have been recorded in windy and 

sandy days in the southern part of Libya; 

No scientific reason has been given for 

these problems. Wind storms may continue 

for days, reducing visibility to just tens of 

meters or as little as few meters. The main 

object of this paper is to study the effect of 

dust and sand storms on wireless 

communication such as microwave links 

and CDMA signal coverage  in the southern 

region of Libya (Sebha- Ashati, Obari, 

Morzok), where the effect of the dust and 

sand on the microwave links in this area has 

not been studied before, neither the effect of 

the humidity on the complex permittivity 

nor the antenna height on the visibility, 

whereby its effect on both attenuation and 

cross-polarization constants in this region.    

  

II. The Dielectric Constant of Dust and 

Sand 

 

     Knowledge of the dielectric constant of 

particles suspending or precipitating in the 

atmosphere is of importance in radio 

communication and radio meteorology. In 

desert and semi-desert regions dust and 

sand storms are frequently encountered and 

it is therefore of interest to investigate the 

dielectric constant properties of these 

particles [1].  

A number of models are available to 

estimate the dielectric constant of a sand 

and dust samples. Where dielectric constant 

of mixture ( m ) depends on the complex 

dielectric of the substance ( i ) and its 

relative volume ( i ).the complex 

permittivity of the composite component 

can be calculated using the Looyenga 

equation as given by [2]. 





n

i

iim

1

3
1

3
1

    ……….. (1) 

Where: εm is the complex dielectric 

constant of the mixture. εi is the complex 

dielectric constant of the i
th

 substance. i  

is the relative volume of the i
th

 sample from 

the volume of the  total  sample. The 

permittivity of materials at microwave 

frequencies is   j , where  is 

referred to the dielectric constant and    is 

the dielectric loss factor. The complex 

permittivity also depends on frequency of 

operation and moisture content. In general, 

the moisture cause increase of both real and 

imaginary parts of the complex permittivity 

which depend on chemical composition of 

dry soil samples [3].   

 

III. Visibility during Dust Storms 

 

     A measure of severity of a dust storm 

that is used in meteorology is visibility; 

needless to mention that visibility decreases 

with increasing intensity of dust in a storm. 

It is found that visibility is related to the 

mass of dust per cubic meter of air by[1].   
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 V
C  

                                                                                                                    

where M is the mass of dust in kilograms, V 

is the visibility in kilometres, and C and   

are constants that depend on the distance 

from the point of origin of the storm, type 

of soil and climatic conditions at the origin. 

The following values are applicable to 

conditions in Libya :
5103.2 C   and     

07.1 From measurements of dust 

concentration and visibility the following 

empirical relationship between visibility V 

(in km) and mass density   (in gm/cm
3
) 

has been obtained [1]: 




V

C


    ….…..………………(3)  

Where   is the relative volume occupied 

by particles (m
3
 of particles /m

3
 of air). The 

visibility during dust and/or sand storms 

increases as the height is increased, [4] , 

arrived at the following empirical relation 

for the variation of dust or/and sand mass 

concentration (M,kg/m
3
) with height(h, 

meter).                                                                                      

     
bh

a
M   …................................. (4) 

Where (a) and (b) are constants that vary a 

little from one year to another. They depend 

on the climatic conditions, meteorological 

factors and particle size distribution of the 

dust and sand [3].                                                                                                   

By substituting for M from eq. (2) into eq. 

(4), then visibility can be written as:  

    
a

hC
V

b


…............................ (5) 

Let the visibility at some reference height 

oh to be Vo , thus (3-5) yields  

    

b

oh

h
VoV 








 

.......................... (6) 

 

IV. Measurements and Analysis 

 

     The Southern part of Libya was chosen 

as the study region of measuring the impact 

of dust and/or sand storms on the wireless 

communication systems such as mobile 

phone and microwave links, because the 

region is famous as desert climate and fast 

wind filled with dust from time to time. 

Climate information for the region of study, 

was obtained from weather stations, and 

more information was obtained from people 

living in the area, they cleared that frequent 

interruption and fluctuation in mobile 

phone signals occurs during strong wind. 

From data recorded by the surveillance 

system of CDMA during dust storms, it 

turned out that locations which get 

fluctuations sometimes experience signal 

link disconnections between stations or low 

coverage signals. Nine places were chosen 

for collecting the sand and dust they are 

(Albeder, Dleame, Labide, Sebha Air port, 

Ramlat Zelaf, Bergen,Agar, Gota, 

Algorda ), which covers the area of study. 

The collected samples have to be analysed 

and companied with the climate conditions 

to estimate the factors which are needed for 

calculating the effect of dust storms on 

CDMA networks and microwave links. In 

this work all the samples are collected at 

the nine sites, during different times of the 

year, on the roofs of the building near the 

communication towers or from plastic cans 

which were placed in the towers at a height 

of 13m. 

 

.…………(2) 
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4-1 Meteorological data for the regional 

study 

     The region of study is located between 

three meteorological stations namely 

Sebha , Obari and Ghat; the metrological 

data of the sites were selected from the 

Libyan centre of metrology. 

The collected meteorological data obtained 

for a period of 30-years (from 1971 up to 

the end of 2000) from three recording 

stations, the monthly average relative 

humidity, Max. Temp.(C), Min. Temp.(C), 

Wind Speed Km/h and Rainfall Q.mm. 

From the data mention above the following 

summary can be pointed out: 

 The highest average temperature 

recorded from 20 to 40 C  ْ . 

 The highest average percentage of 

humidity was recorded from 20 to 51%. 

 The wind speed recorded from 10 to 22 

km/h. 

 The proportion of rainfall recorded from 

0 to 3.4 mm. 

 The maximum temperature recorded 45 

C  ْ . 

 The maximum rate of humidity was 

recorded about 60%. 

4-2 Analysis of the samples 

     For this study some analysis is needed 

for samples such as particle size 

distribution, average density and  chemical 

composition, which are used to compute the 

dielectric constant and attenuation factors. 

There are two Libyan laboratories and labs,  

available to carry out the analysis of the 

samples (Industrial Research Centre and 

Libyan Petroleum Institute in Tripoli), 

where the results as shown in table (1), and 

table (2) as follows: 

 

Table (1.a) Chemical Analysis of Samples 

 

MgO CaO Al2O3 Fe2O3 SiO2 
S 

No. 

0.2 1.14 0.32 0.35 97.58 1 

0.2 1.98 0.32 0.26 96.77 2 

0.2 2.55 1.91 0.66 91.17 3 

1.02 4.83 2.55 2.41 87.34 4 

1.22 3.97 5.72 2.89 81.32 5 

1.02 1.99 3.19 0.69 89.62 6 

1.22 5.11 5.08 2.32 81.48 7 

0.82 2.28 1.27 1.46 91.34 8 

0.81 6.49 3.16 2.74 82.25 9 

 

Table (1.b) Chemical Analysis of Samples 

 

Zn Mn K2O Na2O S No. 

0.005 - 0.03 0.13 1 

0.001 - 0.03 0.13 2 

0.004 0.024 0.19 0.34 3 

0.01 0.04 0.07 0.11 4 

0.037 0.024 0.82 0.52 5 

0.03 0.026 0.3 0.44 6 

0.006 0.024 0.32 1.01 7 

0.004 0.012 0.14 0.24 8 

0.004 0.052 0.31 0.79 9 

Table (2) PSD and  density of Samples 

Sample No. PSD Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

1 Sand 2.5426 

2 Sand 2.56857 

3 Dust 2.6138 

4 Sand 2.62714 

5 Dust 2.4202 

6 Dust 2.9232 

7 Dust 2.4732 

8 Dust 2.5425 

9 Dust 2.4764 

Where the average density of all samples 

equal to 2.5764 g/m
3
. 
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4-3 Calculation of the Complex 

Permittivity for Samples               

     By using the results presented in tables 

(1), and (2), which represent the relative 

volume of the i
th

 sample from the volume of 

the total sample. The complex permittivity 

of each substance is given in table (3) and 

equation (1) can be used to estimate the 

complex permittivity of each sample [2], by 

using computer  program, where  the results 

are given in table (4). 

Table (3) Complex Permittivity of 

Substances 

Є'-j Є'' Compound 

4.43-j0.04 SiO2 

12.66-j1.31 Al2O3 

16.58-j0.93 Fe2O3 

8.22-j0.12 CaCO3 

5.03-j0.17 MgCO3 

5.01-j0.08 CaSO4 

 

These values are given in reference [6] , the 

curves  showed a small changes in the 

permittivity(Єr)  for the  frequency range 

between 0.3-24 GHz, accordingly the 

variation is considered as small  in the 

lower frequency band. 

Table (4) the Complex Permittivity of each 

Sample 

complex permittivity  Samples No. 

5.0384 - j 0.0509 1 

5.4851 - j 0.0562 2 

5.4801 - j 0.0694 3 

7.5929 - j 0.1140 4 

6.7899 - j 0.1296 5 

5.4003 - j 0.0787 6 

7.4707 - j 0.1344 7 

5.5713 - j 0.0704 8 

8.3078 - j 0.1329 9 

 

The Complex Permittivity of all samples 

from table (4) equal to 6.3485 - j 0.0929. 

 

4-4 Estimate of Air Relative Humidity  

      The complex permittivity depends on 

moisture contents in samples, S. M. Sharief 

[5] arrived at the following empirical 

relation for the variation of complex 

permittivity with relative humidity.  

3624' 1056.51078.704.03485.6 HHH    … (7) 

3624" 1076.21071.302.00929.0 HHH                                                                   

Where H is the air relative humidity 

(percentage). 

 

4-5   Calculate the attenuation Constant 

     In this study, the same expression 

obtained by Samir I. Ghobrial [1] was 

used , and the analysis based on the work of 

Maxwell Garnett was also used . Also the 

effect of the height (height of towers) on 

the visibility thereby its effect on both the 

attenuation constants in this region as 

follows:  

                                                                                                                       

 

                                                                    

 

 

 

Where   is the relative volume occupied 

by particles (m
3
of particles /m

3
 of air) C 

and γ are constants that depend on the 

distance from the point of origin of the 

storm, type of soil and climatic conditions 

at the origin. The following values are 

  22

5

2

1046.2


















b

o
O h

hV

C















….(9) 

  ….(10) 

 .(8) 
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applicable to conditions in Libya, C=2.3 X 

10
-5

,       γ = 1.07,  λ is the wavelength (in 

meters), Vo is the visibility at ho; its 

minimum value about 4m, ho =2m   is the 

reference height, Є'& Є'' are the values 

obtained from the average complex 

permittivity of the samples collected in the 

studied region is equal to 6.3485 and 

0.0929 respectively and   is the average 

measured density of the samples collected 

in the studied region is 2.5764 gm/m
3
, 

where the results are as follows: 

Figures  (1), (2) and (3) showing the 

relation between attenuation per km and 

visibility at h=20m  in the region of study 

for humidity 0%, 66%and100%. 
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Fig.( 1)  Attenuation per km at h=20m and 

for   

      f=0.9GHz 
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Fig. (2) Attenuation per km at h=20m and 

for,         f= 2.1GHz 
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Fig.( 3)  Attenuation per km at h=20m for   

f=26GHz 

 

5. Conclusions 

     The effect of  dust and sand storms on 

CDMA coverage signal and microwave 

signal propagation in southern part of Libya 

were investigated. It was found that the 

major constituents of sample are SiO2, CaO, 

Al2O3, and Fe2O3.Where the Silicon dioxide 

has the major influence on the real part of 

the permittivity of dust. On the other hand 

aluminium oxide has the greatest effect on 

the imaginary part. 

It was also found that the average of density 

and complex permittivity of samples in 

Southern region are equal to 2.5764 gm/m
3
, 

6.3485-j0.0929 respectively and the 

attenuation constant of the region of study 

is equal to 0.2412 dB/km. 

The CDMA Signal coverage attenuation, 

due to dust storms with visibility of 4m 

(worst case), and with a humidity equal to 

0 % and 60% is negligible for cells, while 

the attenuation at H=100% is serious and 

the Microwave Signal attenuation due to  

dust storms with visibility equal 4m (worst 

case) at H=0 % , H=60 %  and H=100% is 

serious. We recommended that an 
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experimental study should be conducted by 

using special instrument devices  to record 

the power signals between stations 

especially in studied area , during dust and/ 

or sand storms, to get the real losses, and 

compare it with the attenuation factor of 

this study. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel low pull-down voltage MEMS switch integrated with 

elevated patch antenna on a high dielectric substrate GaAs for G-band applications. The proposed 

antenna is composed of MEMS switch loaded on CPW stub, CPW feed line, air-bridge, and an 

elevated patch. The antenna topology effectively creates a low-substrate dielectric constant and 

undesired substrate effects can be eliminated, since the antenna substrate is essentially air which 

the lowest possible dielectric constant. This will increase the radiation efficiency, gain, and the 

radiation bandwidth. The antenna is also used a cantilever beam MEMS switch to reduce the 

actuation voltage. The simulation and measurement data have shown high performance 

reconfigurable antenna with low pull-down voltage of 12.5volt and approximately 10GHz 

tunability.  

 

 

1-Introduction 

The growing global demand for 

broadband wireless communication 

services motivates the need for new 

antenna structures with high gain, 

large bandwidth, small size, and 

controlled operating bandwidth at ever 

higher frequencies. G-band 

frequencies (140GHz-220GHz) have 

been experiencing resurgence in 

popularity recently as many systems 

have been allocated or are proposing 

to use frequencies within this 

operating band. These systems have 

intensified the demands for integrated 

antennas with high performance and 

for reconfigurable antennas with low 

tuning voltage. These demands are 

very challenging for antenna design 

due to the requirements of different 

substrate properties and for different 

operation bands. These two 

considerations are summarised below.  

 

1) Different substrate property 

requirements: Printed antennas are 

widely used as they are good 

candidates for on-wafer integration. 

However, there are different substrate 

requirements in terms of dielectric 

constant and thickness from the rest of 

the integrated circuits. More 

specifically, for the rest of the RF 

components, a high dielectric constant 

and thin substrate are commonly used 

for the sake of compactness and 

thermal dissipation. However, printed 

antenna designs prefer thick substrates 

with low dielectric constant to achieve 
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a wider bandwidth and undisturbed 

radiation patterns, and reduce any 

undesired coupling between the 

various elements in array 

configurations. This conflict can either 

lead to a hybrid integration solution or 

both antennas and other RF parts to be 

built on the same substrate with an 

intermediate dielectric constant which 

therefore yields suboptimal 

component performance instead of the 

best performance for each part. To 

integrate printed millimetre-wave 

antenna directly with MMICs, the 

antenna has to be designed on a high 

dielectric substrate. However, design 

of antennas on such substrates is 

generally avoided, as substrate 

thickness becomes large compared 

with λ/4 at millimetre-wave regimes. 

This results in a strong moding effect 

and high dielectric loss due to surface 

wave excitation which in turn leads to 

lower efficiency, reduced bandwidth, 

degraded radiation patterns and 

undesired coupling between the 

various elements in array 

configurations [1-4]. This has limited 

printed antenna application in 

broadband modules and they are 

difficult to successfully apply at 

millimetre-wave frequencies. A 

reduction in surface waves is very 

important in millimetre-wave antenna 

design for it not only improves the 

efficiency of the antenna but also 

weakens the side-lobe level which is 

produced by surface wave diffraction 

around the antenna substrate. 

 

As micromachining technology is 

developed, it increasingly offers an 

alternative scheme to simultaneously 

satisfy the demands of the antenna and 

circuitry as it can allow the use of the 

same substrate for both functions 

without performance degradation. 

Several techniques have been reported 

to synthesize a localized low dielectric 

constant environment and thus reduce 

the surface wave excitation. These 

include: (a) using bulk 

micromachining to etch a portion or 

complete section of the substrate 

material underneath and around the 

radiating element [5, 6]; (b) using an 

electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) 

structure [7, 8]; (c) elevating the 

radiator element above the substrate 

using a membrane or using posts to 

lift the radiator into the air [9-11]. Still 

other techniques have been introduced 

in order to overcome the narrow 

bandwidth of the printed antennas. 

These techniques include using 

multiple-radiator resonators, modified 

radiator shape, stacking substrates and 

coupling through aperture and 

proximity coupled antennas [12, 13]. 

All these referenced results achieved 

improved performance compared with 

conventional printed millimetre-wave 

antennas on relatively high dielectric 

constant substrates. On the other hand, 

a process such as etching the substrate 

and fabricating the membrane can be 
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very difficult to establish in order to 

obtain high yield. Also, most of these 

approaches are not fully compatible 

with MMIC processes or package 

processing and can consume large 

amounts of precious chip area.  

 

2) Need for different operation 

bands: A single antenna that can 

support multiple communication 

services would allow a wireless device 

with multiple wireless applications to 

utilise a single antenna element to 

transmit and receive signals at 

different frequencies bands. By only 

having a single antenna element, the 

space required for antennas on the 

device is significantly reduced. To 

meet the need for multi-band 

millimetre-wave applications, a choice 

could be made from the following 

three types of antennas: (a) a single 

antenna showing multi-resonance 

characteristics for the required 

frequencies; (b) a very broadband 

antenna to cover all required 

frequencies; (c) a reconfigurable 

antenna to operate at required 

frequency points. Both a multi-

resonance antenna and a very 

broadband antenna suffer interference 

from signals operating in unused 

covered bandwidths, whereas using a 

reconfigurable printed antenna design 

overcomes this problem and it can be 

controlled at required frequency band 

without changing the whole 

dimension and structure of the antenna 

[14]. Many techniques have been 

developed for the design of 

reconfigurable printed antennas to get 

multiple-band operation without use 

of additional radiators. These 

techniques tune the antenna 

bandwidth by controlling the antenna 

parameters - either by using solid state 

switches (diodes, transistors) or using 

MEMS (Micro-electromechanical 

Systems) switches [15, 16]. With 

these techniques, only the desired 

frequency bands or one band is in use 

at a time, this can decrease the level of 

the interfering signals and thus 

decrease the need for separate 

filtering. However, tuning the antenna 

operation band by using solid state 

switches at deep millimetre-wave 

frequencies limits the antenna 

efficiency, due to the high insertion 

losses [14, 17] of the devices. MEMS 

(Micro-Electro-Mechanical System) 

switches have been introduced as a 

prime candidate to replace the 

conventional sold state switches, since 

they offer high isolation, very low 

insertion loss, high linearity, and the 

MEMS actuator does not require any 

special epitaxial layers as in the case 

of diodes. 

Even though MEMS switches have 

been shown to give very good 

performance, current implementations 

still suffer from a high actuation 

voltage - restricting their integration 

with MMICs. In order to lower the 

actuation voltage of the MEMS 
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switch, three different routes can be 

followed. These are: (a) increasing the 

area of actuation; (b) diminishing the 

gap between the cantilever and bottom 

electrode; (c) designing a structure 

with a low spring constant. In the first 

case, the area can only be increased by 

so much before compactness becomes 

a prevailing issue. In the second case, 

the isolation (parasitic plate 

capacitance) associated with the RF 

signal restricts the value of the gap. 

The third route is the one with the 

most flexibility, since the design of the 

springs does not considerably impact 

the size, weight, and performance of 

the antenna [9, 17, 18]. There are 

many variations of cantilever beam 

geometry that can be used to lower the 

effective spring constant of the 

MEMS switches. Therefore, the 

cantilever beam structure can be 

considered to provide very low values 

of spring constant in a compact area as 

well as providing high cross-axis 

sensitivity between vertical and lateral 

dimensions [19]. 

 

Although there is much work to be 

found in the literature on printed 

antennas and frequency reconfigurable 

antennas at microwave frequencies, 

very little information can be found in 

the literature at G-band (140GHz to 

220GHz). The design of patch antenna 

on high dielectric substrates, working 

at G-band and possessing high 

performance, full compatibility with 

MMICs and which can be tuned for 

different bands using low actuation 

voltage RF-MEMS switches still 

remains a challenging task. This paper 

will provide characterization of such 

antennas - something which has not 

yet been done for this type of antenna.  

2- MEMS Switch Design 

In this paper cantilever beam MEMS 

switch has been designed and 

fabricated in order to lower the pull-

down voltage and solve the stiction 

problem. Fig. 1 shows the structure of 

MENS switch which was used to 

tuning the elevated patch antenna.  

 

The switch structure has a movable 

top cantilever beam which consists of 

a contact pad and two non-meandered 

suspensions connected with two 

supporting posts from one side at the 

input signal line. The other side is 

elevated above the bottom output 

signal line. The contact pad connects 

RF signal lines and enables actuation 

when a DC voltage is applied. The 

area of contact pad is a more limited 

variable than others because the lager 

contact pad, the lower the insertion 

loss, but also the poorer the Off-state 

electrical isolation because of the 

increased capacitive coupling between 

the contacts pads. This capacitance 

can be reduced by increasing the air 

gap, but this increase in the gap also 

increases the pull-down voltage 

because the same gap distance also 

determines the actuation capacitance. 
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Also, the increase in the pad area 

increases the overall mass of the 

cantilever beam and thus the 

switching time of the MEMS switch. 

Many switches with different contacts 

pad area have been fabricated and 

their electrical and mechanical 

performance tested. The switch with 

3175μm
2 

contact pad area was chosen 

to be integrated with the elevated 

patch antenna. It is large enough to 

provide lower pull-down voltages, 

good isolation and minimize the 

contact resistance - avoiding any 

ohmic heating due to passing a large 

DC or RF signal; hence the cantilever 

beam with 2μm thickness of gold was 

used. When there is no DC voltage 

applied, the cantilever beam will be in 

the up position where the contact pad 

does not allow the RF signal to 

directly pass through the switch. The 

cantilever beam can be pulled down to 

the bottom contact by applying a DC 

voltage - creating a short circuit that 

allows the RF signal to pass through 

the switch. If the DC voltage is then 

reduced, the cantilever beam releases 

back up (typically at a lower voltage 

than the actuation voltage). The 

geometry of cantilever beam in this 

design was chosen to produce the 

lowest possible pull-down voltage. 

Also, the gold was chosen as switch 

material since it provides a low 

Young’s Modulus of 57GPa. 

However, reduction of the spring 

constant k might cause more stiction 

problems during operation. Therefore, 

in this design, we propose a simple 

integrated way to prevent the stiction 

problem using two tiny posts located 

on the substrate at the free end of the 

cantilever beam. These tiny posts will 

limit the downward motion of the 

contact pad and maximize the 

mechanical restoring force without 

significant effect on pull-down 

voltage. This solution should be 

effective no matter what the actual 

cause of stiction is.  

 

 
a) Structure of switch 

 

                GaAs  
Contact 

Tiny posts 

  Post 

Cantilever 
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b) SEM photo of fabricated switch. 

Fig. 1 cantilever beam MEMS switch configuration  

  

The calculated pull-down voltage was 

14.8 volt, which agrees very well with 

the measured value of 12.5volt with an 

actuation current on the order of 1mA 

which corresponds to a power 

consumption of 12.5mw. It requires 

zero power to maintain the switch in 

either the Off-state due to the nature of 

the electrostatic actuation. Fig. 2 

shows I-V measurements of the 

proposed switch, this measurement 

was done using an on-wafer DC probe 

station. The switch Off-state 

capacitance and contact resistance 

have been calculated based on the 

measured dimensions and were 

approximately 9.54 fF and 0.615Ω, 

respectively. This results in high 

electrical isolation of -32.4dB and low 

insertion loss of 0.053dB at 200GHz. 

This is a spectacular performance not 

attained by any MEMS switch at G-

band. The proposed switches utilize 

physical contact of metal with low 

contact resistance to achieve low 

insertion loss when actuated, so it can 

be operated at G-band frequencies 

with isolation defined by the coupling 

capacitance of the electrodes when the 

switch is open.  
 

Tiny post 
 

Side view 

 

Top view 
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Fig. 2 actuation voltage vises the current of the MEMS switch 

 

3- Antenna Design 

To reduce the dielectric substrate loss, 

the rectangular patch is elevated above 

a CPW ground plane by 13μm height 

of gold posts. By elevating the patch, 

antenna topology effectively will 

create a low dielectric substrate since 

the antenna substrate is essentially air, 

which is the lowest possible dielectric 

constant. This will help increase the 

radiation efficiency, gain, and the 

bandwidth. In order to decide 

appropriate dimension of the antenna 

and optimum design, investigation 

was performed by simulation software 

HFSS. For this design the rectangular 

patch dimensions are L × W = 746μm 

× 806μm with 13μm height and 2μm 

thickness. The patch is fed by a gold 

feeding post which connected to a 

CPW feed line on gallium arsenide 

(GaAs) substrate. The feeding post is 

placed in the middle of the width of 

the patch to avoid the excitation of the 

orthogonal TM01 mode. To tuning the 

elevated patch antenna at desired 

frequency, the feeding post must be 

located at that point on the patch 

where the input impedance is equal to 

50Ω at the resonant frequency. The 

antenna ground plane has to be large 

enough to reduce diffraction of the 

edges for reducing ripples in the main 

pattern and backward radiation, and to 

shield the antenna from the underlying 

elements and vice versa. Hence, for 

this design, the ground plane 

dimensions were chosen as Ws × Ls = 

1.5mm × 2.03mm with 1.2μm 

thickness of gold to reduce the 

antenna ohmic losses.  

 

Reconfigurability of the operating 

frequency of the patch antenna is 

achieved by loading the antenna feed 

line with a variable reactive load. The 

MEMS reactive load is a CPW stub 

on which MEMS switch is placed to 

Ampere 

Volt 
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change the state of the stub from open 

circuit to short circuit, or in the other 

words from capacitance reactive load 

to inductance reactive load. Changing 

the imaginary part of the antenna input 

impedance lead to tuning the 

resonance frequency of the antenna. 

The tuning range of the antenna can 

be controlled by adjusting the length 

of the stub at short and open circuit 

and connected position from the 

antenna patch. The length and position 

of the CPW stub were optimized using 

HFSS simulation software. The stub 

length is 0.14mm when the switch is 

in the up-state while 0.047mm when 

the switch is in down-state, and it is 

located at 0.46mm from the patch 

feeding post. The cantilever beam 

MEMS switch which has been 

discussed in section 6.6 was used to 

tune the antenna resonant frequency. 

The states of the MEMS switch, hence 

the loading reactance, can be changed 

by the dc actuation voltage applied 

between the dc contact pads and 

switch cantilever beam. Thus, the 

CPW stub with MEMS switch 

provides a variable reactance input 

impedance, resulting in tuneability in 

the resonant frequency. Fig. 3 shows 

reconfigurable antennas integrated 

with MEMS switch which connected 

with CPW feed to tune the operating 

frequency.  

 

The antenna was designed and 

simulated using the Ansoft HFSS 

simulator, which is based on the finite 

element technique. A waveport at the 

antenna input terminal was used for 

the simulation with meshing at λ/4 to 

obtain higher simulation resolution. 

The simulation was carried out using 

Dual Intel Xeon 3.20GHz Quad Core 

and 64 GB DDR2 800 MHz Quad 

Channel FBD Memory PC platforms.

 
Fig. 3 the configuration of rectangular elevated patch antenna design 

Antenna 

patch 

MEMS Stub 

Ground 

plane  

CPW feed 
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4- Fabrication 

The antenna fabrication was based on 

a standard III-V MMIC airbridge 

technology. The antenna has three 

levels of height, the first level consists 

of the ground plane and dc switch 

pads, then cantilever beam of MEMS 

switch was elevated by 3.5μm gold 

posts, and finally the patch was 

elevated by 13μm gold posts. The 

antenna was fabricated on a 630μm 

thickness SI GaAs substrate with a 

dielectric constant of 12.9. The height 

of the MEMS switch and patch above 

the substrate can be varied as required 

for optimum antenna performance by 

changing the thickness of the 

photoresist layers, which is used in the 

airbridge process. This can be used to 

further enhance the patch bandwidth 

when we cannot change the substrate 

thickness for the sake of the rest of the 

module circuits.  

 

Three steps were required to realize 

the antenna structures. First the 

ground plane and dc switch pads were 

defined by e-beam exposure and 

development of a 1.5µm thick layer of 

PMMA followed by electron beam 

evaporation and lift-off of a 

50nm/1.2μm thickness nichrome/gold 

layer. The second and third steps 

employ photolithography and 

electroplating techniques to form the 

suspended airbridge structures at two 

other levels.   Fig. 4 shows an SEM 

image of the completed antenna. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 SIM photo of fabricated reconfigurable antenna 

 

Air-bridge 
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5- Results 

The proposed antenna is designed 

using an Ansoft HFSS simulator, and 

the fabricated antennas were 

characterized using an Agilent PNA 

Vector Network Analyzer and 

140GHz to 220GHz OML heads and 

in wafer dc prop station. The resonant 

frequency of the antenna when the 

MEMS switch is in the up-state occurs 

at 173GHz with good matching of 

22dB and bandwidth of 5GHz from 

171GHz to 176GHz. As the height of 

the cantilevers moves down to short 

the stub at 12.5volt pull-down voltage, 

the resonant frequency shifts to 

184GHz with excellent matching of 

36dB and with nearly the same 

bandwidth as in the off-state. Fig. 5 

and Fig. 6 show the simulation and the 

measurement return loss of the 

reconfigurable antenna at different 

switch states. The antenna radiates 

broadside for the two resonances and 

changing the reactance input 

impedance does not cause any adverse 

effect on the radiation patterns. Also, 

the dc connection between the top and 

bottom plates does not have a 

significant effect on the performance 

since it is separately connected. 

 

Proposed antenna demonstrates a 

broadside radiation pattern over its 

bandwidth. The maximum antenna 

gain is 1dB when the switch at off-

state while is 1.3dB when the switch 

at on-state. Fig. 7 shows 3-D 

simulated radiation pattern for the 

antenna gain at Off and On state of 

MEMS switch.  

 

Although the CPW stub increases the 

antenna dimensions significantly, it is 

a simple way of loading the elevated 

patch antenna with a MEMS switch 

without a significant effect on the 

antenna performance. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that the proposed 

antenna configuration in this paper 

offers significant improvements in the 

reconfigurable antenna performance at 

G-band region. 
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Fig.5. Simulated results of return loss at different switch states. 

 

 
Fig.6. measured results of return. at different switch states 
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Fig. 7 3-D simulated radiation pattern (Gain dB). 

 
 
6- Conclusion 

The antenna scheme offers an easy 

method to integrate antenna with other 

MMICs, eliminate the most undesired 

substrate effects and maximize 

antenna performance on high 

dielectric substrates. Also, because 

there is no needing for additional 

transition, therefore a single chip 

wireless mm-wave system including 

the antenna can be achieved with a 

very compact size, low cost, and high 

performance. Further, because the 

CPW feed line is formed on the 

substrate and the radiating patch is 

lifted on the air, therefore the radiating 

patch and the feed line can be 

optimized separately like aperture 

coupled antenna.  
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Abstract— In this work, two models of a single feed multi-band stacked microstrip patch 

antenna are presented. The first model is a double layer, triple band stacked patch antenna 

with circular polarization for operation in GPS 1223 MHz and 1575 MHz bands and linear 

polarization for operation in 2400 MHz (Bluetooth band), and the second model is a triple 

layer, quad band stacked patch antenna working with circular polarization for operation in 

GPS 1223 MHz and 1520 MHz bands, and with linear polarization for operation in 1800 

MHz (GSM band) and 2400MHz bands.  The simulation results, which are obtained by 

using HFSS and FEKO, show that the proposed antennas meet the requirement of the 

circular polarization operation in the suggested bands. The impedance matching bandwidth 

(<-10 dB) and the gain requirements for all bands are achieved. The parametric study has 

been done to optimize the antenna using HFSS. Furthermore, the detailed comparison 

between the HFSS and FEKO are introduced to show the features of each simulator to help 

the antenna designer to choose the best tool to simulate this kind of geometry. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The microstrip antenna is very popular in 

wireless and satellite communication 

because it has many advantages such as 

lightweight, conformability, low costs and 

the fact that it is simple to manufacture. One 

of the important subjects that attract 

microstrip antenna designers in recent days 

is multi-frequency different polarization 

operation. Achieving multi-frequency 

operation using microstrip antennas have 

been reported in literature [1,2]. 

Multilayered aperture coupled microstrip 

antennas have been proposed in [3,4]. A 

dual-feed triple bands microstrip antenna  

 

for GSM and GPS operation is reported in 

[5]. A triple-layer patch antenna capable of 

triple-frequency operation is proposed in 

[6,7]. A double layer microstrip patch with 

single feed and optimum axial ratio is 

introduced in [8]. However, none of these 

references has reported an antenna combing 

quad-frequency with dual linear polarization 

and dual circular polarization operation or 

double layer stacked patch antenna with 

triple band operation. In this report, we 

present double and triple layer stacked patch 

antenna with a single coaxial feed support 

triple and quad bands dual polarization 

operations. The optimum parameters of the 

proposed antenna are obtained using the full 

wave EM numerical tools HFSS and FEKO. 
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2-ANTENNA MODELS DESIGN 

Microstrip antenna with multi-frequency 

operation has been achieved by several 

techniques: the use of multilayer stacked 

patches, a rectangular patch with a pair of 

narrow slots placed close to the patch’s 

radiating edges, a square patch with a 

rectangular notch [1], a rectangular patch 

loaded with shorting pins and slots, a 

rectangular patch fed by an inclined 

coupling slot [7], etc. Stacked patches are 

easier to achieve multi-band operation than 

other approaches, and they can be optimized 

to work in different polarization modes by 

analyzing the parameters of the multilayer 

structure.    

    

A. Prototype Model: Double Layer Model 

The double-layer structure of the proposed 

antenna is shown in Fig. 1.a. The lower and 

upper patches are designed in order to get 

the circular polarization in the 1223MHz 

and 1575MHz bands respectively. A 

circularly polarized EM-wave is generated 

when an antenna radiates two orthogonal 

field components having equal amplitude 

with a quadrature phase difference between 

them. Several geometrical configurations of 

microstrip patch antennas can provide such 

dual orthogonal field components with 

proper excitation of the patch cavity. 

Normally two orthogonal field components 

are excited in the patch cavity using dual 

orthogonal feeds and splitting input 

microwave power in various ways [8]. This 

method generally gives a large AR-

bandwidth. However, the external power 

divider increases the size and complexity of 

the system; thus preference is given to 

single-feed circularly polarized microstrip 

antennas. A perturbed symmetrical patch 

cavity of square, supports two orthogonal 

modes, which can be excited with a single 

feed [2]. This concept is used here to design 

the lower and the upper patches. The square 

patch with diagonally opposite truncated 

corners is designed using the formulas in [9] 

to achieve the circular polarization at 

1223MHz and 1575MHz bands. The 

common feed technique is used to feed the 

stacked antennas. The feed probe of the 

coaxial line extends completely through the 

lower patch, passes through the hole in the 

lower patch, and connects to the upper patch. 

In this case, patches are in series with each 

other. At the resonant frequency of the 

lower patch, the upper patch looks basically 

like a short circuit. This short effectively 

connects the probe directly to the lower 

patch metallization. Conversely at the 

resonant frequency of the upper patch, the 

lower patch appears as a short circuit and 

thus connects the ground plane to the lower 

patch [9]. This approach of feeding works 

well when the upper patch is the smaller of 

the two to ensure that there is little coupling 

between the patches via the fringing fields 

at the edges. The upper patch is connected 

to the ground plane by using a shorting pin 

in order to enhance the impedance matching 

and the axial ratio bandwidths at 1575MHz 

band. The size of the used ground plane is 

          . Layers’ material is low cost 

FR4 (                     The 

dimensions as shown in Fig.1 are     
                     ,    
     ,        ,         ,     
     , 

        
          ,        =(0,0.5mm)    
        

B. The second model: Triple Layer model 

To achieve the quad band operation another 

FR4 layer and microstrip patch printed on 

the top of it are added above the two layers 

of the prototype design. The third patch is a 

meandered patch designed to achieve the 

operation in 1800 MHz band [1]. In this 
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model, the feed probe is connected to the 

third patch as shown in Fig. 1.b. The 

shorting pin remains in the same position. 

The dimensions of the third patch, new 

dimensions of the other patches and feed 

position are shown in the optimization 

section below. 

 

C. Optimization 

Prototype model has many parameters that 

must be optimized to achieve the required 

specifications. The optimization process is 

based on the FEM simulator, HFSS. The 

optimization process started with parametric 

studies to find the effect of each parameter 

on the antenna impedance matching 

bandwidth, axial ratio 3dB bandwidth, gain 

and the radiation patterns at each band. We 

found that the feed position is critical 

parameter to achieve the circular 

polarization operation with the best 

impedance matching bandwidth; the 

optimized location of the coaxial feed probe 

is shown in Fig. 1. Increasing the height of 

the first and second substrate increases the 

impedance matching bandwidth; on the 

other hand, it reduces the axial ratio 

bandwidth. Increasing the height of the third 

substrate reduces the impedance matching 

bandwidth ( goes > -10 dB)  for the first and 

second band of operation. The largest patch 

is in the first layer (1223MHz), then the 

second one (1575MHz) finally the smallest 

one (1800 MHz) at the top. The antennas 

should be arranged in that way to reduce the 

coupling between the patches. The truncated 

corners dimensions (  ,    ) affect sharply 

the axial ratio bandwidth and the slightly 

the impedance matching bandwidth and the 

gain of the antenna. The shorting pin 

position affects the axial ratio bandwidth 

and impedance matching bandwidth; the 

optimized position of the shorting pin is the 

near zero fields point on the patch #2 where 

the shorting pin won’t affect the original 

performance of the second patch largely, 

and simultaneously it will enhance the 

performance of the antenna. The size of the 

ground plane can be reduced 13% with 

slight effect on the antenna parameters. We 

run HFSS about 620 times to reach the 

optimized dimensions of the antenna and 

the other parameters which are       
                     
    ,                   
           ,          ,    
     ,              
     ,         
          ,        =(0,-1mm)    
                                                   

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The proposed models have been studied 

using HFSS and FEKO. fig. 2 shows the 

simulated return loss for the double and 

triple layer models. The results show that 

both models have a good 10-dB impedance 

matching bandwidth that meets the 

operation requirements at the suggested 

bands. The 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth for 

1223MHz and 1575MHz bands for the 

double layer model, and 1223 MHz and 

1525 for triple layer model are shown in fig. 

3. 22 MHz bandwidth is achieved for the 

lower band and 16MHz for the upper band 

for both models.  This bandwidth as in [5,6] 

is quite enough for the GPS functionality at 

these bands. The results are summarized in 

table 1 and table 2. 
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Fig.1: the geometry of the proposed 

antennas: (a) the configuration of the 

prototype model (double layer), (b) the 

geometry of the third patch as designed in 

HFSS   

 

The RHCP and LHCP gain radiation 

patterns for f=1223MHz, 1575MHz for the 

first model, and for f=1223MHz, 1520MH 

for the second model are shown in fig. 4. 

The co-polarization and cross polarization 

radiations patterns are plotted and shown in 

figures 5 and 6 at f=1800MHz for the 

second model (triple layer) and at 

f=2400MHz for the first and second model 

(triple layer model).The figures show that 

the cross-polarization level of the antenna 

models at these frequencies below -14dB 

except for f=1223MHz for the double layer 

model is about -5dB. The antenna models 

produce good RHCP radiation in broadside 

direction for the GPS bands. The gain of the 

double layer antenna is about 2.5dBi, 

1.8dBi for 1223MHz band, 1575MHz 

respectively, and 3.5dBi, 2dBi for the triple 

layer model. In addition, it is 3dBi at 

         , and 2.2dBi at   
       .  The max gain of the   
        radiation pattern is at       . 

The future work will include the enhancing 

(clear) the radiation pattern of this band.        

 
Fig.2: Simulated return loss of the 

proposed models 
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Fig.3: Simulated axial ratio at the broadside 

     of the proposed models 
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Fig.4: Simulated radiation patterns of the 

antenna: (a)-double layer model, (b)-triple 

layer model, at the GPS bands. (Blue lines: 
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Fig.5: HFSS Simulated radiation patterns of 

the antenna at           
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                                    (a)                                                 

 
(b) 

Fig.6: Simulated radiation patterns of the 

antenna at          : (a)-double layer 

model, (b)-triple layer model. (Blue lines: 

HFSS, Black:FEKO). (ــــــ)   co-

polarization,      ;(----)    co-

polarization,      ; (.....)     cross-

polarization,      ;(.-.-.-.)    cross-

polarization,       

 

 
    Fig.7: Simulated gain of the two 

models versus the frequency at          

 

Table 1: the performance of the first model 

 
 First 

Band 

(1223M

Hz) 

second 

Band 

(1575M

Hz) 

Third 

Band 

(2400M

Hz) 

Impedanc

e BW 

100MHz 90MHz 65MHz 

Polarizati

on  

Circular Circular Linear 

Axial 

ratio BW 

22MHz 16MHz  

 

Table 2: the performance of the second model 

 First Band 

1223MHz 

Second Band 

(1525MHz) 

Third Band 

(1800MHz) 

Fourth Band 

(2400MHz) 

Impedance BW 105MHz 180MHz 72MHz 66MHz 

Polarization Circular Circular Linear Linear 

Axial ratio BW 22MHz 15MHz   

 

 

In general, the results show a good 

agreement between HFSS in FEKO in most 

cases. The differences between the results 

especially for the triple layer model came 

from an inadequate meshing size that has 

been chosen to simulate the problem in  

FEKO. We choose relatively large mesh 

size to overcome the memory requirements.  

 

 

Also, we used wire segment model to 

feed the structure in FEKO, which is not a 

perfect model for coaxial feed. In addition 

to that, the differences between the core 

methods of these simulators, and pre and 

post processing engines in each one 

introduce differences between the results. In 
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our case, we consider the results of HFSS as 

more accurate results.         

4-THE EFFECT OF THE SHORTING PIN 

Several structural parameters are 

important to enhance the performance of the 

antenna; one of them is the shorting pin that 

is shown in Fig.1.a.  The effect of the 

shorting pint on the performance of the 

proposed model is discussed in this section. 

The significance of the shorting pin in 

enhancing the impedance bandwidth for the 

second band of the triple layer model is 

demonstrated in Fig. 8   

 
Fig.8:The effect of the shorting pin of the 

triple layer antenna performance 

 

The impedance bandwidth is reduced 

when we remove the shorting pint. 

Furthermore, the axial ratio bandwidth is 

reduced 3MHz at 1223,1525MHz bands, 

and at 1223MHz band impedance BW is 

slightly reduced. The presence of the 

shorting pint isn’t significant, yet it helps 

reasonably to enhance the performance of 

the antenna at different bands. 

5- HFSS VS. FEKO OR (FEM VS. MOM) 

HFSS and FEKO are two of the most 

efficient EM simulators in the recent time. 

They prove the capability of the simulation 

of complex geometries, and they introduced 

results which are in excellent agreement 

with the measured results, so the question 

that we are trying to solve here which 

simulator is the best. Absolutely, we cannot 

introduce a general answer because the 

performance (run time, memory, and 

accuracy of the solution) of each simulator 

is different from case to case; this 

performance depends on the type of the 

problem, the complexity of the geometry, 

and the contents of this geometry. In fact, 

when we compare between HFSS and 

FEKO we compare between the two 

computational EM techniques that represent 

the core of these simulators, which are 

Finite Element method (FEM) and Method 

of Moments (MOM). The good comparison 

between these methods is introduced in [10]. 

The applications, advantages, and 

disadvantages of these methods are the main 

points that make the differences between 

FEKO and HFSS; for instance, Green’s 

function for the free space (open or exterior 

problems: e.g. radiation and scattering 

problems) can be easily calculated and 

implemented for the MOM solution which 

makes FEKO is more convenient and 

accurate to simulate this kind of problems 

from many comparison points; On the other 

hand, the Green’s functions for multi-layers 

and dielectric structures are complicated 

and need more time to calculate from the 

numerical point of view (more calculations, 

more run time, more memory, more errors) 

which makes HFSS (FEM) is better for this 

kind of geometries. In table 3, we introduce 

a comparison between FEKO and HFSS 

from the numerical aspects in CEM point of 

view 

The comparison in table 3 demonstrates that 

the HFSS  (FEM)  has a better performance 

comparing to FEKO (MOM) in analysis of 

these structures. The first order basis 

function and direct solver is used to get 

values shown in table 3 for HFSS 
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Table 3: Comparison between FEKO and 

HFSS 
 Double Layer 

Model 

Triple Layer 

Model 

 HFSS FEKO HFSS FEKO 

Run time  3min. 27min 5mim. 58mi 

Memory  320M

B 

369M

B 

455M 705M

B 

#.  of  

triangles 

110 2562 111 3689 

# of 

tetrahedr

ons  

14272 0 18353 0 

# of Basis 

function 

 6944  9600 

 

. If we increased the order of the basis 

function to the second order for the double 

layer model simulation the run time 

increases to 9min and the memory increases 

to 700MB (53%). The grid size is critical 

parameter from the memory point of view 

when you are dealing with FEKO; to 

illustrate, if we decrease the grid size for the 

triple layer model simulation from      to 

     the memory requirement in this case 

increases to 1015MB (44%). The type of 

matrix in FEM and MOM makes a 

significant difference in CPU time and the 

memory required for process. The FEM 

matrix is large as we can see from the table 

3 ( # of tetrahedrons) ,yet it is sparse which 

can be efficiently stored, and easily solved; 

In contrast, the MOM matrices are dense  

and ill-conditioned matrices which are in 

some cases need long time to solve. 

Furthermore, the excitation modelling in 

MOM is a problem; in some cases, we need 

to use approximate model (as in our case). 

The comparison we introduced here is not 

general but it is related to our problem. In 

the other problems analysis may you will 

get completely different results.       

        

 

6- CONCLUSION 

In this work, two models for a single 

feed multi-band stacked patch antenna 

with circular and linear polarization 

have been designed and simulated by 

using HFSS and FEKO. The results 

show that the double layer model 

supports triple band operation with dual 

right hand circular polarization at two 

GPS bands and vertical polarization at 

2400MHz (Bluetooth band). 

Furthermore, they show that the triple 

layer stacked patches support a quad 

band operation with dual circular 

polarization operation at the GPS bands, 

and dual linear polarization operation at 

1800MHz (GSM band) and 2400MHz 

bands. As a part of this work, a detailed 

comparison between HFSS and FEKO 

from CEM’s prospective is introduced. 

The comparison shows that HFSS (FEM) 

performance in analysis this kind of 

geometry is better than FEKO (MOM) 

from different aspects.           
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Abstract: The detection of human body worn concealed metallic objects based on the late 

time response (LTR) method is one of the great challenges.  

Successful LTR extraction to identify the target signature and its correct interpretation 

requires UWB antenna, which can cover the frequency of the fundamental (lowest) 

complex natural resonance (CNR) of the target(s) under detection. A flat gain UWB tapered 

slot antenna with operating bandwidth of 0.25-3GHz to cover the lowest CNR frequencies 

designed and fabricated. Antenna tests made in an anechoic chamber to provide complete 

back scattering and signal radiation control. The results showed that the fabricated antenna 

has relative flat gain from about 0.3GHz to just over 3GHz with distortion less narrow 

pulse transmission. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The standoff detection of on-body 

concealed objects is one of the great 

challenges. Achieving UWB antenna that is 

capable to have non-resonant (flat) gain 

across all frequencies in the desired 

spectrum is a key role for the successful 

detection of on-body concealed metallic 

objects, such as guns and knives. In fact, to 

achieve an impulse response of on-body 

concealed weapon(s), the weapon(s) need to 

illuminate in the far field region by a very 

narrow pulse, equivalent to a UWB 

frequency sweep. As the pulse propagates 

through the concealed objects, Omni 

directional reflections and scattering occur 

at the interfaces. Of particular interest are 

the aspect independent resonance(s) and 

their associated dampening which  

measured by receiving UWB antenna, the 

amplitude and phase of such backscatter is 

aspect dependent relative to the linear 

polarisation. For an accurate detection 

system with high resolution and dynamic 

range, the transmitting/receiving UWB 

antenna should be flat gain (non zeros 

resonant) as much as possible, distortion 
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less pulse transmission and reception and 

directive with high-radiation efficiency.  

Tapered slot antennas (TSA) have been 

widely used in different radar applications, 

especially the Vivaldi antenna that was first 

brought out by Gibson in 1979 [1] that’s  

have been recently widely investigated and 

developed by many researchers and 

institutions [2-5]. Several excellent TSAs 

with improved antenna parameters 

involving dual exponentially tapered slot 

antenna [6], dual elliptically tapered 

antipodal slot antenna [7], antipodal 

exponentially tapered slot antenna [8], dual 

V-type linear taper slot antenna [9], is 

optimized for issuing ultra-wideband 

(UWB) applications and millimetre-wave 

detection systems. Practically, on the 

frequency range 0.25–3GHz, none of the 

improved TSAs has non-resonant flat gain 

around 10 dBi that is indispensable for 

successful standoff concealed weapon 

detection based on back scattering late time 

response by covering all of the basic 

frequencies of common interested objects. 

Two specific Vivaldi antennas studied and 

investigated in [10]. Regrettably, antenna 

gain characteristics are not available. The 

ridged horn antenna [11] shows high 

antenna gain with ultra-wide bandwidth, 

but it does not meet none resonate demand 

to cover the fundamental CNR of the 

target(s) under detection. Instead, TSA 

arrays [12] usually achieve 10-dBi or 

higher antenna gain covering the frequency 

of interest. However, compared with the 

single tapered slot antenna element, antenna 

array is more difficult not only with its 

larger size due to the extra feeding 

networks but also it is harder to design and 

fabricate. Most of the compact UWB 

antennas presented in the literature exhibit 

omni directional radiation patterns with 

comparatively low gain and an impulse 

response with  

observable distortion [13]. These types of 

UWB antennas are convenient for short-

range indoor and outdoor communication 

applications. However, for radar systems, 

used for the detection of weapons concealed 

under clothing, upon the human body or 

within carried bags at standoff distance, a 

flat gain directional antenna and VSWR 

around unity is advantageous.  

 

In addition, the required UWB antenna 

must be able to pass very narrow distortion 

less monocycle time pulse to cover the 

fundamental CNR frequencies of the 

target(s) under detection, equivalent to a 

flat (non-resonant) response in the 

frequency domain. This criterion is required 

to enable effective deconvolution of the 

antenna response from the received 

scattered signal, which is essential to enable 

successful extraction of CNR modes. 

Nevertheless, having a less than desirable 

antenna response, may lead to have 

unauthentic resonances as any antenna 

resonance could contribute to mask 

concealed on-body objects. The bandwidth 

must be sufficiently wide to cover all of the 

basic frequencies of the most common 

firearms.  

In this paper, a compact UWB antenna 

exponentially tapered slot with a bandwidth 

of the operating frequency  0.25 to 3GHz is 

developed. This operating bandwidth 

chosen to cover the fundamental CNR 
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modes of most firearms and to give a fine 

enough time resolution to resolve these 

CNR, and to minimize clutter from the 

human subjects and other objects in the 

surveillance area. 

 

II. ANTENNA DESIGN 

 

   For the 0.25-3GHz with flat gain 

operation bandwidth a tapered slot antenna 

TSA was developed and optimized as 

successfully used for radar applications. 

The presented TSA antenna will be used in 

concealed on-body weapon detection. The 

detection system includes identical TSA 

antennas, one used to transmit a sharp 

UWB pulse while the rest receive the back 

scattering signal. The proposed antenna 

fabricated on the FR4 epoxy substrate with 

0.5-oz copper and dielectric constant 2.33. 

A top view of the designed antenna 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Shape the top of the designed 

antenna. 

The design objective is to obtain a UWB 

antenna with non-zeros resonant frequency 

as any antenna resonant can mask the very 

important aspect independent late time 

response of objects concealed on the human 

body. The exponential taper profile is 

determined by the opining rate and two 

points             and          ). 

 

      
                      (1) 

Where,  

   
       

          
                  (2) 

 

   
   

        
   

         
            (3) 

 

        are constants and    is the opining 

rate of the exponential taper. 

 Note that ),( 11 xy    and ),( 22 xy  are the 

coordinates of the origin and end of flare 

curve, respectively and the taper length   

=      . 

An exponentially tapered slotline rather 

than an elliptically antipodal tapering 

structure exploited to make the antenna 

simulation and optimization easier. The 

width W of the proposed antenna controls 

the lowest operation frequency, which is set 

at 0:47λ, where ¸ λ is the free space 

wavelength at 0.25 GHz. The length   

could affect the front-to-back ratio of the 

radiation patterns at the lowest frequency 

band, which is set at around 0:4¸λ. The 

antenna is excited with a Gaussian 

monocycle pulse in the time domain and is 

optimized and simulated using the 

electromagnetic FTD solver CST 

microwave studio transient solver mode 

which helped to reveal the most critical 

antenna areas to reduce cavity resonance 

and to ameliorate their related transmitted 

and received amplitudes. The excited 

monocycle pulse has maximum amplitude 

at a frequency 0.75 GHz, which carefully 

selected to excite basic CNR for most 

common firearms [14].  
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III. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSIONS 

 An optimum antenna achieved by the 

adjustment of the following parameters: 

flare angle, cavity radius and throat width 

to reduce the antenna ringing as much as 

possible. 

The ultra wideband antenna designed 

according to the mentioned procedure and it 

is manufactured using FR4 epoxy (    
              ) as substrate. The taper 

rate was 0.18cm and radial stub angle    
    . The radiating microstrip is in the 

bottom layer of the substrate whereas the 

ground plane is printed on the top of it. The 

validity of the proposed design 

methodology is verified using the CST 

microwave studio transient solver simulator 

which is based in finite integral technology.   
The antenna is located in the x-y plane, E-

plane of the antenna is in the x-z plane   
    and H-plane is in the y-z plane (  
   ). Antenna measurements made in 

anechoic chamber. The simulated and 

measured 10dB return loss bandwidth 

extends from 0.25GHz to 4GHz covering 

the required UWB of 0.25 to 3GHz. As 

shown in Figure 2, the simulated results 

closely resemble the measured result 

confirming the design procedure of the 

antenna.  

 

Figure 2 Measured and simulated S11 

return loss. 

It is very critical that the gain across the 

operating bandwidth to be high and 

comparatively flat, resulting in an around 

unity VSWR across the broadband 

spectrum specifically in the affected 

frequencies, leading to the improvement to 

excite resonances needed for on-body 

weapon detection. Both the measured and 

simulated figures show that the antenna 

gain of the designed antenna achieves these 

requirements, as illustrated in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4.  

   Figure 3 Measured and simulated 

     VSWR. 

The far-field radiation patterns of the 

antenna were calculated by using the 

software CST microwave studio. These far 

field results are presented in Figure 5 for 

the frequencies 0.7GHz and 1.5GHz. The 

antenna achieves directive properties with 

an average front-to back ratio which is 

greater than 10 dB across the whole band, 

making it convenient for standoff detections 

applications.  

The time domain performance of the 

presented antenna was measured as well. 

Two identical co-polarized antennas were 

faced to each other cross a distance of 50 

cm; the measured results are illustrated in 

Figure 6. 
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Figure 4 Measured and simulated antenna 

gain. 

 

The excited pulse and the obtained pulse 

are normalized with respect to their peak 

values. The figure shows that the time pulse 

of the antenna is 0.7 nanoseconds. The 

pulse distortion happens at the 0.16 level 

with respect to the peak level of 1, which is 

almost negligible. The results show that the 

optimized antenna improves distortion less 

narrow pulse which makes it an excellent 

radiator for the application of a detection 

system with high resolution. 

             
(a)   

 

 

 

 
 

(b)  

Figure 5 Simulated three- dimensional far 

field radiation pattern (a) 0.7GHz and (b) 

1.5 GHz,  

 
Figure 6 Measured impulse response. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The design of ultra wideband tapered slot 

antenna for use in concealed weapon 

detection has been introduced.  Detection of 

concealed on-body weapons is limited by 

antenna response as any antenna ringing 

could mask very important aspect 

independent scattering related to the 
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concealed object signature.  An approach is 

described based on relatively flat gain 

antenna across the operating bandwidth. 

Simulated and measured antenna 

characteristics illustrate that the developed 

antenna has relative flat gain cross 

proposed band from 0.25GHz to more than 

3GHz. The time domain of the antenna has 

been studied as well. It has been illustrated 

that the presented antenna could send and 

receive very narrow pulses in a distortion 

less manner to meet the requirements of 

successful concealed weapon detection 

based on the late time response scattered 

from the illuminated objects. More work 

has to be done in the next months to 

minimize or even to block the forced back 

scattering early time response.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, the performance of dual, triple, and quad-band PIFAs, analyzed in free space 

in a previous work [1], have been evaluated in presence of human head and hand models. 

The effect of proximity of the user on the input reflection coefficient, radiation pattern, and 

radiation efficiency of the antennas have been studied in details using different full-wave 

modeling techniques which are FDTDM, FIM, FEM, and MOM. The results are compared 

and analyzed.  

 

1. Introduction  

Interaction of mobile phone antennas with 

human body has great consideration in 

cellular communications. The user’s body, 

especially head and hand, influence the 

antenna voltage standing wave ratio 

(VSWR), gain and radiation patterns. 

Furthermore, thermal effect, when tissues 

exposed to unlimited electromagnetic 

energy, can be a serious health hazard, so 

standard organizations have set exposure 

limits in terms of the specific absorption 

rate (SAR). This paper focuses on the 

evaluation of the performance of the 

modern PIFAs in the presence of simple 

models of human head and hand. Four-

tissue head model and two-tissue hand 

model are included as part of the simulation 

geometries of the finite difference time 

domain (FDTD), finite element method 

(FEM), finite integration method (FIM), 

and method of moments (MOM) simulation 

models to study the effect of the proximity 

of the user on the on the reflection 

coefficient, radiation pattern, and radiation 

efficiency of the planar inverted-F antennas 

proposed in [1],[2], and [3].  

 

2. Human Head and Hand Models 

 

Fig.1.a demonstrates the used four tissues 

spherical model. It consists of four scaled 

sphere which are inserted into each other. 

The spheres are terminated by a brick on 

both sides. The size of head model is: 150 x 

180 x 180 mm³ Fig.2.b shows the model 

tissues: Skin with thickness =0.75 mm, Fat 

with  
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thickness =1.5 mm, Bone with thickness 

=4.35mm, and Brain thickness =136.8 mm. 

Table 1 presents values of relative 

permittivity, conductivity, and density of 

tissues. 

 

                 

                   

 

        

  

 

 

 

 

 

        

(a)                                                                  (b)    

Fig.1: Four -tissue spherical head model used in this simulation (a) -3D front view (b) mesh 

view in FDTD. 

 

Table 1: Relative Permittivity, Conductivity, and Mass Density of spherical Model tissues 

at several frequencies [4] 

 

Frequenc

y (MHz) 

Brain Skull Fat Skin 

3/1030 mkg

 

3/1850 mkg

 

3/1100 mkg

 

3/1100 mkg

 


(S/m) r  


(S/m) r  


(S/m) r  


(S/m) r  

920 0.7738 45.72 0.2452 16.59 0.0515 5.46 0.873 41.30 

960 0.7886 45.57 0.2524 16.53 0.0525 5.45 0.886 41.11 

1800 1.153 43.54 0.4317 15.56 0.0784 5.349 1.185 38.87 

1900 1.2038 43.37 0.4561 15.46 0.0823 5.330 1.224 38.71 

1965 1.2377 43.26 0.4720 15.40 0.0846 5.331 1.251 38.61 

2000 1.2562 43.21 0.481 15.37 0.0859 5.327 1.265 38.56 

2100 1.310 43.05 0.506 15.28 0.0898 5.317 1.308 38.43 

2400 1.4814 42.62 0.5861 15.01 0.1023 5.285 1.441 38.06 

5300 3.758 38.92 1.485 12.89 0.260 5.01 3.290 35.53 

 

Hand model and dimension is shown in 

Fig.2. It is similar to a typical hand model 

used in the literature [5], [6]. The models 

consists of two tissues, bone surrounded by 

muscle. it modeled mainly the palm, while  

 

the fingers were very short [Fig.2.a]. The 

model was symmetric, i.e., the short fingers 

wrapped both the chassis edges similarly, 

and the shape of the model was identical in 

all xy cuts.   
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                (a)                                                                     (b)                           (c) 

Fig.2: Hand Model: (a) dimensions and its position [5] (b) 3D-view, (c) Upper view 

 

able 2 presents values of relative permittivity, conductivity, and density of hand model 

tissues 

Table 2: Relative Permittivity, Conductivity, and Mass Density Hand model tissues at 

several frequencies [5] 

 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Bone  Muscle  
3/1850 mkg  3/1050 mkg  

 (S/m) 
r   (S/m) 

r  

920 0.3447 20.745 0.976 55.91 

960 0.3542 20.663 0.991 55.82 

1800 0.5882 19.341 1.389 54.44 

1900 0.6198 19.213 1.448 54.30 

1965 0.6407 19.13 1.487 54.21 

2000 0.6521 19.086 1.509 54.17 

2100 0.6851 18.963 1.572 54.035 

2400 0.7875 18.61 1.775 53.64 

5300 1.937 15.79 4.592 49.71 

     

3. Results and Discussion 

The chosen dual, triple, and quad-band 

PIFAs are analyzed at two positions as 

shown in Fig.3; at the position#1, the 

interaction between the antennas and the 

head model are simulated at the different 

distances (D=3mm and D=7mm) to 

demonstrate the effect of the distance 

between the antenna and the head on the 
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amount of the interaction.    

 

Toward the 

Head 

D

Backward to 

the Head 

D

 

(a)                     (b) 

Fig.3:(a)-Antenna Positioned toward to 

spherical head model (position 1), (b) 

Antenna Positioned backward to spherical 

head model (position 2) 

Fig.4 shows the simulated reflection 

coefficient of the dual-band PIFA in 

presence of human head and hand; the 

results show that in the lower and higher 

bands, this antenna haven’t reach the 

impedance matching criteria (   <-6dB) 

when antenna is positioned toward the head 

model (Position 1) and the antenna chassis 

surrounded by the hand model, and it works 

fine at the other cases. Fig.5 shows the 

simulated reflection coefficient of the 

studied triple-band PIFA at different 

simulation cases, the results describe the 

changing of return loss in vicinity of 

different head models and hand model at 

different position of the antenna, they show 

that when the antenna is positioned at 

D=3mm from the head model the return 

loss is more affected than when the antenna 

is positioned at D=7mm, the effect on the 

amplitude of the 
11S   is changing from case 

to case and from band to band . In most 

cases, the second band of return loss curve 

is less affected than the other bands. This 

antenna will cover the operation at 

EGSM900 band only if the antenna 

installed at the backward position in mobile 

phone case, if it directed to the user it will 

work only at this band if the distance 

between antenna and the head is more than 

7mm. At the second band the antenna 

doesn’t meet the operation requirement of 

the GSM1900 (PCS) when the antenna is 

located in position 1 with D=3, 7mm from 

the head model and hand model is included 

in simulation. At the higher band 

(Bluetooth or WLAN802.11g), the antenna 

won't work properly; the simulation results 

show the antenna covers partially in some 

cases the frequency band of 

WLAN802.11g. The results of simulated 

reflection coefficient of the studied quad-

band PIFA, shown in Fig.6, indicates that 

the antenna will not work in the lower band 

(EGSM900) because the bandwidth 

requirements at this band hasn’t achieved. 

At the higher band the antenna covers the 

operation at (GSM 1800, GSM 1900, 

UMTS and Bluetooth or WLAN 802.11g); 

the GSM 1800 band is partially covered in 

some simulation cases. A good agreement 

is achieved between the different numerical 

techniques. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the 

radiation efficiency of the studied antennas 

at different frequencies. The simulated 

radiation pattern of the studied antennas at 

different band in presence of the human 

head and hand models are shown in Figures 

7-11.    
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Table 3: Radiation efficiency of dual-band antenna at different frequencies 

 
Case Freq.=920MHz Freq.=1900MHz 

Free Space 100% 100 % 

Spherical Model  at D=3mm (Position 1) 12 % 18.06 % 

Spherical Model  D=7mm (Position 1) 19.43 % 29.22% 

Spherical Model with Hand D=3mm (Position 1) 9.36% 9.6 % 

Spherical Model D=3mm (Position 2) 26.66 % 34.35 % 

Spherical Model D=3mm (Position 2) with hand  5.07 % 7.07 % 

 
Table 4: Radiation efficiency of triple-band PIF antenna at different frequencies 

 
Case 920MHz 1900MHz 2400MHz 

Free Space 100% 100% 100 % 

Spherical at D=3mm (Position 1) 15.14% 24.94 % 14.57 % 

Spherical D=7mm (Position 1) 24.07% 32.43 % 19.40 % 

Spherical with Hand D=3mm (Position 1) 11.84% 11.33 % 12.13 % 

Spherical D=3mm (Position 2) 29.92 % 38.13 % 63.82 % 

Spherical D=3mm (Position 2) with hand 5.3 % 10.64 % 11.32 % 

 
      

Table 5: Radiation efficiency of quad-band PIF antenna at different frequencies 

 

Case 920MHz 1900MHz 2100MHz 2400MHz 

Free Space 100% 100% 100% 100 % 

Spherical at D=3mm (Pos # 1) 7.32 % 4.98 % 7.98 % 6.15 % 

Spherical D=7mm (Pos # 1) 9.84 % 12.61 % 15.31% 25.68 % 

Spherical with Hand D=3mm (Pos# 1) 7.41% 2.62 % 3.49 % 3.52 % 

Spherical D=3mm (Pos # 2) 33 % 33.51 % 44.77% 60.63 % 

Spherical D=3mm (Pos# 2) with hand 9.89 % 26.45% 38.12 % 51.22 % 

     

The radiation efficiency of the studied 

antennas are assumed to be 100% in free 

space; so the effect of presence of human 

head and hand on the radiation efficiency of 

the antennas can be demonstrated.   The 

results show that the antenna’s efficiency 

degrades highly in presence of the head and 

hand models in position#1. In position#2, 

the antennas have a better performance in 

case of presence the head model only 

except in the case of quad-band antenna. 

The results also indicate that the back-

radiation amounts of the studied antennas 

are quite similar. The gain of the studied 

antennas reduces in presence of the human 

head and hand models. The amount of 

reduction is different from case to case and 

from band to band as can be seen from the 

simulated gain radiation pattern figures.  
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4. Conclusion 

This paper studies the performance of the 

multi-band PIFAs in the presence of the 

human head and hand.  The study shows 

that the reflection coefficient, antenna’s 

gain, and the radiation efficiency are highly 

affected by the presence of human head and 

hand. The radiation efficiency and the 

antenna’s gain are more affected than the 

input reflection coefficient. The degradation 

of the radiation efficiency and the reduction 

of the PIFA’s gain depend on the distance 

between the antenna and the head, the 

position of the antenna on the mobile phone 

chassis, and the position of the hand on the 

mobile phone chassis. The results show a 

good agreement between the used 

numerical techniques.  
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(a)                                                      (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.4: Simulated Return Loss of studied dual-band PIFA in (a)- presence of spherical model 

of human head only (position1), (b)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position1) and simple hand model, and (c)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position2) and simple hand model at D =3mm. ((Head only): solid line, (Head & Hand): 

dashed line). 

  

(a)                                              (b) 
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(c) 

Fig.5: Simulated Return Loss of studied triple-band PIFA in (a)- presence of spherical 

model of human head only (position1), (b)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position1) and simple hand model, and (c)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position2) and simple hand model at D =3mm. ((Head only): solid line, (Head & Hand): 

dashed line). 

 

(a)                                                            (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.6: Simulated Return Loss of studied quad-band PIFA in (a)- presence of spherical 

model of human head only (position1), (b)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position1) and simple hand model, and (c)- in presence of spherical model of human head 

(position2) and simple hand model at D =3mm. ((Head only): solid line, (Head & Hand): 

dashed line). 
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Fig.7: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 

00  (x-z) plane and 
090 (y-z) 

plane  of the dual-band PIFA at frequency=920MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig.8: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the dual-band PIFA at frequency=1900MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 

 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig.9: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the triple-band PIFA at frequency=920MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig.10: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the triple-band PIFA at frequency=1900MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 
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Fig.11: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the triple-band PIFA at frequency=2400MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 

 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig.12: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the quad-band PIFA at frequency=920MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 
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Fig.13: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the quad-band PIFA at frequency=1900MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM). 
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Fig.14: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the quad-band PIFA at frequency=2100MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 
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(b) 

Fig.15: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the quad-band PIFA at frequency=2100MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig.15: simulated radiation pattern (  GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) 

plane  of the quad-band PIFA at frequency=2400MHz, (solid line) : 3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2), (dashed-doted line (-.)) :3mm from spherical 

head model ((a)-position 1, (b)-position 2)in presence of hand model. (red line :FDTD, 

blue line: FEM , Green line :FIM, Black line :MOM/FEM) 
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Abstract 

In this paper, the performance of dual, triple, quad, and hexa -band PIFAs have been 

evaluated in free space using four different full-wave electromagnetic numerical 

techniques. The impedance matching bandwidth, radiation pattern, and gain of these 

antennas have been computed using FDTDM, FIM, FEM, and MOM. The results are 

compared with the published measured results to check the accuracy of the simulations.  

Key words: antenna performance, radiation, computational electromagnetic  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Recently, the planar inverted F 

antenna (PIFA) has been widely used as 

mobile phone antenna because the 

advantages that it has over the other kinds 

of the cellular phone antennas. PIFAs offer 

two major advantages: They are easy to 

place fully within the housing of a mobile 

phone, and have reduced backward 

radiation towards the user’s head. Other 

advantageous features of PIFAs are the 

inexpensive manufacturing, simplicity in 

structure and low profile. Also, no 

additional matching networks are needed 

because the matching is achieved by 

varying the feed location and the length of 

the patch, and multi-band operation can be 

achieved by including certain 

considerations in the antenna design. This 

paper investigates modern multi-band 

PIFAs introduced in [1],[2],[3], and[4] in 

term of impedance matching bandwidth and 

return loss, gain and radiation pattern using 

Finite Difference Time Domain Method 

(FDTD) [5,6], Finite Element 

Method(FEM) [7,8], Finite Integration 

Method (FIM) [9,10], and Method of 

Moments (MOM) [11,12]. The simulation 

results are compared to measurement 

results to demonstrate the abilities of these 

methods to solve and simulate this kind of 

antenna geometry.  

    

2. Studied Antennas’ Geometries 

Fig.1.a describes the dual-band PIFA 

structure. The antenna comprises a folded 

radiating patch in the first layer, a ground 

plane in the second layer, a supporting 

foam in-between, a short circuited strip, and 

a feed strip.  The patch is connected to the 

ground plane via a vertical short-circuited 

strip and is fed via a feed strip connected to 

a 50 Ω transmission line etched on the back 
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of the ground plane. The folded PIFA is 

spaced from the ground plane by a 

dielectric substrate of foam. At the first 

layer, the long bent portion of the antenna is 

tuned to have a relatively low band 

resonance frequency, such as 900 MHz, and 

the short part of the antenna is tuned to 

have a high band resonance frequency, such 

as 1800 MHz. The ground plane has 

dimensions of length 80 mm, and width 36 

mm. The dielectric constant of foam is 

around 1.07. The dimensions of the dual 

band antenna are

,16,1,2

,15,,15,36

121

321

mmWmmgmmg

mmLmmLmmL





,7,3

,4

1

8765432

mmdmmWW

mmWWWWWWW
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mmH 8  [1]. Fig.1.b depicts the studied 

triple-band PIFA, the antenna is mounted 

on a ground plane of dimensions 80 mm x 

36 mm. The antenna comprises a main plate 

in the top layer, a ground plane in the 

bottom layer, two folded arms in-between, 

a short-circuited strip, and a feed strip. The 

structure is supported by foam. The main 

plate is directly shorted to the ground plane 

by means of the shorting strip and fed via a 

feed strip connected to a 50Ω    

transmission line etched on the back of the 

ground plane. A rectangular slit is made in 

the main patch to divide it into two parts so 

as to generate a dual-frequency 

characteristic. By adding only arm 2 triple 

band operation can be achieved. The 

antenna has dimensions of 

mmLL 36311  , mmL 111  ,

mmL 3321  , mmW 161  ,

mmW 1111  , mmW 721  ,

mmWW 33212  , mmG 211  ,

mmH 9 , mmH 431  , mmD 11  ,

mmD 22   , mmF 91   the widths of 

shorting pin and feed strip are 3mm [2]. 

The quad-band PIF antenna photo and its 

dimensions are shown in Fig.1.c.  The 

radiating element is mounted on a ground 

plane of size 40 mm x 110 mm. The 

thicknesses of the radiating element and the 

ground plane are 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm, 

respectively. The narrower parasitic patch is 

shorted with a strip of thickness 0.2 mm, 

the width being the same as the width of the 

parasitic patch: 2 mm. The other two 

shorting strips have thicknesses of 0.5 mm. 

The capacitive load of the driven patch has 

the height of 5 mm, and the capacitive load 

for the narrow parasitic patch is 4 mm high. 

The widths coincide with the widths of the 

patches where the vertical capacitive loads 

are added. The substrate is an air layer with 

a thickness 7.0 mm [3]. The hexa-band 

antenna for 

DCS/PCS/IMT2000/UMTS/ISM/WLAN 

applications is shown in Fig.1.d. The 

overall size of the radiating element with a 

thickness of 0.2 mm and made entirely of 

metal is
351019 mm . It is installed on 

a FR ( 6.4r ) substrate with volume of 

317045 mm , which is considered to 

be the ground plane of a practical mobile 

handset. A 50Ω coaxial line is used to feed 

the antenna. Specifically, two folded feed 

lines are placed between the radiator patch 

and the feed point. The optimized height of 

the proposed antenna is 5 mm, which is 

suitable for practical mobile handsets. The 

dimensions are shown in Fig.1.d. In 

addition, the design parameters are 

      ,         ,       , 

        ,        ,       , 

       ,        ,         , 
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        ,         ,    
    ,        , and        [4]. 

               
              (a) 

 

 
    (b) 

 

                               ( c ) 

                  

                 
                                (d)  

Fig.1: Studied multi-band PIF antennas: (a) 

dual-band [1], (b) triple-band [2], (c) quad-

band [3], and (d) hexa-band [4] 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The measured and simulated results of the 

return loss of the studied dual, triple, quad,  

and hexa-PIFA  are shown in Figures 2,3,4, 

and 5 respectively.   

 

 
( a ) 
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(b) 

Fig.2: (a) Measured [1] and (b) simulated 

return loss results of the dual-band PIFA  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.3: (a) Measured [2] and (b) simulated 

return loss results of the triple-band PIFA  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig.4: (a) Measured [3] and (b) simulated 

return loss results of the quad-band PIFA  

 

  

                          (a) 
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                    (b) 

 Fig.5: (a) Measured [4] and (b)       

simulated return loss results of the hexa-

band PIFA 

 

The measured bandwidths for -6 dB return 

loss are 76 MHz (942–1018 MHz) for the 

lower band and 239 MHz (1752–1991 

MHz) for the upper band for the dual-band 

PIFA. For the triple-band PIFA, the 

measured bandwidths are 68 MHz (945-

1013 MHz) at the low band, 260 MHz 

(1765-2025 MHz) at the first high band, 

and 130 MHz (2420-2550MHz) at the 

second high band. The measured 

impedance bands with -6dB matching 

criteria are 893–933 MHz (bandwidth 43 

MHz) and 1.765–2.508 GHz (bandwidth 

743 MHz);  the  higher  frequency  band  

covers the  PCS  (1880–1990  MHz),  

UMTS  (1900–2200  MHz),  and ISM  

(2400–2480  MHz)  bands. For the hexa-

band PIFA the measured bandwidth ( 11S <-

6    dB   is about 32% from 1.6  to  2.21  

GHz  at  the  lower  frequency  band  

covering  the DCS  (1710–1880  MHz), 

PCS  (1750–1870  MHz),  IMT-2000 

(1885–2200 MHz), and UMTS (1920–2170 

MHz) bands. Also, for  the  higher  

resonance  frequency  (5.3  GHz),  the  

measured impedance  bandwidth  is  

enough  to  cover  the  required  operating  

bandwidths  of  the  ISM  (5725–5850  

MHz)  and  WLAN (5150–5875 MHz) 

bands. A satisfactory agreement between 

the measurements and simulations has been 

achieved. The used numerical methods 

show similar performance especially at low 

frequency band where an excellent 

agreement has been achieved. The radiation 

pattern of the studied antennas at x-z and y-

z planes for different operation bands are 

shown in Figures 6,7,8 and 9. The FDTD 

(red curves), FEM (blue curves), FIM 

(green curves), and MOM (black curves) 

show an excellent agreement in the most 

cases. The maximum realized gain of the 

dual-band antenna at f =920MHz is 1dB, 

and 2.7 dB at f=1900MHz. For the triple-

band PIFA, the maximum simulated gain of 

the antenna at f=920MHz is about 1 dBi , at 

f=1900MHz is 3dBi  and  at f= 2400MHz is 

5 dBi. The maximum simulated gain of the 

quad-band PIFA at f=920MHz is about 

5.4dBi, at f=1900 MHz is 3dBi, at f= 2100 

MHz is 4 dBi and at f= 2400 MHz is 5 dBi, 

and it is at f=1900MHz is 4dBi, at 

f=2000MHz is 2dBi, and at f= 5300MHz is 

5 dBi for the hexa-band PIFA. 
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Fig.6.a : Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of the dual-band PIFA 

at frequency=920MHz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.6.b: simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of the dual-band PIFA 

at frequency=1900MHz 
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Fig.7.a: simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of the triple-band 

PIFA at frequency=920MHz 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.7.b: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of triple-band PIFA at 

frequency=1900MHz 
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Fig. 7.c: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of triple-band PIFA at 

frequency=2400MHz 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.8.a: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of quad-band PIFA at 

frequency=920MHz 
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Fig.8.b: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of quad-band PIFA at 

frequency=1900MHz 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8.c: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of quad-band PIFA at 

frequency=2100MHz 
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Fig.8.d: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of quad-band PIFA at 

frequency=2400MHz. 
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Fig.9.a: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of hexa-band PIFA at 

frequency=1900MHz 

 

 

 

 
Fig.9.b: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of hexa-band PIFA at 

frequency=2000MHz 
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Fig.9.c: Simulated radiation pattern (

 GG , ) at 
00  (x-z) plane and 

090 (y-z) plane of hexa-band PIFA at 

frequency=5300MHz 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the performance of four 

modern planar inverted-F antennas has been 

studied using FDTD, FEM, FIM, and 

MOM. The return loss and the radiation 

pattern of the antennas have been 

calculated. The results show a good 

agreement between the measurements and 

simulation results and also show an 

excellent agreement between the used full-

wave modeling techniques. Furthermore, 

the results showed that the studied antennas 

are suitable to be used as mobile phone 

antenna form the size and the performance 

point of views. The paper demonstrates that 

the full-wave modeling techniques are 

excellent tool to analyze PIFAs effectively 

from the time and cost point of views. 

Further research will include the effect of 

the presence human hand and head on the 

performance of the chosen antennas.        
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Abstract—Mutation testing, although pow-
erful, is an expensive testing method due to
the high cost of executing mutants against
numerous test cases. Automatic test case gen-
erators greatly reduce the cost of test case
generation but at the expense of excessive test
set sizes. This paper investigates methods by
which the number of test cases can be reduced
at the same time maintaining test effectiveness.
Improved approaches for test data generation
and identification of equivalent mutants are
given and shown empirically to result in a
substantial reduction in cost.

KEY WORDS: Mutation testing, Test data
generation, Equivalent mutants, Mutant execu-
tion

I. I NTRODUCTION

Mutation analysis, originally proposed by
DeMillo [1], is a fault-based technique for
testing software. The basic problem is to
find a set of test cases that will find all the
faults that are at all likely to be present in
a given program. To do this, the program is
deliberately seeded with faults. The program
containing a seeded

fault is called a mutant. The tester’s task
is then to produce a set of test cases that can

detect all these faults. In this way, mutation
analysis allows the tester to evaluate and
improve the quality of the test data [2].

The precise method used for mutation
analysis may vary according to the order in
which certain activities are done. Figure.1
shows the activities performed in this paper
and outlines a basic mutation analysis pro-
cedure.

When the programP is presented for mu-
tation analysis an initial set of mutants may
be produced. If an initial set is produced
then they can be used to guide the generation
of candidate test cases which is done in
the next step. Test cases can be produced
manually or with the aid of a test case
generator. Once a candidate test set has been
assembled, the correctness of the programP
is verified for each test. If an error is found
thenP is corrected and the entire procedure
must start again. Once the correctness of
P has been established for every test inT
then the evaluation ofT can begin. A test
case kills a mutant if it causes the mutant
to produce an incorrect output. Clearly, the
more mutants a test set kills, the better
the test set. Note that it is not necessary
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stop

test cases as required
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no

P, init mutants M

generate candidate

every test case?

correct P

sufficient mutants

P correct for

mutants as required
generate additional

number of mutants?
T kills an acceptable 

mutants considered?

Fig. 1. Outline of mutation analysis procedure

to consider all the possible mutants to a
program at once. An incremental approach
allows the tester to control the number of
mutants considered in line with the available
budget.

If the test set evaluation shows the test
set to be wanting i.e. it does not kill or
distinguish sufficient mutants, additional test
cases or additional mutants must be ob-
tained. Again, test cases can be produced
manually or with the aid of a test case
generator. The repeated uses of a test case
generator, however, are typically much less
effective, and manually generated test cases
are usually required to kill the last few

mutants that contain faults that are not easily
manifested.

Note that although the flowchart in
Figure.1 establishes the correctness ofP on
a test set before evaluating that test set,
correctnes can be established later. In this
situation, a test case is said to distiguishes
a mutant if it causes the mutant to produce
an output that differs from the output ofP.
The correctness ofP on each such test case
must of course be established later. Clearly,
if at this stage an error is found inP then
the entire procedure must recommence from
the beginning.
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II. T HE COST OF MUTATION ANALYSIS

Mutation analysis is a complex activity
involving both manual and automated activi-
ties. The generation of mutants, for example,
is readily automated but this automation is
not without its indirect cost. Automated mu-
tant generators, because they make syntactic
modifications to a programP, produce a
proportion of equivalent mutants. These are
not mutants at all but programs that differ
from P only at the lexical level. There exists
no general algorithm for the detection of
these equivalent mutants and so it must be
done by the tester. Test data generation can
also be automated but that too is not without
its indirect cost. Ideally, the tester is looking
for effective test cases. These are test cases
that kill a number of mutants that are not
killed by any other candidate test case. The
best that a typical automated test generator
can do is to produce test cases that cause
the mutant to execute the statement in the
program that contains the fault. There is no
guarantee that such a test will distiguish
the mutant and typically, the tester must
generate some test cases manually.

Mutation analysis is generally regarded as
a costly testing method [3], [4], [5]. The
major part of this cost resides in performing
the following activities:

• Test data generation.
• Mutants execution.
• Identification of equivalent mutants.

Various proposals have been made to re-
duce this cost. Some proposals are con-
cerned with reducing the number of mu-
tants considered, either by random elimina-
tion [6], [7] or by more systematic elim-
ination of certain kinds of fault [8]. This
paper explores the way in which the cost of
mutation testing is influenced by the way in
which mutation analysis is conducted. The
way that both of the test data and mutation

operators are generated and applied as well
as the sequence in which test activities are
performed, may have a significant impact on
the resultant cost. In comparison to mutant
reduction, little work has been done in this
area. These factors and how they may effect
the cost of mutation testing will be discussed
in the following sections.

III. T EST DATA GENERATION

Test data generation is the process of
generating a set of test inputs which satisfies
a given testing criterion. In mutation testing,
this criterion is the ability to differentiate
the test program from all of its generated
mutants. It can be a very labour and a time-
consuming task to generate a mutation ade-
quate test data set, in that a tester repeatedly
interacts with a mutation system to examine
remaining live mutants and hand-crafts tests
that kill them.

DeMillo and Offutt [9] have produced a
constraint-based automatic test data gener-
ator, called “Godzilla”. The Godzilla tool
generates test data designed specifically to
kill mutants of the test program. It represents
the conditions necessary to kill each mu-
tant as a system of mathematical constraints
and attempts to solve these constraints to
generate a test case that targets the mutant.
There are three types of constraints con-
sidered by the Godzilla tool: “reachability”
requires that the fault containing statement
is executed; “necessity” requires that the
mutant state after some execution of the
statement containing it can be distinguished
from that of the program under test; and
“sufficiency” requires that the final state of a
mutant (at the output) differs from that of the
original program. Godzilla explicitly gen-
erates test cases to satisfy the reachability
and necessity conditions. A more detailed
description of how Godzilla generates test
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cases and a discussion on its limitations are
given in [10]. This paper is concerned with
measuring the mutant killing rate of the test
data generated by Godzilla, and its effect on
the resultant cost. Alternative approaches to
increase the cost-effectiveness of generated
test data are suggested.

Experimental results from using
Godzilla [10], [9] show that it can produce
test data that is almost adequate. This means
that the tester has to generate only a few
test cases by hand and thus substantially
reducing the total time taken to produce
an adequate test set. Although Godzilla is
able to generate test cases far faster than
a human, it unfortunately generates many
more test cases than a human tester does.
It generates almost1 one test case for every
mutant. The majority of these test cases,
however, are ineffective because they kill
only mutants that have already been killed
by other test cases that are executed earlier
in the mutation process. As a result, only a
small percentage of the Godzilla generated
test cases are actually required for killing a
set of mutants.

An experiment was conducted to measure
the effectiveness of test cases generated by
Godzilla for a sample of programs. An ef-
fective test case with respect to a test set,
is one that kills at least one mutant that has
not been killed by some other test case.

The experiment was conducted using the
Mothra mutation system. A suite of four
Fortran-77 programs was used. The four
programs have been chosen to cover a range
of different applications2.

1When two mutants result in identical constraints,
only one test case is generated.

2Descriptions of the programs together with their
source listings are available from the author.

In this experiment, all the Mothra muta-
tion operators were used to generate mu-
tants, Godzilla was used to generate test
cases, and then mutants were executed
against the generated test cases. The same
procedure was repeated on all programs.
Table I shows the results of this experiment.
The first three columns show the program
name, the number of source lines, and the
number of generated mutants. The 4th col-
umn labelled “Gen. TCs” is the total number
of test cases generated by Godzilla. The
last three columns are the number of test
cases that were found to be effective, their
percentage of the total generated test cases,
and the mutation adequacy score achieved.

Clearly, from the above results, although
Godzilla is effective at producing test cases
for killing mutants, it is very inefficient.
The number of test cases that are typically
generated by Godzilla is much more than
necessary. In fact, the vast majority of the
generated test cases are redundant. On av-
erage, only less than 1.5% have been found
to be effective.

Godzilla produces test cases very quickly
and so the cost of Godzilla’s inefficiency is
not in the time taken to generate test sets.
The cost incurred in using large test sets
comes from the time required to execute
each test case on each mutant. Each redun-
dant test case must be applied to all the live
mutants before it can be identified as redun-
dant and discarded. In addition to this cost
in machine time is the cost of examining the
outputs of the mutant and the test program
on these test cases. Large inefficient test sets
impose unacceptable demands on computing
and human resources.

DeMillo and Offutt [10], have suggested
that the expensive task of comparing a test
case output with the expected output is left
until it has been applied to all mutants,
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Source Gen. Gen. Eff. Eff. Adq.
Program Lines Muts TCs TCs TCs% Score

FINDCNT 40 1879 1076 15 1.39 1.000
SORT 21 879 852 7 0.82 1.000
BANKER 44 2972 2444 63 2.58 0.984
MInv 53 4092 2241 14 0.62 0.987

Average 39.5 2456 1653.25 24.75 1.35 0.993

TABLE I
STATISTICS OFGODZILLA GENERATED TEST DATA

ignoring any test cases that do not kill any
mutants.

In this way, all test cases that are inef-
fective at killing any mutant can be identi-
fied and removed automatically before their
outputs need to be examined. However, al-
though this approach may significantly re-
duce the amount of time required for doing
manual tasks, since the tester is required to
examine the output of effective test cases
only, it does not reduce the machine time
overhead. Redundant test cases still need to
be executed on mutants before they can be
identified and ignored. This wasteful com-
putation, however, typically represents the
major amount of the total machine time
required. This is, as shown Table I, due to
the high percentage of redundant test cases
generated.

A. Improved approaches to generating test
data

This paper presents two studies that in-
vestigate the effects of reducing the amount
of test data on both the mutation adequacy
score and mutation cost. The four programs
of the previous experiment are used in both
studies.

1) Random selection of a small propor-
tion of the automatic test data:In the first

experiment, only small proportions of the
test data generated by Godzilla are applied.
After applying Godzilla to generate test data
to kill all mutants of a test program, small
proportions, 2% and 5% of the generated
test data are randomly selected, and applied
to program mutants. Table II shows the
average results of three trials performed.
The first three columns show the program
name, the number of generated mutants and
the total number of test cases generated
by Godzilla. The middle three columns,
labelled “All”, “2%”, and “5%”, are the
adequacy scores of all, 2%, and 5% of
the generated test cases respectively. The
last two columns are the reduction factors
in mutant execution times3 with respect to
the time needed for the complete set of
generated test cases.

The results of this experiment show that
almost the same adequacy score can be
obtained using only 2% of the test data
generated by Godzilla, at a substantially re-
duced cost. On average, the amount of time
spent executing mutants has been reduced
by a factor of nearly 30 for only 2% loss
in adequacy; showing a large reduction in
mutation cost. These results suggest that the

3All measurements are in cpu-time units.
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Adequacy Score Speedup
Program Gen. Gen. Test cases applied Factor

Muts TCs All 2% 5% 2% 5%

FINDCNT 1879 1076 1.000 0.980 0.987 23.04 13.09
SORT 879 852 1.000 0.990 1.000 31.50 15.75
BANKER 2972 2444 0.984 0.943 0.961 33.75 14.76
MInv 4092 2241 0.987 0.977 0.977 31.16 13.89

Average 2456 1653.25 0.992 0.972 0.981 29.86 14.37

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF GODZILLA GENERATED TCS: USING SMALL PERCENTAGES

mutant killing rates of Godzilla’s generated
test cases drop sharply after the first 2% of
tests, and therefore, manual generation of
test cases to kill the remaining mutants, is
likely to be a more cost-effective alternative.

2) Removing unstable mutants:The sec-
ond experiment investigates the effects of
the unstable mutants, those that can be easily
killed by almost any test case, on the ef-
fectiveness of Godzilla’s generated test data
and hence, on the overall cost of mutation
testing. Allowing Godzilla to generate test
cases to kill unstable mutants, which typ-
ically represent a high percentage of the
total generated mutants, is likely to result
in generating a large number of ineffective
test cases. Avoiding the generation of these
test cases, may significantly reduce the ex-
ecution time required with no accompanied
loss in the mutation adequacy score.

In this experiment, before initiating
Godzilla to generate test cases, one test
case was applied to all program mutants
to kill all unstable mutants before resorting
to Godzilla. Table III shows the average
results of three trials. The first three columns
show the program name, the number of
generated mutants and the number of equiv-
alent mutants. The 4th and 5th columns,
labelled “Muts Killed” and “Adq. Score”,

are the number of mutants killed, and the
achieved adequacy score after applying one
manually-generated test case. The 6th, 7th
and 8th columns with the labels “Gen. TCs”,
“Size%” and “Total Score”, show the num-
ber of test cases generated by Godzilla for
the remaining live mutants after applying
the initial test case, their percentage of that
generated without a manual test case being
applied, and the total adequacy score re-
spectively. The last column is the reduction
factor in test case generation and mutant
execution times with respect to the time
needed without an initial test case.

The results of this experiment show that
applying one test case, possibly manually-
generated, before initiating Godzilla, will
significantly reduce the number of generated
test cases with no loss in testing strength.
On average, the size of the generated test
cases has been reduced to only 24% of
that generated in previous experiments. This
has resulted in 4.17 times reduction in the
machine time required to generate and exe-
cute test cases. The 4th column of the table
shows that, on average 80% of the total
generated mutants are killed after applying
the first test case. It is interesting to note that
this coincides with other empirical results
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Manual (1st tc) Godzilla
Program Gen. Eqv. Muts Adq. Gen. Total Speedup

Muts Muts Killed Score TCs Size% Score Factor

FINDCNT 1879 112 1376 0.77 259 24 1.000 2.94
SORT 879 98 746 0.95 117 14 1.000 4.02
BANKER 2972 156 1511 0.53 1077 44 0.984 3.06
MInv 4092 330 3615 0.96 282 13 0.987 6.68

Average 2460 174 1812 0.80 433.8 24 0.993 4.17

TABLE III
STATISTICS OFGODZILLA GENERATED TCS: AFTER APPLICATION OF FIRST TEST CASE

reported elsewhere, [11].
It is evident, from the results of the ex-

periments above, that the test data size, is
of a significant influence on the number of
mutant executions required and hence, on
the overall cost of mutation testing. More
importantly, however, these results show that
the current use of an automatic test data
generator, Godzilla, results in a more expen-
sive mutation testing than necessary. Only a
small percentage of the total processing time
is actually required. The major amount of
time is wasted on processing ineffective test
cases.

Two approaches have been presented to
reduce the cost-overhead of using Godzilla
to generate test data. The first approach,
requires that only a small randomly selected
proportion of the test data generated by
Godzilla, is used for mutation testing. Using
only 2% of the test data has been shown
to give a 30 times reduction in mutation
execution cost for only a 2% loss in ade-
quacy. If 5% of the test data is used a 15
times reduction in mutation execution cost
was obtained for only 1.1% loss on testing
strength.

In the second approach, automatic test
generation is delayed until the unstable mu-
tants have been eliminated. In this approach

there is no loss of adequacy but using the
experimental programs, it has been possible
to obtain a 4 times reduction in machine
time required to generate and execute test
cases. Both approaches are able to produce
a substantial reduction in mutation cost.

Examinations of the generated test cases,
however, show that there is still a large
proportion of redundant test cases. One
possible way for reducing this redundancy
and subsequently further reduce the cost
of mutation testing is to combine the two
approaches. In this, after the application of
the first, possibly manually-generated, test
case to kill unstable mutants, Godzilla is
used, as was done in the second experiment,
to generate test cases for the remaining live
mutants that have not been killed by the
first test case. However, rather than applying
all the test cases generated by Godzilla, a
small randomly selected proportion of the
generated test cases are applied.

The results of the previous experiments
indicate that there is still the potential to
make a significant reduction in mutation cost
by focusing on developing better approaches
for generating test data alone.
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IV. M UTANT EXECUTION

The execution of mutant programs against
test data, is the dominant factor in the
computational cost of mutation testing. The
amount of processing required to execute
each mutant against at least one, and po-
tentially many, test cases is large, even for
small programs. It remains unclear, however,
how to measure this cost accurately. The
difficulty arises because the cost is depen-
dent not only on the number of mutants and
the test cases, but also on the rate at which
mutants are killed. For example, if all the
mutants of a program are killed by the first
few test cases, then the test size has little
influence on the cost and the cost is mainly
influenced by the number of mutants. On the
other hand, for less effective test sets, many
mutants might need to be executed on all
the test cases, and the cost would then be
proportional to the test set size as well as
the number of mutants.

A cost model may be developed as fol-
lows. Initially, each mutant is executed once
on the first test case. Only a proportion of
these mutants survive to be executed on the
second test case. Assume that there arem
mutants generated andη test cases. Letpi ,
where i = 1, . . ., η, be the proportion of
the total number of generated mutants that
are executed with test casei. Thenp1 = 1,
and 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, for i = 2, . . ., η. Eachpi

depends of course on the set of mutations
and the test set.

E = mp1 + mp2 + . . .+ mpη = m
η∑

i=1

pi

(1)
One strategy for developing a cost model

is to assume each test is equally effective i.e.
all tests have the same killing rateα. In this
case, the number of mutants alive before the
ith test is the number alive before thei − 1

test less those that died during thei−1 test.

mpi = mpi−1 − αmpi−1

pi = pi−1(1− α)
pi = (1− α)i−1 using p1 = 1

The number of mutant executions,E,
given η tests is therefore:

E = = m
η∑

i=1

pi = m
η∑

i=1

(1 − α)i−1 (2)

Choi and Mathur [12] have reported that,
in general, if m is the number of mutants
generated,η is the number of test cases,
and α is the test case effectiveness− the
probability that an arbitrary test case from
the test data set kills a mutant, then the
average number of mutant executionsE can
be computed as:

E =
m(1− (1− α)η)

α
(3)

This is essentially the same model as 14.
From Equation (1), it can be seen that as

the test case effectiveness,α, tends to 1,E
tends tom. For a relatively ineffective test
set, however,α, tends to 0, andE tends to
η × m.

Notice that the above model, shown in
Equation (1), ignores the differences in,α,
between test cases. Ifm is the total number
of mutants andK is the number of mutants
killed when executed against a test set con-
tainingη test cases, thenα is the proportion
of mutantsm that is killed by one test case,
and it is defined as:

α =
K

η × m
(4)

4This can be shown by using1
1−x = 1 + x+ x2 +

x3 + . . .+ xn−1 + xn

1−x
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In practice, however,α is not the same for
all test cases. In fact, the mutant killing rate
of test cases may vary largely depending on
the order in which they are applied.

Using the average value ofpi , for i = 1,
. . ., η, Equation (2) can be rewritten in a
simpler form, as shown in Equation (3).

Let pa be the average value ofpi, i = 1,
. . ., η. i.e.,pa = 1/η

∑
η

i=1 pi , wherepa ≤ 1,
andpa = 1 in the unlikely case that no test
case kills any mutant. Equation (2) can be
rewritten as follows:

E = m
η∑

i=1

pi = m× η × pa (5)

For largeη, that is η ≫ m, pa tends to
the proportion of mutants that are not killed
by any test case from theη test cases.

This shows that the number of mutant
executions, or the computational cost of mu-
tation testing, is proportional to the product
of the number of test cases and the number
of mutants. In general, however, the number
of mutant executions,E, are bounded by
m≤ E ≤ m× η.

The majority of program mutants, how-
ever, are often killed after applying the first
few test cases. Table IV shows the results
of an experiment that investigates mutants
killing rate against applied test inputs. The
experiment has been performed on the same
suite of programs used in the previous
experiments. The first five columns show
the program name, the numbers of gen-
erated and equivalent mutants respectively,
the average number of test cases of three
generated mutation-adequate test data sets,
and the average number of test cases that
have been found to be effective. The next
four columns, labelled “1st”, “2nd”, “3rd”,
and “4th”, are the average percentages of
mutants killed by the first four test cases.
The last column is the percentage of mutants

killed by all remaining test cases.
The results of this experiment show that

the first test case applied typically kills a
high percentage of the total mutants. On
average, it has been found to kill around
76% of the total mutants. As described in
[10], this high killing rate is probably due
the existence of a large number of unstable
mutants. The situation thereafter changes,
and the mutant killing rate becomes lower
and lower as more test cases are applied.
With the exception of the BANKER pro-
gram case, the mutants killing rate is very
small after the first few test cases.

The apparent difference in the mutant
killing rate for the BANKER program, and
hence the relative large size of effective
test cases required to kill all its mutants is
due to the limited domain of its possible
outputs. BANKER is a function program
unit with output restricted to one of the two
logic values. Naturally, it is more difficult
to distinguish mutants of programs of this
type than other programs with large output
domains.

The results of this experiment have been
used to compute the average percentage of
the total mutants that have been executed
against each test case. Tabulation of the
computed results are shown in Table (V).

Clearly, the results, shown in Table (V),
show a considerable difference, in the per-
centages of mutants executed against test
cases, between different programs. This sug-
gests that probably a large number of sim-
ilar experiments, on different collections of
programs, may be required before good es-
timates to the percentages of mutants exe-
cuted against test cases can be made. How-
ever, the results of this experiment may
provide a crude estimates to the variablesp2,
p3, p4, andp5, . . ., pη in Equation (2). The
values ofp2 = 0.24, p3 = 0.13, p4 = 0.12,
and pi ≤ 0.1, for 5 ≤ i ≤ η, as shown
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Total mutants killed %
Program Gen. Eqv. Gen. Eff. T e s t C a s e s

Muts Muts TCs TCs 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th-Last

FINDCNT 1879 112 1076 15 82.00 08.20 01.30 04.30 ≤ 04.20
SORT 879 98 852 7 95.50 02.70 00.80 00.25 ≤ 00.80
BANKER 2972 156 2470 71 32.50 29.50 03.30 00.96 ≤ 33.70
MInv 4092 330 2260 18 95.70 00.30 00.70 00.08 ≤ 03.30
Average 2456 174 1698 28 76.40 10.20 01.50 01.40 ≤ 10.50

TABLE IV
STATISTICS OF TEST CASES AND MUTANT KILLING RATE

Total mutants executed %
Program Gen. Eqv. Gen. Eff. T e s t C a s e s

Muts Muts TCs TCs 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th-Last

FINDCNT 1879 112 1076 15 100 18.0 09.8 08.5 ≤ 04.20
SORT 879 98 852 7 100 04.5 01.8 01.0 ≤ 00.75
BANKER 2972 156 2470 71 100 67.5 38.0 34.7 ≤ 33.70
MInv 4092 330 2260 18 100 04.3 04.0 03.3 ≤ 03.22

Average 2460 174 1698 28 100 23.6 13.4 11.9 ≤ 10.50

TABLE V
STATISTICS OF THE NUMBER OF MUTANT EXECUTIONS

in the last row of Table (V), are the average
obtained values. Using these values, the cost
model in Equation (2) can be rewritten as

E = m+ 0.24m+ 0.13m+ 0.12m+ m
η∑

i=5

pi

(6)
where(0 < pi ≤ 0.1 for i = 5, ..., η.)

V. I DENTIFICATION OF EQUIVALENT

MUTANTS

The identification of equivalent mutants is
the process of examining program mutants
and identifying all mutants that are function-
ally equivalent to the test program, those that

always produce the same output, on every
input, as the test program.

The identification of equivalent mutants is
the most human-intensive activity in muta-
tion testing. It is therefore a time-consuming
step, and generally regarded as one of the
greatest expenses in current mutation sys-
tems [2], [10], [13]. Moreover, it is a very
difficult task and requires a detailed knowl-
edge of the test program and its mutants.

It is difficult, however, to measure how
much effort is required to identify equivalent
mutants in practice. The cost of this activity
and how much it contributes to the total cost
may depend upon many factors. Other than
the tester experience and the complexity of
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the program, they depend on the way and
the stage at which this activity of identi-
fying equivalent mutants is performed. For
example, are equivalent mutants identified at
several stages, by applying one mutation op-
erator at a time, or all at one go by applying
all mutation operators together? Irrespective
of the choice of mutation strategy, does the
search for equivalent mutants takes place
before or after test cases are applied?

Ideally, all equivalent mutants should be
identified at an early stage in the testing
process, before test cases are applied. This
prevents performing wasteful computations
on equivalent mutants, and therefore reduces
mutants execution time. For large size test
data set, a substantial amount of time may
be saved. However, this reduction in mu-
tants execution time may be far outweighed
by the tedious and time-consuming task
of examining all mutants for equivalence.
Leaving this activity until all test cases are
applied on mutants, is likely to make the
task of examining equivalent mutants much
easier for the tester, since the majority of
mutants are typically killed before he or she
needs to examine them.

A more cost-effective approach, is to limit
the process of identifying equivalent mutants
to one mutation operator only. A single mu-
tation operator is applied and the resultant
mutants are executed on a few generated
test cases. The tester then examines the
remaining mutants for equivalence. Once
all equivalent mutants of that operator have
been identified, more test cases are added,
if necessary, to kill any remaining mu-
tants. The process is repeated with the next
operator until all mutation operators have
been applied. Notice that mutants generated
by each mutation operator are executed on
all previously generated test cases before
adding new test cases is considered. The

advantages of concentrating on one type of
mutant at a time, in identifying equivalent
mutants, are:

• Reducing the total number of examined
mutants.
Ideally, where a mutation-adequate test
data for the test program can be gen-
erated automatically, the mutants that
have to be examined for equivalence
are limited to equivalent mutants only.
In practice, however, automatic test
data generators do not, in general, gen-
erate mutation adequate test data, and
therefore, the number of mutants that
have to be examined for equivalence
may be considerably larger than the
number of equivalent mutants. The to-
tal number of mutants examined for
equivalence depends on the quality of
the test data applied. The more effec-
tive the test data at killing mutants the
less the number of mutants that the
tester has to examine for equivalence.
The total number of examined mu-
tants can be reduced by reducing the
number of non-equivalent mutants that
need to be examined. The incremental
improvement in the quality of the test
data generated, by focusing on killing
all mutants of one operator at a time,
is likely to reduce the number of non-
equivalent mutants that have to be ex-
amined for subsequently applied oper-
ators.

• Reducing the cognitive effort required
to identify equivalent mutants.
Typically, knowledge of some aspect
of the program, will allow the tester
to eliminate not one but several equiv-
alent mutants. Ideally, these mutants
should be examined together before the
knowledge that the tester may have
acquired about the program has been
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forgotten. These set of equivalent mu-
tants so identified, are likely to belong
to the mutations of the same opera-
tor. Therefore, presenting all mutants,
that need to be examined for equiva-
lence, which belong to one mutation
operator, at one time, is likely to re-
duce the time and effort required to
examine them. For example, consider
the absolute value insertion operator
(abs), being applied on the statement
x:=x+y and that, on examining the
mutantx:=abs(x)+y, the tester gath-
ered the knowledge that{x,y}∈ N.
This gathered knowledge, would al-
low the tester to identify all the mu-
tants x:=x+abs(y), x:=abs(x+y),
x:=zpush(x)+y, x:=x+zpush(y),
and x:=zpush(x+y) as equivalent,
with no effort, had they been presented
together.

An additional advantage of using this
approach is that it reduces wasteful com-
putations on equivalent mutants. Identifying
an equivalent mutant early in the testing
process will exclude it from being executed
on the test cases applied later in the pro-
cess, and hence, the time overhead spent on
executing equivalent mutants is reduced.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper reports on the three major
activities that contribute to the cost of mu-
tation analysis; test data generation, mutant
execution, and identification of equivalent
mutants. It is noted that the cost of these
activities may be significantly influenced by
the way in which mutation analysis is con-
ducted. That is, the way that both of the test
data and mutation operators are generated
and applied as well as the sequence in which
test activities are performed, may have a
significant impact on the resultant cost.

Experiments measuring the efficiency of
a constraint-based automatic test data gen-
erator, called “Godzilla” [10], [9] show
that although Godzilla is effective at pro-
ducing test cases for killing mutants, it is
very inefficient. The number of test cases
that are typically generated by Godzilla is
much more than necessary. In fact, the vast
majority of the generated test cases are
redundant. On average, only less than 1.5%
have been found to be effective. However,
although the time required to generate test
data automatically is small, the wasteful
computation of executing a large number of
redundant test cases on mutants, before they
can be identified as redundant and ignored,
and the process of examining the outputs of
a program on these test cases is very time
consuming.

The paper presents two approaches to
improve the efficiency of using the Godzilla
test data generator. The first approach is
based on selecting randomly only a small
proportion 2-5% of the test data generated
by Godzilla. The second approach is to kill
unstable mutants, by applying one test case
to all program mutants, before resorting to
Godzilla.

Experiments with these approaches have
shown a substantial reduction in mutation
cost. The first approach, using only 2% of
the test data generated by Godzilla, has been
shown to give, on average, 30 times reduc-
tion in mutation execution cost for a 2%
loss in adequacy. Increasing the percentage
of test cases used to 5% of the test data
generated by Godzilla, has shown to give
15 times reduction in mutation execution
cost for only a 1.1% loss in adequacy. The
second approach has been shown to result
in the same adequacy as full mutation with
4 times reduction in machine time required
to generate and execute test cases.
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Examinations of the generated test cases,
however, show that there is still large pro-
portion of redundant test cases. One possible
way for reducing this redundancy and subse-
quently reduce further the cost of mutation
testing is to combine the two approaches.
After the application of the first, possibly
manually-generated, test case to kill unsta-
ble mutants, Godzilla is used to generate test
cases for the remaining live mutants that
have not been killed by the first test case.
However, rather than applying all the test
cases generated by Godzilla, a small ran-
domly selected proportion of the generated
test cases are applied.

The execution of mutant programs against
test data, represents the dominant factor of
the computational cost required in mutation
testing. An approximate formula for com-
puting the run time complexity of mutation
analysis is presented. The formula presented
in this paper differs to that reported by Choi
and Mathur [12], in that their model treats
all test cases to have the same mutant killing
rate. In practice, however, the mutant killing
rate of different test cases is not the same.
The results of experiments conducted on a
range of different programs have indicated
that the first applied test case typically kills
a high percentage of the total mutants. On
average, it has been found to kill around
76% of the total mutants. The situation
thereafter changes, and the mutant killing
rate becomes lower and lower as more test
cases are applied.

The cost model presented in this paper
is based on an empirical investigation of
the relation between the mutant killing rate
of test cases and the order in which they
are applied. Although a large number of
similar experiments, on different collections
of programs, may be required before good
estimates can be made, the cost model pre-

sented in this paper provides a fairly reason-
able estimation of the cost profile of mutant
execution. The profile shows that the first
few test cases have the highest execution
cost. However, for a relatively ineffective
test data set, the major part of the total
mutant execution time is spent on executing
ineffective test cases and it is here that the
greatest savings can be made.

The identification of equivalent mutants is
the most human-intensive activity in muta-
tion testing. It is therefore a time-consuming
step, and generally regarded as one of the
greatest expenses in current mutation sys-
tems [2], [10], [13]. Moreover, it is a very
difficult task and requires a detailed knowl-
edge of the test program and its mutants.
Ideally, all equivalent mutants should be
identified at an early stage in the testing
process, before test cases are applied. This
prevents performing wasteful computations
on equivalent mutants, and therefore reduces
mutants execution time. For large size test
data set, a substantial amount of time may be
saved. However, this reduction in mutant ex-
ecution time may be far outweighed by the
tedious and time-consuming task of exam-
ining all mutants for equivalence. Leaving
this activity until all test cases are applied
on mutants, is likely to make the task of
examining equivalent mutants much easier
for the tester, since the majority of mutants
are typically killed before he or she needs
to examine them.

A cost effective approach that has been
suggested in this paper, is to limit the pro-
cess of identifying equivalent mutants to one
mutation operator only. A single mutation
operator is applied and the resultant mutants
are executed on a few generated test cases.
The tester then examines the remaining mu-
tants for equivalence. Once all equivalent
mutants of that operator have been identi-
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fied, more test cases are added, if necessary,
to kill any remaining mutants. The process
is repeated with the next operator until all
mutation operators have been applied. No-
tice that mutants generated by each muta-
tion operator are executed on all previously
generated test cases before adding new test
cases is considered. The advantages of this
approach are that it reduces the total number
of examined mutants and the effort required
to identify equivalent mutants and is likely
to reduce wasteful executions of equivalent
mutants.

VII. F UTURE WORK

There are several potential extensions to
the work presented in this paper. The results
of the experiments presented in Section III
show that there is still the potential to make
a significant reduction in mutation cost by
focusing on developing better approaches
for generating test data alone. One possible
way may be is to adopt an incremental
approach in generating test data. In that,
rather than treating the generation of test
data and mutant execution as two separate
activities, individual test cases are gener-
ated, as required, in the light of the results
provided by previously applied test cases.
This can be done simply by executing live
mutants on each generated test case be-
fore the generation of the next test case is
considered. At the stage where it becomes
difficult for the automatically generated test
case to kill any more mutants, the tester
might consider examining the remaining live
mutants for equivalence, and then move to
manual test cases. This is likely to result in
avoiding redundancy in the test cases gener-
ated, and subsequently avoiding the wasteful
resources spent in executing redundant test
cases on mutants and examining the output
of a program on these test cases.

Another possible approach is to use par-
titioning. In this approach, mutants are par-
titioned according to their execution path
constraints, and a representative set of mu-
tants, one from each partition, is used to
guide the test generation process. In that,
rather than generating a test case for each
mutant and executing it on all live mutants,
regardless of whether the test case satisfies
the necessary path constraint for a mutant, a
test case is generated for one mutant only in
each partition. This test case is then applied
only to the mutants of the same partition.
In this way, test cases are not applied to
mutants where mutant death is less likely,
and therefore, every test case is likely to
have a reasonably high mutant killing rate.

Evaluating of the mutation run time cost
model, given by Equation (1) in Section V,
against a wide range of large programs may
show to what extent the cost profile varies
according to program.
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Abstract—In recent years, growing system
complexity and shrinking time-to-market re-
quirements have resulted in a strong need
for new design methods and tools. In order
to keep pace with the increased system com-
plexity, designers must work at a higher level
of abstraction. Depending on the abstraction
level (namely, the number of details used to
model the system) different concerns can be
addressed and solved. At each step of the de-
sign process, the key to cope with complexity is
to model the systems, only with the minimum
number of details needed. Abstraction hides
complexity and accelerates design process[1].
This paper discusses the use of X-machines,
which are general models of computation, in
the specification of VLSI systems. The elemen-
tary theory of X-machines is briefly described,
but the bulk of the paper is concerned with
the testability aspects of VLSI systems. The
ultimate hope is that by using X-machines
to produce a high level specification, enough
information can be obtained to indicate the
parts of the design which might be difficult to
test and hence assessing design testability at
an early stage in the design process.

An abstract X-machine does not provide
enough information to the system designers to
adopt a suitable design methodology to make
more testable designs. There is no procedural
method to follow in implementing a system
from its given X-specification and hence, a
number of different design styles with differ-
ent testability measures can be implemented
for the same specification. In this paper, how-
ever, we will show that X-machine specifi-
cations might be beneficial if they are used
as a pre-design phase to other conventional
hardware specification languages. They can
provide useful information to the lower level

hardware designers about the complexity of
the required design, the functions which might
be implemented with some shared hardware
and the areas which have feedback loops and
may therefore cause testability problems.

I. X-M ACHINES

X-machines were introduced by Samuel
Eilenberg[2], as a general model of com-
putation. The concept of an X-machine
is further described by Mike Holcombe[3]
and Gilbert Laycock[4]. Essentially an X-
machine can be thought of as a Finite State
Machine with one important exception, the
labels of the arcs are functions that operate
on a fundamental data type1 called, X.
The formal definition of an X-machine is
presented in the following section.

Definition
The style of definition we use here is due

mainly to Holcombe[3] and Laycock[4].
An X-Machine,M, is a 10 tuple:
M = (X, φ,Q,F,Y,Z, α, β, I ,T)
Where:
• X is the fundamental data set to be

processed by the machine.
• Y andZ are the input and output sets re-

spectively. The data types of these sets
might not directly match the type of the
fundamental data setX and therefore,

1Actually the labels could be relations in theory, in
practice we usually use functions.
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some encoding and decoding might be
needed before and after the processing
is performed.

• α and β are the input and output re-
lations respectively. They are used to
convert the input and output sets into
and from the fundamental data setX:
α : Y←→ X
β : X←→ Z

• Q is a finite set of states. A single state
q ∈ Q usually represents a group of
related states in a lower level specifi-
cation.

• φ is the type ofM, a set of relations
on X:
φ : P(X←→ X)
φ represents the set of relations or
functions which operate on the funda-
mental data setX. φ can be infinite set,
although only a finite number of the set
members will actually be used in any
particular machine.

• F is the ‘next state’ function
F : Q→ (φ→ PQ)
F is often described by means of a state
transition diagram.

• I andT are the sets of initial and termi-
nal states respectively.I ⊆ Q,T ⊆ Q.

Intuitively, the control structure of this
model which determines how the processing
is performed is very similar to the state tran-
sition graph of a Finite State Machine. How-
ever, this similarity is concerned with the
control of processing and not with the type
of processing that the machine performs.
Nevertheless, this similarity is very useful
and allows us to apply familiar techniques
for machine analyses which have proved to
be very successful.

In the following sections, we will illus-
trate by an example how an X-machine can
be used to specify a digital system and
how we might assess the testability of that

system.

II. EXAMPLE : COFFEEMACHINE

CONTROLLER

The Coffee Machine Controller is used to
control the operation of an automatic coffee
vending machine. It continually checks the
current inputs applied to the coffee machine
by both the customer and the machine envi-
ronment parameters and consequently, gen-
erates the appropriate signals which control
the machine. The block diagram and the
state diagram of the controller is shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.

A. Description.

1) In the initial state the machine waits
for some money to be inserted (all
drinks cost 15p).

2) Only three coins (5p,10p and 20p), are
accepted by the machine.

3) When the sum of the inserted coins
exceeds the required amount, the
change is returned to the user and a
selection can then be made. If there
is no change available in the machine,
the user will be advised to insert exact
money only.

4) Finally, the selected drink is dispensed
and the machine returns to its initial
state. If the selected drink is not avail-
able, however, the machine does not
respond to the user request and it waits
for another selection to be made.

B. Specification using X-machines

The diagram in Figure 3 shows how the
coffee machine controller can be modelled
by an X-Machine. A suitable definition of
the fundamental data typeX which repre-
sents the data set upon which the machine
operates is as follows:
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram

Given that:

TENS ::= present| absent
SELECTAVAIL::= available | notavailable
DRINKAVAIL ::= empty| notempty
SELECT ::= BTS| BTnS| WTS| WTnS|

BCS| BCnS| WCS| WCnS

Where the elements of
the setSELECTAVAILindicate whether the
selected drink is available, and the elements
of the setDRINKAVAILindicate whether the
machine is empty. Each of the elements of
the setSELECT represents a specific item
selected by the customer, these elements are
described below:

BTS : Black tea with sugar
WTS: White tea with sugar
BTnS: Black tea no-sugar
WTnS: White tea no-sugar
BCS : Black coffee with sugar
WCS: White coffee with sugar

BCnS: Black coffee no-sugar
WCnS: White coffee no-sugar

CoffeeMachine
X : Z× TENS× Z× SELECTAVAIL×
DRINKAVAIL× SELECT× Z× Z

∀(count5, ten, total, selectAvail, drinkAvail,
select, retFives, retTens) ∈ X

⇒ count5 ≥ 0 ∧
total ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} ∧
retFives∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧
retTens∈ {0, 1}

Where:

• count5 is an integer value representing
the number of 5p coins currently in the
machine.

• ten is eitherpresentor absentto indi-
cate whether any 10p coins are avail-
able in the machine.

• total is initially zero at the first cycle.
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Fig. 2. State Diagram

It can be one of the integer values{0,
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. Each element
of this set represents the total amount
of money inserted by the customer at a
particular state.

• drinkAvail is eitheremptyor notempty
to indicate the machine state.

• selectAvail is either Yes or No to in-
dicate whether the selected drink is
available.

• select represents a specific item se-
lected by the customer.

• retFives is an integer value and rep-
resents the number of 5p coins to be
returned to the customer.

• retTensis an integer value and repre-
sents the number of 10p coins to be
returned to the customer.

C. Interactive Inputs
y1 : Z× Z× Z

y1 ∈ {(3, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 2, 0),
(0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}

Where(a, b, c) represents the number of
5p, 10p and 20p coins, respectively.

y2 : SELECT

D. Transition Functions:

The X-machine will be carrying out com-
putations on the fundamental data setX,
which will represent the flow of data from
the input to the output.

Initially the values
of count5, ten, selectAvailanddrinkAvailare
assumed to be set during the first cycle, they
represent system environment parameters2.

(−, −, 0, −, empty, −, 0, 0)
f0
→

(−, −, 0, −, empty, −, 0, 0)

(−, −, total, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)
f1
→

(−, −, total + 5, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)

(−, −, total, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)
f2
→

(−, −, total + 10, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)

(−, −, total, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)
f3
→

(−, −, total + 20, −, notempty, −, 0, 0)

(−, −, 15, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f4
→

(−, −, 15, −, −, −, 0, 0)

count5 > 0 :
(count5, −, 20, −, −, −, retFives, 0)

f5
→

(count5 − 1, −, 20, −, −, −, retFives+ 1, 0)

2The symbol− is used for an arbitrary constant.
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(0, −, 20, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f5
→

(0, −, 20, −, −, −, 0, 0)

(−, present, 25, −, −, −, 0, retTens)
f6
→

(−, x, 25, −, −, −, 0, retTens+ 1)

count5 > 1 :
(count5, absent, 25, −, −, −, retFives, 0)

f6
→

(count5 − 2, absent, −, 25, −, −, retFives+ 2, 0)

(1, absent, 25, −, −, −, retFives, 0)
f6
→

(0, absent, 25, −, −, −, retFives+ 1, 0)

(0, absent, 25, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f6
→

(0, absent, 25, −, −, −, 0, 0)

count5 > 0 :
(count5, present, 30, −, −, −, retFives, retTens)

f7
→

(count5 − 1, x, 30,−,−,−, retFives+ 1, retTens+ 1)

(0, present, 30, −, −, −, 0, retTens)
f7
→

(0, x, 30, −, −, −, 0, retTens+ 1)

count5 > 2 :
(count5, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)

f7
→

(count5 − 3, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives+ 3, 0)

(2, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives+ 2, 0)

(1, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives+ 1, 0)

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f8
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, BTS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f9
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, BTnS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f10
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, WTS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f11
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, WTnS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f12
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, BCS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f13
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, BCnS, −, −)
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(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f14
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, WCS, −, −)

(−, −, x, available, −, y, −, −)
f15
→

(−, −, 0, z, −, WCnS, −, −)

(−, −, −, notavailable, −, −, −, −)
f16
→

(−, −, −, notavailable, −, −, −, −)

E. Input/Output Relations

Input Relation:
α : Y←→ X

The initial state is:
(−, −, 0, −, −, −, 0, 0)

Output Relation:
β : X←→ Z

Given that:

DISPENSEDRINK::= BlackTeaSugar
| BlackTeaNoSugar
| WhiteTeaSugar
| WhiteTeaNoSugar
| BlackCoffeeSugar
| BlackCoffeeNoSugar
| WhiteCoffeeSugar
| WhiteCoffeeNoSugar

Where the elements of the set
DISPENSEDRINKrepresent all the drinks
which can be dispensed by the machine, the
output of our model is defined as follows:

Output
Z : DISPENSEDRINK× Z× Z

∀(dipenseDrink, retFives, retTens) ∈ Z
⇒ retFives∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧

retTens∈ {0, 1}

The coding relationβ describes how data
processed by the machine is decoded into a
suitable output format. The applications ofβ
on theCoffeeMachinedata set (X) are listed
below:

(−,−,−,−,−,BTS, x, y) → (BlackTeaSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,BTnS, x, y) → (BlackTeaNoSugar, x, y)

(−,−,−,−,−,WTS, x, y) → (WhiteTeaSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,WTnS, x, y) → (WhiteTeaNoSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,BCS, x, y) → (BlackCoffeeSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,BCnS, x, y) → (BlackCoffeeNoSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,WCS, x, y) → (WhiteCoffeeSugar, x, y)
(−,−,−,−,−,WCnS, x, y) → (WhiteCoffeeNoSugar, x, y)

III. M ODIFIED VERSION OF PREVIOUS

EXAMPLE

We will, for the sake of argument, modify
the specification presented in the previous
example to introduce a feedback loop. We
will show that this loop has a significant
impact on the design complexity and con-
sequent testing.

In Figure 4 the state diagram given in
the previous example for the coffee machine
controller has been altered to incorporate a
new feature in the design. This new feature
gives the customer the option to reclaim his
money if the selected drink is not available.

A. Specification using X-machines

Given that:

RETMONEY::= yes| no

Which is a new member added to the orig-
inal definition of the CoffeeMachine state. It
represents another interactive input.

A suitable definition of the fundamental
data typeX which represents the data set
upon which the machine operates is:

NewCoffeeMachine
X : Z× TENS× Z× SELECTAVAIL×
DRINKAVAIL× SELECT× RETMONEY×
Z× Z

∀(count5, ten, total, selectAvail, drinkAvail,
select, retMoney, retFives, retTens) ∈ X

⇒ count5 ≥ 0 ∧
total ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} ∧
retFives∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} ∧
retTens∈ {0, 1, 2}
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Where:

• retMoney is a member of the set
RETMONEY. It is input by the cus-
tomer to indicate whether the money
is to be returned, if the selected drink
is not available.

B. Transition Functions

The transition
functionsf1,f2,. . .,f16 which operate on the
fundamental data set are very similar to
those shown in the previous example.

The new introduced transition functions
are given below:

(−, −, −, notavailable, −, −, −, −, −)
f16
→

(−, −, −, notavailable, −, −, −, −, −)

(−, −, −, x, −, y, no, −, −)
f17
→

(−, −, −, x, −, y, z, −, −)

count5 > 0 :
( count5, present, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, retTens)

f18
→

(count5 − 1, v, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 1, retTens+ 1)

(0, present, x, y, z, w, yes, −, retTens)
f18
→

(0, v, 0, y, z, w, u, −, retTens+ 1)

count5 > 2 :
(count5, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, −)

f18
→

(count5 − 3, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 3, −)

(2, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 2, −)

(1, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 1, −)

(0, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, −, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, −, −)

IV. EVALUATION OF TESTABILITY

X-machines are considered to be an ap-
propriate formalism for the specification and
analysis of arbitrary systems [3][4]. The
main advantage possessed by the X-machine
notation, other than its general applicability
and simplicity, is that it allows a clear dis-
tinction between the control aspects of the
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system and the processing performed at a
variety of levels. However, our main concern
in this research is to investigate whether this
high level of specification can convey suffi-
cient information to the hardware designers
to make better testable designs.

In [5], X-machines have been used as
a model for the specification and function
verification of a digital device. Computa-
tions on the data set, which represent the
flow of data from the input to the output,
were carried out to see whether the sys-
tem behaves according to expectations and
performs its intended function. Fault based
testing[6] and Partition testing[7][8] were
used to test the X-machine model. Both
of them are functional methods. Functional
testing methods have their test case selection
criteria largely on the intended functionality
of the implementation. It achieves the goal
of comparing implementations with their
requirements.

In this paper we investigate whether it is
possible, to use X-machines to tackle the

problem of testability of hardware designs at
an early stage in the design process. Various
models of a Coffee Machine Controller with
different specifications regarding their func-
tionality were modelled by an X-machine,
and a number of different designs as shown
by the Figures 8, 9 and 10 in the Appendix,
were implemented using DigLOG simulator
package. Extensive studies were carried out
on these models. Some results of interest
are:

1) Loops in the X-specification diagrams
can be considered as an important
factor by which the complexity of the
hardware design and its testability are
affected. A loop in the X-specification
diagram implies a path to a previous
processed state in the X-specification.
It can be a simple loop which loops
in the same state as shown in Fig-
ure 6(a), where it usually waits for
some conditions to be met, or a com-
plex one which loops through two or
more states as shown in Figure 6(b)
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and (c) respectively.
In general, the complexity of the sys-
tem implementation increases with the
number of loops in the X-specification
diagram. Furthermore, the larger the
sets of states that lie within these
loops, the more complex the system
is likely to be. This is due to the
simple fact that every loop in the X-
specification diagram typically trans-
lates into one or more feedback loops
in the hardware design. The appear-
ance of feedback loops in a hard-
ware design would almost always im-
ply an increase in the complexity of
both of the operation and testability
of the hardware blocks which exist
within these loops. Naturally, the size
of the hardware blocks which would
be effected by the feedback loops in
the hardware design increases with
the length of the loops in the X-
specification diagram.
To summarise, we can say that loops
in the X-specification diagram imply
an increase in both of the hardware
components and sequentiality in the
hardware design. This has an impor-
tant effect on both of the cost and the
testability of the ultimate design.

From the X-specification diagrams of
the Coffee Machine Controller and its
modified version given in Figure 3
and Figure 5, it can be seen that the
modification made in the specification
requirement of the original system has
resulted in a modified version with
a different X-specification diagram.
The difference between the two X-
specification diagrams given in Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 5 is illustrated by
the inclusion of the extra components

shown by the dashed line rectangle
shown in Figure 7.
The existence of the loop indicated
by f16 and f17 in Figure 7 as one
of the extra components, although it
is a simple loop between only two
states, can have a considerable effect
on the hardware design. From the two
hardware designs of the original Cof-
fee Machine Controller and its mod-
ified version given in Figure 8 and
Figure 10 respectively, it can be seen
that the later involves more hardware
components. It also has two feedback
loops indicated byFB1 and FB2 in
Figure 10 and consequently, both of
the hardware cost and testability are
affected.

2) Transition functions with the same la-
bels identify the same operations be-
ing performed by the system at differ-
ent states. Although it is not always
possible, these transition functions, es-
pecially if they appear in succession,
might be implemented with the same
hardware components. Moreover, it
might also be possible to make partial
or total use of these components in im-
plementing other transition functions
of a similar operation nature. This de-
cision has an important impact on the
hardware complexity and consequent
testability. To illustrate this point, con-
sider the X-specification diagram for
our coffee machine controller shown
in Figure 3. f1 is used several times
in the specification. It may be possi-
ble to implement several applications
of f1 using the same components of
hardware, i.e. the application off1
in state InsertMoneymay be imple-
mented with the same hardware as the
application in state 5 and state 10.
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Fig. 6. Types of Loops

This is in fact done in the designs
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 10. All
the applications off1 in the mentioned
states are implemented using the same
block of hardware. The same is done
for f2 and f3. The hardware blocks
used, are labelled A, B and C forf1,
f2 and f3 respectively.

3) In contrast to the situation described
above, if there exist two or more dis-
tinct transition functions which have
identical behaviour on a subset of the
data setX, whereX is the fundamental
data set upon which the machine oper-
ates, then this would suggest that these
transition functions might be imple-
mented in such a way as to share some
hardware. For example, In our model
presented in the previous section, the
two transition functionsf7 and f18
behave identically on some parts of
the data setX and consequently; most
of the hardware components involved
in their implementation were shared.

count5 > 0 :
(count5, present, 30,−,−,−, retFives, retTens)

f7
→

(count5 − 1, x, 30,−,−,−, retFives+ 1, retTens+ 1)

(0, present, 30, −, −, −, 0, retTens)
f7
→

(0, x, 30, −, −, −, 0, retTens+ 1)

count5 > 2 :
( count5, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)

f7
→

(count5 − 3, absent, 30,−,−,−, retFives+ 3, 0)

(2, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives+ 2, 0)

(1, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, retFives+ 1, 0)

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)

count5 > 0 :
(count5, present, x, y, z,w, yes, retFives, retTens)

f18
→

(count5 − 1, v, 0, y, z,w, u, retFives+ 1, retTens+ 1)

(0, present, x, y, z, w, yes, −, retTens)
f18
→

(0, v, 0, y, z, w, u, −, retTens+ 1)

count5 > 2 :
(count5, absent, x, y, z,w, yes, retFives,−)

f18
→

(count5 − 3, absent, 0, y, z,w, u, retFives+ 3,−)

(2, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 2, −)

(1, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, retFives, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, retFives+ 1, −)

(0, absent, x, y, z, w, yes, −, −)
f18
→

(0, absent, 0, y, z, w, u, −, −)

The hardware shared by both of the
transition functionsf7 and f18 can
be indicated by all those components
which are injected in a direct or indi-
rect way by the output of theOR -gate
labelled “W” in Figure 10.

4) More than one specification with dif-
ferent levels of complexity can be
used for the same functionality and
therefore; it is not always possi-
ble to relate operations used by X-
machine specification to specific hard-
ware components. For example, a dif-
ferent specification could have been
used for the transfer functionsf5 −
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Fig. 7. Diagram illustrating the extra components in the X-specification diagram of the modified version

f7 shown in the first example. The
values of retFives ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and
retTens∈ {0, 1}, which are initially
set to 0, could have been simply set
to specific values within their corre-
sponding data sets rather than using
the more complicated ’+’ operation.
The transfer functionf7 could have
been specified as follows:

count5 > 0 :
(count5, present, 30,−,−,−, 0, 0)

f7
→

(count5 − 1, x, 30,−,−,−, 1, 1)

(0, present, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f7
→

(0, x, 30, −, −, −, 0, 1)

count5 > 2 :
(count5, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)

f7
→

(count5 − 3, absent, 30, −, −, −, 3, 0)

(2, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 2, 0)

(1, absent, 30, −, −, −, 0, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, 1, 0)

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, −, 0)
f7
→

(0, absent, 30, −, −, −, −, 0)

Although f18 behaves identically to
f7 on the data variablesretFivesand
retTens, the ’+’ operation used inf18
could not have been avoided. This is
because the initial values ofretFives
and retTensin the latter case are un-
known. It is accidental that we chose
to use the ’+’ operation in our specifi-
cation of the transfer functionsf5−f7,
which allowed us to see the behaviour
similarities betweenf7 andf18 shown
in (3). Had we chosen the above
form in specifying f7, these similar-
ities would have not been noticed.

X-machine models represent a very high
level of specification. The structure of state
transition diagrams of X-machine specifica-
tions masks a model of considerable com-
putational power, due to the fact that the
functions labelling the arcs can be of a
compound nature, i.e. many different simple
operations can be performed in every tran-
sition from one state to another. Indeed they
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can be of arbitrary complexity. There is no
procedural method to follow in implement-
ing a system from its given X-specification
and hence, a number of different design
styles with different testability measures can
be implemented for the same specification.
This can be clearly seen by the two different
designs of our Coffee Machine Controller
given in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Although,
both designs were made for the same specifi-
cation, they have completely different design
styles and consequently; different testability
measures. This means that different tech-
niques would be used to assess and enhance
the testability of each of these circuits.

V. CONCLUSIONS

X-machine specifications can be useful
for design and testing, in terms of conveying
the dynamics and the complexity of the
required design. X-machine specifications,
because they are completely functional, do
not provide the block structure information
that is useful for assessing testability.

However, this high level of specification
can be of good value if it is integrated as a
pre-design phase to other lower level hard-
ware description languages such as VHDL.
The use of X-specification model as an
early phase in the design process can give
some feedback to the lower level hardware
designer about the complexity of the re-
quired design, the functions which might
be implemented with some shared hardware
and more importantly, the areas which need
extra care in their implementation, so that
testability problems can be reduced.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 8. A Design for the Coffee Machine Controller
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Fig. 10. A Design for the Modified Version of the Coffee Machine Controller
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Abstract- Wireless broadcasting has emerged as an excellent and scalable way to 

disseminate information to massive number of clients equipped with hand held devices. In 

practice, wireless   broadcast faces challenge from issues like timely delivery of data, error 

free quality of service, low battery capacity and limited bandwidth. Different applications 

need to curb out different challenges. Exponential indexing is recently been popular as 

parameterized and distributed index scheme to reduce access time and energy consumption. 

Here, in this paper we address an issue where error free timely delivery of information is 

major concern. Such state of affairs generally appears in an in-house environment where 

recharging of battery is not a serious concern. We have proposed a Data Replicated 

Exponential Index (DR-EI) which is extension of exponential index to get advantages of 

data replication to reduce access latency. Here, energy consumption is not considered as a 

serious concern and hence access latency minimization can only be discussed with out 

enunciating tune time. The DR–EI is found to have lesser access latency than exponential 

index in specific situations. 

Key words: mobile computing; wireless broadcast; exponential indexing; access latency; 

data replication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the use of wireless 

technology devices has been growing at an 

exponential rate; the standard for timely 

access of global information is also 

changing. The recent advancement in 

mobile network, data dissemination and 

retrieval strategies, server and client 

architectures, services and applications have 

spurred an unprecedented emergence of 
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various techniques that de facto gives a new 

generation wireless environment. Most 

people are now able to access information 

located in wired networks anywhere and 

anytime using portable size wireless 

computing devices like notebooks, tablet 

PCs, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and 

GPRS-enabled cellular phones, laptops, 

palmtops which are powered by small 

batteries. These portable computing devices 

communicate with a central stationary 

server via a wireless channel and become 

the integral part of the existing distributed 

computing environment. These mobile 

clients can have an access to database 

information systems located at the static 

network while they are traveling and this 

type of computing is known as wireless 

computing or mobile computing. 

Wireless computing provides database 

applications with useful aspects of wireless 

technology and subset of mobile computing 

that focuses on querying central database 

servers is referred as to wireless databases. 

Mobile service providers have established a 

number of information services that includes 

weather information or weather forecast 

services, news, stock indices information, 

foreign exchange rates, election results, 

tourist services, airlines, railways schedules 

etc. With the introduction of mobile 

computing, mobile client can have a higher 

flexibility in accessing the information from 

different locations with varying network 

connectivity. 

The major shortcoming with broadcast 

data items in a wireless environment is that 

data are accessed sequentially. The 

increasing number of broadcast items causes 

mobile clients to wait for larger time before 

receiving desired data item. Consequently, 

dependence of mobile devices on 

rechargeable batteries, which has limited 

capacities, is also another drawback of 

wireless data retrieval. The rate of increase 

in the chip density is much higher than the 

rate of increase of battery capacity. Also, 

due to ever increasing demand for mobile 

information services, huge numbers of 

operators providing services come in to fray 

which cause large data broadcast rate 

causing deterioration in quality of services.  

In order to overcome these drawbacks and 

improve system performance, it is necessary 

to visualize two performance matrices viz: 

access time and tune time. Former is related 

with retrieval delay of data while later is 

associated with energy consumption during 

data retrieval. Since these parameters are at 

odds to each other so can not be reduced to 

great extent simultaneously, but a trade off 

between two can be set for better system 

performance. 

In a mobile environment queries can be 

classified into two categories traditional 

queries and location-dependent queries. The 

queries invoke in traditional wired 

environment are traditional queries, while 

when these are transmitted over a wireless 

communication network, called location-

dependent queries. However, queries on 

wireless database have much more 

complexity, which does not exist in 

traditional wired databases. It is realized that 

location-dependent queries will soon 

become common and of great interest. 

Consequently, providing efficient and 

effective mobile information services that 

cover both traditional queries and location-
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dependent queries will be highly desirable. 

The process of queries retrieval in wireless 

environment can be performed in two ways 

(i) pull or on demand mode and (ii) push or 

broadcast mode. On-demand queries are 

those where the client initiates the query and 

sends it to the server. The server processes 

the query and sends the result back to the 

client. In broadcast-based queries, the server 

broadcasts the data items periodically over 

one or more broadcast channel. Mobile 

clients tune to it and select data items of 

interest and capture it. With broadcast-based 

queries, a mobile client is able to retrieve 

information without wasting power to 

transmit a request to the server. Also it 

supports a large number of users at a time 

and the number of users in a cell or high 

information down loading rate does not 

affect query performance. It is effective 

despite a large number of user‟s retrieving 

data simultaneously. The behavior of the 

broadcast-based information system is 

unidirectional which means the server 

disseminates a set of data periodically to a 

multiple number of users. With this 

mechanism, the requests from the clients are 

not known a priori. These novel features of 

broadcast approach makes it popular among 

professionals engaged in data management. 

The emergence of ubiquitous and small 

mobile devices along with the development 

of fast, reliable and accessible network has 

helped to advance research in pervasive 

computing area. The various data broadcast 

management techniques like indexing; 

scheduling and broadcast along parallel 

channels pivot this development. Broadcast 

data can be managed in various ways. The 

broadcast in which a data item is placed 

once on a single broadcast channel is called 

flat broadcast and a broadcast in which a 

single data item appear more than once is 

called skewed broadcast.  

The behavior of broadcast system is 

unidirectional and cyclic hence mobile 

client need only tune-in to channels. For 

effective data broadcast tree based and 

signature based, approach are used. Tree 

based approach gives the exact time of 

arrival of data so that mobile client can go to 

doze mode and save considerable amount of 

battery power; while signature based  

approach use signature to examine data 

object, which result in saving access time. 

Further, different application scenario 

demands minimization of different 

parameters. In an in-house environment 

where battery can easily be recharged or 

devices can be connected to direct power 

supply, only access time minimization is 

sufficient and in remote area where device 

has to depend on previously charged battery 

tune time needs a control. In some 

applications both parameters needs a trade 

off.  

This paper envisages a situation where 

access time has high priority and a worse 

tune time can be accepted. We are intending 

to extend the existing exponential index to 

facilitate it with data replication at bucket 

level. The repetitions of data over broadcast 

channel fasten the data retrieval process and 

exponential index reduces the index 

overhead. We will propose Data Replicated 

Exponential Index (DR-EI) which is 

extended version of exponential index to toil 

better in specific situation. The rest of this 

paper is organized as follows. Section II, 
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introduces the background and gives related 

work on topic. In section III, proposed 

model along with its index structure and 

data access protocol is discussed.  Section 

IV, evaluates its performance theoretically 

as well as it present simulation results 

carried out at different parameter values. 

Section V, finally concludes the paper and 

cite direction for further research in this 

field. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The propose of broadcast disks by 

Acharya et. al. [1] in which hot data items 

are allocated more frequently than cold data 

items on disc from which average access 

time decrease; enunciate new paradigm in 

mobile computing. Amar and Wong 

describe the architecture of teletext 

broadcast cycles system considering data 

access probability [2].  Selective tuning is 

best possible way to reduce power 

consumption in single channel environment. 

A (1, m) indexing and distributed indexing 

method were developed to efficiently 

replicate and distributed the index tree in 

broadcast by Imielinski and Viswanathan 

and Badrinath [3] which is further extended 

for skewed broadcast by them [4]. Various 

Indexing and scheduling techniques to 

effectively manage data have been discussed 

in literature. Yee et. al. develops efficient 

strategy of data allocation on multiple 

channels [5]. Hsu et.al. considered data 

access frequency while allocating data and 

index over channels [6]. A parameterized 

distributed index is proposed by Xu et. al. 

(2004) to reduce index load on channel by 

forming index on per chunk basis [7]. Xu 

et. al. (2004) extended it for error resilient 

case to improve data retrieval in fault 

ridden environment [8]. Seifert and Hung 

have developed FlexInd to increase 

flexibility of access tune trade off in 

exponential index [9].  

Our work is further extension of 

exponential index considering data access 

frequency by replicating data buckets to 

propose a model with reduced error and 

access time for unambiguous applications. 

Proposed model called DR-EI is discussed 

in detail in forthcoming section. 

III. DATA  REPLICATED – EXPONENTIAL 

INDEX ( DR – EI ) 

This section presents an extension of 

parameterized and distributed exponential 

indexing scheme to allow it to index 

replicated data. We are discussing data 

management in an environment where only 

data retrieval time is major concern and 

energy consumption is least bothered. This 

situation generally occurs in offices, class 

rooms and train where battery of mobile 

device can easily be recharged or a direct 

power supply can be inputted. For this it is 

sufficient to adjust the access latency and 

derivation for tune time can be left to avoid 

the lengthening of paper. The proposed 

extension for data replicated exponential 

index   called DR - exponential index (DR – 

EI) can serve better in such scenario. 

A. Preliminaries 

In exponential Index two parameters I 

and r are tunable to adjust access latency 

and tune time.  DR – EI takes data access 

frequency in to account and allows the data 

to replicate at bucket level (logically basic 

unit of data transfer in broadcast) according 
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to access frequency. The bucket containing 

hot data (most demanded data) appears 

more times than bucket containing cold data 

(least demanded data) on broadcast channel. 

A critical bucket access frequency is 

decided by broadcast scheduler based on 

bucket access statistics gathered by it during 

last day, week or months time. Each data is 

assigned a number called bucket replication 

factor (BRF). BRF may be defined as 

below: 

Definition BRF: - If 
pc  is critical bucket 

access frequency and 
pi  is 

demand frequency for i
th

 bucket 

at present 

than

pi i tBRFi pc
  

, 

where t is the numbers of data 

bucket with out replication, is 

called BRF for i
th
 data bucket. It 

gives number of times data 

bucket appear on broadcast 

cycle. 

DR–EI differs from original exponential 

index in two aspects: 

o Instead of two parameter I and r 

in original, it can be tune on 

three parameter I, r and BRF 

hence become more flexible. 

o In later data buckets access 

pattern is taken in to 

consideration and buckets are 

allowed to replicate on broadcast 

channel hence client get access 

gain from data repetition as well 

as missed data can be accessed 

without waiting for next 

broadcast resulting in easy data 

access with less error. 

B. Index Structure 

The exponential index naturally 

replicates the index and DR–EI replicates 

the data buckets. We have considered here 

data transmission over single channel only 

because multichannel is similar to single 

channel with bandwidth splitting. Different 

data items have different access 

probabilities because all data are not equally 

demanded. According to Zipf distribution of 

demand probability it follow 80/20 rule i.e. 

80 % client demand, 20% data and vice 

versa. In DR–EI all data items are sorted 

according to their access probabilities. There 

can be two types of buckets in broadcast one 

with index, containing index and some data 

according to available space and other with 

out index explicitly containing data. These 

data are filled in buckets as per available 

space. The buckets including replicated are 

adjusted on broadcast channel as shown in 

figure1. All buckets are divided in to data 

chunks.  A data chunk is a group of data 

buckets. The first bucket of each chunk 

contains an index entry and data in 

remaining part. It is wisely to develop index 

at chunk level instead of bucket level to 

reduce index overhead.  

The index entry consists of global index 

and local index. Global index indices the 

coming data chunk and local index indices 

the bucket(s) with in chunk.  Global index 

have two fields distint (distance to end of 

data bucket indexed by index entry) and 

mkey (maximum key value).  Now, each 

bucket is assigned a weight called BRF 

according to its demand. The data buckets 
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are replicated as many times as BRF in 

sequence. Figure 1 show index structure of 

DR-Exponential Index with I=2, r =2 and 

BRF ranging 1-3, where r is term called 

index base as in exponential index. Since r 

affects only the tune time and have no 

effect on access time, hence we are not 

paying attention to it [7].  

 Access Protocol 

The access protocol for initial data buckets 

is similar to exponential index [7] but for 

later replicated buckets is different. The 

access protocol to get data with attribute 

value „K‟ is as follows: 

(i) Tune in to the broadcast channel and get 

pointer to the bucket containing index. 

(ii) Tune in again to the beginning of 

designated data bucket. Search its global 

index from top to bottom. 

(iii) If initial_distint < K < mkey than tune 

in to initial_distint and follow step (ii) else 

search local index, get the pointer to data.  

(iv) If required data is corrupt or missed 

than continue to search global index of next 

bucket: 

-If a link found there than follow the 

step (ii) and (iii). 

-Else wait for next broadcast and follow 

step (ii). 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We theoretically analyze the performance of 

DR-EI to evaluate the time efficiency and 

compare it with exponential index for same 

number of data. In DR – EI there are three 

tunable parameters: I, r and BRF. Since we 

are interested only in access latency 

management which is exclusively 

independent of r [7]. So I and BRF need to 

be adjust to achieve shorter data access time. 

A. Theoretical Analysis 

This sub-section is devoted to theoretical 

analysis of DR – EI.  Let there are N data 

items and for simplicity considering all data 

items of equal size. Initially there are t 

buckets available for N data items. Various 

symbols used while synthesizing the model 

are shelled in table 1. 

The bucket with index contains less data 

than bucket without index by an amount 

equal to index load. 

Therefore, 
B‟  B  So 

  

Let  b , b , b , . b1 2 3 tb 
 be set of data 

buckets containing data without replication  

with  p , p , p , . p1 2 3 tP 
 as set of   

their access probabilities and the set R of 

BRF‟s for all buckets 

Table 1: Symbols for various parameters 

Symbol Parameter 

N Number of data items to be 

broadcasted 

B Capacity of data bucket with 

out index 

B‟ Capacity of data bucket with 

index 

I Number of buckets in data 

chunk 

t Number of data buckets 

containing data without 

replication 

Ri BRF for i
th 

bucket 

C Number of data chunks in 

broadcast cycle  

So Index overhead in first bucket 

of chunk 
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one bucket with index entries and remaining 
( 1)I  buckets with out index entry, it can 

hold [ ( 1) ']B I B   data items. Therefore, 
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replicated buckets is 
'
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cycle is

 F
1

i t
Rt

i



 . 

Out of these buckets   F t   are replicated. 

Hence, number of chunks formed from 

replicated buckets is "
F t

C
I


   

Total number of chunks in broadcast cycle  

( )
' "

( 1) '

N F t
C C C

B I B I


   

 
 

The average access latency consists of 

initial probe in chunk and half of the length 

of broadcast cycle. In DR – EI some buckets 

appears more than once on broadcast 

channel, such buckets can be accessed with 

shorter latency. The i
th
 bucket can be 

accessed with IC
Ri

 times. The effective 

broadcast length is  

1
( .......... )

1 2 3

IC IC IC IC
L

t R R R Rt
      

1 1 1 1
( .......... )

2 2 2 2 1 2 3

I L I IC
AverageAccessTime

t R R R Rt
       

Consider a specific example where 

 0.19,0.18,0.13,0.13,0.12,0.12, 0.7,0.6P
 

and 8t  considering critical access 

probability cp  0.6
, the set R of BRF for 

all buckets becomes 

 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1R
   

8
16 8

( 1) '

N
F and t Hence C

B I B I
   

 
 

Here, in this example   

7

2 24

I
AverageAccessTime IC    

The average access latency calculated 

here can be used as general formula for 16 

bucket broadcast system with out serious 

consequences for any number of data item 

and chunk size.  

Figure1. : Example of DR – Exponential Index (I=2, r =2, BRF = 1-3) 

 

   Chunk 1           Chunk 2       Chunk 3            Chunk 4        Chunk 5           Chunk 6         Chunk 7          Chunk 8 
 

 Data 

 Index 

1-1             F 

4-7             B 

distint     
mkey 

2-3             B 

1                D 

Global Index 

 Local Index 

Broadcast Cycle 

 b1 b2   b3 b4 b5 b6  b7 b8  b9 b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 b15 b16 

 G H  A B  C D  E F  A B 
 

A B 
 

C D 
 

E F 
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B. Results 

This section compares the model 

presented in section IV (A) for DR-EI with 

exponential index presented in [7] for 

specific example mentioned there. For 

calculation different parameters are set as 

mentioned in table 2.  

Table2: Values of different parameters for 

results 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

B 
20-

110 
So 14 

I 1-10 N 
300-

1200 

 

 
Figure 2: Effect of number of data on 

latency (I=2, B=80) 

Number of data items and chunk size are 

two important factors to affecting the time 

performance of   DR-EI. The number of data 

in broadcast is important for comparing 

normalized performance of two broadcast 

designs. The comparison of DR-EI with 

exponential index presented in [7]  

  
Figure 3: Effect of number of data on 

latency (I=2, B=20) 

  
Figure 4: Effect of bucket capacity on 

latency (I=2, N=800) 
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Figure 5: Effect of chunk size on latency 

for chunk size I=2 and bucket capacity with 

out index, B = 80 

items is shown in figure 2. Figure depicts 

that for N> 800 data items on broadcast and 

a bucket capacity of 80 our design performs 

better. Hence, DR-EI is improved extension 

of exponential index for N>800. The 

comparison between these design at B=20 

and I=2 is presented in figure 3. It clearly 

shows that for small bucket capacity DR-EI 

is an all time good extension. 

Figure 4, shows the variation of access 

latency with bucket capacity. It reveals that 

with N=800 and I=2 DR-EI is good bidder 

than exponential index up to B < 80 item 

after that later is slight good. At B=20 our 

results are much better. For checking 

dependence of access latency on chunk size 

we choose N=800 (practically sufficient) 

and B=20 items. Comparison is shown in 

figure 5, which show that for any chunk size 

DR-EI has advantage over exponential 

index. Comparison results reveal that for N 

> 800 items, B < 80 items DR-EI is 

profitable extension of exponential index. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 Wireless communication is application 

specific and faces various challenges in 

practice. Instead of combating all challenges 

collectively, it would be judicious to face 

them on application specific pattern. In this 

research we have addresses an issue faced in 

an in–house environment where energy 

consumption is less concerned and timely 

retrieval of data is key point. In such 

situation it would be prudent to go for 

minimizing access latency with tolerable 

tune time. We have extended exponential 

index to propose a new parameterized 

distributed indexing, for latency specific 

environment, called DR-EI. The proposed 

model is analyzed for specific situation. The 

results of analysis model calculated for 

values of parameter settings contained in 

table 2 are presented in section IV (B). We 

have found that for N > 800 items, B < 80 

items and arbitrary chunk size DR-EI 

performs better than popular exponential 

index [7]. As buckets get repeated, it gets 

lesser error from corrupted data and easy 

access to missed data without waiting for 

next broadcast cycle.  

From this discussion it is clear that for 

large data items on broadcast, small bucket 

capacity and arbitrary chunk size DR-EI is 

preferable index strategy, which gets benefit 

from bucket replication. Further, data 

management considering error probability 

for individual data item and access tune 

trade off is matter to further explore. 

Extension of this to multichannel will be 
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effective in maintaining pace with modern 

trend of multichannel broadcast. 
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Abstract 

     As digital systems grow more and more complex, it is becoming highly desirable to 

have systems with concurrent error detection, or the capability of self-checking. That means 

the ability to verify automatically whether there is any fault in the system or not. The 

concurrent error detection could be achieved using redundancy; it may be hardware, time, 

or information redundancy. From the reliability point of view, the control unit, is usually 

the most critical part of the system, since it plays the central role in correct functioning of 

the whole system. Therefore, providing the control unit with the properties of self-checking 

is very important.  

     This paper presents the design and implementation of a self-checking Hardwired control 

unit, using Berger code. The control unit will be designed and implemented using Active 

HDL 7.2 language

.  

 

Introduction 

     The advances in VLSI/ULSI technology 

have made possible many changes not only 

in processor architecture but also in the 

amount of hardware that can be integrated 

into a chip, makes it possible to include the 

entire system in a single chip. Although 

increased scales of integration offers many 

advantages, these complex circuits are more 

susceptible to transient and intermittent 

faults, these faults are the most frequently 

occurring faults in digital systems, it has 

been reported [1][2][3] that 90% of VLSI 

system failures are due to intermittent 

faults. Unfortunately the characteristics of 

this type of faults, namely random 

occurrence and short duration, render 

standard test strategies ineffective. The 

detection of these types of faults 

necessitates the use of a test strategy which  

 

continuously monitors the operation of the 

circuit and compares it with some known 

reference. This approach is usually referred  

to as Concurrent Error Detection (CED). 

One method of implementing CED is 

through the use of information Redundancy 

or coding techniques. Amongst all of the 

separable codes used in CED schemes, 

Berger code [4] is the least redundant 

separable code capable of detecting all 

unidirectional errors. This paper 

investigates the use of Berger code as a 

means of incorporating CED into a self 

checking control unit.  

     From the reliability point of view, the 

control unit, is usually the most critical part 

of the system, since it plays the central role 

in correct functioning of the whole system. 
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Therefore, providing the control unit with 

the properties of self-checking is very 

important.  

Berger Code: 

     Berger code is a separable and 

unordered code, it is separable because the 

information bits and the check bits (check 

symbol) in the codeword are separate, it is 

an unordered code as it is not possible to 

change one codeword into another 

codeword by simply changing either 1's to 

0's or 0's to 1's, this means that the code can 

detect all unidirectional errors. The 

codeword of the Berger code is formed by 

appending the check bits to the information 

bits, the check bits of the code is the binary 

representation of the number of 1's (or the 

complement of the number of 0's) in the 

information bits, the number of check bits 

  12  ILogk , where I is the 

number of bits in the information bits (data 

word), the number of bits in the codeword 

kIn  bits. If the number of 

information bits in a codeword is 

1,12  kI k
 then the code is 

known as a Maximal Length Berger code; 

otherwise it is known as a Non Maximum 

Length Berger code. 

     For example, if 7I and 3k , it is 

Maximal Length Berger code 

because  12  kI , whereas 6I  

and 3k is Non-Maximal Length Berger 

code because  12  kI . 

 

The Control unit 

     The control unit is the main component 

that directs the system operations by 

sending control signals to the data path. 

These signals control the flow of data 

within the CPU and between the CPU and 

external units such as memory and I/O.  

     Basically there are two types of control 

units: micro programmed and hardwired 

controllers. In micro programmed control, 

the control signals associated with 

operations are stored in special memory 

units inaccessible by the programmer as 

control words. A control word is a 

microinstruction that specifies one or more 

micro-operations. A sequence of 

microinstruction is called a micro program, 

which is usually stored in a ROM.  

     In a hardwired implementation, the 

control unit is essentially a combinatorial 

circuit. Its input logic signals are 

transformed into a set of output logic 

signals, which are the control signals. This 

approach is examined in this section.  

    Figure(1) is a block diagram showing the 

internal organization of a hardwired control 

unit. The Input to the controller consists of 

the 4-bit op-code of the instruction 

currently contained in the Instruction 

Register and the negative flag from the 

accumulator. The controller's output is a set 

of 16 control signals that go out to the 

various registers and to the memory of the 

computer, in addition to a HLT signal that 

is activated whenever the leading bit of the 

op-code is one. The control unit is 

composed of  the following function units:

1. Instruction Register which used to hold 

the instruction (op-code) fetched from the 

RAM to be executed, the size of the 

instruction register depends on the number 

of instructions that the system can 

performed. 

2. An instruction decoder to decode the op-

code, in other words it selects only one 

instruction according to the op-code.   

3. A ring counter which provides a 

sequence of consecutive signals that cycle 

continuously, and synchronized by the 
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system clock. The number of signals or the 

size of the ring counter depends on the 

number of cycles needed to execute the 

longest instruction or op-code. In this paper 

only six signals ( T0, T1…. T5 ) are 

needed.  

4. The control matrix, which receives 

timing signals from the ring counter, the 

instruction to be executed from the 

instruction decoder, and flags from status 

register, then it generates the proper 

sequence of control signals. These signals 

are feed to all other units in the processor 

that involved in the execution of the current 

instruction. 

As we have seen, the controller causes 

instructions to be executed by issuing a 

specific set of control signals at each beat 

of the system clock. Each set of control 

signals issued causes one basic operation 

(micro-operation), such as a register 

transfer, to occur within the data path 

section of the computer. In the case of a 

hardwired control unit the control matrix is 

responsible for sending out the required 

sequence of signals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Hardwired Control Unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self Checking Hardwired Control Unit 

     Classical approaches for designing self-

checking control unit are based on either 

duplication, or application of specific error 

detecting codes. Latter techniques provide 

error detection for the FSM's next-state 

logic, by encoding the states with a special 

property. In [5], the FSM states are encoded 

using an m-out-of-n code. FSM encoding 

employed in [6,7,], is achieved providing a 

state assignment in which each state is at a 

constant Hamming distance from its 

possible next states. In most cases, these 

approaches require a hardware overhead of 

more than 100 percent. Several approaches 

have been taken in the past to design self-

checking sequential circuits with lower area 

overhead in respect to duplication. In [1,2], 

a monitoring machine is used in order to 

monitor the states of the original machine. 

This technique is effective for Error-

detection techniques for controllers can 

mainly be classified into two categories. 

The first category relies on checking the  

 

controller outputs only using the same 

techniques as applied to data paths, whereas 
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the second type of techniques focuses on 

the more challenging  

problem of observing the state transitions 

and the control flow. Here, a number of 

approaches has been published ranging 

from state coding based on error detecting 

codes to monitoring the control flow by on-

chip signature analyzers or special 

monitoring machines [8,9]. Usually, these 

techniques lead to considerable hardware 

overheads, performance degradations or 

large error-detection latencies. In particular 

their impact on the circuit speed is not 

tolerable for many applications, where 

powerful techniques like pipelining and 

massive parallelism as well as innovative 

computing algorithms improve the 

maximum speed of the data path but require 

highly complex control units at the same 

time. As a straightforward solution 

techniques for finite state machine 

decomposition, which are often applied for 

the synthesis of high performance 

controllers, can be combined with the above 

mentioned error-detection schemes [9]. The 

technique presented in this paper is simple, 

instead of full duplication of the control 

unit, only some extra hardware (self 

checking hardware) is added to the control 

unit to detect the errors. The self checking 

hardwired control unit, Figure 2, consists of 

the following blocks: Step Code Generator 

(SCG), Berger Code Check Symbol 

Generator (BCCSG), and Two Rail 

Checker (TRC). 

 

 

 

 

 

Step Code Generator (SCG) receives its 

inputs from the instruction register (the op-

code) and the ring counter. The output of 

the SCG is the Berger code check symbol 

for the control signals generated from the 

control matrix. For example if the 

instruction to be executed is LDA, then the 

SCG generates the check symbol of the 

signals generated by the control matrix at  

 

T0, then T1 and so on. The check symbol 

generated by the SCG will be compared 

with the actual check symbol generated by 

the CSG. 

Berger Code Check Symbol Generator 

(BCCSG): The  Berger Code Check 

Symbol Generator receives its inputs from 

the control matrix, and produces the Berger 

code check symbols for the control signals 

generated by the control matrix.  

Two Rail Checker (TRC) 

TRC is used to compare two 

complementary code words. The checker 

determines whether the Berger check 

symbol of the signals that generated by the 

control matrix and the check symbols 

generated by the Step Code Generator 

(SCG) circuit are match. If match then no 

error detected and the control signals 

should be allowed to pass and performed, 

but if not match then an error signal is 

activated and the operation should be halted 
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Figure 2. Self Checking Hardwired Control Unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Simulation wave forms 
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Figure 4. Self checking Hardwired control Unit Implementation 

Conclusion 

The self checking Hardwired control unit 

was designed and simulated using HDL  

simulation package figure (3,4), and the 

following conclusion points can be 

concluded : 

Self checking increases the cost of the 

system, the cost is Hardware and Time, 

depends on the type of redundancy used. In 

Information redundancy, the cost is both 

Time and Hardware, and it depends on the 

code used. Berger code is suitable for self 

checking control unit, as the hardware 

needed to implement the code is less than 

the hardware needed for hardware 

redundancy. 

The hardware used to design self checking 

control unit in this work is less than 

duplication.   
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ABSTRACT: 

     The Peripheral Component Interface-Extension (PCI-X) is a high speed bus structure, 

the new PCI extension, became a real standard for embedded systems as well as for PC 

servers. PCI-X increases PCI's bandwidth potential, especially for burst transactions. 

Compaq, HP, and IBM developed it.  The PCI-X includes behavioral models like master, 

target, and arbiters. The 64-bit PCI-X master/target core is designed so that user interface 

can operate at any clock speed independent of the PCI bus speed. The user interface clock 

and PCI-X bus clock can be synchronous or asynchronous to each other. The PCI-X core 

utilizes double write buffer for write posting in both the master and target directions. The 

double data buffer design approach allows data access by the user interface and the PCI 

interface simultaneously and independent from each other. Thus the data transfer takes 

place at a faster speed in PCI-X compared to PCI bus. In this paper, we achieved higher 

speed and optimized transistor count compared to the other bus structures available for data 

transfer. This paper discusses overview of  

 

architectural design, master write buffer design, target read buffer design, target write 

buffer design, and master read buffer design, configuration registers design, overall design 

and their simulation results and proves that the double data buffer design approach 

enhances the speed of PCI-X Master/target 

 

Keywords: PCI, PCI-X, Master, Target, Buffer, and Controller 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

     A bus is basically a collection of wires 

which is responsible for interconnecting the 

various components of a microcomputer 

together in order to allow the exchange of 

data between these components. Devices 

operating on a bus can be divided into three 

categories, i.e., 

Bus masters, Bus slaves and intelligent 

slaves as shown in figure1. Bus masters are 

devices capable of initiating any bus cycle 

(memory read/write, port addressing, etc.). 

Bus slaves are devices which are not 

capable of initiating a bus cycle but merely 

responding to it.  Intelligent slaves have 

their own intelligent controlling devices but 

do not assert control over the bus. 

 

 

2.0 PCI BUS 

 

     It is a high performance bus for 

interconnecting Chips, expansion boards, 

and processor/memory Subsystems. It is 

originated at Intel in early 1990s. Standard 

method of interconnecting chips on a board. 

PCI was used in personal computers in 

1994 for the Intel’s 486 processor. 

 

 

2.1. PCI Specifications:  

1. PCI 1.0, which was merely a 

component-level specification, 

was released on June 22, 1992.  

2. PCI 2.0, which was the first to 

establish standards for the 

connector and motherboard slot, 

was released on April 30, 1993.  

3. PCI 2.1, released on June 1, 1995, 

allows for 66 MHz signaling at 

3.3 volt signal voltage (peak 

transfer rate of 533 MB/s), but at 

33 MHz both 5 volt and 3.3 volt 

signal voltages are still allowed. It 

also added transaction latency 

limits to the specification 

4. PCI 2.2 Power rails to provide 

3.3 volt supply voltage are now 

mandatory. 

5. PCI 2.3 permits use of 3.3 volt and 

universal keying, but does not 

allow 5-volt keyed add-in cards.  

6. PCI 3.0 is the final official 

standard of the bus, completely 

removing 5-volt capability.  

7. Mini PCI is a form factor of PCI 

2.2 for use mainly inside laptops  

8. Card Bus is a PC card form factor 

for 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI  

9. Compact PCI uses Euro card-sized 

modules plugged into a PCI 

backplane.  

10. PC/104-Plus is an industrial bus 

that uses the PCI signals lines with 

different connectors.  

 
Fig1. Block diagram of PCI bus system 

 

Master function is to initiate PCI memory 

and IO read/write, automatic transfer of 

control between master and target, restart 

on target retry and disconnect. Target 

Function is to perform Memory or IO 

read/write, Configuration read/write, and 

supports high speed bus request. Arbiter 

Function is to arbitrate between multiple 

bus masters on the PCI bus and 

implementing rotating priority and fixed 

priority.   
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3.0. PCI-X Bus and its specifications 

     PCI-X is a high-performance variant of 

64-bit PCI designed for servers. PCI-X 

adapters and slots are backward-compatible 

with 32-bit PCI slots and adapters. 

1. PCI-X 1.0 increased the maximum 

signaling frequency to 133 MHz (peak 

transfer rate of 1066 MB/s) and 

revised the protocol.  

2. PCI-X 2.0 permits a 266 MHz rate 

(peak transfer rate of 2133 MB/s) and also 

533 MHz rate (4266 MB/s — 32× the 

original PCI bus), expands the 

configuration space to 4096 bytes, adds a 

16-bit bus variant (allowing smaller slots 

where space is tight), and allows for 

1.5 volt signaling  

It is a 64-bit PCI-X bus, supports for 32/64-

bit data transfer. It fully supports PCI and 

PCI-X protocol and is designed for PLD 

implementations. It is an efficient user 

interface for different types of user devices. 

The user interface and PCI interface runs at 

different clock speed. It includes data buffer 

and synchronization logic to bridge the two 

clock domains. It automatic detects of PCI 

and PCI-X bus systems. It consists of 

combined bus master and target functions. 

Master initiates PCI-X memory and IO 

read/write, automatic transfer restart on 

target retry and disconnect. Target performs 

memory or IO read/write,  Configuration 

read/write and Split transaction operations. 

  

 

Fig 2. Architecture of 64-bit PCI-X 

Master/Target 

PCI-X master/target can operate in both 

PCI mode and PCI-X mode as shown in 

figure2. It provides easy integration with 

other user logic, supports PCI version 2.2 

and PCI-X version1.0. User interface can 

operate at any clock speed independent of 

PCI bus speed. PCI-X utilizes double data 

write buffer for write operation in both the 

master and target direction. Double data 

buffer design allows data access by the user 

interface and the PCI interface 

simultaneously and independent from each 

other. During master operation, the 

controller is capable of initiating memory 

or I/O read and writes upon user requests. 

Burst size is specified by the user for each 

transaction. During target operation, master 

target core monitors the target device signal 

on PCI-X bus and transfer data to the user 

logic. All types of transfer terminations 

such as retry, disconnect and split response 

are handled by PCI-X. The target controller 

is capable of handling memory and IO 

accesses on the PCI and PCI-X bus. 

Configuration register read and write 

transactions are supported locally by the 

bus target without assistance from the user 

logic. Memory and I/O write to the target 

are posted in the write buffer before they 
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are transferred to the user. Memory and I/O 

read are handled as delay read on PCI bus 

and as split transaction on PCI-X bus. The 

user interface allows the user to control the 

characteristics of access. 

 

 

4.0. Architectural Design 

 

     In this section of paper, the 

concentration is on design of interface for 

various blocks of 64-bit PCI-X 

Master/Target. Configuration register as 

shown in figure3, has first written with 

control word of 8-bits based on 

configuration read/write signal. The output 

of this register is the user request signal for 

various operations as per user choice.  

 
Fig 3 Interface of Configuration Register 

The Master Controller will receive the user 

request input and generates the control 

signals for Memory or IO read/write 

operations, receive/transmit mode, target 

retry and disconnect signals shown in fig4.  

 

Fig 4 Interface of Master Controller 

If transmit mode is selected, 64 bit data is 

written in to master write buffer as shown 

in fig 5 

 

Fig 5 Interface of Master Write Buffer 

Then at the target, target read buffer reads 

the data from master write buffer for the 

user connected at the target end shown in 

fig6. This is the data flow from Master to 

target as shown in fig2. Here target acts as 

slave. 

 

Fig 6 Interface of Target Read Buffer 

When target wants to transmit data, then 

master transfers the control to the target and 

target will hold the function of master. Thus 

the user request is given to the target 

controller from configuration register. 

Target controller checks for bus status 

whether bus is free or busy. If bus is free 

and target is ready for data transfer, then it 

will generate memory or IO read/write 

control signals shown in fig7.  

 

Fig 7 Interface of Target Controller 
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Data is written in to target write buffer 

when chip select is enabled shown in fig8.  

 

Fig 8 Interface of Target Write Buffer 

Master read buffer reads data from target 

write buffer when bus status is active 

shown in fig9. This operation completes the 

dataflow from target to master end user.  

 

Fig 9 Interface of Master Read Buffer 

Parity generation and detection module 

generates parity during transmission and 

detects parity during reception as shown in 

fig10 . 

 

Fig 10 Interface of Parity Generation and 

Detection 

 

Address buffer (fig11) stores the address 

location of data stored.   

 
Fig 11 Interface of Address Buffer 

 

 

5.0. Results and Discussion  

 

     The PCI-X includes behavioral models 

like master controller, target controller, data 

and address buffers and parity generation 

and detection modules. All these modules 

are programmed using Verilog HDL and 

simulated using ModelSim EDA Tool from 

Mentor Graphics. Configuration register 

gives control word also called as user 

request to the master/ target controller 

based on which is transmitting the data.  

 

 
Fig 12 Configuration Register Simulation 

Result 

 

Read/write buffers are designed in both the 

directions of data transfer from master to 

target and target to master. 

Observe the data written in to master write 

buffer in different locations as shown in 

fig13. 
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Fig 13 Master Write Buffer Simulation 

Result 

 

     Target read buffer s reading the same 

data from output of the master write buffer 

shown in fig14 and fig15. Thus it completes 

data transfer from master to target. 

 
Fig 14 Target Read Buffer Simulation 

Result 

 

 
Fig 15 Target Read Buffer Simulation 

Result Continued 

 

Now the data transfer taking place from 

target to master shown in fig16 to fig17. 

 
Fig 16 Target Write Buffer Simulation 

Result 

 

 
Fig 17  Master Read Buffer Simulation 

Result 

 

This is bidirectional data transfer 

independent of each other with the double 

data buffer design approach. 

 

 

6.0. Conclusion  

 

     The 32/64-bit PCI-X master/target core 

is designed so that user interface can 

operate at any clock speed independent of 

the PCI-X bus speed. The user interface 

clock and PCI-X bus clock can be 

synchronous or asynchronous to each other. 

The PCI-X core utilizes double data buffer 
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for write posting in both the master and 

target directions. The double data buffer 

design approach allows data access by the 

user interface and the PCI interface 

simultaneously and independent from each 

other. Thus the data transfer takes place at a 

faster speed in PCI-X compared to PCI bus. 

In this paper, the PCI-X with double data 

buffer design approach has achieved twice 

the speed (266MHz) compared to the 

design speed (133MHz) achieved in PCI-X 

without double data buffer design approach. 

The Simulation tool used is ModelSim and 

the synthesis tool is Leonardo Spectrum 

from Mentor Graphics.  

 

 

Related work:  

1. Altera is implementing Compaq's 

PCI-X bus controller, as a core for its 

FPGAs. This Altera PCI-X MegaCore 

function was originally implemented by 

Compaq in multiple ASICs. It implements 

a 64-bit master/target PCI-X interface, but 

supports both 32-bit and 64-bit operation. 

PCI-X able to work at both the PC system 

I/O bus level and at the system bus level. 

Drive capability is expected to reach five 

to seven boards. 

 

2. In-silicon has announced a PCI-X 

design package, TymeWare. This package 

integrates a PCI-X bus controller with a 

bus test environment. The core is made up 

of synthesizable RTL blocks that can be 

used for ASIC or FPGA development of a 

PCI-X bus controller. The PCI-X 

development environment includes both 

PCI 2.2 and PCI-X behavioral models 

(master, target, and arbiters) and a 

protocol/timing monitor. 

 

3. DCM Technologies also supplies a 

PCI-X bus controller core, the Corex-V10 

PCI-X. This core comes in a netlist 

version that supports 133-MHz, 64-bit 

PCI-X operation. In fact, DCM is pushing 

the core controller's 133-MHz operation 

as an enabler for high-bandwidth Gigabit 

Ethernet.  

 

4. Agilent—Its E2929A PCI-X 

Exerciser and Analyzer supports 32-/64-

bit with bus rates to 133.4-MHz 

operation. It consists of a PCI-X Protocol 

Checker, a PCI-X Analyzer, a PCI-X 

Exerciser and a C-API Interface, and PPR 

(software). Its PCI-X protocol checker 

verifies 53 PCI-X protocol 

implementation rules. The tester also 

provides the option to link a logic 

analyzer to the PCI-X signals for deeper 

signal analysis. It comes with a ready-to-

use library of stress tests. The E2929 is a 

short PCI formfactor card. 

 

5. Catalyst—Its TA700 PCI/PCI-X 

Analyzer and Exerciser supports 32-/64-

bit, 66-MHz bus operation. It has a 750-

MHz timing analyzer and a 10-GHz (100-

ps) set-up and hold timing violations 

detector. It has automated PCI Device 

Compliance test and verification. This 

unit can be controlled from the PCI-X bus 

itself by the system host. Additionally, the 

PCI-X tester card has an auxiliary PCI 

expansion connector on top for accepting 

a PCI device 

 

6. VMEtro—Its PBT-615 PCI-X Bus 

Analyzer and Exerciser supports 32-/64-

bit operations with speeds up to 100-MHz 

(sampling rate). It has a 500-MHz Timing 

Analyzer with a 16 Msample trace buffer. 

It also supports PCI at rates up to 66-MHz 

operation. It is a short PCI formfactor 

card. It connects to a host PC via a front 

panel connector with USB or RS-232 

serial connections.              
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ABSTRACT 

     System On a Programmable Chip (SOPC) is a modern-day technology that has emerged 

to enable designers to utilize a large Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), that contains 

both memory and logic elements along with an intellectual property (IP) processor cores, 

such as Altera's Nios II and Xilinx's MicroBlaze processors to implement a computer and 

custom hardware for system-on-a-chip (SOC) applications. For projects requiring a 

hardware implementation, the FPGA-based SOPC approach is easier, faster and more 

economical in low to medium quantity production [1]. 

 

     One of the applications of SOPC is in the digital image processing which needs both 

high memory capacity and high processing speed. Ben Atitallah et. al. [2] built a SOPC 

system that uses core processor working on 50 MHz clock frequency connected to a real 

time digital camera. They found that 18.4% of the image sampling period would be 

necessary for Camera and VGA transfer and 81.6% for the real-time processing algorithms. 

 

     In this paper a SOPC system design will be introduced to implement some image 

processing algorithms based on Altera's Cyclone II FPGA. Here the image will be read 

from a Secure Digital (SD) card which is connected to parallel input/output (PIO) ports 

controlled by a 32-bit Nios II soft-core processor with 100 MHz clock frequency, the data 

comes from PIO ports of SD card will be stored into Synchronous Dynamic Random 

Access Memory (SDRAM), which help processing being faster, then the original and the 

processed image will be displayed on Video Graphic Array (VGA) monitor

. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

     Altera Co provides a SOPC Builder 

system development tool, which is a 

powerful platform for composing 

memory-mapped systems based on 

processors, peripherals, and memories 

that may be internal or external to the 

FPGA. Many types of IP components 

for use with SOPC Builder are 

available from Altera and third-party 

vendors. In addition to these off-the-

shelf SOPC Builder-ready 

components, the user can also create 

his/her own custom peripheral and 

connect it to the system by importing 

it into the SOPC Builder. So the user 

can easily connect custom peripheral 
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to an SOPC Builder-generated system 

in the same manner as commercially 

available SOPC Builder components 

[3]. 

 

     Altera’s Nios II is a soft-core 

processor, defined in a hardware 

description language, and available as 

an IP component in SOPC Builder. It 

uses existing programmable logic 

elements from the FPGA to implement 

the processor logic which can be 

implemented in Altera’s FPGA 

devices by using the Quartus ® II 

CAD system; figure 1.1 shows the 

block diagram of Nios II processor 

core. 

 

Altera offers three types of Nios II 

processors [4]. 

 Nios II/f “fast” core which is designed 

for fast performance. 

 Nios II/s “standard” core which is 

designed for small size while 

maintaining performance. 

 Nios II/e “economy” core which is 

designed to achieve the smallest 

possible core size.  

 

 

 
 

Fig 1.1 Nios II Processor Block Diagram 

    The embedded application program 

(software) for the processor is typically 

written in C or C++ and compiled using a 

Nios II® Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) compiler tools. 
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     The FPGA device that the SOPC system 

will be implemented on is Altera's Cyclone 

II FPGA, which is installed on DE2-70 

educational board. DE2-70 board contains 

more hardware components which can be 

connected to the FPGA, such as two 32 MB 

SDRAM, 2 MB SSRAM, 8 MB Flash 

memory, VGA Monitor connector, Serial 

COM connector, SD card port and other 

components as shown in figure 1.2 [5]. 

 

 

Fig 1.2 Block Diagram of DE2-70 board 

 

2. Add on SOPC Clock frequency 

signals 

     DE2-70 board includes two oscillators 

that produce 28.86 MHz and 50 MHz clock 

signals. Both two clock signals are 

connected to the FPGA that are used for 

clocking the user logic. The Add on SOPC 

design block diagram which is shown in 

figure 2.1, works on 100 MHz clock 

frequency, so a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

must be used to get the needed clock 

frequency. 
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Fig 2.1 Block Diagram of Nios II system implemented on the DE2-70 board

.   

     "The Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is a 

closed-loop frequency-control system that 

compares the phase difference between the 

input signal and the output signal of a 

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The 

negative feedback loop of the system forces 

the PLL to be phase-locked. PLLs are 

widely used in telecommunications, 

computers, and other electronic 

applications. The PLL can be used to 

generate stable frequencies, recover signals 

from a noisy communication channel, or 

distribute clock signals throughout SOPC 

design." [6]. the PLL block diagram is 

shown in figure 2.2. Cyclone II FPGA 

supports 4 PLLs, in our design we'll use 3 

PLLs, the first one is to control the system 

clock frequency to 100 MHz, the second 

one is to control the SDRAM chip clock to 

100 MHz with phase shift lagged 3 n sec 

and the last one to control the VGA chip 

clock which is needs 25 MHz for resolution 

480 × 640 pixels. All these PLLs can be 

found as an IP megafunction core which is 

called ALTPLL. The ALTPLL 

megafunction related to Cyclone II FPGA 

supports four different clock feedback 

modes, each mode allows clock 

multiplication and division, phase shifting, 

and duty-cycle programming. 
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Fig 2.2 PLL Block Diagram.  

 

3. SD Card Interface 

     Secure Digital (SD) is a non- 

volatile memory card format developed 

by Panasonic, SanDisk and Toshiba for use 

in portable devices, such as digital cameras, 

, handheld computers, notebook 

computers, PDAs, GPS receivers 

and mobile phones. As has been said in the 

introduction DE2-70 board supports a SD 

card port which allows an SD card to be 

connected to the FPGA-based design on 

this board, facilitating access to potentially 

large amounts of data. To use a SD card in 

DE2-70 board, the data must be in files that 

can be accessed by File Allocation Table 16 

(FAT16) file format, data is saved into bins 

called clusters, and each cluster has an ID 

number that can range from 2 to 65520. A 

file is created by filling a cluster with data, 

and setting a flag to indicate in which 

cluster the next set of data for the file is 

located. This is a reasonably simple scheme 

and has been in use for a long time. The SD 

card interface driver in this design works 

with an SD card that must be formatted so 

that each cluster contains 2048 bytes of 

data. So the allocation unit size is 2048 

bytes, and therefore it can be formatted to 

match these specifications in Microsoft 

Windows using the format command, for 

example if the SD card is inserted into drive 

D, so the format command can be written as 

[7]: -  

format D:/FS:FAT/A:2048/V:SDCARD.  

 

4. SDRAM Controller 

     The SDRAM chip manufactured by 

Integrated Silicon Solution, Inc (ISSI) is 

IS42S16160B, so when SDRAM controller 

has been chosen from SOPC builder the 

exact timing parameters must be selected so 

as to match what is written in datasheets 

[8]. 

 

5. VGA Controller 

     The DE2-70 board includes a 16-pin D-

SUB connector for VGA output. The VGA 

synchronization signals are provided 

directly from the Cyclone II FPGA, and the 

analog data signals red, green, and blue 

(RGB) are obtained from the Digital to 

Analog Converter (DAC) ADV7123 triple 

10-bit high-speed video chip manufactured 

by Analog Devices, Inc [9]. 

    The timing specification for VGA 

synchronization and RGB data depends on 

the requested resolution, in this SOPC 

design the resolution for VGA (60 Hz) 

configuration is 640 × 480 pixel, so the 

frequency must be 25 MHz and the timing 

specification for synchronization is shown 

in table 1. The timing of the horizontal 

synchronization (hsync) shown in figure 
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5.1, where an active-low pulse of specific 

duration time (a) is applied to the hsync 

input of the monitor, which signifies the 

end of one row of data and the start of the 

next. The data (RGB) inputs on the monitor 

must be off (driven to 0 V) for a time 

period called the back porch (b) after the 

hsync pulse occurs, which is followed by 

the display interval (c).  

 

 

Table 1 VGA Timing Specification

Format 

Pixel 

Clock 

(MHz) 

Horizontal (in Pixels) Vertical (in Lines) 

Active 

Video 

Front 

Porch 

Sync 

Pulse 

Back 

Porch 

Active 

Video 

Front 

Porch 

Sync 

Pulse 

Back 

Porch 

640x480, 

60Hz 
25.175 640 16 96 48 480 11 2 31 

 

     During the data display interval the RGB 

data drives each pixel in turn across the row 

being displayed. Finally, there is a time 

period called the front porch (d) where the 

RGB signals must again be off before the 

next hsync pulse can occur.  

 

 
Fig 5.1 VGA horizontal timing 

specification 

The timing of the vertical synchronization 

(vsync) is the same as shown in Figure 5.1, 

except that a vsync pulse signifies the end 

of one frame and the start of the next, and 

the data refers to the set of rows in the 

frame (horizontal timing). 

 

6. PIO ports Interfaces 

     In this SOPC design some PIO ports 

interfaces are included to perform some 

tasks when needed. The PIO IP core can be 

configured as input, output, both input and 

output or as bidirectional (Tri-State) ports, 

with different data width starting from 1 to 

32 bits per port. The PIO's can also be used 

to generate an optional Interrupt Request 

(IRQ) signal for input ports, to interrupt the 

CPU when any unmasked I/O pin is logic 

true. The input PIO hardware in DE2-70 

board includes Double Pole Double Throw 

(DPDT) Switches and Push Buttons 

switches. The output includes LED's and 

seven segment display, finally the 

bidirectional I/O present in expansion 

header represent General Purpose Input 

Output (GPIO). 

 

7. Implementation Results 

 The resource usage summary for 

this implementation is shown in 

table 2. 

 Figure 7.1 shows the logic array 

block (LAB) schematic for logic 

elements (LEs) and figure 7.2 

shows LAB schematic for wide 

signals. 

 The Nios II cpu clock Timing 

Analyzer Summary is shown in 

table 3.   
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Table 2 Analysis & Synthesis resource usage summary.  

  
FPGA Family (Cyclone II) 

FPGA Device (EP2C70F896C6) 

Resource Usage Percentage 

Total logic elements (LEs) 8211/ 68416 12% 

Total combinational functions 7280/ 68416 11% 

Dedicated logic registers 4976/ 68416 7% 

Total reg's 5178 --- 

Total pins 411/ 622 66% 

Total memory bits 183232/11520

00 

16% 

Embedded Multiplier 9-bit elements 4/300 1% 

Total PLLs 3/4 75% 

  

 
Fig 7.1 LAB Logic Elements. 

 

 

 

Fig 7.2 LAB wide signals. 
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Table 3 Nios II cpu clock Timing Analyzer Summary 

  

8. Conclusion & further work 

      Based on re-configurable technology 

(FPGA, NIOSII soft core processor), a 

powerful SOPC design prototype platform 

for digital image processing was designed 

in order to support HW/SW co-design and 

partitioning. The steps of the  processing  

algorithms is to transfer the raw data image 

that is stored into SD card to SDRAM, then 

by using synchronous static ram (SSRAM) 

as a buffer through Avalon Memory 

Mapped interface the original and 

processed image will be displayed on the 

VGA monitor. The system is implemented 

on (FPGA) and it only uses 66% of the 

IOBs, 12% of the LEs, which's run on 100 

MHz clock frequency that's sufficient to 

make the processing faster and reliable. The 

images can also be stored and read from the 

flash memory chip that is installed into the 

board, but when we use the flash the images 

must be stored in row-zip files and must be 

programmed before running the system, 

while the SD card can be inserted, removed 

or changed at any time when the system is 

running i.e. (more flexible than using that 

flash memory chip). Further work is going 

Path  

Number : 5 

Type: Clock Setup: 

'ADD_ON_SOPC:ADD_ON_SOPC_Instance|pll:the_pll|altpllpll:the_pll|altpll:altpll_comp

onent|_clk0' 

Slack : 0.299 ns 

Required 

Time : 100.00 MHz ( period = 10.000 ns ) 

Actual 

Time: 103.08 MHz ( period = 9.701 ns ) 

From : ADD_ON_SOPC:ADD_ON_SOPC_Instance|cpu:the_cpu|A_ctrl_shift_rot 

To : ADD_ON_SOPC:ADD_ON_SOPC_Instance|cpu:the_cpu|cpu_nios2_oci:the_cpu_nios2_o

ci|cpu_nios2_oci_dbrk:the_cpu_nio 

From 

Clock : 

ADD_ON_SOPC:ADD_ON_SOPC_Instance|pll:the_pll|altpllpll:the_pll|altpll:altpll_comp

onent|_clk0 

To Clock ADD_ON_SOPC:ADD_ON_SOPC_Instance|pll:the_pll|altpllpll:the_pll|altpll:altpll_comp

onent|_clk0 

Failed 

Paths    

0 
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on real-time digital video processing 

algorithms based on FPGA. 
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  _____________________________________:رقم الحساب 
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 _____________: الاســم ____________ :رقم الحساب 
 _______________________________:الرصيد الحالي 

 _____: لعددا         _________________  :آخر رواتب   
 ______:العدد ___________________: آخر صكوك مقاصة

 ______:العدد _______________________ :آخر حوالات  
 ______:العدد  ___________________ :نقدية آخر إيداعات 
 ______:العدد  ___________________ :آخر سحوبات نقدية 
 ______:العدد______________ :مصدقة صادرة آخر صكوك 
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Abstract 

Branch instructions makes up 15 to 25% of the total program instructions[1] and in reality 

they are overhead for the program because they do not contribute to the actual processing. 

furthermore they may cause an extra delay "branch penalties" over that required to execute 

them due to the pipeline nature. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce branch 

penalties including branch predictions and the use of branch target buffer BTB [1], [3],[4]. 

Branch prediction techniques can only reduce branch penalties to some extent and the use 

of BTB can reduce the branch penalties to zero in some cases and can effectively eliminate 

all unconditional branches "branch folding". A technique for folding backward conditional 

branches for embedded systems is proposed by [2]. In this paper we present a hardware 

technique to fold all kinds of branch instructions and therefore increase processor 

performance by up to 25%. Our approach require modification of the BTB structure and 

tripllicating the execution stage of the processor's pipeline. 

 

 

1_Introduction 

Control hazard caused by branch 

instructions is one of the main problems for 

pipelined processors because of the 

difficulty to decide which instruction to 

follow the branch instruction until the 

branch instruction is executed and the 

branch condition is evaluated. The problem 

gets harder with increasing pipeline length 

especially when the branch instruction takes 

longer to execute. Several software and/or 

hardware solutions to the control hazard 

problem exist in literature but none of these 

solutions mange to fold all kinds of branch 

instructions. In this paper we present a 

hardware  

solution to fold all kinds of branch 

instructions provided that they are separated 

by at least three non-branch instruction. The 

idea can be explained by referring to the 

basic five stage MIPS processor. To 

simplify the idea we will assume that we 

will have three pipelines PL1, PL2, and 

PL3. Each one is exactly similar to the 

basic five stage MIPS processor. Normally 

only pipeline one is working until we hit a 

branch instruction. when we hit a branch 

instruction, the branch instruction will be 

given to pipeline PL1, and with the help of 

a branch target buffer BTB we will give the 

instruction just after the branch to pipeline 

PL2, and the branch target instruction to 

pipeline PL3. All three pipelines will then 

be allowed to work in parallel until the 

branch instruction finish execution. At that 

time we will of course know whether PL2 
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or PL3 is the correct one. At this moment 

the correct pipeline (PL2 or PL3) will be 

selected to be the main pipeline to continue 

execution. The net effect is that branch 

instruction execution will not contribute to 

the program execution time because it is 

executed in parallel with the other two 

alternative program flow. In the following 

sections we will describe the necessary 

hardware modification to the basic MIPS so 

that it achieves branch folding and show 

how it works. 

2_The Data Path:  

 The solution to the branch folding problem 

requires the following hardware 

modifications: 

1. Triplicating the execution unit 

"EX" stage so that the branch 

instruction, the instruction 

following the branch, and the 

branch target instruction can all be 

executed in parallel. 

2. Modify the decoding stage so that 

all three instructions can be 

decoded simultaneously. 

3. Modify the BTB so that when 

accessed by the PC of the branch 

instruction it gives the code for the 

instruction just after the branch 

instruction, and branch target 

instruction. Each of these two 

instruction codes is to be given to 

one of the two extra execution 

units mentioned above after being 

all decoded simultaneously. 

The block diagram for the new basic 5 

stage MIPS processor is given in figure 1 

below. 
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Figure 1 Block diagram for the basic modified MIPS 

  

    The basic idea for the branch target 

buffer is that it is now an associative 

memory which is indexed by the least 

significant bits of the program counter and 

is used to store the code of the instruction 

just after the branch instruction, and the 

code of the target instruction. That is if the 

input PC is an address for a branch 

instruction the BTB should produce the 

code for the instruction just following the 

branch instruction, and the code for the 

target instruction. Further more if PC is the 

address for the first or second instruction 

following the branch address, the BTB will 

produce the code for the first or second 

instruction following the branch instruction 

and the branch target instructions 

respectively. If the PC is nether branch 

address nor an address for the first or the 

second instruction following the branch 

(BTB miss), the BTB will produce a no 

operation code. 

The given data path in figure 1 above can 

be considered to be consisted of three 

pipelines PL1, PL2, and PL3. All three 
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pipelines share the same hardware in the 

Decode, Memory, and Write back stages. 

PL1 gets its instructions from the 

instruction cache and uses Execution unit 

ALU-1 in the execution stage. It is 

considered the main pipeline. PL2 gets its 

instruction from the BTB and uses 

Execution unit ALU_2 to execute the 

instruction that is just after the branch 

instruction. PL3 however, gets its 

instruction from the BTB and uses 

Execution unit ALU-3 to execute the 

branch target instruction. At the end of the 

branch execution either PL2 or PL3 will 

have the correct set of instructions that 

should be allowed to continue depending on 

whether the branch is taken or not taken. In 

either case the correct pipeline PL2 or PL3 

will be selected and passed to the main 

pipeline PL1 using the multiplexers 

(MUX_1, MUX_2, and MUX_3). 

Execution flow will then continue from 

there. Note that the instruction to be fetched 

from the instruction cache after the branch 

is resolved is either the fourth instruction 

after the branch instruction or the third 

instruction after the target instruction 

depending on the branch outcome not taken 

or taken respectively. This means that the 

Data Path must take this fact into 

consideration by either loading PC with 

PC+4*4 if the branch instruction is not 

taken or load PC with the target address 

calculated by the branch address+ 3*4 (we 

assumed here that the instruction code is 4 

bytes long). The latter case can actually be 

taken care of by the compiler but the former 

case may require adding another MUX at 

the PC input. 

3_CPU operation 

When a new PC value is loaded into the 

program counter the instruction cache will 

generate the instruction code which will 

then be loaded into the F/D_1. At the same 

time if the instruction is a branch 

instruction, the code of the instruction just 

after the branch will be loaded into F/D_2, 

and the code of the target instruction will be 

loaded into F/D_3. On the next cycle all 

three instructions (coming from F/D_1, 

F/D_2 and F/D_3) will be decoded 

simultaneously and their results (register 

values) will be loaded into D/E-1, D/E_2 

and D/E_3 respectively. On the next clock 

cycle Execution unit ALU_1, Execution 

unit ALU_2, and Execution unit ALU_3 

will execute the three instructions coming 

from D/E_1, D/E_2 and D/E_3 

respectively. 

At the end of execution (of all three 

instructions) we will have two cases to 

consider; that is either the branch 

instruction (executed by ALU_1) is not 

taken or taken. For the first case the 

Execution unit ALU_1 should command 

MUX_1, MUX_2, and MUX_3 to select 

input 1 and therefore the execution flow 

will go sequentially starting from the 

instruction just after the branch. For the 

second case when the instruction executed 

by the Execution unitALU_1 is a taken 

branch, Execution unit ALU_1 should 

command MUX_1, MUX_2, and MUX_3 

to select input 2. In this case the execution 

flow will go from the target  instruction. In 

both cases and after selecting the correct set 

of instructions to fill the Decode, Execute, 

and Memory stages, the MUX's return to 

select input 0 and be prepared for a second 

branch instruction. It may be clear that the 

data path cannot handle two consecutive 

branches if they are separated by less than 

three instructions.  
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3.1_Space timing diagram example: 

To see how the CPU works let us see how 

the following program sequence  would be 

executed on the given data path. As it can 

be seen from the space timing diagram 

figure 2 the sequence of instruction consists 

of eleven instructions I1 to I11. Instruction 

I3 is a conditional branch instruction (BEQ 

L). Instruction I8 is the target adders 

(labeled L).
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Figure 2 space timing diagram for the case of taken branch 

 

In figure 2 we assume that the branch 

instruction is a taken branch. In clock pulse 

1 instruction I1 get fetched from the 

instruction cache (I$). In clock pulse 2 I2 

gets fetched from I$ while I1 gets decoded. 

Instructions I1 and I2 will continue their 

journey through the rest of the pipeline and 

will finish on clock pulse 5 and 6 

respectively. In clock pulse 3, the branch 

instruction I3 gets fetched and the BTB will 

give the code for I4 (the instruction just 

after the branch) and the code for 

instruction I8 (target instruction). The 

instructions I3, I4, and I8 will all go in 

parallel through the decoding and executing 

stages through pipelines PL1, PL2 and PL3 

as explained before (see sec. 3). At the end 

of clock pulse 5, the branch instruction (I3) 

ends its execution and it become known if 

the branch condition is satisfied or not. 

Note that the target instruction address (its 

PC value) will also be calculated in this 

stage. In figure 2 assume that the branch is 

taken, therefore at the end of clock pulse 5, 
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Execution unit ALU_1 (the one that 

execute the branch instruction) will force 

Instructions I8, I9, and I10 to enter their 

Memory, Execution, and Decoding stages 

of pipeline PL1 through the multiplexers as 

explained before (see sec.3). The next 

instruction to be fetched in clock pulse 6 is 

I11 (target instruction +3 see sec.2). 

If the branch instruction is not taken 

however, the Execution unit ALU_1 will 

force Instruction I4, I5, and I6 to enter their 

Memory, Execution, and Decoding stages 

of pipeline PL1 through the multiplexers as 

explained before (see sec.3). The next 

instruction to be fetched in clock pulse 6 is 

now I7 (The branch instruction address+4 

see sec.2). Note that we are neglecting any 

data hazed which can obviously be solved 

using data forwarding [1]. 

It can be seen that the space timing diagram 

given in figure 2 is representative of all 

kinds of conditional branch instruction. For 

conditional branches, however pipeline PL2 

must get a NOP instruction because there is 

no reason for executing the instructions 

following the unconditional branch 

instruction.   

4_Conclusion: 

In this paper we show that it is possible to 

fold all kinds of branch instruction provided 

that they are separated by at least 3 non 

branch instructions. This will of course 

increases the CPU performance. To see 

how let us take an example. Assuming that 

we have a program of 1000 instructions 

with 200 branch instructions, and that the 

clock frequency of a 5 stage CPU is 

100MHZ. If the program executes on a 

machine without branch folding, the 

execution time would be given by (5+ 

999)*.01=10.04 micro sec. with the 

proposed enhancement all branch 

instructions  will effectively be eliminated 

and therefore the number of instruction will 

be 800 and the execution time will be about 

(5+799)*.01=8.04 micro second. This 

means performance improvement of about 

20%. The drawback of  our design is that 

branch instruction should not be separated 

by less than 3 instruction is not series one 

and it can be taken care of by an optimized 

compiler. The extra hardware is another 

drawback but it is also not series one 

because the hardware cost is continuously 

going down and with this enhancement 

there is no need for all branch prediction 

hardware which is to some extent 

comparable to the proposed hardware.  
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Abstract—One of the hypotheses upon
which mutation testing is based is the
coupling-effect. This states that, in a given
program, a test set that detects simple faults is
sensitive enough to detect more complex faults.
The hypothesis does not define simple or
complex faults but in the few studies that have
been done on the coupling effect [1], [2], [3],
complex faults have always been considered to
be combinations of simple faults. In contrast,
this paper considers the coupling effect be-
tween programs that contain simple faults of
different kinds. The paper reports the results
of extensive experiments that support a more
general form of the coupling effect hypothesis.
Specifically, a test data set that can reveal
certain sets of simple faults in a given program
is likely to be able to reveal not only more
complex faults but also sets of different types
of simple faults. This result is further evidence
for the effectiveness of fault-based testing.
This paper also investigates the subsumption
relation between the 22 mutation operators
used in the Mothra mutation system. The
results show that full mutation is much more
expensive than is probably necessary, and that
most of the mutation operators used in the
Mothra mutation system do not contribute to
the effectiveness of mutation testing. Out of
the entire set of mutation operators used in
the Mothra tool, only few operators are likely
to be sufficient for achieving full mutation
adequacy.

KEY WORDS: fault-based testing, Muta-
tion testing, coupling-effect, simple faults,
complex faults

I. I NTRODUCTION

Mutation analysis, originally proposed by
DeMillo et al [4], is a fault-based tech-
nique for testing software. Fault-based test-
ing techniques are based on the notion
of testing for specific kinds of faults, and
one distinctive feature of fault-based testing
techniques is their ability to demonstrate
the absence of specific faults from the test
program. This unique feature provides quan-
titative indicators to help the tester predict
the reliability of a program.

The basic idea of mutation testing is to
make many small changes, one at a time,
to a given program to generate a collection
of variants, so-called ‘mutants’. Then, an
attempt is made to provide test data which
distinguishes each mutant from the original
program. If a test that distinguishes a mutant
is also successful, i.e. produces the correct
output when applied to the program under
test, the test is said to kill the mutant and
consequently is able to detect the fault that
produced the mutant. After execution on a
successful test, a mutant may remain alive
for one of two reasons:

• Equivalent mutant− the mutant pro-
gram is functionally equivalent to the
original program, hence cannot be
killed by any test case.

• Inadequate test data− the mutant is not
equivalent but the test data set failed to
distinguish the mutant from the original
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program.

Clearly, there is a very large number of
faults a given program can exhibit. To re-
strict the number of mutations that need to
be examined, mutation testing relies on two
assumptions (i) the competent programmer
hypothesis[5], and (ii) the coupling effect[4].
The former hypothesis is the assumption that
competent programmers, working conscien-
tiously with adequate tools, tend to write
programs that are either correct, or contain
at most a few simple faults.

The coupling effect states that a test data
set which distinguishes all programs with
simple faults is capable of distinguishing a
much larger class of programs with more
complex faults[1], [5], [3], [6], [7]. The
meaning of coupling-effect depends on the
definitions of simple and complex faults.
Mutation analysis regards a simple fault
as a single syntactic change to a source
statement[3] and a complex fault is typically
regarded as a combination of two or more
simple faults.

This paper reports extensive experiments
that consider a far more general interpre-
tation of the coupling effect hypothesis.
Rather than considering coupling between
simple and complex faults it considers cou-
pling between different kinds of simple
faults. The results of these experiments not
only support the coupling effect hypothesis
but show its role to be more important than
has been claimed previously. It shows that a
test data set that can reveal a specific type
of fault is in practice capable of revealing
other types of faults. This paper also inves-
tigates the subsumption relation between the
22 mutation operators used in the Mothra
mutation tool. The results show that most of
these mutation operators are redundant, and
only a few operators are likely to sufficient
for achieving full mutation adequacy.

The structure of this paper is as follows:
Section 2 reviews previous work on the
coupling effect; Sections 3 and 4 describe
the experiments done and Section 5 presents
the results; the conclusions are presented in
the final section.

II. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF THE

COUPLING EFFECT

Morell[2] has reported several theoretical
results on fault-based testing and coupling.
Morell does not define simple and com-
plex faults but considers faults in general.
In Morell’s terms, two mutants, each con-
taining a fault, are said to be coupled for
a given test if each is individually distin-
guished by the test, but the mutant con-
taining both faults is not distinguished by
the same test; one fault effectively masks
the other. Morell’s results on coupling show
that there is no algorithm for determining
if two mutations couple. The results of
Morell’s study[2] also gives a probabilistic
argument to show that for any given pair
of non-equivalent mutations, there are rela-
tively very few test cases for which the two
mutations couple.

The coupling effect hypothesis is diffi-
cult to verify empirically because of the
huge number of faults that would need to
be considered. In addition, it is not clear
how to distinguish between “simple” and
“complex” faults[2], programs, and test gen-
eration methods.

In the few empirical studies that have
been done on mutation coupling effect[1],
[3], complex faults were modelled by in-
ducing multiple mutations into the program.
n-order mutations are mutations that are
created by combiningn mutations in a single
program.

Lipton and Sayward [1] performed an
experiment to investigate the mutation cou-
pling effect. This was done by taking a
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test set that is adequate with respect to
the 1-order mutants of a given program,
and measuring the effectiveness of this set
against higher-order mutants generated for
the same program. Lipton and Sayward’
used one program only for their experiment.
They generated a mutation adequate test set
for the program, and executed this test set
on 21,100 2-order mutations of the program.
Offutt[3] generated 500,000 2-order mutants
for the same program and so 21,000 is but
a small proportion. Nevertheless, every non-
equivalent 2-order mutant was killed by the
test set. The experiment was repeated with
3000 3-order and 3000 4-order randomly
generated mutants and again all the 3-order,
and 4-order non equivalent mutants were
killed. In this experiment, only a small
percentage, however, of the 3 and 4-order
mutants were generated.

Offutt[3] repeated Lipton and Sayward’
experiment on a collection of 4 programs.
In Offutt’s experiment, all connected 2-
order mutations were generated for all pro-
grams. Ann-order mutation is considered
connected if there is an execution path
that reaches all then mutations introduced.
Clearly faults in unconnected mutations can-
not couple and were not considered. Each 2-
order mutation was executed against those
test cases that caused both of the mutated
statements to be executed. Since the number
of 3-order mutants is so huge, 3-order muta-
tions were generated for two programs only.
The results of Offutt’s experiment show that
test data that is developed to kill 1-order mu-
tations is very successful at killing higher-
order mutants. The important implication
of the results reported in[1] and[3] is that,
when using mutation testing, one can focus
on 1-order mutants and ignore higher-order
mutants with practically no loss in testing
quality.

In all these empirical studies, however,
complex faults have always been considered
to be combinations of simple faults. The
results obtained from all these studies[1],
[2], [3] have all shown that coupling be-
tween such faults is very rare in practice.
Although it has been convincingly demon-
strated that coupling is rare, and that higher-
order mutants can be ignored, it is by no
means clear that this factor alone explains
the effectiveness of fault-based testing.

III. T ERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

In what follows, P denotes a program
under test.MA denotes the set of all mu-
tants generated by applying the complete
set of mutation operators toP. A test case
that when applied to a mutant produces
an output distinct from the output of the
test programP is said to kill that mu-
tant. The set of mutants from the setM
killed by any test case in the set of test
casest is denoted bykilledBy(M, t) so that
∀ t • killedBy(M, t) ⊂ M. A mutant is an
equivalent-mutant if it is functionally equiv-
alent to the original program; otherwise it
is non-equivalent.Me and M denote all the
equivalent and non-equivalent mutants in
MA respectively so thatMe ∪ M = MA. A
set of test casesT that can kill all mutants
in M, i.e. killedBy(M,T) = M, is called
mutation adequate test data set with respect
to programP. The set of all mutants pro-
duced by applying the mutation operator
i to the programP is denoted byMia.
The corresponding sets of equivalent and
non-equivalent mutants inMia, are denoted
by Mie and Mi respectively. A set of test
cases that kills all non-equivalent mutants
(Mi), i.e. killedBy(Mi ,Ti) = Mi , is called i-
adequate and is denoted byTi .

The strength of an operator seeks to mea-
sure in general terms the contribution made
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by the mutants of this operator to the assem-
bly of a test set that is mutation adequate for
the mutants of all operators.

Definition: The strength of a mutation
operatori, Si , w.r.t. a given set of mutants
and i-adequate test setTi , is measured, as
given in Equation (1), by the number of
mutants fromM killed upon the execution
of the test data setTi relative to the total
number of mutants inM. # denotes the size
of a set.

Si =
#killedBy(M,Ti)

#M
(1)

The empirical partial strength of a muta-
tion operatori over another operatorj seeks
to measure the contribution made by the
mutants of operatori to the assembly of
a test set that is mutation adequate for the
mutants of operatorj.

Definition: The partial strength of a mu-
tation operatori against another operatorj,
Si,j , w.r.t. a given set of mutants and test
set, is measured, as given in Equation (2),
by the relative adequacy of a test data set
Ti to kill mutants from the setMj . A score
of 1 indicates that, usingTi , the mutation
operatori subsumes the mutation operatorj.

Si,j =
#killedBy(Mj ,Ti)

#Mj
(2)

Note that the value of these measures
depends on the test program, the type and
occurrences of the constructs used, and con-
sequently, the applicability of different mu-
tation operators and the test data. intuitively,
a set of test cases is non-redundant if the
removal of any test from the set decreases
its mutant killing power.

Definition: A set of test casest is said
to be non-redundant with respect to a set of
mutantsM if for every test sett′, t′ ⊂ t
implies killedBy(M, t′) ⊂ killedBy(M, t).

Note that an adequate non-redundant test
set Ti for Mi may not be the minimal ad-
equate test set over all possible test sets.
In all of the following definitions,T and
Ti are restricted to be non-redundant test
sets. The reason for removing redundant test
cases from the generated test data sets is
that the presence of redundant test cases in
T or Ti may bias the results and lead to
overestimated strength measurements.

However, much consideration was given
to the selection of the programs used in this
study so that their effect on the calculation
of these measures is minimised. This was
done by selecting the programs such as to
cover a range of different applications. Fur-
thermore, in each program, it was ensured
that all the operators being investigated, that
is all the mutation operators used in Mothra,
with the exception ofdsa operator, are ap-
plicable. The decision to exclude data state-
ment alterations operator (dsa) from this
investigation was motivated by its infrequent
use in practice and non-applicability in most
programming languages other than Fortran.

The empirical subsumption relation be-
tween two mutation operators seeks to mea-
sure the contribution made by the mutants of
one operator to the assembly of a test set that
is mutation adequate for the mutants of the
other operator. Subsumption is a convenient
term for 100% partial strength. For example,
a mutation operatori is said to empirically
subsume another operatorj if test cases as-
sembled to achieve adequacy for the mutants
of i are adequate for the mutants of operator
j.

Table I lists the complete set of muta-
tion operators used by the Mothra mutation
tool[8]. Detailed descriptions can be found
in [9]. Each mutation operator is represented
by a three-letter acronym. Referring to Ta-
ble I, the Mothra mutation operators can be
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Mut. Op. Description

aar array reference for array reference replacement
abs absolute value insertion
acr array reference for constant replacement
aor arithmetic operator replacement
asr array reference for scalar variable replacement
car constant for array reference replacement
cnr comparable array name replacement
crp constant replacement
csr constant for scalar variable replacement
der DO statement END replacement
dsa DATA statement alterations
glr GOTO label replacement
lcr logical connector replacement
ror relational operator replacement
rsr RETURN statement replacement
san statment analysis
sar scalar variable for array reference replacement
scr scalar for constant replacement
sdl statement deletion
src sourrce constant replacement
svr scalar variable replacement
uoi unary operator insertion

TABLE I
MOTHRA MUTATION OPERATORS

divided into three broad classes, depending
upon whether they effect operands, oper-
ators or statements as a whole[9]. These
classes are statement analysis (san, sdl, rsr,
glr and der), predicate and domain analy-
sis (abs, aor, ror, lcr, uoi, crp, and dsa),
and coincidental correctness (svr, aar, acr,
asr, car, csr, sar, scr, src, and cnr). Each
class corresponds to a particular kind of
tests. For example, by constructing test cases
that kill mutants generated by the state-
ment analysis class, the tester performs tra-
ditional statement analysis tests (testing that
all statements are executed and that every

statement is not redundant, for example).
The predicate and domain analysis class
can be used to create test data to exercise
all predicate boundaries and data domains.
Using the coincidental correctness analysis
class provides test data that, as might be
expected, attempts to eliminate coincidental
correctness errors. Under this kind of error,
the outcome of a test is as expected but the
fact that the outcome is correct is a coinci-
dence, a fault is present but not revealed by
the test. For example, the statementsa+ 2,
a ∗ 2 and a ∗ ∗2 will all produce the same
result fora = 2.
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IV. T HE EXPERIMENT

The objective of the experiment reported
in this paper is to measure the partial
strength of every mutation operator used in
the Mothra mutation system[8] over all other
operators. The experiment also investigates
the subsumption relation that may exist be-
tween various mutation operators.

A. Experimental Programs

The experiments used a sample of 4 pro-
grams, Brief descriptions of which are given
below1.

FINDCNT This program is a modified
version of FIND subroutine developed by
DeMillo, Lipton, and Sayward [4] for par-
titioning an integer array. The original pro-
gram was modified and renamedFINDCNT.
This modified version, in addition to the
function of the original program, it counts
the elements of the input array that lie within
a specific range and stores the result in a
variable.

SORT This program[10] executes a selec-
tion sort using a pointer. It takes as input an
array X. The arrayX is sorted, smallest to
largest, and is not destroyed. The program
was modified such that the squares of all el-
ements of arrayX are computed and stored,
according to their values, in ascending order
in an arrayZ.

MInv This program[10] computes the in-
verse of the squareN by N matrix A. If the
matrix has no inverse, the program termi-
nates.

1Source listings of all the programs are available
from the author.

BANKER This function[11] is a deadlock
avoidance algorithm for processes compet-
ing for resources.

B. Adequate test set generation

In this study, the automatic test data
generator tool, Godzilla[12], was used to
generate as many of the required test cases
as it was able to; before resorting to gener-
ating test cases by hand. The method used
to generate mutation adequate test data in
this study, however, differs than that used
in all previous studies. Methods used in
previous studies[13], [3], [14], [15], [11] do
not guarantee non-redundant test sets. Test
sets are generated sequentially by including
any test case that kills any as yet unkilled
mutant. A test case is discarded if it does
not distinguish at least one non-equivalent
mutant. If a test case is retained there is no
attempt to establish if the previous test cases
are still necessary since once a new test case
is included, previously included test cases
may become redundant.

To avoid any affects on the results of
this investigation that may be caused by
redundant test cases, the same algorithm,
developed by the author in [16] for gen-
erating non-redundant test sets, is used in
this investigation. Figure 1 shows the re-
dundancy elimination algorithm. A rigorous
description of this algorithm can be found
in[16].

C. Experiment method

For each of the programs selected for
the experiment, the following steps were
performed.

1) Each mutation operatori, i=1, . . ., 21,
was applied toP, to identify the sets
of mutantsMia, and the correspond-
ing sets of non-equivalent mutantsMi ,
hence also the setsMA andM.
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t

Generate a mutation adequate test set     T

tDelete     from T

Fig. 1. Flow chart for eliminating redundancy from a mutation adequate test set

2) A mutation-adequate non-redundant
test setT was generated for program
P.

3) For each setMi , i=1, . . ., 21, adequate
non-redundant test data set was gen-
erated. In an attempt to eliminate any
bias that could be introduced in the
generation of a particular test data set,
a sample of 31 randomly generated
adequate non-redundant test data sets,
T1

i , T2
i , . . ., T31

i , was generated for
each mutation operatori.

4) For each mutation operator used in the
Mothra mutation systemi, i=1, . . .,

21:
The partial strength of the mutation
operatori over all other operatorsj,
where j=1, . . ., 21 and j 6= i, was
calculated as the mean partial strength
over 31 trials.

Si,j =
#killedBy(Mj ,Ti)

#Mj

where#killedBy(Mj ,Ti)=
1
31

∑31

j=1
#killedBy(Mj ,T

j
i )

The overall partial strength of each
mutation operator over other operators
was then computed as the average
value obtained for all four programs.
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V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. The partial strength

The results obtained from the partial
strength experiment is shown in Table II.
All data in this table are rounded to two
digits. Table II shows the average partial
strength of each mutation operator (average
over 31 trials), used in the Mothra mutation
system, over every other mutation operator,
for all of the experimental programs, FIND-
CNT, SORT, MInv and BANKER. In this
table, the partial strength of each mutation
operator appearing in the first column, with
respect to each other operator listed along
the top row, is given in the corresponding
row-column intersection. The symbol ‘−’
indicates 100% partial strength. From the
obtained results, the following observations
can be made:

• Previous results on the strength of in-
dividual mutation operators[16] have
shown thatTi will kill many mutants
other thanMi but have not shown if
these other mutants belong to only a
few operators or are spread over all op-
erators. From the results shown in the
Table II it can be seen that the partial
strength of each mutation operator over
all other operators, i.e., the average
strength of a test set that is adequate
for one mutation operator on other op-
erators, is quite high. It is important to
note that a conservative approach was
adopted in measuring mutation opera-
tors’ partial strength. The decision in
this experiment to use non-redundant
test data sets, led to test data sets 50%
smaller than what would normally have
been generated in practice. As a conse-
quence, test sets generated in practice
would normally be of a higher mutant
killing rate than the test sets used in
this experiment.

• The partial strength of a mutation op-
erator over other operators has been
found to be more influenced by the
program under test than the test cases
used. However, there is a little variation
in the ranking of mutation operators, in
terms of their partial strength, between
different programs. For example, the
mutation operatorsuoi, svr, and abs,
in respective order, are found to be
of the highest partial strength, andlcr
is of lowest partial strength in almost
all programs. This suggests that partial
strength relation between various muta-
tion operators is to some extent a robust
property.

• The partial strength of mutation oper-
ators measured for the BANKER pro-
gram is relatively much lower than that
obtained for the other programs FIND-
CNT, SORT, and MInv. This is due to
the fact that BANKER is a function
program unit where its outputs are re-
stricted to one of the two logic values; 0
and 1, and such programs with high do-
main/range ratio typically have a high
information loss and are generally more
difficult to test[17], [18], [19], [20].

• The results show that, among the
Mothra mutation operators, the unary
insertion operatoruoi has the highest
partial strength over all other opera-
tors and is essential for achieving full
mutation coverage in all experimental
programs. Other operators that have a
relatively high partial strength areabs,
svr, acr, crp, scr, asr, ror, aor, and
csr in respective order. The results also
show that the logical connector replace-
ment operatorlcr is of the lowest par-
tial strength. Other mutation operators
with a relatively low partial strength are
rsr, san, sar, der, glr, car, src, cnr, aar,
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andsdl.

The conclusion that can be reached from
these results is that the average partial
strength of mutation operators, over a num-
ber of programs and large number of test
sets, is very high. i.e, a test set generated
to detect one type of fault is expected to
reveal a much broader class of faults. This
provides strong evidence of the coupling-
effect hypothesis in a more general sense,
and thus increases our confidence in fault-
based testing as viable technique for soft-
ware testing.

Table III shows the average standard de-
viation percentage of the partial strength
of mutation operators (over 31 trials) for
all experimental programs. This table show
that the average standard deviation of the
partial strength of a mutation operator on
other operators has been found to be rela-
tively small. In fact, the standard deviation
of mutation operators’ partial strength is
even much smaller with the exclusion of the
BANKER program. An interesting observa-
tion, however, is that the partial strength of
mutation operators that are of high strength
relative to full mutation, likeuoi, svr, abs
and acr [16] for example, are the least
effected by the program under test or the
test cases used.

B. Empirical subsumption between muta-
tion operators

1) Subsumption hierarchy:The average
subsumption hierarchies for all mutation op-
erators used in the Mothra mutation sys-
tem, for all experimental programs (over 31
trials), are shown in Figure 2. This figure
is deduced from the corresponding average
partial strength results shown in Table II.
In this figure, an arrow from a mutation
operatori to another mutation operatorj on
the subsumption graph, resembling a ‘−’

on the partial strength table, indicates that
operator i subsumes operatorj. A muta-
tion operator that does not have a parent
operator, is not subsumed entirely by any
other operator and may therefore be essen-
tial for achieving full mutation adequacy.
The subsumption relation between mutation
operators, however, is almost transitive, i.e.
a mutation operator at any level on the
hierarchy graph subsumes all of its child
operators that lie below that level on the
graph. Violations of the transitive relation
are indicated by dotted lines. A dotted line
between two operators indicates that the
particular operator at the lower end of the
line is not entirely subsumed by the operator
at the higher end of the line. Labelled arrows
apply only to operators attached to arrow.

From analysis of the subsumption relation
graphs, deduced for each of the experimental
programs, and the average mutation oper-
ators’ subsumption hierarchy, for all pro-
grams (over31 test trials), shown in Figure 2,
the following observations can be made:

• The subsumption relation between mu-
tation operators varies to some extent
with the test program. This is due
to the influence of the test program
and test data on mutation operators’
strength[16]. For some mutation oper-
ators, however, the subsumption power
is slightly influenced by the test pro-
gram. For example, the mutation op-
erators that have a high subsumption
power, appearing at the top of the sub-
sumption graphs, likeuoi andabs, and
the mutation operators that have a low
subsumption power, appearing at the
bottom of the subsumption graphs, like
der andlcr are the least effected by the
test program.

• The results show that, for all exper-
imental programs, only a few muta-
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tion operators are actually required to
achieve a full mutation adequacy. The
set of mutation operators sufficient for
achieving full mutation adequacy are
uoi, abs, acr, crp, andscr. Notice that
the theuoi mutation operator has been
found to be essential, for achieving full
mutation adequacy, for all programs.

• The average mutation operators’ sub-
sumption hierarchy, for all programs
(over31 test trials), shown in Figure 2,
shows that, for all programs consid-
ered, the mutation operatorsuoi, abs,
acr, crp, scr, asr, ror, svr, andsar are
the only operators that may contribute
to the quality of mutation assembled
test data. Each of the remaining mu-
tation operatorslcr, rsr, san, der, glr,
car, src, cnr, csr, aar, aor, and sdl
is subsumed by one or more of the
above mutation operators and is there-
fore very likely to be redundant. In fact,
the mutation operatorsror, svr, and
asr are also redundant, since each of
these operators is subsumed by one or
more operators in all the subsumption
relation graphs. The reason that they
are shown with no parent operators in
Figure 2 is that none of these opera-
tors is subsumed entirely by the same
operator in all the three programs.

• Function programs are more difficult
to test and often requires many more
operators, to achieve a subsumption
cover, than other programs with lower
domain/range ratio. This suggests that
mutation analysis may not be a cost-
effective technique to consider when
testing function program units. Never-
theless, the rank of mutation operators
w.r.t. their subsumption power is rea-
sonably consistent.

In this paper, however, a mutation oper-

ator is identified as redundant only if it is
subsumed by at least one operator and this
is the same operator for all the programs
considered, and for all 31 trials of each pro-
gram. This is a very stringent requirement,
and only few of the mutation operators,uoi,
abs, acr, crp, scr, ror, svr, asr, andcsr that
are identified as non-redundant in Figure 2,
are likely to be sufficient for achieving a full
mutation adequacy. The majority are likely
to be redundant for the following reasons:

• The identification of a mutation opera-
tor being redundant is based on whether
the operator is subsumed entirely by
one operator only. The case where a
mutation operator may be subsumed
jointly by two or more other opera-
tors has not been considered. This is
likely to result in a much smaller set
of mutation operators that are identi-
fied as redundant with respect to the
stringent criteria than the actual redun-
dant set in practice with a typical pro-
gram. Consider, for example, theuoi
mutation operator. The average partial
strength of theuoi operator, as shown
in Table II, over all other operators,
except for the theabs, is greater than
or equal to 0.96, a very high percent-
age. This means that theuoi mutation
operator alone will leave a very small
percentage, (0.0−0.04%), of the mu-
tants of all mutation operators alive.
Now, consider the operators,abs, acr,
crp, and scr in the respective order.
Each of these mutation operators, as
shown in Table II, also has a very high
partial strength against all other muta-
tion operators. However, the results of
the subsumption experiment show that
considering the individual subsumption
power of each mutation operator alone,
the mutation operatorsuoi, abs, acr,
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Fig. 2. Average of mutation operators’ subsumption hierarchy (all programs)

crp, and scr are sufficient to subsume
all other mutation operators, and hence
achieving a full mutation coverage for
almost all the experimental programs.
This suggests that, considering the cu-
mulative subsumption power of a few
selected mutation operators over each
of the remaining operators, these few, if
selected from the setuoi, abs, acr, crp,
andscr are likely to subsume all other
mutation operators and are therefore
the only operators necessary to achieve
a full mutation coverage.

• The identification of a mutation opera-
tor being redundant is based on whether
the mutation operator is 100% sub-
sumed. Mutants that are almost sub-
sumed, are not considered to be re-
dundant. Figure 3 shows the average
subsumption relation between mutation

operators for the three experimental
programs FINDCNT, SORT, and MInv,
with a subsumption threshold of 99%.
This figure shows that only 4 mutation
operators, in contrast to 9 operators in
Figure 2, are sufficient to achieve a
subsumption cover for the 22 mutation
operators used in the Mothra mutation
system.

• The decision in this experiment to use
non-redundant test data sets, is likely
to result in test data sets of much
smaller sizes than what would have
been normally generated in practice. As
a consequence, test sets generated in
practice would normally be of a higher
mutant killing rate than the test sets
used in this experiment.

To summarise, the data indicates that of
the 22 mutation operators used in the Mothra
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Fig. 3. Average of mutation operators’ subsumption hierarchy (all programs) (99% Subsumption)

mutation system, the five mutation operators
uoi, abs, acr, crp, andscr in that order are
the most important mutation operators, and
are likely to be sufficient to achieve full
mutation adequacy. A plot graph showing
the strength against the relative cost, and the
preference of using each of the five mutation
operators is shown in Figure 4.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results reported in this paper sup-
port the coupling effect hypothesis in a
far broader sense than has been previously
studied [1], [2], [3]. The coupling effect hy-
pothesis states that test data sets that detect
simple types of faults are sensitive enough

to detect more complex types of faults. In
all previous studies[1], [2], [3], however,
complex faults have always been consid-
ered to be combinations of simple faults. In
addition, the test data used were such that
they were able to kill each component of
the complex fault. The definition of complex
faults to mean multiple mutations is a rather
restrictive definition. The main concern in
these previous studies was to investigate
masking between simple software faults and
not coupling in general. i.e., to examine
whether simple faults considered by a mu-
tation system mask each other, and although
the results reported from these investigations
have convincingly demonstrated that mask-
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Fig. 4. The subset of mutation operators sufficient for full mutation coverage

ing is rare, it is still by no means clear that
this factor alone explains the effectiveness
of fault-based testing. In contrast, this paper
considers a far more general interpretation
for complex faults to mean other faults of
different types.

The results of the experiments reported
in this paper show that different types of
faults are coupled in the sense that a test
set generated to detect one type of fault is
very effective at detecting faults of different
type. The experiments have been performed
on 21 mutation operators used the Mothra
mutation system[8]. In these experiments, a
sample of 31 non-redundant mutation ade-
quate test set has been generated for each
mutation operator, and mutants generated by
each of the other 20 operators were executed

on each of these test sets. The results of this
experiment show that the average strength of
a test set that is adequate for one mutation
operatori, on other operatorsj, is very high.
In fact, test sets that are mutation adequate
for some mutation operators likeuoi, abs,
svr, were found to be almost adequate with
respect to all other mutation operators. The
results also show that the strength of an
operator against other operators is very little
influenced by the test cases used. Clearly,
the results of these experiments support a
very general form of the coupling effect
hypothesis and suggests that a test data set
that can reveal one type of faults in a given
program is actually capable of revealing a
much broader class of different types of
faults in the same program. This goes a long
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way towards explaining the effectiveness of
mutation testing.

An important result that can be reported
in this paper is that focus to detect simple
faults, faults that can be fixed by a single
change in an expression or program state-
ment, is an effective approach for testing
software. In mutation testing for example,
a test case that can reveal a simple fault
that is introduced by simple syntactic change
to an expression or a statement in the test
program is likely to be of high quality, and is
expected to reveal a high percentage of other
faults that my occur in the same statement or
execution path of that fault. The domain of
test cases that would cause a single simple
fault in the test program to manifest itself
at the program output is often small, and
therefore, the requirement to detect a single
simple fault in a program forces the tester to
generate a sensitive test case that would be
difficult to generate otherwise. The results
obtained from the experiments reported in
this paper provides an empirical evidence
that supports this, and show that test sets
that are generated to detect a simple type of
fault is in practice capable of detecting other
types of faults.

The results of the subsumption experi-
ment support the results obtained from ear-
lier studies[21], [11] to suggest a consid-
erable amount of redundancy in the mu-
tation operators used in the Mothra tool.
Specifically, the results indicate that most of
the mutation operators used in the Mothra
mutation system do not contribute to the
quality of mutation assembled test data.
Only 5 mutation operators are likely to be
sufficient to subsume the entire set of the
Mothra mutation operators. The 5 mutation
operators areuoi, which inserts unary op-
erators in front of expressions,abs, which
forces each arithmetic expression to take on

the value 0, a positive value and a negative
value,acr, which replaces constants by ar-
ray references,crp, which emulates domain
perturbation testing andscr, which replaces
constants by scalar variables. From the re-
sults of the author’s work on establishing the
cost and strength of all mutation operators
used in the Mothra mutation tool[16], these
5 operators when applied incrementally ac-
count to only 6.2% of the total cost required
in previous implementation of mutation test-
ing. This result is a major step forward
towards making mutation testing a viable
technique.

The results of the experiments performed
to establish the partial strength and sub-
sumption power of various mutation oper-
ators also show that among all the muta-
tion operators used in the Mothra muta-
tion tool[8], The uoi mutation operator is
likely to be the most useful operator to
use in practice not only because of its high
subsumption power over all other operators
but also it has been found to be essential
for achieving full mutation adequacy in all
of the experimental programs considered.
Another important observation that can be
made from the results reported in this pa-
per is that programs types that have small
output domain like function programs have
typically a high information loss and there-
fore mutation analysis may not be a cost-
effective technique to consider when testing
programs of this type.

The results reported in this paper are
very encouraging to software testers and
researchers in the sense that by focusing on
a restricted class of faults, one can have a
high expectation to detect a much broader
class of other faults as well. This increases
confidence in fault-based techniques as vi-
able approach for software testing, not only
because of the types of faults it is guaranteed
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to eliminate, but probably more importantly
for the many other types of faults it is likely
to detect.
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Abstract- This paper presents a comparison of five proposed negative differential 

resistance (NDR) GaAs voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) for UHF applications. 

The VCO circuits are based on the classical BJT current mirrors (CMs). The 

mathematical models of the proposed VCOs are developed and the start-up condition 

is determined. The VCOs comparison is conducted using a figure of merit, which is 

dependent on the phase noise, total harmonic distortion and power consumption. The 

VCOs characteristics were simulated by ADS 2008 program. The designed and 

implemented 275.8-MHz oscillator draws 4.2 mA from a 3.3 V power supply and 

generates low-noise low-distortion signal. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

     The VCOs are critical building blocks in 

all modern communication transceivers and 

synthesized radio frequency signal 

generators. A considerable amount of 

publications has  

been devoted to a GaAs FET microwave 

oscillators [1] – [6]. Most of these 

oscillators have the Colpitts or the Clapp 

topology. 

 

These oscillators are related to the class of 

negative impedance oscillators having 

negative real part in the input impedance 

[6], [7], [8]. Another class of microwave 

oscillators is based on the tunnel and Gunn 

diodes [9], [10], which have an NDR region 

in the N-type I-V characteristics. Locating  

 

 

 

 

the operating point in the NDR region 

results in creating a negative resistance 

induced into the tank circuit for 

compensating its losses. The N-type I-V 

characteristics can be obtained artificially 

by using an electronic circuit, which 

generally consists of a FET with negative 

gate source voltage and a CM [11]. This 

paper analyses five GaAs FET VCOS with 

different BJT CMs. The VSOs` 

performance characteristics are simulated 

by ADS 2008 program. By using the 

proposed figure of merit (FOM) the best 

configuration is selected. The theoretical 
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outlines are verified by implementing a 

275.8MHz FET oscillator. 

 

2. VCO Architecture 

 

     The generalized VCO circuit is shown in 

Fig. 1. 

The CM supplies almost equal currents IIN 

and IOUT to the drain of GaAs FET Q1 and 

to ground. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Generalized NDR GaAs FET VCO circuit 

 

 

 

The resistors R1 and R2, transistor Q1 and C 

provide an N-type characteristic of the 

current It versus voltage VCC. The CM can 

be based on matched p-n-p BJTS or p-

channel enhancement MOSFETs. In this 

paper we consider only BJT CMs. The 

VCO tank circuit consists of a RF coil L 

and two contrary connected varactor diodes 

VD1 and VD2. The resistor Rctrl isolates the 

dc control voltage line, Vctrl, from the VCO 

tank. Small capacitors C1 and C2 are used 

for reducing the phase noise level and 

harmonic distortions. 

 

3. Description 

 

     The negative differential resistance is 

obtained between points a and b. As the 

voltage VCC increases from zero, the CM 

and transistor Q1 are cut off. And the 

terminal current It is determined by the 

Ohm’s law 

21

2
RR

V
II CC

t


  

Until VCC equals   
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2

21
1

R

RR
VV INCC




(1) 

transistor Q1 is cut off. This region is 

indicated by curve OA in Fig. 2. At about 

voltage VCC1, transistor Q1 turns ON and 

enters ohmic region because VDS is very 

small, where VIN is the CM input voltage 

which turns it ON and VDS is the voltage 

between drain and source of Q1.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Typical I-V characteristics of the 

VCO circuit 

 

Since Q1 operates in the ohmic region then  

                     
                         

PGSDS VVV                      (2) 

 

where VGS is the gate-source voltage of Q1 

and VP is the pinch off voltage of Q1. 

   Applying the Kirchoff voltage law to the 

circuit of Fig.1 gives 

 

             
11RIVVV DSINCC             (3) 

                

              022  RIVV DSIN    (4) 

                      

                       INIII  21            (5) 

 

where IIN is the CM input current. 

   From (3), (4) and (5) we find that 

 

     ININCCDS VRRI
RR

R
VV 


 21

21

2  (6) 

 
Combining (6) with equation 

 

GSDSINCC VVVV   

 
we find that 

 

           21

21

1 RRI
RR

RV
V IN

CC
GS 


       (7) 

 
Applying the KCL to the node a in the 

circuit of Fig.1, the terminal current It can 

be found as 

 

        

2121

2

RR

V
I

RR

RI
I CC

OUT
IN

t





        (8) 

 
where IOUT is the CM output current. 

   The current IOUT is a function of the input 

current IIN. 

   Substituting VDS and VGS from (6) and (7) 

into (2) we obtain that in the ohmic region 

of Q1 

PINCC VVV   

 
As VCC is increased further, transistor Q1 

enters the saturation region where 

 

                     
PGSDS VVV                   (9) 

Substituting VDS and VGS from (6) and (7) 

into (9) results in the following inequality 

 

PINCC VVV   
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The threshold voltage VCC2 is in the vicinity 

of the boundary between the ohmic and 

saturation regions of Q1, that is 

                     
PINCC VVV 2

              (10) 

 

Thus, the I-V characteristic has a positive 

slope between voltages VCC1 and VCC2. 

From equations (1) and (10) follows that for 

reducing the interval of power supply 

voltages, where the I-V characteristic has 

positive slope, the CM input voltage, VIN, 

must be as small as possible. As VCC is 

increased further, the current IIN, which is 

the drain current of Q1, decreases due to 

increasing the negative voltage VGS. And 

this drop in current IIN exceeds the rise in 

current I2. Hence, the terminal current It 

begins to decrease as the voltage VCC is 

raised. 

   This is negative resistance region shown 

in Fig.2 as line BC. 

   As VCC is increased further, eventually the 

decrease in currents IIN and IOUT becomes 

equal to the increase of current I2, that is 

 

02

21

2 



CCCC
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CC
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t

dV

dI

dV

dI

dV

dI

RR

R

dV
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Since  212 1 RRdVdI cc  , then 

 

CC

OUT

CC

IN

CC dV

dI
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R

RRdV
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21

2

21

2 1  

 

Assuming for simplicity that IOUT = IIN in 

last equation gives 

 

1

1

RdV

dI

CC

IN 

 

 

Thus, the threshold voltage VCC3 is very 

much dependent on the value of resistor R1. 

The smaller values of R1 correspond to the 

greater values of VCC3. This voltage, VCC3, is 

shown as the valley point C in Fig. 2. 

   Any further increase of VCC results in 

increasing the terminal current It. For 

VCC>VCC3, the current It is due to the 

current I2 and the decreasing currents IIN 

and IOUT. The currents IIN and IOUT become 

zero when the gate-source voltage, GSV , of 

transistor Q1 exceeds the corresponding 

pinch-off voltage, PV , that is 

 

  PCCGS VRRRVV  211  

 

and finally 

 

                  121 RRRVV PCC          

(11) 

 

From (11) follows that  
               

                1213 RRRVV PCC          (12) 

 

Supposing 21 RR  , we obtain from (12) 

that 

 123 RRVV PCC   

 

The last inequality shows that the valley 

voltage, VCC3, is also dependent on the 

pinch-off voltage VP and the resistance 2R . 

 

4. VCO Circuits 

 

     The VCO of Fig. 1 can be implemented 

with different CMs. As is well known [12], 

the CMs have different input voltage (VIN), 

output resistance (RO), dependence of IOUT 

versus IIN, and bandwidth. These 
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parameters may affect the VCO operation. 

That is why the performance characteristics 

of the VCOs with different CMs will be 

compared by using the proposed FOM. 

Figure 3 shows the VCOs with the most 

frequently used CMs. These CMs were 

chosen regarding circuit simplicity, 

accuracy, and proximity their 

characteristics to the ideal values. The 

simplest configuration is shown in Fig. 

3(a). It uses a simple current mirror (SCM) 

[12]. For this VCO configuration equations 

(8) and (10) are represented as 

 

  

2121

2

2
1

RR

VI

RR

R
II CC

F

IN
INt













 (13) 

                        
PEBCC VVV 2

          (14) 

 

where βF is a p-n-p transistor current gain. 

To reduce the dependence of the terminal 

current It versus βF, the SCM with beta 

helper (SCMB) [12] is used in the VCO 

circuit of Fig. 3(b). For this VCO circuit it 

can easily be proved that 

 

 
2121

2

1

2
1

RR

VI

RR

R
II CC

FF

IN
INt














 

(15) 

                        

                  
PEBCC VVV  22

              (16) 

 

Comparing (16) with (14), we find that the 

threshold voltage VCC2 is increased by one 

diode drop in the circuit of Fig. 3(b). 

   The VCO circuit with the cascode current 

mirror (CCM) is shown in Fig. 3(c). As is 

well known [12], the CCM achieves much 

higher output resistance compared to the 

SCM and SCMB. It can easily be shown 

that equation (8) is now represented as 

 

21

2

21

2

24
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(17)

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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(e) 

 

Fig. 3. VCO circuits: (a) with SCM, (b) with SCMB, (c) with CCM, (d) with WCM, (e) 

with IWCM 

 

Since VIN = 2VEB, the threshold voltage VCC2 

is calculated by equation (16). 

   The basic Wilson current mirror (WCM) 

has in contrast to the CCM, much less 

dependence of IOUT from βF and 

approximately the same output resistance 

[12]. The VCO with incorporated WCM is 

shown in Fig. 3(d). The terminal current, It, 

is given by 
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2 1
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R
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CEMCEM

FF

ININt









 

















  (18) 

where VCEM1 and VCEM3 are the collector-

emitter voltages of transistors QM1 and 

QM3, VA is the Early voltage. 

   As in the case of the VCO with CCM, the 

threshold voltage VCC2 is given by (16). 

   In Fig. 3(e) is shown the VCO with 

improved Wilson current mirror (IWCM). 

Introduction of a new diode-connected 

transistor QM4 equalizes the collector-

emitter voltages VCEM1 and VCEM3 [12], so 

that equation (18) is now represented as 

21

2

21

2

22

2
1

RR

V

I
RR

R
II

CC

FF

ININt





















 (19) 

It should be pointed out, that if F  

then the terminal current, as it follows from 

(14), (15), (17), and (19), reduces to 

       

2121

21
RR

V

RR

R
II CC

INt












     (20) 

Since current IIN is the drain current of 

transistor Q1, IIN = ID, then (20) can be 

rewritten as 

       

2121

21
RR

V

RR

R
II CC

Dt












     (21) 

From (21) follows that for large values of 

βF (βF >> 1) the terminal current, It, 

depends only on the resistor values, power 
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supply voltage and drain current of GaAs 

transistor Q1. 

   For case when R2 >> R1 equation (21) 

reduces to 

                       

21

2
RR

V
II CC

Dt


             (22) 

As seen from (21) and (22), the drain 

current, ID, must be modeled in terms of 

circuit parameters for calculating the 

terminal current, It. 

 

5. DC Drain Current Modeling 

 

5.1. Analytical Modeling 

 

     For the purpose of modeling the GaAs 

FETs, many models are available. The 

following three models are the most 

popular with computer aided design tools: 

the Curtice, the Statz, and the TOM 

(TriQuint’s Own Model) [13].   

   The Curtice model defines the drain 

current in the saturation region with respect 

to the drain-source and gate-source voltages 

as follows [14]: 

 

        DSDSPGSD VVVVI  tanh1
2

   

(23) 

where β, λ, and α are the model parameters; 

β is the transconductance, α is the tanh 

constant, and λ is the channel length 

modulation coefficient. 

   Substituting VDS and VGS from (6) and     

(7) into (23) gives
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 (24) 

 

 

As in the case of the Curtice approximation, 

drain current of Q1 is a nonlinear function 

of the Curtice model parameters and the 

VCO circuit parameters. The voltage VIN, 

included to equation (24), is determined as 

VIN = VEB for the VCO circuit of Fig. 3(a) 

and as VIN = 2VEB for the rest of the VCO 

circuits. The current ID as a function of VCC 

can be found numerically by solving the 

nonlinear equation (24). Then, by 

substituting ID into equation (21), the 

terminal current It can be calculated.  

   The Statz static model is a modification 

of the Curtice model by means of replacing 

the hyperbolic tangent function with a 

polynomial approximation. In the saturation 

region the Statz drain current equation is 

given by [15] 
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(26) 
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As in the case of the Curtice approximation, 

the drain current, ID, is found numerically 

by solving equation (26) and, then, the 

terminal current It is calculated by using 

equation (21). 

   The TOM    is popular  e ause it fits the dc 

behavior of a GaAs FET accurately. The 

exponent in the expression (VGS – VP)
2
 is 

changed from a constant 2 to the variable 

Q, so that the drain current is represented as 

[16] 

 

where B is the doping profile parameter. 

Substituting VDS and VGS from (6) and (7) 

into (25) finally results in the following 

equation: 

                   

DSDO

DO
D

VI

I
I




1
             (27) 

 

where 

 

                   QPGSDO VVI             (28) 

The parameter δ in equation (27) is used for 

modeling the decreased drain conductance 

at low gate-source biases. 

Substituting VDS and VGS from (6) and (7) 

into (27) and (28) results in the following 

equations: 
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Again, substituting ID from (29) into (21) 

the terminal current, It, can be calculated. 

 

5.2. Simulation Results 

 

     In order to evaluate the validity of the 

VCO I–V characteristics analytical 

modeling, some simulations were made. All 

simulations were carried out using 

Agilent’s ATF-33143 PHEMT and 

BFT92W p-n-p BJTs for the IWCM. The 

resistor values of R1 and R2 were selected to 

 e 0.25kΩ and 2kΩ respe tively. 

   The simulated by MULTISIM the I-V 

characteristics of the VCO are shown in 

Fig. 4 by a thin line. The thick line in the 

NDR region corresponds to the theoretical 

approximations made by using the Curtice 

and Statz models, and the TOM. As seen 

from Fig. 4, a very good agreement exists 

between the simulated and the theoretical 

results in the NDR region of the VCO I-V 

characteristics. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The VCO I-V characteristics: thin 

line corresponds to the simulated 

characteristics; thick line corresponds to the 

theoretical characteristics  

 

   Therefore, any of the three obtained 

equations (24), (26) and (29) can be used 

for modeling the drain current of transistor 

Q1 in the NDR region of the VCO I-V 

characteristics. 
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6. Start-up Condition 

 

     Since the VCO operating point is 

selected in the NDR region, the VCO 

electronic circuit can be represented as a 

small-signal negative resistance  

(Rneg < 0), which is connected in parallel 

with the tank circuit as shown in Fig. 5, 

where Lr  and rvar are, respectively, the coil 

and the varactor diode ac resistance, 1i  and 

2i are, respectively, the current in the 

inductive and capacitive branches. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The VCO tank circuit with a small-

signal negative resistance created by the 

electronic circuit 

 

The capacitance C is represented as 

 

              
par

VV

VV C
CC

CC
C 




21

21            (30) 

 

where CV1 and CV2 are the capacitances of 

varactors VD1 and VD2, and Cpar is the 

parasitic capacitance of the VCO electronic 

circuit including the inter-connect 

capacitance. 

   The negative differential resistance is 

defined as 

 

                      

1













CC

t
neg

dV

dI
R           (31) 

where the terminal current, It, is determined 

by equation (21). 

   For determining the start-up condition, we 

write the following Kirchhoff`s equations 

for the circuit of Fig. 5: 
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C
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where uR is the voltage across Rneg. 

Combining the set of equations (32)-(34) 

results in the following differential 

equation: 
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(35) 

where uL is the voltage across inductor L. 

Eq. (35) can finally be represented as 

 

           0212
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where 
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Equation (36) describes the voltage 

 tuL across the coil. As is well known 

[17], the amplitude of voltage  tuL will 

rise if coefficient 01 a . From (37) 

follows that the denominator of coefficient 

1a  is negative because in most of practical 

cases varrRneg  . Therefore, to make 

coefficient 1a  negative, the numerator in 

equation (37) must be positive, that is  

 

         0varvar  rrRCrCrL LnegL
  (38)                                                             

 

After some manipulations inequality (38) is 

represented as 

 

          
  L

L

neg rr
rrC

L
R var

var




      (39) 

 

If varactors VD1 and VD2 are matched then 

VVV CCC  21 and equation (30) 

reduces to 

 

                    
parV CCC  5.0            (40) 

 

In this case, the total losses in two varactors 

are given by  

                          Vrr 2var                    (41) 

 

Substituting (40) and (41) into (39) results 

in the following start-up condition: 

 

  
 LV

LVparV

neg rr
rrCC

L
R 2

25.0



  

 

   The values of resistors R1 and R2 are 

selected to satisfy the derived start-up 

condition.  

 

7. Figure of Merit 

      

     A figure of merit defines a quantity used 

for comparing the performance of different 

VCOs. The FOMs are most helpful for the 

VCO designers since they combine the 

most important performance characteristics 

in one integrated function. The well-known 

FOMs include such VCO characteristics as 

phase noise and power consumption [18], 

[19]. Unfortunately, these FOMs are not 

sensitive to the total harmonic distortion 

(THD) of the generated sinusoidal signal, 

which is a measure of the VCO energy at 

harmonics of the oscillation frequency. The 

FOM used in this paper in addition includes 

the THD, because experimentally it was 

found that an improvement in phase noise 

can be reached at the expense of increasing 

the power of higher harmonics. 

   The FOM is defined as 

 
 

THD
P

f

f
fLFOM

dis

o

N

log20
mW1

log10

log20log10






















    

 

where  fLN   is the single-sideband 

phase noise at an offset frequency f from 

the central frequency of with a 

measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz, Pdis is the 

VCO power dissipation in mWs, THD is 

the total harmonic distortion of the VCO 

output signal. Greater values of the FOM 

represent better VCO performance. The 

FOM is a modification of the FOM 

proposed in [20]. 
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8. Simulation Results 

 

     In order to select the best VCO topology 

out of the five shown in Fig. 3, each VCO 

topology was simulated by ADS 2008 

program. A pseudomorphic hetero-junction 

FET NE3210S01 with L=0.2µm and 

W=160µm was used in all VCOs.  The 

selected FET has super low noise figure of 

0.35dB at f=12GHz. The current mirrors 

were built using a p-n-p BJT BFT92W. The 

SMV1104-34 hyberabrupt junction 

varactors were used in the VCO tank 

circuits. The varactor capacitance is about 

6.5pF at 1V and 2.1pF at 6V reverse diode 

voltage. A 10-nH ACT AIC1210 series 

SMT inductor was also used in all VCO 

tank circuits.  

The values of resistors R1 and R2 were 

chosen to be 0.15kΩ and 2kΩ respe tively. 

The dc operating point was selected in the 

NDR region with VCC=3V for all VCO 

circuits. The values of capacitors C1 and C2 

were adjusted for each VCO configuration 

in such a way that they provided the 

following condition: 

 

    dBdBN
CC

THDL 
21 ,

max  

    

The simulation results are summarized in 

Table 1. Each VCO circuit was simulated 

for two different values of the varactor 

control voltage, Vd=2V and Vd=12V. The 

phase noise was simulated at 1-MHz offset 

frequency from the carrier for each VCO 

circuit. For illustration purposes, below, are 

shown the simulation results for VCOs only 

with SCM and IWCM. 

   Figure 6(a) shows the simulated transient 

and Fig 6(b) the steady-state waveform of 

the VCO with SCM under 2V control 

voltage applied to the cathodes of the 

contrary connected varactors. Figure 6(c) 

shows the amplitude spectrum. In Fig. 6(d) 

are shown the phase and amplitude noise of 

the simulated waveform. As seen from Fig. 

6(d), the amplitude noise level at offset 

frequency 1MHz is 35dBc less than the 

phase noise level. So the main contributor 

to the NDR VCO noise is the phase noise.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 

Fig. 6. The VCO with SCM when VCC=2V, 

C1=8.2pF, C2=4.7pF: (a) transient response, 

(b) steady-state response, (c) amplitude 

spectrum,  

(d) phase noise and amplitude noise 

 

In Fig. 7 are shown the simulation results 

for the VCO with SCM when VCC=12V. 

Comparing the simulation results shown in 

Fig. 6 and 7, we can see that the phase 

noise is less at Vd=2V, but the THD is less 

at Vd=12V. The simulation amplitude is 

greater at Vd=2V. 

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

 
 

(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Fig. 7. The VCO with SCM when 

VCC=12V, C1=8.2pF, and C2=4.7pF: (a) 

steady-state response, (b) amplitude 

spectrum, (c) phase noise 

   The simulation results for the VCO with 

IWCM at Vd=2V and Vd=12V are shown in 

Fig. 8 and 9, respectively. 
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(a) 

 

 
 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 

Fig. 8. The VCO with IWCM when 

VCC=2V, C1=4.7pF, C2=39pF: (a) steady-

state response, (b) amplitude spectrum, (c) 

phase noise 

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

 
 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

Fig. 9. The VCO with IWCM when 

VCC=12V, C1=4.7pF, C2=39pF: (a) steady-

state response, (b) amplitude spectrum, (c) 

phase noise 

                                                   

   As seen from Table 1, the VCO with 

IWCM has the best performance. It has the 

largest value of FOM and what is important 

this value is almost constant in the tuning 

frequency band. The VCO with WCM has 

the same performance as that with IWCM 

at Vd=2V, but less performance at Vd=12V. 

The worst performance has the VCO with 

SCMB. The VCO with CCM has the widest 

tuning frequency range, the smallest THD 

value at Vd=2V, and the smallest power 

consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

Table 1. Summary of VCO optimization

 

The VCO with SCM has the smallest phase 

noise level at Vd=2V. The VCOs with 

WCM and IWCM have almost the same 

phase noise levels.  

     It should be pointed out that if the THD 

was not used in the FOM, like in [18], [19], 

the VCO with SCMB would be better than 

the VCO with IWCM at  

Vd=2V because dBc169SCMBFOM  is 

less than dBc164IWCMFOM . Thus the  

 

 

 

VCO 

Type 

 

minof  

(MHz) 

(Vd=2V) 

 

maxof  

(MHz) 

(Vd=12V) 

 

 

F  

(MHz) 

 

NL  

(dBc) 

 

disP  

(mW) 

 

THD% 

 

FOM 

(dBc) 

Vd 

(2V) 

Vd 

(12V) 

Vd 

(2V) 

Vd 

(12V) 

Vd 

(2V) 

Vd 

(12V) 

SCM 749.8 969.5 219.7 -125.4 -109.5 23.5 4.55 1.65 196 191 

SCMB 725.9 916.1 190.2 -124.8 -110.4 21.4 6.40 6.06 193 181 

CCM 837.7 1152 314.3 -110.4 -115.6 19.7 0.74 5.69 199 189 

WCM 807.8 1107 299.2 -117.3 -119.4 20.3 0.84 2.80 204 198 

IWCM 804.8 1056 251.2 -117.5 -119.1 20.6 0.87 1.48 204 203 
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worst VCO could be the best if the THD 

was not taken into account. 
 
 

 

9. Experimental Results 

 

     The NDR oscillator circuit with IWCM 

and output buffer was designed and 

implemented as shown in the photograph of 

Fig. 10(a). The values of the SMT resistors 

R1 and R2 were, respectively, selected to be 

270Ω and  

2kΩ. NEC’s NE3210S01 Hetero-Junction 

FET was used as an InGaAs transistor. The 

IWCM was constructed using four BFT92 

p-n-p transistors. A 22nH SMT inductor 

ELJRFNJF2 was selected. The ceramic 

SMT capacitors of 2.2pF were used instead 

of varactors. The capacitors C1 and C2 were 

set to 4.7pF and 470pF, respectively. The 

measured I-V characteristic is shown in Fig. 

10(b). The operating point was selected in 

the NDR region at VCCQ=3.3V with 

ItQ=4.2mA. The oscillator was connected to 

a spectrum analyzer R4131C (Advantest) 

through a buffer circuit. The photograph of 

the power spectrum is shown in Fig. 10(c). 

The measured output power is -32.8 dBm 

with 20dB probe attenuation, 4.5dB buffer 

insertion loss and 8.5dB connecting cable 

loss. The measured oscillation frequency is 

275.8MHz.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig. 10. Practical implementation of the 

NDR oscillator circuit with IWCM: (a) 

printed-circuit board; (b) oscillator  I-V 

characteristics; (c) output power spectrum 

over 10MHz span and RBW=30kHz  

 

The measured frequency is about two times 

less than the theoretical value because of 

the parasitic capacitance of the printed 

circuit board and the buffer input 

capacitance. 

10. Conclusions 

 

     A comparative analysis of the NDR 

VCO with five different CMs was 

presented. The generalized VCO circuit 

was described and the break points defining 

the NDR region on the I-V characteristic 

were determined. The terminal current was 

analytically modeled in terms of a CM 

input and output current for each VCO 

circuit. The FET drain current was modeled 

by the Curtice and Statz models, and the 

TOM. From comparing the theoretical 

modeling of the NDR region with the Spice 

simulation follows that all three nonlinear 

GaAs FET models show a very good 
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agreement between the simulated and the 

theoretical results. The start-up condition 

was derived for the NDR VCOs. It allows 

selecting the VCO components for reliable 

start-up on the stage of VCO designing. A 

new FOM was proposed for selecting the 

VCO with the best performance. This FOM 

is sensitive to the VCO phase noise, power 

consumption, tuning frequency range, and 

harmonic distortions. The VCOs with five 

different CMs were simulated and the 

performance characteristics were 

determined. By calculating the FOM for 

each VCO topology it was found that the 

best performance possessed the VCO with 

IWCM. A 275.8-MHz InGaAs FET 

oscillator with IWCM was designed and 

implemented. It draws 4.2 mA from a 3.3 V 

power supply and generates low-noise 

signal. 
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED 
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     Abstract – Two low noise low distortion operational amplifier (OPA) voltage - 

controlled oscillators (VCOs) with minimum number of components are presented. The 

first VCO topology is  

based on the OPA negative impedance converter and the second VCO uses a unity gain 

OPA buffer with a feedback capacitor. The fabricated oscillator circuits operate at, 

respectively, 273.58 MHz and 203.65 MHz. Measurement results demonstrate a single 

sideband phase noise of -119dBc/Hz and –130 dBc/Hz at a 500kHz offset, and the total 

harmonic distortion (THD) of 2.2% and 1.3%, respectively. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

     The VCOs are widely used in modern 

communication and instrumentation systems. 

The use of an OPA as an active device in the 

VCO circuits has the following advantages: it 

is a complete amplifier with high input 

impedance and low output impedance;  

 

the required voltage gain is obtained by using 

maximum two gain-setting resistors; the 

positive feedback is easily introduced around 

the OPA; the VCO design is considerably 

simplified because of easy biasing. However, 

OPA VCOs of the Colpitts and Hartley 

topology require a relatively high voltage 

gain to start-up the oscillation [1], [2]. This  

 

 

 

 

reduces maximum operating frequency due 

to the limited gain-bandwidth product of 

used OPA.  In this paper two OPA VCO 

topologies are proposed, analyzed, and 

designed. The first VCO topology is based 

on the OPA circuit with negative input 

resistance observed at the non-inverting input 

of the OPA [3]. This negative resistance 

compensates the losses in the VCO tank 

circuit connected to the non-inverting input. 

Such topology is called a VCO with resistive 

feedback. 

   The second VCO topology is based on a 

unity gain OPA buffer with a feedback  

capacitor connected between the output and 

the non-inverting input of the OPA 

[4].

The tank circuit is also connected at the 

non-inverting input. This topology is called 

a VCO with capacitive feedback. Both 

proposed VCO topologies can operate at 

much higher frequencies compared to the 

Colpitts and Hartley VCOs. The analysis, 

simulation and design of the two proposed 

VCO circuits are described. Each oscillator 

was implemented to provide a printed 

circuit board (PCB) solution with an ultra 
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wide band (1.5GHz) low noise OPA 

LMH6624. Measured results for these VHF 

oscillator circuits allow a number of 

complicated implementation issues to be 

enlightened including an exhibition of a 

buffer circuit importance. In addition to 

illustrating a number of new circuit 

solutions, this paper concludes with some 

new views regarding RF bands where 

proposed VCOs can be used. 

 

2. RESISTIVE FEEDBACK VCO 

2.1. Architecture 

     The proposed VCO circuit with resistive 

feedback is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

The tank circuit is represented by the 

inductor L and two contrary connected 

varactors VD1 and VD2. Resistor Rc isolates 

the dc control line from the VCO tank. 

Resistor Ra is the feedback resistor; it 

connects the OPA output to the non-

inverting input. The resistors R1 and R2 are 

the voltage gain setting resistors. 

 

(a) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the VCO with 

positive resistive feedback,  

(b) waveform at node (1),  

(c) waveform at node (2)  

   Assuming the OPA is ideal and cutting 

wire to the tank circuit, the input impedance 

at node 2 is given by [3]                                                                   

                     Vain ARZ  1              (1)                                                                

where VA is the voltage gain of the non-

inverting amplifier, 211 RRAV  .                                                                     

From (1) follows that if 

1VA then 0inZ . Having negative 

input resistance, the electronic part of the 

VCO can compensate the losses of the tank 

circuit.  

   Assuming the OPA is ideal, the voltage 

time diagrams at nodes 1 and 2 are shown 

in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). As seen from Fig. 1(b), 

the OPA output voltage (node 1) is a square 

waveform with maximum amplitude satV , 

where satV  is the OPA saturation voltage. 

This voltage is fed back through resistor Ra 

to the tank circuit producing a current, 
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which is rich with the harmonics of the 

fundamental frequency, f0. Since the 

equivalent impedance of the tank circuit has 

maximum at the resonant frequency f0 and 

decreases very fast to the left and to the 

right from f0, then only first harmonic of the 

current flow will create a significant 

voltage drop across the tank circuit. The 

other harmonics will be filtered out. Thus, 

the voltage at node 2 is a sinusoidal 

waveform as shown in Fig. 1(c). Since for 

the practical VCOs the slew rate is limited, 

the voltage at node 1 can be a trapezoidal 

waveform or a triangular waveform as 

shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), but the voltage 

at node 2 remains a sinusoidal waveform. 

The shape of voltage in Fig. 2(a) 

corresponds to an OPA with a moderate 

slew rate. The pulses of such voltage have 

visible rise and fall times, but the slew rate 

is still sufficient for saturation of the OPA 

output. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

                                               

Figure 2. Typical waveforms at the OPA 

output (node 1): (a) - trapezoidal, (b) – 

triangular 

The shape of voltage in Fig. 2(b) 

corresponds to an OPA with low slew rate, 

which is not sufficient for saturating its 

output, therefore satz VV  . 

 

2.2. Description 

     The ac equivalent circuit of the VCO is 

shown in Fig. 3(a). Since the input 

resistance of the non-inverting OPA circuit 

( inR ) is extremely large and the output 

resistance ( oR ) is very small due to the 

advanced characteristics of modern OPAs 

and negative voltage-series feedback 

through R1 and R2 they can be neglected as 

shown in Fig. 3(b). 

 
(a) 

 
 

(b) 
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Figure 3. AC equivalent circuit of the VCO 

with real (a) and ideal (b) inR  and oR  

 

In Fig. 3, the capacitance Ct and resistance tr  

represent the total tank circuit capacitance 

and ac resistance 

 

parVt CCC  5.0  

VLt rrr 2  

 

where VC is the capacitance of one 

varactor, parC is the total parasitic 

capacitance of the VCO, Lr  is the ac 

resistance of the coil, and Vr is the ac 

resistance of one varactor. The current 

 tiF  represents the ac current through the 

positive feedback resistor Ra.  

   A simplified ac equivalent circuit of the 

VCO is shown in Fig. 4, where a series to 

parallel transformation of the ac loss 

resistance is performed. The resistance Ra 

in the positive feedback path is reflected to 

the non-inverting input as the negative 

resistance 

 

0
1





V

a

inneg
A

R
ZR  

 

This resistance negR  compensates the 

losses in the tank circuit represented by the 

loss resistance pR . The voltage )(tvo  is a 

sinusoidal signal that can be represented as 

 

 00sin)(   tVtv oo  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Simplified ac equivalent 

circuit of the VCO 

    

Where oV , 0 , and 0  are, respectively,  

the amplitude, frequency and initial phase of 

the output voltage.  The average power 

consumed by the negative resistance is 

negative 

 

              01
2

2

 V

a

o

neg A
R

V
P          (2)                      

 

Therefore the negative resistance is an 

electric energy source that can be replaced 

with an ac current source as it will be 

shown later. The energy losses in the VCO 

tank circuit are computed as follows: 

                         

p

o

r
R

V
P

2

2

                  (3)                                                                 

 

If rneg PP  , the VCO starts to oscillate. 

This is the start-up condition of the VCO. 

Substituting negP and rP from (2) and (3) 

into the last inequality gives 

 

pa RRRR 21  

                                                                   

The value of aR is usually less than pR . 

Therefore, in practical applications the 

required voltage gain is usually in the range 
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of 1 to 2. The small voltage gain required 

for oscillation in the resistive feedback 

VCO results in a significant increase of the 

maximum possible oscillation frequency 

 max0f  

 

VAGBPf max0  

 

compared to the OPA Colpitts VCO [1], 

where GBP is the gain-bandwidth product 

of the OPA. 

   From the ac equivalent circuit of Fig. 3(b) 

follows that the VCO circuit can be 

represented as a parallel connection of the 

non-inverting OPA circuit and the feedback 

circuit (resistor Ra). Therefore, both of 

these circuits can be represented as two 

parallel connected two port networks as 

shown in Fig. 5(a). The y- parameters in the 

circuit of Fig. 5(a) are defined as follows: 

 

aff Ryy 12211   

 

aff Ryy 12112   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5. (a) VCO ac model with a  

y -parameter model of feedback voltage-

shunt circuit. (b) Unilateral ac model of the 

VCO with positive feedback incorporated 

as fy11 and fy22 loading and 

 tiF generator 

 

The y-parameter model of the feedback 

network can be simplified because under 

normal feedback network operation we 

expect the y-parameter fy21 is negligibly 

small. This is indeed true because the 

feedback network is used for transmitting 

the signal from node 1 to node 2 but not 

vice versa. Assuming 021 fy , the 

unilateral ac model of the VCO is shown in 

Fig. 5(b).  

   To find the amplitude of the VCO output 

voltage oV , the periodic voltage  tv1  can 

be approximated by the Fourier series. 

Consider, for example, the triangular 

waveform shown in Fig. 3(b). For this 

waveform the Fourier series is represented 

as  

                                                     

  tn
n

n

V
tv

n

z
0

,...5,3,1
221 sin

2
sin

18
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where zV is the amplitude of the waveform 

shown in Fig. 3(b) and n is the harmonic 

number.  

   The current  tiF , flowing through the 

tank circuit as shown in Fig. 5(b), can also 

be represented by a Fourier series 

 

    

 
 

tn
n

nR

V

R

tv
ti

na

z

a

F

0
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22

1

sin
2

sin
18












      (4) 

 

From (4) the amplitude of the first 

harmonic of  tiF is found as 

 

21

8

a

z
F

R

V
I   

 

Since only the first harmonic of the current 

 tiF  creates a significant voltage drop 

across the tank at resonance, the amplitude 

of the sinusoidal voltage is found as a 

product of the current amplitude IF1 and the 

loaded tank circuit equivalent resistance, 

which is .ap RR Thus, we have   

                                 

 

















ap

pz
apFo

RR

RV
RRIV

21

8


     (5) 

                                                                 

   It can easily be shown that the oscillation 

amplitude across the tank for the square (Fig. 

1(b)) and trapezoidal (Fig. 2(a)) waveforms 

at node 1 (Fig. 1(a)) are computed by the 

following formulas: 
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where τ is the rise time for the trapezoidal 

waveform. From the last two equations 

follows that the oscillation amplitude 

cannot exceed the voltage level 

of satV4 . 

 

 

2.3. Simulation 

     SPICE simulations are performed for the 

VCO circuit shown in Fig. 1(a) with a 

wideband low-distortion OPA 643U (Burr-

Brown). It has the gain-bandwidth product 

of 800MHz and input capacitance of 2.5pF. 

The voltage gain setting resistors R1 and R2 

were set to 0.47kΩ and 1kΩ, respectively, 

resulting in AV=1.47. The positive feedback 

resistance, Ra, is 8.2kΩ. Two varactors 

BBY62 (Philips) are used to change the 

VCO frequency from 190.159MHz to 

259.737MHz when the dc voltage Vdc, 

applied through RS=10kΩ to the varactor 

cathodes, is changed from 3V to 20V. A 

single varactor capacitance is varied 

from pF7.10max VC  to 

pF4.2min VC . The inductor value is 

100nH with loss resistance of 1Ω.  

   Simulation results for Vdc=3V are shown 

in Fig. 6.  
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c)    

                                                              

Figure 6. Simulated VCO waveforms at 

Vdc=3V: (a) starting-up waveform; 

(b) triangular voltage at node 1 and 

sinusoidal voltage at node 2; (c) output 

voltage spectrum with RF=122.07kHz 

 

The VCO starting-up waveform is shown in 

Fig. 6(a). As seen, the output voltage 

amplitude reaches the steady-state level in 

approximately 1.25µS. 

From Fig. 6(b) follows that the voltages at 

nodes 1 and 2 are, respectively, a triangular 

waveform with amplitude V42.1zV  

and a sinusoidal waveform with amplitude 

V.96.0oV  The oscillation frequency is 

.MHz159.190min0 f The output 

voltage spectrum with resolution frequency 

(RF) of 122.07kHz is shown in Fig. 6(c). 

The total harmonic distortion (THD) is 2%. 

   The simulated results at Vdc=20V are 

depicted in Fig. 7.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 

Figure 7. Simulated VCO waveforms at 

Vdc=20V: (a) starting-up waveform at node 

2; (b) triangular voltage at node 1 and 

sinusoidal voltage at node 2; (c) output 

voltage spectrum with RF=122.07kHz 

The VCO starting-up waveform is shown in 

Fig. 7(a). As seen, the oscillated voltage 

amplitude reaches the steady-state level 

within approximately 220ns. From 

comparing the starting-up waveforms 

shown in Figures 6(a) and 7(a) follows that 

at Vdc =20V the settling time is about 6 

times less than at Vdc=3V. This happens 

because the characteristic impedance of the 

VCO, tCL , is increased from 113Ω at 

Vdc=3V to 164Ω at Vdc =20V.  

 

 

 

 

 

The waveforms at nodes 1 and 2 (see Fig. 

1(a)) are shown in Fig. 7(b).  

The amplitudes of the triangular and 

sinusoidal waveforms are reduced to 1.13V 

and 0.51V, respectively. The oscillation 

frequency is .MHz737.259max0 f  

The calculated negative power is 

μW5.7negP and the power dissipated 

by the tank circuit is μW9.4rP . 

So rneg PP  , and the start-up condition is 

satisfied.  

   The output voltage spectrum is depicted 

in Fig. 7(c). The THD is 5.2%, which is 

considerably greater than 2% value at 

Vdc=3V. This fact requires additional 

explanation. Indeed, analyzing the output 

voltage spectrums shown in Figures 6(c) 

and 7(c) we can see that the noise voltage 

between the multiples of the fundamental 

frequency is about 5 10dB less for the 

case of Vdc=20V compared to the case of 

Vdc=3V. Thus, there is a trade-off between 

the THD and noise voltage of the VCO. 

When the characteristic impedance, 

tCL , increases the noise voltage 

decreases while the THD increases. 

   The simulated tuning characteristic of the 

VCO is shown in Fig. 8. As seen, a tuning 

range of 36.6% is achieved. 
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Figure 8. Simulated frequency tuning characteristic of the resistive feedback VCO 

 

2.4. Experimental Results 

     A resistive feedback oscillator was 

implemented with an ultra low noise 

( HznV0.92 ) wideband (1.5GHz) 

operational amplifier LMH6624 as shown 

in Fig 9. The supply dc voltage was ±5V. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Resistive feedback test oscillator: 

(a) circuit diagram, (b) PCB photograph 

                                                          

The measurements of oscillation frequency 

and output power spectrum were performed 

using an R4131C (Advantest) spectrum 

analyzer. For reducing the effect of the 

connecting  

cable and spectrum analyzer input 

capacitance a unity gain buffer was 

connected to the oscillator output. As 

shown in Fig. 9(a), resistor R2 was removed 

from the oscillator circuit providing a 

required voltage gain. The output power 

spectrums are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 10. Output power spectrum of the 

resistive feedback oscillator over 1GHz 

span and RBW=300kHz (a), and 

10MHz span and RBW=100kHz (b) 

The spectrums were measured with 1GHz 

and 10MHz span, and 300kHz and 100kHz 

resolution bandwidth (RBW), respectively. 

The measured oscillation frequency is 

273.58MHz. The measured output power is 

-33dBm with 20dB probe attenuation and 

12dB buffer insertion loss. The phase noise 

is -119dBc/Hz at a 500kHz offset. The 

estimated value of THD is 2.2%.   

   The oscillator circuit of Fig. 9(a) was 

simulated by MULTISIM 11 as shown in 

Fig. 11. To obtain the same oscillation 

frequency the parasitic capacitance was set 

to 5.5pF. As seen from Fig. 11(a) and (b), 

the amplitude and power of simulated 

signal at node 2 are 0.85V and -1dBm, 

respectively. The simulated value of the 

THD is 0.27%. 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 11. Simulated resistive feedback 

oscillator waveforms: (a) sinusoidal voltage 

at node 2; (b) output power spectrum with 

RF=122.07kHz 

 

3. CAPACITIVE-FEEDBACK VCO 

 

3.1. Architecture 

     The capacitive feedback VCO circuit 

diagram is shown in Fig. 12(a).  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 12. VCO with capacitive feedback: 

(a) schematic, (b) simplified schematic 

 

As seen from Fig. 12(a), the VCO circuit 

comprises minimum number of components 

and provides maximum possible frequency 

of oscillation, which is theoretically equal 

to the unity gain bandwidth of the selected 

OPA.  

 

3.2. Description 

   For simplicity of analysis the two 

varactors are replaced by the equivalent 

capacitance tC  as shown in Fig. 12(b).  

The waveforms at nodes 1 and 2 have the 

same shapes as in Fig. 1 (b) and (c), and 

Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The voltage-shunt 

feedback presentation of the VCO ac 

equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 13(a). 

As seen from Fig. 13(a), the capacitor 

FC provides a voltage-shunt feedback and 

can be modeled by the y-parameters 

in the same manner as in Fig. 5(a). 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 13. (a) AC equivalent circuit of          

the capacitive feedback VCO, (b) unilateral 

ac model of the VCO 

 

The y-parameters are defined as follows: 

 

,02211 Fff Cjyy 

Fff Cjyy 02112   

 

The feedback current generator, )(112 ty f , 

is given by 

                                                      

)()()( 10112 titCjty FFf      (6) 

 

Assuming 021 fy , the unilateral ac 

model of the capacitive feedback VCO 
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is shown in Fig. 13(b), where the 

admittances fy11   and fy22  are, 

respectively, incorporated into the left and 

right part of the circuit. As seen, the 

oscillation will start if the ac current source 

)(tiF compensates the energy losses in the 

VCO tank circuit. From (6) follows that the 

amplitude of the feedback current )(tiF  is 

directly proportional to the value of FC and 

the phase of )(tiF  leads the phase of 

)(1 t by 90
0
. By choosing the value of 

FC two conditions must be satisfied: the 

value of FC  must not be too small, 

otherwise the energy generated by the 

incorporated ac current source will not be 

sufficient for compensating the energy 

losses in the VCO tank circuit; the value of 

FC  must not be too large, 

otherwise this capacitor will shunt the 

controlled voltage source )(1 t . 

   From the circuit of Fig. 13(b) the 

oscillation frequency is found as 

 

  Ft CCLf  210
 

 

   The oscillation amplitude is determined 

for the case of the square wave voltage 

)(1 t  shown in Fig. 1(b). The periodic 

voltage )(1 t  is represented by the 

complex exponential Fourier series 

   





m

m tjmVtv 0

*

,11 exp
2

1
  

 

 where )exp(,1

*

,1 mmm jVV   is the 

complex amplitude of the  m-th harmonic of 

the voltage at node 1, mV ,1   and m  are, 

respectively, the amplitude and the initial 

phase of the m-th harmonic. The amplitude 

of the m-th voltage harmonic is determined 

as follows: 

 

    ,...2,1,
2
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4 2
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  (7)      

 

The feedback current )(tiF  is also 

represented by the complex exponential 

Fourier series    
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where  mmFmF jII exp,

*

,   is the 

complex amplitude of the m-th current 

harmonic, mFI , and m  are, respectively, 

the amplitude and the initial phase of the m-

th harmonic of )(tiF . Taking into account 

(6) and (7), we obtain 
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As seen from (8), the m-th harmonic of 

)(tiF leads the m-th harmonic of 

)(1 t by
2


, i.e.

2


  mm . Since only 

the first harmonic of )(tiF  having the 

complex amplitude 
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creates a significant voltage drop across the 

tank circuit at resonance, then the voltage 
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complex amplitude across the tank is given 

by  

       





















2
exp

4

1

0*

1,

*

0








j

RCV
RIV PFsat

PF

    (9) 

                  

It follows easily from (9) that the amplitude 

of the sinusoidal voltage across the tank is 

 

             
PFsat RCVV 00

4



               (10)                                                              

and the initial phase of this voltage leads 

the initial phase of )(1 t by 
090 . 

   It can be shown that the oscillation 

amplitude across the tank for the 

trapezoidal (Fig. 2(a)) and triangular (Fig. 

2(b)) waveforms at node 1 (see Fig. 12(a)) 

are, respectively, represented by the 

following equations: 

 

           


0

0

sin4 PFsat RCV
V           (11)                                       

                
2

0

0

8



 PFZ RCV
V               (12) 

where τ is the rise time for the trapezoidal 

waveform. As seen from (10) - (12), the 

amplitude of the generated sinusoidal 

voltage is directly proportional to FC and 

PR . As it also follows from (10) and (11), 

the oscillation amplitude can exceed the 

voltage level of satV4 , which cannot be 

exceeded by the resistive feedback, the 

Colpitts, or the Hartley OPA oscillator [1]. 

 

3.3. Simulation 

     SPICE simulations are performed with 

wideband, low-noise, voltage-feedback 

OPA CLC 426AJP (National 

Semiconductor).  It has gain-bandwidth 

product of 230MHz and input capacitance 

of 2pF. A 19.4nH RF coil and two BBY62 

varactors are used in the VCO tank circuit. 

The selected value of CF is 1.2pF. The 

control dc voltage, Vdc, is applied through 

RS=10kΩ to the varactor cathodes and 

varied from 0V to 20V to change the VCO 

oscillation frequency from 295.212MHz to 

457.976MHz. It should be pointed out, that 

the VCO frequency range significantly 

exceeds 230MHz, which is the bandwidth 

of the selected OPA with unity voltage 

gain.  

   Simulation results for Vdc=0V are shown 

in Fig. 14. As it follows from Fig. 14(a), the 

steady-state level is reached in 

approximately 0.41µS. The voltage 

amplitudes at nodes 1 and 2 are shown in 

Fig. 14(b). As seen, the amplitude of the 

triangular voltage, zV =0.22V, is much less 

than the amplitude of the sinusoidal 

voltage, 0V =2.35V. Returning back to Fig. 

6(b) we find that for the resistive feedback 

VCO the ratio of zV  to 0V is 

opposite: 0VVz  . This fact can also be 

observed from comparison of equations (5) 

and (12). From (5) is seen that 0V cannot be 

greater than zV . But from (12) follows that 

0V  is not limited. Thus, the capacitive 

feedback VCO is inherently more effective 

than the resistive VCO in terms of the 

frequency bandwidth and generated voltage 

amplitude. The output voltage spectrum is 

shown in Fig. 14(c). The 1
st
 harmonic is 

7.4dB, the 2
nd

 is -36dB, and the 3
rd

 is -64dB 

resulting in the THD value of only 0.79%. 

   Simulation results for Vdc=20V are shown 

in Fig. 15. As seen from Fig. 15(a), the time 

required to reach the steady-state level is 
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approximately 216nS. The voltage 

amplitudes at nodes 1 and 2 are shown in 

Fig. 15(b). Again, the amplitude of the 

triangular voltage, zV =0.19V, is 

significantly less than the amplitude of the 

sinusoidal voltage, 0V =1.45V. The output 

voltage spectrum is shown in Fig. 15(c). 

The 1
st
 harmonic is 3.2dB, the 2

nd
 is -35dB, 

and the 3
rd

 is -41dB. The THD value is 

1.8%.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 14. Simulated VCO waveforms at 

Vdc=0V: (a) starting-up waveform; (b) 

triangular voltage at node 1 and sinusoidal 

voltage at node 2; (c) output voltage 

spectrum with RF=183.105kHz 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 

Figure 15. Simulated VCO waveforms at 

Vdc=20V: (a) starting-up waveform; (b) 

triangular voltage at node 1 and sinusoidal 

voltage at node 2; (c) output voltage 

spectrum with RF=183.105kHz 
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Comparing the voltage spectrums simulated 

for the resistive feedback (Fig.6(c) and Fig. 

7(c)) and the capacitive feedback (Fig. 

14(c) and Fig. 15(c)) VCOs at min,dcV  and 

max,dcV , one can conclude that the THD 

and noise voltage level are more dependent 

on the dc control voltage for the resistive 

feedback than for the capacitive feedback 

VCO. This is one more advantage of the 

capacitive feedback VCO.  

   In Fig. 16 is shown the simulated 

frequency tuning characteristic of the 

capacitive feedback VCO. As can be seen 

the tuning range is 55%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Simulated frequency tuning characteristic of the capacitive feedback VCO 
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3.4. Experimental Results 

     A capacitive feedback oscillator was 

also implemented with an ultra low noise 

wideband OPA LMH6624 as shown in Fig 

17. The supply dc voltage was ±5V. The 

oscillation frequency and output power 

spectrum were measured by using the same 

spectrum analyzer R4131C (Advantest) as 

in the case of the resistive feedback 

oscillator. The unity gain buffer was also 

connected to the oscillator output for 

isolating the tank circuit from the 

measuring equipment. The photographs of 

the power spectrums are shown in Fig. 18. 

The measured oscillation frequency is 

203.65MHz. The measured output power is 

-23.8dBm with 20dB probe attenuation and 

12.8dB buffer insertion loss. The phase 

noise is -130dBc/Hz at 500kHz offset from 

the carrier. The estimated value of the THD 

is 1.3%.   

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 17. Capacitive feedback test 

oscillator: (a) circuit diagram, (b) PCB 

photograph 

 

Comparing the power spectrums shown in 

Fig. 10 and 18 we can conclude that the 

capacitive feedback oscillator generates less 

noisy and less distorted sinusoidal voltage 

than the resistive feedback oscillator.  

 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 18. Output power spectrum of the 

capacitive feedback oscillator: (a) over 1 

GHz span and RBW=300kHz, (b) over 

10MHz span and RBW=100kHz 

 

In Fig. 19 are shown the simulation results 

for the oscillator circuit of Fig. 17(a). The 

same oscillation frequency was obtained 

with Cpar=3.4pF. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 19. Simulated waveforms of the 

capacitive feedback oscillator:  

(a) sinusoidal voltage at node 2;  

(b) output power spectrum with 

RF=122.07kHz at node 2 

 

From Fig. 19 follows that the amplitude and 

power of simulated signal at node 2 are 5V 

and 9dBm, respectively. The simulated 

value of the THD is 0.9%. 

                                                                                            

4. CONCLUSIONS 

     In this paper we have presented two 

operational amplifier VCO architectures. 

Highly accurate ac equivalent circuits of the 

VCOs have been developed, providing a 

practical insight into the negative 

impedance generation mechanism. For both 

VCOs the analytical equations were derived 

for computing the output voltage 

amplitudes.   

   The proposed VCOs have a number of 

unique properties. Firstly, the tank circuit is 

connected at the non-inverting input of the 

operational amplifier having extremely high 

input resistance. Therefore, the tank circuit 

is not shunted by the active element as it is 

in the Colpitts and Hartley VCOs. 

Secondly, the VCOS comprise small 

number of circuit components and by using 

low-noise operational amplifiers can 

provide the level of internal phase noise 

approaching to the tank circuit phase noise, 

which is the minimum. Thirdly, since the 

voltage follower gain is equal to unity, the 

maximum oscillation frequency is 

theoretically equal to the unity gain 

bandwidth of the operational amplifier for 

the capacitive feedback VCO. Fourthly, the 

oscillation amplitude of the capacitive 

feedback VCO can exceed the operational 

amplifier saturation voltage that cannot 

provide any other known operational 

amplifier oscillator circuit.  

   Two practical operational amplifier 

oscillators have been demonstrated. Both of 

them were implemented with an ultra low 

noise ( HznV0.92 ) wideband 

(1.5GHz) operational amplifier LMH6624. 

For reducing the parasitic capacitance effect 

of the connecting cable and spectrum 

analyzer a unity gain buffer was connected 

to the oscillator output. The phase noise of -

119dBc/Hz and -130dBc/Hz at 500-kHz 

offset at 273.58MHz and 203.65MHz 

carrier frequency was achieved for the 

resistive and the capacitive feedback 

oscillator, respectively. The total harmonic 

distortion was, respectively, 2.2% and 

1.3%.   
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Abstract 
Electric energy with high frequency (>100kHz) and high power (>100kW) is 

required in many types of processing metallic materials like surface tempering, heating, 

melting, tube welding and others. The frequency depends strongly on the technological 

process, for future technological development, a frequency up to 500 kHz is attractive. At 

high frequency applications as induction heating, the switching losses of the IGBT switch 

are very high. The IGBT losses are totally dominated by the turn-off losses. The switching 

performance of an IGBT module depends upon the drive circuit characteristics and external 

dc loop inductance. So, the present paper study by the Pspice simulation results, the 

influence of the IGBT driver parameters as positive gate voltage, negative gate voltage and 

gate resistance on the IGBT switching losses during the operation of H bridge inverter 

containing two IGBT modules at high power high frequency (400 KHz). Also the influence 

of the temperature on the IGBT Losses is covered. From this study, the optimum values of 

the IGBT driver parameter, which give minimum IGBT switching losses, was cleared. 

 

Introduction  
The insulated gate bipolar 

transistor (IGBT) is popularly used in high 

power, high frequency power-electronic 

applications such as pulse width modulated 

(PWM) inverters. At high switching 

frequencies, switching losses constitute a 

significant portion of the device power 

dissipation. The IGBT can change its 

switching properties through the gate drive, 

so designing a proper gate drive is 

extremely important to the performance of 

the IGBT. So-called the “best performance” 

of the IGBT is different by application, 

which means the design of the gate drive 

must be different depending on the 

application of each IGBT. 

 

In order to obtain the optimum 

performance from the IGBT, it is of 

foremost importance to design a gate drive 

that is suited for the application. As such, 

this paper intends to discuss the 

characteristics of IGBT and some issues to 

consider in designing a gate drive as well as 

providing necessary information in 

designing an application system to help 

engineers who design systems using IGBT. 

In order to do so, one must select a device 

that satisfies the ideal conditions as much 

as possible, and then the optimum gate 
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drive must be designed for the system to 

realize the best performance. The positive 

gate bias voltage, gate resistance, max gate 

current, drive layout, and drive power 

rating are some of the basic parameters 

necessary in designing a gate drive. It is 

necessary to understand each of the 

parameters as well as the characteristics of 

IGBT switching in order to design a gate 

drive. This study examines characteristics 

of IGBT and gate drive parameters; discuss 

the relationships between the two, and 

some issues to consider in designing a gate 

drive. 

 

IGBT switching losses in high 

frequency applications 
To study the influence of the IGBT 

gate driver parameters on the IGBT 

switching performance, an inverter-module 

will be simulated using PSpice 

programmer. The maximum output power 

rating of the inverter is manly limited by 

the IGBT losses. So, the turn-off losses 

must be decreased. 

A different Spice-model of the IGBT 

transistor will be used as switching devices. 

The IGBT module equipped with the 

fastest, thinner transparent emitter NPT 

type chips. The schematic system diagram 

of the voltage-fed type series load-resonant 

inverter, which will be simulated in PSpice, 

is shown in Fig. (1). The switching 

performance of an IGBT module depends 

upon the switching frequency and the drive 

circuit characteristics. Most important are 

the switching transients and losses within a 

module. So, the influence of these 

parameters on the switching losses, diode 

recovery, switching voltage transients, 

short-circuit operation and dv/dt during the 

operation of the inverter at high frequency 

and high power will discussed in detail.  

        

 

Fig.(1) A series resonant inverter generator 

 

There are three steps to decrease 

the switching losses. These steps are: using 

a suitable IGBT, using high-speed IGBT 

devices and using soft switching 

technology such as resonant switching.  

1) Using a suitable IGBT  
The switching losses of the IGBT depend 

on its characteristics. It is found that IGBTs 

though having the same data sheet rating, 

IGBTs can have very different properties 

depending on the manufacturer‟s 

philosophy and this gives IGBTs different 

behavior [1]. This is because there are two 

types of the IGBT manufacturers 

philosophy. The first is the devices from 

manufacturers using low carrier lifetime 

and high bipolar emitter efficiency, such as 

Toshiba. The second is the devices which 

having the same data sheet ratings both in 

current, voltage and switching speed from 

manufacturers using high carrier life time 

and low bipolar emitter efficiency like 

Siemens devices.  

 

2) Using a high speed IGBT  
The switching losses of the IGBT 

depend on the switching time. So, the direct 
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and simple method to decrease the 

switching losses at high frequency 

applications is by using the high speed 

IGBT available today [2].  

 

3) Using soft switching technology  
 At very high frequency 

applications, the switching losses are very 

high even though when high-speed IGBT 

switches are used. So, soft switching 

technology such as resonant must be used 

in high frequency high power inverters. In 

this study, the series resonant inverter is 

used. 

At very high frequency 400KHz, 

even for selecting suitable IGBTs, using 

very fast IGBTs available today and using 

series resonant as soft switching 

technology, the switching losses of the 

IGBT switch are still very high and the 

IGBT losses are totally dominated by the 

turn-off loss. This is because the tail current 

lasts for several microseconds, and thus it 

represents the main source of the turn-off 

losses [2-5]. Also, the switching 

performance of an IGBT module depends 

upon the drive circuit characteristics and 

the external dc loop inductance. So, the 

influence of the IGBT driver parameters as 

positive gate voltage, negative gate voltage 

and gate resistance on the IGBT switching 

losses will be explained in the following 

parts in detail to reach the optimum IGBT 

driver parameters. This study is during the 

operation of H bridge inverter containing 

two IGBT modules (FF200R12KS4) at 

high power high frequency. Thus, a 

voltage-fed series resonant modular IGBT 

converter system for high power high 

frequency induction heating applications 

can be proposed at reasonable cost and 

minimum IGBT switching losses.    

 

 

          

 

Simulation of switching transients 
To study the influence of the IGBT 

gate driver parameters on the IGBT 

switching performance, an inverter-module 

will be simulated using PSpice 

programmer. A Spice-model of the Eupec 

FF200R12KS4 transistor will be used as 

switching devices. The FF 200 is a 1200V, 

200A IGBT module equipped with the 

fastest, thinner transparent emitter NPT 

type chips from Infinion technologies. 

The simulation results at f = 

400KHz are shown in Fig.(2) and Fig.(3), 

where VVdc 600 , 

VtoVVge 15......15  . Figure (2) 

shows the waveforms of the gate signals 

voltage, the collector currents of the IGBT 

Z1 and Z4, and the load current.  Figure (3) 

shows the switch waveforms. From these 

results, the total energy losses are 6.5mJ 

and the turn-off losses are 5.5mJ. This 

means that the turn-off losses are equal 

about 85% of the total losses and the 

dtdVce  at turn-off is equal 4.8KV/us. It 

can be seen from Fig. (3) that the tail-losses 

are the dominant ones because the tail 

current continues and does not reach to zero 

instantaneously. So, the dead time between 

the upper and lower transistor is very 

important and very critical. There occurs an 

overlapping conduction of both transistors 

in one arm. The lower IGBT Z4 is gated 

“on” during the turn-off process of the 

upper IGBT Z1. Therefore, a transient “shot 

through” happens as shown in Fig. (2), 

where the current through the upper IGBT 

during its turn -off process increases 

temporarily. During the “shot through” the 

peak losses occur as shown in Fig. (3). And 

this leads to very high turn-off losses. If the 

dead time increases, the output power will 

decrease and if the dead time decreases, the 
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turn-off losses will increase. So, the dead 

time must be selected to give optimum 

solution. For this work, 100 ns is optimum 

solution to give minimum turn-off losses 

(the simulation results were calculated at 

different values of the dead time 50ns, 

100ns, 150ns, and 200ns) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2) The waveforms of the gate signals 

voltage, the collector currents of the IGBT 

Z1 and Z4, and the load current at f= 

400KHz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(3) The switch waveforms 

at F = 400 KHz 
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Driver parameters  
From the above results, at high 

frequency, the switching losses of the IGBT 

are very high and the IGBT losses are 

totally dominated by the turn-off losses. 

IGBTs are voltage controlled devices and 

require gate voltage to establish collector-

to-emitter conduction. Recommended gate 

drive circuitry includes substantial on and 

off biasing as shown in Fig. (4) [6]. 

 
Fig.(4): Typical gate drive circuitry 

 

Influence of the negative part of 

the gate signal (VGE (-)) on the 

switching losses 
 

A +15V positive gate drive is 

normally recommended to guarantee full 

saturation and limit short circuit current [7-

8].  A negative voltage bias is used to 

improve the IGBT immunity to collector-

to-emitter dv/dt injected noise and reduces 

turn-off losses as shown in Fig.(5) and 

Fig.(6). These figures shows the transient 

waveforms of the gate voltage, collector 

current, and collector-emitter voltage, 

switching losses and the energy losses for 

one period for two cases of the gate 

voltage. The first one is, the negative bias 

voltage is -10V and the second, negative 

bias voltage is –15V.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(5) Simulation result for: 

Eupec FF 200R12KS4, Vdc=600 V, 

f = 400KHz, Rg= 3Ω 
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Vge= -10 V to 15 V 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(6) Simulation result for: 

Eupec FF 200R12KS4, Vdc=600 V, 

f = 400KHz, Rg= 3Ω 

Vge= -15 V to 15 V 

 

From this study, the turn off losses are 

decreased when the negative bias of the 

gate voltage is increased as shown in Fig. 

(7). Also, from this figure, the turn-off 

losses are found to vary little when the 

value of the negative bias voltage lies 

between        -12V to –15V.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(7) Effect of negative bias on turn-off 

losses at Vdc=600 V, f = 400KHz, Rg= 3Ω 

 

Influence of the positive part of 

the gate signal (VGE (+)) on the 

switching losses 
Although a +15 V positive part of 

the gate drive is normally recommended to 

guarantee full saturation and limit short 

circuit current, at high frequency, the turn-

off loss is very large [9]. The turn-off losses 

can be decreased by decreasing the positive 

part of the gate voltage as shown in Fig. 

(8). Figure (8) shows the influence of the 

positive part of the gate signal on the IGBT 

switching and conduction losses during the 

operation of H bridge series resonant 

inverter containing two IGBT modules 

(FF200R12KS4) when VVdc 600 , f = 

400KHz, and gR = 3Ω. However, by 

reducing the positive part of the gate 
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voltage, the conduction losses increase as 

shown in Fig. (8). Also, the short circuit 

current increases by reducing the positive 

part of the gate signal. So, this solution is, 

however, in direct conflict with reduction 

of the conduction losses and short circuit 

current. A compromise needs to be made to 

satisfy the circuit performance criteria. For 

our study, the positive parts of the gate 

voltage must not be less than +12V; this 

value is optimum for our inverter (Fig. (8)).      
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Fig.(8) Effect of positive part of the gate 

driver voltage on the losses at 

VVdc 600 , f = 400KHz, gR = 3Ω 

 

Influence of the gate resistance on 

the switching losses 
The value of the gate resistance 

has a significant impact on the dynamic 

performance of IGBTs.  A smaller gate 

resistance charges and discharges the IGBT 

input capacitance faster reducing switching 

times and switching losses and improving 

immunity to dtdv  turn-on. Figure (9) 

shows the influence of the gate resistance 

on the IGBT turn-off losses during the 

operation of H bridge series resonant 

inverter containing two IGBT modules 

(FF200R12KS4) when VVdc 600 , f = 

400 KHz, and VVge 15  to –15V. It 

can be seen that, the turn-off losses are 

found to vary little with the gate resistance. 

When the gate resistance increased from 

1.5Ω to 3Ω, the turn-off losses increased by 

20%. The bipolar stage of the IGBT 

exhibits tailing current at turn-off due to the 

stored minority carriers in the transistor 

base region which must be allowed to 

recombine and cannot be removed through 

the gate. However, a small gate resistance 

can lead to oscillations between the IGBT 

input capacitance and the parasitic lead 

inductance. Also, reducing the gate 

resistance is in direct conflict with 

reduction of the over voltage and the higher 

gate resistance is recommended for the 

snappier device to reduce the overshot at 

turn-off. So, a compromise needs to be 

made to satisfy the circuit performance 

criteria. For our application (400 KHz, 

600V, 200A), the value of the gate resistor 

must not be higher than 1Ω.    

The critical factor that determines the limits 

of the safe operation during turn-on, is the 

transient over voltage developed across the 

diode as it recovers and hence, also, across 

the anti-parallel IGBT. The peak diode 

recovery voltage must be constrained 

within the rated voltage, by setting 

appropriate limits on the operating 

conditions of the module. The peak diode 

recovery voltage depends upon the dc 

supply voltage, the dc loop inductance, and 

the peak diode reverse recovery current in 

combination with the diode‟s 

recovery dtdi . The peak reverse recovery 

current and recovery dtdi  themselves 

depend upon the diode junction 

temperature, the initial amplitude of the 

diode forward current and the rate of 

increase of the IGBT current 

( dtondic )( ). The rate of increase of the 
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IGBT current ( dtondic )( ) can be 

controlled by setting the value of the gate 

resistance in combination with the 

amplitude of Vge during the turn-on. 

Very low values of series gate resistance, 

besides producing high diode recovery 

voltage transients, could give rise to 

unacceptable ringing during recovery. The 

stray inductance and parasitic capacitance 

form a resonant circuit that will be set into 

damped oscillation. The electrical noise 

thus produced could interfere with control 

and protection circuits. The reduction of the 

problem is simple either to reduce the gate 

drive voltage or to increase the series gate 

resistor. This solution is, however, in direct 

conflict with the reduction of the switching 

losses. During turn-on, as mentioned in the 

previous section, diode recovery 

dtdi combined with the dc loop 

inductance produces a recovery voltage 

transient. This recovery voltage transient 

needs to be limited to at least the rated 

breakdown voltage of the diode and the 

IGBT in parallel with it. A trade-off 

between this voltage overshoot and the 

turn-on losses is necessary. It is important 

that the dc loop inductance is kept as low as 

possible.      
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Fig.(9): Effect of gate resistance on the 

turn-off losses at VVdc 600 , f = 

400KHz, VVge 15  to –15V 

Effect of the temperature on the 

switching losses 
From the above discussion, when 

the series resonant inverter operates at f = 

400KHz and VVdc 600 , the IGBT 

driver parameters are VVge 12  to –

12V, gR = 1Ω, and the dead time between 

the upper and lower IGBT transistors in the 

same leg is equal 100ns to reach the 

optimum switching losses (i.e. minimum 

switching losses). Figure (10) and Fig.(11) 

show the simulation results at optimum 

IGBT driver parameters (i.e. minimum 

switching losses) for two cases, at 25°C and 

125°C. 
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Fig (10) The simulation results at t = 25
0 
C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(11) The simulation results at t = 125
0 
C 

 

Almost all electrical characteristics of 

IGBTs are dependent on the chip 

temperature. At rising temperature, 

avalanche breakdown voltage will increase 

and the blocking current will, also, 

increase. Hence the blocking power 

dissipation and the forward-on stage losses 

will increase. Thus, conduction losses will 

increase, and turn-on, turn-off time will 

increase. In other words, turn-on and turn-

off losses will increase. Also, threshold 

voltage will decrease. The total energy 

losses at 25°C and 125°C were equal to 

5.3mJ and 6.4mJ respectively. This means 

that, the total energy losses at 125°C 

increased by 21%. The turn-off losses at 

125°C increased by 16% and the 

conduction losses increased by 50%. 
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Conclusions 
Most important are the switching 

transients and losses within a module. At 

high frequency, the switching losses of the 

IGBT switch are very high and the IGBT 

losses are totally dominated by the turn-off 

losses. The switching frequency strongly 

affects the switching losses of the IGBT. 

When the switching frequency increases 

from 100KHz to 400KHz, the total energy 

losses increased from 4.8mJ to 6.5mJ for 

one period at the same conditions. The 

switching losses strongly depend on the 

driver parameters, and the device 

temperature.  

The turn-off losses decreases by nearly 17 

%, when the positive part of the gate 

voltage decreases from +15V to 10V. 

However, the conduction losses increase 

by 150 %. So, the positive parts of the gate 

voltage must not be less than +12V. 

The value of the gate resistance must not 

be higher than 1Ω, because the transistor 

can not reach saturation during the turn-on, 

and the conduction losses will increase, 

especially, when the positive parts of the 

gate voltage is low.   
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Multi-chip modules (MCM) factors 
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Abstract-    New electronic systems for automotive/industrial/medical/aerospace will 

continue to challenge both packaging engineers and technology due to the increased 

performance requirements, higher densities and limited space available. This challenge 

mandates the use of unique packaging techniques such as multi-chip modules (MCM). 

MCM is advanced technology in this time its categories depends on the substrate. An MCM 

combines high performance ICs with common substrate structure that provides mechanical 

support for the chips and multiple layers of conductors to interconnect them. The feature of 

MCMs is the complex substrate structure that is fabricated using multilayer ceramics, 

polymers, silicon, metals, glass ceramics, laminates, etc. This paper provides a factors of 

different Multi-Chip Module (MCM) types. The criteria which are looking at study are: 

Dimension properties, Electrical properties, Mechanical properties and Thermal properties.  

Keywords: Microelectronic technologies, MCM technology, martial characteristic. 

 

  

I. Introduction 

  The expanding market for high-density 

electronic circuit layouts calls for multi-

chip modules (MCMs) to be able to meet 

the requirements of fine track and gap 

dimensions in signal layers, the retention of 

accurately defined geometry in multi-

layers, and high conductivity to minimize 

losses. Multi-chip module technologies fill 

this gap very nicely; however there are 

many factors such Dielectric constant, 

dissipation factor, CTE and others must be 

taken at mind before application used.  

 The multi-chip module (MCM) is a single 

electronic package containing more than 

one integrated circuit (IC) die. Depending 

on substrate MCM can be categorized into 

three types: Laminated Substrates MCM 

(MCM-L), Multilayer Ceramic Technology 

(MCM-C) and Thin Film MCM 

Technology (MCM-D). Dimension 

properties, Electrical properties, 
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Mechanical properties and Thermal 

properties must be known before any use at 

manufacturing or application.  

 

II. Electrical line parameters  

Figure (1) shows physical parameters for 

transmission line of MCM types [4], the 

transmission line parameters (electrical line 

parameters) are shown in table (1). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.   Physical parameters for 

transmission line 

 

TABLE 1 ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF MCM TYPES 
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nH/cm 
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MCM-L 
200 200 35 0.05 1.2 3.9 60 

 

MCM-C 

 

200 

 

125 25 0.5 2.7 4.1 40 

MCM-D 10 25 3 2 1.2 3 50 

 

 

III. Dimension properties 

The dimensions differ at each type which is 

a challenge for designer engineer and MCM 

technology. Table (2) gives the dimension 

properties comparison of MCM types. 
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TABLE 2 DIMENSION PROPERTIES COMPARISON OF MCM TYPES 

 MCM-L MCM-C MCM-D 

Line width 

 

Typical :50-300 

Epoxy-glass :50-150 

Cu/Epoxy :75-150 

Typical : 50-150 

Thick film :100- 125 

HTCC: 100-200 

LTCC: 50- 150 

Typical: 10- 35 

Polyimide: 15 

Si: 10-30 

Line Pitch 

 

Typical: 150- 600 

Epoxy-glass :100- 

1000 

Cu/Epoxy :150- 300 

Typical : 100- 800 

Thick film :120- 375 

HTCC: 100-500 

LTCC: 100-500 

Typical: 25- 75 

Polyimide: 25-60 

Si : 30- 60 

via diameter  

 
Typical : 90- 300 

Typical: 75- 200 

HTCC : 100- 200 

LTCC : 100- 200 

Typical: 10- 30 

Via size 

 
Typical : 200 Typical: 100-125 

Typical: 10-50 

Polyimide: 30-50 

Si : 15-30 

via Pitch 

 
Typical: 1270 -2540 

Typical: 200 

HTCC : 225- 625 

LTCC : 225- 625 

Typical: 30-100 

Pad size(mm) 4 5 3 

Pad Pitch 

(mm) 
6 10 4 

Average 

number of 

layers 

6-10 
>50 

 
4-6 

Resolution in 

lines 

and spaces 

 

lowest which is 

currently being 

limited to 25 -50 m 

intermediate 

resolution 

highest 

Due to the thin 

film processes. 
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Note:  

 There are many values from many 

fabrication companies are 

different, here the average at 

summary. 

 The pad size and pitch in the table 

here are a maximum. 

 In MCM-L the smaller vias and 

fine lines compared to PWB 

(Printed wired board) allow more 

signal lines to be routed between 

the pads, thereby reducing the 

overall number of layers required. 

 One of MCM-L disadvantages is 

the vias are drilled and plated and 

in many fabrication processes 

incorporate large capture pads that 

can cause noticeable signal-

contaminating wave front 

reflections. 

 In MCM-C high number of layers 

increase wiring density. 

 MCM-D has been the solution for 

integrated high density packaging 

due to its superior line resolution 

and higher inputs/outputs (I/O) 

density compared to MCM-C and 

multi-chip module-laminate 

(MCM-L) technologies [1]. 

 

If we take the minimum value at range of 

dimension and draw the curve shown at 

figure (2), it gives the light of the difference 

between the three types of MCM. {Note 

they measured by (m)}. We see from 

figure (2) the MCM-D is the best one at 

Miniaturization

 

Fig.2.  Dimension comparison between the three type of MCM
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IV. Electrical properties 

The electrical properties are differed 

from type to type and from material to 

other, this give us the limited at 

electronic applications, as example 

dielectric constant is low especially at 

high frequencies thus give good 

performance  as same as in dissipation 

factor. The parameters shown in table (3) 

give the electrical performance of each 

type for MCM technology with materials 

used. 

 

TABLE 3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES COMPARISON OF MCM TYPES 

 MCM-L MCM-C MCM-D 

dielectric 

constant ( r ) 

from 1MHz- 

10 GHz 

FR-4 : 4.40- 4.80 

Epoxy-glass* :2.8- 4.5 

Cu/Epoxy :4.8 

Polyimide : 4-4.6 

Thick film :6.3- 9.2 

Thick film on Alumina: 4.5- 9 

HTCC: [Al2O3: 9-9.5, 

AlN: 8.6] 

LTCC:  5- 9 

[glass ceramic:7.4] 

Alumina : 9.9 

Polyimide: 2.8- 10 

BeO : 6.3 

Si :3.8 

Dissipation 

 

from 1MHz- 

10 GHz 

FR-4 : 0.020- 0.025 

HTCC: 

[Al2O3:0.0002- 0.0006, 

AlN: 0.0001-0.0005] 

LTCC: 0.009- 0.0002 [glass 

ceramic: 0.0011] 

Alumina: 0.0001- 0.0002 

Resistivity 

(.cm ) 
<8000 > 1014 all type of ceramic > 1014 

Dielectric 

thickness 

(m) 

75- 100 100-300 5- 20 

Clock rate 

<100 MHz @ 2002** 

>100 MHz @2004 

=150MHz @ 2005 

 

> 25MHz @ 2002 

Thick film : 

7 GHz @ 2004 

Thick film on Alumina: 

40 GHz @ 2005 

LTCC: 77GHz @ 2005 

Low loss: 98GHz @ 2005 

> 120 MHz @ 2002 

> 20 GHz  @  2003 

50 GHz    @ 2004 

100 GHz    @ 2005 

* Epoxy/glass with different developed material itself       ** The year
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Note:  

 At MCM-L the moisture sensitivity of 

materials and high crosstalk noise are 

two disadvantages must taken in the 

account. 

 MCM-C is  preferred alternative when 

Large number of embeddable 

passives, RF coupler, Filters, large 

number of IC's are often built into 

ceramic MCMs. 

 High-temperature co-fired ceramic 

multi-chip modules (MCM-Cs, 

HTCC) exhibit the lowest routing 

density of the available MCM options 

and employ a substrate material with a 

high dielectric constant (r=8-10)  

which results in long propagation 

delays and higher levels of crosstalk. 

 MCM-D is highest performance, good 

electrical proprieties and excellent 

technical parameters (crosstalk, 

reflexions). 

 In MCM-D termination resistors and 

de-coupling capacitors may be 

integrated in the substrate with high 

quality integrated passives. 

 MCM-D has very good high 

frequency properties. It used for high-

frequency circuits requiring thin-film 

inductors or controlled impedance 

lines [1]. 

 

 Frequency state in MCM 

    High frequency property is one of 

important benefit of MCM technology. 

MCM-L is poor at high frequency; high-

performance processors (>1 GHz) is 

challenging the limits of FR-4, but Ceramic 

technologies are used in microwave circuits 

, we can take these material as a brief: 

MCM-C: 

 Thick film on alumina up to about 

40 GHz 

LTCC up to about 77 GHz 

MCM-D: 

Thin film technology up to about 

100 GHz for advantages of low 

loss and excellent dimensional 

stability. 

The use of MCM-L (by FR-4) is limited by 

its high losses in the microwave frequency 

range as well large variations in dielectric 

constant from manufacturer to 

manufacturer. MCM-C made with LTCC 

technology have been shown to have lower 

losses than MCM-L made with 

conventional organic FR-4 laminate 

technology. Figure (3) illustrates the curves 

of these materials. 
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Mechanical properties  

Mechanical properties give the users the 

force of the technology chosen. Table (4)  

 

gives the mechanical properties comparison 

of MCM types. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparative of MCM types from Attenuation view. 

 

TABLE 4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES COMPARISON OF MCM TYPES 

 MCM-L MCM-C MCM-D 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W/m
0
C)  

0.2- 0.3 

Thick film : 20-26 

HTCC: 25-160 

[ AIN :160 , Al2O3:25] 

LTCC: 2 

3.6- 25.1 

 

Coefficient 

of Thermal 

Expansion 

CTE 

(ppm/
0
C) 

10-15 

Thick film: 6.4 

HTCC: 6-7 

HTCC [AlN : 4.8, 

Al2O3: 6.5- 7.6] 

LTCC: 3-8 

LTCC [glass ceramic :3.5- 

7.5, Al2O3: 7.1] 

6.4- 7.1 

Density 

(g/cm
3
) 1.7 

Thick film: 3.92 

HTCC: 3.3 

HTCC [AlN : 3.2-3.3, 

3.8- 3.9 

0.00
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Al2O3: 3.3- 4.0] 

LTCC: 2.57-3.9 

LTCC [glass ceramic:2.5-

3.1] 

Flexural 

Strength 

(MPa) 

N/A 

Thick film: 200- 400 

HTCC: 420 

HTCC [AlN : 340- 450, 

Al2O3:480- 520] 

LTCC: 210 

LTCC[glass ceramic:230- 

280] 

90 

 

Note:  

 The need for matched CTE’s 

(Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) 

between the active device and the 

package substrate is important, as this 

is low and matching to substrate, the 

quality is increased. CTE is differed 

from material to material which enters 

to make MCM .For same material 

CTE is change due to the change in 

temperature degree. For MCM-L the 

high significant CTE mismatch 

between substrate and die material is  

 

 one of disadvantages which must taken 

in the account. 

 

 

 For MCM-C the mechanical properties 

is differed from Thick film to co-fired 

ceramic technologies. 

 High thermal conductivity to handle a 

wide range of heat dissipation 

requirements is important thing at heat 

dissipation. The thermal conductivity of 

Alumina 100 times MCM-L (FR-4) , 

LTCC 10 times FR-4. HTCC is high 

which is the best at heat dissipation[1]. 

 MCM-

properties. 

 

The important two factors of Mechanical 

properties are Thermal Conductivity TC 

(W/m
0
C) and Coefficient of 
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0
C), the 

comparison of three types is drawn at 

the curve as shown in figure (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. TC and CTE comparison of MCM types 

V. Thermal properties  

Table (5) gives the thermal properties comparison of MCM types as important thing 

in comparative study

TABLE 5 THERMAL PROPERTIES COMPARISON OF MCM TYPES 

 

 

 

MCM-L 

 

MCM-C 

 

MCM-D 

Thermal Coupling 

It is the best laminated onto 

the surface of the 

thermoelectric cooler and is 

thus offering a cost-

effective manufacturing 

technology. 

Al2O3 is not offering 

sufficient thermal coupling 

for the necessary 

temperature 

Stabilization 

AlN is selected but 

expensive. 

Ceramic not guarantee 

efficient, but Si & 

Polymer is better. 
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MCM-L 

 

MCM-C 

 

MCM-D 

Thermal 

conductivity 

 

Poor 

This need complex cooling 

design . 

Good 

Better than MCM-L 
Good 

Thermal stability Medium 

Good 

depend on ceramic type 

used 

Good 

Thermal Expansion 

High 

May cause problem when 

attaching large Si Chips 

Low Excellent 

Thermal dissipation Medium High 
High 

By Polyimide is better. 

 

Note:  

 MCM-C (by HTCC) has Thermal 

performance characteristics superior to 

MCM-L and MCM-D. 

 Copper slugs and cutouts are used 

in MCM-Ls for direct heat transfer. 

This degrades interconnection density. 

 Due to substrate material 

characteristics, for some applications 

MCM-C forces the designers to 

choose between relative levels of  

 

 

thermal and electrical performance, 

such; HTCC has excellent thermal 

performance with modest electrical 

characteristic, while LTCC reverses 

these attributes.   

 MCM-C is better electrical and 

thermal conductivity than MCM-L but 

Lower wiring density than MCM-D. 

 

VI.  Conclusion  

Characteristics such as surface chemistry, 

overall tolerances, coefficient of thermal 

expansion (CTE) and substrate flatness are 

important factors at any application. The 

user should consider all of those factors and 
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others, including potential toxicity issues 

and availability of suppliers in order to 

achieve the greatest cost advantages and 

best performance for their application. 

MCM is advanced technology nowadays 

there are complication with other 

technology to improve reliability and work 

of many devices. 
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Fabrication and Comparison of Micro Thin Films for Development of 

High Performance Hydrogen Sensors 
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Department of Electronic Engineering, Institute of Technology Tallaght, Dublin 24, Ireland 

 

Abstract 
In this research we describe the fabrication and testing of two types of thin films for the 

study of hydrogen sensors.  Individual thin films of pure palladium and alloy of palladium-

silver are fabricated on silicon oxide substrates using a vacuum evaporation technique.  In 

this process, the surface area and the thickness are kept constant for both the fabricated thin 

films.  The electrical resistance and sensing properties of the structures in conjunction with 

5% hydrogen concentration at room temperature are obtained from the Resistance-Time 

and Sensitivity –Time characteristics respectively and the results are compared and 

discussed.  The thin film made with Pd-Ag alloy shows the better response to sensitivity 

and reversibility to hydrogen.   

  

Keywords: Hydrogen sensor, Pd and Pd-Ag micro thin films, Resistance and Sensitivity 

responses 

 

Introduction 

Hydrogen is a promising potential fuel for 

use in machinery and transport and can be 

converted into electricity in fuel cells.  It 

also is already in use in medicine and space 

exploration as well as in the production of 

industrial chemicals and food products.  

Safety is the most important issue when 

using hydrogen.  An explosive mixture can 

form if hydrogen leaks into the air from a 

tank or valve reaches the limit of 4.65% at 

room temperature [1].  Therefore, it is 

important and encouraging to fabricate 

hydrogen sensors with high sensitivity, 

high accuracy, small size and low cost.  

Moreover, today the focus of sensor 

development is based on research into new 

devices and materials, which provide 

increased sensitivity, selectivity and 

stability.  Among the various types of 

hydrogen sensors that have been explored 

including metal oxide semiconductor 

sensors, thermoelectric sensors, Schottky 

diode sensors, fiber optic sensors, and 

electrochemical sensors, many employ 

metal palladium as the active sensing 

material due to its unique property of 

strong interaction with H2 gas.  

The absorption of molecular hydrogen by 

metal palladium to form Pd–H hydride can 

cause physical properties changes including 
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mass, volume and electric resistance, all of 

which can be used to signal the H2 partial 

pressure changes. Nevertheless, although 

pure palladium-based hydrogen sensors can 

give good H2 sensitivity, there are some 

drawbacks associated with the use of pure 

palladium metal.  The response time 

ranging from several to more than 

10 minutes for Pd-sensors is too slow to 

allow real-time monitoring of flowing gas 

streams [2]. To overcome these problems, 

the sensing material has been modified by 

introducing a second metal to make a 

mixed metal film of palladium for H2 

sensing.  

In the past years, mixed thin films of 

palladium with other metals have shown to 

be more suitable for hydrogen sensing, due 

to their good physical and mechanical 

strength, resistance toward other chemicals, 

and lower consumption of noble metal to 

reduce the fabrication cost. The interaction 

of palladium and several palladium alloys 

to hydrogen gas, such as Pd–Cr, Pd–Cu, 

and Pd–Al were studied [3] and found that 

the electrical resistance of many palladium-

rich substitution systems was dependent on 

the absorbed hydrogen amount of the metal 

phase. Thereafter, many research groups 

reported Pd alloys as H2 sensing materials 

although further improvement is still 

required with respect to selectivity, 

sensitivity and lifetime of the sensors [4, 5, 

6, 7, and 8]. 

Here, we study the hydrogen sensing 

performance of Pd and Pd-Ag alloy thin 

films.  For this, square shape micro thin 

films are fabricated using the vacuum 

evaporation technique, and their change of 

electrical resistance in conjunction with 5% 

hydrogen is measured as the sensing signal.  

The sensing signal of Pd-Ag alloy shows a 

better performance than the one of pure Pd.  

Experimental 

Fabrication process 

The Pd and Pd-Ag alloy micro thin films 

were fabricated on the silicon oxide (SiO2) 

substrate by vacuum evaporation.  Prior to 

the fabrication, P type silicon wafer was 

cleaned using a solution of 5 part water 

(H2O), 1 part 27% ammonium hydroxide 

(NH4OH) and 1 part 30% hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2).  The temperature of the 

solution was brought to 80
o
C and the 

silicon wafer was soaked in the solution for 

15 minutes, and then was dried with hot 

air.  To ensure that the silicon wafer was 

electrically insulated, a thin layer of 200nm 

silicon oxide was created on the surface of 

the wafer.  For this, the wafer was placed in 

the quartz boat and was loaded into a 

HITECH thermal furnace with a 

temperature of 450
o
C.  The temperature 

was gradually increased to 1100
o
C when a 

low flow rate of 20 cm
3
/min oxygen was 

circulated to the furnace for 3 hours.   

The produced SiO2 substrate was then 

allowed to perfectly cool down at room 

temperature before the evaporation process 

was started.  Note that, the blue colour on 

the surface of the silicon wafer after 

heating indicates the existence of SiO2 

layer. Individual thin films of Pd and Pd-

Ag alloy with the ratio of (77-23)% were 

deposited onto SiO2 substrates using an 

Edwards E306 vacuum evaporation 

machine.  This system was equipped with a 

thin film monitoring unit, which could 

measure the film thickness during the 

evaporation process.  The pumping system 

evacuated the chamber to a vacuum of 10
-5

 

to 10
-6

 Torr and a shutter was used between 

the heating source and the substrate holder 

for careful deposition of the thin films.  
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With this arrangement thin films of Pd and 

of Pd-Ag alloy were deposited onto SiO2 

substrates at room temperature.  Both the 

thin films were fabricated with the surface 

area of 1cm
2
 and the thickness of 210nm 

for comparison toward the hydrogen effect.  

Measurement process 

Prior to the measurement, the electrical 

contacts were made on the two corners of 

each square shaped thin film with two 

single strand non-resistive copper wires 

using the silver adhesive paste.  To dry the 

contact points the sample was allowed to 

rest overnight at room temperature. The 

surface composition and uniformity of the 

thin films were examined using an 

Olympus PME3 Microscope equipped with 

a PC giving a magnification of 1 to 500.  

Figure 1 shows the basic experimental 

arrangement for the measurements. 

 

Figure1. Schematic diagram of the 

hydrogen sensing measurements 

A 12cm
2 

by 6cm height rectangular gas cell 

was specially designed and constructed 

from steel and a clear plastic top.  To 

maintain the gas flow an inlet and outlet 

were installed into the cell for the 

connection of pipes.  The gas supply was 

made of one (5%H2 - 95%N2) cylinder and 

one (pure N2) cylinder, which were 

connected to the gas cell by steel pipes and 

shut off valves.   A constant low flow of 

nitrogen was subjected into the cell as the 

gas carrier, to create a base line.  With this 

set up, the gas flow from the nitrogen base 

can be changed to the hydrogen 

concentration in nitrogen.  Note that 

individual gas flow into the cell was 

controlled with flow meters.  Individual 

thin film was placed and secured in the cell 

and its change of resistance was measured 

through the contact wires at each 10 

seconds as a signal for 5% hydrogen 

concentration.   The reversibility of the 

sensor performance was evaluated by 

switching the gas line from the hydrogen to 

nitrogen concentration.  To measure the 

instant change of the thin film resistance at 

different times with high accuracy, a 

HP34401A Multi-meter was used.   

Results and Discussions 

In general, the required thin films for gas 

sensors should be fabricated from 

semiconductor or conductor materials so 

their resistance can be easily measured with 

the gas concentration. Moreover, for high 

sensitivity and reduced response time the 

thin film sensor must be made as thin as 

possible.   

The magnitude of response (S) to hydrogen 

gas is defined as [9]:  

 

S% = (R – R0)*100 / R0                                                                                      
(1) 

ΔR = (R – R0) 

 

Where R is the resistance of the thin film 

under H2 concentration and R0 is the 

resistance before the introduction of 

hydrogen into the system.  

The sensing performance of a deposited 

square shape micro thin film of Pd on the 

SiO2 substrate at room temperature is 

examined with 5% hydrogen.  In this way, 
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the resistance of the film is measured every 

10 second with hydrogen.  Figure 2 shows 

the response time of sensitivity for Pd thin 

film. In this, ΔR/R0 is approximately 2% at 

20 seconds and is 16% when the recovery 

starts to occur.  The speed of the response 

is tremendously low in comparison with 

the speed of response for the Pd-Ag thin 

film sensor.  Figure 3 shows the change of 

resistance with time for Pd thin film at 5% 

hydrogen concentration.  The rise of the 

film resistance from around 3.2 to 3.7Ώ is 

achieved for the maximum absorption of 

hydrogen by the Pd thin film surface.  Note 

that, the response and recovery times are 

defined as the time required to achieve 

90% of the signal change for the adsorption 

and desorption of hydrogen respectively 

[10].   

  

            

 
 

Figure 2.  Response time of the pure Pd 

thin film at 5% hydrogen concentration at 

room temperature 

 

            

 

 

                      

 

Figure 3. Rise of resistance with time for 

the pure Pd thin film at 5% hydrogen 

concentration at room temperature 

For the fabricated thin film of Pd-Ag alloy 

with the ratio of (77-23)% on the SiO2 

substrate, the resistance is measured against 

the time towards the hydrogen 

concentration under the same condition as 

for the pure Pd thin film, and the response 

time is found.  In figure 4 the response 

curve shows that, the value of ΔR/R0 for 

the Pd-Ag thin film sensor is 

approximately 4% at 20 seconds with the 

hydrogen concentration.  This value 

indicates that, the speed of response for the 

Pd-Ag alloy film is about twice the speed 

of response for the pure Pd thin film 

sensor.  At around 14% sensitivity the 

recovery phase starts.  The time for 

recovery is about 80 seconds, which is 

close to the value reported in the past [9].     
When the recovery time is complete the 

curve returns to the same baseline after the 

gas is switched back to N2.  The response 

time curve shows a sharp and good 

reversibility obtained by the Pd-Ag thin 

film.  Figure 5 shows that, the electrical 

resistance of the thin film increases from 

4.35 to 5Ώ with time in contact with 5% 

hydrogen.  The speed of this change of 

resistance is nearly twice faster than for the 

pure Pd thin film.  Furthermore, our results 

clearly show that, the resistance of the Pd-
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Ag alloy thin film has a higher dependency 

to the absorption of the hydrogen 

molecules by the film surface than the 

resistance of the pure Pd thin film.   Both 

thin films were re-examined after three 

months and the results showed reasonable 

reliability and performance.          

           

 

Figure 4.  Response time of the Pd-Ag 

alloy thin film at 5% hydrogen 

concentration at room temperature 

 

     

 

Figure 5. Rise of resistance with time for 

the Pd-Ag alloy thin film at 5% hydrogen 

concentration at room temperature 

       Conclusions 
 

The resistance of each thin film sensor is 

increased due to its surface interaction with 

the hydrogen molecules. The speed of the 

sensor performance depends on how fast 

this interaction can occur.  Similarly once 

the hydrogen is flushed out of the gas cell, 

the thin film resistance starts decreasing 

until it reaches its original value.  The 

results show that, the speed of response for 

the Pd-Ag sensor is approximately twice 

that for the pure Pd film sensor.  Both 

sensors showed some lack of performances 

after repeat testing over a period of time.  

This is due to the cracking of the films 

through the expanding and contracting of 

the Pd element in each film in contact with 

hydrogen.  By increasing the evaporation 

time or changing the physical shape of the 

thin film this problem can be remedied.  

The Pd-Ag thin film on the SiO2 substrate 

showed a reasonable operation and can be a 

suitable choice for sensing the hydrogen 

leakage at room temperature.  Moreover, 

the results indicate the possibility of further 

improving the sensitivity and reliability of 

the Pd-Ag thin film by altering the 

substrate temperature for each sample, 

design of the thin film, ratio of Pd-Ag 

alloy, evaporation period and finally use of 

annealing at different temperatures and 

period of times after the evaporation 

process. 
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Abstract: Samples of the type CdyZn1-yFe2O4   ;(y = 0.0,0.1,0.2)   were prepared by 

conventional ceramic method. The X-ray measurements was done for all studied samples. 

The lattice parameter (a) and x-ray density (Dx) were determined at different (Cd) 

substitutions. Ac-conductivity (σac) was measured at temperature range from 308K up to 

698K and at fixed frequencies (100,1K,10K,100K,2MHz).  The X-ray diffraction analysis 

showed that all studied samples have a   single phase and cubic spinel structure. The lattice 

parameter (a)  is found to increase with Cd
2+

 ion concentration . The samples are found to 

have measured densities in the range (91-95%) of x-ray density. The values of the x-ray 

density are higher than measured density (Dm). The x-ray density increases with increasing 

(Cd
2+

) ion content. The (σac) increases as temperature increases for all studied samples. The 

behavior of conductivity with temperature shown two regions; frequency dependent region 

(I) (at relative low temperatures) and frequency  independent region (II) (at relative high 

temperatures) separated by  transition point (Tt). The transition point (Tt) increases with 

increasing (Cd
2+

). The activation energy in region (II) is higher than that in region (I). In 

region (I) the activation energy decreases with increasing frequency and in region (II) the 

activation energy has one value approximately corresponding to the change in frequencies.  
 

1-Introduction 
 

         Ferrites are used in wide range of ac 

technological application, especially in core 

transformers, recorder heads, etc. [1] 
Due to their magnetic and electrical 

properties. Very useful information on the 

behavior of localized electric charge 

carriers can be obtained from the frequency 

and temperature dependence of the ac 

conductivity. The ac conductivity is one of 

the most important properties for ferrites 

which markedly depends on the preparation 

conditions , sintering time and temperature, 

quantity and type of additives [2].  

 

 

2-Experimenta 
 

         Samples of the compositions 

(CdyZn1-yFe2O4);( y =0.0, 0.1, 0.2), were 

prepared by   Ceramic Method. Presenting 

of the mixture was done in an electric 

furnace at 750C° for five Hours. After this 

step at least partial formation of the ferrite 

takes place. The powder was pressed using 

stainless steel die  in to disc-shaped 

Samples 12cm, the disc-shaped were 

pressed at 3.5x10
8
Pa by hydraulic press.  
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A final sintering of the pressed samples 

was made at 1200C° for Four hours by 

using programming digital furnace and 

then they were slowly cooled to room 
temperature.The sintered samples are 

coated (electroded) with silver paint in 

both sides and inserted between the two 

wires in samples holder and Then support 

these wires by drips of silver paint.     

        One disc-shaped sample of each 

composition was ground To a very fine 

powder to be used in X-ray Diffraction 

analysis .The powder should be ground 

extremely fine to produce accurate 

Relative line intensities. The X-ray 

Diffraction of samples was made Using an 

PW1800 X-ray Diffractometer (Cu-K - 

radiation, λ=1.54060A° , 30mA , 40Kv ) . 

The lattice parameter (a) was determined 

for all compositions using the relation [3]: 
          d=a/(h

2
+k

2
+l

2
)

0.5
                      (1)                        

were d is the interplanar distances 

calculated according to Bragg's formula [3]: 
          nλ=2dsin (θ)                          (2) 

The density of the samples was determined 

by using the relation
:
 

 Density(Dm)=[Weight(W)/Volume(V)]  (3) 

        The weight was determined using a 

digital balance and the volume was 

calculated by measuring the samples 

dimensions. 

    X-ray density (Theoretical density), Dx, 

was calculated from the  

Relation
 
[3]: 

          Dx = (8M)/ (NV)                      (4) 

Were (M) is the molecular weight, (N) is 

Avogadro's number and (V) is the unit 

lattice volume (a)
 3
.  

     The A.C conductivity are measured for 

all the samples in the temperature range 

308k up to 698k in the selected frequencies 

(100, 1K, 10K, 100K, 2MHz) by using 

(RC-Circuit) as in fig1. 

 
Fig (1) circuit diagram of ac electrical 

conductivity measurements 
The ac electrical conductivity is determined 

from following relations: 

          σ = 1 / ρ                 (5)                         

          ρ = Z A /l             (6) 

Were:  (σ) Electrical conductivity,(ρ) 

Electrical resistivity, (Z) Impedance,(A) 

Area of sample, (t) Thickness. 

 

3-Results and discussion 
 

       X-ray diffraction analysis for the 

studied samples of the general formula 

CdyZn1yFe2O4 ;(y = 0.0,0.1,0.2) are shown 

in Fig2. 

The x-ray pattern show the existence of 

spinel structure with the reflection planes; 

(111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), 

(511), (440), (533), (642), (731). It is found 

that for the samples, the single phase spinel 

structure was constructed as compared with 

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database 

(ICSD), reference code: (56453)  for 

sample Zn-ferrite. 
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Fig (2)  X-ray diffraction patterns  for ,a-

ZnFe2O4,b-Cd0.1Zn0.9Fe2O4,c-Cd0.2Zn0.8 Fe2O4. 

    
   The values of lattice parameter is plotted 

against the composition (x) as shown in Fig 

3 for CdyZn1-yFe2O4  . The figure show that 

the lattice parameter increases with 

increasing  (Cd
2+

) ion content. The behavior 

is attributed to larger ionic radius of (Cd
2+

) 

ion; (rCd= 0.97A°) than (Zn
2+

) ion 

;(rZn=0.74A°). 

 
Fig (3) variation of a-parameter (A°) with 

composition for system Cd-Zn ferrite. 

 
The relative x-ray density (Dx) and the 

relative measured density (Dm) are 

summarized in table (1). The samples are 

found to have measured densities in the 

range (91-95%) of x-ray density. The value 

of the relative x-ray density(Dx) is higher 

than relative measured density(Dm). This is 

attributed to the existence of pores which 

depend on the sintering conditions, kind of 

additions and radius of ion. 

The relative x-ray density increases with 

increasing content of  (Cd
2+

) ion as shown 

in fig (4). 
  Table (1) measured Density, X-ray Density.   

Sample 
Thick 

(mm) 

Area 

X10-6 

(m2) 

W 

(g) 

 

Dx 
Dm 

ZnFe2O4 1.82 12.51 1.14 5.31 5.01 

Cd0.1Zn0.9

Fe2O4 
1.82 12.49 1.11 5.38 4.88 

Cd0.2Zn0.8

Fe2O4 
1.82 12.50 1.17 5.43 4105 

 Dx → X-ray Density,Dm → measured Density.   

 

 
Fig (4) variation of X-ray density (g/cm3) with 

composition for system Cd-Zn ferrite. 
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    This behavior related to the replacement 

of( Cd
2+

) with atomic weight; (MCd= 

112.41g/mol) and density; (DCd= 

8.642g/cm
3
) by (Zn

2+
) ion with atomic 

weight ; (MZn=65.37g/mol) and density; 

(DZn= 7.14g/cm
3
). 

The results of the a.c conductivity (σac) was 

measured at five different frequencies (100, 

1K, 10K, 100K, 2MHz) for CdyZn1-yFe2O4; 

(y = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2). The Arrhenius's plot for 

all compositions is shown in Fig (5). 

From Arrhenius's plot we can obtain that, 

each composition has Negative 

Temperature Coefficient Resistors behavior 

(NTCR) . It is clear that (σac) increases as 

temperature increases. This can be 

attributed to the semi conducting behavior 

of the studied ferrite samples
. 
and It can be 

seen that , the a.c conductivity increases 
with increasing frequency . The studied 

samples exist two regions; frequency 

dependent region-(I) at relative low 

temperatures and frequency independent 

region-(II) at relative high temperatures 

separated by transition point (Tt). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig(5) Arrhenius’s plot for samples 

ZnFe2O4(MZ0),Cd0.1Zn0.9Fe2O4(CZ1), 
Cd0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4(CZ2). 

       At temperature (Tt) the conductivity 

becomes frequency Independent. This 

behavior was observed earlier for Cu-Cr 

ferries[4],Ni-Sb ferrites[5],Ni-Mg 

ferrites[6]and Ni-Zn ferrites[7]. In the 

frequency dependent region (I) the ac- 

conductivity Increases with increasing 

frequency for all samples. The values of 

temperature (Tt) for all studied samples are 

tabulated in table (2). 
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Table (2) Composition Dependence of transition 

temperature (Tt). 

 

 

Sample Tt (k) 

ZnFe2O4 498 k 

Cd0.1Zn0.9Fe2O4 518 k 

Cd0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4 558 k 

 

     From table we can obtain that the 

temperature (Tt) increases with increasing 

Cd
2+ 

ion content. 

     The values of activation energy in 

frequency dependent region (I) and 

frequency independent region (II) are 

determined from Arrhenius's equation[8]:    
             Ln(σT) = ln(σ0)-(E/KT)                       

(7) 

      and the values of activation energy for 

ZnFe2O4 are tabulated in table (3), 

Cd0.1Zn0.9Fe2O4 in table(4) and 

Cd0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4 in table(5). 

 
Table (3) Variation of Activation    Energy with 

frequency  

for ample ZnFe2O4. 
 

Region II 

(498k-698k) 

Region I 

(RT-498k) 
f(Hz) 

0.44386ev 
 

0.35313ev 

 

100Hz 
 

0.44023ev 
 

0.33591ev 

 

1KHz 

 

0.43006ev 
 

0.30724ev 

 

10KHz 

 

0.42115ev 
 

0.24253ev 

 
100KHz 

 

0.36646ev 
 

0.1112ev 
 

2MHz 

  

 

 

 

 
Table (4) Variation of Activation    Energy with 

frequency  

for ample Cd0.1Zn0.9Fe2O4. 

 

. 

Table (5) Variation of Activation  Energy with 

frequency for ample Cd0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4. 

 

 
From tables we can see that  the activation 

energy in region (II) is higher than that in 

region (I) for all studied samples This 

behavior was observed earlier for Cu-Cr 

ferrites[4] 
and Ni-Sb ferrites[5]. In region 

(I) the activation energy decreases with 

increasing frequency and In region (II) the 

activation energy has one value 

Region II 

(558k-698k) 

Region I 

(RT-558k) 
f(Hz) 

0.401187ev 0.36027ev 

 

100Hz 
 

0.39589ev 0.33767ev 

 

1KHz 
 

0.40290ev 0.29921ev 

 

10KHz 

 

0.39677ev 0.24156ev 

 

100KHz 

 

0.32668ev 0.15266ev 
 

2MHz 

Region II 

(518k-698k) 

Region I 

(RT-518k) 
f(Hz) 

 

0.40315ev 

 

0.30033ev 

 

100Hz 
 

 

0.40462ev 

 

0.29428ev 

 

1KHz 

 

 

0.40671ev 

 

0.27151ev 

 

10KHz 

 

 
0.39992ev 

 
0.21891ev 

 
100KHz 

 

 
0.38430ev 

 
0.17300ev 

 
2MHz 
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approximately corresponding to the change 

in frequencies(100Hz,1KHz) and at 

frequencies (f) when 2MHz > f > 10KHz 

the decreasing in activation energy becomes 

clear but very small for all studied samples. 
Table (5) Variation of Activation  Energy with 

frequency for ample Cd0.2Zn0.8Fe2O4. 

 

4-conclusions 
 

The results of this study can be summarized 

as follows: 

                       

1-The compounds (CdyZn1-yFe2O4); (y = 

0.0, 0.1, 0.2) have a cubic spinel 

structure.  

2-The lattice parameter increases with 

increasing (Cd
2+

) ion content and the 

value of the relative x-ray density is 
higher than relative measured density.  

3-The relative x-ray density increases 

with increasing content of (Cd
2+

) ion 

content. 

4-A.C conductivity increases as 

temperature increases; each composition     

has Negative Temperature Coefficient 

Resistors behavior (NTCR).  

5-The behavior of conductivity with 

temperature shown two regions; 

frequency dependent (region-(I)) at 

relative low temperatures and frequency  

independent (region-(II)) at relative high 

temperatures separated by transition point 

(Tt).  

6-The activation energy in region (II) is 
higher than that in region (I) for all 

studied samples.  
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ABSTRACT 

The molecular orientational behaviour for a homogenously aligned cell of a ferroelectric 

liquid crystal mixture in Smectic C* (SmC*) phase is investigated using FTIR 

spectroscopy.  This paper studies the main molecular mechanism and structure of the 

mixture.  For this, the polarisation dependence of the absorbance for the core carbonyl 

(C=O) and phenyl (C=C) stretching bands for various stages of the electrically induced 

transformation of the sample structure is analysed until the complete unwinding of helix is 

formed.  The angular shift of the absorbance profile for core carbonyl and phenyl bands is 

found to be dependent on the applied field and its value is found as the DC voltage is 

altered across the liquid crystal cell.  The effects of ionic separation and hysteresis are 

found to be the cause for the existence of a non-zero value in apparent tilt angle at zero 

applied voltage.  The value of the dichroic ratio and polarisation angle for both the core 

carbonyl and phenyl groups are calculated and the key results are explained and discussed. 

 

Keywords:  ferroelectric liquid crystal mixture, FTIR spectroscopy, switching 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The absorbance profiles of each stretching 

vibrational band are studied and their 

characteristics in relation to the orientation 

of the molecules are discussed.   

The apparent tilt angle for each molecular 

group is also found and their values as a 

function of the applied electric field are 

given.  FTIR spectroscopy is an efficient 

technique for investigating the orientational  

 

 

behaviour of the various parts of the 

molecules in a liquid crystal cell [1, 2].  It is 

known that in bookshelf geometry the 

direction of the long molecular axis is fixed 

relative to the smectic layer normal by the 

application of a constant electric field.  This 
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voltage across the cell causes distortion and 

an eventual unwinding of the helicoidal 

structure.  However the molecular director 

can be switched to a new but opposite sense 

when the sign of the applied field is altered.  

In this arrangement the molecular director 

is parallel to the plane of the cell windows 

[3].  The intermolecular interactions can 

influence the frequency and the shape of the 

vibrational bands under investigation.  This 

leads to a better understanding of the 

molecular behaviour for switching in SmC* 

phase.  Furthermore, absorption profiles 

obtained from these selected bands as a 

function of the polarizer rotation angle 

together with their rotational motion can be 

studied in greater details.  Generally for 

chiral materials the origin of ferroelectricity 

lies in the average biased rotation of the 

molecules about their long axis.  The biased 

rotation and the permanent dipole moment 

located near the chiral centre give rise to the 

spontaneous polarisation.  Note that, for this 

material due to the low percentage of the 

dopant the effect of chirality is considerably 

low and also the location of the chiral 

centre in the structural formula is not 

known.  We focus our attention on the 

characteristics of the phenyl and the core 

carbonyl groups in order to study the main 

behaviour of the molecules. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 

The material (SCE8) used in this 

investigation is a ferroelectric liquid crystal 

mixture synthesised by Merck Ltd [4].  The 

structural formula and the phase transition 

temperatures in 
o
C are as follows: 

                   

COO RR

F

COO R’R

F

 

 Smectic C* phase 59  Smectic A* phase  79  Numatic phase  100  

Isotropic 

This material is a mixture of two 

components and two substituents R and R
/
.  

One component is a chiral dopant with ~ 

5% and the other is a matrix which is not 

chiral.  R and R
/
 represent the alkyl chains 

in the molecules.  R represents heptyloxy, 

octyloxy and dodecyl chains in the ratio 

1.9, 2.7 and 1.0.  R
/
 represents pentyl, 

heptyl and octyloxy chains in the ratio 3.75, 

1.0 and 1.25 respectively.   

Sample was aligned between the two 

transparent CaF2 windows with inner 

surfaces coated with conductive indium tin 

oxide (ITO).  For planar alignment ITO 

surfaces were spin coated with polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) and after drying, the 

surfaces were rubbed in anti-parallel 
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directions on a velvet rail.  In this way the 

surfaces become grooved and hence, during 

the cell filling with liquid crystal, molecules 

will lie approximately along the direction of 

the grooves.  Mylar spacer of thickness 

6m was used between the two CaF2 

windows for obtaining a fixed sample 

thickness.  The cell was filled with capillary 

effect at a temperature above the isotropic 

phase, i.e. >100
o
C, and examined for the 

alignment using polarising microscope.  

The structure of the cells used in this study 

is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Measurements were carried out by 

recording the polarised IR spectra as a 

function of the polarisation angle for 

different DC voltages across the cell in 

SmC* phase.  For this investigation the 

absorption peaks at 1737 cm
-1

 for the core 

carbonyl stretching (C = O) and at 1605 cm
-

1
 for phenyl ring stretching (C - C) 

vibrations have been analysed.  The 

polarisation angle is fixed to be zero when 

the axis of the polarizer is parallel to the 

smectic layer normal.  A Bio-Rad FTS60A 

spectrometer with a 2cm
-1

 resolution with 

an averaging over 16 scans is used.  The 

wire grid polarizer is rotated with a 

computer controlled device with a 

capability of a rotational step by 2 degrees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1(a). Structure of the experimental cell shows the side and plan views 

RESULTS AND DUSCUSSION 

 

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the absorbance versus 

frequency for two vibrational bands that 

have been investigated.  The angle of 

polarisation for 0
o
 and 90

o
 represents 

parallel and perpendicular spectra with 

respect to the smectic layer normal. 

The selected bands correspond to the 

molecular vibrations of the core carbonyl 

(C=O) at the frequency of 1737 cm
-1

 and 

the phenyl (C-C) vibrations at frequency of 

1605 cm
-1

. 

The polarisation angle is defined as the 

angle between the layer normal and the 

electric vector of the infrared beam.  In 

SmA* phase the long molecular axis is 

essentially parallel to the smectic layer 

normal and therefore lies along the rubbing 

direction of the cell windows.  Fig. 1(b) 

displays the differences between 

absorbance peaks at 0
o
 and 90

o
 polarisation 

angles which represent a higher degree of 

orientation for the phenyl rather than for the 

core carbonyl group in SmC* phase at an 

applied voltage of +12V.  The small shift of 
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frequency between peak positions for core 

carbonyl group seen in Fig. 1(b) can be 

addressed to the existence of dopant in the 

compound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1(b). Absorbance as a function of vibrational frequency (cm
-1

) for 

which DC applied voltage across the cell is +12V.   

 

Plot shows two absorption band intensities 

at 1737 cm
-
(C=O) and 1605 cm

-1
 (C-C) for 

two polarisation angles, dash line  = 90
o
 

and full line  = 0
o
. 

Polar plots of the absorbance profiles A() 

for the two bands in SmC* phase with bias 

voltage at +12 and -12V are shown in Fig. 

2.  It is noted that, in SmA* phase the 

maximum absorbance (Amax) for the phenyl 

ring profile occurs when the maximum 

polarisation angle (max) is approximately 

0
o
 or 180

o
, whereas for the core carbonyl 

profile Amax is situated at 90
o
 or 270

o
. 

Molecular orientation is expressed in terms 

of the average direction of the molecular 

director.  If this director is not collinear 

with the transition dipole moment then Amax 

does not occur for which max has a zero 

value [5]. 
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Figure 2. Absorbance profiles in SmC* phase with the applied field of –12V 

(top) and +12V (bottom). 

 

In SmC* phase, we find that both phenyl and 

core carbonyl profiles show angular changes 

with the applied voltage.  The direction of 

the angular motion is the same for both 

profiles for any sign of the applied electric 

field.  Fig.3 clearly shows that both profiles 

rotate with smaller polarisation angles when 

the sign of the applied DC voltage is 

negative.  The angle of rotation is 

approximately equivalent to the optical tilt 

angle with respect to the polarisation axis.  

Furthermore, we notice the value of max for 

these absorbance profiles does not change in 

the same manner as the polarity of the 

applied field changes with respect to zero 

voltage position.  This is expected to be due 

to the effect of the hysteresis within the cell, 

see Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Voltage dependence of max for core carbonyl and phenyl groups. 

The dependence of the tilt angle on the 

applied voltage in the range of -12 to +12V 

is shown in Fig. 4.  In this range of voltages 

the unwinding of the helical structure in 

FLC takes place [6].  However for both 

polarity of voltages >12V, the helix has 

been completely unwound and the apparent 

tilt angle is the same.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Tilt angle as a function of the magnitude of applied voltage for core 

carbonyl and phenyl groups. 
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with respect to the molecular axis.  The 

absorbance as a function of the angle of 

polarization is given by the following 

formula [2, 7]: 

 

         A() = - log(10
-Amax

 + (10
-Amin

 - 10
-

Amax
) sin

2
( - max))       (1) 

 

In equation (1), Amax and Amin are obtained 

when the electric vector of the polarised 

infrared beam is parallel and perpendicular 

to the transition dipole moment 

respectively,  is the angle of polarisation 

and max is the polarisation angle to the 

direction at which Amax occurs. 

The dichroic ratio (Dr) for a single 

absorbance profile can simply be defined 

as: 

     Dr = Amax / Amin                                 

(2) 

In this investigation the absorbance 

profiles of the core carbonyl (C = O) and 

phenyl ring (C-C) for various applied 

voltages are fitted to equation (1) and the 

values of Amax, Amin and max are obtained. 

Table 1 shows the angular shift (max) of 

the maximum absorbance for various 

voltages across the cell for the phenyl and 

the core carbonyl bands. 

Fig. 3 also shows the variation of angular 

shift (max) as the bias voltage across the 

cell increases from -20 to +20V.  Fig. 4 

displays the change in tilt angle obtained, 

from the values of max as the polarity of 

the applied voltage changes at any 

particular value for both phenyl (C - C) 

and core carbonyl (C = O) groups.  

 

Table 1. Angular shift (max) for various applied voltages for the phenyl 

and the carbonyl groups. 

 

 

Fig. 5 shows dichroic ratio versus biased 

voltage.  It can be seen that Dr of phenyl 

ring is dependent on the applied electric 

field in the range of -12 to +12V and is 

different in its response to fields of different 

polarities (i.e. Dr= 4.16 at 0 voltage, 4.44 at 

+12V and 4.61 at -12V DC ).  From this we 

can infer that prior to the completion of 

unwinding process by the application of DC 

field; the molecular orientation is dependent 

to the degree to which the helix is 

disturbed.  Once the helix is unwound, the 

orientation stays constant for both positive 

and negative voltages; therefore the value 

of dichroic ratio stays unaffected at higher 

voltages [6, 7].  For a thinner cell of 

thickness 4m, distortion of the helix at the 

same voltage can be stronger. 
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          Figure 5. Dichroic ratio as a function of applied voltage for phenyl band 

(C – C). 

 

The surface effect tends to align the 

molecules on the surface better than in the 

bulk for a thinner sample.  Therefore 

surface effect also plays a vital role in 

fixing the position of the molecular director 

[8]. 

Fig. 6 shows that Dr for the core carbonyl 

group has a low value  1.33 in comparison 

with the phenyl ring and is nearly 

independent of the bias voltage, see Figs. 5 

and 6.  This indicates that orientation of the 

core carbonyl group does not change 

dramatically by the application of electric 

field.  However, for both groups, the 

rotation of absorbance profile show 

differences with respect to zero polarisation 

axis when positive and negative field is 

applied.  Again this interesting phenomenon 

is expected to be due to the existence of the 

hysteresis related to the internal electric 

field produced by the ions when the polarity 

of the field is altered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Dichroic ratio as a function of applied voltage for core carbonyl band 

(C = O). 
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Using a polarising microscope, the cell 

shows strips with the applied field at 

saturated values.  This is a consequence of 

a bookshelf structure present in the cell [9, 

10].  We found that the dichroic ratio is 

dependent on the difference between the 

values of Amax and Amin and ultimately on 

the shape of the absorbance profile. 

Fig. 7 shows the dichroic ratio versus DC 

voltage for CH2 asymmetric vibration at 

2926 cm
-1

 and CH2 symmetric vibration at 

2856 cm
-1

.  From this figure, it is evident 

that for voltages greater than 8V, the 

dichroic ratio stays nearly constant.  This 

result also shows that, the orientation of 

the CH2 group is approximately similar to 

that of the phenyl group, having however a 

lower value of dichroic ratio [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Dichroic ratio as a function of applied DC voltage for 

CH2symmetric vibration at 2855 cm
-1

 and CH2 asymmetric vibration at 2926 

cm
-1

. 

 

Fig. 8 displays max versus DC voltage for 

four stretching bands.  From this we can 

confirm that prior to the application of 

voltage, max for phenyl group was found to 

be -9.96
o
 with respect to the axis of the 

polarisation.  This indicates that the helix 

was already disturbed due to the surface 

stabilization of the liquid crystal cell and the 

possible hysteresis effect.  In this case for 

the cell, the helical pitch is usually large in 

comparison with the thickness of the cell. 
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Figure 8. Maximum polarisation angle (max) as a function of applied voltage 

for phenyl, core carbonyl and CH2 groups. 

 

Fig. 8 also shows the higher magnitude of 

max versus DC voltage for phenyl group 

rather than for CH2 group.  Thus, angle of 

rotation around the Z axis for phenyl group 

is larger than for CH2 group, although the 

rotation of the CH2 group follows the same 

motion as the phenyl group.  From the 

dependencies of dichroic ratio and the 

apparent tilt angle on the applied field for 

phenyl and core carbonyl groups of this 

mixture, the following conclusions are 

drawn. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Polarised infrared spectroscopy is found to 

be an efficient technique for investigation 

of the localized orientation of the various 

molecular segments.  We find that for chiral 

smectic C phase the rotation of the both 

phenyl (C - C) and core carbonyl (C = O) 

absorbance profiles are unidirectional as the 

value of the applied voltage is altered 

across the area of the cell.  The angular 

rotation is also different with respect to the 

polarisation axis as the polarity of the field 

changes in the range of -12 to +12V.  The 

hysteresis effect was found to be the reason 

for this angular difference. The ionic 

separation effect is the cause for this 

hysteresis effect.   The internal electric field 

produced by the ions causes a non- zero 

value in apparent tilt angle at zero applied 

field.  The values obtained for the dichroic 

ratio under the applied biased voltage with 

two different polarities indicate that the 

orientation of the molecules depend on the 

degree to which the helix is disturbed by 

this voltage.  At higher voltages when the 

helix is completely unwound, molecules 

exhibit symmetrical orientation with respect 

to the zero volt position.  The surface 

stabilized liquid crystal is one of the main 

causes for the disturbance of the helix prior 

to the application of bias voltage across the 

area of the cell.  A further increase in the 

dichroic ratio with the application of DC 

voltage for phenyl group associates with a 

deformation of the helix and a presence of 

the chevron structure in the cell.  As the 

applied field of both polarities reaches to 

saturated values, the helix is unwound and 

the chevron structure is converted into a 

bookshelf structure.  At this time the 
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molecules are tilted within their smectic 

layers and making a maximum apparent tilt 

angle with respect to the layer normal.  The 

direction of the tilt depends on the polarity 

of the applied field.  At this stage the 

spontaneous polarisation (Ps) reaches to its 

maximum value. We find that the CH2 

group follows the same direction as the 

phenyl group when the same polarity of 

electric field is applied to the cell.  

Although its orientation also shows 

similarity with the orientation of the phenyl 

rings but has a lower value of dichroic ratio.  
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Abstract 

The development of miniaturized analytical systems is a subject that has been arousing a great deal 

of interest of the scientific community in the area of analytical chemistry [1]. In the area of 

biological and electrochemical analysis and research, the demand is not only on miniaturized 

cells/devices working area; it is also directed towards providing minimum analytes for tests and 

analysis. The rapidly advancing field concerning minimizing test solution is better known as 

Microfluidics. Microfluidic devices have emerged as effective platforms for handling small 

samples and integrating multiple processes required for lab-on-a-chip (LOC) experiments [2]. One 

of the most known procedures in making Microfluidic channels is Soft lithography using 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), it allows one to fabricate complex microfluidic devices easily and 

at low cost. This work describes the construction and characterization of an electrochemical 

reaction within a fluidic channel between two electrodes a working electrode and a reference 

electrode, these two electrodes making a simple microsensor. The resulting changes in the 

electrical characteristics of the analyte in the sensor were investigated using cyclic voltammetry 

technique. A new generation of flow-through microsensor of three electrodes with a micro-fluidic 

channel will also be presented. In the new microsensor, PDMS was used to fabricate the 

microfluidic channels while the three electrodes (working, reference and auxiliary) were fabricated 

on insulating substrates using noble metals. The three electrodes are the platform of a Micro-

electrochemical sensor. The work will show how even simple devices that are inexpensive and 

relatively easy to fabricate can be useful tools.

1. Introduction 

     Thin-film technology has been widely 

utilized in the development of integrated and 

miniaturised electrochemical sensors. Devices 

based on thin-film technology combined with 

electro-chemical detection provide plenty of 

advantages over other technologies because of 

small sample volume, reliability and low cost.  

     A major focus in this work was initially 

given to the electrochemical characterization 

and fabrication of miniaturised two-electrode 

thin film electrochemical sensors (devices). 

Xin-Xia Cai et al used the two electrode 

system as an electrochemical micro-sensor and 

considered it perfectly acceptable for the 

measurement of current/voltages where only a 

small current density is passed, and it is ideal 
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for micro electrode studies (where i<µA) [3]. 

Jiang, Liying et al [4] indicated in a further 

work that a thin-film electrode in the two 

electrode system using potassium ferricyanide 

as a mediator can be used for measuring the 

concentration of haemo-globin. 

     The drawback of the use of the two-

electrode system, as addressed by Angel E. 

Kaifer and Marielle-Gómez Kaifer, is that the 

passage of current, which is caused by the 

prevalent nonequilibrium conditions, polarizes 

the electrodes and displaces them from their 

equilibrium potentials. This creates a 

particularly acute problem with the reference 

electrode. Once the potential of the reference 

electrode shifts from its equilibrium value, 

meaningful potentials 

 in such a cell may not be measured [5]. 

     The first solution to the problem mentioned 

by Angel E. Kaifer and Marielle-Gómez 

Kaifer, was to use reference electrodes with a 

very large surface area in order to maintain low 

current densities and thus, minimize the 

polarization of these electrodes. This approach 

was employed in this work.  

     In the main part of this work, unlike 

commonly employed three electrode system, a 

two electrode thin film electrochemical device 

was studied. The two electrodes employed 

were Platinum disk working electrode in a 

micro-scale ( 0.049 mµ
2
) and a thin film 

pseudo Ag/AgCl reference electrode in a mini-

scale (32 µm
2
), a „face to face‟ configuration 

micro-sensor was fabricated by means of 

semiconductor technology. The structure of the 

two facing electrodes microsensor mimics the 

idea of fluidic channel as the two electrodes 

were bonded with a spacer between them. This 

spacer created a channel into which the analyte 

was injected.  

       Voltammograms for the two electro-de 

microsensor were interpreted using potassium 

(ferri/ ferrocyanide) as a model one-electron 

redox compound in order to investigate the low 

volume electro-chemical characterization of the 

micro-sensor with an Ag/AgCl pseudo refer-

ence. The sensor was subsequently applied to 

glucose detection. 

     Although the arrangement of this two 

electrode microsensor provides a meaning of 

microfluidic channel but it lacks the ability of 

performing a continuous monitoring. 

Therefore, it was our desire to make a new 

arrangement that can fulfil our aim of 

producing a full device capable of performing a 

continuing glucose monitoring, creating a 

prototype of an implantable sensor.   

     The new prototype is a three electrode 

microsensor with (working, reference and 

counter) electrodes integrated with a 

microfluidic channel. We will briefly 

demonstrate the fabrication procedure of this 

microsensor at the end of this work and show 

the continuous monitoring experiment setup. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Reagents   

     A p-doped (Bor) 3 inches single-crystal 

silicon wafer (University Wafers, Boston) with 

<100>-orientation, specific resistance of >10 

Ωcm and thickness of 380±5 µm and four 

inch 750 μm thick borosilicate glass wafers 
were used. The positive photoresist, 

(Microposit S1818) primer (Microposit 

primer), the developer (Microposit 351) and 

negative epoxy based photoresists SU8- 5 were 

purchased from Chestech Ltd, England. 

Testbourne Limited, England provided the 

chromium and silicon dioxide (SiO2) sputtering 

targets, the silver evaporation slugs, platinum 

wires and the tungsten evaporation filament 
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baskets. All the remaining reagents were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Ireland. 

 2.2 Apparatus 

     The oxidation of the silicon wafer was 

accomplished using a Birlec Model C oven 

(Hi-Tech). Spin coating was performed using a 

Laurell Technologies spin processor model 

number WS-400 B-6NPP-lite. A yellow line 

MST Basic C and TC1 hotplate enabled the 

soft-baking of the photoresists. Mentor 

Graphics® IC layout station and Linkcad 
and AutoCAD package were used for 

designing the photomasks of the two and three 

electrode microsensors. Exposure was carried 

out using a Quintel Mask Aligner Model 

Q4000.  Physical vapour depositions 

(Evaporation and sputtering) were carried out 

within an Edwards Auto 500 chamber and 

PVD75 Kurt J Lesker vacuum system. 

Electrochemical analyses were performed 

using a CHI Model EQCM analyser. Deionised 

water was produced by a Purelab Prima 

ELGA. 

2.3 Summary of fabrication (Two electrode 

system) 

    The microsensor under consideration was a 

two electrode electrochemical thin film device 

with a working electrode and pseudo 

reference/counter electrode. The two electrodes 

were fabricated on two individual substrates, 

and then bonded in a face to face arrangement 

with a 2mm PDMS spacer. 

     For the fabrication of both electrodes, a p-

doped (Bor) 3” single-crystal silicon wafers 

with <100>-orientation, specific resistance of 

>10 Ωcm and thickness of 380±5 µm was 

used. As an initial fabrication step, an RCA 

clean was performed on the wafers to remove 

any contamination. Subsequently a 125 nm 

SiO2 layer was grown onto the silicon substrate 

by means of thermal wet oxi-dation. 

     A bilayer of Cr/Pt with an estimated 

thickness of 20:20 nm was then deposited onto 

the SiO2. Up to this stage the two substrates of 

both electrodes were treated together. In order 

to complete the fabrication of the working 

electrode, a successive evaporation of Pt was 

continued until a 150 nm thickness layer was 

achieved. This was followed by an RF 

sputtering of a SiO2 layer of 100 nm thickness. 

To realize the contacts for the microsensors, it 

was required to pattern the wafer by means of 

photolithography. 

     The exposed areas produced by 

photolithography were displaying a SiO2 layer. 

In order to expose the Pt layer underneath, the 

wafer was post-baked on a hotplate and then 

dipped in HF to remove the exposed SiO2 layer. 

     In the case of the band pseudo 

reference/counter electrode a layer of 300 nm 

Ag was evaporated on top of the Cr/Pt bilayer 

after the first three steps, followed by a 

photolithography stage to form the required 

structure. 

     After these steps were completed, the whole 

wafer was cut into single chips. Each chip 

consists of one working electrode with its 

contact pad, and one pseudo reference/counter 

electrode. 

     In order to form the Ag/AgCl, the Ag layer 

for the pseudo reference/counter electrode was 

chloridised; a drop of 0.1 M of iron chloride 

(FeCl3) was applied to the silver layer for 

approximately 5 seconds. The electrode was 

then washed and dried. Finally the two 

electrodes were bonded together. Figure 1 

shows the shape of the two electrodes and the 

micro sensor. 
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(a) 

                   

 

 

(b) 

Figure 1: (a) The two electrode WE 500µm in 

diameter and pseudo RE 4X8 mm with spacer 

of (2mm) virtual view (b) the actual sensor 

(digital photos). 

2.4 Electrochemical measurements 

     Cyclic voltammetry has proven to be a 

powerful diagnostic tool for chara-cterizing 

many electrochemical systems. Using this 

powerful analysing technique, our 

microsensors were investigated. 

     The electrochemical tests were carried out 

using 0.1 M potassium chloride (KCl) and 

6mM potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe(CN)6]. The 

micro-sensor was connected to a potentiostat, 

and cycled between -0.3V to 0.5 V. A 

potentiostat and an electrochemical workstation 

(CHI Model EQCM) were used to perform the 

cyclic voltammetry. 

 

Figure 2: The two electrode system 

electrochemical test setup.  

3. Results and Discussion  

3.1 Surface characterization 

     Surface examination with SEM (Scanning 

Electron Microscope) was performed to 

quantify the quality of the working electrodes 

fabricated. Figure 3 shows an example of a 500 

µm diameter Pt working electrode disk 

examined under SEM.  

    Better information was obtained by the 

Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of the 

elements existing in the window represented in 

Figure 4. The lower the accelerating voltage 

the shallower the X-ray penetrates the surface 

layers of the sample. Therefore since the aim 

was to examine the top surface layer of the 

electrode, the accelerating voltage of the 

examination was held at 6 keV to avoid 

detecting underlying layers. 

     The highlighted elements (C, O2, Pt) 

targeted by the EDX, representing the working 

electrode WE disk (Pt) while the (C, O2) 
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representing the composition of the photoresist 

surrounding the electrode 

 disk. 

 

Figure 3: SEM photograph of 500 µm 

diameter Pt disk working electrode, at 200 

magnification and 20kV accelerating voltage.  

      

Figure 4: Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis 

(EDX) or Histogram of the surface 

components (range 0-6 keV). 

3.2 Electrochemical characterisation 

     As mentioned in a previous section, in order 

to characterise the microsensors an 

electroactive species of potassium ferr-icyanide 

K3Fe(CN)6, was added to the KCl electrolyte 

and used for the electrochemical 

characterisation. the test solution was  6 mM 

K3Fe(CN)6, in 0.1 M PBS buffer and 0.1 M 

KCl and the potential range employed for the 

test was from -0.3 to 0.5 Volts 

     Figure 5 shows overlaid cyclic volta-

mmograms of the microsensor cycled in the 10 

mV/sec -100 mV/sec range. 

     According to the Randles-Sevcik equation 

(1) there should be a direct relationship 

between peak current Ip and the square root of 

(scan rate ν), electrode size A, square root of 

(diffusion coefficient D), concentration of 

analyte C and n (number of electron involved 

in the redox reaction).   

 110687.2 2

1

2

1

2

3

5 CADnIP 

                                            

 

Figure 5: Cyclic voltammograms of different 

scan rates using two electrodes microsensir 
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cycled in the characterization solution between 

-0.3 and 0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl, range of scan rate 

is from 10 mV/sec -100 mV/sec. 

     For a diffusion controlled system, a linear 

relationship between Ip and the square root of 

the scan rate v should be obtained. In figure 6 

the plot of the peak currents against the square 

root of scan rate is displayed with a clear linear 

relationship observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Anodic and cathodic peaks current 

recorded by „face to face‟ 500µm WE device 

(2 mm spacer) versus square root of scan rate. 

3.3 Glucose detection using the two electrode 

microsensor 

 

     A typical biosensor is composed of a 

biological recognition element, a trans-ducer 

and a signal processing system. Typically the 

working electrode of a microsensor acts as the 

transducer. The biological recognition element 

is usually a receptor, protein, antibody or 

enzyme which is immobilised upon the 

working electrodes surface [8]. The 

introduction of any of these biological 

recognition elements enables electrochemical 

data to be retrieved from non-electroactive 

compounds. 

 

     Glucose sensing is one of the most studied 

biosensor applications and is common among 

microfabricated sensors in the field of clinical 

analytes detection. Generally speaking, the 

enzyme “glucose oxidase” is mostly employed 

in this application. In the presence of oxygen, 

glucose oxidase acts as a catalyst oxidising and 

the glucose produces gluconic acid and 

hydrogen peroxide.  The measurement of either 

the oxygen consumption or hydrogen peroxide 

production provides electrochemical data on 

the glucose concentration [9].  

 

 2acid gluconic
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     In this section a glucose measurements 

using a two electrode system was reported. A 

basic biosensor was tested using a fresh 

solution of 5 mg glucose oxidase + 20 mg of 

bovine serum albumin + 0.1M PBS. 50 µl of 

the glucose oxidase based solution was added 

to 10 µl of 2.5 % glutaraldehyde. A drop of the 

prepared solution was dispensed over the 

working electrode of the microsensor and 

allowed to evaporate at room temperature (22 
o
C). The device and immobilised enzyme were 
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stored in a PBS buffer at 4 
o
C overnight to 

equilibrate. The modified device was cycled in 

a 0.1 M KCl solution containing various 

glucose concentrations (1 to 7 mM). A scan 

rate of 10mV/s and a potential window 

between 0.3 and 1.0 V were employed. The 

slow scan rate allowed sufficient time for the 

H2O2 to diffuse through the biological element. 

An anodic potential window was used as the 

oxidation of hydrogen peroxide occurs at 0.7 V 

versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

     In the presence of glucose, a typical catalytic 

oxidation current was observed. Under the 

optimal experimental conditions, the catalytic 

current produced was proportional to the 

glucose concentration as observed in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: The catalytic electrooxidation 

response of 500µm „face to face‟ device 

glucose biosensor cycled in (a) 7, (b) 5, (c) 3, 

(d) 1 and (e) 0 mM of glucose. 

     The catalytic oxidation current was linearly 

proportional to the glucose concentration in the 

range of 0 mM to 7 mM glucose as plotted in 

Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Catalytic current increase versus 

glucose concentration, the device was cycled in 

a 0.1 M KCl solution containing glucose 

concentration range from (1 to 7 mM ), at scan 

rate of 10 mV/s and a potential window 

between 0.3 and 1.0 V. 

4. Microfabrication Summary (three 

electrode system) 

     Following is a brief summary of the 

microfabrication procedure with a flow chart 

(Figure 10) and a general layout of the total 

system.  

     Prior to processing the silicon wafer 

underwent pre-treatment in an RCA cleanser 

and a HF dip to remove all surface 

contaminants. A 125 nm thick SiO2 layer was 

thermal grown to electrically isolate all 

subsequent metallic thin films. The wafer was 

prepared for photolithography # 1 with the 

application of positive photoresist. The 

photoresist was softbaked, where it was heated 

to approximately 59 
o
C. The wafer was 

exposed to UV light through photomask # 1 

which altered the chemical structure of the 

resist, increasing its solubility in 20 % v/v 

NaOH. A Cr and Pt metallic thin films of 20nm 

and 150nm respectively were deposited by RF 

sputtering and resistant heated thermal 

evaporation respectively. Once the Pt thickness 

was achieved a covering step took a place; a 

tape was used to cover both the counter and 

working electrodes for all the sensors on the 

wafer, this was to allow for the Ag deposition 

to the reference electrodes. A 250 nm of Ag 

was deposition to the reference electrodes 

inside a vacuum system using chamber 

resistant heated thermal evaporation. Lifting-

off the unnecessary metallic and photoresist 

parts was accomplished in an ultrasonic ace-

tone bath followed by another bath in a very 

high concentrated NaOH solution. At this point 

the fabrication of the counter, reference and 

working electrodes, contact pads and 

interconnections was completed. 

Photolithography # 2 was responsible for the 

passivation of the whole system. The 

passivation was needed for two reasons; first is 

to prevented galvanic corrosion of the metals 

multilayers and second is to delineate the 
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device‟s active area. An epoxy negative 

photoresist (SU8-5) was applied, softbaked, 

aligned, exposed to UV light through mask # 2, 

hardbaked and developed. If the wafer was 

passed mask #2 successfully it was progress to 

be integrated with a PDMS slap.  This slap has 

an in-wall channel. The top side of the channel 

was opened with two openings on both top-

ends of the channel (inlet and outlet), this was 

followed by a pouring of an uncured layer of 

PDMS and allowed it to cure overnight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: (a) top view of the device, (b) 

cross secti-onnal view of the device. 

 

 

Figure 10: flowchart outlining the procedural 

steps entailed in the fabrication of the 

microfluidic Microsensor 
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Figure 11: Exploded view of µ-fluidic a 

microsensor, (a) silicon, (b) Cr/Pt, (c) Ag 

(d)SU8-5 and (e) PDMS 

Figure 12: Components of the µ-fluidic 

microsensor represented on the actual chip 

(each in position). The left photo shows the 

chip in final shape prior the electro-chemistry 

test. 

5. Continuous Monitoring test setup  

     The completed microfluidic sensor was 

connected to a peristaltic pump (Ismatec model 

PCI) through the metallic needles. The flow 

rate was initially adjusted to 49.9μL/min and a 

Phosphate buffer solution flow through the 

microsensor was monitored for approximately 

an hour for ensuring the systems sealing 

properties. Testings were also performed in 

variable flow rates between 43μL/min – 

250μL/min.  The current application for this 

sensor is continuous glucose monitoring, 

but it can be used for many more medical 

diagnostic, biological and environmental 

applications.  

 

Figure 13 : shows the setup of the 

electrochemistry test ,in the pictures (peristaltic 

pump, tubing, tubing holder, chip holder and 

triple clips of the Potentiostat).  

6. Conclusion 

   In this work a simple two electrode 

microsensor was fabricated and successfully 

employed for glucose detection. It was illustrated 

that the „face to face‟ con-figuration of this 

microsensor creates a fluidic channel into 

which the analyte sample can be injected.  

While we are pleased with the results achieved 
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with this microsensor, we are looking with 

more expectation towards the next microfluidic 

sensor presented at the end of this work. The 

new system is now insured for fluids flow 

sealing (water tight sealed) and ready to be 

used as a complete sensor. With further 

miniaturizing the electrodes and the fluidic 

channel, the analyte sample required to fill the 

new micro fluidic channel will be in a volume 

of tens of nano litres compare to hundreds of 

micro litres required for the current two 

electrode sensor. 
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Abstract: 
 

    This paper incorporates security into cryptoprocessor at hardware level against side 

channel attack namely Differential Power Analysis (DPA) .The attacker can gain 

information by monitoring the power consumption, execution time, electromagnetic 

radiation, and other information leaked by the switching behavior of digital 

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) gates. This paper presents a digital 

design flow to create secure power-analysis-attack-resistant ICs. The design flow starts 

from a normal design in a hardware description language such as Verilog HDL and 

provides a direct path to a SCA-resistant implementation. The basis for the power analysis 

attack resistance is the power dissipation of the IC during various operations. The power 

dissipation is proportional to the number of transactions of the output signal. With Wave 

Dynamic Differential Logic (WDDL) style, the number of output transactions is maintained 

constant and thus the power dissipated by the Integrated circuit is maintained constant 

irrespective of operation.  

 

 In addition to the regular steps in digital IC design flow (logic design, logic synthesis, 

place & route, stream out, and verifications), this paper include two additional steps, 

namely cell substitution and interconnect decomposition. The cell substitution is to replace 

the conventional CMOS gates by WDDL gates. It presents WDDL logic by which the sides 

channel attack namely Differential Power Analysis (DPA) can be disabled. Experimental 

results have demonstrated that the secure digital design flow is a functional technique to 

resist side-channel power analysis. A cryptoprocessor that executes Blowfish, a symmetric 

block cipher has been considered for the design and its verification. It successfully protects 

a prototype Blowfish Encryption Standard Integrated Circuit (IC). The cryptoprocessor 

using Blowfish algorithm with WDDL style has been designed for the key size of 448 bits 

and plain text of 64 bits. Blowfish algorithm has 16 rounds, requires 9 clock cycles per 

round and it requires 18 clock cycles per byte encrypted which are best performance figures 
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compared to RC5,DES, IDEA, and Triple-DES algorithms. The code for the 

implementation has been written in Verilog HDL. The functional verification has been 

done using ModelSim 5.5 simulation package. The synthesis of the design is done using the 

Xilinx WebPack 7.1.   

 

Keywords: SCA, CMOS, DPA, WDDL, VLSI and IC 

 

I. Introduction: 
 
     Security is an important aspect for any 

crypto-processor. The more the security, 

more would it find applications [3]. A 

hacker can indulge in any form of attack to 

extract the information from the 

communication link or any IC. One form of 

attacks namely Side-channel attacks have 

emerged which pave a smooth path for the 

hackers to gain the confidential information 

about an IC by continuously monitoring the 

secondary information of an IC such as 

power dissipation, timing properties, 

electromagnetic radiation, etc [1,4]. The 

main side channel attack that is worth 

considering is diffential power analysis 

wherein the hacker tries to attack an IC or 

any small-embedded system by analyzing 

the power dissipation of the system and by 

performing series of operations to extract 

the secret information of the IC. Especially 

crypto processor that is involved in 

executing cryptography algorithm is more 

vulnerable to such side channel attacks. 

 

II. Power Analysis: 

 
     The power consumption of traditional 

standard cells and logic is dependent on the 

signal activity. When the output of the logic 

gate makes a 0 to 1 transition, a current 

comes from the power supply and charges 

the output capacitance. On the other hand, 

when the output sees a 1 to 0, a 0 to 0, or a 

1 to 1 transition, no or only a limited 

amount of power (due to short circuit or 

leakage) is consumed from the power 

supply. This is the fundamental reason why 

information is leaked through the power 

supply and why power attacks are possible 

[1]. Power Analysis can be of two 

categories namely Simple Power Analysis 

and Differential Power Analysis [2, 5]. 

These two mechanisms are explained in 

detail as following [3]: 

 

i) Simple Power Analysis (SPA): 

 
      In this analysis, the power dissipated 

for each cryptographic operation is 

calculated which can yield information 

about the device‘s operation or key 

material. The power varies for each reading 

depending on the nature of the instruction 

or operation executed by the 

microprocessor or a crypto processor. 

Analyses can be made with the help of the 

visible differences between the readings 

taken. Many of the cryptographic units, to 

be tested were found vulnerable to this 

Simple Power analysis. 

 

ii)Differential Power Analysis 

(DPA): 

 
     This analysis is quite complex when 

compared to the former one and is harder to 

prevent. It comprises statistical analysis to 

obtain information about the key. The 

power traces obtained are classified into 

two sets depending on a guess function and 

then the calculation of differences of the 
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two sets. The differential trace, if 

containing peak, would hint that the guess 

function is fairly correct and the key can be 

disclosed [5]. 

Therefore it becomes an important task to 

obtain a constant power dissipation 

mechanism that can disable the Differential 

Power Analysis [10,11] scheme and 

provide security to an IC against it. 

 

III. Constant power consuming 

logic style: 

 
     There exists many different logic styles 

namely Voltage Mode Logic (VML), 

Current Mode Logic (CML), Sense 

Amplifier Based Logic (SABL), etc. But 

each has its own pros and cons. The 

decisive drawback of CML is its static 

power consumption when the gate is not 

processing any data. VML has to satisfy 

two more conditions to provide constant 

power dissipation like one switching event 

per signal transition and constant 

capacitance charge. SABL suffers from 

large clock load [1]. These factors compel 

one to opt for any other logic style like 

Dynamic Differential Logic (DDL). This 

logic involves a clock signal for the 

functioning of the gates, hence the name 

dynamic. It is termed differential because 

both the true and false outputs of the gate 

are used. 

Wave Dynamic Differential Logic 

(WDDL): 

 
     WDDL logic can be implemented with 

static CMOS logic. Static CMOS standard 

cells are combined to form secure 

compound standard cells, which have a 

reduced power signature. WDDL has many 

advantages. It can be readily implemented 

from an existing standard cell library. The 

design flow is fully supported with accurate 

EDA library files that come directly from 

the vendor. WDDL also results in a 

dynamic differential logic with only a small 

load capacitance on the pre-charge control 

signal and with the low power consumption 

and high noise margins of static CMOS [1]. 

 

Advantages of WDDL logic style 

are as follows 

 
     A major advantage is that, it can be 

incorporated by the common EDA tool 

flow. No special design rules are involved 

in the interconnection of WDDL gates. 

 

     A WDDL gate consists of a parallel 

combination of two positive 

complementary gates, one calculating the 

true output using the true inputs, the other 

the false output using the false inputs. A 

positive gate produces a zero output for an 

all zero input. The AND gate and the OR 

gate are examples of positive gates. A 

complementary gate, sometimes also 

referred to as a dual gate, expresses the 

false output of the original logic gate using 

the false inputs of the original gate. The 

AND gate fed with true input signals and 

the OR gate fed with false input signals are 

two dual gates. Fig 1 shows the WDDL 

AND gate and the WDDL OR gate. In the 

evaluation phase, each input signal is 

differential and the WDDL gate calculates 

its differential output. In the precharge 

phase, the inputs to the WDDL gate are set 

at 0. This puts the output of the gate at 0. A 

module in WDDL precharges without 

distributing the precharge signal to each 

individual gate. During the precharge 

phase, the input vector of the combinatorial 

logic is set at all 0s. Each individual gate 

will eventually have all its inputs at 0, 

evaluate its output to 0, and pass this 0 

value to the next gate. One could say that 
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the precharge signal travels over the 

combinatorial logic as a 0-wave, hence, 

WDDL. There are several ways to launch to 

precharge wave. In Fig., a precharge 

operator is inserted at the start of every 

combinatorial logic tree, i.e., the inputs of 

the encryption module and the outputs of 

the registers. They produce an all-zero 

output in the precharge phase (clk-signal 

high) but let the differential signal through 

during the evaluation phase (clk-signal 

low).   

 
Fig 1 WDDL Precharge and evaluation 

Phase 

In addition to the regular steps in an IC 

design (logic design, logic synthesis, place 

& route, stream out, and verifications), one 

can recognize two additional steps, namely 

―cell substitution and interconnect 

decomposition”. The cell substitution  

Fig 2 Digital Design Flow 

procedure modifies the gate level 

description. The differential netlist is 

obtained by replacing each gate by its 

WDDL counterpart. This means that each 

net is duplicated, made differential, and 

connected to the differential pin.  

The inverters are also removed; the 

inversions are implemented by switching 

the nets [1]. 

 

IV. Blowfish Algorithm: 

     WDDL can be implemented for any 

logic design. Since the discussion moves 

around crypto processors, it would be wise 

to consider a cryptographic algorithm 

called Blowfish, which is a 64-bit block 

cipher presented by Bruce Schneier: a 

software programmer in C, and is a 

suggested replacement for DES (Data 

Encryption Standard). DES was the 

standard cryptographic algorithm for more 

than 19 years, but it is now accepted that its 

key size is too small for present usage. 

 

      Blowfish is a fast algorithm and can 

encrypt data on 32-bit microprocessors at a 

rate of one byte every 26-clock cycles. The 

algorithm is compact and can run in less 

than 5KB of memory. It has a variable-

length key block cipher of up to 448 bits. 

Although a complex initialization phase is 

required, the encryption of data is very 

efficient on microprocessors. It suits 

applications where the key does not change 

often, for example, a communication link or 

automatic file encryptor. 

 

Analysis of Blowfish Algorithm: 

 
     Blowfish is a symmetric block cipher 

that encrypts data in 8-byte (64-bit) blocks. 

The algorithm has two parts, key expansion 

and data encryption. Key expansion 
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consists of generating the initial contents of 

one array (P-array), namely, eighteen 32-bit 

sub-keys, and four arrays (the S-boxes), 

each of size 256 by 32 bits, from a key of at 

most 448 bits (56 bytes). The data 

encryption uses a 16-round Feistel Network  
 

 

Fig 3 Block diagram of Encryption 

algorithm 

 

The encryption algorithm shown in fig 3 

can be defined by the following pseudo 

code: 

                    For i = 1 to 16 do 

                        RE i = LE i-1          P; 

                        LE i = F [RE i ]      RE i-1 ; 

                        LE17 = RE16        P18 ;  

                        RE17 = LE16          P17 ; 

The variables LEi and REi refer to the left 

half of the data after round i has completed. 

Decryption is easily derived from the 

encryption algorithm. In this case, the 64-

bits are initially assigned to two one-word 

variables LD0 and RD0. We use variables 

LD and RD to refer to the left and right half 

of the data after round i. The decryption 

process as with most block ciphers, 

involves using keys in reverse order. The 

algorithm can be defined as follows: 

          For i = 1 to 16 do 

            RDi = LDi-1            P19 –i ; 

            LDi  = F [ RDi ]      RDi-1 ; 

            LD17 = RD16    P1; 

            RD17 = LD16     P2; 

       

 Fig 4 

Block diagram of Decryption algorithm 

 

The encryption and the decryption 

processes are described as shown above in 

the block diagrams. The Feistel Function 

block can be shown as follows: 

 

 
Fig 5 Block diagram of Function Block 

 

The different modules of the algorithm like 

Substitution Boxes, Feistel Function 
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Blocks, Exclusive-OR gates, Adder circuits 

are implemented using WDDL so that when 

all these components are integrated to 

execute the cryptographic algorithm, we 

can obtain constant power dissipation. 

 

 

V. Results & Discussions: 

 
     Different logic gates and modules of the 

design have been implemented in WDDL 

and have been simulated to verify the same 

number of transitions for any input 

combination shown as follows: 

 

 

Fig 8  WDDL XOR Gate Simulation 

Result: 

 

 
Fig 9  WDDL Full Adder Simulation 

Result: 

 

 

Fig 10  WDDL 32 Bit Parallel Adder 

Simulation Result: 

 

  
 

Fig 11  Function Block Simulation Result: 

Function ‗F‘ is used to create ‗confusion‘ to 

thwart cryptanalysis based on statistical 

analysis. ‗Confusion‘ seeks to make the 

relationship between the statistics of the 

cipher text and the value of encryption key 

as complex as possible. One advantage of 

this model is that the round function F does 

not have to be invertible, and can be very 

complex. 

 

S-BOX 1: 

 
     A substitution box (or S-box) is a  

basic component of symmetric key 

algorithm used to obscure the relationship 

between the plaintext and the cipher text. In 

general, an S-box takes some number of 

input bits, m, and transforms them into 

some number of output bits, n: an m×n S-

box, implemented as a lookup table. Fixed 

tables are normally used, as in the Data 

Encryption Standard (DES), but in some 

ciphers the tables are generated 

dynamically from the key; e.g. the Blowfish 

and the Twofish encryption algorithms. 

Advantage of key-dependent S-boxes is 

that since they are not fixed, it is impossible 

to analyze the S-boxes ahead of time to 

look for weakness. The four S-boxes are 

initialized in order using the bits of the 

fractional part of constant Π after the 

initialization of P-array. After the 

encryption of a 64-bit block of all zeros, the 

S-boxes are also updated after the update 

process of P-array. 
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Fig 12  Substitution Box (S-BOX) 

Simulation Result: 

 

  
Fig 13 Sub Key Generation Unit Simulation 

Result: 

 
     The sub-key generation unit expands 

the given 448-bit key into 18 sub-keys, 

each of 32 bits, so that they can be used at 

different stages in the algorithm. The 

subkey generation process is designed to 

preserve the entire entropy of the key and to 

distribute that entropy uniformly 

throughout the subkeys. It is also designed 

to distribute the set of allowed subkeys 

randomly throughout the domain of 

possible subkeys. The entire key is stored in 

an Array   of 14 elements K1 to K14 each 

of 32-bit. 

The sub-keys are stored in P-array P1 to 

P18. The leftmost 32 bits of fractional part 

of П become P1 and so on. 

P1 = 243F6A88, P2 = 85A308D3 and so 

on. 

Then bit wise XOR of the P-array and K-

array is performed reusing the words from 

K-array as needed shown as follows 

P1 = P1 ^ K1 … P15 = P15 ^ K1 … P18 = 

P18 ^ K4. A 64-bit block of all zeros is 

encrypted using current P and S arrays and 

the P-array is updated with the output of 

encryption. 

 

     From the above obtained results it is 

evident that irrespective of the input 

combination, the number of signal 

transitions tends to remain same leading to 

constant power dissipation and number of 

clock cycles required is only 9 compared to 

all other algorithms. Thus blowfish is a 

high-speed and more secured algorithm 

against Differential power analysis 

compared to the algorithms given in the 

table no.1  

 

Table no.1: Speed Comparison of Blow-

fish Algorithm with others 

 

VI. Conclusion: 

 
     Since the power dissipation of a circuit 

depends upon the signal activity, it is 

sufficient that the same number of signal 

transitions is maintained for every input 

combination so that power dissipation 

would remain constant thereby resulting in 

resistance against Differential Power 

Analysis (DPA). This is very much possible 

Algorithm 

Clock 

cycles 

Per 

round 

Number 

of rounds 

Number 
of clock 

cycles per 

byte 
encrypted 

Blowfish 9 16 18 

RC5 12 16 23 

DES 18 16 45 

IDEA 50 8 50 

Triple-

DES 
18 48 108 
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by implementing the design in WDDL. But 

it is to be noted that the circuit size might 

increase three folds to provide security 

against DPA. 
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Abstract 

     Class-E power amplifiers are very efficient which makes them attractive in modern 

wireless mobile communication systems. There are several techniques and approaches 

developed solely to design the output load networks of such amplifiers to shape the RF 

power device's output voltage and current for minimum power loss. However, little 

attention is brought to the design of the input matching network and to the device bias 

conditions with their effects on the overall circuit performance. This paper attempts to 

discuss these topics through a systematic design and simulation approach of a typical 5W 

class-E power amplifier operating at 150 MHz. 

 

1. Introduction 

     Several methods have been developed 

for the design of the load network for class-

E RF power amplifier. Among those are the 

shunt capacitance [1], shunt inductance [2], 

finite DC feed inductance [3], and parallel 

circuit [4] techniques. The most popular 

configuration is the shunt capacitance 

technique due to its simplicity and 

designability, which means that when the 

amplifier is built as designed, it works as 

expected [1]. 

  

     The schematic diagram of the class-E 

power amplifier with shunt capacitance 

configuration is presented in Figure 1. In 

this circuit LG and LD represent the gate and 

drain bias RF chokes respectively, CB is a 

DC blocking capacitor, Cb1 and Cb2 are 

bypass capacitors, VGG is the gate bias 

voltage, VDD is the drain supply voltage, C 

is the capacitor shunting the active device 

Q1, Lo and Co constitute a series resonant 

circuit tuned at the operating frequency, and  

 

R is the optimum resistance seen by the 

load network for the required output power. 

The active device Q1 (power MOSFET in 

this case) operates as an ON/OFF switch. 

  

     In class-E power amplifier circuit, 

efficiency is maximized by minimizing 

power dissipation in the active device, 

while providing the desired output power. 

The circuit can be arranged so that high 

drain voltage and high drain current don't 

exist at the same time.  

 
Figure 1: Typical Class-E Power Amplifier 

with Shunt Capacitance Configuration 
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     For idealized class-E power amplifier 

operation, it is necessary to provide the 

following optimum conditions for the drain 

voltage vD(t) across the power MOSFET 

just prior to the start of the device's ON 

state at the moment t=T, where T is the 

period of the input driving signal [5]: 

0)( TtD tv  (1) 

0
)(


Tt

D

dt

tdv
 (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) state that the drain 

voltage should be zero at the turn-on 

moment, and that the slope of this 

waveform is zero at the same moment. 

 

2. Load Network Design Equations 

     The load network of class-E power 

amplifier is not intended to provide a 

conjugate match to the transistor output 

impedance. Design equations for the load 

network elements (C, Co, Lo, and R) can be 

derived by writing time domain equations 

for the voltage vD(t) at the drain of the RF 

power MOSFET when it is OFF, and the 

current iD(t) passing through the RF device 

when it is ON. A set of simultaneous 

differential equations can be formed 

according to the necessary conditions (1) 

and (2) and solved to determine the network 

elements [6].  

 

     Nathan Sokal, the inventor of this 

amplifier, has developed explicit form 

equations to calculate the values of the 

network elements at any output power and 

loaded quality factor QL. These equations 

are formulated as [7]: 
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where Pout is the required output power, and 

ω is the operating frequency. 

 

The value of QL can be selected based on a 

trade-off between operating bandwidth and 

harmonic distortion of the output signal. 

 

3. Typical Class-E Power Amplifier 

Design 

     For the clarification of the goals of this 

paper, a power amplifier circuit has been 

designed and simulated using a commercial 

microwave CAD program. Design 

specifications of the amplifier are to 

achieve an output RF power of 5W from an 

input driving level of 0.5W, and drain 

efficiency of more than 65% at an operating 

frequency of 150MHz. 

 

     The following sections describe a step-

by-step design procedure with the simulated 

results obtained from the Agilent's ADS 

microwave circuit analysis program. 

 

3.1 RF Power Device Selection and 

Characterization 

     The first step of the amplifier design 

procedure is the selection of the RF power 

transistor. For this design, the Motorola's 

power MOSFET MRF134 has been chosen. 

This device is capable of delivering 5W at 

400MHz with a typical power gain of more 

than 10dB. It operates from a 28V DC 

supply and has a typical drain-to-source 

breakdown voltage of 65V. 
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     The RF transistor library of the 

computer program ADS contains a SPICE 

model for this transistor which simplifies 

the simulation process. The simulated input 

DC characteristic (ID versus VGS) of the 

power MOSFET is shown in Figure 2 with 

VDS = 28V. It can be shown from this curve 

that the gate threshold voltage VGS(th) = 3V. 

On the other hand, Figure 3 presents the 

simulated output DC characteristic (ID 

versus VDS) at several gate voltages. The 

drain ON resistance RD(on) can be estimated 

from Figure 3 as 12.5 Ω. This relatively 

large value of RD(on) will cause a reduction 

in amplifier's efficiency due to the 

dissipated power at the drain during the ON 

period of the power device. 

 
Figure 2: ID versus VGS for the MRF134 

Power MOSFET 

 

 
Figure 3: Simulated Drain DC 

Characteristics of the MRF134 Power 

MOSFET 

 

 

 

3.2 Calculation of the Load Network 

Elements 

     The design procedure begins by 

calculating the component values of the 

load network using equations (3) to (6). For 

output power Pout= 5W, operating 

frequency f = 150MHz, loaded quality 

factor QL = 5, and drain power supply VDD 

= 28V, the calculated values of the 

elements of the load network are: 

 80R , pFC 3 , pFCo 3 , and 

nHLo 430 . 

 

     The output capacitance of the RF device, 

Cout, is measured as 9.7 pF from the device 

data sheet. This means that it is grater than 

the required value of the shunt capacitance. 

The excess value of 6.3 pF should be tuned 

out by part of the drain bias RF choke.  

 

3.3 Design of the Output Matching 

Network 

     An output matching network is needed 

to transform the 50Ω amplifier impedance 

into the required load resistance which is 

set to be 80Ω. This network has been 

designed with the aid of an immittance 

Smith chart, and takes a T-section 

configuration as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Configuration of the Output 

Matching Network 

 

     In addition to the transformation 

function of the output matching network, it 

can be used to reduce the harmonic content 

of the output RF signal. Figure 5 shows the 
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simulated input return loss of this network, 

while Figure 6 presents its insertion loss. 

 
Figure 5: Input Return Loss of the Output 

Matching Network 

 
Figure 6: Insertion Loss of the Output 

Matching Network 

 

3.4 Design of the Biasing Network 

     The biasing network consists of the 

drain and gate RF chokes, bypass 

capacitors, DC blocking capacitors, in 

addition to the gate and drain bias voltages. 

For 50% duty cycle operation, the transistor 

is biased at the threshold point, which 

means that VGG = VGS(th) = 3V. This actually 

corresponds to class-B mode.  

 

     Based upon the previous calculations, 

the schematic diagram of the amplifier 

circuit is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: The Designed Class-E Power 

Amplifier without the Input Matching Network 

 

3.5 Amplifier Performance Simulation 

     The designed amplifier circuit has been 

simulated using ADS 2006A. With a single 

tone input signal of 0.5W power level and 

an operating frequency of 150MHz, the RF 

device's drain voltage and current are 

sketched as depicted in Figure 8. As shown 

from this plot, the peak values of drain 

voltage and current don't exist 

simultaneously which minimizes the 

device's power loss. However, at the ON 

time of the RF signal, the drain voltage is 

about 3.5V due to the ON resistance at the 

drain, RD(on). This may degrade the overall 

efficiency of the circuit. During the OFF 

interval of the RF signal, a negative current 

flows through the power MOSFET's output 

capacitance Cout. 

 

     In Figure 9 the output signal waveform 

is sketched, while its spectrum is displayed 

in Figure 10. It is obvious that the harmonic 

level is acceptable due to the filtering effect 

of the load and matching networks. 

 
Figure 8: Simulated Drain Voltage and 

Current Waveforms of the Power MOSFET 
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Figure 9: Simulated Waveform of the Load 

Voltage 

 
Figure 10: Power Spectrum of the Output 

Signal 

     In order to display the power amplifier's 

performance characteristics, a sweep of the 

input power level has been carried out from 

10dBm to 30dBm at the operating 

frequency. Figure 11 shows a sketch of the 

output power versus input power. The 

output power is obtained from: 

).5.0(
*

LLout IVrealP   (7) 

Where VL and IL are the peak values of the 

fundamental components of load voltage 

and current respectively.  

     The output power is about 36dBm at an 

input level of 27dBm. 

 
Figure 11: Amplifier Output Power versus 

Input Power 

 

Figure 12 presents the operating power gain 

of the amplifier, Gp, versus input power. 

The power gain is calculated from: 

)()()( dBmPdBmPdBG inoutp    (8) 

It is noticed that the power gain is about 

9.0dB at an input power level of 27dBm. 

 

 
Figure 12: Power Gain versus Input Power 

 

     Finally, Figure 13 displays a sketch of 

the amplifier's DC to RF efficiency with 

input power. The amplifier efficiency is 

about 71.1% at an input power of 27dBm. 

 
Figure 13: Simulated Efficiency versus 

Input Power 

 

The efficiency of the amplifier circuit has 

been evaluated from: 

dc

out

P

P
   (9) 

Where Pdc is the DC power consumed by 

the RF device and is obtained from: 

DDDDdc IVP .  (10) 

IDD is the DC component of the drain 

current. 
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3.6 Input Matching Network Design 

     The input matching network can be 

designed to match the large signal input 

impedance of the RF power device with the 

50 Ω source impedance. Therefore, the 

large signal input impedance of the RF 

transistor should be estimated at the 

nominal input power, operating frequency, 

and bias voltages with the existence of the 

load and output matching networks. The 

large signal input impedance of the power 

transistor consists of two parts, resistance 

Rin and reactance Xin: 

ininin jXRZ   (11) 

Rin and Xin can be estimated from: 

)/( ininin IVrealR   (12) 

)/( ininin IVimagX   (13) 

  

Where Vin is the fundamental component of 

the input voltage at the gate of the 

MOSFET, and Iin is the fundamental 

component of the current entering the gate 

of the transistor. Iin can be estimated using a 

current probe with the aid of ADS 

simulation capabilities. Figure 14 shows a 

sketch of the large signal input impedance 

of the power device versus input power. 

 
Figure 14: Variation of the Large Signal 

MOSFET Input Impedance with Input 

Signal Level 

 

     As shown from the plot in Figure 14, the 

input impedance is capacitive. At an input 

power of 27dBm (0.5W), the input 

impedance is approximately 12-j45 Ω. The 

input matching network can thus be 

designed to match this value with the 50 Ω 

source impedance. An immittance Smith 

chart has been used to construct an L-

section matching network graphically. 

Figure 15 presents the final power amplifier 

circuit after incorporating the input 

matching network. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: The Designed Class E Power 

Amplifier after Adding the Input Matching 

Network 

 

     There is no doubt that the input 

matching network improves the net input 

power delivered to the RF device. The 

amplifier circuit was simulated again after 

adding the input matching circuit using 

ADS. The output power of the circuit is 

displayed in Figure 16 with a sweep of 

input power from 10 to 30dBm. As shown 

from Figure 16, there is a slight increase in 

output power being 38.8dBm for an input 

power of 27dBm. The power gain is plotted 

in Figure 17, and becomes equal to 9.8dB at 

the nominal input power. The DC to RF 

efficiency is sketched in Figure 18 versus 

input power. The efficiency becomes 71.8% 

at an input power level of 27dBm. 

However, no attempts have been made to 

optimize the component values of the input 

matching network for better performance 

characteristics. 
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Figure 16: The Simulated Output Power 

versus Input Power for the Final Amplifier 

 

 
Figure 17: Operating Power Gain versus 

Input Power 

 

 
Figure 18: Efficiency versus Input Power 

 

4. Conclusion 

     The performance of Class E RF power 

amplifier with traditional shunt capacitance 

load network has been studied thoroughly. 

It was shown that the high efficiency 

operation of such amplifiers is determined 

mainly by the output load network. 

However, with an accurate and proper 

design of the input matching network, the 

performance characteristics of the amplifier 

can be improved. This paper has put and 

discussed the main guide lines for 

synthesizing the input matching circuits for 

this type of RF amplifiers. 
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Abstract:  

     The great success of semiconductor industry has been driven by the 

advancement in transistor technology in its early era. The industry could improve 

the performance of their products by shrinking the transistor dimensions and 

integrating more transistors. However, this strategy is becoming less effective, as 

the transistors demanded substantial interconnections between them, and the 

speed of integrated circuit products are being dominated by interconnections. 

Innovations are necessary in the interconnection technology to overcome the 

barriers. Furthermore, fabrication thin-film silicon on insulator of bipolar junction 

transistor (TFSOI-BJT) is the subject of this paper. More specifically, we have 

worked in two domains: the main part of the work was to fabricate Bipolar 

Junction Transistor on Silicon on Insulator. While the second part was the 

technological solid source diffusion which is PhosphPlus/BoronPlus of a process to 

manufacture base and emitter transistor. This paper focuses on selective solid 

source diffusion of in-situ PhosphorusPlus/BoronPlus doped silicon on insulator 

(SOI) alloys intended for this application. Experiments were carried out to study 

electrical properties of the in-situ doped layers with emphasis on maximizing the 

active carrier concentration. Active phosphorus and boron levels were obtained. 
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The diffusion layers were used to fabricate two pn junctions back to back. 

Junctions were fabricated to create heavily doped region suffered from band to 

band tunneling, which is expected regardless of the junction formation technique. 

While in, Junctions fabricated to create lightly doped region exhibited behavior 

equivalent to best junctions. 

Keywords: Bipolar junction transistor (BJT), pn junction diode, boronplus, and 

hophoursplus 

 

Note:  

This paper is included in the conference program but not published 

because the revised copy after introducing the reviewed comments did 

not arrive in the specified Time  
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Abstract 

Quartz and silica sands are one of the most important materials for some advanced 

applications when they are present in pure form and good quality. Sources of the material 

are available in many sites in Libya, especially in Edri zone. The received material may 

include fine graded mixtures of sand, silt, and clay as well as organic or other deleterious or 

undesirablematerials. So, the quality and gradation of sand are very important, therefore, it 

is necessary to remove clay lumps or oversize material, binder and sometimes filler or 

blends.  

Three  samples taken from Edri area southwest of Libya. Mamunitat  

sandstones have been treated with different chemical and physical processes. Samples were 

thermally treated at some selected temperature. Crushing, grinding and the grain-size 

distribution for each sample were carried out. Using X-Ray diffraction analysis (XRD), the 

lattice constants for each sample were calculated to identify the purity of the quartz sands. 

The x-ray measurements confirmed that all samples have hexagonal structure.  

 A-c and d-c conductivities of the samples as a function of temperature and at fixed 

frequency of 50Hz  were measured by using ohmic technique, also the activation energy 

was determined to investigate the main physical-chemical changes due to these treatments. 

 

Introduction 

While apparently simple, the composition 

of silicon dioxide, SiO2, represents in fact, a 

series of polymorphous modifications. 

Owing  to its crystalline structure this oxide  

takes a special position among native 

oxides. The crystalline structure of silicon 

dioxide is actually connected directly with 

that of silicates. For This   reason some 

authors consider this mineral  belong to the 

silicates group.  
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Silicon dioxide SiO2 is commonly called 

Silica, and it is widely found as sandstone 

and quartzite.
[1]

  It is the starting material 

for production of silicate glasses and 

ceramics. Silica is one of the most abundant 

oxide materials in the earth's crust. It can 

exist in an amorphous form or in a variety 

of crystalline forms.
[1] 

SiO2 has a high 

melting point. Crystalline silica exists in 

seven different forms or polymorphs, four 

of which are extremely rare. The three 

major forms are: quartz, cristobalite, and 

tridymite. They are stable at different 

temperatures.
[2]

 Within the three major 

forms, there are subdivisions 
[3]

 , each of 

which has different structure at high and 

low temperatures. Geologists distinguish, 

for example, between alpha and beta quartz, 

noting that at 573 
o
C, quartz changes from 

one form to the other. Each of these 

subdivisions is stable under different 

thermal conditions.
[4]

 

There are two methods for purification of 

silica from ores. One of them is the acid 

processing and the other alkali processing. 

We have used the first one  in the 

purification of our samples.
[5]

 after that the 

samples were heat treated. 

 

Using X-Ray diffraction analysis (XRD), 

the lattice constants for each samples were 

calculated according to the suitable choice 

of the crystal  

Structure. Variations of a-c conductivity at 

low frequency with temperature were 

recorded. Besides the activation energy was 

determined to investigate the main physico-

chemical changes due to these treatments 

and to decide on the usability of these sands 

for some applications.  

Experimental 

 Instruments 

a- X-ray diffractometer Bruker axs 

D5005. 

b- Function generator (G F 10-

100KHz ) 

c- Digital multimeter model 3800d 

d-  Digital Voltmeter model HP 

 

 

 

Chemical and physical processes: 

 

Three samples taken from Edri area 

southwest of Libya. Mamunitat sandstones 

have e been treated with different chemical 

and physical processes as shown in the 

table (1) below. The received material may 

include fine graded mixtures of sand, silt, 

and clay as well as organic or other 

deleterious or undesirable materials. To 

achieve high purity, the used sand often has 

to go through extensive physical and 

chemical processing. This involves acid 

washing with different acid concentrations 

to remove contaminated impurities and 

mostly soluble ions in the sand as well as 

from the surface of the individual  

 

 

quartz grains. Samples were thermally 

treated at 650
o
C for 4 hour and also 

subjected for cooling modes. Crushing, 

grinding and the grain-size distribution for 

each samples were carried out. 
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Table 1  summarises all the samples details 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XRD and Preparation of samples for 

electrical conductivity measurements  

 

The specimens ( NS1, NS3 and NS9 ) are 

received in the powder form and  

then put compact form in a hardened steel 

die 
" 
with 15mm in diameter  and 1-2 mm in 

thickness" by a pressure of (1.5x10
8
 pa) 

held for 60 seconds. For studying the 

electrical conductivity, the specimens in the 

two pellets form are electroded by using the 

silver past, painted in The tow opposite 

faces and inserted between the two wires in 

samples holder and then support these wires 

by drips of silver paint. 

 

Using Ohmic Technique  the conductivity 

measurements of three samples were 

carried out.  

The a.c conductivities  are measured for all 

the samples in the temperature range 325K-

449K  in the fixed frequency 50Hz.  

The circuit used for electrical 

measurements is illustrated in the Fig. 1. 

The current (I) passing through the sample 

of thickness d and cross-sectional area A, is 

determined from the potential difference 

(VR) measured between the terminals of a 

standard resistance (R) using Ohm's law
[2]

: 

)1(
R

V
I R 

)2(
A

d

A

d
R


 

 

were   is the resistivity and  

the conductivity is the   

)3(1
A

d
R

      

The conductivity  varies with 

 temperature exponentially as 

 

)4(exp kT
E

o

act
  

Where o  is the constant. 

Eact   is the activation energy,  

           (eV) 

k   is the Boltzmann constant  

T is the absolute temperature in 

    Kelvin  

      

then  

 

 

No 

Sample 

name 

Colour of 

sample  

Type of treatment  

1- 

 

NS9 

 

White Original sample as 

received 

2- NS1 White Thermally treated at 

650  
o
C for 4 hour 

3- NS3 White Acid washed for 1 

hour, 30 
o
C 
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Fig. 1.  The circuit used for a.c  

conductivity  measurements. 

  

Results and discussion 

 

(A)-X-Ray diffraction analysis  

(XRD) 

 

X –ray diffractometer (Bruker) type D5005 

was used to study the crystal structure and 

to determine the lattice constant for each 

sample. The measurements were carried out 

at room temperature (25
o
C). The target of 

the machine was copper with wave length 

1.5406 Ǻ 
[7,8]

, and Ni filter. For each sample 

the measurement was repeated at least three 

times with different intensities, as shown in 

(Figures1-4). The XRD- spectra of all 

samples are almost the same, never the less 

the lattice constants for each sample were 

determined. The crystal structure of the all 

sample was found to be hexagonal one. The 

XRD- results are combatable with those 

found in literature 
[7,8].

 The volume of the 

primitive cell is found to be 112.3(Ǻ)
3
 

approximately, this result agree very well 

with the volume of standard SiO2 material, 

and also with the  of V.J. Hurst el et, 
[9].

  

 

 
 

Fig. ( 1 ) XRD spectra for  sample (NS9)   

 
 

Fig. (2) XRD spectra for Sample( NS1 ) 
 

Fig. (3 ) XRD spectra for sample(NS3) 
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Fig. (4 )  XRD spectra for standard 

sample of SiO2 

 

Electrical conductivity  (B) 

       Measurements 

the three samples prepared for the electrical 

conductivity are crystalline in structure. 

In the present investigation of the electrical 

conductivity for the three different 

Specimens (thermal treatment NS1), 

(Chemical treatment NS3),  

(Specimen as received NS9) all samples are 

crystalline in structure. 

 

Table 2 The Electrical conductivity and activation energy for

 
group of  samples with different treatments 

Eact Conductivity 

σ  (  S m
-1

 ) 

Specimen 

 σ (325K) = 36786×10
-9

 NS1DC 

Eact=(361-389K) 

   =0.8 eV  

 

σ (361K) =42351×10
-9

 

σ (389K) =266456×10
-9

 

 σ(296K) =66×10
-9

 NS3DC 

Eac (388-423K)  

       =1.611 eV  

 

σ (388K)=430×10
-9

 

σ (423K) =12626×10
-9

 

 σ (305K)=242327×10
-9

 NS9DC 

Eac (371-379K)  

             =2.43 eV 

 

σ (371K) =90279×10
-9

  

σ (379K) = 468066×10
-9

  

Eac (379-393K) 

       =0.286 eV    

 

σ (393K) =605836×10
-9

  

 σ (293K) = 1333×10
-9

  NS3AC 

Eac (423-449K) 

 =0.403 eV  

 

σ (423K) =14557×10
-9

  

 σ (449) =27821×10
-9
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Fig. (5) the conductivity for samples 

(NS1,NS3,NS9) using DC measurements. 

 

 
 

Fig. (6) the conductivity for sample NA3  

             measured Dc and Ac-50Hz  

 

 

 
 

Fig. (7) Ln σ Versus (1/T) for sample NS3 

at range of temperature (388-423K) 

measured at DC 

 

 
Fig. (8) Ln σ Versus (1/T) for sample NS3 

at range of temperature (423-449K) 

measured at 50Hz A.C 

 

 
Fig. (9 ) Ln σ Versus (1/T) for sample NS9 

at range of temperature (371-379K) 

measured at DC 
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Fig. (10) Ln σ Versus (1/T) for sample NS9 

at range of temperature (379-393K) 

measured at DC 

 

 
 

Fig. (11) Ln σ Versus (1/T) for sample NS1 

at range of temperature (361-389K) 

measured at DC. 

 

 

 

The conductivity measurements of the three 

samples (NS1, NS3, and NS9) were carried 

out.  The d.c conductivity for three samples 

(NS1, NS3, and NS9) was carried. From 

Fig. (5) it is clear that the values of the 

conductivity at room temperature decrease 

for treated  specimen compared with the 

normal sample.       

This behavior is attributed to the decreasing 

in  impurities at the surface of the samples, 

and the decreasing was higher for chemical 

treatment specimens, and also the transition 

point is much higher for the normal sample  

(NS9). 

The Fig.(6) shows the conductivity for 

sample NS3 measured at (dc) and (ac)  

(50Hz) . Its clear from the figure that the 

frequency is causes the  increasing of the 

conductivity at room temperature,  and also 

the transition point is higher. 

 

Fig. (5) and Fig.(6) show the d.c- 

conductivity variation with temperature in 

the 388 up to 423K for the sample NS3. 

This variations indicate that the sample 

NS3  exhibit a semiconductor behavior. 

 

Using equation (5) the activation energy 

was obtained for the sample NS3 to be 

1.611 eV as shown in Fig, (7) at d.c 

measurement. On the other hand the 

activation energy at a.c (50Hz)  

measurements for the same  sample gave a 

value of 0.403 eV  as shows Fig,(8). 

 

The activation energy for the sample NS9 

was detected to be 2.43 eV from d.c  

conductivity  measurements  using equation 

 No (5), and to be 0.286 eV from a.c 

conductivity measurements. These results 

are obtained from Fig. (9) and Fig. (10).  

of the sample at   range of temperature 

(371-379K) using equation (5), and to be 

Fig (9). the activation energy at d.c  

measurements for the same  sample at range 

of temperature (379-393K ) is gave a value 

of 0.286 eV  as shows in Fig,(10). 
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The activation energy was obtained for the 

sample NS1 to be 0.8 eV as shown in Fig, 

(11) at d.c measurement. 

   

 

The above mentioned results for the d.c and 

a.c conductivity were shown in table (2). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The physical and chemical treatments did 

not affect the samples. It is hard  to 

differentiate between the samples according 

to the lattice constants result which are 

obtained from the XRD measurements . No 

X-rays reflections seemed to be coming 

from the planes perpendicular to the c-axis. 

Thus the c-axis is a symmetry axis for all 

the samples. results are combatable with 

those found in literature.  

 

Conductivity measurements indicate that 

the effect of acid processing decrease the 

conductivity, besides the heat temperature 

treatments decrease the conductivity more. 

This may be due to the effects of impurities 

and size grain. 
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Abstract 
 

Our paper presents generalized modeling to investigate different materials to simulate 

wavelength demultiplexer. The combination of Si, SiO2, BK7 and polymer for MMI 

demultiplexer is investigated. The theoretical studies of different models are presented in a 

general formalism considering the essential parameters of demultiplexer such as: MMI 

width, effective indexes, coupling length, rib height …etc. Rib waveguide is considered as 

the main modeling component and 2D-BPM-effective index method as principal technique 

of simulation. The numerical results show that BK-7-Si-BK-7 combination can give a 

compact dimension and excellent performance to separate the wavelength 1550 nm and 

1585 nm band C and band L, respectively. The MMI performance can be ameliorated by 

modifying the structure (using S bend waveguide or double MMI).     

Keywords: MMI width, effective indexes, coupling length, rib height, 2D-BPM-effective 

index method, BK7-Si-BK7 

 

1. Introduction  

The most important required to any suitable 

material to be used in the integrated optics 

application is:  1. Homogeneous to get red 

from refractive index variation. 2. 

Transparent at the working wavelength. 3. 

Linear to avoid birefringence effects. 4. 

Low impurity level which acts as scatter or 

absorption centers to increase power loss. 5. 

Chemically stable to not be effected by the 

fabrication processes. 6. Good adherence 

both at the surface and between them so as 

allow obtaining shift structures. Moreover, 

their thermal expansion coefficients must 

be as close as possible in order to avoid 

cracking during the fabrication process. 

 

 

Many materials that can be suitable for 

integrated optical device silicon and 

polymer are of special because, in addition 

to optical function, they can combine 

electronic control units on the same silicon 

waveguide and the silicon substrate 

waveguide. The silicon substrate guarantees 

chemical stability, high surface quality, low 

cost and good thermal conductivity. For 

active devices such as Lasers detectors 

based on III-V semiconductors materials, 

modulators, hybrid integration on the 

common light wave circuits (PLCs) is the 

technology of today although recently 

GaAs material grown on silicon wafer by 
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using a novel concept with intermediate 

buffer oxide has been demonstrated which 

may soon lead to totally monolithic 

integrations. Waveguide devices and Silica-

based channel waveguides are main 

candidates for integrated communication 

circuit. These components have to be 

compatible with optical fibers, exhibit low 

attenuation for the whole 3
rd

 optical 

communication window around 1,55 µm 

and be fabricated by using low temperature 

processing [1]. 

Polymeric materials offer many distinct 

properties compared to other materials, it 

can be deposited directly on any kind of 

substrates, and this is advantageous over 

other optical waveguide materials such 

LiNbO3, III-V materials and SiO2. On the 

other hand, polymers are attractive to be 

used due to their compatibility with Si and 

GaAs fabrication processes, ease of 

fabrication, and low cost. Such properties 

are important factors for the practical 

implementation of complex, high-density 

interconnects and optical circuits [2].  

High refractive index difference 

waveguides in general and specially 

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides [3] 

are very promising for realizing dense 

photonic integrated circuits (PICs) [4]. 

They allow an extreme minimization of 

PICs due to their ability to realize, ultra 

small bend and high optical insulation 

between adjacent waveguides [5,6]. The 

particular advantage of SOI waveguides 

that it has a potential for monolithic 

integration with electrical and mechanical 

structure and it uses the mature silicon 

processing technology. SIO waveguides 

technology is also useful for directly fiber 

coupled circuits, where the single mode 

behavior of large SIO ridge waveguide [5] 

can be exploited. Such waveguides are used 

for realizing waveguide gratings, MMI 

couplers and wavelength multiplexers. The 

SIO core fabricated by a silicon material 

(n=3.5) surrounded by some cladding 

materials, such as deposited oxide, thermal 

oxide or air, that have refractive index 

typically between 1 and 2. Therefore, the 

silicon core always has a very high index 

difference with respect to the cladding 

where a thin cladding layer is demanded to 

isolate the core from its surrounding 

structures.  

This work can be considered as a 

generalization of some investigations 

already proposed in literature. In particular, 

the combination of Si,SiO2,BK7 and 

polymer materials for MMI demultiplexer 

is investigated. In section II the theoretical 

studies are presented in a general formalism 

considering the essential parameter of MMI 

demultiplexer such as: MMI width, 

effective indexes, coupling length, rib 

height …etc.   In section III, a number of 

numerical results are shown and discused 

including comparisons between different 

ombination. The parametric study is based 

on 2D-BPM-effective index method.  

 

2. Component analysis 

 

The MMI demultiplexers analyzed in this 

work is simulated by using three layers rib 

waveguide. The Rib waveguide can be 

single-moded with both width and height 

clearly below 10µm. The thickness of the 

silicon layer is H within the rib and h is the 

core thickness (With certain H and h the 

width W of the rib is limited by a single 

mode condition [7,8]: 

 2
/1

/
3,0

Hh

Hh

H

W




  (1)
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On the other hand, propagation of higher 

ordre vertical modes is prevented by 

chossing: 

          5,0
H

h

                       (2) 

The MMI demultiplexeur can be designed 

by using monomode input and output 

waveguides and multimode waveguide as a 

main zone which garanties the wavelength 

separation based on mode coupling. The 

structure performance can be ameliorated 

by modifing the simple MMI model; adding 

other multimode waveguides or using 

output S curve waveguides [Fig. 1].  

      
                     (a) 

 
                      (b)                                            

 

                      (c) 

 Figure 1 : The proposed MMI 

demultiplexers  

 a) Simple MMI model 

 b) Double MMI model  

 c) Simple MMI model with S curve.  

 

The different models are simulated by using 

BPM-2D and effective index methods. The 

sructures are  modeled on the base of rib 

waveguide which caracterised by H, h, W 

and the refractive index of different layers 

(core cladding and substrait).   

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

 In this work some  demultiplexers are 

studied by using a combinaision of a 

differet materiels used in the lituratel  as Si, 

SiO2, BK7 and  polymer. The different 

structurs  are presented in the folowing 

figure. 

              
                              (a)       

                     
                              (b) 

                   
                              (c) 

               

                             (d) 
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                              (e) 

                            

         

                      (f) 

Figure 2 : The combinaision of different 

materiels used to modelise  MMI 

demulteplexer.  

 

By using the shown waveguides (fig.2)  in 

the MMI demultiplexe, the parameters H 

and h have an anormeus effect on the width 

and length of demultiplexer which are 

effected by  the effective index of the 2-D 

model .  Table 1 shows the effective indexe 

of different structures for the two 

wavelengths 1550 nm and 1585 nm which 

will be demultiplexed by the proposed 

device. 

         

         Table 1. Effective index of different modeles. 

MMI model Neff1(1550) Neff1(1585) Neff2(1550) Neff2(1585) 

a 3,4995 3.4957 3.4709 3.4660 

b 3,4958 3,4996 3,4712 3,4662 

c 1,5352 1,5345 1,5203 1,5194 

d 3.4995 3.4957 3.4709 3.4660 

e 3,4958 3,4996 3,4712 3,4662 

f 3.4996 3.4958 3.4712 3.4663 

 

However the chosen model,  the MMI 

width and MMI length of demultiplexer 

must be carfuly calculated to enssur a small 

dimention and an excelent performance.  

 

Therefore, the necessary condition to 

separate two wavelengths such that 1  

(band C) in the first output and 2   (band 

L) in the second output ( 1 < 2 ) is: 

  
21 ,, )(  LqppLLMMI     (3)           

 

Where 
i

L  , is the beat length for 

wavelengths i , p is a positive integer and 

q is an odd integer. As it is known the beat 

ratio L  increases as the wavelength 

decreases. Therefore, the device length 

minimizing is one of the most important 

parameter to optimize the structure 

composition. Then p and q should be as 

small as possible.  

The optimum values of p and q can be 

determined from the following curves 

which present the variation of the beat ratio 
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p

q

L

L
1

2

1



 ) as a function of MMI 

width for different model [10].       

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3: Beat ratio variation versus MMI   

      width. 

(a) Models a, b and c. 

(b)Models d, e and f. 

 

From  the above curves we can calculat the 

dimention (LMMI and WMMI) of  the 

proposed models. The results are resumed 

in the folowing table. 

 

     Table 2. The performance of different modeles 

 

mod
el 

WMMI(µm) LMMI(µm) 

Insertion loss 

for 

=1550nm 

Insertion loss 

for 

=1585nm 

Extinction 

loss for 

=1550nm 

Extinctio
n loss for 

=1585n

m 

a 13730 6,7 1,33518 0,98748 8,63874 9,36619 

b 12057 8,4 2,14803 2,15703 15,86975 22,0483 

c 18722 9,8 0,59854 0,48398 4,88502 4,58847 

d 13730 6,7 1,33518 0,98748 8,63874 9,36619 

e 12057 8,4 2,14803 2,15703 15,86975 22,0483 

f 4227 5,1 1,88542 1,43569 21,5362 19,1768 

  

The results show that same values are 

obtained for models a,b,d and e 

respectively. It means that when we replace 

silicon dioxide layer by BK7 glasse no 

change can accurate and same dimentions  

 

and performance are resulted. The only 

advantege that BK-7 is more suitable for 

pratical implemetation.  The last model (BK 
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7-Si-BK7) can considered as the most 

important one because of the small 

dimention and the excelent performance. 

Morever, these dimentions are ameliorated 

by using S bend waveguide and double 

MMI structure. The BK7-Si-BK7 model is 

presented in table 3. 

        

          

Table 3. Comparaison between S-bend and double MMI stuctures 

  S bend waveguide Double MMI 

 1550nm 1585nm 1550nm 1585nm 

Insetion 

loss(dB) 

1,92 1,56 2,509 1,64 

Extinction 

loss(dB) 

23,93 22,13 19,45 31,04 

 

Conclusion 
 

Different materials are investigated to 

simulate wavelength demultiplexer based on 

rib wave guide. The combinations of Si, 

SiO2, BK7 and polymer are effected to 

simulate different layers of MMI 

demultiplexer. The theoretical models are 

presented in a general formalism considering 

the essential parameter of demultiplexer 

such as: MMI width, effective index 

coupling length, rib height …etc. The  

simulations are based on 2DBPM- EIM 

methods which show that BK7-Si-BK7 

waveguide can give a compact dimension ( 

4mm)  and excellent performance. 

Morever, the results can be ameliorated by 

modifying the MMI  

 

 

structure (using S bend waveguide, double 

MMI).  The MMI demultiplexer is 

characterized by two main parameters, 

extinction loss and insertion loss. Therefore, 

the optimum extinction loss is 31dB (double 

MMI) and insertion loss 1,56 dB (S bend).   
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Abstract—The presence of software systems in every aspect of our life results in 

increased requirements and expectations addressed by new development projects. The 

domain of home computing constitutes a typical example of an environment which is 

characterized by complex requirements with regard to context awareness, intelligent 

assistance, autonomy, dynamic discovery, dynamic service composition, and easy services 

management for end users. This work aims to propose an approach based on semantic 

description and ontologies in order to discover and compose services in a home changing 

environment. Furthermore, our goal is to offer a partial automation of web service 

composition, with a human controller. We propose to enable customers to select and 
configure available services to meet their requirements and reach a specific goal. 

 1 Introduction 

Over the past several years, a range 

of industry languages and frameworks 

solutions have been realized to enable 

web service composition. Among 

these, Business Process Execution 

Language for Web Services 
(BPEL4WS) [1] is probably the most 

prominent. It provides a language for 

web service composition where the 

flow of processes and the bindings 

between services are known a priori. 

These approaches are of purely 

syntactical nature. There are still 

challenges in the web service 

composition field which need to be 

addressed and investigated. For 

example, there is a general lack of 

methodology and tools which enable 

the semi-automatic composition and 

analysis of web services taking into 

account their semantic and behavioural 

properties. Even though a lot of work 

has been done in the field of semi-

automatic composition [2-3], there still 
remain problems. These are mainly 

related to the question how to help 

non-expert users to achieve goal 

oriented service composition. An 
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essential issue is how available 

semantic services can collaborate and 

use domain knowledge and user inputs 
to help achieving semi-automatic 

service composition for dynamic 

adaptation to changing business 

requirements.  

We propose an approach which uses 

domain information and semantic to 

define a specific environment. Our 

main objective is to offer non-expert 

users who tend to not know in advance 

how to achieve their goals, an assistant 

mechanism to obtain optimized 
solutions to compose web services in a 

way that meets their changing 

requirements. To attain this objective, 

we propose to users generic process 

templates. These templates are 

oriented toward users’ goals. A 

process template defines a workflow 

which is composed of several activities 

with specific functions (semantic 

description of participating web 

services) linked with control flow, 
structured activities (loops, If 

statements, sequences, etc.), and user 

preferences that need to be involved in 

the process. The proposed process 

template is used to define the services 

types and to offer a suitable decision at 

each step of the composition 

depending on the process goal, user 

choices and the current situation. The 

end user configures and customizes 

these generic templates according to 

his current requirements, preferences 
and environmental context. We explain 

our work in more detail in Section 

3.1. 

 2 Motivating Scenario 

In this section we explore the 

presented approach through a case 

study realized in the field of home 
environment.  

Home Energy Saver Scenario 

Thomas home is a home equipped 

with diverse web enabled sensors and 

actuator devices such as light switches, 

home heating system, air-conditioners, 

shower indicator, temperature sensors, 

curtains and windows controllers and 

door controllers, etc. Thomas controls 

his home environment in a way that 

allows him to save energy and to adapt 
his environment to his habits and live 

conditions.  

Daily observation shows that total 

energy consumption can be minimized 

by 1) Reducing wastage: lighting, 

heating and air-conditioning (HVAC), 

and other systems can be turned off 

when not needed. 2) Reduced lighting 

levels (dimming): a light can be 

operated at less than 100% when full 

light is not needed. 3) Shower time: 

limiting the shower time can 
economise energy. There is no need to 

have hot water for the shower when the 

user is outside for hours. The 

developer has used the recommenda-

tions described above in order to 

create a generic energy saver process 

template for the final user.  
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Thomas consults the menu of his 

automation system which proposes 

several composition scenarios. He 

chooses the ―Energy Saver Plan‖ 

which is a generic predefined process 

plan. Figure 1 illustrates the Energy 

Saver Plan workflow. The tool 

suggests him different options, step by 

step, and in each step he can define his 

preferences. The following steps 

resume the scenario interaction 
between the system and the final user: 

 At first, the system discovers 

available services (devices, 

sensors) and understands their 

functions.  

 Then, the system selects the 
services that are potentially 

involved in the energy saver 

process. The system detects a 

heating system, three air -

conditioners, four room lamps, two 

entrance overhead lights and an 

external temperature sensor. 

 The system starts configuring the 

energy saver plan by asking the 

final user to take a decision about 

the involved services as following:  

– What is the interior comfort 

home temperature when you are 

at home? 

– Select from the given list which 

entrance overhead lights to turn 

on at night. 

– Choose which air conditioners 

you like to turn on. 

– Set the shower timer. 

– Adjust the preferred temperature 

for each air conditioned room. 

 After having finished asking the 

user about services and his 

preferences, the process is now 

configured to meet the user’s 

requirements and the system is able 

to create a final process. The 

defined activities in the process are 

bound to concrete web services and 
the data flow in the process is 

assigned. The process is ready to be 

executed. 

This scenario demonstrates that there 
is a need to help the final user in a 

changing environment where services 

are not known at design time. It shows 

that decisions sometimes could not 

been taken without the end-user 

involvement. It is a challenging 

problem to search and select the 
concrete services and involve users to 

adjust them in order to achieve the 

desired goal. So as to overcome this 

lack of flexibility, we propose to 

develop a framework as a prototype, 

consisting of an intuitive user tool that 

allows users to create and run on their 

home device customized programs that 

implement the intended smart home 

tasks. Additionally, this tool needs to 

be aware of the context in which the 

composition and invocation of the 
available web services (devices, 

sensors) occur.  
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Figure 1 Home Energy Saver Workflow 

 3 Semi-automatic Service 

Composition Approach 

In general, there are several kinds of 

service composition. The traditional 

approach is called manual 

composition where users program and 

tell the system what to do during all 

the composition process development 

steps. Processes are defined using a 

process execution language like BPEL. 

Many plug-ins for tools like Net-Beans 

[4], JOpera [5] are available to enable 

manual composition. The problem with 

such an approach is that it demands too 

much knowledge on the part of the 

user and it becomes more and more 

difficult with the explosion of web 
services resources.  

The second approach is called 

automatic composition (without 

human involvement).  It is used when 

the requestor has no process model but 

has a set of constraints and 

preferences. It is based on finding 
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services for executing predefined 

abstract processes. The tools try to 

discover the available web services 

that semantically match as much as 

possible the user’s needs [6]. Several 

approaches for automatic service 

composition have been introduced [7], 

including solutions based on 

Hierarchical Task Network (HTN), 

Golog [8], Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

planning or Rule-Based planning [7, 9-
10]. However, automatic composition 

is still viewed as a task of high 

complexity because of the rapid 

proliferation of available services to 

choose from and the composition result 

risks to differ from the user’s original 

goal. 

The third approach is called semi-

automatic or interactive composition. 

We work in this direction. In this kind 

of composition, the system usually 
helps users to find, filter and integrate 

automatically the desired services by 

matching the users requests with the 

available services. Moreover, it 

enables end users to intervene 

continuously during the composition 

process. Some efforts like OWL-S 

[11], METEOR-S [12] use semantic 

description of web services to help 

improving the discovery and 

composition processes. We believe that 

the semantic of the provided services 
could be used by tools or systems to 

guide the user to limit the available 

choices and to define his preferences 

to finally reach the composition goal. 

3.1 Goal Oriented Service Composition 

Approach 

The composition of web services is 

difficult when one is using exclusively 

the WSDL [13] descriptions with a 

composition language like BPEL, since 

each description lacks the semantic 

description of services’ properties and 

capabilities as well as some non-

functional attributes, such as service 

name, service type or service location. 
To be able to describe the services, 

semantic web languages like the 

Ontology Language for Web Services 

(OWL-S), and the Web Services 

Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [14] have 

been proposed. They introduce an 

additional level of abstraction. Instead 

of a syntactic description of a web 

service, a declarative description of the 

service’s functionalities is given. 

Our approach uses web services and 
semantic web service technologies like 

OWL-S to facilitate the discovery, as 

well as the semi automatic composition 

of web services. We propose an 

assistance mechanism for the semi-

automatic composition of services 

where the composition is gradually 

generated by using a declarative 

oriented generic composition plan. It is 

not up to the user to tell the system 

what to do but rather to establish and 

negotiate about goals and how to 
accomplish them. At each composition 

step, the system could propose to the 

user which new service can be added 

to the composition and which kind of 

actions can be taken. Further 
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possibilities are filtered based on the 

current context, the composition 

objective and user preferences.  

To validate our approach, we want to 

develop an interactive service 

composition smart home prototype that 

assists non-expert users to compose 

and generate goal oriented composition 

plans in which the system is able to 

provide suggestions and direct the 

control flow in a step by step style. 

Depending on the composition goal , 

context and the user’s preferences, the 

system selects the suitable services and 
which available decisions could be 

taken.  

However, several challenges need to 

be addressed in order to build our 

system: for instance, lack of a generic 

process language which would 

facilitate the orchestration of semantic 

web services, a need to involve user 

preferences and context-awareness in 

the process, the requirement to build a 

process design tool based on semantic 
and ontology and finally the question 

of  how services discovery can be 

optimized. We provide principles for 

the underplaying software architecture 

which make it easier to create such a 

system. In the next Section, we explore 

those challenges in more detail  and 

present our framework. 

3.2 Proposed Framework  

In the following, we give an 

overview of our framework for semi-
automatic web service composition. As 

shown in Figure 2, the user can choose 

a recommended generic process 

template from the process repository. 

The generic process template acts as a 

configurable module. It defines the 

semantic of the participating activities, 

control flow and conditional branches. 

There are several ways to write 

process templates. For example, 

PEBL4SWS [1] is an extension of 
BPEL that allows to create a semantic 

process and then generate an 

executable one. OWL-S can be used as 

well to execute the process. Our frame-

work is not restricted to theses 

languages. If none of these solutions 

corresponds to our requirements, we 

can propose our own language.  The 

Process Generator component captures 

the semantic activities’ characteristics 

in the process template and sends it to 
the Service Discovery Engine as 

service query. Web services are 

usually published in registries 

(Discovery Engine). Consumers can 

request available services by a 

keyword-based search engine (e.g. 

expedia.com, google.com) or by 

looking it up in a web services registry 

(e.g. UDDI – Universal Description, 

Discovery and Integration Registry)  

[15]. 
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Figure 2 Semi-automatic Service Composition Framework 

Improving service discovery involves 

adding a semantic research mechanism. 

The requestor can provide the inputs 

and outputs of the required service. 

Then the discovery process in the 

registry will find any service which 
matches these semantic requirements. 

Several semantic discovery algorithms 

have been proposed like [6]. In our 

framework, service discovery is based 

on services’ semantic description and 

their relation with the domain 

ontology.  

After Services have been discovered 

by the Service Discovery Engine, the 

user binds all desired activities and 

defines his preferences according to 

the activities configuration require-

ments which can be involved in the 

generic process or can be declared 

separately in another format. When a 

service is put into the composition, the 

information about input, output, 
preconditions and effects (IOPE) of 

this service is checked automatically to 

assure that all needed input data are 

provided, all operations can be 

executed and all links are established. 

The process now can be converted into 

an executable process by the Process 

Generator. The Process Execution 

Engine component has the capability to 

execute the generated process using an 

execution language such as BPEL4WS 
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or OWL-S API. In the next section, we 

explain briefly the role of our 

framework components. 

3.3 System Architecture  

The proposed architecture (See 

Figure 3) supports the construction and 

execution of semi-automatic service 

composition. The system architecture 

is based on three categories of 

components: Service Discovery 
Component, Process Building 

Components, and Process 

Configuration & Execution 

Components.  

 

Figure 3 – Semi-automatic Service Composition Architecture 

1. Service Discovery Component  

The providers publish their web services 

on a web services registry.  

 [Service Discovery]: The Service 

Discovery & Registry has registry, 

discovery and selection functions. 

It uses a matching engine to find 

the requested services by 
comparing their semantic 

descriptions with the available 

registered services.  

2. Process Building Components 
The process developer uses a graphical 

design tool in order to build a generic 

process template. He uses a published 

domain ontology which is related to a 
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specific organization to describe 

participating activities semantically. 

 [Domain Ontology Library]: stores 

the detail information of a specific 

domain like services or devices. 

The domain ontology is defined 

using the OWL language. 

 [Process Template Design Tool]: a 

graphical composition tool. It lets 

the expert user create a generic 

process template by defining the 

workflow of services according to 

the composition goal. It uses the 

capabilities of the domain ontology 

in order to provide the user with a 

task abstraction of the complexity 
of whatever lays underneath. The 

tool includes various libraries such 

as BPEL4SWS or OWL-S and 

OWL. 

 [Process Template Repository]: 

contains abstract services composi-
tion templates. These composition 

templates define the capabilities 

and functionalities of needed 

services as well as the conditions 

and requirements that must be 

applied to achieve the composition 

goal.  

3. Process Configuration and Execution 

Components 
The Client uses the client interface to 

configure a process template that 

matches her goal and provides her 

preferences. Then the process can be 

executed. The following components 

allow realizing this objective: 

 [Client User Interface]: a graphic 

tool which handles the communica-

tion between the end-user and the 

platform. It lets the user choose a 

template process in order to achieve 

a specific goal. Then the user 

configures this process according to 

her preferences. The tool will 

present the available choices at 

each step according to the proposed 

plan. After process configuration, 
the process is executed by the 

execution engine. 

 [Process Generator]: handles the 

process configuration and converts 

the generic process into an 
executable one. 

  [Execution Engine]: has the 

capability to execute the generated 

process. It uses an execution 

language such as BPEL4WS or 

OWL-S API [16]. 

 4 Related work  

On the one hand, a range of industry 

solutions have been realized to enable 

web service composition. Among 

these, the Business Process Execution 

Language for Web Services 

(BPEL4WS). These approaches only 

address the syntactical aspects of web 
services. On the other hand, there are 

efforts which go in a different 

direction. They aim to establish 

standards enabling the syntactic and 

semantic description and composition 

of Web Services. For instance, the 

Ontology Web Language for Services 

(OWL-S [17]) has triggered significant 
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research efforts to build frameworks 

and tools which allow the composition 

of semantically annotated Web 
Services.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) ap-

proaches for web service composition 

focuses on automatically generating a 

plan of a composite service that 

satisfies users given goals [9-10, 18]. 

We propose an alternative approach 

which involves users in the 

composition process, including the 

selection of components and their 

configuration.  

[19] Proposes a system which 

informs the user about issues to be 

addressed in the current workflow. It is 

limited by the fact that the 

composition assistant occurs during 

the design phase. Consequently, it does 

not enable users to discover and then 

choose concrete services which meet 

their requirements. On the contrary, 

the user interaction methods and tools 

proposed by [2, 20] capture the user’s 
intentions in an interactive and 

continuous manner during the whole 

composition process. These systems 

utilize the semantics of the available 

services to guide the user and limit the 

available choices. Nevertheless, they 

do not guide the user to reach the 

objective of the composition.  

[21] Proposes a goal description 

language for automatic web service 

composition (GDL4WSAC). The latter 

describes the goals to be achieved and 
the corresponding constraints 

unambiguously. Its limitations are that 

it fits developers more than end-users, 

since the goal must be predefined and 
since there is no way for users to 

intervene during the composition . [22] 

proposes a semantic-based ontology 

language (OWL-T) used to formulate 

business demands in terms of 

structured task templates. An 

automatic composition method is used 

to transform task templates into 

executable processes. Neither in the 

composition process nor in services 

selection the user is involved.  

[23] Proposes a web service 

composition framework SWSCF which 

is based on semantic and has the 

ability to integrate services according 

to application domain semantics and 

dynamic business requirements. A 

hierarchical activity mechanism (AI 

technique) enables this framework to 

dynamically decompose business 

requirements. This helps to identify 

suitable semantic process templates. 

Task Computing approach [24] 

exposes the functionality found in 

smart environments (i.e. networked 

devices, web services) as semantic web 

services, which in turn the user can 

discover and arbitrarily compose. It 

focuses namely on dynamic service 

discovery as well as service publishing 

and management. 

 5 Conclusion 

The contribution of this work is: 

First, proposing a semantic-based 
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framework which offers flexibility to 

integrate services and reinforces the 

human-computer collaboration 

paradigm. Second, we use the semantic 

descriptions and ontologies to provide 

an assistant mechanism to obtain 

optimized solutions to compose 

services in a way that meets user’s 

changing requirements. 

Some key features of our approach 

are: 

 defining a generic process template 

to describe semantic activities for 

goal oriented composition 

 using a semantic matchmaking 

mechanism to discover and select 
the suitable services that conform 

to semantic activities defined in the 

process template 

 enabling users to adjust the process, 

where the process template acts as a 

configurable module for user 
preferences and requirements. 

 enabling end-users to choose 

concrete services to be invoked 

according to their changing 

business requirements. 

 Providing context awareness 

through a context discovery 

module. 

 providing an ontology-based tool 

that enables semantic-based, goal 

oriented, semi-automatic service 

composition. 

 providing a process execution 

engine, which has the capability to 

execute the generated process.  

 6 Future Work 

 In order to have a good evaluation of 

our approach, we are currently 

working on our smart home prototype. 

Several challenges need to be 

addressed in order to build our system: 

for instance, a generic process lan -
guages which facilitate the 

orchestration of semantic web services, 

a need to involve user preferences and 

context-awareness in the process, as 

well as building a process design tool 

based on semantic. 
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Abstract 

In the last two decades, technology has made information available at no difficulty. 

With computers and Internet technologies, more people can now have access to more 

information more quickly than ever before. ICTs are accepted as very vital, for both 

teachers and students. ICTs provide links - between students themselves, between students 

and teachers and between the administration and the students. They also facilitate access to 

knowledge. Presently, the use of ICTs varies from one university to another, with certain 

universities promoting a wider use of ICTs, and others provide very limited access to ICT. 

The objective of this paper is to examine, from a student’s perspective, how ICTs 

should be used within the university. It will suggest solid proposals, acquired mainly from 

discussions with students in selected faculties of the University of Al Jabal Al Gharby, and 

by conducting a variety of debates among students and teachers of the university.  

This paper’s approach will be pragmatic. It will bring to light those aspects of ICTs that 

students look ahead to have at university, explicitly: a comprehensive university website, 

computer training, courses on how to search for information with ICTs and E-learning. 

Finally, the funding of ICTs will also be examined. 

Introduction 

The world we live is not more different 

from a decade before. Technology is rising 

significantly. In the past years, technology 

has made information, once a scarce 

resource, abundant. With computers and 

Internet technologies in particular, more 

people can now have access to more 

information more quickly than ever before. 

Moreover, the exponential growth in access 

to information has led to a corresponding 

exponential growth in the production of 

new information, and this has forced us to 

rethink our notions of what we need to 

learn and how we should learn it. 

The costs of these technologies had 

been falling continuously and as this 

happens, the capabilities of the technologies 

had been increasing steadily 
[1]

 and they are 

being applied more to various sectors of 

economies and societies.  

The confluence of computing, audio 

visual and telecommunication technologies 

on the one hand [3] and the spectacular 

advance in digital compression technology 
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[4]
., during the last two decades have 

drastically transformed the way information 

is accessed and assimilated on a global 

scale. People communicating now, have 

powers of transmitting and receiving 

information, undreamed of even ten years 

ago. 

Libya boasts the highest literacy rate in 

the Arab world, and the UN’s Human 

Development Index, which ranks standard 

of living, social security, health care and 

other factors for development, places Libya 

at the top of all African countries [2]. 

Government reform plans in developing 

ICT infrastructure in Libya and 

incorporating ICT in education as key 

components in its overall development 

plans [2]. 

Educational institutions also agree that 

they must move smartly with the 

technology-driven changes. Learners must 

develop three foundational skills:  

    1. How to find information. 

    2. How to determine if what is found 

is relevant to task. 

    3. How to determine if the relevant 

information is accurate. 

Attainment of these three foundational 

skills sets the parameters for the use of ICT 

in education institution.  The integration of 

ICT in the teaching and learning process is 

one of the most practical interventions 

towards educational improvement.    

Project scope 

Recent study on ICT higher education 

focussed on the nature and extent of 

innovation in teaching practice in tertiary 

ICT education [1]. 

This current paper has the broad aim of 

scoping the issues and challenges facing 

ICT education and the initial exercise was 

to consult with students and faculty 

members who directly benefit from ICT. 

This paper reports on the findings from that 

consultation process mainly with Al Jabal 

Al Gharbi University which we suppose 

will suit to the majority of universities in 

Libya. 

Objectives 

The general objective of this study is to 

determine the use of ICT in the Al Jabal Al 

Gharbi University education system and to 

determine what should be the use of ICTs at 

University.  

Method 

The consultation process included 

surveys and interviews of a broad range of 

academicians and students. Those consulted 

included Deans and Heads of Departments, 

Students of different faculties and of 

different discipline, teachers of other 

Nationals as well as tutors. 

Forums and debates were held in the 

premises of Faculty of Science, Al Jabal Al 

Gharbi University, Al Zintan involving few 

teachers and students. 

Two types of Questionnaires were 

prepared for teachers and students 

respectively. The questionnaires are 

attached in annexure 1 & 2.  

Results and discussion  

Findings from the consultation process 

have been distilled into the following issues 

and challenges which are briefly 

summarised.   

University Website 

Every university now has its website. 

Quality of the website differs from one 

another. A website should contain detailed 

administrative and academic information 
[2]

, as well as access to job search facilities 
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and electronic notice boards. Students 

strongly agree that a complete website must 

provide general practical information, such 

as 

 Course listings 

 Important dates 

 Timetables 

 University organisational 

charts  

 Telephone and e-mail 

directory, etc.  

The availability of administrative 

information on the university’s website is a 

good way to improve transparency at 

university. It assures that all students obtain 

the same information on the many 

possibilities such as additional courses, 

conferences, and so on. This is the kind of   

information that students often find difficult 

to obtain because they do not know whom 

to ask. 

Students also need to find proper 

academic information on the university’s 

website. It is therefore very important that 

each department have its own web pages to 

provide students with the following 

information:  

     Outlines of courses 

     Reading lists  

     Past exam papers 

     Latest publication of articles and 

books  

     Conference announcements in their 

own area of study.  

All professors’ email addresses should 

be available on the university’s website. 

This can prove very useful for students if 

they need to contact their teachers. 

Electronic Noticeboards 

     The principle of electronic notice-boards 

is simple: it consists of a webpage which 

students, teachers and administrative staff 

can access via a password. This type of 

forum facilitates the exchange of news, 

proposals, questions and advice and can 

save students, faculty and administrators 

time by asking and answering questions 

publicly in one location.  

Computer training 

     Fundamental modules on the use of 

ICTs should be made available for those 

students who need or wish to improve their 

computer skills. More advanced computer 

training should be made available as well. 

The use of word processors or other 

software (such as PowerPoint or Excel) is 

now a requirement for graduate students 

wishing to type their own projects and 

assignments.    

Collecting information about the 

capability of students in use of ICT 

applications is difficult
 [2]

. One approach is 

to ask students to rate themselves in terms 

of their own skills.   

 In general, the students in our sample 

reported good skills with different 

applications. The highest abilities were with 

e-mail with which many students reported 

being able to use without help. A slighter 

lower ability to use word processing was 

reported.  

Majority of the respondents indicated 

that they would need some help’ in using 

power point slides and the highest 

percentage of students reporting that they 

had never used the applications like Access 

and other database software. 

Search for information with ICTs 

All the students of university are 

expected to know how to find information 

in the mass of knowledge. This implies that 

they would benefit from courses on how to 

search for information with ICTs.  
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Two fundamental things should be 

considered:  

1. Sessions on how to use the 

electronic resources of the library 

and  

2. On how to search for information 

on the Internet. 

During the first weeks at university, 

students should be compelled to attend 

sessions on how to use the library’s digital 

catalogue and electronic resources. Students 

should be made aware that their 

university’s library is going to be one of 

their principal sources of knowledge during 

their university years.   

It would also be wise to develop the 

concept of courses on how to search for 

information on the Internet. The Internet is 

for students a marvellous way to access 

knowledge. At the click of a mouse, nearly 

any information is accessible on the Net. 

This is very useful to prepare exercises, 

papers, oral presentations, or assignments. 

But the wonderful possibilities of the 

Internet are still not fully exploited by all 

students. 

What the students need to know is  

1. How to make the best use of the 

Internet, and  

2. How not to waste time when 

searching for information.  

Students should be educated on how 

best to search for information on the Net: 

where to look and how. Specifically, on 

which sites, and with which web searchers 

[2]. They should know how to formulate 

their inquiries and be acquainted with more 

complex techniques such as Boolean 

research. Such courses are essential for 

navigating efficiently in the numerous sites, 

pages and documents available on the 

Internet, and universities should consider 

making them compulsory. Advanced 

sessions on how to search for specialised 

information would also be useful, 

especially in certain disciplines.   

 E-Networks between universities and 

students 

ICT should not only be used within each 

university but also between universities. 

Exchanges between universities have 

always existed, even in the early stages of 

universities. The Web represents a powerful 

means of facilitating exchanges between 

students, teachers and researchers from 

different universities around the world. In 

that they provide an irreplaceable 

framework for deeper cooperation and 

greatly facilitate the sharing of mutual 

experiences ICTs should be encouraged at 

university.  

To conclude, e-networks prevent the 

waste of time and money and allow 

material and intellectual resources to be 

exploited more efficiently. 

One question remains: who should be in 

charge of creating e-networks?   

Netiquette 

Although ICTs should be promoted at 

university, they must not become a trouble 

[4]. One cannot but advise a reasoned use 

of e-mails. The main danger concerning the 

use of e-mails is the development of e-mail 

pollution or “spam”, which occurs when 

someone sends an e-mail for any reason, 

whatever its importance. Students should be 

made aware that they have to send e-mail 

only for relevant reasons.   

Another idea to promote good netiquette 

would be the development of courses on 

how to use information. Related to 

netiquette is the problem of plagiarism from 

online sources. With so many websites, it is 

difficult for a teacher to notice plagiarism. 
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In order to avoid plagiarism, some teachers 

have already abandoned the idea of having 

students writing essays at home. They 

prefer students to write their papers during 

the courses, after having prepared them at 

home.   

E-learning 

Education in Libya is free to everyone 

from elementary school right up to 

university and post-graduate study, at home 

or abroad. Schools and universities are 

positioned throughout the country [1]. 

Studying at university has no substitute. 

It is more important to have pedagogical 

learning methodology. It implies interaction 

between teachers and students and among 

students themselves. For instance, it is 

much more difficult for a teacher to 

transmit his/her passion about a subject via 

e-mails than through lively tutorials.  

E-learning should nevertheless be more 

widely available. Distance learning is 

undoubtedly necessary for students who 

cannot attend a traditional classroom 

course, such as those who work, suffer from 

an illness or live abroad.  

It should also be possible for a student 

to register, with permission, for a course 

offered electronically by another university. 

This kind of e-learning implies one-off 

agreements between universities. Such a 

scheme is difficult to implement because it 

requires the administration and the teachers, 

who are already very busy. But this type of 

e-learning could be advantageous for 

students in order to specialise in the areas 

which interest them most.  

Some forms of e-learning can also 

complement traditional methods of 

learning. For example, it can be useful for 

graduate students to test themselves by 

means of multiple-choice questionnaires 

before taking an exam. This opportunity 

could be explored. 

Financing the use of ICTs at university 

There is no doubt that the use of ICTs is 

very expensive for universities. The 

acquisition, installation and maintenance of 

computers is costly, and so is the design 

and maintenance of websites. The library’s 

electronic catalogue and digital library 

represent a whole other cost structure. 

A useful way to reduce costs linked to 

the use of ICTs is to require the help of 

students and teachers. Students are willing 

to contribute to the improvement of their 

lives at university. They often look forward 

to being more involved in the activities of 

the university, and many of them would 

agree to spend a few hours explaining to 

students how to use a computer, how to 

create web pages and so on. To begin with, 

student representatives could be in charge 

of circulating a list of all students’ e-mail 

addresses at the beginning of each term.  

Another idea would be to have private 

sponsors. Sponsors can pay for the design 

of the university’s website in exchange for 

the presence of their brands on the home 

page, and they can also provide computers.   

It is important to recall that the use of 

ICT is not always a financial burden for 

universities. It can in fact help reduce 

administrative costs. Thanks to the 

existence of a website, one can suppose that 

the administrative staff have to answer 

fewer phone calls and can devote their time 

to more productive tasks. ICTs can also 

simplify many administrative tasks, such as 

registration. 

Conclusion 

Throughout this paper, various 

proposals have been made. It would be 

impossible to implement them all, but at 
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least they show which aspects of the use of 

ICTs students are eager to see developed. 

It has been demonstrated here that the 

use of ICTs at university is essential. A 

university which does not use them risks 

lagging behind the other universities in 

terms of attractiveness towards not only 

students, but also towards teachers and 

researchers.  

Nevertheless, if ICTs are necessary at 

university, their use should not be seen as a 

solution. The aim is not to have students 

spending their whole day sitting in front of 

a computer screen. ICTs are an effective 

way to improve the lives of students, 

teachers, researchers and administrators: 

their use at university is not an end but a 

valuable means. 
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Annexure – 1 

Al Jabal Al Gharbi University 

Form for Students 

Name:________________(Optional) 

Class:_________________ 

Faculty:_________________ 

1. Have you visited your university’s Web Site? Yes   No 

If YES..Please answer to the following: 

Does your University Web Site provide the following information? 

2. Important dates   Yes   No 

3. Course Listings   Yes   No 

4. University Organisational Chart Yes   No 

5. Maps    Yes   No 

6. Telephone Directory  Yes   No 

7. E-mail Directory   Yes   No 

8. Job Search    Yes   No 

9. Electronic Notice Board  Yes   No 
 

1. Can you use this  software without  anybody’s assistance? 

a. Word Processor   Yes   No 

b. Excel     Yes   No 

c. PowerPoint     Yes   No 
 

2. Do you have an E-mail Id?  Yes   No 

3. Do you know how to search for a study material on the WEB?   

 Yes   No 

4. Have you used a Digital Library?   Yes   No 

5. How many computers are there in your department? _______ 

6. How many computers in your department have internet? ______ 

7. How often you visit Internet?___ 

8. How would you thing ICT can help in studies? 

a. _______________________ 

b. _______________________ 

c. _______________________ 

d. _______________________ 

e. _______________________ 
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Annexure – 2 
Department of Computer Science 

Faculty of Science, Al Zintan 

Al Jabal Al Gharbi University 

Form for Teachers 

 

Name   :_______________________ (Optional) 

Department :_______________________ 

Faculty :_______________________ 

1. Have you visited university’s Web Site? 

Yes         

No 

If YES..Please answer to the following: 

Does University Web Site provide the following 

information? 

 

1. Important dates     Yes           

No 

2. Course Listings     Yes           

No 

3. University Organisational Chart   Yes         

No 

4. Maps      Yes             

No 

5. Telephone Directory    Yes             

No 

6. E-mail Directory     Yes             

No 

7. Job Search      Yes             

No 

8. Electronic Notice Board    Yes         

No 

 

2. How often do you use the following ICT resources in your class 

room? 
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a. Internet and WWW   Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never   

b. E-mail     Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never   

c. Video Conferencing   Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never   

d. Word Processing    Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never   

e. Power Point    Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never  

f. Spread Sheets    Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never  

g. Desk Top Projectors   Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never 

h. Educational Software   Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never 

i. CD-ROM (eg.,Encarta)   Daily      Weekly   Monthly   

Never 

 

3. If you don’t use specific ICT resource, please state your reasons: 

 

a. Internet and WWW    

Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar    Expensive 

 

b. E-mail 

  Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

c. Video Conferencing 

  Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

d. Word Processing   

e.         Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

f. Power Point   

g.         Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

h. Spread Sheets   

  Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

i. Desk Top Projectors    

        Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 
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j. Educational Software    

  Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

k. CD-ROM (eg.,Encarta)  

  Inaccessible when needed   Unfamiliar     Expensive 

 

4. What do you think about ICT? 

 

a. I’d like to use ICT but they are unavailable Agree    

Disagree 

b. I’m afraid to use  computers     Agree     

Disagree 

c. ICT help me getting information for teaching Agree    

Disagree 

d. I know only the basics of ICT     Agree     

Disagree 

e. I know ICT but do not know to use it  Agree     

Disagree 

f. I manage information effectively with ICT Agree     

Disagree 

g. I find ICT to be time consuming     Agree     

Disagree 

h. ICT makes my work easier     Agree     

Disagree 

i. Students get distracted because of Technology Agree     

Disagree 

j. Computers are usually slow when used in teaching   Agree 

Disagree 

k. ICT motivates students to learn easily  Agree     

Disagree 

l. I cannot find anything relevant for my subject Agree     

Disagree 

m. Computers are usually slow when used in teaching  Agree 

Disagree 

n. I have no proper skills to use ICT in my classroom  Agree  

Disagree 

  

5. Have you ever participated in ICT TRAINING?   
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Yes  No 

6. Please indicate your answers to the following: 

 

a. I’m interested to learn about using ICT    Agree Disagree 

b. I feel ICT training is not useful to my teaching   Agree   

Disagree 

c. ICT training may be useful to teach my subjects  Agree   

Disagree 

d. I need ICT skills for my student’s benefit   Agree   

Disagree 

e. I don’t see the need to learn about ICT    Agree      

Disagree 

f. I’m interested but there’s no time for me  Agree      

Disagree 

g. I’m interested but there is no one to give training   Agree  

Disagree 

h. I think no one in my faculty bothers to use ICT   Agree     

Disagree 

i. I feel I have adequate skills in using  ICT   Agree     

Disagree 

 

7. If you have any suggestions or if you would like to tell us something 

about “Using ICT in classroom”, please write below: 

 

8. We will be following up this survey with in-depth interviews and 

forums with selected students and teachers of our university. If you 

are interested please provide us with your willingness and E-mail Id: 

 

I am interested, please contact me   E-mail: 

__________________  

I am sorry. 

 

Thank you very much for your assistance in this survey. 

Faculty of Science, Al Zintan. 

Al Jabal Al Gharbi University, Libya 
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Mobile Banking using USSD 

Abdulkhalic H.Ashour 

Almadar Al-Jadid company 

e-mail: a.ashour@almadar.ly 

1. Abstract  

This paper describes the design and implementation of this integrative customer-centric 

MP system named WATABA. The four main mobile payment technologies, WAP, NFC, 

SMS and USSD were evaluated to compare their performance. The evaluation process 

involved a team of experts and six criteria. The evaluation results provided conclusive 

evidence that USSD is the most suitable technology for building the mobile payment 

system. The data also gave us good insights about the concern for security and privacy .  

The mobile payment (MP) system was sponsored and built by two partners, Almadar 

Communications and Bank of Commerce and Development (BCD). In the first phase of the 

system launch customers are offered the following MP services: buy telecom voucher, 

money transfer, telecom account top up, utility bill payment and shopping. There are plans 

to make this MP system a national one by including all commercial banks and mobile 

network operators in the country. 

2. Introduction  

In recent years leading commercial 

banks began offering credit card services to 

their customers. Although no data have 

been published to show the extent of 

acceptance of this initiative, observation of 

the market indicates that credit card usage 

in Libyan  is confined to a handful of 

hotels, restaurants and retail shops catering 

mainly to foreign travelers and cash 

withdrawal from Auto Teller machines 

(ATM).  

This seemingly un-warm welcome of 

credit cards by consumers and merchants 

alike is not a sign of indifference or total 

refusal of this powerful B2C tool, it rather 

reflects the need for parallel improvement 

in other aspects of a modern economy. It 

requires the presence of all key elements to 

build the foundation of a successful 

operation. In this case, banks need to do 

more than simply offering credit cards to 

their customers, they need to put out a 

major marketing campaign to educate the 

public about the benefits to both business 

and customer in using the new tool, 

providing incentives and equipment i.e. 

Point Of Sale (POS) to merchants, work 

with internet providers to improve the 

quality of service and expand high speed 

internet coverage, deal with regulators to 

build public confidence and trust and so on. 

Building of these features require collective 

efforts and investment from various 
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agencies and may take a long period of time 

perhaps several years to accomplish.  

This business reality has led the author 

to carefully examine other payment options, 

crystallizing his thoughts in ideas to 

formulate this project. The search process 

focused on electronic payment (E-Payment) 

as an alternative medium of exchange in 

B2C transaction. The E-Payment 

environment consists of these basic 

elements: 

1- A core banking system that holds 

customer accounts and processes E-

Payment transactions.  

2- Computers that store customers 

account information in electronic 

format. 

3- Point of sale (POS) systems enabled 

to read account information and 

build a transaction.  

4- Data Communication network to 

connect POS to the core banking 

system.  

Currently in Libya there are more than 

five million mobile phone users [1] which 

represent a very high level of penetration in 

the society. This reality makes mobile 

phones the best candidate for electronic 

payment. A mobile phone is an electronic 

device that converts speech into digital 

signals at one end and communicates these 

signals as a stream of binary digits through 

the network to the other end. Mobile 

phones also have built-in information 

storage capabilities. These features of 

mobile phones satisfy items 2,3 and 4 of the 

4 basic elements of the E-Payment 

environment discussed above. This careful 

examination of mobile phone features and 

E-Payment elements shows clearly the great 

potential this device offers as an alternative 

system of E-Payment.  

The Hypothesis 

The mobile phone may serve as a 

practical payment tool in the Libyan 

consumer market. The foregoing 

assumption simply, clearly and concisely 

stated represents the hypothesis of the 

project.  

Although the Libyan consumer market, is 

becoming more dynamic and growing at a 

rapid rate, it is still lagging in many features 

key to a modern market. The task of 

improving this situation may not be quick 

or easy. This task requires among other 

things major investments to modernize the 

banking industry, regulations to protect 

public interests and assure safety and 

security, building the supporting 

infrastructure, etc.  

Project Objectives 

The project aims at providing the 

Libyan market with a safer and more 

convenient alternative method of payment. 

The mobile payment system was based on 

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data 

(USSD) utilizing generic features of the 

technology supported by all makes and 

models of mobile phones available in the 

market as well as mobile network operators. 

The proposed MP system offers many 

mobile payment services including, telecom 

top up, utility bill payment, money transfer, 

shopping, ticketing, couponing and other 

services. The new system is expected to 

facilitate business transactions and remove 

restrictions and limitations experienced in 

traditional payment methods (see Figure 1). 
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Project Structure 

Once the project proposal was 

carefully discussed and analyzed for 

adoption in the Libyan market, the next step 

was to select the proper technology to use 

to build the system. After this step, the 

proposal was introduced to prospective 

sponsors; Almadar Communications, a 

major mobile network operator in the 

country; and BCD, a well established 

private bank in Libya. The two companies 

approved the proposal and accepted to co-

sponsor the project. Following this 

enthusiastic approval by the co-sponsors, 

the project was designed, built, tested and 

commissioned. Several mobile payment 

services were implemented and offered to 

mutual customers of Almadar and BCD. 

The author was directly involved in every 

step of the project. It is very important to 

point out that the entire project was 

designed, built, tested and commissioned by 

Libyan engineers and experts. 

Figure 1 Mobile Payment vs. Paper Payment System 
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3.0 Mobile Payment Systems (MP 

System)  

A mobile payment is defined as any 

payment initiated, authorized and 

completed with at least one mobile device, 

i.e. mobile phone [2]. The present mobile 

technology offers these two MP routes or 

scenarios: 

3.1 Direct MP Scenario  

In this option a mobile phone is 

used to access a credit account 

either phone credit at a Mobile 

Network Operator (MNO) or a 

bank account credit directly via 

Short Message Service (SMS) or 

USSD but not through internet as 

intermediary.  

 3.2 Indirect MP Scenario  

In this scenario the mobile phone 

is used just to access mobile 

internet then following traditional 

business of e-shopping and e-

payment.  

These scenarios indicate that a 

mobile payment service provider 

(MPSP) falls in one of these three 

categories: 

1. Mobile network operator 

(MNO) 

2. Financial services provider 

(FSP) such as banks and credit 

card companies 

3. Specialized intermediary  

While banks / FSP and MNO 

operate on their existing 

infrastructure and customer 

base, a specialized intermediary 

operators MP as its core 

business and has to build the 

required infrastructure and 

customer base from scratch. 

Thus, its revenue model is rather 

complex and difficult as it has to 

finance itself completely from 

the MP revenues while banks 

and MNO can simply generate 

additional revenues from their 

MP business. The indirect MP 

system described above relies on 

internet and WAP/HTTP 

capable mobile phones as will as 

GPRS infrastructure at MNO 

side which require substantial 

investments and time. This 

scenario also suffers from issues 

related to e-security.  

The search for a MP solution that 

offers better e-security, uses existing 

infrastructure with nominal additional 

investment, does not rely on internet as 

intermediary and available for every 

owner of a mobile phone in the market, 

has led the author to the newly 

developed USSD-based direct MP 

platform supported by MNO in 

conjunction with FSP, i.e. bank 

accounts. This interactive USSD 

technology constitutes the backbone of 

this project. The improved security in 

this system is due to the direct 

connection between mobile phone and 

the core banking unit. The solution 

offered involves mobile phones, mobile 

network and a banking legacy system. 

4.0 Techniques used to build MP systems  

Mobile payment developments have 

been quite uneven throughout the world. 

One major difference of the various mobile 
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payment platforms initiated is the 

technology deployed in the process. The 

main wireless technologies that can enable 

mobile payment systems are briefly 

discussed herein: 

4.1 WAP 

Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is 

basically a suite of communication 

protocols for the wireless and mobile 

devices designed to access the internet 

independent of manufacturer and Vendor. 

WAP bridges the gap between the mobile 

phone and the internet world and offers the 

ability to deliver a wide range of mobile 

value-added services to subscribers.  

WAP applications are written in Wireless 

Markup Language (WML), which is a 

sublet of Extensible Markup Language 

(XML).  

A WAP-Enabled system consists of three 

major parts: WAP gateway, HTTP Web 

Server and WAP device, a WAP-Enabled 

mobile phone, therefore in the WAP 

technique a WAP device uses GPRS 

Service of the mobile network operator to 

access WAP pages of banks or e-sellers and 

conduct a transaction [3].  

Mobile payment services over WAP are 

very much limited to Europe and the US 

markets where advanced technologies exist 

in the customer base [3]. In other markets, 

including the Libyan mass market, lagging 

in advanced technology, i.e. dependable 

and widely available high speed internet, 

WAP based mobile payment service will at 

best be an inefficient business venture.  

This in addition to the fact that more than 

53% of mobile phones currently in use in 

Libya are not WAP devices [4] which 

means that a WAP based MP service will 

be unavailable to these customers.  

4.2 NFC  

Near Field Communication or NFC, is a 

Short-Range high frequency Wireless 

Communication technology which enables 

the exchange of data between devices over 

a very short distance. To a certain degree, 

NFC is the fusion of a contactless smart 

card (RFID, Radio Frequency 

Identification) and mobile phone. One 

important feature of NFC is that mobile 

phones are capable to act as RFID tags or 

readers. This feature creates opportunity to 

make innovative applications especially in 

ticketing and couponing [5]. The "Pay-Buy 

Mobile" project launched by the GSM 

Association (fourteen mobile operators are 

part of the initiative) targeted 900 million 

mobile users with a common global 

approach using NFC [5]. 

In this platform bank account and or Credit 

Card data are stored securely in the mobile 

phone and Communicated "Waived" to the 

POS via built-in NFC (Exactly Like 

Bluetooth).  

In this case, NFC mobile phones come at an 

added cost to the Consumer. Moreover, 

NFC based mobile payments needs the 

exact infrastructure required for credit card 

processing (POS, reliable data 

communication infrastructure) which needs 

huge investment to build. Although the 

communication range of NFC is limited to a 

few centimeters, NFC alone does not ensure 

secure communications, and offers no 

protection against eavesdropping [6].  
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4.3 SMS 

SMS is a text communication service 

which employs standardized 

communications protocols that allow the 

exchange of short text messages between 

phone devices. The short messages 

(maximum 160 characters) are stored and 

forwarded to their destinations by SMS 

Centers (Store – and – forward – 

Mechanism).  

Although SMS technology is supported by 

all types of mobile phones and GSM 

networks, it is subject to high levels of 

message loss and delay. This session-

oriented deficiency is caused by the lack of 

interactive characteristic tools needed to 

complete multi-event transactions of mobile 

commerce, i.e. Authentication, request, 

confirmation, etc. SMS based mobile 

payment services also suffer from security 

issues, because the SMS text follow 

insecure transmission route [7].  

4.4 USSD 

The Unstructured Supplementary 

Service Data (USSD) is a unique GSM 

feature that enables data transmission 

sessions between mobile phone and 

external applications transparently. It uses 

the same Radio Network resources as SMS 

but USSD has its own gateway to interface 

platforms that host external applications. 

USSD is a generic built-in feature of GSM 

supported by all types of mobile phones and 

mobile networks. 

The technology is highly efficient as it 

consumes very small radio network 

resources and because of its flash nature 

USSD offers an added element of data 

privacy [6].  

5.0 Evaluation of M-Payment 

Technologies  

As it has been described in the 

preceding section there are four main 

techniques, WAP, NFC, SMS and USSD, 

that can be used to build a mobile payment 

system. Each of these technologies has its 

limitations, advantages and drawbacks. In 

order to determine the best suited 

technology to use for building the project a 

simple evaluation test was conducted to 

compare their performance. The evaluation 

test involved several experts and a set of 

criteria. The selection of experts was based 

on their knowledge and experience in these 

technologies. The evaluation criteria 

submitted to the experts were:  

1. Infrastructure Cost: The network 

infrastructure cost consists of two 

main components, namely the 

price of technology and the cost of 

implementation.  

2. M-Phone Capability: This criterion 

refers to the mobile phone 

compatibility with the technology 

and the need for customer 

investment in technology capable 

device. SMS and USSD are 

generic and work well with 

standard mobile phones, while 

WAP and NFC require GPRS or 

NFC enabled mobile devices.  

3. Transaction Cost: This includes 

the cost of operation and 

maintenance of network 

infrastructure. 

Cost is certainly an important 

criteria to consider in building a 

M-Payment operation since 

profitability of the business is 
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directly linked to the different 

costs [8].  

4. Ease of use: This criteria refers to 

the degree of knowledge and effort 

required on the part of the 

customer to consummate a 

transaction.  

5. Security and Privacy: This 

represents the different security 

and privacy features the 

technology already embeds to 

safeguard customer privacy and 

security.  

6. Session Support: This criteria 

refers to compatibility and speed 

of the payment process. 

All of these criteria as well as others have 

been proposed and used by other workers to 

evaluate mobile payment technologies 

[8,9]. 

The experts of the related areas were 

provided with evaluation forms and given 

an equal amount of time (45 minutes) to 

complete their evaluation. They began the 

evaluation process by grading the criteria 

according to their proportional relevance on 

a percentage scale and then grading the 

performance of the separate technologies 

for each criterion based of the following 

scale:  

Excellent = 9,  Very Good =7,  Good =5,  

Satisfactory =3 and Poor =1.  

At the end of the evaluation period the 

scoring forms were collected and analyzed.  

Table 1 shows the six criteria proportional 

scores in percentage and corresponding 

weights. The weight was calculated as 

follows:  

Weight= Sum Of Scores in %___    

             Total Percentage  

Total Percentage = 500% 

One very interesting observation about the 

table is the proportionally large weight 

given to the criterion, security and privacy. 

It is more interesting to note that this 

criterion weight is greater than the 

combined weight of criterion 1 and 3, the 

cost to build the network infrastructure plus 

the cost of operation and maintenance of 

the M-Payment system. The experts were 

more or less united in placing security and 

privacy at greater priority than all other 

criteria.  

Table 2 shows the evaluation results for the 

four technologies. The data was analyzed 

using very basic statistical procedures to 

compute the average and weighted average 

for each criteria.  

Average = Sum Of Scores_____ 

                Number of Experts  

Number of Experts = 5 

Weighted average = Average x weight  

Then the final average and weighted 

average scores for each technology were 

calculated: 

Technology Average Score =  

Sum Of Criteria Average 

Number Of Criteria  

Number of Criteria = 6 

Technology weighted average score = Sum 

of criteria weighted Average  
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Table 1: Criteria Weights 

Exp
ert 

Criteria Score %  

Tot
al 

Netw
ork 

Cost 
(1) 

Phone 
Capab

ility 
(2) 

Consum
ption of 

Resource
s (3) 

Ease 
of 

Use 
(4) 

Secur
ity + 
Priva
cy (5) 

Sessi
on 

Supp
ort (5) 

1 15 5 15 5 50 10 100 

2 20 5 20 10 40 5 100 

3 25 15 15 10 30 5 100 

4 4 20 20 30 25 1 100 

5 20 12 15 13 20 15 100 

Sum 
% 

84 57 85 68 170 36 500 

Wei
ght 

0.168 0.114 0.170 
0.13

6 
0.340 0.072 1.00 

Where (1), (2), etc. refer to criteria numbers as describe above.  
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Table 2: Technology Evaluation Scores (W. Average = Weighted Average)   

T
e

c
h

n
o

lo
g

y
 

Expert 

Criteria Score   

Total Networ
k Cost 

(1) 

Phone 
Capability 

(2) 

Consumption 
of Resources 

(3) 

Ease of 
Use (4) 

Security 
+ 

Privacy 
(5) 

Session 
Support 

(5) 

WAP 

1 5 5 5 3 5 9 

 

2 5 3 1 3 1 7 

3 5 5 3 5 5 9 

4 5 5 3 5 7 9 

5 9 7 3 3 7 9 

SUM 29 25 15 19 25 43 

Average 5.8 5 3 3.8 5 8.6 5.20 

W.Average 0.974 0.570 0.510 0.517 1.700 0.619 4.89 

NFC 

1 1 1 9 9 5 9 

 

2 1 1 7 9 3 9 

3 1 1 9 9 3 1 

4 1 1 9 9 3 5 

5 3 1 9 9 1 9 

SUM 7 5 43 45 15 33 

Average 1.4 1 8.6 9 3 6.6 4.93 

W.Average 0.235 0.114 1.462 1.224 1.020 0.475 4.53 

SMS 

1 9 9 7 5 7 5 

 

2 9 9 5 5 3 1 

3 9 9 7 7 3 1 

4 9 9 5 7 3 7 

5 9 9 7 5 3 1 

SUM 45 45 31 29 19 15 

Average 9 9 6.2 5.8 3.8 3 6.13 

W.Average 1.512 1.026 1.054 0.789 1.292 0.216 5.89 

USSD 

1 9 9 9 9 9 9 

 

2 9 9 9 7 9 3 

3 9 9 7 9 9 9 

4 9 9 7 7 9 9 

5 9 9 9 9 9 9 

SUM 45 45 41 41 45 39 

Average 9 9 8.2 8.2 9 7.8 8.53 

W.Average 1.512 1.026 1.394 1.115 3.060 0.562 8.67 
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After figuring each technology weighted 

average score the sample standard 

deviation, S, was calculated applying the 

following statistical equation: 

 

 

 
 

                

Where  n=4;  Number of Samples 

X1 Weighted average score of sample 1 

X Mean of weighted average scores  

 

 

X = X1 + X2 + X3 + X4   

                 n 

 

 X =  4.89 + 4.53 + 5.89 + 8.67  = 6.00 

                  4 

                  
 

    

      S = 1.87               

The weighted average score for USSD is 

greater than one standard deviation from 

the mean. This reveals that the weighted 

average score of USSD is significantly 

higher than WAP, NFC and SMS 

technologies. These results indicate that 

USSD is the best suited technology to use 

to build a M-Payment system in Libya  

 

6.0  Project Implementation  

 

6.1 Technical Aspects  

The project design architecture 

involves intricate three way 

communications and interconnections 

between the mobile device, USSD network 

and the core banking unit. Figure 5 shows 

the MP system architecture. The MP system 

implemented comprehends the following 

Functional Blocks:  

 

1. The USSD Gate Way (GW) at 

Almadar network terminal to 

interconnect the mobile device and 

the Core Banking System (CBS) at 

BCD across mobile network. This 

component of the system performs 

2. the following tasks:
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Figure 2 MP system architecture 

 

a. Interactive real time response 

between the mobile phone and the 

core banking system. 

b. Service menu management 

(structure and management) 

c. User access management (only 

subscribed customers access the 

service) 

 

3. The Mp system bus controls data 

flow between CBS, subscribers 

and the transactions controller.  

4. The Log Data Base Logs all of the 

customer service requests both 

successful and unsuccessful 

5. The reporting tool manages and 

controls fraud attempts.  

6. The BCD service bus controls 

traffic flow between MP service 

bus and CBS.  

7. The Core Banking System (CBS) 

at BCD holds the customer 

account information and provides 

data flow between both sides. The  

data goes via encrypted tunnel 

using IPSec algorithm over a 
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8. private Point-to-Point Ethernet 

connection to further enhance 

security.  

6.3 Services Implemented  

Once installation was completed many 

trial runs were made to test the system 

performance and readiness. The following 

services were then implemented and offered 

to mutual customers of Almadar and BCD 

in phase 1 of the project:  

1. Buy Telecom Voucher (Madar, 

LTT, Libyana, Thuraya, GPTC, 

Marhaba Int. CC) 

2. Money Transfer (MT) from one 

BCD account to another BCD 

account or to cash (Post Office, 

BCD desk).  

3. Direct Top up of prepaid accounts. 

4. Shopping (hotels, clinics, food, 

grocery, fuel,.. etc) 

5. Utility Bills payment, e.g. 

electricity and telephone 

(Predefined Accounts) 

7.0  Description of Service Procedures  

To use the MP system the customer 

must first obtain a Personal Identification 

Number (PIN). Upon dialing the service 

code (*123#) a welcome message prompts 

the user to enter his PIN number. If the PIN 

number is valid the user will be presented 

with the main service menu that has six 

options to choose from.  The service map of 

the system is a given in [10]. From this 

menu the user can select any service. The 

description of each service procedure is 

presented in [10]. 

7.0 Total Cost Of Ownership (TCO)  

The cost of ownership of the mobile 

payment project may be very small for both 

partners because both companies have their 

established infrastructures to support the 

project without the need for much capital 

investment. The TCO for the partners is 

may be different since neither company 

provided any actual values for their costs to 

be a part owner of the project. For Almadar, 

in addition to the existing USSD GW, the 

backbone of the mobile payment system, 

they installed few hardware items and 

developed the MP service bus and the 

reporting tool software in-house by their 

own team of experts and engineers. 

Therefore no extra investment was 

involved. For BCD, they used their existing 

core banking system plus a small 

investment in developing the interface kit. 

The fact that neither Almadar nor   BCD 

had to make any serious investment played 

a major roll in their decision to co-sponsor 

the project and the speedy implementation 

of the mobile payment system. Basically, 

they figured that there is little or no risk in 

sponsoring the project and perhaps that is 

the reason for the absence of an elaborate 

economic feasibility study for the project.  

7.1 Revenue Model  

This revenue model is based on 

estimates and assumptions which may 

change when the project is officially 

launched. Revenues are generated from 

service fees and perhaps other sources. 

Customers may pay for the mobile payment 

services based on one of these plans: 

Plane 1: A 1% charge  on every payment 

transaction amount 

Plane 2: A fixed service fee per transaction  

Plane 3: A flat annual subscription fee per 

service  

Plane 4: A Combination of plan 3 + Plan 1 

or plan 3 + Plan 2  
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The partners have their different operation 

and maintenance costs. For example, 

Almadar incur cost of providing the 

following: 

1. Dedicated secure interactive 

USSD procedural call menu  

2. Customer Help Desk 

3. Operation and maintenance of the 

network infrastructure  

Since neither Almadar nor BCD provided 

any figures for their expected operation and 

maintenance costs, it is exceedingly 

difficult to assign values to these costs at 

this time. We can only assume that the 

partners will split the system revenues. 

Here a number of scenarios are possible; 

perhaps one scenario is 20/80, 20% 

Almadar, 80% BCD to offset their 

respective costs and generate some profit. 

Of course the partners seek to increase their 

customer base by attracting more customers 

to the mobile payment system. 

 In this scenario and based on success 

history of mobile payment systems in other 

markets [11,12] we can conservatively 

estimate that 50,000 customers will sign-up 

for the service in the first year at an annual 

average spending of 500 LYD per 

customer, and that all customers will select 

Plan 4 (combination of plan 3 and plan 2) 

and , that the fixed annual subscription is 15 

LYD.  

Therefore revenues can be calculated as 

follows: 

First Year Revenue: 

Number of Customers   = 50,000 

Annual Subscription Fee = 15 LYD Per 

Customer 

Annual Subscription Revenues = 50,000 x 

15 = 750,000 LYD 

Transaction Fee = 1% 

Annual Average Spending  = 500 LYD 

Transaction Revenues= 50,000 x 500 x   1  

=2500,000LYD                                       100 

Total Annual Revenues=750,000 + 250,000 

= 1,000,000 LYD 

 

If we assume further that in the second year 

the service attracts 500,000 customers at an 

annual average spending of 1000 LYD per 

customer, then the revenues will be 

12,500.000 LYD. Keep in mind that the 

number of mobile phone accounts in Libya 

is greater than 5,000.000 accounts of which 

Almadar has 43% share.  

 

7.2 Return On Investment (ROI) 

Analysis 

With all investment figures missing and 

unavailable it is impossible to calculate the 

ROI or to make valuable ROI analysis. 

Since the amount of capital investment in 

the project per Sa is very small and 

negligible we can assume it is zero. In such 

case any revenue realized from the service 

is acceptable as a return on investment. The 

calculations made in the previous section 

represent an estimation of these revenues.  

8.0 summary and conclusion  

From the project work that has been 

completed, we can conclude that: 

1. The wide penetration and personal 

nature of mobile phones can make 

mobile payment solutions 

applicable for a variety of services 

in Libya.  

2. Mobile payment may become the 

most practiced e-payment solution 

in the B2C market in Libya 

because it accommodates market 
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conditions and national economic 

practices.  

3. USSD is significantly better 

technology to use for building a 

mobile payment system in Libya. 

4. The concern for security and 

privacy is much greater than the 

concern for any other criteria used 

to evaluate mobile payment 

technologies.  

5. The cost of ownership of the 

USSD-based MP system is very 

small because the system was built 

almost entirely on already existing 

infrastructure and technologies.  

6. Early indication of public demand 

for the services implemented 

(WATABA Services) is strong and 

very promising.  

7. WATABA Services offered can be 

expended to cover more payment 

transactions as more retailers and 

businesses sign up to accept the 

services.  

8. WATABA provides sufficient 

security measures to begin using 

the system with the opportunity to 

enhance security at a later date and 

small investment.  

Although the mobile payment services 

implemented are a big step forward in a 

market starved for alternative methods of 

payment, the system need to be developed 

further to reach a much larger segment of 

the population. Therefore, the following set 

of recommendations must be considered by 

all parties interested in building a more 

national mobile payment system in Libya.  

1. Commercial banks must take 

serious steps to modernize their 

information technology (IT) 

infrastructure and to build core 

banking systems capable of 

accommodating MP services. 

2. Telecom operators must provide a 

more reliable and more secure data 

communications infrastructure to 

permit banks to interconnect their 

branches and build a central core 

banking applications necessary for 

modern banking services.  

3. Telecom operators must also 

provide infrastructure for building 

a national ATM switch board to 

interconnect participating banks.  

4. The government must provide 

cyber laws and regulations to 

govern mobile payment services 

and transactions. 

The benefits of mobile payment services 

may prove to be of great value to commerce 

and the national economy in general.  
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Ad hoc sensor networks require a highly dynamic, adaptive routing scheme to 

deal with the high rate of topology changes. Besides that, energy consumption rate need to 

be consistently distributed among sensor nodes, and efficient utilization of battery power is 

essential. If only the link reliability metric is considered in the routing scheme, it may 

create a long hops route, and the high quality paths will be frequently used. This leads to 

shorter lifetime of the high quality routes; thereby the entire network’s lifetime will be 

significantly minimized. This paper presents a cross-layer and reliable load balancing 

routing (RLBR) protocol for ad hoc sensor networks by integrating routing information 

from different layers. The RLBR scheme aims to redistribute the relaying workload and the 

energy usage among relay sensor nodes to achieve balanced energy dissipation, thereby 

maximizing the functional network lifetime. The proposed routing protocol was tested and 

benchmarked against the TinyOS-2.x based implementation of MintRoute routing protocol 

on an indoor testbed comprising 20 Mica2 motes and low power listening (LPL) link layer 

provided by CC1000 radio. The proposed routing scheme consumes less energy for 

communications while reducing topology repair latency and achieves better connectivity 

and communication reliability in terms of end-to-end packets delivery performance.  

     Keywords-wireless sensor networks; reliable routing; energy balancing; cross-layer protocol.   

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS  

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) 
provide the ability to collect information 
cheaply, accurately and reliably over both 
small and vast physical regions. Unlike 
other large data network forms, where the 
ultimate I/O interface is a human being, 
WSNs are about collecting data from 
unattended physical environments. 
Therefore, reliable and energy efficient 
routing is a key issue in WSNs 
deployments. From energy efficiency 
standpoint, the existing TinyOS-based 
routing protocols [6] for wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs) are steadily improving for 
forming a reliable tree-based data gathering 
but they are still inferior over custom 
solutions concerning energy consumption 
[17][18][19]. In other words, these protocols 
are reliability-oriented but unaware of the 
energy status of relaying sensor nodes and 
do not explicitly apply energy balancing in 
their routing schemes; thereby diverting 
load to sensor nodes with low energy 
capacity. As a result, this paper focuses on 
balanced energy dissipation routing scheme 
for lifetime maximization by taking the 
advantage from reliability-oriented routing 
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schemes and traditional energy-aware 
routing schemes. 

Since the communications overheads are 
the major energy consumer during a sensor 
node’s operation, the proposed routing 
scheme a simple but reliable routing 
algorithm, aims to cause minimal 
communication overheads for network 
configuration and multihop data 
dissemination. Although the main objective 
of a cross-layer load balancing routing is the 
efficient utilization of network resources, 
the literature [1][19][20][22] lacks such 
protocols that take jointly link reliability and 
energy-wise metrics into account with load 
balancing. There is no doubt that a better 
distribution of load leads to the more 
efficient use of bandwidth, which means 
that there is less contention and 
consequently less energy is consumed, but it 
is not self-contained for achieving complete 
energy efficiency. WSNs are not necessarily 
energy-homogeneous, and there is thus 
insufficient information about the sensor 
nodes’ load tasks to enable the energy-wise 
selection of the paths. The current load of a 
given sensor node can be used to estimate 
the potential dissipation of energy but it 
does not contain a record of past activities 
and the residual energy level of the sensor 
node remains hidden. 

Recent studies on energy efficient 
routing in multihop wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) have shown great reliance 
on radio link quality in the path selection 
process. If sensor nodes along the routing 
path and closer to the base station advertise 
a high quality link to forwarding upstream 
packets, these sensor nodes will experience 
a faster depletion rate in their batteries. This 
results in a topological routing hole or 
network partitioning [19]. Our paper 
presents an empirical study on how to 
improve energy efficiency for reliable 
multihop communication by integrating 
additional useful information from different 

layers: e.g., residual energy level, link 
quality, and hop count. The proposed 
approach aims to balance the workload 
among relay nodes to achieve a balanced 
energy usage, thereby maximizing the 
functional network lifetime. The 
experiments are based on a prototype real-
network, Mica2 (MPR400) sensor network 
platform, from Crossbow Technologies Inc 
[5]. 

Although the majority of WSN-related 
research activities have used network 
simulators to demonstrate the benefits of 
employing various routing algorithms, 
simulations have limitations in emulating 
real low power WSN characteristics. 
Therefore the work done in this paper has 
been conducted on a real-world WSN by 
taking in account the inconsistent behavior 
of wireless signal propagation, and how the 
real sensor device’s behavior affects a 
routing protocol’s performance or even a 
device’s rate of energy consumption. In 
low-power WSNs, the unreliability of the 
links and the limitations of all resources 
bring considerable complications to routing. 
Even in the presence of static nodes, the 
channel conditions vary due to multipath 
fading effects [14]. Furthermore, sensor 
nodes are typically battery-powered, and 
ongoing maintenance may not be feasible: 
the progressive reduction of the available 
residual power needs to be considered as a 
crucial factor in the parent selection process 
to control nodes’ energy drain for the 
extension of the lifetime of the individual 
nodes and for the achievement of energy 
balancing in the entire network. The testbed 
network is constructed using 30 identical 
Mica2 sensor nodes with a single perimeter 
stationary base station. 

The proposed routing scheme allows a 
child sensor node dynamically searches for 
a new reliable parent node with more 
residual energy. This dynamic adaptation 
strategy can alleviate the energy-hole 
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problem [10][23]. The experimental work 
done in this paper aims to improve the 
indoor performance evaluation of the 
proposed routing scheme by extending the 
experiments to outdoor, and simulations on 
larger networks in its future work. The 
remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In section II, the related work is 
introduced. Section III presents the proposed 
routing scheme. Section IV describes briefly 
the implementation platform, Experiment 
methodology and testing setup. The 
experimental results are illustrated in section 
V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper 
and outlines the future work.   

II. RELATED WORK 

Since the wireless links in low-power 
WSNs are not stable, the reliability-oriented 
routing protocols for WSNs purely rely on 
either Channel State Information (CSI) from 
broadcast control traffic or delivery cost 
estimates from unicast traffic using the ETX 
link metric [21]. The earlier common form 
of CSI, the Received Signal Strength 
Indicator (RSSI), used to be considered a 
predictor of link quality of some platforms 
such as Mica2 CC1000 RF transceiver 
[7][8]. The RSSI has early been recognized 
as a good predictor of link quality; 
specifically, it has been shown that the 
RSSI, if higher than the sensitivity 
threshold, about -87dBm, correlates very 
well with the packet reception rate [18,19]. 
As for link estimation by means of delivery 
cost estimates, the ETX link metric is 
proposed in [21]; the idea is to estimate the 
total number of transmissions needed to get 
a packet across a link, and use the route with 
the minimum ETX. ETX has been shown to 
be very robust, especially on top of an 
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) scheme 
[19] which strengthens low quality links. 
However, using ARQ scheme in the link 
layer, the child sensor node will retransmit 
the unacknowledged packet and degrade the 
network throughput. The traditional way of 

estimating the ETX relies on link symmetry 
assumption. While this may be reasonable in 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) due to 
mobility, it is not accurate in typical WSN 
deployments where packets losses on the 
direct and reverse channel are not correlated 
even though sensor nodes are static.  

The observations in 
[2][3][4][17][19][22] states that it is vital to 
use link layer acknowledgments to evaluate 
the ETX metric. For example, MintRoute 
[17] experiences the asymmetric link 
problem inappropriately as child sensor 
nodes might not get their packets 
acknowledged from their current parents 
albeit maximum number of successive 
transmission failure is reached. The 
proposed load balancing scheme solves the 
asymmetric link problem by using active 
bidirectional monitoring of link status and 
switching to a new valid parent when 
exceeding a threshold of maximum 
successive transmission failures, and puts 
the old invalid parent into blacklist to avoid 
switch oscillation.   

Since the data rate in WSNs is typically 
low, route messages do not need to be 
exchanged frequently and the rate of route 
message exchanges is very low as in 
MintRoute. In terms of energy dissipation 
cost, this helps MintRoute to reduce its 
energy consumption in low data rates. 
However, MintRoute is more expensive at 
high data rates. Also MintRoute takes a long 
time to convey the topological changes to 
the whole network (i.e., due to node failure 
or damage); during this period, many 
packets are routed through optimal paths, 
which consume additional energy and thus 
offsets the benefit of energy balancing in 
reliability-based routing schemes. Hence, 
the proposed distributed routing algorithm 
considers the acceleration of route message 
exchange rate for propagating the 
topological changes. Although MintRoute 
protocol balances the traffic load with 
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occasional switches of nodes’ parents which 
is a direct consequence of the Minimum 
Transmissions (MT) metric, MintRoute 
protocol does not explicitly apply a metric 
that considers workload balancing. Hence, 
the proposed algorithm is proposed to 
address load balancing in energy efficient 
manner by maintaining a reliable set of valid 
parent nodes in the routing table to allow 
sensor nodes to quickly find a new parent 
upon parent loss due to the existing of node 
failure or routing hole.  

III. CROSS-LAYER ROUTING SCHEME  

The proposed routing scheme is a 
hybrid, reactive and proactive, designed to 

adaptively provide enhanced balanced 
energy usage on reliable routes and to 
employ ready-to-use neighborhood routing 
tables in order to allow sensor nodes to 
quickly find a new parent upon parent loss 
due to link degradation or run-out of energy. 
The RLBR scheme is built on the ongoing 
work stated in [24][25][27]. As shown in 
figure 1, the scheme uses Channel State 
Information (CSI) and residual energy 
capacity with other locally overheard 
parameters, e.g., aggregation load, sensor 
node-id, and tree-level, to form a cost 
function for selecting the most reliable and 
energy-efficient route towards the base 
station. 
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Figure 1.  Routing Scheme Overview 

The routing tree is a directed acyclic 
graph which relays packets towards the 
base station over multiple paths. The 
routing tree is built by assigning a level 
number to each sensor node depending on 
its distance (e.g., number of hops) to the 
base station, and delivers sensing data 
packets from higher-level to lower-level 
sensor nodes. The base station is at level 0. 
Each sensor node at level i can select a 
valid parent from its level i or from lower 
level i-1 towards the base station. The valid 
parent is selected by the routing metrics 
used in the routing cost function, i.e., link 
quality, residual energy, hop-count, 
aggregation load or latency. Obviously, any 

path from source sensor nodes to the base 
station is the most efficient path in the 
resulting routing tree. The routing tree starts 
with the easily-constructed shortest path 
tree, and then allows each sensor node to 
pick a new parent node if it appears to 
provide better routing cost with a higher 
link quality. Using the broadcast nature of 
the contention-based wireless medium, a 
sensor node can easily observe its 
neighborhood by receiving and overhearing 
periodic beacon packets which initially 
originate by the base station. 

In route maintenance phase, the value 
of routing metric is to be used first from the 
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routing table, and then to select a valid 
parent on a route rj from multiple available 
routes according to the metric values. Based 
on link reliability as a primary cost metric, 
it can be assumed that a given number of 
sensor nodes are distributed arbitrarily and 
each node ni sends a packet at a given 
transmitting rate and has a multihop route rj 
of hcni,rj,b hops to the base station b. hcni,rj,b 
is the hop count of the route rj between ni 
and b, which is greater than or equal zero. If 
sensor node ni can’t reach the base station 
b, hcni,rj,b is set to infinity. In view of that, 
the probability of relaying a packet 

originated at node ni is expressed in 
equation 1, which is the probability Pni,rj,b of 
relaying a data packet towards the base 
station b through the selected route rj. 
Where lqni,r,ni+1 is the link quality between 
sensor node ni and its current parent 
(upstream neighbor node) ni+1 along route 
rj. In other words, Pni,r,b counts for the 
readiness of node ni of forwarding a packet 
based on its residual energy capacity level 
eni and link quality lqni,r,ni+1 to its intended 
upstream neighbor node ni+1 that receives 
the packet and relay it towards the base 
station b.   
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If the base station is unreachable, Pni,rj,b 
is approaching zero as the cost or route rj in 
terms of hop count hcni,rj,b is perpetuating to 
infinity. Otherwise, Pni,rj,b is normalized to 
one and the cost hcni,rj,b is zero; this means 
that no packets are being sent or relayed by 
sensor node ni.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

A. Implementation Platform 

Considerable advances have been made 
in recent years in hardware [5] and software 
[6] for building wireless sensor networks. 
The implementation was based on real 
world testbed of wireless sensors nodes, 
specifically the UC Berkeley’s Mica2 
motes which are popular due to their tiny 
architecture, open source development and 
commercially available from Crossbow® 
Technology [5] with TinyOS operating 
system [6]. Mica2 (MPR400CB) mote is a 
low-power sensor device whose low cost 
can be attributed to its lack of limited 
resources. Mica2 was built with an 8-bit, 
7.3828MHz Atmel® ATmega 128L 

processor, 128 kilobytes (KB) of in-system 
program memory, 4KB of in-system data 
memory, and 512KB of external flash 
(serial) memory for measurements storage 
[7]. Mica2 mote uses a low powered radio 
“Chipcon SmartRF CC1000 transceiver” 
which is a single-chip very low power radio 
frequency transceiver. CC1000  has 23 
different digitally programmable output 
radio power levels ranges from -20dBm to 
+5dBm and linear RSSI (received signal 
strength indicator) to measure the strength 
of the received signal. [8]. 

Since these limited resources seem unfit 
for computationally expensive or power-
intensive operations and communications 
are much more expensive than computation 
on wireless sensor devices, explicit energy 
saving techniques are necessary to extend 
battery lifetime as much as possible [4]. 
Furthermore, to ensure effective data 
gathering by sensor networks in indoor or 
outdoor environments, there are problems 
such as the ability of network sensor nodes 
to function correctly in such environments; 
and maximizing the length of time the 
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network is able to deliver data before 
nodes’ batteries are exhausted. 

B. Experiment Methodology 

In this sensor network experiment, 
source nodes transmit data packets at the 
nominal rate to any nodes that can hear it. 
Receiving nodes forward the data to the 
base station depending on the local 
information that have been maintained in 
the node’s neighbor table, so the most 
energy efficient path is selected. The work 
in this paper considers the following 
assumptions: the testbed network is a 
homogeneous sensor network; all nodes are 
identical with the same resources and 
initially with the same residual power; the 
network topology is static unless occurring 
of obstacles or node failures; the base 
station is fixed and the communications 
pattern is many-to-one; single radio 
channel; omni-directional whip antenna, 
and event-driven sensing mode. 

C. Testing Setup 

TinyOS was used as the development 
environment in this is work, which is an 
event-driven operating system intended for 
sensor networks with limited resources. The 
testing environment was conducted indoor 
and was done on a network of 20 Mica2 
sensor nodes with one perimeter base 
station used to collect messages sent within 
the network. To limit the transmission 
range, the motes were placed directly on the 
ground and to determine the distance which 
provides a reliable delivery rate but 
minimizes the possibility of a mote 
transmitting further than to adjacent motes; 
motes closer to the base station were placed 
at varied distances and the delivery rate 
recorded. Then, the distance that provided a 
successful packet delivery rate was used 
which is calculated as the total number of 
packets received successfully divided by the 
total packets transmission epochs.  

In indoor environment, where the radio 
behavior is irregular, the radio power was 
initially reduced to the minimum output 
power setting -20dBm (10μW), and 
variable in-between spaces to provide a 
one-hop reliable delivery rate and to 
minimize opportunistic reception. The 
source sensor nodes generate packets, while 
the network operates for a given epoch; the 
number of messages received by the base 
station was recorded. The Mica2 motes 
were labeled with numbers and placed in 
predetermined locations. The base station 
mote was placed on the MIB520 Mote 
Interface Board which powered by an AC 
power supply and attached to a laptop.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Although the WSN is positioned in 
indoor environment with very limited 
ambient noise, multihop WSN has several 
challenges which represent in: the wireless 
link failures that limit the number of 
traversed packets that can be in flight 
concurrently from source to destination due 
to unreliable wireless transmission at each 
hop and MAC protocol contention 
problems from hidden nodes and/or 
exposed nodes; the physical-layer 
properties that may constrain the 
throughput achievable over a multihop 
route; end-to-end reliable delivery of data 
requires each packet to traverse one or more 
intermediate hops from the source sensor 
node towards the base station. This 
empirical research in the context of WSNs 
has given a good understanding of the 
complex and irregular behavior of low-
power indoor wireless channels. 

D. Route Reliability 

The RSSI values seem to descending 
fluctuate as the distance between sensor 
nodes increase. Although the indoor 
experiment is performed with stationary 
sensor nodes, the RSSI values of Mica2’s 
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CC1000 radio have a tendency to fluctuate 
as shown in figure 2 where the values 
presented are average values from the 
packets that are received and do not imply a 
steady link with fixed packet size. It was 

observed that within short distances of few 
meters, the RSSI were generally stronger 
with a small packet loss. For longer 
distance, at 10 meters, the link quality has a 
bit stronger RSSI readings.  
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Figure 2.  RSSI Indoor Mesurements 

However, the RSSI readings follow an 
exponential diminishing while the 
successful packet reception ratio is still 
high; after approximately 12 meters of 
distance with low RF power and mote are 
placed on the ground, the signal is noisier 
and its strength deteriorates to the minimum 
receive sensitivity of the CC100 transceiver 
which is about -98dBm [7]. This extreme 
sensitivity can be interfered by another 
oscillator from an adjacent Mica2 node. A 
distance of at least 65cm should be 
maintained between adjacent mica2 nodes 
to avoid local oscillator interference. 
However, at low transmission power levels, 
the sensor nodes are still able to 
communicate with each other. Using 
CC1000 RF chip’s RSSI independently 
may not be adequate indicator of the link 
quality for reliable connectivity; even with 
high RSSI there might be severe 
interference. The link quality need to be 
computed based on bit or packet error. 

The experience with the experimental 
work done has revealed several underlying 
issues that stem from the properties of the 
reliability-oriented cost-based routing 
layers, specifically, MintRoute combined 
with the resource constraints of the mote 
platform. Those issues include energy 
efficiency, long-term link estimations, 
count-to-infinity and routing loops. The 
RLBR scheme considers the suitable 
countermeasures to address these issues. 
During the parent selection process, 
MintRoute uses the link quality estimations 
with the surrounding neighbors together 
with cumulated route quality estimation to 
the base station, and the hop count metric 
included in the route updates is completely 
ignored. This can lead to undesirable results 
in MintRoute, when a sensor node has 
optimal routes with two or more neighbors 
with the same best link quality. MintRoute 
will then arbitrarily choose one of them as 
its new parent node using its default 
minimum transmissions (MT) metric, 
which results optimal route that could be in 
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some direction faraway from the base 
station and in the worst case in the opposite 
direction of where the base station is 
located. This results in an undesirable 
routing problem, e.g., routing hole. The 
natural occurrence of suboptimal routes is 
taken into account by the RLBR scheme 
when performing parent selection by 
adopting, for instance, the tree-level number 
in terms of the least number of hops is used 
as a tie breaker; this advantage does not 
apply for MintRoute. In MintRoute, only 
next packets transmission may probably 
reduce the already perceived link quality, 
which makes the selective forwarder look 
less attractive.  

In other words, the parent selection 
process in MintRoute is merely based on 
link quality. When the link quality 
degrades, neighboring sensor nodes will 
choose other sensor nodes with a better link 
quality. For example, creating routing holes 
in MintRoute is straightforward due to 
purely relying on the best link quality. 
When a sensor node has the base station as 
one of its neighbors, the sensor node will 
not automatically choose it as its parent. 

Instead, it will choose the neighbor with the 
best link quality. To be selected, a sensor 
node must have both a good send and 
receive quality. To get a high send quality, 
the high value must be included in a route 
update sent by the relay sensor node that 
caused a routing hole. To get a high receive 
value, this relay sensor node will have to 
keep sending packets to prevent the 
decaying of the receive value by the sensor 
node. The number of packets that might be 
lost also lowers the receive quality.  

Figure 3 shows an example of how 
routing in MintRoute picks sensor node 14 
as a parent for node 16 instead of node 19 
and constructs the optimal route through 
sensor node 14 even though node 14 is in 
the opposite direction of where the base 
station is located. In figure 3, sensor nodes 
11, 13 and 16 select node 14 as their parent 
with best ink quality using optimal routes 
that purely based on link quality estimations 
using MT metric. This leads MintRoute to 
cause a routing hole to the downstream 
child nodes at node 14. As a result, 
MintRoute is deemed to be unstable in 
packets transmission to be efficient.   
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Figure 3.  Status of Routing Hole in MintRoute 

E. End-to-End Packet Delivery  

In multihop indoor WSN, the achieved 
packet delivery performance may be 

inferior than it should be for several reasons 
at different layers. At the MAC layer, 
specifically the B-MAC used on Mica2 
motes, CSMA-based MAC protocol 
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backoff waiting times at each wireless 
sensor node could cause a packet to be lost 
before it has been transmitted if a sensor 
node senses a busy wireless channel for a 
maximum number of times.  

In this situation, the sensor node will 
simply discard the packet and move on to 
the next packet. Besides that, packet loss 
due to link failures or collisions leads to a 
high rate of link layer retransmissions; 
thereby resulting in a low packet reception 
ratio (PRR) and inversely a high packet loss 
ratio (PLR). As a consequence of packet 
retransmissions, a considerable amount of 
the energy is spent for repairing lost 
transmissions and re-establishing 
asymmetric links.  

At the physical layer, indoor 
environment surrounding, and the 
orientation of Mica2 motes and their 
antennas have unconstructive effect on 
packet delivery performance. In addition, 
high signal strength is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition for good PRR, 
especially when a higher transmission 
power is used, conceivably due to the effect 
of Multipath Rayleigh Fading Channel 
(MRFC) [14]. Furthermore, there is a 
number of factors cause a packet to be 
corrupted and thereby packet is to be 
considered lost or not received at all at the 
destined recipient. A packet may be lost due 
to errors in the wireless transmission, signal 
degradation caused by multi-path fading, 
packet drop due to channel congestion, 
faulty mote hardware, and packet collision 
due to the hidden node problem [13]. In 

addition to this, packet loss probability is 
also affected by signal-to-noise and distance 
between the transmitter and receiver. As a 
result, predicting the source of the packet 
loss is complicated and unclear in terms of 
the hardware. In addition, this indoor 
experimental testbed indicates that low-
power radio connectivity is imperfect and 
non-uniform, even in ideal settings. 

A packet loss due to link failures is the 
most common in WSN channels. When 
data aggregation is enabled, a single link 
failure will result in an sub-trees of 
aggregated values being lost. If the failure 
is close to the base station, the influence on 
the resulting aggregate can be significant. 
Figure 4 shows the impact of link failures 
on packet reception ratio at the base station 
for the RLBR scheme and MintRoute. 
Although link failure rate is very low, a 
small percentage of sent packets are lost 
due to packet collisions and halted 
acknowledgements. 

Figure 5 shows the multihop routing 
overhead in terms of how the reception rate 
for both protocols decreases as the number 
of hops increases for a constant 
transmission rate of 7Kbits per seconds. 
MintRoute performs poorly in the small-
scale deployed testbed topology due to the 
limitations of its route searching and 
maintenance compared to RLBR. This leads 
to a prediction that MintRoute also cause a 
lower end-to-end transfer rate in large-scale 
WSN with large number of hops between 
the source sensor node and the base station. 
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Figure 4.  Avrage PRR vs. Link Failure  
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Figure 5.  Throughput vs. Hop Count 

As an overall, the RLBR scheme 
outperforms MintRoute owing to its lighter 
traffic as a result of data aggregation, which 
leads to fewer packet collisions. But when 
the link failure rate starts to increase above 
about 20%, the packet reception ratio (PRR) 
in the RLBR scheme with aggregation is 
lower than without aggregation due to data 
aggregation along the routing path or 
outdated data packets and that each packet 
contains more aggregated packets being 
lost. On average, without data aggregation, 
most sent packets are successfully delivered 

by greater than 95% and the packet loss is 
lower in the RLBR scheme even tough the 
link failure rate increases. 

F. Average Dissipated Energy 

Failed packets reception that may result 

from packet collision or link failure requires 

packet retransmission to be successfully 

received at the destined recipient. Figure 6 

shows the total dissipated energy 

consumption required for retransmissions 

due to packet loss or link failures. Since the 
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RLBR scheme has the feature of employing 

the implicit acknowledgements strategy as 

stated in [26] for less communication 

overhead, packet transmission is less than 

that in MintRoute. The fewer packets sent 

results the less energy consumed for packet 

receiving, overhearing, and failed packet 

retransmission. In addition, the total 

dissipated energy for packet transmission is 

still much lower in the proposed routing 

scheme than in MintRoute even though the 

RLBR scheme requires only 0.48% of 

computation overhead for parent selection 

overhead. On average, the RLBR scheme 

saves around 35% on energy consumption 

for communication less than MintRoute. 

MintRoute keeps transmitting route 

message, e.g., control packets, at constant 

periods [17] and the beaconing rate doesn’t 

adjust with topological changes. In terms of 

energy, the non-adaptive beaconing 

followed by MintRoute consumes 

additional energy and is not energy efficient 

particularly on fixed indoor testbed that 

doesn’t experience high rate of link failures.  
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Figure 6.  Average Dissipated Energy due to Link Failures  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Since the wireless links in low-power 
WSNs are not stable, and the loss of 
packets happens frequently in 
communications, the link quality metric is 
mainly used by most reliability-oriented 
routing protocols to select the optimal link. 
However, WSNs are mainly powered by 
AA batteries and the resources are limited. 
If the reliability of communication is purely 
deemed as a routing cost metric, a number 
of sensor nodes will be exhausted quickly. 
Consequently, this number of dead sensor 
nodes is extremely essential to the lifetime 
of the entire network, if these important 
nodes fail to relay packets, the network’s 

functionality will be ruined. In other words, 
If only the link reliability metrics are 
considered in WSNs, it may create a long 
hops route, and the high quality paths will 
be frequently used. This leads to shorter 
lifetime of the high quality routes; thereby 
the entire network’s lifetime will be 
significantly minimized. In indoor 
experiment, MintRoute protocol improperly 
assumes that links has stable with 
independent packet losses and uses this 
assumption to derive link quality 
estimations inaccurately based on long-term 
link estimations.  

Therefore, on the basis of reliability 
metrics, a reliable, energy efficient, and 
load balancing routing is a key issue for 
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maximizing functional lifetime of the low-
power WSNs. As an overall, the proposed 
routing scheme, RLBR, can achieve an 
overall average of over 35% energy savings 
over the standard network layer currently 
provided by TinyOS-2.x MintRoute and 
achieves better connectivity and 
communication reliability in terms of end-
to-end packets delivery performance. 
Finally, the RLBR scheme performs well as 
it shows a high success rate of packet 
delivery and moderate energy consumption.  

Maximising the network lifetime is the 
subject of ongoing work on outdoor 
wireless sensor network testbed comprising 
IEEE802.15.4 compliant sensor nodes, i.e., 
TelosB that built with the CC2420 radio 
and provides a much more reliable 
RSSI/LQI/bit error patterns. Also 
comparisons using scalable simulations are 
being addressed in order to validate the 
experiments.   
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Abstract: 

Information technology (IT) plays an important role in making healthcare a more 
accessible, high quality, cost effective, sustainable and safe service for citizens. Patients 
subjected to critical health crises such as the brain strokes, heart attacks or any accident 
often lose their life because of delayed succor. In such cases the first few minutes after the 
accident are really crucial for the patient’s life. Libya covers large geographical area, people 
living in rural areas do not have central hospitals in their area, and they can't get emergent 
specialist care when they need it. The medical sector is the most important area in which 
recent technological development in communication networking has been applied. By the 
use of variant applications such as medical databases, electronic health records, and routing 
text/audio/video/photo medical information, E-Health services may be supported in 
underserved locations, such as rural health center, ambulances, ships, airplanes as well as 
home environments. E-health service includes many types of services such as remote 
diagnosis, remote monitoring, monitoring the patient in the ambulance, and remote 
assistance. 

Due to its real-time nature, e-health systems must provide Quality of Service (QoS) 
support, in order to provide a pervasive, valuable and fully reliable assistance to patients 
with risk abnormalities. Next Generation Networks (NGN) provides different wire and 
wireless technologies such as WiMAX, WiFi, GSM, GPRS, and Fixed/Mobile CDMA 
Broadband wireless. In this paper we define the networking requirements to support E-
health services provisioning using the available communication networks in Libya, and the 
required NGN infrastructure for E-health to be implemented in the country. This paper 
focuses on studying the possibility of exploiting the current available access network 
technologies in Libya as a case study to implement e-health services, explaining the 
technical inhibitors in the current infrastructure and how to overcome these inhibitors to 
provide a fully reliable E-health service by proper manners. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The medical sector is the most important 
area in which recent technological 
development in communication networking 

has been applied. With the worldwide 
deployment of mobile and wireless 
networks, the wireless infrastructure can 
support many current and emerging 
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healthcare applications. E-health services 
are becoming an increasingly important part 
of modern medicine.  
In an effort to reduce healthcare costs more 
emphasis is being placed on providing 
community care for both chronic and acute 
illnesses. In the last few years, 
developments in telemedicine have greatly 
expanded the depth and range of homecare 
services that can be provided. These include 
management of chronic illnesses such as 
diabetes, heart failure and renal failure, 
acute illnesses such as pneumonia, and also 
convalescence and recovery after operations 
and acute illnesses.  

Any E-health system consists of three 
phases [1], as illustrated in Fig. 1: 

1. collection information phase, 
includes the body devices and 
sensors which used to extracting 
the patient's information like 
temperature and blood pressure. 

2. data transfer phase, where the 
collected information is carried by 
the network to hospital. Health 
care advices might be returned to 
patients by the network as well.    

3. monitoring phase, occurs at 
hospitals and medical centers, by 
analysis the extracted information 
and response by replaying 
warning or notice signal.  
 

 

In this paper we will focus on the data 
transfer phase, and its readiness in Libya to 
support E-health systems.  
In E-health, a key requirement for 
telecommunication to be successfully 
applied to homecare is an adequate 
telecommunications infrastructure. With the 
rapid development of NGN, the wire and 
wireless network infrastructure can support 
many healthcare applications. This could 
fulfill the vision of wide range healthcare 
applications to anywhere, anytime, and any-
device, removing the location and time 
constraints. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section II reviews related work in 
providing health care using electronic 
manner. Section III analyses the issues of 
the current E-health services in depth. 
Section IV presents the related network 
technologies. Section V demonstrates the 
current telecommunication infrastructure in 
Libya and possibility the implementation, 
and finally section VI concludes this paper.   

II. RELATED WORK 
Despite the numerous researches and 
proposals of telemedicine, the E-health 
platforms were introduced only in the last 
few years. The WEIRD Project was started 
in June 2006, based on WiMAX 
“Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access” technology [3]. The project aims to 
develop an infrastructure filling the gap 
between broadband network and 
applications, one of the main outcomes of 
this project is a mobile E-health system 
allowing the enforcement of Quality of 
Service (QoS) resource reservation policies 
into underlying broadband networks. In fact 
WEIRD infrastructure is able to map 
application QoS requirements making the 
most of the features available in each 
broadband access technology, especially 
wireless.  

 
Figure 1. E-health system. 
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TEBID project [4] aims to introduce a 
mobile part of wider system of biodata 
monitoring. Mobility and a smart design of 
the health monitoring equipments 
contribute to patient/client lifetime 
advanced quality of life, early disease 
detection, and then enhanced healthcare 
level. 
WIH European project[5] aiming to support 
the day-by-day activities of doctors and 
nurses within an hospital ward by providing 
a tool for workgroup collaboration and 
wireless access to the patient’s clinical 
records. WIH is currently being used within 
three hospital wards, in Italy, Spain and 
Germany, where the medical personnel is 
connected by an IEEE 802.11 wireless 
LAN. 
The first successful implementation in 
industry of a mobile E-health service was in 
the United States of America (USA). The 
service was announced on 13 October, 2008 
by InfoLogic. This mobile health service 
was limited to selected hospitals in the USA 
[2]. 
 

III. CRITICAL  ISSUES FOR PROVIDING E-
HEALTH SERVICES 
Providing E-health service impose strict 
requirements on the network technologies 
due to the critical nature of the medical 
applications. This raises many challenges 
related to the implemented network 
technologies, the main challenging issues 
includes:  

• QoS Support 

 QoS provisioning is inherent to the 
patient's information when processed in the 
network, the importance of the collected 
information is necessarily distinct, and so 
the network must prioritize the transmission 
of critical data when occurs a sudden 
clinical change in the patient. For example, 
in patients with cardiac diseases, heart 
activity information is more important than 
body temperature data. Also, depending on 
the patient′s clinical condition, the priority 
assigned to a vital signal can change 
dynamically. For instance, glucose data 
might be assigned a low priority when 
readings are in the normal range, but a 
higher priority might be reassigned to it 
when readings indicate hypo or hyper 
glycemia. Most current network 
architecture only offers best-effort service 
and not support for QoS, which is limitative 
for emergency support. In the E-health 
network, the QoS provision is required to 
assist critical cases conveniently. This will 
enable, for instance, guaranteed bandwidth 
to higher priority streams for an efficient 
data delivery. 
In order to counter this behavior a few 
NGN technologies were designed to 
complement the IP (Internet Protocol) 
infrastructure to it capable of handling 
traffic with different QoS needs. These 
technologies are including the 
Differentiated Services (DiffServ), 
Integrated Service (IntServ) and Multi 
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). 
DiffServ was designed to be scalable 

 

Figure 2. DiffServ Router Packet classification. 
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service differentiation architecture for the 
Internet. It achieves scalability by 
classifying and possibly conditioning traffic 
streams on the edge of the network, 
according to their requirements as shown in 
Fig(2) [6]. 
 
QoS mechanisms are usually deployed in 
networks to guarantee consistent service 
levels concerning certain parameters, such 
as packet loss ratio, data transmission 
delay, jitter, and guaranteed bandwidth. 
These are traditional QoS parameters used 
to characterize the performance of 
communication infrastructure, Table (1) 
describes the requirements of some E-
health services in term of QoS parameters 
and shows the distinctness between them. 
So, as described above, the network must 
priories the data and then assigning the high 
priority (high QoS level) to the critical data. 
 

• Context awareness  

The term context refers to any information 
that can be used to characterize the situation 
of an entity. An entity is a person, place, 
event, or object that is considered relevant 
to the integration between a user and an 
application, including the user and the 
application themselves e.g., context can be 

information related to patient status, speed, 
or location. 
Context-aware medical networks can 
overcome many issues, through performing 
appropriate content adaptation. So, when a 
patient's clinical state turn from a non-
critical situation into a critical one, a 
context change occurs and consequently the 
healthcare network should adapt its 
performance requirements to the new 
situation. For instance, higher monitoring 
activity and lower delay transmission of the 
vital signals might be required when the 
patient's clinical situation changes from 
non-critical to critical. Hence, healthcare 
networks should provide QoS facilities for 
e-emergency services, since these clearly 
demand for high reliability, guaranteed 
bandwidth, and short delays [8]. 

The location of doctor or hospital is 
important factor to save the patient's live. 
So, it better, if the telemedicine system 
enables discovering and tele-consultation 
with a doctor located within shortest 
distances. This helps incase the patient is 
advised to travel to the nearest hospital.  

Implementing a context-aware E-health 
system requires key issues to be addressed. 
For example, key issues are the way the 
context is represented internally, how 
context information is combined with E-

Table 1. Classification of E-Health Qos Requirements [7] 
Application Type Required Throughput Small Delay Small Jitter 

Teleconsultation High Yes Yes 

Telediagnostic High Yes No 

Telemonitoring Low No No 

Teleeducation High No No 

Access to DB Low/ High No No 
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health system and application state, where 
context is stored and what are the relevant 
data structures and algorithms. Other 
aspects to consider are, e.g., how frequently 
context information have to be consulted, 
what is the overhead of taking context into 
account and how this overhead can be 
reduced. The method to extract context 
information from an environment and the 
fallback solutions in case an environment 
does not provide such information and the 
option to use historical context information 
are also of interest. Finally, how to perform 
the fusion of different context information 
and how to better exploit context 
information for adapting wireless 
transmission are important future research 
areas [4]. 

• Mobility Support: 
To ensure that quality care delivered 
efficiently any time and any place requires 
ready access to patient records and 
expertise from remote sources such as 
specialists and online databases, and mobile 
wireless technology can enable this support. 
So, the patients can carry devices that assist 
them to stay in constant communication 
with their organizations, friends, family, 
and advisors [9].  

An ambulance, which is moving through 
different e-health domains (areas that 
include static or mobile type of nodes), 
supporting different E-health applications 
the connectivity between the monitoring 
applications with the medical data source 
may be assured by the different wireless 
technologies [10].  

Some limitations and challenges related to 
mobility are still under research. In general, 
using wireless technologies to provide wide 

coverage for an entire rural region can still 
be economically difficult due to the high 
cost of setup and maintenance of 
infrastructure. Another important issue, 
when the mobile user rooming between 
base stations in case of rooming within 
same technologies or between 
heterogeneous technologies, this is raises 
many issues related to QoS management 
like: inter domain QoS management, QoS 
level matching, and handover issues as 
described below. 

• Handover in Heterogeneous Access 
Network technologies  

The purpose of handover was introduced in 
order to achieve the uninterrupted 
communication of a communication 
session. The handover process is one of the 
most complex functions to support the 
mobility. Since it ensure the continuity of 
connection through heterogeneous access 
network technology [10].  

In some cases, the mobile node would 
prefer to perform the handover in 
heterogeneous networks. For example, if 
the user is currently in an ongoing video 
session handled by a mobile phone and in 
the same session its device detects the 
presence of a WiMAX network is available, 
considering just cost and bandwidth 
reasons, the obvious selection is to 
handover to the WiMAX detected, this is 
called anticipated handover. On the other 
hand, unanticipated handover does not 
include the preferences of the access 
network technologies. The handover can be 
sorted to two types, vertical and horizontal 
handover, a handover performed when a 
user moves from one base station to another 
using the same access network technology 
is called horizontal. While, a horizontal 
handover performed when a user moves 
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from one access network technology to the 
different one.  Performing the handover 
raises many challenges and still open area 
for research. For example, loses 
connectivity due to the change of base 
station due to connection is lost for a short 
period, and the affect of connection losses 
on the QoS provisioning. 

IV. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
• Access Network Technologies: 
The main strict requirement of the E-health 
service is a broadband connectivity, 
through the NGN there is rapidly evolving 
around the globe with both fixed line (e.g. 
Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line – 
ADSL) and wireless (e.g. Wi-Fi, WiMax, 
and HSxPA) connections [11]. In fact, the 
suitable wireless technology for the E-
health service is WiMAX, since its new 
version IEEE 802.16e standard supports 
many features like QoS, mobility, and 
inexpensive. Some issues and challenges 
related to WiMAX are still open for 
research. In general, using WiMAX base 
stations to provide wide coverage for an 
entire region can still be economically 
infeasible due to the high cost of setup and 
maintenance of the base stations. However, 
the previews access network technologies 
are usually only available in urban and 
suburban areas. Telemedision for patients 
living in isolated areas is a highly desirable 
goal, and could potentially be provided 
through the use of satellite 
communications. This is an attractive 
networking solution for the provision of 
medical information and services since 
satellites offer worldwide coverage and a 
variety of data transfer rates. 

• IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)  

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
standardized by the Third Generation 
Project Partnership (3GPP) to offer 
multimedia services over an Internet 
Protocol (IP) based infrastructure [12]. It’s 
a prime candidate as a service delivery 
platform for NGN, the IMS defines a 
control layer on top of IP-based fixed and 
mobile networks that enables seamless 
provisioning of multimedia services riding 
over the control layer [13].  

IMS aims to make Internet technologies, 
such as presence service, Short Message 
Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging 
Service (MMS), IP-based services such as 
IPTV, instant messaging, push to talk, Web 
browsing, VoIP and video conferencing 
available to everyone from any location 
over any access network technology 
supporting the integration of different 
services. so in the future people will use 
every single device and every network to 
connect using a different services as shown 
in Fig. 3, the important advantage of the 
IMS is supporting fixed mobile 
convergence (FMC) and legacy networks, 
another important advantage of the IMS is 
supporting the rooming (handover) between 
the access networks, so the patient can 
rooming seamlessly between the fixed and 
the mobile or between any two networks in 
the same session without interrupting the 
session. Regarding QoS, The IMS takes 
care of synchronizing session establishment 
with QoS provision so that users have a 
predictable experience. So, in the future, 
IMS will be playing an important role to 
provide E-health services over any 
technology.      
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V. CASE STUDY: E-HEALTH IN LIBYA 
The public health sector is the main health 
services provider in Libya. Health care 
including preventive, curative and 
rehabilitation services are provided to all 
citizens free of charge by the public sector. 
Almost all levels of health services are 
decentralized. The health care delivery 
system operates on three levels [14]: 

1. The first level consists of the 
Primary health care units (which 
provide curative and preventive 
services for 5.000 to 10.000 
citizens); Primary health care 
centers (serve from 10,000 to 
26,000 citizens); and polyclinics, 
staffed by specialized physicians 

and containing laboratories as well 
as radiological services and a 
pharmacy. These polyclinics serve 

approximately 50,000 to 60,000 
citizens. 

2. At the second level, there are 
General hospitals in rural and 
urban areas where care is provided 
to those referred from the first 
level. 

3. The third level comprises of 
tertiary care specialized hospitals. 
“located in Tripoli (the capital)  
and Benghazi (the second largest 
city in Libya).”  

A growing private health sector is emerging 
although currently it has a limited role. The 
government has decided to encourage the 
expansion of private clinics and hospitals. 
As well, serious attempts are being made to 
introduce the family physician practice 
along with the necessary rules and 
regulations. Health insurance is also being 
considered. All charges for the private 
sector are out-of-pocket due to the absence 
of health insurance. The small but growing 
private health sector continues to be 
hampered by the lack of an overall policy 
approach to the sector from the health 
authorities [14]. 

With these facts about Libyan demography 
and health care system in mind, it is clear 
that the main obstructions to provide high 
quality health care to all citizens come from 
the high population distribution over wide 
land area. Patients from rural and small 
cities need to travel long distance to obtain 
sophisticated health care at specialized 
hospitals.  

Figure. 3. Access independent and services 
integration. 
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Figure. 4. The Libyan NGN project. 

In 2008, Libya's national incumbent Libyan 
Post Telecommunications and Information 
Technology Company (LPTIC) announced 
its plans to put in place a fibre Next 
Generation Backbone Network (NGBN) 
and that pilot projects will extend IP 
delivery at a local level. Its implementation 
of the NGBN is split into two phases and 
between the eastern and western part of the 
country at a total cost of EUR 160 million. 
The first phase of the project is to roll out 
8,000 kms of fibre to link all of the cities of 
Libya. Most of the cable has to be laid 
across rocky ground. The second phase 
involves putting in the transmission 
equipment. This work is carried out at two 
levels: the first level concerns the 
transmission equipment for the backbone 
infrastructure and the second level concerns 
the routers to link the small and medium-
sized towns.  

Libya Telecom & Technology (LTT), 
Libyan Internet service provider, launched 
its first commercial WiMax wireless 
network, with WiMax coverage, including 
mobile WiMax, in 18 cities. The operator‘s 
new system, which has initial capacity for 
300 000 subscribers, began signing up 
business and residential customers in the 
beginning of 2009. The project is worth 
almost USD 60 million. In May 2009, the 
company awarded a contract to an 
equipment vendor to provide it with a 
FTTH network. Under the deal, a provider 
will roll out an FTTH network, covering 
800 apartment buildings on the Airport 
Road in Alzohor District, Tripoli, in the 
first phase, and expanding the network 
coverage to other districts in the second 
phase. Fig. 4 presents the NGN project in 
Libya. The deployment will enable LTT to 
offer more stable and more advanced 
broadband services for end users. The 
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network will be the first commercial FTTH 
project in Libya. 
Presently Kingston University- UK is 
proposing the Medi-Health project with the 
cooperation with other associations. The 
College of Industrial Technology (CIT) is a 
partner in this project as a researcher.  The 
mHealth initiative aims to drive the 
transformation potential of mobile 
technology by bringing together the diverse 
range of healthcare, education and industry 
across all stakeholders chain. This project 
aims to bridge this gap by a combination of 
mobile and healthcare offering tremendous 
benefits with viable mobile health care 
service permitting healthcare professionals 
to remotely assess, diagnose and treat 
patients whilst the patients are free to 
continue with daily life activities. The 
project concept allows patients and 
nonpatients to monitor their physical 
condition and obtain advice and 
information at anywhere and anytime. 
Thus, the mHealth services enable 
convenience and improved quality of life 
for patients. 
The Medi-Health system project could 
impact the health care system in Libya by 
providing patients with easy accessibility of 
health care providers, improvements in the 
patient-doctor relationship, reduce of 
expanses, and efficiency of time and effort.  
Health care providers are expected to 
advance from the Medi-Health system, as 
they can improve the efficiency of their 
time and effort, since most of the time spent 
with the patients in the clinic could be 
saved using a way of telecommunication. 

Also specialist doctors will be able to 
deliver health medical advice and diagnosis 
to patients in other far town. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper we addressed the design issues 
and technologies to implement E-health 
services over NGN. We have seen the 
important of implementing E-health service 
in Libya. The NGN project and other access 
network currently working in Libya are 
highly promising, however more work is 
needed to provide added-value services to 
network’s users, taking advantage of the 
Libyan NGN infrastructure.  
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Abstract  

Nowadays enterprises are more complex than ever. Different processes take place all 

over the world and events are flying through the enterprise IT systems. These systems have 

grown from standalone applications that were able to handle a certain aspect within an 

enterprise to an enterprise wide IT system that provides a coupling between the different IT 

applications. 

These enterprise wide IT systems are widespread across large enterprises and generate 

many events that flow through the enterprise system layers. The events feed other 

applications or services which generate new events on their turn. We can truly speak about 

an event-cloud that hangs within an enterprise. Because of this event-cloud the event-flow 

of an enterprise IT system becomes non transparent and difficult to understand. 

A new innovation is arising that can help tackle this problem: Complex Event Processing. 

With CEP it is possible to correlate events and detect complex situations. This white paper 

deals with a number of CEP related questions. The first part describes surrounding concepts 

that help understanding what CEP really is about. The second part introduces a general CEP 

language with other technologies. The third part introduces commonly used CEP design 

patterns and the fourth part talks about TIBCO CEP.  
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1 Introduction 

     Glossary 

Name  Description 

BAM Business Activity Monitoring 

BI Business intelligence 

BPM Business Process Management 

BPMG Business Process Management Group 

CEP Complex Event Processing 

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

DSL Domain Specific Language 

EDA Event-Driven Architecture 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

ESB Enterprise Service Bus 

ESP Event Stream Processing 

EQL Event Query Language 

PUB/SUB Publish / Subscribe 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language 

SOA Service-Oriented Architecture 

 
Complex Event Processing Engine 

 
In-Memory Cache with Windows 

 
Incoming, Outgoing, or Intermediate Event Streams 

 
A Continuous query, registered with the process 

 
A relational database 

FSM simple finite state machine 

RTC Rete Network Construction 

BW BusinessWorks 

RETE Based Rules Engine 

RMS Rules Management Server 

DM Decision Manager 
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1.1 Overview 

 Concept of EP evolved in 90s (1989 – 95) 

and coined by Prof David Luckham 

(http://complexevents.com)  

 “Complex event processing is a technology 

for extracting information from message-

based systems.” 

A complex event processing (CEP) system 

enables organizations to process distributed 

business events and identify opportunities 

or threats. Business events may be tracked 

individually, such as a stream of stock 

trades, or correlated with other events, 

producing derived or “complex” events 

often called “situations.” 

Complex Event Processing (CEP) is a 

technology for low-latency filtering, 

correlating, aggregating, and computing on 

real- world event data an emerging network 

technology that creates actionable, 

situational knowledge from distributed 

message-based systems, databases and 

applications in real time or near real time 

Complex event processing software allows 

you to process and analyze multiple streams 

of high-volume, high-speed business and 

system events, and to uncover opportunities 

and threats as they happen -- not after the 

fact 

 Can be applied to extracting and analyzing 

information from any kind of distributed 

message-based system. It facilitates to 

develop from the Rapid concepts of   Causal 

event modelling,   Event patterns and pattern 

matching, and   Event pattern maps and 

constraints.   Solve wide variety of 

Enterprise monitoring and Management 

problems,   from low level network 

management  To high level enterprise 

intelligence gathering 
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Figure 1: Complex Event Processing in Distributed Systems 

2 Context  

2.1 Purposes 

CEP can be used to serve many purposes. In 

this paragraph the most relevant purposes of 

CEP are introduced and briefly explained:  

 Event-Driven Architectures 

 Enterprise Application Integration  

 Business Process Management, and  

 Business Activity Monitoring 

2.1.1 CEP and Event-Driven 

Architectures 

Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) is a 

software infrastructure that by nature is very 

loosely coupled. The main idea behind 

EDA is that a large software system consists 

of many small components that all have 

their own function. The communication 

between the components is done by using 

events. An event can be seen as a 

notification, which tells other components 

that a certain „job‟ is done. Because events 

are very important within an Event-Driven 

Architecture also the handling and routing 

of events is very important.  
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Figure 2: Event-Driven vs Event Processing 

CEP correlates multiple messages 

within given time frames. EDA is 

an architectural approach to model 

information systems from a 

business event perspective. EDA 

differs from SOA by its focus 

CEP is a technique to process 

message streams. These messages 

do not need to represent business 

events. A business event is 

something that happens (change of 

state) where your business has 

planned to react upon in a 

predefined way. A business event is 

represented by a message, but not 

all messages are representations of 

business events. CEP is about 

messages, EDA is about business 

events 

EDA is CEP at the business level. 

The business can be seen as a 

complex event processor which 

holds states, reacts on state changes 

and correlates business events 
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Figure 3: CEP, EDA and SOA 

CEP can be used to implement EDA. CEP 

is a very powerful addition to EDA, as it 

can detect complex situations in real-time. 

SOA puts services at the centre of the 

model and EDA does so with business 

events. The SOA-approach tends to result in 

a synchronous communication style and the 

EDA-approach in an asynchronous 

communication style. 

2.1.2 CEP and Enterprise Service Bus 

To integrate old and new, service-oriented 

architecture (SOA) needs an infrastructure 

that can connect any IT resource, whatever 

its technology or wherever it is deployed. 

To be flexible, it needs an infrastructure 

that can easily combine and re-assemble 

services to meet changing requirements 

without disruption. And to be dependable, it 

needs an infrastructure that is robust and 

secure.  

This infrastructure is the enterprise service 

bus (ESB).  

An ESB is software infrastructure that 

simplifies the integration and flexible reuse 

of business components within a service-

oriented architecture. An ESB provides a 

dependable and scalable infrastructure that 

connects disparate applications and IT 

resources, mediates their incompatibilities, 

orchestrates their interactions, and makes 

them broadly available as services for 

additional uses. 
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Figure 4: CEP with ESB 

ESB provides the communication backbone 

to federate event-driven services in a 

loosely coupled fashion as shown in above 

figure. The CEP engine continuously 

evaluates changes in the state against 

patterns of interest that impact the business. 

2.2 Event receiving 

Events are the main ingredient for a CEP 

engine. It is of great importance that all 

events of interest are received by the CEP 

engine; otherwise defined situations will 

never be detected. The CEP engine can be 

connected to the enterprise IT system in 

different ways, depending on the type of 

connection used within the enterprise IT 

system. 

3 Commonly Used Design Patterns 

A design pattern in architecture and 

computer science is a formal way of 

documenting a solution to a design problem 

in a particular field of expertise. 

Some fundamental CEP design patterns that 

appear repeatedly in CEP applications, 

listed below in order of complexity, from 

the simplest to the most sophisticated. 

These basic patterns may be thought of as 

building blocks that can be combined to 

create complete application 

3.1.1 Filtering 

3.1.1.1 Context 

Filtering Events Based on Event 

Attributes 

3.1.1.2 Problem 

Filtering is ubiquitous in CEP applications. 

Here are some examples: 

 Trading: a filter may be used to filter out 

all trades where the volume is too small, 

or all trades that do not refer to 

particular stock symbols. 

 Click-stream analysis: a filter may be 

used to capture the trades that originate 

from a certain set of IP addresses. 

 Sensor network: a filter may be used to 

capture sensor readings where values 

fall outside of the normal range. 
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3.1.1.3 Solution 

 

Figure 5: Filtering 

The above diagram depicts a simple filter 

query. . The query subscribes to one stream, 

evaluates a specified logical condition 

based on event attributes, and, if the 

condition is true, publishes the event to the 

destination stream. For example, an 

application monitoring a stream of purchase 

orders may filter out all orders where the 

condition is Priority != „High‟ and Amount 

< 100000. 

This example presents the simplest kind of 

filter, where events are evaluated one by 

one, and where the query condition only 

involves the attributes of one event. It is 

also possible to construct many other more 

complex filters, for example, filters that 

compare events to other events in the same 

stream, or in another stream, or compare 

events to a computed metric. 

For instance, a filter might capture orders 

where the purchase amount is larger than 

the previous purchase amount, or purchase 

amounts that are larger than the average for 

the previous day. Such relatively more 

complex queries are discussed later in this 

document. 

 

 

3.1.2 In-memory caching 

3.1.2.1 Context 

Caching and Accessing Streaming 

and Database Data in Memory 

3.1.2.2 Problem 

In-memory caching is used in every 

non-trivial CEP application. Here 

are a few examples: 

 Trading: in a trading application, the 

cache may hold the values of recent 

trades, recent orders, or recent news 

events, coupled with the relevant 

historical and reference information. 

 Click-stream analysis: a typical 

application may hold the recent clicks 

and searches performed by the users, 

coupled with the relevant historical 

and reference information. 

 Network security: A typical 

application may hold recent events 

from firewalls, intrusion detection 

systems, and other devices, coupled 

with the relevant historical and 

reference information. 
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3.1.2.3 Solution 

 

Figure 6: In-memory caching 

In-memory data caching is the foundation of 

most CEP design patterns. The cache 

typically stores two kinds of data: 

 Recent events from one or more 

streams 

o Recent events are typically stored in 

windows. A window is an object, 

similar to an in-memory database 

table. However, a window can manage 

its state automatically, by keeping and 

evicting certain events according to its 

policy. For example a window policy 

might specify: KEEP 1000 ROWS 

PER Id. This window maintains 1000 

rows for each ID value, and expires 

old rows, as necessary. 

 Data from one or more database tables 

o Just as streaming events can be 

cached in memory; it often makes 

sense to cache data from a 

relational database, so that 

different kinds of operations may 

be performed on this data more 

efficiently. This cache is typically 

managed according to the Least 

Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, or 

by explicit invalidation. 

Note: that, although we are describing an 

in-memory cache here, many applications 

require this cache to be persistent. This 

means that, if a machine that hosts the CEP 

engine fails, the data kept in windows is not 

lost. This functionality is even more 

important when the window holds not just 

the last few seconds‟, but minutes‟, hours‟, 

days‟, and even weeks‟ worth of events. 

3.1.3 Aggregation over windows 

3.1.3.1 Context 

Computing Statistical Metrics over 

Various Kinds of Moving Windows 

3.1.3.2 Problem 

Windows-based computations are 

used in a wide variety of 

applications. For example: 

 Trading: it is often necessary to 

compute "one minute bars" the 

average, maximum, minimum, and/or 

closing price within each one-minute 

interval.  

 Click-stream analysis: it is often useful 

to compute the number of visitors who 

click on a particular link within a 

specified time interval. 
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 System management: applications may 

compute maximum and minimum 

CPU usage, memory, and Disk I/O 

utilization for each machine, within a 

specified time interval. 

3.1.3.3 Solution 

 
Figure 7: Aggregation over windows 

This pattern does not merely keep events in 

memory, but uses the stored values to 

compute various statistics. A typical 

example here would involve computing a 

running average over a sliding window. (As 

we have seen in the previous example, a 

window is an object that holds a set of 

events in memory): 

This design pattern comes in quite a few 

flavours, differing along the following 

dimensions: 

 The kinds of aggregators computed, 

these include running averages, sums, 

counts, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation, user-defined aggregators, 

and so on. 

 The kinds of windows used These 

include time-based and count-based 

windows, sliding and jumping 

(tumbling) windows, windows that 

keep the specified number of largest or 

smallest elements, and so on. 

 Output frequency: continuous vs. 

periodic In the case of continuous 

output (also called "tick-by-tick" 

output) each incoming event updates 

the calculated expression, and an 

output event is produced. With 

periodic output, the calculated 

expression is updated continuously, 

but is published only periodically, for 

example, every ten seconds. Note that, 

in both cases, the expression is 

computed incrementally, that is, the 

entire window is not rescanned on 

each incoming event. 

3.1.4 Database lookups 

3.1.4.1 Context 

Accessing Databases to Retrieve 

Historical or Reference Context for 

Incoming Events 

3.1.4.2 Problem 

This design pattern is widely applicable. 

For example: 
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 Trading: a trading application may 

look up historical price for a stock, or 

certain information about an order, or 

certain rules and regulations stored in 

a database. 

 RFID application: an application may 

look up information about a palette or 

case, identified by its tag ID, or 

information about the reader that 

reported the tag. An application may 

also check where the object should be 

located, according to the plan stored in 

the database, and compare this 

location to the actual location of the 

object. 

 Network security: when deciding how 

serious an alert is, it may be necessary 

to refer to other alerts related to the 

same IP address. 

3.1.4.3 Solution 

 

Figure 8: Database lookups 

While there are applications that deal 

exclusively with real-time events, most 

useful applications refer to historical data or 

reference data to enrich the incoming 

events. 

The following diagram shows how: 

 An event comes into the system. 

 The engine issues an SQL request to 

the database and passes a key (from 

the event) as a parameter to the 

database query. 

 The database returns a result. 

 The engine combines the result with 

data from the event, and forwards the 

enriched event to the next query for 

further processing. 

3.1.5 Database Writes 

3.1.5.1 Context 

Sending Raw or Derived Events to a 

Relational Database 

3.1.5.2 Problem 

This design pattern cuts across a wide range 

of applications, such as: 

 Trading: writing 1 minute bars 

(maximums, minimums and the 

closing price for each one-minute 

interval) into the database. 

 Click-stream analysis: storing the raw 

click-stream history, together with 

derived data, in the database. 

 Network security: storing new relevant 

security events in the database. 
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3.1.5.3 Solution 

 

Figure 9: Database Writes 

 A relational database can manage very large 

volumes of data for very long periods of 

time, and it also supports a number of 

interfaces that other applications can use to 

retrieve the data. This design pattern 

illustrates the complementary nature of 

databases and CEP engines. 

Note:- that, if the database must store large 

volumes of events, this design pattern may 

call for a number of advanced techniques, 

such as batching, asynchronous writing (to 

avoid blocking), queuing (to handle spikes), 

concurrent writes, writing via native 

database interfaces, and so on. 

3.1.6 Event pattern matching 

3.1.6.1 Context 

Complex Time-Based Patterns of Events 

across Multiple Streams 

3.1.6.2 Problem 

Event patterns occur naturally in 

situations where complex 

behaviour is tracked, such as: 

 Fraud detection: fraud patterns are 

often described as a sequence of 

events, in one or more streams. For 

example, in financial services, 

many fraud patterns involving 

traders and brokers include events, 

such as the broker taking an order 

from the customer and emailing the 

trader, the trader issuing a certain 

trade and, perhaps, calling another 

trader, the other trader waiting for 

certain market events then issuing 

another transaction, and so on. 

 Business process monitoring: many 

instances of business process 

failures may be described as 

patterns. For example, an 

application may initiate a certain 

sequence of steps, some of which 

complete normally, while others 

encounter problems because of 

another application. 

 Network security: network attacks 

are often sophisticated, and involve 

a number of events. For example, 

an attacker may send a certain 

sequence of packets to certain 

ports, then try to authenticate 

across a number of servers and 

applications, send another 

sequence of packets, and so on. 
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Tracking and preventing such 

attacks, especially distributed 

denial of service attacks; involve 

the monitoring of a large number 

of patterns. 

3.1.6.3 Solution 

Figure 10: Event pattern matching 

The continuous joins, discussed in the 

Correlation pattern, are quite powerful, but 

some tasks make the use of multiple joins 

very cumbersome. Suppose we want to be 

notified if, within a 10 minute interval, 

event A occurs, followed by event B, 

followed by either event C or D, followed 

by the absence of event E, with all events 

relating to each other in some way. While 

such an event pattern can be tracked with a 

combination of inner and outer joins, it is 

often desirable to have a more direct way of 

expressing such time-based relationships. 

The diagram below depicts a similar pattern 

with four events in three streams 

Most interesting event patterns involve a 

number of relationships among events: 

 A followed by B Event B occurs after 

event A. 

 A and B both events A and B occur, in 

either order. 

 A or B Either A or B (or both) occur. 

 Not A Event A does not occur.  

Some of the most interesting patterns 

involve "negative" events, in which 

the pattern-matching criteria are met 

when a specified event does not occur 

within the specified time interval. For 

example, when tracking a process 

based on requests and responses, it 

may be important to know when a 

response does not occur within a 

specified time period from the request, 

or when a response occurs without 

first being preceded by a request. 

3.1.7 Hierarchical Events 

3.1.7.1 Context 

Processing, Analyzing, and Composing 

Hierarchical (XML) Events 

3.1.7.2 Problem 

Hierarchical events are applicable wherever 

complex behavior and processes are 

tracked. For example: 

 Order processing: 
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  RFID applications: an RFID-tagged 

pallet may contain a number of RFID-

tagged cases, each of which may 

contain a number of RFID-tagged 

items. Hierarchical events are typically 

necessary to model such containment 

directly. 

 News feed and RSS monitoring: 

hierarchical events often arise in these 

applications. 

3.1.7.3 Solution 

 
Figure 11: Hierarchical Events 

Most simple CEP applications analyze flat 

events. A flat event is similar to a row in a 

database table: it has a fixed number of 

fields, corresponding to the columns of the 

table. Flat events provide sufficient 

functionality for many applications, but 

other applications deal with events that are 

more complex. For example, a Purchase 

Order event may contain a list of the 

ordered items. Such hierarchical events 

appear more often in CEP applications, 

especially with the rise of XML and SOA. 

This diagram depicts the design pattern 

where a complex event is created out of a 

number of simple events: 

The following operations may be performed 

on hierarchical events: 

 Decomposing hierarchical events  

o A complex, hierarchical event may 

need to be decomposed into simpler 

events. For example, it may be 

necessary to know the items that 

make up a purchase order. 

 Correlation across hierarchical events  

o It may be necessary to know, for 

example, if two or more purchase 

orders contain the same item. 

 Composing a hierarchical event 

o For example, it may be necessary 

to compose a purchase order from 

a list of items. 

3.1.8 Dynamic Queries 

3.1.8.1 Context 

Submitting Parameterized Queries, 

Requests, and Subscriptions Dynamically. 

3.1.8.2 Problem 

Dynamic queries come up in many 

applications, especially those that 
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involve large numbers of business users. 

Here are some examples 

 Trading environments: every trader 

can enter their subscriptions, as 

described above. 

 Enterprise portals: every user of an 

enterprise portal, from the CEO down, 

can subscribe to different queries. 

Again, parameterization is important 

here: while the CEO may register 

interest in incoming purchase orders 

over one million dollars, a sales 

manager may want to know about all 

purchase orders for their territory. 

 Fraud detection and other machine 

learning applications: machine 

learning applications in a CEP 

environment must dynamically adjust 

both the queries and parameters, in 

response to ever-changing external 

conditions. 

3.1.8.3 Solution 

 
Figure 12: Dynamic Queries 

Many CEP discussions revolve around the 

subject of continuous queries, that is, 

queries registered with a CEP engine and 

triggered by the arrival of data. 

Dynamic queries come in several flavours‟:- 

 Dynamic registration of continuous 

queries  

o In many applications, the ability to 

register continuous queries 

programmatically, without 

restarting the server, is important. 
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 Request/response queries 

o Request/response queries analyze 

streaming data, but these queries 

return results only upon explicit 

request from a user. Often the 

query itself is pre-registered with 

the engine, and its execution is 

triggered by a message on a 

separate “request" stream.  

 Subscription queries  

o Subscription queries are similar to 

request/response queries, as these 

queries are instantiated by an 

explicit command. However, while 

request/response queries produce a 

single response immediately, 

subscription queries register 

interest in certain events, and the 

responses are streamed to 

subscribers. The diagram illustrates 

how the engine keeps a list of 

subscriptions from users, and 

dispatches the results of queries to 

the right subscriber: 

4 TIBCO Complex Event Processing 

TIBCO BusinessEvents™ software helps 

organizations identify and address 

developing situations and trends by 

correlating massive volumes of data about 

discrete events and applying predefined 

rules to identify situations that require a 

response. BusinessEvents is then able to 

adapt running processes, initiate new 

processes and notify people when human 

intervention is necessary. 

 

 

4.1 Overview 

TIBCO BusinessEvents can be described as 

a CEP engine. The Features of TIBCO 

BusinessEvents are:- 

 Definition of Channels for capturing 

events 

 Definition of the business objects and 

relationships between them - ontology 

 Mapping of events to business objects 

providing overall context 

 Capability to recognize patterns of 

events including the temporal 

dimension 

 Ability to aggregate event patterns into 

higher order event patterns 

 Modelling of state transitions with 

timing expectations showing the 

expected lifecycle of objects 

 Detection of the absence of an event 

 Execution of rules enabling response 

to exceptional circumstances, alerts 

and notifications as well as initiation 

of business processes 

The below figure shows TIBCO CEP 

Solution overview 
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Figure 13: TIBCO CEP Solution 

5 Conclusions 

5.1 Key capabilities 

To summarize, event processing, and in 

particular TIBCO CEP provides the 

capability for businesses to  

 Track 

  Trace, and correlate events 

 To process events for trends and 

patterns 

 Finally to predict the impact of 

identified situations 

Rapid action can then be taken to prevent 

or minimize damage from threats to 

businesses – such as a customer not 

receiving a product on time resulting in a 

cancelled order.  

The same is true on the upside. A positive 

situation can be capitalized upon rapidly 

and effectively –such as an emerging 

trading pattern or customer up-sell 

opportunity. Situations can also be 

analyzed to improve the underlying 

business processes and applications. 

5.2  Benefits 

To summarize the key benefits TIBCO 

CEP provides for businesses to  

  Accelerates response to threats and 

opportunities by automatically 

identifying obscure but important 

relationships between seemingly 

unrelated events before they result in 

situations that impact customer 

experience or the bottom line. 
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 Improves resource allocation and 

problem resolution by helping 

organizations prioritize situations that 

require the most urgent attention 

based on a sophisticated analysis of 

likely outcome and secondary or 

indirect impacts.  

 Applications include service 

assurance, fraud detection, logistics, 

compliance and security, among 

others. 

5.3  Recommendations 

When do you need CEP?  

The best strategy is to ask that 

question now and identify the first 

CEP projects. Almost every 

enterprise application can take 

advantage Complex Event 

Processing. Given below are some 

examples. 

Banking Domains can used it for : 

- 

 Fraud detection 

  ATM monitoring and control 

 Improve operational efficiency E.g. 

One a/c of a customer for loan, 

banking, credit cards and monitoring 

each one of them as single entity. 

 Customer service assurance 

 Real-time risk management  , Etc  

In Insurance:- 

 Coordinate and monitor for various 

partner agencies. 

 Operational efficiency, E.g. faster 

claim processing. 

 Detect fraudulent cases. 

Telecom Domain:- 

 Network management 

 SLA management 

 OSS/BSS systems 

 Location-based services 

Security Domain:- 

 Algorithmic trading 

 Detect the trends to minimize the 

risks and act faster in case of 

opportunity. 

 Fraud detection 

Others like Health Care, Public 

Sector/Government, Retail/ Supply Chain, 

Energy, Web, Entertainment, Travel etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

     In this paper, we propose a novel method of encoding a medical image and develop a 

tool capable of improving the quantification of quality Medical image. The method 

incorporates the wavelet transform and neural network to achieve significant improvement 

in medical image compression performance. To reduce the computational effort a new 

neural system which is called wavelet back propagation neural networks has been 

introduced. 

      The traditional peak-signal-to-noise-ratio PSNR measure is mainly focused on the 

pixel-by-pixel difference between the original and compressed images. Such metric is 

improper for subjective quality assessment, since human perception is very sensitive to 

specific correlations between adjacent pixels. In this paper, we present a structural 

similarity method to measure the visual quality of compressed medical images. The results 

show that the proposed approach succeeded to improve high performance in terms of 

compression ratio and reconstruction quality. The results show the structural similarity 

method has high correlation with human judgment in assessing reconstructed medical 

images. 

Keywords: images compression, wavelets, neural networks, wavelet networks, Error 

sensitivity, human visual system HVS, image quality assessment, Structural SIMilarity 

SSIM. 

I . Introduction 

 Image compression plays a critical role 

for telemedicine or tele-browsing 

applications. It is desired that either single 

image or sequences of images be 

transmitted over computer networks at large 

distances so as that they could be used in a 

multitude of purposes. Especially when 

concerning medicine, where even today a 

big part of a radiologist’s work is to make a 

diagnosis and to evaluate potential methods 

of treatment from X-ray photographs, 

extremely high demands are obviously 

made on the quality and resolution of a 

digital X-ray image. 
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 Medical diagnostic data produced by 

hospitals increase exponentially. In an 

average-sized hospital, many tera or 1510  

bytes of digital data are gene-rated each 

year, almost all of which have to be kept 

and archived [1].Therefore, compression of 

medical image data is a crucial question, as 

well as image retrieval. Thus, our aim is to 

find an appropriate procedure that is able to 

represent the information contained in a 

digital image with fewer bits. In 

information theory this approach is usually 

called source encoding. Therefore, they 

have to be used carefully, especially in 

medical field: compressed images have to 

lead to the same diagnosis than the original 

ones. 

There are two main families for image 

compression: lossless image compression 

techniques and lossy ones. Lossless 

algorithms guarantee a perfect 

reconstruction of every pixel, but they have 

the disadvantage of being limited in term of 

compression rate. Lossy techniques allow 

larger compression rates, while introducing 

some distortion in reconstructed images. In 

order to improve compression rates, we are 

interested in the second family of 

techniques. In this paper, we propose a 

novel method of encoding an image using 

both the wavelet transform and neural 

network to achieve significant improvement 

in medical image compression 

performance. We investigate the optimal 

implementation of the discrete wavelet 

transform DWT that is at the heart of the 

JPEG2000 image compression standard. A 

lifting approach is used as method that 

offers computational advantages over the 

traditional convolution approach. We focus 

on the biorthogonal 9/7 wavelet filters of 

the JPEG2000 lossy coder [2]. 

In addition, new soft computing 

technologies such as neural networks are 

being developed for image compression. 

Parallelism, learning capabilities, noise 

suppression, transform extraction, and 

optimized approximateionnns are some 

main reasons that encourage researchers to 

use artificial neural networks as an image 

compression approach. Although there are 

no significant work on neural networks that 

can take over the existing technology but 

there are some admissible attempts. 

Research activities on neural networks for 

image compression do exist in many types 

of networks such as Multi-Layer Perceptron 

MLP, Hopfield, Self-Organizing Map. 

Among these methods, the MLP network 

which usually uses Back-Propagation BP 

training algorithm provides simple and 

effective structures. It has been more 

considered in comparison with other 

artificial neural network ANN structures 

[11]. 

  Wavelet Networks WNs were 

introduced by Zhang and Benveniste [1,2] 

in 1992 as a combination of artificial neural 

networks and wavelet decomposition. 

WNN employ wavelets as the activation 

functions, recently have been researched as 

an alternative approach to the neural 

networks with sigmoidal activation 

functions, which has been used in BP 

neural network.  

The combination of wavelet theory and 

neural networks has lead to the 

development of WNNs. The 25% largest 

coefficients wavelet subband that product 

from first stage DWT are divided into 
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vectors, which are projected onto a 

subspace using a WNN. The number of 

coefficients required to represent the vector 

in the subspace is less than the number of 

coefficients required to represent the 

original vector, resulting in data 

compression. 

The organization of this paper is as 

follow. Section II describes briefly the 

LDWT used in this paper. Section III 

focuses on the BP neural network. Section 

IV gives an overview of the approach of 

WBPT and AWBPT. Section V gives an 

overview of Compressed Image Quality 

Assessment. Section VI discussed the 

experimental results are shown. Finally the 

paper concludes in Section VII. 

II LIFTING SCHEME DISCRETE 

WAVELET TRANSFORM 

Discrete wavelet transform DWT can be 

efficiently used in image co-ding 

applications because of its data reduction 

capabilities. Unlike the case of Discrete 

Cosine Transform DCT which based on 

cosine functions, DWT has some 

properties, making it a better choice for 

image compression than DCT, especially 

for image on higher resolutions. The entire 

image is transformed and compressed as a 

single data object rather than block by 

block (as in DCT based system such as 

JPEG Standard) allowing a uniform 

distribution of compression error across the 

entire image. 

Wavelet theory [2] has provided a 

promising hope for image processing 

applications because of its flexibility in 

representing images and its ability in taking 

into account human visual system 

characteristics. It is mainly used to 

decorrelate the image data, so the resulting 

coefficients can be efficiently coded. It also 

has good energy compaction capability 

which results in a high compression ratio. A 

wavelet transform decomposes an image 

into a set of different resolution sub-images, 

corresponding to the various frequency 

bands. This gives better re-presentation of 

images with localization in both the spatial 

and frequency domains. This advantage is 

desirable in image compression, and it is 

not possible in both Fourier and Discrete 

Cosine Transforms which give good 

localization in one domain at the expense of 

other. A wavelet transform can also be 

viewed as a special case of multi-rate filter 

bank with dyadic tree decomposition. 

Wavelet transforms are multiresolution 

decomposetions that can be used to analyze 

signals and images. They describe an image 

by the power at each scale and position 

edges can be located very effectively in the 

wavelet transform domain. For image 

processing applications, one can use the 

hierarchical wavelet decomposition by 

Mallat [3]. The G and H filters are applied 

to the image in both the horizontal and 

vertical directions, and the filter outputs 

sub-sampled by a factor of two, gene-rating 

three orientation selective high-pass sub-

bands, GG, GH, HG, and a low-pass sub-

band HH. The process is then repeated on 

the HH band to generate the next level of 

the decomposition, and so on. 

The wavelet transform, in general, 

produces floating point coefficients. 

Although these coefficients can be used to 

reconstruct an original image perfectly in 

theory, the use of finite precision arithmetic 

and quantization results in a lossy scheme. 
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Recently, reversible integer wavelet 

transforms that transform integers to 

integers and allow perfect reconstruction of 

the original signal have be-en introduced 

[4]-[5]. In [6], Calderbank et al. introduced 

how to use the lifting scheme presented in 

[7], where Sweldens showed that the 

computational complexity of convolution 

based bi-orthogonal wavelet transforms can 

be reduced by implementing a liftingbased 

scheme as shown in Fig. 1. Note that only 

the composition part of wavelet transform 

is depicted in Fig. 1 be-cause the 

reconstruction process is just the reverse 

version of the one in Fig. 1. The lifting-

based wavelet transform consists of 

splitting, lifting, and scaling modules and 

the wavelet transform is treated as 

prediction error de-composition. It provides 

a complete spatial interpretation of DWT. 

In Fig. 1, let X de-notes the input signal 

and 
LIX and 

HIX be the decomposed 

output signals, where they are obtained 

through the following three modules of 

lifting-based 1D-DWT: 

  (1) Splitting: In this module, the 

original signal X is divided into two 

disjoint parts, i.e., 

)2()( nxnxe  and )12(0  nxx that 

denotes all even-indexed and odd indexed 

samples of X , respectively. 

     (2) Lifting: In this module, the 

prediction operation P is used to estimate 

)(0 nx from )(nxe
and results in an error 

signal )(nd which represents the detail part 

of the original signal. Then we update 

)(nd  by app-lying it to the update 

operation U and the resulting signal is 

combined with )(nxe
 to estimate )(ns  

which represents the smooth part of the 

original signal. 

     (3) Scaling: A normalization factor is 

applied to )(nd  and )(ns , respectively. In 

the even indexed part is multiplied by a 

normalization factor 
eK  to produce the 

wavelet subband 
LIX . Similarly in the 

odd-index part, the error signal )(nd is 

multiplied by 
oK to obtain the wavelet sub-

band 
HIX . 

Compared with the traditional 

convolution based wavelet transform, the 

Lifting Discrete Wavelet Transform LWDT 

scheme has several advantages: First, it 

makes optimal use of similarities between 

the high pass and low pass filters, the 

computation complexity can be reduced by 

a factor of two. Second, it allows a full in-

place calculation of the wavelet transform. 

In other words, no auxiliary memory is 

needed [7]. 

 
Fig. 1: The lifting-based wavelets 

transform. 

 

DWT is applied on an image in order to 

reduce the inter pixel redundancy. As a 
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result of decomposition, most of the 

coefficients with high frequency low scale 

region are either zero or in close proximity 

to zero. Hence, most of significant 

coefficients can be extracted and coded by 

applying strategies such as designing a 

JPEG like quantization table [8] or applying 

thresholding. Thresholding parameter value 

is chosen intuitively based on 

experimentation and satisfactory visual 

effect of reconstructed image as reported in 

[9]. Donoho and Johnstone [10] have given 

a formula for thresholding parameter   in 

the form of universal thresholding which 

takes into account the number of total 

coefficients and standard deviation of 

coefficients. The significance of 

coefficients is directly related to its 

magnitude as well as their subbands after 

wavelet decomposition. 

In our approach, bottleneck structure 

WNNs employing wavelets as the 

activation. WNNs are feed for-ward neural 

networks using wavelets as an activation 

function.  

The 25% largest coefficients wave-let 

sub band that product from LDWT are 

divided into vectors. 

III Back-Propagation Neural Networks 

The compression of images by Back-

Propagation BP Networks is investigated by 

many researchers. One of the first tries in 

using this approach was done in [11], in 

which the authors proposed a three layer BP 

network for compressing images. In their 

method original image is divided into 

blocks and fed to input neurons, 

compressed blocks are found at the output 

of the hidden layer and the de-compressed 

blocks are restored in the neurons of output 

layer. This implementation was done on the 

NCUBE parallel computer and the 

simulation results showed that this network 

could achieve a poor image quality even for 

trained images in 4:1compression ratio 

[11]. As in [13] pointed out, none of the 

results in using single network are so good 

as the result that could be achieved by 

taking average of image blocks and using 

their values as the indicator of blocks. 

Because of these poor results achieved by 

using one simple BP network, several 

authors tried to imp-rove the performance 

of this neural network-based compression 

technique. One of these efforts was 

hierarchical neural networks [11] which 

extended BP network by adding two more 

hidden layers to it. This extension will 

exploit the correlation between blocks in an 

image in addition to the correlation between 

pixels among a block. This method had 

some improvements in Signal to Noise 

Ratio SNR of reconstructed image, but this 

improvement is not so considerable. 

IV Wavelet Back-Propagation  

     BP neural network is now the most 

popular mapping neural network. But it has 

few problems such as trapping into local 

minima and slow convergence. Wavelets 

are powerful signal analysis tools. They can 

approximately realize the time frequency 

analysis using a mother wavelet. The 

mother wavelet has a square window in the 

time-frequency space. The size of the 

window can be freely variable by two 

parameters. Thus, wavelets can identify the 

localization of unknown signals at any 

level. Activation function of hidden layer 

neurons in standard BP neural network is a 

sigmoidal function. In traditional wavelet 
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networks wavenets, the position and 

dilation of the wavelets are fixed and the 

weights are optimized [6]. To design 

wavelet back propagation WBP neural net-

work we substitute hidden layer sigmoidal 

activation function of BP with Morlet 

wavelet [7]: 

 
                                           …...   (1) 

The parameters and of the wave-lets 

activation function can be optim-ized by the 

least mean squares LMS, sensed by 

minimizing a cost function or the energy 

error function.  

To minimize energy error function, we use 

the method of steepest des-cent, which 

requires the gradients   ,   for 

updating the incremental changes to each 

particular parameter of Adaptive Wavelet 

Neural Network AWNN, ,  and  

respectively. 

,          

…  (2)    

Thus each parameters , , and  of 

the network is updated in accor-dance with 

the rule: 

 (3)  

              (4)                        

               (5)                      

Where is the adaptive learning rate 

parameter. 

     Typical topology of proposed AWNN is 

shown in Fig.2. 

     Applying the LDWT on images does not 

reduce the amount of the data to be 

compressed. A common way to reduce the 

number of bits required for the compression 

phase is to quantize the coefficients. 

According to Shannon’s rate distortion 

theory, vector quantization of signals 

reduces the coding bit rate significantly 

compared to scalar quantization. The 

wavelet coefficients are divided into 

vectors, which are projected onto a 

subspace using an AWNN. 

     The number of coefficients required to 

represent the vector in the sub-space is less 

than the number of coefficients required to 

represent the original vector, resulting in 

data compression. 

     AWBP neural network can be directly 

applied to LDWT coefficients. The simplest 

neural network structure for this purpose is 

illustrated in Fig. 2. This network has three 

layers; input, hidden and output layer. Both 

the in-put and output layers are fully 

connected to the hidden layer and have the 

same number of neurons, N .  

Quantization can be achieved by 

allowing the value of the number of 

neurons at the hidden layer K  to be less 

than that of neurons at both input and 

output layers NK   (It's called bottleneck 

structure WNN). As in most quantization 

methods, the input coefficients are divided 

apart into blocks. For example with 8×8, 4× 

4 or 16 ×16 elements. These block sizes 

determine the number of neurons in the 

input/output layers which convert to a 

column vector and fed to the input layer of 

network; one neuron per element. With this 

AWBP neural net-work, compression is 

conducted in training and testing phases as 

follow. 
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IV.1. Training Processes 

     Like all other training processes, in this 

phase a set of medical image samples are 

selected and decomposed at different scales 

using wavelet trans-form to obtain bi-

orthogonal wavelet representation of the 

image to train the network via the wavelet-

back propagation learning rule. We have 

modified back propagation learning rule, 

during training stage the weights, dilations 

and translations parameters, are iteratively 

adjusted to minimize the network error.  

 For compression purpose, the tar-get 

pattern in the output layer neurons of the 

network will be same as the in-put pattern. 

The compression is represented by the 

hidden layer which is equivalent to 

compress the input into a narrow channel. 

Training samples of blocks are converted 

into vectors and then normalized into [0, 1]. 

In accordance with the structure of wavelet 

neural network shown in Fig. 2, the 

operation for adjusting weights for 

compressing and de-compressing can be 

described as the following equations [14].
 

 


N
i iij

in
j XVH

1
 

, KjHfh in
jj  1);(         … (6)    

j
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j
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i hWX 
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,
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i 



1);(           … (7) 

In the above equations, f  and g  are the 

activation functions which can be linear or 

nonlinear. 
ijV  and 

jiW  rep-resent the 

weights of compressor and de-compressor, 

respectively. This transform provides 

optimum solution for linear narrow channel 

and minimizes the mean square error 

between original and reconstructed 

coefficients. In addition, it maps input 

samples into a new space were all samples 

in the new space are de-correlated; this fact 

led to better compression. The training 

process of the neural network structure in 

Fig. 2. is iterative and is stopped when the 

weights converge to their true values. In 

real applications the training is stopped 

when the error of (4) reaches to a threshold 

named ( ), or maximum number of 

iterations limits the iterative process. 

2)(
2

1
kk xxErr



             (8) 

 
Fig. 2: Bottleneck structure neural network. 

IV.2. Test Processes 

When training is completed and the 

coupling parameters are adjusted, the test 

coefficients are fed into the AWBP neural 

network and quantized coefficients are 

obtained in the outputs of hidden layer. 

These outputs must be quantized to the 

desired number of bits. If the same number 
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of bits is used to represent input and hidden 

neurons, then the Compression Ratio CR  

will be the ratio of number of input to 

hidden neurons. For example, to compress a 

coefficient block of 8×8, 64 input and 

output neurons are required. In this case, if 

the number of hidden neurons are 16 and 

coefficient block of size 8×8, the 

compression ratio would be 64:16=4:1. In 

general, the compress-ion ratio of the basic 

network illustrated in the Fig. 3, for 

coefficients with n blocks is computed as 

(9), [14]. 

h

i

h

i

KB

NB

nKB

nNB
CR                 (9)                  

Where
iB and 

hB are the number of bits 

needed to code the output of input and 

hidden layers, respectively. In this equation 

N  and K are the number of neurons in the 

input and hidden layers, respectively. 

In dequantizer, the quantized coefficients 

are converted to a version similar to 

original coefficients by app-lying the 

hidden to output layer                      de-

compression with adjusted parameters on 

outputs of hidden layer. Then the 

reconstruction process is just the reverse 

version of the one LDWT. 

V. Compressed Image Quality 

Assessment 

     Any imaging system must be judged on 

the quality of the images it produces. For 

medical imaging systems the images must 

be diagnostically useful, that is capable of 

leading to the detection and identification 

of an abnormality and its interpretation so 

as to determine its cause, and obtained at an 

acceptable dose to the patient. 

     In order to be able to design useful 

compression systems as well as assess their 

performances, we need to define a measure 

of quality of the compression systems. As 

pointed out, a lossy compression introduces 

distortions in the decompressed image at 

higher compression ratio. It is possible to 

classify image quality criteria in two types 

of image quality criteria that are used for 

evaluation of image quality, subjective and 

quantitative or objective. It is said to be 

subjective if the quality is evaluated by 

humans. The use of human analysts, 

however, is quite impractical and may not 

guarantee objectivity. The assessment is not 

stationary, depending on their fee-lings. 

Moreover, the definition of distortion 

highly depends on the application, i.e. the 

best quality evaluation is not always made 

by people at all. In the objective measures, 

the distortion is calculated as the difference 

between the original image, and the 

reconstructed image by a predefined 

function. It is assumed that the original 

image is perfect. All changes are considered 

as occurrences of distortion, no matter how 

they appear to a human observer. 

V.1 Subjective Measures  

     The subjective criteria use rating scales 

such as goodness scales, such as Table I.     

     The scale ranging of goodness criteria 

rates image quality is from excellent to 

unsatisfactory.  A training set of images is 

used to calibrate such a scale. It is useful in 

applications such as image coding, where 

the encoding process introduces 

degradation in the output image [19]. 
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Table I.  Image Goodness Scale 

Goodness Scale Weighting Rate 

Excellent 5 

Good 4 

Fair 3 

Poor 2 

Unsatisfactory 1 

     If several observers are used in the 

evaluation process, then the mean rating or 

mean opinion score MOS, which is defined 

as [19] 

        (10) 

     Where the score associated with the 

 rating, is the number of observers 

with this rating, and n is the number of 

grades in the scale. 

     Other image quality assessment is 

quantitative measures that can be divided 

into two error metrics, the Mean Square 

Error MSE and the Signal to Noise Ratio 

SNR. The MSE is the cumulative squared 

error between the output and the original 

image, whereas SNR is a measure of the 

error. The mathematical formulae for the 

two are  

Error:   E = F–                         (11) 

Where is the original image and 

reconstructed image.   

 MSE = E / (Size of Image)          (12) 

 
These measures are mainly focused on 

the pixel-by-pixel difference between the 

original and output images. The measure of 

MSE or PSNR gives a value Digital on   

degradation, but not describes the type of 

degradation. Moreover as is often noted in 

the [Geisler 1995], [Watson, 1997], 

[Watson, 2000], it represents not quite the 

quality perceived by observers humans, 

especially in cases of high rates of 

compression. Between two degraded 

images of the same original image, one that 

has a value of PSNR significantly higher 

may correspond to a quality Visual 

significantly lower. Such metric is improper 

for subjective quality assessment. [20]  

V.2. Structural Similarity Based 

Image Quality Assessment 

     It is widely believed that the statistical 

properties of the natural visual environment 

play a fundamental role in the evolution, 

development and adaptation of the human 

visual system (HVS). Structural similarity 

is presented as an alternative design 

philosophy for quantitative image quality 

assessment methods. This is different from 

and complementary to the typical HVS-

based approaches, which usually calculate 

signal difference between the distorted and 

the reference images, and attempt to 

quantify the difference “perceptually” by 

incorporating known HVS properties. The 

basic form of SSIM is where the 

comparison between the reference and test 

medical images is broken down into three 

different comparisons: luminance, contrast, 

and structural compare-sons. The 

luminance comparison  between a 

reference image X and a test image Y is 

describe by [20] 
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                              (14) 

 Where  and denote the mean 

values of the images X   and Y, 

respectively, the contrast comparison is 

defined as 

                           (15) 

 Where and  are the standard 

deviations of X and Y, respectively. The 

structural comparison is given by   

                               (16) 

 These local similarities are ex pressed 

using simple, easily computed statistics, 

and combined together to form local SSIM: 

 

 

 In order to alleviate the problem of 

stability and improve the correlation 

between the objective and subjective 

measures, Wang et al. [20] proposed the 

structural similarity index SSIM. The SSIM 

has been defined as follows [20]: 

         

 

     Where is the dynamic range of the 

pixel values (255 for 8 bit images), and  

and  are small positive constants. At 

every pixel (i, j), a local SSIM index, 

SSIM(i, j) is de-fined by evaluating the 

mean, standard deviation and covariance on 

a local neighborhood , around that 

pixel. The overall image quality is 

measured by the mean SSIM MSSIM index 

given by 

    

     Where  is the total number of local 

SSIM indexes. 

     The SSIM indexing algorithm is quite 

encouraging not only because it achieves 

good quality prediction accuracy in the 

current tests, but also be-cause of its simple 

formulation and low complexity 

implementation. 

V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 We are interested in methods lossy 

compression based LWDT because their 

properties are interesting. Indeed, the 

LWDT combines good spatial relationships 

and frequency, with reduced the 

computation complexity and memory 

saved. 

 In addition, we use WBP neural 

network for second stage to improve high 

performance in terms of compression ratio 

and reconstruction quality. 

 In the following experiments, our data 

set consist of 200 medical images (X-ray, 

MRI, Ultra Sound and CT) taken from the 

database image of the National Cancer 

Institute- Misurata. 
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We present the encoding results of 512 

x 512 sizes, 8bit or 12bit resolution. Fig. 3 

shows some sample images of data set. For 

first stage, we take 100 different images 

and applied LDWT on them. In the second 

stage, we use the 25% largest coefficients 

that have been produced from first stage to 

fed AWBP neural network. 

The bi-orthogonal 9/7-tap filters for DWT 

are proven to offer excellent coding 

performance [12]. The bit per pixel is 0.25 

and compression ratio is 75% for first 

stage, stage the 25% largest coefficients are 

divided into vectors, which are fed onto a 

neural network as in Fig.2. 

We compare the cross distortion and 

cross-image performances of different 

quality on an image database compressed 

by proposed method.  

The bit rates were in the range of 0.0625 

to 0.19 bits/pixel, and were chosen depend 

on compression ratio. 

Subjects viewed the images from 

comfortable seating distances (this distance 

was only moderately control-led, to allow 

the data to reflect natural viewing 

conditions) by physicians specializing or 

radiologist and were asked to provide their 

perception of quality. Mean opinion scores 

MOS were then computed for each test 

image, after removing outliers (most 

subjects had no outliers. 

We compare the MOS, SNR and 

MSSIM for different testing medical 

images, as on table I. 

Table I: Compression results by Wavelet 

lifting scheme and Adaptive Wavelet Back 

Propagation Networks for X-ray chest 

image (4) in Fig. 3 after 1000 Iterations. 

 

Image (1)                      Image (2) 

Image (3)                      Image (4) 

Image (5)                      Image (6) 

Fig. 3: Some sample images of the training 

/ testing sets. 

Input 

Hidden 

layers 

bbp 
SNR 

(db) 
CR% MOS 

64-49 0.19 4.56 81.00 good 

64-36 0.10 4.56 90.00 good 

64-16 0.0625 4.57 93.75 
Very 

good 
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The SNR and MSSIM     measurement 

results are given in the figure (4) obviously; 

SNR performs very poorly in this case. The 

MSSIM values exhibit much better 

consistency with the qualitative visual 

appearance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of image fidelity 

measures for samples of test images. 

We observe that the SSIM index is 

better in capturing such poor quality 

regions. The compressed image supplies 

acceptable perceived quality as shown in 

figure (4). In fact, although the visual 

quality is better than its absolute error map 

or SNR .      

     The SSIM index maps deliver better 

consistency with perceived quality 

measurement. 

VI CONCLUSION 

Medical Image Compression has been 

achieved using the proposed AWBP neural 

network approach. Comparison between the 

numerical results obtained by AWBP neural 

net-work with the corresponding ones 

obtained by the standard BP neural net-

work reveals the better performance 

generality of AWBP neural network. It was 

shown that the use of vector quantization to 

quantize the values at the hidden layers of 

the neural net-works provides better 

performance than using scalar quantization. 

 Our proposed system shows that the 

AWBP neural network approach succeeded 

to improve high performances in terms of 

compression ratio and reconstruction 

quality, especially for rates of compression 

lower than 75%. 

      In this work, we summarized and 

recalled the classical approach for assessing 

the quality image-based sensitivity.  We 

reminded outlines its limitations for the 

assessment   Medical image quality.  We 

proposed the use of a structural similarity 

alternative for the design quality metrics 

image.  

      The value of the concept of structural 

similarity is shown through the SSIM index 

and we have proved it helps to better 

evaluation of image quality. 

Image(2) 

CR=93.75%         

MOS=Fair                  

SNR=4.57db                     

MSSIM= 0.841 

 

Image(4) 

CR=93.75%         

MOS= good                   

SNR=6.50db                     

MSSIM= 0.9906 

Image(7) 

CR=93.75%         

MOS=good                   

SNR= 5.4243 db                     

MSSIM= 0.864 

 

Image(5) 

CR=93.75%         

MOS=Poor                   

SNR=4.5604db                     

MSSIM= 0.564 
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Finally, note that the SSIM index can be 

used to optimize design of image 

compression algorithms.  
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Abstract 

Cloud computing represents a paradigm shift in the delivery architecture of information 

services. Companies such as Google, Yahoo, Amazon, and others have built large, purpose-

built architectures to support their applications and taught the rest of the world how to do 

massively scalable architectures to support compute, storage, and application services.  

Cloud computing is about moving services, computation and/or data—for cost and business 

advantage—off-site to an internal or external, location-transparent, centralized facility or 

contractor. By making data available in the cloud, it can be more easily and ubiquitously 

accessed, often at much lower cost, increasing its value by enabling opportunities for 

enhanced collaboration, integration, and analysis on a shared common platform.  

Cloud computing can be divided into three areas; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-

as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).  

This overview paper presents some of the key topics related to the emerging technology of 

cloud computing and summarizes the fundamental issues of cloud computing to help 

readers to assess the applicability of cloud computing to their application areas. 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a computing 

paradigm, where a large pool of systems are 

connected in private or public networks, to 

provide dynamically scalable infrastructure 

for application, data and file storage. With 

the advent of this technology, the cost of 

computation, application hosting, content 

storage and delivery is reduced 

significantly.  

Cloud computing is a practical approach 

to experience direct cost benefits and it has 

the potential to transform a data center from 

a capital-intensive set up to a variable 

priced environment.  
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The idea of cloud computing is based on 

a very fundamental principal of “reusability 

of IT capabilities”[1]. The difference that 

cloud computing brings compared to 

traditional concepts of “grid computing”, 

“distributed computing”, “utility 

computing”, or “autonomic computing” is 

to broaden horizons across organizational 

boundaries.  

Figure 1 illustrates the three principle 

components of a cloud model. This figure 

reflects the proportions of IT mass as it 

relates to cost, physical space requirements, 

maintenance, administration, management 

oversight, and obsolescence.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Cloud anatomy. 

The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows. Cloud computing models are 

discussed in section 2. Section 3 presents 

some understanding of public and private 

clouds. Cloud computing benefits are stated 

in section 4. Section 5 discusses the 

challenges of cloud computing. Finally, 

conclusion is drown in section 6. 

2. Cloud Computing Models  

Cloud Providers offer services that can 

be grouped into three categories[2].  

i. Software as a Service (SaaS): In 

this model, a complete application 

is offered to the customer, as a 

service on demand. A single 

instance of the service runs on the 

cloud & multiple end users are 

serviced. On the customers’ side, 

there is no need for upfront 

investment in servers or software 

licenses, while for the provider, the 

costs are lowered, since only a 

single application needs to be 

hosted & maintained. Today SaaS 

is offered by companies such as 

Google, Salesforce, Microsoft, 

Zoho, etc.  

ii. Platform as a Service (Paas): 

Here, a layer of software, or 

development environment is 

encapsulated & offered as a service, 

upon which other higher levels of 

 
Infrastructure 

Services 

Platform 
Services 

Applications 
Services 
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service can be built. The customer 

has the freedom to build his own 

applications, which run on the 

provider’s infrastructure. To meet 

manageability and scalability 

requirements of the applications, 

PaaS providers offer a predefined 

combination of OS and application 

servers, such as LAMP platform 

(Linux, Apache, MySql and PHP), 

restricted J2EE, Ruby etc. Google’s 

App Engine, Force.com, etc are 

some of the popular PaaS examples.  

iii. Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas): 

IaaS provides basic storage and 

computing capabilities as 

standardized services over the 

network. Servers, storage systems, 

networking equipment, data centre 

space etc. are pooled and made 

available to handle workloads. The 

customer would typically deploy 

his own software on the 

infrastructure. Some common 

examples are Amazon, GoGrid, 3 

Tera, etc.  

3. Understanding Public and Private 

Clouds  

Enterprises can choose to deploy 

applications on Public, Private or Hybrid 

clouds. Cloud Integrators can play a vital 

part in determining the right cloud path for 

each organization.  

3.1. Public Cloud  

Public clouds are owned and operated 

by third parties; they deliver superior 

economies of scale to customers, as the 

infrastructure costs are spread among a mix 

of users, giving each individual client an 

attractive low-cost, “Pay-as-you-go” model. 

All customers share the same infrastructure 

pool with limited configuration, security 

protections, and availability variances. 

These are managed and supported by the 

cloud provider. One of the advantages of a 

Public cloud is that they may be larger than 

an enterprises cloud, thus providing the 

ability to scale seamlessly, on demand.  

3.2. Private Cloud  

Private clouds are built exclusively for a 

single enterprise. They aim to address 

concerns on data security and offer greater 

control, which is typically lacking in a 

public cloud. There are two variations to a 

private cloud:  

 On-premise Private Cloud: On-

premise private clouds, also known as 

internal clouds are hosted within one’s 

own data center. This model provides a 
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more standardized process and 

protection, but is limited in aspects of 

size and scalability. IT departments 

would also need to incur the capital and 

operational costs for the physical 

resources. This is best suited for 

applications which require complete 

control and configurability of the 

infrastructure and security.  

 Externally hosted Private Cloud: 

This type of private cloud is hosted 

externally with a cloud provider, where 

the provider facilitates an exclusive 

cloud environment with full guarantee 

of privacy. This is best suited for 

enterprises that don’t prefer a public 

cloud due to sharing of physical 

resources.  

3.3. Hybrid Cloud  

Hybrid Clouds combine both public and 

private cloud models. With a Hybrid Cloud, 

service providers can utilize third party 

Cloud Providers in a full or partial manner 

thus increasing the flexibility of computing. 

The Hybrid cloud environment is capable 

of providing on-demand, externally 

provisioned scale. The ability to augment a 

private cloud with the resources of a public 

cloud can be used to manage any 

unexpected surges in workload.  

4. Cloud Computing Benefits  

Enterprises would need to align their 

applications, so as to exploit the 

architecture models that Cloud Computing 

offers. Some of the typical benefits are 

listed below:  

i. Reduced Cost  

There are a number of reasons to 

attribute Cloud technology with lower 

costs. The billing model is pay as per usage; 

the infrastructure is not purchased thus 

lowering maintenance. Initial expense and 

recurring expenses are much lower than 

traditional computing.  

ii. Increased Storage  

With the massive Infrastructure that is 

offered by Cloud providers today, storage 

& maintenance of large volumes of data is a 

reality. Sudden workload spikes are also 

managed effectively & efficiently, since the 

cloud can scale dynamically.  

iii. Flexibility  

This is an extremely important 

characteristic. With enterprises having to 

adapt, even more rapidly, to changing 

business conditions, speed to deliver is 

critical. Cloud computing stresses on 

getting applications to market very quickly, 

by using the most appropriate building 

blocks necessary for deployment.  
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5. Cloud Computing Challenges  

Despite its growing influence, concerns 

regarding cloud computing still remain. In 

our opinion, the benefits outweigh the 

drawbacks and the model is worth 

exploring. Some common challenges are:  

i. Data Protection  

Data Security is a crucial element that 

warrants scrutiny. Enterprises are reluctant 

to buy an assurance of business data 

security from vendors. They fear losing 

data to competition and the data 

confidentiality of consumers. In many 

instances, the actual storage location is not 

disclosed, adding onto the security concerns 

of enterprises. In the existing models, 

firewalls across data centers (owned by 

enterprises) protect this sensitive 

information. In the cloud model, Service 

providers are responsible for maintaining 

data security and enterprises would have to 

rely on them. 

ii. Data Recovery and Availability  
All business applications have Service 

level agreements that are stringently 

followed. Operational teams play a key role 

in management of service level agreements 

and runtime governance of applications. In 

production environments, operational teams 

support:  

• Appropriate clustering and Fail over. 

• Data Replication. 

• System monitoring (Transactions 

monitoring, logs monitoring and 

others). 

• Maintenance (Runtime Governance)  

• Disaster recovery.  

• Capacity and performance 

management.  

If, any of the above mentioned services 

is under-served by a cloud provider, the 

damage & impact could be severe.  

iii. Management Capabilities  

Despite there being multiple cloud 

providers, the management of platform and 

infrastructure is still in its infancy. Features 

like „Auto-scaling‟ for example, is a crucial 

requirement for many enterprises [3]. There 

is huge potential to improve on the 

scalability and load balancing features 

provided today.  

iv. Regulatory and Compliance 
Restrictions  

In some of the European countries, 

Government regulations do not allow 

customer's personal information and other 

sensitive information to be physically 

located outside the state or country [4-6]. In 

order to meet such requirements, cloud 

providers need to setup a data center or a 

storage site exclusively within the country 
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to comply with regulations. Having such an 

infrastructure may not always be feasible 

and is a big challenge for cloud providers.  

With cloud computing, the action moves 

to the interface — that is, to the interface 

between service suppliers and multiple 

groups of service consumers. Cloud 

services will demand expertise in 

distributed services, procurement, risk 

assessment and service negotiation — areas 

that many enterprises are only modestly 

equipped to handle.  

6. Conclusion 

Cloud platforms don’t yet offer the full 

spectrum of an on-premises environment. 

For example, business intelligence as part 

of the platform isn’t common, nor is 

support for business process management 

technologies such as full-featured workflow 

and rules engines. This is all but certain to 

change; however, as this technology wave 

continues to roll forward. 

Cloud platforms aren’t yet at the center 

of most people’s attention. The odds are 

good, though, that this won’t be true five 

years from now. The attractions of cloud-

based computing, including scalability and 

lower costs, are very real. If you work in 

application development, whether for a 

software vendor or an end user, expect the 

cloud to play an increasing role in your 

future. The next generation of application 

platforms is here. 
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Abstract  

With the exploding growth of wireless communication in recent years, security issues in 

wireless networks also become a growing concern. Security requirements for wireless 

networks are similar to those for wired networks. However, wireless networks are 

inherently less secure compared to their wired counterparts due to the lack of physical 

infrastructure. Therefore, special attention should be paid to the security of wireless 

networks. Security goals for wireless networks can be summarized as follows. Privacy or 

confidentiality is fundamental for secure communication, which provides resistance to 

interception and eavesdropping. Message authentication provides integrity of the message 

and sender authentication, corresponding to the security attacks of message modification 

and impersonation. Anti-replay detects and disregards any message that is a replay of a 

previous message. Non-repudiation is against denial and fabrication. Access control 

prevents unauthorized access.  

In this paper we concentrated on the mobile WiMAX IEEE802.16e, and its related 

features and technologies. We proposed a security system module to evaluate the impact of 

the security measures on system performance in terms of authentication cost, delay, and the 

effect of security measures on the scanning time before initiating handover. This is all 

attributed to some assumptions and scenarios such as, system mobility, arrival rates, and 

traffic pattern. 

1. Introduction  
Security requirements for wireless 

networks are similar to those for wired 

networks. However, wireless networks are 

inherently less secure compared to their 

wired counterparts due to the lack of 

physical infrastructure. Therefore, special 

attention should be paid to the security of 

wireless networks. Security goals for 

wireless networks can be summarized as 

follows. Privacy or confidentiality is 

fundamental for secure communication, 

which provides resistance to interception 

and eavesdropping. Message authentication 

provides integrity of the message and 

sender authentication, corresponding to the 

security attacks of message modification 

and impersonation. Anti-replay detects and 

disregards any message that is a replay of a 

previous message. Non-repudiation is 

against denial and fabrication. Access 

control prevents unauthorized access. 

In order to achieve efficient 

authentication, challenge/response 

authentication mechanism based on secret 

keys is widely used in wireless networks 

[1]. However, the credentials of the Mobile 

Station (MS) are encrypted and transmitted 

hop-by-hop for remote verification among 
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authentication servers in challenge/response 

authentication. This remote transmission 

and encryption/decryption of credentials 

increases the overhead of communications, 

thus influences many system performance 

parameters such as authentication cost, 

delay, arrival rate, and call dropping 

probability, system utilization, due to 

extended waiting time. e.g. transmission 

time, processing time, key generation time, 

etc. Therefore, the tradeoff between 

security service and system performance 

should be concerned in different scenarios, 

because users have different preferences on 

security and performance from time to time.  

2. Security model  
In this paper, we analyze the impact of 

security mechanisms such as authentication, 

encryption/decryption on system 

performance quantitatively. First, we 

propose a system model, which 

concentrates on mobile WiMAX 

components. This model is highly 

consistent with many WiMAX Base station 

(BS) networks in which each group is 

controlled by Access Service Network 

(ASN) with one or more ASN controlled by 

CSN, [2-7]. This consistency guarantees 

that our analysis is applicable in realistic 

mobile WiMAX environments. Second, we 

classify the handoff authentication type and 

security levels with regard to the nature of 

security, i.e., information secrecy, data 

integrity, confidentiality and resource 

availability, and study the effects of 

security mechanisms on system 

performance at different security levels. 

Third, while we focus on mobile WiMAX, 

we recognize the highly important 

parameter such as handover. System 

performance parameters that we investigate 

in this paper include authentication cost, 

delay, and arrival rates of requests and 

scanning time, all of which are considered 

in combination with important network 

parameters such as mobility and traffic 

patterns.  

3. System modeling 
We consider a generic system model for 

WiMAX network with respect to the 

security and system performance. In which 

the security is defined with regard to 

security levels, and the system performance 

that are evaluated with authentication cost, 

delay and scanning time. The modeling 

system depends on two main aspects. One 

is to describe the handover authentication 

interaction between autonomous 

communication entities i.e. BSs, ASNs, 

CSNs networks; the other is to illustrate the 

encryption/decryption and key generation 

within the network. The system model is 

depicted in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: System model of secure handover 

authentication in WiMAX network. 
MS: mobile Station  HAS: Home Authentication Server 

BS: Base Station  VAS: Visitor Authentication Server 

ASN: Access Service 
Network  

HA: Home Agent 

CSN: Connectivity 

Service Network  
NAP: Network Access Provider 

VCSN: Visitor CSN  NSP: Network Service Provider 

HCSN: Home CSN   

In this model, there are a number of M 

autonomous wireless BSs networks. Each 

one or group of BSs allocated in the Access 

Service Network (ASN) domain connected 

with ASN Gateway (ASNG). Furthermore, 
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all the ASNs are connected together to the 

Connectivity Service Network (CSN), 

included in central authentication servers in 

the Connectivity Service Network (CSN) 

domain. The Local Authentication Server 

(LAS) takes charge of authentication for 

visiting MSs within same ASN that 

subscribe services in current ASN domain. 

The Home Authentication Authorization 

and Accounting server (HAAA) is 

responsible for the authentication of the 

MSs that subscribe services in current CSN 

domain. The trust relationships between 

these LASs and HAAA are maintained 

through a (CSN), while its relationship 

reasonable for the authentication of MS 

with contact Home Agent (HA) server to 

take information about its MS. Here, a BS 

is a function unit that can control and 

transmit data for MSs with established 

security associations SAs. An LAS controls 

the authentication in the ASN domain with 

number of M of BS in the same ASN. The 

LAS also shares an SA with it that is trusted 

by and connected with the HAAA, HA of 

foreign mobile users.  

4. Performance analysis 
We categorize the performance metrics 

into security and system performance 

parameters. The security parameter is 

represented by security levels, at which 

different levels of protection are provided. 

Meanwhile, we consider authentication 

cost, delay, arrival rates, and handover 

scanning time as the system performance 

metrics for evaluation.  

5. Security levels classification  

The gap between the performance and 

security analysis demands quantization of 

security for the engineering researches. 

Therefore, the concept of security level 

becomes widely used for security 

evaluation [8]. The classification of security 

levels in this research is either based on 

what security level should be needed to 

secure communication between entities, the 

information sensitivity, or based on the key 

length. The classification of security levels 

is shown in Table 1 according to the 

security functions as, user authenticity, 

protection for integrity, secrecy and 

resource availability. This implies different 

actions in challenge/response 

authentication. 

Table 1: Security level classification. 
Level 1 2 3 4 

Integrity No No No Yes 

Secrecy No No Low Yes 

Confidentiality No Low Medium High 

Availability No Medium Medium High 

Security level 1: When an MS needs 

services at security level 1, it sends out a 

resource request to the BS. The BS checks 

the resources for this request. If the 

resource for this service is available, the 

resource approval is replied to the MS to 

authorize the service. Figure 2 shows the 

signaling diagram for intra-ASN domain 

handoff authentication.  

 
Figure 2: Intra ASN-domain handoff at 

security level 1. 

In the inter-domain handoff 

authentication, (shown in figure 3), the 

mobile user must be register in HA in the 

foreign CSN area. Also, when the LAS 

receives the request, it sends registration 

messages to the HA through HAAA. 
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Figure 3: Inter ASN-domain handoff Inter-domain handoff authentication at security level1. 

Security level 2: Authentication is 

implemented through a pre-defined list of 

medium access control (MAC) addresses 

and no keys are generated for the 

subsequent communication. In this case, 

when an MS needs resource in foreign ASN 

networks, it sends a request to the LAS 

through BS, which, in turn, requests the 

MAC address of the MS and relays it to the 

LAS for verification, (Figure 4). For intra-

ASN domain handoff authentication, the 

LAS has the session SA of the MS, and can 

verify it.  

For inter-ASN and inter-domain 

authentication (shown in Figure 5), the MS 

needs to be authenticated at the HAAA 

because there is no SA between the MS and 

the LAS. At security level 2, there is no 

protection available for data integrity and 

secrecy because no keys and algorithms are 

distributed to the MS for the 

communication. But the network resource 

is slightly protected by identifying the 

MAC address although the MAC address 

can be easily forged. 

 
Figure 4: Signaling diagram at security level 2: intra ASN-domain handoff. 
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LAS: Local Authentication Server  MS: Mobile Station  

VAAA: Visited AAA Server  BS: Base Station  

HA: Home Agent  HAAA: Home AAA Server  

Figure 5: Signaling diagram at security level 2: Inter ASN and inter-domain handoff 

authentication. 

Security level 3: Authentication is 

implemented with credentials encrypted 

with a shared SA, and no keys are 

generated for subsequent communications. 

In this case, the SA between the MS and 

HAAA is used for inter-ASN domain 

(Figures 6) and inter-domain (Figures 10) 

handoff authentications.  

Compared to the signaling process at 

security level 2, the signaling process at 

security level 3 is almost the same. The 

difference is that a pair of values 

(challenge/ response), are used to 

authenticate the MS instead of the MAC 

address. The challenge value is a random 

value generated and sent to the MS from 

the LAS. The MS encrypts the challenge 

value with corresponding SA [9].  

Almost all cases for WiMAX used RSA 

to implemented (challenge/response) 

mechanisms. In the intra ASN-domain 

handoff authentication, the MS encrypts the 

challenge value with the SA shared with the 

LAS during communication session, and 

replies the result, a response value to the 

LAS. The LAS can verify the challenge 

value by decrypting the response value with 

the same SA. However, in inter ASN-

domain and inter-domain handoff 

authentication; there is no SA between the 

MS and the LAS at this moment. The MS 

must be authenticated by the HAAA. After 

decrypting and verifying the response value 

at the HAAA of the MS, the authentication 

approval is sent back to the LAS for 

authorizing the resource to the MS. 

Specially, the registration process is 

required during the inter-domain handoff 

authentication. At security level 3, the 

network resources can be protected by only 

allowing the access of legitimate users. 

However, since the data transmission is not 

protected with encryption after 

authentication, the integrity and secrecy are 

not guaranteed. Furthermore, the network 

resource may be compromised due to the 

lack of data integrity and secrecy.  
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Figure 6: Signaling diagram at security levels 3: intra ASN-domain handoff. 

 
Figure 7: Signaling diagram at security levels 3: Inter ASN-domain handoff authentication. 

Security level 4: Authentication is 

implemented with shared SA, and keys are 

generated for data encryption and message 

integrity check. The signaling diagram at 

this security level is shown in Figures 8 and 

9 respectively.  

This is similar with that at security level 

3. The difference between these two 

security levels is that keys are generated, by 

the widely used scheme in WiMAX for 

keys generation which is RSA. After key is 

generated, it is also encrypted, and 

transmitted to the communication partners 

(MS), after the keys are decrypted by the 

communication entities, the keys will be 

used for encryption/decryption and message 

authentication code to protect the 

communication. Therefore, the integrity of 

data can be guaranteed by message integrity 

check techniques, and the secrecy is 

protected with data encryption. The 

network resource is also protected since the 

identification cannot be compromised due 

to the protection of data integrity and 

secrecy. 
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Figure 8: Signaling diagram at security levels 4: intra ASN-domain handoff. 

 
Figure 9: Signaling diagram at security levels 4: Inter ASN-domain handoff authentication. 

6. Analytical model & Results 

In this paper, we focus on the scenario 

that an MS is roaming into foreign domains 

(mobile WiMAX). Then, the intra ASN-

domain handoff authentication, inter-ASN 

domain handoff authentication, and inter-

domain handoff authentication will be 

included in our analysis. 

6.1. Mobility pattern scenario. 

The mobility pattern of a Mobile Station 

(User) in our research is represented by its 

residence time in one BS, denoted by Tr. 

We assume that Tr is a random variable and 

the probability density function (PDF) of 

residence time Tr, is Gamma distribution 

with mean 
rm 1  minute and variance 

21 rv   [10], 
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Where, 
r is service rate of authentication 

request. 

Then, for easy computations and 

analysis we need to transfer from time 

domain to S-domain by applying Laplace 

transform. The Laplace transform of 

probability density function (PDF) 
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fr(t,γ,1/μr) is Fr(s,γ,1/μr) and can be written 

as, 
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Furthermore, when MS moves through 

the network, then, if the number of BSs 

passed by an MS is assumed to be 

uniformly distributed between [1,M] the 

probability density function (PDF) of the 

residence time in the all network domain 

denoted as of fM(t,γ,m), can be expressed 

with a Laplace transform FM(s,γ,m), as 

follows: 
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Then, when we take in the account the 

residence time in all network domain, and 

the mean value of residence time in this 

network domain we can differentiate the 

residence time in equation (3) denoted by 

TM as follows. 
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Where TM is residence time in all network 

domain. 

6.2. Traffic pattern 

In this paper, we used call arrival rate 

and call duration time to indicate traffic 

patterns. First, we assumed that the call 

arrival rate of an MS, which includes the 

incoming calls and outgoing calls, is a 

Poisson process with average rate 
u , in 

this case the PDF of the call inter-arrival 

time, denoted as fTR(λ,t), can be determined 

by, 

t

uT
u

A
etF

 
)(   (5) 

Moreover, we assumed that a call duration 

time, denoted as TD, has an exponential 

distribution with mean value 1/ .  

Then, the probability density function 

PDF of exponential distribution (call 

duration time), denoted as fTD(t,η), can be 

written as. 
t

T etf
D

 )(   (6) 

6.3. Performance evaluation analysis 

This section discusses the impact of 

authentication on the performance of the 

WiMAX communication from different 

handoff situations. 

6.3.1. Average authentication cost 

In this section, we define authentication 

cost as the sum of two main components, 

first one is signaling load which contains all 

moves from reference point to another and 

second is the processing load which include 

all processing for cryptographic techniques 

during each authentication operation. The 

average authentication cost, C(i), is defined 

as the sum of the authentication cost over a 

number of handover authentication requests 

per unit time at security level i, which can 

be written as, 

 



3

1
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qq iCiCiC    (7) 

Where q is the index of authentication 

type which represents three types of 

authentication handoff as discussed in the 

previous chapter, where q = 1, is an intra-

ASN domain handoff authentication, q = 2 

means an inter-ASN domain handoff 

authentication, and q = 3 is an inter-domain 

handoff authentication. 

We show the cost components by 

denoting )()( iC s

q
 and )()( iC p

q
 as the 

signaling load and processing load of 
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cryptographic techniques, respectively, for 

the authentication of type q at security level 

i. q is the arrival rate of requests for the 

authentication type q, which is related with 

the mobility and traffic patterns of MSs. 

6.3.2. Average authentication delay 

We define authentication delay as the 

time from when an MS sends out an 

authentication request to the instant the MS 

receives the authentication reply. The 

average authentication delay, T(i), is 

defined as the sum of an authentication 

delay over a number of authentication 

requests in a unit time at security level i. 

Then, T(i) can be written as, 





3

1

)()(
q

qq iTiT    (8) 

Where Tq(i) is the authentication delay per 

operation at security level i for 

authentication type q, and q is the arrival 

rate of authentication requests with type q. 

6.4. Performance analysis per 

authentication 

In this section, we analyze the impact of 

security on system performance in terms of 

authentication cost, delay, arrival rates, and 

handover scanning time. 

6.4.1. Authentication cost per operation. 

The authentication cost, Cq (q = 1,2,3 

and i = 1,2,3,4), is composed of )()( iC s

q
 and 

)()( iC p

q
as defined in equation (7), which 

depend on the authentication type q and 

security level i. For convenient analysis, we 

define a set of cost parameters in Table 2. 

Table 2: Authentication cost parameters. 

Symbol  Description  

Cs  Transmission cost on one hop  

Ce  Encryption cost on one hop  

Cv  Verification cost at an authentication 

server  

Cd  decryption cost on one hop  

Cg  Key generation cost  

Cts  Transmission cost for a session key 

to other communication identities  

Crg  Registration cost  

6.4.1.1. Intra ASN-domain handoff 

authentication 

We will derive the cost formula at q=1 

for (i=1, 2, 3, and 4) as: 

The transmission costs, )()( iC s

q
, can be 

derived from the signaling diagrams in 

Figures 2 to 9, respectively, by observe how 

many hops MS does need for authentication 

request sent out into the receive admission 

successfully, as follows: 

From Figure 3 at security level 1, MS 

needs to request challenge value from the 

LAS through a BS first. The distance that 

the messages traverse is a 2 step in this 

case. Then we can write the signaling cost 

at q=1 and i=1 as, 

ss

s CCaC .2.)1( 1,1

)(

1    (11) 

At security level 2 MS needs resource 

request from BS. It sends a request to the 

BS, which need 2 steps which, in turn, 

requests the MAC address of the MS and 

relays the MAC address to the LAS for 

verification. These need 4 steps to be 

added, as follows, 

ss

s CCaC .6.)2( 2,1

)(

1 
 

(12) 

In the same way we can obtain the other 

security levels 3 and 4, and so on 

sss

s CCaCaiC .8..)( 4,13,1

)(

1 
 

(13) 

Similar to the analysis in (13), 

according to the signaling diagrams in 

Figures 3, and 5 to 12, )()(

1 iC p  can be 

written in a general formula as, 

piq

p

q xbiC


.)( ,

)(  , at q=1, 2, 3 and i=1, 2, 3, 

4, 

Where 
px


 is a vector to show the cost 

parameters defined as: 
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Where all of the cost parameters (Ce, Cv 

, Cd , Cg , Cts , Crg ) are defined in table 2, 

and 
iqb ,


 are the same dimension vector of

px


. To illustrate the parameters for 

authentication process we need to 

determined for all security levels at 

authentication type q=1 by compact form to 

easy and convenient analysis, 

From Figures (2 to 12) for q=1 at 

security level i=1, 

 0,0,0,0,0,01,1 b


  (15) 

 0,0,0,0,1,22,1 b


  (16) 

 0,0,0,1,1,13,1 b


  (17) 

  0,10,0,1,1,14,1 b


 (18) 

Similar to the above mentioned analysis 

we can collect parameters by compiling the 

all cost parameters in the close form for 

q=1, 2, 3 and (i=1, 2, 3, 4) as, 
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6.4.1.2. Inter ASN-domain handoff authentication  
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6.4.1.3. Inter-domain handoff authentication  
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6.4.2. Delay per authentication.  
To derive the delay for different types 

of authentications in different security 

levels, we use the same signaling diagram 

shown in Figures 2 to 9. We also define a 

set of time delay parameters shown in Table 

3 for convenient description.  

Table 3 Authentication time parameters. 

Symbol Description  

Tpr Message propagation time on one hop  

Ttr Message transmission time on one hop  

Te Message encryption time on one hop  

Ta Authentication request service and waiting time at the BS  

Trq Authentication request service and waiting time at servers  

Tv Authentication request verification and waiting time at the HAAA  

Td decryption time on one hop  

Tg Key generation time at the HAAA  

Tts 
Transmission time for the session key to the other communication identities such as HA, 

MS  

Trg Registration request service and waiting time at the HA  

 
As mentioned previously at 

authentication delay, Tq(i)  can be expressed 

as, 

tiqq xdiT


,)(  , For q=1, 2. 3, and i=1, 2, 3, 

4. 

Here, tx


 is a vector defined time delay 

parameters are given below, 

 ],,,,,,,,[ rgtsgdvrqaerprt TTTTTTTTTTx 


 (24) 

Where all the time components are 

defined in Table 3, and, 
iqd ,


 is the same 

dimension vector of 
tx


 to illustrate the 

existing delay parameters and its numbers 

at each operation defined as discussed 

below: 

From the signaling diagram in Figures 

(2 to 8) we can compute the
iqd ,


, let us 

compute the complicated case of this vector 

at q=3 and i=4. 

Since the authentication request process 

in the case of q= 3 and i = 4 needs to pass 

the BS four times, the coefficient of Ta, i.e., 

authentication request service and waiting 

time, is 4. Because the authentication 

messages cross the intermediate 

authentication servers 2 times, the 

coefficient of Ta, i.e., authentication request 

service and waiting time at a local 

authentication server, is 2. The 

authentication message also traverses the 

HAAA twice when registration is needed. 

Thus, the coefficient of Tv, i.e., 

authentication request service and waiting 

time at the HAAA, is 2. Since the 
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authentication in this case also needs one 

time registration at the HA, the coefficient 

for Trg, i.e., registration request service and 

waiting time at an HAAA, is 1. Because a 

key is generated at the HAAA for the 

communication of the MS, the coefficient 

of Tg, i.e., key generation time at the 

HAAA, is 1. The HAAA also needs to 

transmit a corresponding key to the MSs 

communication partners, after registration 

in HA, thus the coefficient of Tts, i.e., 

transmission time for the session key to the 

other communication identities such as HA, 

is 2. In addition, two pairs of encryption 

and decryption time are needed between the 

MS and its HAAA. One pair is for 

encrypting and decrypting the 

challenge/response values; the other is for 

encrypting and decrypting the session key. 

Thus, the both coefficients of Te and Td i.e., 

a pair of encryption and decryption time for 

a value, is 4. 

Then, now we can compute all the delay 

components for each authentication handoff 

type with each security levels on an arrays 

form. 

]0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,2[1,1 d


 (25) 

]0,0,0,0,1,0,3,2,6[2,1 d


 (26) 

]0,0,0,1,2,0,2,2,8[3,1 d


 (27) 

]0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,6[1,2 d


 (28) 

]0,0,0,0,1,2,2,2),1(11[2,2  hNd


 (29) 

]0,0,0,1,1,2,4,2),2(12[3,2  hNd


 (30) 

]0,1,1,2,1,2,4,2),2(12[4,2  hNd


 (31) 

]1,0,0,0,0,2,2,0),1(11[1,3  hNd


 (32) 

]1,0,0,0,2,2,3,2),2(11[2,3  hNd


 (33) 

]1,0,0,1,2,3,4,2),3(10[3,3  hNd


 (34) 

]1,1,1,2,2,3,4,2),3(14[4,3  hNd


 (35) 

Also for more illustration as mentioned 

at cost analysis we collected the delay 

vectors in the main equation for each 

authentication type.  

6.4.2.1. Intra- ASN domain handoff authentications  
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6.4.2.2. Inter-ASN domain handoff authentication  
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6.4.2.3. Inter-domain handoff authentication  
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6.4.3. Scanning time before handover  

This issue is related to the level of 

security applied when the MS looking for 

the best neighboring before handover 

initiation.  

In IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless 

networks, handover delay is mainly caused 

by target network re-entering process. 

Decreasing handover delay can improve the 

successful probability of handovers.  

In pre-registration, target BS obtains the 

service flow and authentication information 

of this MS through backbone networks 

before handover. As described previously, 

although target BS knows the service flow 

and authentication information about this 

MS, it still has to send CID updating 

message to the MS by using REQ-RSP 

message. Therefore, the average time of 

pre-registration process is half of the 

average time for the overall registration 

process.  

In order to analyze and compare the 

performance of the handover, handover 

delay is studied in the IEEE 802.16e model. 

With the cell load ratio is Rload (0 ≤ Rload 

≤100%). Required time parameters of each 

stage are defined as follows:  

Tsync : average time required for downlink 

synchronization.  

Tcont_rng : average time required for 

contention based ranging.  

Trng : average time required for fast 

ranging.  

TAuth: average time required for 

authorization (authentication time).  

Treg: average time required for 

registration.  

Table 4 (scanning time parameters). 

TScan-1  Time scan at security level 1  

TScan-2  Time scan at security level 2  

TScan-3  Time scan at security level 3  

TScan-4  Time scan at security level 4  

Each of TScan-1, TScan-2, TScan-3 , TScan-4 , 

are defined as the average time required for 

scanning at certain security level, when 

„Scan Type‟ equals to 1, 2, 3, and 4 

respectively. The number of neighbor BSs 

that need to be scanned or associated is 

assumed to be N.  

Scan type 1 
When „Scan Type‟ = 1, i.e. MS scans 

neighbor BSs without association, MS only 

needs to downlink synchronize with the 

target BS so as to get the quality 

information of its physical channel, so 

TScn_1 can be calculated is given by equation 

(39).  

SyncScn TNT 1_
 (39) 

Scan type 2.  
When „Scan Type‟ equals to 2, i.e. 

scan/association without coordination 

mode, MS not only needs to downlink 

synchronize with target BS, but also needs 

to execute a contention-based ranging, so is 

given by equation (40).  

)( _2_ rngContSyncScn TTNT   (40) 

Scan type 3.  
When „Scan Type‟ equals to 3, i.e. 

association with coordination mode, MS 

not only needs to downlink synchronize 

with target BS, but also needs to execute a 

fast ranging process. So TScn_3 is calculated 

is given by equation (41).  

)(3_ RngSyncScn TTNT 
 

(41) 

Scan type 4.  
When „Scan Type‟ equals to 4, i.e. 

network assisted association reporting 

mode, the only difference to association 

with coordination mode is that target BS 

does not send RNG-RSP message directly 

to MS. RNG-RSP message is firstly sent to 

serving BS through backbone networks. 

Then serving BS packs all RNG-RSP 

messages from scanned neighbor BSs into 
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MS during interleaving intervals of scan 

duration or normal operation time. 

Therefore, the average time required for 

fast ranging is half of that for a contention-

based ranging. TScn_4 is given by equation 

(42).  

)]21[(4_ RngSyncScn TTNT 
 

(42) 

7. Simulation Results 
A Matlab program has been designed to 

simulate the system described above, 

depending on the scenarios and 

assumptions as previously discussed with 

the simulation parameters shown in table 5 

taken into account the use of any RSA 

encryption scheme. In this case we used 

1024 bits RSA modulus n and 64 bits 

Encryption exponent e to ensure security 

and privacy from breaking RSA algorithm. 

Moreover, two distinct primes p and q are 

chosen to be 512 bits and randomly 

generated. This will enable us to generate 

1024 bits of RSA modulus n. Transfers 

have also been used to facilitate the Laplace 

transform and transfer of accounts from 

time domain to S domain to simplify 

computation process.  

Table 5: simulation parameters. 

Parameter  Cs Ce Cv Cd Cg Cts Crg 

Value  10 1 2 1 1024 RSA 110 2 

Parameter  Tpr Ttr Te Ta Trq Tv Tts 

Value 40 s 20 ms 1024 RSA Vari 1024 RSA 1024 RSA Vari 

parameter  Tg Nh      

value  2 ms 10hop      

parameter  u   r    

value  
0.1 

min-1 

0.1 

min-1 
225 

1/15 

min-1 
15s-1   

 

7.1. Authentication cost analysis.  

Referring to equation (7), we note the 

influence of levels of security on the cost of 

handover authentication for different times 

for an MS stays within a one BS.  

Figure 10, shows authentication costs at 

different security levels which decrease 

with the increase of the residence time of an 

MS in a BS. This is because the longer an 

MS stays in the BS, the less the intra-

domain handoff authentication requests. If 

the residence time of an MS approaches 

infinity, the authentication cost will be 

stable on this security level more than any 

other security level, because it does not 

need authentication process in this case, as 

discussed previously. 

We can see also that the security levels 

have different effects on the authentication 

cost at the same residence time in a BS. The 

higher the security level, the more the 

authentication cost because higher security 

levels impose more operations to provide 

secure services. 

 
Figure 10 authentication cost Vs residence 

time in BS (M=3 in ASN) 
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To clarify this, figure 11 and 12 show the 

effects of increasing the number of BSs (M) 

in the same ASN on the authentication cost, 

at the same residence time in the BS and for 

all security levels.   

 
Figure 11 authentication cost Vs residence 

time in BS (M=5 in ASN)  

 
Figure 12 authentication cost Vs residence 

time in BS (M=30 in ASN) 

7.2. Authentication delay analysis  
Referring to equation (8), we note the 

impact of security levels on the handover 

authentication delay for different residence 

times for a user stays within a one BS.  

Figure 13 shows that the authentication 

delay increases with the increase of the 

residence time of an MS in a BS and tends 

to stabilize. Also, we can note that higher 

security levels cause more authentication 

delay because of more operations needed to 

provide secure services.  

 
Figure 13 Authentication delay Vs 

Residence time in BS (minute) at (M=5). 

We can also note from the curves the 

considerable continuity between the third 

security level and fourth security level. This 

is because of the more similarity in the 

process between them. 

Figure 14 & 15 show the effects of 

authentication delay at the same proposed 

residence time in BS for all security levels 

increasing the number of BSs (M) in the 

ASN region.  

 
Figure 14 Authentication delay Vs 

Residence time in BS (minute) at (M=10). 

 
Figure 15 Authentication delay Vs 

Residence time in BS (minute) at (M=30). 
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We note that the authentication delay 

increases with the increase of the number of 

BSs (M). This is because of increasing the 

number of handover which cause more 

operation to authenticate the user on each 

handoff. But it‟s more stable in the lower 

security levels.  

7.3. Effect of cell load at different 

scanning type authentication 

efficiency 

To provide the MS with best quality of 

service, the system has to choose the best 

neighbor BS; eventually the scanning time 

has the major effect on this process. 

Equations (39 to 42) represent scanning 

time process which is needed to complete 

handover process successfully, without any 

impact on system performance.  

Figure 16 shows that the scanning time 

for different scanning types, for different 

security levels at a given cell load ratio. 

This Figure also shows the scanning time is 

directly proportional to the cell load ratio.  

Figure 17 shows the performance of 

scanning time when the number of BSs is 

increased. When the MS moves from one 

BS to another, it must choose the best 

neighbor under a set of conditions for the 

security and authorization as mentioned 

earlier. 

 
Figure 16 handover scanning time Vs cell 

load ratio at (M=5). 

(Scan type1, 2 and3 secondary axis & scan 

type 4 primary axis) 

 
Figure 17 handover scanning time Vs 

cell load ratio at (M=10). 

(scan type1,2 and 3 secondary axis & 

scan type 4 primary axis) 

For instance in figure 17, when M=10, 

the scan time of neighboring stations before 

the start of handover, at scanning type 4 

must not be less than 0.2 ms, which is the 

maximum allowed authentication delay at 

security level 4 as shown in figure 17. 

Based on these results, we find that 

applying this security mechanism has no 

effect on the system performance.  

8. Conclusion 
In this paper, an analytic model for the 

handover authentication, using signaling 

scheme is presented and investigated, under 

the assumptions of Poisson arrivals and 

Gamma mobility pattern. The presented 

results conclude that the proposed scheme 

can provide user authenticity at each 

handover occur under classification of 

security level and authentication type.  

The classifications of security levels to 

the four levels are provided to simplify the 

deals with the user situation in the network. 

So we note that the cost increases with their 

level of security applied this time and to 

varying degrees due to the residence time of 

the MS within the BS domain. Also, cost 

tends to stabilize with the more time an MS 

stays at the same domain.  
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The time it takes for a user to obtain 

authorization to enter the network 

(authentication delay) is affected 

significantly with the number of 

movements and this is due to the security 

level applied on time. Furthermore, 

authentication delay decrease with the more 

time a user stays at the same domain.  

We also conclude in this paper, that the 

scanning time support the Authentication 

delay at both handover types and security 

levels without impact on system 

performance even at the maximum value of 

authentication delay.  
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ABSTRACT 
With the appearance of digital libraries and the rapid growth of information archive centers 
on the Internet, The security of information in the web pages has gained more attentions 
from all researchers due to the importance of digital media integrity in our life. Unlike 
hardcopies, digital data can be easily modified and distributed. Watermarking is the 
solution to this issue. By embedding a secure, identifiable mark into the digital data, the 
ownership, trustiness and content integrity will be ensured. In addition, an image alteration 
and modification of the watermarked image can be detected. The goal of this paper is to put 
into perspective the watermarking methods of web page authentication based on principal 
requirements of watermarking system and its properties as well as the desirable features for 
an effective performance in order to save the integrity and confidentiality of the web pages 
from any unwanted or illegal modification. In addition, different web page authentication 
algorithms discussed concerning to the advantages and disadvantages.  

Keywords : Digital watermark, Authentication, Web page. Watermark feature, advantages 
and disadvantages. 

1. Introduction 
The security demand is getting higher in 
these days due to easy recreation of 
digitally generated multimedia data. The 
rapid growth of the Internet and digital 
media manifests itself in widespread 
public forms such as the digital image, the 
MPEG, and so on, because digital images 
are easy to copy and transmit. Web sites 

are the favorite target for modification and 
alteration of its contents and this increase 
the concerns of the owners about the 
integrity of their sites, such as medical and 
military sites. Many researchers are aware 
of the issues of copyright protection, 
image authentication, and proof of 
ownership [1].  
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There are many solutions have been 
proposed, the traditional method used for 
authentication is cryptography, where the 
data is hidden from unauthorized person 
this preserve confidentiality. The popular 
method of cryptography is public key 
encryption, which encrypts data using a 
private key, and an associated public key 
used for decryption of secret message. The 
problems that might be arisen in this 
method are difficulty of maintenance and 
distribution of public key [2]. It has great 
strength in confidentiality, but when the 
data revealed to unauthorized personnel, 
there is no protection for content it-self, 
which is integrity control. Recently, most 
researchers use a Watermarking system as 
technique to embed secret information into 
content for copyright protection and 
Authentication. A web based image 
authentication method based in digital 
watermarking described in this paper. It 
can provide more controls to image owners 
and conveniences to clients who want to 
get authenticity of image by integrating 
benefits of using Internet to the watermark 
system. There are several important issues 
in the watermarking system. First, the 
embedded watermark should not degrade 
the quality of the image and should be 
perceptually invisible to maintain its 
protective secrecy. Second, the watermark 
must be robust enough to resist common 
image processing attacks and not be easily 
removable; only the owner of the image 
ought to be able to extract the watermark. 
Third, the blindness is necessary if it is 
difficult for us to obtain the original image 
and watermark [3]. 

This paper organized as follows: section1, 
an overview of watermarking system. 
Section2 is a brief description for 
watermarking system properties, important 
requirement for image authentication and 
watermark application.  Section 3 describes 
Web-Based authentication methods. 
Section 4 is the related work. Last section is 
the conclusion. 

2. Watermarking System  
Embedding watermark within a host image 
is the essence part in watermarking. The 
information embedded through the 
modification of pixel, directly using spatial 
domain or indirectly by frequency domain 
[4]. The main goal of using watermark in 
digital communication system is to ensure 
the existence of integrity and reliability 
during images transfer between to authorize 
parties [4].  

Thus, the watermarking paradigm is similar 
to a digital communication system, where 
its goal is to ensure reliable information 
shared between the sender and receiver. 
Watermarking system is composed of three 
basic parts, embedding part, channel part 
and recovery part. As an input, the first part 
requires the watermark (w), the cover 
image (c) in which "w" is to be insert and a 
watermarked work is the output of the 
embedding system as shown in figure 1.  
On the other hand, the decoder is use for 
watermark extraction and verification. 
More specifically, the decoder takes the 
watermarked image as input and extracts 
the original watermark image opposite to 
embedding scheme. Furthermore, the 
watermark can be placed anywhere inside 
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the web sites, image, text, etc.  Normally, 
the embedding rule designed to preserve 
image security, fidelity as well as to 
enhance the robustness of the system. The 
output of the encoder is the watermarked 
image [6]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure1. Classical watermark system 
 
2.1. Properties of Digital Watermark 

Systems 
Watermarking systems has three main 
properties it could has more but that 
dependent on the role of watermark that it 
will play, and also the application. The 
three properties typically associated with 
watermark embedding process are Fidelity, 
Robustness and capacity as show in figure 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Watermark system properties 
 

Fidelity: The main point in fidelity 
(imperceptible) of the watermarking system 
is the perceptual difference between the 
original image and watermarked image, 
which should be unnoticeable by viewers. 
However, if viewers noticed a different 
between the watermarked image and the 
original then the watermarking system 
scheme is lossless [7]. 
 
Robustness: which is the ability to detect 
the watermark after common signal 
processing [8] .In other words, embedded 
watermark should be retrievable before 
watermarked image is severely degraded to 
a useless degree [9]. 
 
Capacity: Capacity is refers to size of the 
information or number of the bits encoded 
within unit of time or within a work.  For 
example, the web page data payload refers 
to either the number of bit per field or 
frame. The challenges that most researchers 
faced is to enhance the relationship between 
the three major properties at same time 
.This is due to, the conflicting between 
them [8].  
 
2.2. Applications of Digital Watermark 
A digital watermark is an invisible signal 
that is embedded directly in the digital 
media (images, audio, video, 3D objects, 
etc.) so that it is inseparable from the digital 
media. There is a wide range of 
applications of digital watermarking, 
including copyright protection, 
authentication, fingerprinting, copy control 
and broadcast monitoring, indexing, and 
medical safety [2]. However, for different 
kinds of applications, digital watermarking 
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system has different properties. In addition, 
the classification of the watermark is 
mainly based on properties and the 
characteristics that all most dependent on 
the type of the application. And to have an 
effective, watermarking algorithms have to 
be carefully designed to make a tradeoff 
between these properties [10]. 
 
2.3. Authentication Requirements  
Each watermarking application has its own 
special requirements with regard to 
robustness; security, imperceptible and the 
amount of data need to be embedded as 
shown in Figure 3. For example, when 
digital watermarks are used for purpose of 
authentication, the invisibility and security 
should be obvious, while robustness and 
capacity are just acceptable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Watermark requirements 

With respect to the application of 
authentication in watermark system, 
invisible watermarks can classified as 
robust, semi-fragile and fragile. Robust 
watermarks can resist image attacks while 
semi-fragile watermarks can destroyed only 
when user-specified threshold were 
exceeded. Fragile watermarks can easily 
demolished if a slight change occurs on the 
host image. As a result, unauthorized 

modifications on the watermarked images 
detected easily. That is why fragile 
watermarking methods were mainly use for 
the purpose of all multimedia 
authentications [11]. 
 

2.4. Watermark in communication 
system 

The basic elements of a watermarking 
system combined with classical 
communications system illustrated in 
Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. The basic elements of watermark 

in communication system 

3. Web-Based Authentication Methods 
The methods discussed in this section are 
Internet based client-server model and 
watermark embedding scheme. The web-
based authentication system consists of two 
parts: one is a watermark embedding 
system and the other is authentication 
system. The first part of embedding system 
installed in the server as application 
software that any authorized user could 
access to the server and generate 
watermarked image. Once image 
distributed to other parties, client can access 
to authentication web page to get 
verification of image [3]. However, the 
integrity and reliability of Webpage are 
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important since the information of media is 
spread throughout on the internet. For this 
regard, there are different methods of web 
page discussed in [12], and presented 
bellow. 
 
(1) Based on invisible character method: 

Invisible character, such as blank 
(0x20) and tab (0x09), could be 
embedded at the back of every row of 
webpage, and has no difference in 
normal show on the browser. For 
example, the software denotes the bits 
“0” and “1” with blank and tab, and 
then embeds such 8 bytes at the back 
of every row. The scheme has many 
disadvantages in security and 
efficiency, e.g. lengthen the file and 
easily be detected and attacked. 

 
(2)  Based on the states of tag letter 

method: The letters of a tag are always 
case-insensitive the scheme hides the 
massage by modifying the written 
states of the tag letters. File embedded 
message by this way has no change in 
show, and does not length the file, and 
the capacity is considerable. But the 
upper-case and low-case states of 
those letters uncover the embedded 
message [13]. 

 
(3) Based on attribute pair order method: 

Attributes may appear in any order so 
the order of attributes can be changed, 
without change the show or length the 
file. To define a key attribute and 
corresponding attribute in the tag, if 
the order of key attributes before the 
corresponding attribute, then the order 

will denote “1”, the other is “0”. 
Nevertheless, the capacity is small, 
and require database to store the 
attribute pair order. 

 
However, Figure 5 illustrates Internet based 
client-server model and watermark 
embedding scheme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5 Internet based client-server model. 

4. Related work  
Many of digital media owners are concerns 
about protection of the integrity and 
confidentiality of content. It is very 
important to prevent unauthorized 
manipulation and misappropriation of such 
digitized images. The risks increased when 
dealing with an open environment like the 
internet. In many cases such as Medical 
images, forensic investigations and military 
images, the confidentiality and integrity are 
a critical issue due to the special 
characteristics of those images. In such 
images, they should keep intact in all 
circumstance and before any operation, they 
must check for Integrity and authentication. 
However, an efficient watermarking 
algorithm for web sites’ authentication 
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purpose should satisfy the following 
conditions and carefully designed to make a 
tradeoff between them [14].  

i. Imperceptibility: the watermarked data 
and the original data should be 
perceptually indistinguishable. 

ii. Robustness: the ability to detect the 
watermark after common signal 
processing. In other words, embedded 
watermark should be retrievable before 
watermarked image severely degraded 
to a useless degree. 

iii. Security: the embedded information can 
be detected, decoded, and/or modified 
only by authorized parties 

iv. Invisibility: the watermark should not 
degrade the quality of the image and 
should be perceptually invisible. 

There are many algorithms have been 
proposed for using a watermarking system 
in image authentications. However, some of 
these algorithms based on fragile 
watermark while others depend on semi-
fragile watermark. A watermark considered 
fragile if even a single bit corrupted/change 
in the watermarked image. In addition, 
fragile watermark is useful for purposes of 
authentication and integrity attestation. It 
provides a guarantee that the images did not 
tampered with.  
In contrast, Semi-fragile watermarks are 
more robust than fragile watermarks and 
less sensitive to classical user modifications 
such as JPEG compression. In addition, 
semi-fragile watermarking seeks to verify 
that the content of the multimedia has not 
been modified by illegitimate distortions, 
while allowing modification by legitimate 
distortions and to identify any malicious 

image tampering while being tolerable to 
JPEG compression or slight image content 
alterations. 
There are several methods proposed for 
web page authentication this paper 
compared most common algorithms based 
on significant factors. Each algorithm has 
discussed briefly as following: 

a) M-sequences addition: 
 In this method, a watermark embedded in 
the wavelet domain, where the concept of 
contrast sensitivity used to find the 
embedding strength of the watermark. This 
was an attempt to introduce the concept of 
adaptive watermarking in which 
watermark bits inserted according to the 
characteristics of the pixels in which they 
are inserted. [15]. 

Advantages: 
 This technique is robust to small 

amount of noise and can accommodate 
more than one watermark because 
different segments of m-sequences are 
uncorrelated. 

Disadvantages: 
 The watermark easily removed or 

replaced by manipulating the LSB. 
 The method does not have good 

localization properties. 

b) Media Signature scheme:  
In this algorithm, the owner uses his 
private key to sign on the hash value of the 
extracted features, then embed the 
signature to the image, and send 
watermarked content to the recipients. In 
the content verification procedure, the 
recipient can verify the received content’s 
authenticity by using its owner’s public 
key and the associated signature [16]. 
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Advantages: 
 The watermarking done in such a way 

that it can indicate the locations of 
attacks on the content if the 
authentication procedure fails.  

 Capability of convince users visually. 
Disadvantages: 

 The generated signature is 
unavoidably very large because its 
size is usually proportional to the 
image size. 

 Content-based signatures usually 
added to the private or user sections of 
the images. 

c) Independent component analysis 
(ICA): 

 It is a computational method for separating 
a multivariate signal into additive 
subcomponents. In this method, the ICA 
presumes the watermarked work as a 
mixture of the original work and the 
watermarks, and therefore, it can do 
separation to estimate the watermark. This 
algorithm aims to find a certain linear 
transform, which can decompose the 
objective vectors and make the components 
of it as independent as possible. The idea is, 
the image I and its transpose I T can be 
considered as two independent sources for 
ICA [17].  
Advantages:  

 The original image not needed for 
watermark extraction and the public 
image can be publicly available. 

 No a priori watermark information 
needed. 

 The watermark is robust against many 
attacks. 

 The watermark can be any meaningful 
image. 

 
Disadvantages: 

 ICA is closely related to the blind 
source separation (BBS). 

 All the independent components must 
be non- Gaussian. 

 The matrix must be of full column 
rank. 

d) Based on Class Selectors: 
This method based on specification of 
cascading style sheets (CSS). According to 
the embedded rule, and the living Class 
Selectors of some objects in the Operable 
Block of CSS, the process repeatedly 
imported to embed information [12]. 

Advantages:  
 The algorithm has no difference in 

normal show on the browser. The 
secret information can not be 
discovered. Unless the adversary to 
look up to the source code of the 
watermarked-webpage. 

 The algorithm has a good 
imperceptibility and large capacity. 

 The algorithm has a good ability to 
contradict with detection and auto 
filtration 

Disadvantages:  
 The algorithm has the common 

shortcoming such as the embedding 
location separated from the content of 
the webpage. 

 The algorithm has contradicted with 
detection. 

e) Principal component analysis: 
 (PCA):  

This algorithm presented in 1901. Then it 
becomes popular technique in real time. 
However, in this algorithm watermarks 
generated for web pages through PCA 
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technique. These watermarks then encoded 
into the upper and a lower case of the letters 
in HTML tags of web pages [18]. In 
addition, PCA extracted information 
represented by a set of new variables. 
Advantages:  

 It is famous for its strong expressive 
ability it used for distinguishing 
between different objects. Thus it 
could be also useful in telling a 
counterfeit object from the real one 

 The simple PCA method produces 
approximate solutions to without the 
need for calculating a variance-
covariance matrix and then 
diagonalzing it and it does not depend 
on learning parameters. 

Disadvantages: 
 This algorithm embedded a watermark 

into the tags of HTML. 
 PCA algorithm is time-consuming.  
 In some web pages any change in 

HTML tag the site will not work. 
f) Web-based image authentication:  

This method using invisible fragile 
watermark for authenticate the 
watermarked image. The process of 
verification started when transferring 
watermarked image to the server. Once the 
image uploaded, server uses its private key 
to detect watermark and verify whether the 
transferred image has been tampered with 
or not [3].  

Table 1. A comparative study of the web page authentication algorithms 
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As a result, the security of digital images 
has been a great concern since the expanded 
use of them over the internet and the 
effective watermarking system for Web 
page authentication has several desirable 
features, they are [19]: 

 On-demand process: watermarking 
should apply to multimedia objects only 
when they retrieved from the digital 
library or the organization by a remote 
request. This is to guarantee that the 
data will be processed only if it is 
necessary and with the latest technology 
as well as up-to-date watermarking 
information. 

 Real-time process: watermarking 
should be done (embedded) as part of 
the real-time data. This is to ensure full 
compatibility of the watermarking 
process with the HTTP protocol.  

 Customized process: the system should 
allow different clients to retrieve data 
with different degrees of watermarking. 
These differences can be defined in 
terms of the different watermark logos, 
watermarking technologies, and even 
object qualities. 

5. Conclusion 
The ease and extent of such manipulations 
emphasize the need for image 
authentication techniques in applications 
where verification of integrity and 
authenticity of the web page content is 
essential. This paper has discussed the 
methods of watermarking systems that were 
used for web page image authentication. 
The basic concept of web page 
authentication briefly explored in which 
some of the popular algorithms were 

discussed. In addition, a comparison 
between the algorithms techniques in some 
critical aspects was presented. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the current 
known methods have been sorted. 
Moreover, some of basic watermarking 
requirements for authentication were 
presented as well as the properties of the 
system. In addition, the features of web 
page authentication process were described.  
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a complete fingerprint recognition system using an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The ANN is trained by back–propagation algorithm on a 
set of fingerprint images. Pseudo Zernike Moments (PZM) will be used as a features vector 
for all images. To detect the region of interest on the fingerprint image, we have used shape 
information which is characterized by elliptical shape PZM of the elliptical shape constitute 
the input of the ANN. The data set is divided into two sets, training set and test set. The 
ANN is trained using the training set and tested on the test set which was hidden during 
training stage. The recognition rate is measured by the number of correctly classified 
fingerprints. The structure of the ANN is decided experimentally. The proposed algorithm 
was tested on a database of more than 400 fingerprints with 10 samples of each person 
fingerprints. Experimental results have shown that the proposed feature extraction method 
with an ANN classifier gave a faster training phase and yields a 98% recognition rate. 

I. Introduction 

The importance of fingerprints comes 
from their uniqueness and portability. It is 
believed that every person has unique 
fingerprints which remain invariant over 
time. Unlike identification cards, 
fingerprints cannot be lost or stolen. Due to 
these mentioned properties, automatic 
fingerprint recognition systems are 
becoming increasingly important and 
finding applications in variety of fields. 
These fields include access control systems, 
criminal identification and authentication 
and access to security systems such as 

computers or bank teller machines [1][2]. 
Despite the advances in fingerprint 
classification, efficient fingerprint 
verification is stills a challenging problem 
especially when matching a fingerprint to 
all registered fingerprint images of large 
database. A fingerprint is the pattern of 
ridges and valleys on the surface of finger. 
The uniqueness of a fingerprint can be 
determined by the overall pattern of ridges 
and valleys as well as local ridge 
anomalies: a ridge bifurcation or a ridge 
ending, called minutia points[1].  
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A complete fingerprints recognition 
system should include three stages. The 
first stage is detecting the location of the 
most important features of the fingerprints 
image, which is difficult and complicated 
because of the orientation and scaling of the 
image. The second stage is the extraction of 
the pertinent features from the localized 
image and third stage involves 
classification of the image based on the 
extracted features vector obtained in the last 
step.This classification can be performed 
using artificial Neural Networks (ANN)[3-
4]  

In order to design a high recognition 
rate system, the choice of feature vector is 
very crucial and extraction of pertinent 
features from two-dimensional images of 
human fingerprint plays an important role 
in any fingerprint recognition system. 

 In this paper, an efficient feature 
extraction technique is developed. The 
technique is based on the combination of 
local and global information of fingerprint 
images. First, fingerprint localization based 
on shape information with a new definition 
for distance measure threshold called 
fingerprint candidate threshold (FPCT) for 
distinguishing between non fingerprint 
image and fingerprint image candidate is 
introduced. We present the effect of varying 
the FPCT on the recognition rate of the 
proposed technique. A new parameter, 
called the axis correction ratio (ACR), is 
defined to eliminate irrelevant data from the 
fingerprint images and to create a subimage 
for further feature extraction. Once the 
fingerprint localization process is 
completed, pseudo-Zernike moment 
invariant (PZMI)[5] with a new method to 

select moment orders are utilized to obtain 
the feature vector of the fingerprint under 
examination. In this thesis, PZMI was 
selected over other types of moments 
because of its utility in fingerprint 
recognition approaches. The last step in 
fingerprint recognition requires 
classification of the fingerprint image into 
one of the known classes based on the 
derived feature vector obtained multilayer 
perceptron in the previous stage. The 
multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural 
network is used as the classifier .The 
training of the MLP neural network is done, 
based on the Backpropagation algorithm 
[6]. It’s shown that the proposed feature 
extraction method with an MLP neural 
network classifier gives a faster training 
phase and yields a better recognition rate. 

 
II.  FINGERPRINTS LOCALIZATION 

 
To ensure a robust and accurate feature 

extraction, the exact location of the 
fingerprint in an image is needed. The 
ultimate goal of the fingerprint localization 
is finding an object in an image as a 
fingerprint candidate whose shape 
resembles the shape that contains the most 
important information of a fingerprint and, 
therefore, one of the key problems in 
building automated systems that perform 
fingerprint recognition task is fingerprint 
localization. Many algorithms have been 
proposed for fingerprint localization and 
detection, which are based on using shape 
color information, minutiae-based matching 
and so forth. A critical survey on 
fingerprint localization and detection can be 
found [7]. In this paper, we have used a 
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modified version of the shape information 
technique for the fingerprint localization 
presented in that an ellipse can generally 
approximate the fingerprint of a human. 
The localization algorithm utilizes the 
information about the edges of the 
fingerprint image or the region over which 
the fingerprint is located. The advantage of 
the region-based method is its robustness in 
the presence of noise and changes in 
illumination. In the region-based method, 
the connected components are determined 
by applying a region growing algorithm 
then, for each connected component with a 
given minimum size, the best-fit ellipse is 
computed using the properties of the 
geometric moments. To find a fingerprint 
region, an ellipse model with five 
parameters is used: X0, Y0 are the centers of 
the ellipse, θ is the orientation, and α and β 
are the minor and the major axes of the 
ellipse, respectively, to calculate these 
parameters, first we review the geometric 
moments. The geometric moments of order 
p + q of a digital image are defined as 

 
Where p, q = 0, 1, 2, and f (x, y) is the gray-
scale value of the digital image at x and y 
location. The translation invariant central 
moments are obtained by placing origin at 
the center of the image 

 

 

 Where μpq denotes the central moment 
of the connected components as described. 
The length of the major and the minor axes 
of the best-fit ellipse can also be computed 
by evaluating the moment of inertia. With 
the least and the greatest moments of inertia 
of an ellipse defined as 

 

The length of the major and the minor axes 
are calculated from as 

 

To assess how well the best-fit ellipse 
approximates the connected components, 
we define a distance measure between the 
connected components and the best-fit 
ellipse as follows: 

 
Where the P inside is the number of 

background points inside the ellipse, P 
outside is the number of points of the 
connected components that are outside the 
ellipse, and μ00 is the size of the connected 
components. The connected components 
are closely approximated by their best-fit 
ellipses when φi and φo are as small as 

(1)

(2) 

(3) 

(8) 

(6) 
 

(7) 

(4) 
 

(5) 
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possible. We have named the threshold 
values for φi and φo as FPCT. Our 
experimental study indicates that when 
FPCT is less than 0.1, the connected 
component is very similar to ellipse; 
therefore it is a good candidate as a 
fingerprint region. If φi and φo are greater 
than 0.1, there is no fingerprint region in 
the input image, therefore, we reject it as a 
non fingerprint image.  

 
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

TECHNIQUES  
 

The aim of the feature extractor is to 
produce a feature vector containing all 
pertinent information about the fingerprint 
while having a low dimensionality. In order 
to design a good fingerprint recognition 
system, the choice of feature vector is very 
crucial. To design a system with low to 
moderate complexity, the feature vectors 
created from feature extraction stage should 
contain the most pertinent information 
about the fingerprint to be recognized. In 
the statistics-based feature extraction 
approaches, global information is used to 
create a set of feature vector elements to 
perform recognition. A mixture of 
irrelevant data, which are usually part of a 
fingerprint image, may result in an incorrect 
set of feature vector elements. Therefore, 
data that are irrelevant to fingerprint portion 
such background should be disregarded in 
the feature extraction phase. Fingerprint 
recognition systems should be capable of 
recognizing fingerprint appearances in a 
changing environment. Therefore we use 
PZMI to generate the feature vector 
elements. Also the feature extractor should 
create a feature vector with low 

dimensionality. The low-dimensional 
feature vector reduces the computational 
burden of the recognition system; however, 
if the choice of the feature elements is not 
properly made, this in turn may affect the 
classification performance. Also, as the 
number of feature elements in the feature 
extraction step decreases, the neural 
network classifier becomes small with a 
simple structure. The proposed feature 
extractor in this paper yields a feature 
vector with low dimensionality, and, by 
disregarding irrelevant data from 
fingerprint portion of the image, it improves 
the recognition rate. The proposed feature 
extraction is done in two steps. In the first 
step, after fingerprint localization, we create 
a subimage which contains information 
needed for the recognition algorithm. In the 
second step, the feature vector is obtained 
by calculating the PZMI of the derived 
subimage.  
To create a subimage for feature extraction 
phase, all pertinent information around the 
fingerprint region is enclosed in an ellipse 
while pixel values outside the ellipse are set 
to zero. Unfortunately, through creation of 
the subimage with the best-fit ellipse, as 
described before, many unwanted regions 
of the fingerprint image may still appear in 
this subimage. These include part of the 
background as an example. To overcome 
this problem, instead of using the best-fit 
ellipse for creating a subimage, we have 
defined another ellipse. The proposed 
ellipse has the same orientation and center 
as the best-fit ellipse but the lengths of its 
major and minor axes are calculated from 
the lengths of the major and minor axes of 
the best-fit ellipse as follows: 
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Where A and B are the lengths of the 

major and minor axes of the proposed 
ellipse, and α and β are the lengths of the 
major and minor axes of the best-fit ellipse 
that have been defined. The coefficient ρ is 
called ACR and varies from 0 to 1. Our 
experimental results with 400 fingerprint 
images show that the best value for ACR is 
around 0.90 Fig. 1 shows the effect of ACR 
(p). By using the above procedure, data that 
are irrelevant to fingerprint portion are 
disregarded. The feature vector is then 
generated by computing the PZMI of the 
subimage obtained in the previous stage. It 
should be noted that the speed of computing 
the PZMI is considerably increased due to 
smaller pixel content of the sub images. 

 

    

 
     p=0.90               p=1.25             p=1. 50        

Figure 1. Subiamges created using 
different values of p                                                            

 

IV. PSEUDO ZERNIK MOMENT   
Statistics-based approaches for feature 

extraction are very important in pattern 
recognition for their computational 
efficiency and their use of global 
information in an image for extracting 
features. The advantages of considering 
orthogonal moments are that they are shift, 
rotation, and scale invariants and are very 
robust in the presence of noise. The 
invariant properties of moments are utilized 
as pattern sensitive features in classification 
and recognition applications [8]. Pseudo-
Zernike polynomials are well known and 
widely used in the analysis of optical 
systems. Pseudo- Zernike polynomials are 
orthogonal sets of complex-valued 
polynomials defined as [5][8]. 
The PZM is defined as follows: 

 
 
Where x2 + y2 ≤ 1, n ≥ 0, |m| ≤ n, and the 
radial polynomials {Rn,m} are defined as 

 
Where 

 
The PZMI of order n and repetition m can 
be computed using the scale invariant 
central moments CMpq and the radial 
geometric moments RMpq as follows [5, 7]: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
A database of 400 fingerprints images 

was used. This database contains 
fingerprints of 40 person. For each person 
there are 10 samples in deferent position. 
From each image we create a subimage and 
calculate its PZM. The data set is randomly 
divided into two different sets. One set is 
used for training and the second is used for 
testing. The PZM feature vector constitutes 
the input to the MLP. The number of input 
neurons in the MLP is same as the 
dimension of the PZM and the number of 
output neurons is 40 since we have 40 
classes. The number of hidden neurons is 
determined experimentally.  After training 
on the training set, the MLP is tested on the 
test set which has never been seen by the 
MLP before. If the input vector is classified 
correctly to it corresponding class, the 
recognition is considered correct and wrong 
otherwise.  This was repeated several times 
and the average error which is a measure of 
the difference between the desired output 
and the obtained output is recorded. Table 1 
shows the obtained results of the 
recognition, error and number of training 
cycles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Experiment result using 10 hidden 
neurons 

M
LP 

input 

N
eurons 

in hidden 

System
 

O
utput 

EPO
C

H
 

ER
R

O
R

 

recogniti
on R

A
TE  

%
200 10 40 100 0.185809750 79 

200 10 40 200 0.180589116 100 

200 10 40 500 0.116461593 100 

200 10 40 1000 0.086145929 100 

200 10 40 5000 0.040339416 100 

200 10 40 100.000 0.009695363 100 

                        
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented an efficient 
method for the recognition of human 
fingerprint in frontal view of fingerprint 
images. The proposed technique utilizes a 
modified feature extraction technique which 
is based on a flexible fingerprint 
localization algorithm followed by PZM. 
An MLP neural network was used as a 
classifier. In this Paper we have introduced 
several parameters for efficient and robust 
feature extraction technique These include 
FPCT, ACR. It has also been shown that 
the proposed system was able to classify all 
fingerprints in the database with accuracy 
of 100%. 
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Abstract 

     Data compression is an effective way of reducing data size. The literature enumerates a 

wide range of well-known compression techniques such as run-length, and Hoffman. The 

ratio of space saving fluctuates considerably depending on so many factors such as file 

content, format, and complexity of file structure. However, observing the well-known 

Win.rar compression program, one could observe an average ratio of 50%. Binary image 

files are those that contain data of two types; namely black and white pixels. Compression 

of binary files should in theory attain higher rates that should surpass the barrier of 90%. 

Testing the Winrar on a random collection of binary images revealed that such higher rates 

are not always reachable. The objective of this paper is to present a new algorithm for 

compressing binary images. The algorithm is based on heuristic structural techniques called 

the method of boxes.  Basically the method considers any collection of adjacent pixels of 

the same level as a box. Thus, recording the coordinates of the box will be an encoding of 

the entire collection of pixels. Later on, the encoding undergoes further processing. Unless 

the file is randomly structured to the point that no pattern of organization between the levels 

can be inferred, a good compression rate can be attained. Compared to the famous Winrar 

program, the proposed algorithm achieved a much higher ratio. 

Introduction  

     The final objective of compression 

techniques is to reduce the redundancies in 

data representation in order to decrease data 

storage requirements and hence 

communication costs [1].  All images we 

get on the web are in compressed formats. 

Most modems use compression, and several 

file systems automatically compress files 

when stored.  

     Compression stems from the fact that 

most real applications are exceptionally 

large in terms of digital data. A high-quality 

audio signal requires approximately 1.5 

megabits per second for digital 

representation and storage. A digitized one-

hour color movie would require 

approximately 95 gigabytes of storage. A 

digitized one-hour color movie of HDTV-

quality video will require approximately 

560 gigabytes of storage [2]. 
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     Though compression may reduce data 

redundency considerably, there is still a 

limit on how small a data file can be 

compressed. The ultimate size is related to 

the file’s intrinsic redundancy 

characteristics [3]. 

     The task of compression consists of two 

components, an encoding algorithm that 

takes a message and generates a 

compressed representation (hopefully with 

fewer bits), and a decoding algorithm that 

reconstructs the original message or some 

approximation of it from the compressed 

representation. These two components are 

typically intricately tied together since they 

both have to understand the shared 

compressed representation.  

 

Benefits of Data Compression 

     The benefits of data compression are 

related to the fundamental issue of saving in 

data representation. This saving is reflected 

in numerous applications. For instance,  

because of the significant progress in image 

compression techniques, a single 6 MHz 

broadcast television channel can carry 

HDTV signals to provide better quality 

audio and video at much higher rates and 

enhanced resolution without additional 

bandwidth requirements. Moreover, data 

compression may enhance the database 

performance because more compressed 

records can be packed in a given buffer 

space in a traditional computer 

implementation.  

     Data compression obviously reduces the 

cost of backup and recovery of data in 

computer systems by storing the backup of 

large database files in compressed form[1]. 

 

Classification of Compression 

Algorithms 

     Data compression is a method that takes 

an input data D and generates a shorter 

representation of the data, c(D), with a 

fewer number of bits compared to that of D. 

The reverse process is called 

decompression, which takes the compressed 

data c(D) and generates or reconstructs the 

data D’, as shown in Figure (1). Sometimes 

the compression/decompression is referred 

to as “CODEC,”  

 
Figure (1), the "codec" system 

 
     If the reconstructed data D‘ is an exact 

replica of the original data D, the  

compression algorithms are called lossless. 

On the other hand, the algorithms are lossy 

when D’ is not an exact replica of D. 

Usually lossless data compression 
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techniques are applied on text or scientific 

data. The lossy compression techniques are 

usually applicable to data where high 

fidelity of reconstructed data is not required 

for perception by the human perceptual 

system [1].  

Data Compression Model 

     A model of a typical data compression 

system can be described using the block 

diagram shown in Figure (2). A data 

compression system mainly consists of 

three major steps: removal or reduction in 

data redundancy, reduction in entropy, and 

entropy encoding [2].     

 
Figure (2), data compression model 
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Lossless Image Compression  

     Huffman coding and run-length coding 

are example of lossless compression 

schemes[4]. The basic idea in Huffman 

coding is to assign short codewords to those 

input blocks with high probabilities and 

long codewords to those with low 

probabilities. Run-length encoding (RLE) is 

a very simple form of data compression in 

which runs of data are stored as a single 

data value and count, rather than as the 

original run.  

 

Lossy Image Compression 

     Lossy schemes can push the 

compression ratios to 10: 1 without visually 

noticeable degradations. They can reach 

100: 1 and greater compression ratios with 

some noticeable degradations. In general 

these techniques do not work on the pixel 

level. In most cases they are mathematical 

tools (transformations) that work on the 

image in frequency domain. Fourier and 

cosine transformations are good examples 

of this category [4]. 

Outline of the Proposed Algorithm 

     The compression algorithm consists of 

several steps that aim to produce the best 

compression possible. Some of these steps 

are sequential while others are independent. 

They could be best described as 

cooperative. The algorithm could be 

described by the following steps: 

     1-Descision on whether to use the image 

or its invert as a base for the compression 

should be made. Such a decision is based 

on a simple heuristic that states: if the 

number of black pixels is more than half of 

the total pixels in the image then the image 

is inverted, Figure (3).  

 

 
 

Figure (3), inverting the whole image 
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     2-The entire file is divided into blocks, 

the size of each is 64 bits (8x8). 

     3-The content of each block is 

examined. If the content is only black 

pixels, then the entire block is represented 

by a code of two bits (01). However, if it is 

totally white the code will be (00), Figure 

(4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (4), white block represented by code 

“00” 

 

If the pattern is mixed, then black pixels are 

grouped in the minimum non-overlapping 

boxes, Figure (5). If the number of non-

overlapping boxes is less than five then the 

coordinates of the two vortices of the 

descending diagonal of each box are 

recorded. They represent the code for that 

box. For instance, the code of the first box 

in Figure (5) is (0,0,2,2). In binary form this 

code is (000,000,010,010), i.e. 12 bits long. 

The representation of the entire block will 

be achieved by cascading the codes of all 

boxes in the block. The code of the block of 

Figure (5) is (000, 000, 010, 010, 001, 100, 

010, 111, 100, 001, 100, 001, 101, 010, 

111,111). The length of the code will be 

nx12 where n is the number of boxes. It 

should always be noted that (n < 6) to 

achieve compression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (5), four boxes in the block 

 

     4- The code should be reduced through 

the method of code reduction. The method 

states that given m similar bits at the right 

side of the code, it is possible to delete (m-

1) of these bits without losing the 

information about the boxes. The total 

removed bits should not exceed ten bits. In 

code of Figure (5), it possible to remove 5 

bits, so that the code representing the block 

is reduced to: 

(000000010010,001100010111,100001100

001,1010101). 

     The new code is kept in a buffer as the 

temporary code representing the block and 

called code1. 

     5- The same block is subjected to 

inversion and the number of boxes (after 

the inversion) is obtained. If the number of 

boxes obtained in the inverted image is less 

than the number of boxes obtained in the 

original image, then we use the inverted 

version. Therefore, we obtain the block 

code and apply the method of code 

reduction. Again the code is kept 

temporarily and called code2. Code2 is 

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000
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compared with code1 and the smaller code 

is kept and called recent code1. The other is 

discarded. 

     6- Once more, the same block is 

subjected to the direct representation of the 

white and black pixels. In this 

representation the content of the block is 

transformed into a string of 64 bits where 

black pixels are ones and white pixels are 

zeros, Figure (6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (6), direct representation of pixels 

 

     The code is (01110010, 01110010, 

10001110, 10111110, 00001110, 

10100000, 00000000, 00000000). At the 

right side of the string, (m-1) similar bits 

are deleted. The code of Figure (5), thus 

will be only (01110010, 01110010, 

10001110, 10111110, 00001110, 1010). 

The produced code is kept and called 

perusal code1. Then the image is rotated 90 

degrees and again the code, called perusal 

code2, is obtained and reduced in the same 

manner. Compared to the perusal code1, 

only the shortest code is kept. The image is 

further rotated 90 degrees and the same 

process is repeated. The obtained code from 

each rotation is compared with the old 

value. Only the shortest code is obtained 

and kept, called recent code2. This code 

compared to recent code1, only the smallest 

code is kept. 

     7- For the process of de-compression, all 

information should be kept in order to undo 

the compression process. Therefore a 

header is created for each block. The header 

contains control code and compression 

code followed by so called sensing flags 

and a number n that could be added 

optionally, Figure (7). 

 

Control code 
Compression 

code 
Flags code 

(optional) 

n 

Figure (7), block header 

The control code indicates whether the 

block is partitioned to boxes (code 1), or 

represented by the series direct 

representation (code 0). Also whether the 

block (in case of blocks) is not rotated, or 

rotated 90 degree, 180 degree, or 270 

degree clockwise (00,01,10,11, 

respectively). The compression code is 

padded with 0 every fifth bit. This 

procedure is done to prevent the possible 

occurrence of any sensing flags pattern. 

     8-There are three sensing flags: 

a- The pattern 01111110 (six ones bordered 

by zeros) means that the current block is 
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attached directly to the previous block (it is 

possible that itself is the first block). 

b- The pattern 011111110 (seven ones 

bordered by zeros) means that the current 

block is separated from the previous block 

with n white blocks. 

c- The pattern 0111111110 (eight ones 

bordered by zeros) means that the current 

block is separated from the previous block 

with n blocks. In this case all n blocks are 

of the same structure as the current block. 

 

     9-The file header starts with status bit 

that has the following interpretations (1- 

inverted image, 0- non inverted image). It 

also contains the height and width of the 

original image. In both cases (file inverted 

or not inverted), the same operations are 

performed. 

 

Testing the algorithm 

     A divers set of samples is deliberately 

used to cover all possible patterns that 

could be encountered in binary images. 

These samples were subjected to 

compression by the proposed algorithm and 

the very famous compression programs of 

ZIP, and Win Rar. The results were 

tabulated in Table (1). 

 

Images Size (KB) ZIP RAR N. Alg. 

White paper 
34 99.24% 99.39% 99.74% 

Black paper 
34 99.14% 99.50% 99.74% 

bird 16.8 50.95% 53.50 % 56.61% 

space 
35.9 79.47% 79.83% 80.33% 

Fax mail 
59.4 87.39% 88.11% 90.99% 

 

Conclusion 

     A method for lossless compression of 

binary images is proposed. The method is 

based on dividing the image into standard-

size data blocks and then the blocks into a 

number of non-overlapping boxes, or 

rectangles. A series of operations is 

performed on these bocks depending on 

their structure to obtain a minimum code 

that is representative of the image pattern in 

the block. The proposed algorithm has been 

tested under a group of different types, 

sizes and structures of binary images. In 

most binary images the proposed algorithm 

achieved a higher rate of compression than 

both the Zip and Winrar standard 

compression programs. 
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Abstract 

Robust real time object tracking in grayscale image sequences is a difficult challenge, 

especially when the object appearance changes because of its deformable properties, 

movements or luminosity variations. Management of these appearance changes must be 

done to obtain a good result that needs an update of the object model. We propose an 

approach to distinguish any occlusion or bad detection in order to control the update step. 

An approximate mask has also been added to improve the reliability of the model, thus 

avoiding adding any wrong information from the background. This approach has been 

successfully applied to track a single object using a particle filter framework. 

1 Introduction 

Object tracking techniques aim at 

following objects in an image sequence. 

They should be able to deal with complex 

interactions and various dynamics in the 

sequence such as complex occlusions, 

camera motion, varying lighting conditions 

and viewing directions. Object tracking is 

useful in many image-based applications 

including human-machine interfaces [1], 

video communication / compression [2] and 

surveillance systems [3], [4].  

In recent years, a great deal of research 

effort has been expended on the object 

tracking problem, and as a result different 

techniques are available in the literature for 

solving this problem. Among the main 

techniques, there are contour-based 

techniques in which tracking is performed 

by finding the object contour given an 

initial contour from the previous frame [5], 

[6]. A second approach is model-based 

techniques which exploit the a priori 

knowledge of the shape of an object in a 

given scene [7].  

Filtering and data association 

techniques are widely applied in computer 

vision for various tracking applications, as 

in the work of Rasmussen and Hager [8] 

who adapt probabilistic data association 

filters and joint probabilistic data 

association filters for tracking complex 

visual objects. Within the filtering and data 

association approach, the particle filter 

technique will be particularly concerns 

here; it is a Bayesian methodology which 

applies a recursive filter, based on samples 

of the object to be tracked [9], [10].  
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Hybrid techniques have also been 

developed:  they combine various 

techniques and give considerably better 

results than those obtained by using only 

one technique [11], [12]. 

This paper considers the particle filter 

technique. While the particle filter is 

usually used with color sequences, we 

chose to use the grey-level scale because of 

its lower data size with a view to real time 

processing. We also chose a context 

without any a priori information. 

Consequently, we cannot use any learning 

phases: we only have a single model of the 

object to be tracked extracted from the first 

image. 

Another problem related to object 

tracking is the occlusion problem. Many 

techniques exist to handle the occlusion 

problem with particle filter probabilistic 

models, such as in the work of Nummiaro 

et al. [13] who present a system to track 

people in the presence of occlusion. The 

proposed tracking method adds the 

robustness and invariance of color 

distributions to particle filtering. The 

probabilistic tracking model proposed in 

[14] uses a particle filter for a better 

handling of color clutter in the background, 

as well as complete occlusion of the tracked 

object over a few frames.  

In this paper we propose an occlusion-

handling scheme based on the particle filter 

framework, which significantly improves 

the tracking performance in the presence of 

partial occlusion. Zhou et al [15] have 

already proposed a similar technique; in 

their paper, the visual tracker relies on an 

adaptive appearance model, a velocity 

motion model with adaptive noise variance, 

and an adaptive number of particles, with 

occlusion handling via robust statistics. The 

occlusion is declared when the number of 

outliers in the object of interest compared 

with the appearance model exceeds a 

threshold: therefore the appearance model 

must not be updated. Our approach differs 

from their approach in the technique of 

considering the occlusion, as is explained 

below in more details. 

The rest of the paper is structured as 

follows: in the next section, we present the 

principle of particle filtering. Our particle 

filter version is proposed in Section 3. 

Section 4 demonstrates the results of the 

proposed approach using several real scene 

sequences. The paper concludes with some 

conclusions in section 5. 

2 Particle filtering 

Particle filtering (PF) is a sophisticated 

method for model state estimation; it is a 

promising technique as it models 

uncertainty and can, with sufficient 

samples, deal with many tracking problems 

such as missing data and occlusions. It is 

known under different names including the 

Monte Carlo approach [16], the 

CONDENSATION algorithm [10] and 

bootstrap filter [17]. One of the main 

properties of the particle filter is that it 

gives an approximate solution to an exact 

model, rather than the optimal solution to 

an approximate model as with Kalman 

filters. It handles non linear models with 

non-Gaussian noise; as a result, it has been 

proven to be a powerful technique for 

tracking non linear systems.  
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The basic idea of this technique is to 

evaluate the position of an object by testing 

its presence on a limited number of points. 

When this principle is used on object 

tracking, the result is a local similarity test 

between the target model and the image, 

done for every pixel [10], [18].  

The major steps of the 

CONDENSATION algorithm are shown in 

figure 1. The first step is initialization in 

which the target is detected and defined; a 

random number of particles are uniformly 

distributed inside it in order to represent it 

correctly. Each particle is represented by its 

state vector X
k
, kє{1……N} where N is the 

number of particles. The initial state vector 

is given as: 

 
T

k

x yX x y v v    (1)        

where x and vx are the position and 

speed in x direction respectively, and y and 

vy in the y direction. Initially their 

respective speeds are null. In the 

initialization step, a resample procedure 

identical to the one inserted in the loop is 

performed.  

 
Figure 1: CONDENSATION algorithm. 

The resample procedure eliminates 

particles that have small weights, i.e. low 

probability, and replicates the particles with 

larger weights i.e. high probability, in the 

target. This procedure consists in fact in a 

particle redistribution which preserves only 

the most reliable ones. 

During the prediction, each particle is 

modified according to the state model of the 

region of interest in the video frame. This 

prediction corresponds to a propagation of 

particles X
k
 at time t-1 and is given by [10], 

[16]: 

k k k

t t 1 t

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1
X .X

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1



 
 
  
 
 
 

  (2)                                                    

k

t is a noise vector used to simulate the 

noise in the state vector, and to explore the 
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expected presence probability during the 

sequence. 

Around each particle considered as a 

test point, the target model corresponding to 

its grey-level distribution is compared with 

the local grey-level distribution. This 

comparison is carried out by using the 

Bhattacharyya coefficient defined as [20]: 

   
L

k k k

t

l 0

z p l q l


         (3)      

where 
k

tz  is the similarity criterion, L is 

the number of values which can be taken by 

each pixel (256 for a standard grey-scale 

image), p
k
 is the model histogram and q

k
 

that of a local area around the k
th

 particle. 

This step is called the weighting or update 

step. 

To obtain better results, it is possible to 

use the exponential of the criterion 

distance: 

  k

tk

t N
k

t

k 1

exp 1 z
w

z


 



   (4)                                                            

This criterion is often used in color-

based pictures. Applied to grey-scale 

images, it requires more information to be 

relevant. To meet this need, a spatial 

dimension can be used, for example a bi-

dimensional weighting window [21]. 

Many factors, such as the number of 

particles, the appearance model, and the 

particle motion model, affect the tracking 

result. The global result of the tracking is 

given by the mean state of the particles, i.e.: 

 
N

k k

t t t

k 1

X X w


      (5)                                                             

3 Occlusion Handling 

The first technique implanted in this 

work is the one presented in [10]. The 

tracking result was acceptable with some 

simple sequences (Figure 2). However, the 

algorithm failed to track the target in 

complex sequences in which there were 

some occlusions or higher appearance 

changes of the object to be tracked, as 

shown in Figure 3. In the following sub-

sections we present the modification made 

to the standard technique in order to 

improve the tracking algorithm in such 

cases. 

 
Figure 2: Example of a simple tracking 

(Avion1 sequence). 
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Figure 3: Effect of the systematic model 

update (Pieton sequence). 

 

3.1 Occlusion detector 

The problem is the decline in the 

similarity coefficient and the flatness trend 

of the output as the tracking develops 

during the sequence. Indeed, the model is 

only available when it is extracted from the 

first image and its appearance becomes 

more and more obsolete over time. The 

model therefore needs to be updated only 

when all the information is available, which 

is not the case during occlusion, for 

example. Accordingly, this action must be 

conditional. In fact, we need to detect this 

occlusion and to be sure that the target 

model is valid, that is to say close to the one 

defined previously. 

The principle of our occlusion detector 

is obtained from the observation of the 

weighting operation result. In the event of 

occlusion or bad detection, the bi-

dimensional similarity function is leveled as 

shown in figure 4. This means that the 

similarity maximum is more difficult to 

detect and more sensitive to noise: it is 

more complicated to define where the 

object is located. 

 
Figure 4: Effect of an occlusion on 

particles. 

We therefore propose to evaluate the 

flatness of the result by using a dispersion 

criterion: 

 
N

2
k k

t t t

k 1
t 2 2

w X X

D
Sx Sy



 





 (6)                                                              

 

tX  is the mean position of the particles, 

Sx and Sy are the model length on the x-

axis and y-axis respectively. Thanks to 

normalization, this criterion is quite 

constant over many video sequences. 

3.2 Masking technique 

 

The second recurrent problem is target 

deformations due to the relative 

displacement of the target and the camera 

or simply to natural target deformations. It 

is therefore not possible to keep the same 

target size and form throughout the 

sequence and it is necessary to employ a 

deformable model in order to manage this 

problem [22]. 
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The effect of the resample step is to 

gather the particles around the position 

where the presence probability is higher. 

After this step, particles are closer to the 

object, and they are, in most cases, inside it. 

So, a very simple way to evaluate the model 

size and its topology is to use the position 

of these particles after the resample step: a 

morphological closing operation is applied 

in order to define the object (figure 5). The 

resample depends on the number of 

efficient particles defined as: 

 

 
eff N

2
k

k 1

1
N

w






        (7)                                                               

 

The inefficient particles (

effeff NNN  , ordered by weight) are 

redistributed around the central target 

position. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Masking step description. 

 

Particular care must be taken in case of 

trouble during this step by testing the 

similarity between the pixels included in 

the mask and the model previously defined, 

to avoid a region belonging to the 

background being considered as a part of 

the target. 

Because of the closing operation in the 

masking step, the target topology is limited: 

the target must not include holes or 

transparent parts with a grey-level 

distribution representing the background. 

To preserve satisfactory operating 

conditions, an update step is performed 

only if the grey-level distribution in the 

mask is close enough to the target model. In 

this case the grey-level model distribution 

becomes the distribution of the area 

included in the mask, otherwise the grey-

level model distribution remains 

unchanged. 

3.3 Final algorithm 

The final tracking algorithm is given in 

6. Compared to the standard algorithm 

presented in Figure 2, we can note that 

occlusion detection and the masking 

technique have been added in order to 

improve the tracking process as will be 

shown in the following section.  
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Figure 6: Improvement of the basic 

algorithm. 

4 Results 

The algorithm was implanted on a 2.8 

GHz Pentium. Numerous tests were done 

on many grey-level image sequences. Only 

five representative sequences are presented 

here. 

The first sequence is the Avion1 

sequence of 128 images (287x177 pixels). 

The target is sometimes hardly 

distinguishable from the background and its 

movements are also unusual (a specific 

piloting operation). The second sequence is 

the Pieton one in which we are interested in 

tracking a woman. This sequence contains 

97 images of 720x576 pixels. The 

appearance of the target does not change a 

much, but it is partially occluded during 

approximately 10 images. Helicop1 is the 

third sequence of 244 320x240-pixels 

images in which the appearance of the 

target changes: the helicopter is often 

partially hidden by its own blades. The 

Helicop2 sequence presents the same 

characteristics as the previous one, except 

that the target is mainly composed of two 

very different grey-level values. Moreover 

its appearance changes a lot throughout the 

sequence. Finally Avion2 is the last 

sequence of 157 images (260x260 pixels); 

the scene is very noisy and the relative 

target movements in the images are very 

small. 

4.1 Particle Number versus 

Computational Time 

One of the main particle filtering 

configuration parameters is the number of 

particles influencing the computational 

time. This number is also a factor of 

precision concerning target presence 

probability. 

It is important to satisfy both these 

points: computational time and precision. 

When the particle number increases, so 

does the computational time and the target 

speed averaged on ten samples falls, due to 

a better localization of the target with 

greater precision. From figure 7, it can be 

seen that the curve presenting the speed of 

the Pieton sequence is different from the 

others. Indeed, if the particle number is 

larger, then it will be easier to handle 

occlusion, and so the target detection and 

the speed estimation will be less disturbed. 

The computational time is roughly linear as 
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the particle number increases since the 

processing is the same for each particle, 

depending on the model size (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 7: Mean speed of the estimated 

target (in pixels). 

 

The lack of particles produces a kind of 

oscillation around the real target position 

and creates a dispersion of the estimated 

position. The more particles there are, the 

longer the computational time and the 

better the localization of the target. So the 

number of particles must be chosen 

carefully. Several tests on many image 

sequences have demonstrated that this 

number can be defined as a percentage of 

the target size on the first image: a value of 

10% shows good results.  

 

We chose to use a very simple 

visualization: a mask with traffic-lights 

indicating the tracking running state: 

-   Red corresponds to occlusion 

detection or bad detection: the target is not 

found. Particles are not redistributed and 

the model is not updated. The research area 

is widened. 

-  Amber means that the model is 

slightly occluded or that the extracted target 

does not correspond closely to the model. 

Particles are redistributed, but the model is 

preserved. 

-  Green indicates that the target is 

well located and correctly matches with the 

model. Particles are redistributed and the 

model is updated. 

 

Figure 8: Computational time (in ms per 

pixel of the model). 

4.2 Updating the Model 

Figure 3 shows that even though the 

image plane is not deformable, the model 

we use must take into account the target 

changes as well as the grey level 

distribution variations. Indeed, the grey 

level distribution defined on the first image 

will not be valid after few images; the 

target model must be updated as with the 

standard PF algorithm. So if the standard 

PF algorithm is used with a complex 

sequence such as the Pieton one, the tracker 

is distracted as shown in Figure 3.  

4.3 Occlusion  

In the case of occlusion detection, the 

traffic-lights pass from amber to red. Figure 

3 shows a case of occlusion detection 

without any update step. Because the target 

 Log(N)  ) 
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environment is changing, we use the mean 

of the previous dispersion function values 

to set the detection threshold. Experiments 

show that using the ten previous values 

provide a correct threshold. 

The ratio of the dispersion coefficient to 

its mean is presented in Figure 10. The first 

falling edge is caused by the incomplete 

average operation during the initialization 

step. In this way, total occlusion detection 

can be easily determined with a simple 

threshold. To eliminate any ambiguous 

detection, a trigger must be used. So there 

is detection when the dispersion function 

rises above the triple of the mean of the 

previous values. Detection ends when it 

falls above that mean.  

4.4 Model validity 

The model update must be appropriate. 

Figure 11 demonstrates that the real model 

shifts slowly. This problem is due to a non-

adaptive target model and is damageable 

when the geometric target appearance 

changes. This results in a model including 

more and more information from the 

background. 

Using the masking step allows the 

algorithm to adapt the target size and 

topology throughout the image sequence 

(Figures 12, 13 and 14). Hence the target 

updated model contains only limited 

information from the background and the 

search area can be adapted to the target 

size. 

 
Figure 9: Example of occlusion detection. 

This mask limits the update to the pixels 

which are part of the model. The mask 

changes geometrically, in accordance with 

the target size. Results depend on the 

definition of the target done in the first 

image. The size of the estimated target is 

very approximate but is sufficient for 

camera automation. The transition between 

amber and green cases is not very efficient. 

The similarity test result between the model 

and the pixels included in the mask exhibits 

considerable fluctuations.  

 
Figure 10: Variation of the dispersion 

function of the Pieton sequence presented 

in Figure 9. 
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Figure 11: Problem with the model update 

step (Helicop1 sequence). 

 

 
Figure 12: Example of tracking with mask 

(Helicop1 sequence). 

 

 
Figure 13: Example of tracking with mask 

(Helicop2 sequence). 

 
Figure 15: Example of tracking with mask 

(Avion2 sequence). 

4.5 Computational time 

The basic CONDENSATION algorithm 

in Figure 1 corresponds to the red case 

(occlusion detected) in Figure 6 to which 

the resample step has been added. This 

resample step and the prediction step 

consume only a few percent of the 

CONDENSATION algorithm time: the 

main part of this algorithm is the weighting 

step. 

This weighting step consumes around 

0.5 ms for each particle and each pixel of 

the model. The masking step consumption 

is directly proportional to the model size 

and takes about 0.3 µs per pixel. Continuing 

with a number of particles equal to 10 

percent of the model size, the masking step 

consumes the same time as the weighting 

step.  

As the time required by occlusion 

detection is lower than a tenth of a 

millisecond, the time of this step is 

insignificant compared to the others. 

Finally the update step by itself is not time-

consuming. Indeed the complete algorithm 

simply corresponds to the green case (no 

occlusion) or to the amber one if no update 

is applied. The time difference between 

these two cases is negligible.  

Table 1 summarizes some statistics 

about the video sequences and the mean 

time needed for target tracking with our 

algorithm for each sequence. 
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Sequence 

Number 

of 
particles 

Image 

size 

Initial 

target 
size 

Mean time in 
milliseconds 

Red 

case 

Amber 

case 

Green 

case 

Avion1 44 287×177 27×25 38 110 - 

Avion2 71 260×260 51×14 31 98 106 

Helicop1 176 320×240 58×31 123 220 280 

Helicop2 142 320×240 49×23 47 131 150 

Pieton 210 720×576 36×96 350 632 - 

Table 1: Sequences computation time. 

5 Conclusions 

We have presented an improved particle 

filter tracking algorithm suitable for object 

tracking in video sequences. The new 

approach is very robust as it can overcome 

occlusion of the tracked object, as well as 

tracking noise such as varying lighting 

conditions and viewing directions. 

This algorithm is quite easy to 

implement and is not time-consuming 

(apart from the masking step). It could be 

used for many applications in which the 

target cannot be totally extracted: the pan / 

tilt camera control is a perfect example of 

use. It could also be implemented to track 

several objects; in this case, if the objects 

are similar, the dispersion function must be 

changed to avoid any merging effect. 

This technique can be improved by 

studying in-depth the parameters. For 

example, the dispersion coefficient is not 

completely independent of the target. It 

should be possible to change the number of 

particles during the image sequence, for 

example 10% of the model size. 
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Abstract:  

 In this paper we have compared two methods in texture classification to solve the 

problem of 

recognition of defects occurring in a textile manufacture. We have compared local 

binary atterns method with co-occurrence matrix. The classifier used is the support 

vector machines (SVM). The system has been tested using TILDA database. The 

results obtained are interesting and show that LBP is a good method for the problems 

of recognition and classification defects, it gives a good running time especially for the 

real time applications.  

Keywords—Texture classification, woven defects, LBP, GLCM, Support vector 

machine. 
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Abstract—  

Block Truncation Coding (BTC) is one of spatial coding techniques of 

images. This technique has a simple and fast algorithm which achieves 

constant bit rate of 2 bits per pixel. The compression ratio may be improved 

by coding only half of the bits in the BTC bit plane of each block; the other 

half will be interpolated at the receiver. The resulting bit rate will be 1.5 bits 

per pixel. In this paper, two proposed interpolative algorithms for coding the 

block truncated image bit plane are presented. Several grey scale test images 

are used to evaluate the coding efficiency and performance of these 

algorithms compared with existing algorithms. It is generally shown that the 

proposed algorithms give better results. 

Keywords-image coding; block truncation coding; interpolative BTC 

coding; image processing. 
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Abstract. 
     In this paper a multiple frequency domain steganography is proposed; it uses DWT with 
DCT techniques, which are applied sequentially on the cover image. Embedding the secret 
message is done in the high frequency coefficients to provide a high imperceptibility; as it 
is the most important property of any steganography system. For secret message encoding,   
variable length encoding is used with a special character codes to encode the characters into 
binary data. This encoding encrypts the secret message and reduces the number of bits used 
to encode each character, which results in the increment of the capacity.  

     With this new technique, we got very good results through satisfying and improving the 
most important properties of steganography such as: Imperceptibility; improved by having 
the MSE  0 and PSNR  128 db, security; improved by using an encrypted Stego-key 
and secret message by the encoding, capacity; improved by encoding the secret message 
characters with variable length codes and embedding the secret message in the YCbCr 
components instead of the RGB. 
Keywords: Steganography, Information Hiding, Frequency Domain, Security. 

1.   Introduction 
     The appearance of the Internet is 
considered to be one of the major events of 
the last years; information become available 
on-line, all users who have a computer can 
easily connect to the Internet and search for 
the information they want to find [1]. 

     Two techniques are available to achieve 
this goal: one is cryptography, where the 
sender uses an encryption key to scramble 
the message, this scrambled message is 
transmitted through the insecure public 
channel, and the reconstruction of the 

original, unencrypted message is possible 
only if the receiver has the appropriate 
decryption key. The second method is 
steganography, where the secret message is 
embedded in another message. Using this 
technology even the fact that a secret is 
being transmitted has to be secret [2][3]. 

     Information hiding represents a class of 
process used to embed data into various 
forms of media such as image, audio, or 
text. 
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There are two types of information hiding 
the first one is steganography and the 
second is digital watermarking [4][5]. 

Steganography serves to hide secret 
messages in other messages. It's not 
intended to replace cryptography, but to 
supplement it. Hiding message with 
steganography reduces, the chance of a 
message being detected [6]. 

     A digital watermark is a digital signal, 
or pattern inserted, into a digital image. 
Since this signal or pattern is present, in the 
each unaltered copy of the image. The 
digital watermark may also serve as a 
digital signature for the copies [6]. 

2.   Related Studies 
     In 1992, Kurak and McHugh [7] 
suggested a new system in steganography 
called image downgrading which is a 
special case of substitution methods and 
there image acts as secret and cover. Given 
secret image and cover image same 
dimensions, sender must change the four 
least significant bits of cover image with 
four most significant bits of secret image. 

The receiver extracts the four significant 
bits of stego-cover, thereby gaining access 
to four most significant bits of secret image.  

     Zhao and Koch [8] are present another 
scheme of steganography techniques used 
for binary image (black and white), or in 
digitalized fax data. In which they divide 
binary image to rectangular image blocks, 
and calculate percentage of zero and ones in 
each block.  

     Another simple technique presented by 
Matsui and Tanaka [9], where it is used in 
fax binary images, because fax images used 
run length and Huffman for encoding 
images. They make use from RL technique 
in which all pixels comes after each other in 
a sequence manner, where a sequence of 
white pixels comes then followed by 
another sequence of black pixels, odd 
number of those sequences represent 1 and 
even numbers represent 0.  

     In the transform domain there are some 
other techniques can be listed as related 
works. Zhao and Koch [8] used DCT 
technique in steganography 

in which during embedding process sender 
split the cover image to 8x8 pixel blocks, 
each block encode one secret bit. Before 
communication started the sender and 
receiver agree previously on the location of 
two DCT coefficients which will be used in 
embedding process, comparison done 
between these two values, if we want to 
embed secret bit 1, we must check these 
two values the first one should be grater 
than second value if not we must swap their 
positions. Same thing for embedding 0, 

second point should be grater than first 
point if not swapping done.  

     Development done on previous DCT 
method by Zhao and Koch [10], in which 
they have used three points instead two 
points, for comparison. Hiding secret 1, 
p1>p2 and p1>p3; while for embedding 0, 
p1<p2 and p1<p3. This will give cover image 
higher robustness against attacks. 

3. Research Methodology 
     Instead of having just a look to previous 
steganography techniques, comparing, and 
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analyzing. The proposed stego-system 
intended to focus on three approaches: 
firstly; mixes two different frequency 
domains (DCT and DWT) for making it 
more imperceptible, robust, and secure. 
Secondly; variable lengths encoding based 
data embedding (use a special encoding for 
encrypting the data before embedding) to 
make the data recovery not possible by the 
third party. Thirdly; using YCbCr color 
space instead of RGB, and embedding the 
secret message in chrominance (Cb, Cr) 
parts only and without changing the 
luminance to increase the imperceptibility, 
because human eyes is more sensitive for 
luminosity of the color. 

4. Purpose and Contribution 
     The technique used in this paper allows 
hiding messages in different bitmap images. 
Robustness, importability, and capacity 
were the main characteristics optimized by 
using this technique. We designed a special 
software package called (YAD) for 
implementing the technique, also this 
software package was designed for 
implementing this techniques, it also can 
act as a benchmark for implementing other 
steganography techniques and make 
comparison between them. This was one of 
the main contribution made, hence we can 
make real comparison depending on the 
most important characteristics used in any 
steganography system. 

5. System Architecture 
     The system is made from two major 
parts; Embedding and Extraction process. 
The Embedding process hides the secret 
message inside the cover image and the 
result will be the stego-image. The other 

process is Extraction that extracts the 
embedded secret message from the stego-
image regarding some security issues. 

     Embedding the secret message goes 
through several processes, it begins with 
loading the image (because it uses the 
colored bitmap image, it loads the image in 
3D matrix with values Red, Green, and 
Blue that comes from decomposing the 
pixel values) and normalizing its 
dimensions based on the selected technique 
(DCT or DWT+DCT). 

     This step is done to make the image 
dimensions (width and height) fit the 
algorithm that transforms the image from 
spatial domain to frequency domain by 
taking the largest suitable part from the 
image and clipping the smallest improper 
extra pixels. 

     The next step is to convert the 
normalized image from RGB space into 
YCbCr color space. A color vector in RGB 
is converted by the following equations 
[11]: 

Y = 0.299 R + 0.587 G + 0.114 B   (1) 
Cb = 0.5 + (B – Y)/2                       (2) 
Cr = 0.5 + (G – Y)/2                       (3) 

     After normalizing the image dimensions 
and converting it to YCbCr color space, 
depending on selected technique; it goes to 
DCT block, if DCT is chosen, which takes 
the Discrete Cosine Transform of the 
normalized image pixel's matrix or to DWT 
block, if DWT+DCT is chosen, to take the 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (haar or 
Daubechies-4, based on the selection) and 
then to DCT block, by this it uses two 
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PP11   PP22      PP33

frequency domains to increase the 
imperceptibility and security level. 

     Now the image is in transform (or 
frequency) domain and it will be passed to 
Embedding block, here before explaining 
the Embedding block there are two other 
inputs for the proposed stego system which 
are the Secret Message (the desired text 
message to be hidden inside the cover 
image) and Stego Key (the key for security 
reason, it is required in the receiving side to 
extract the message, without this the second 
party can not recover the hidden secret 
message). 

     The Secret Message and Stego Key are 
comes from the user and they will be 
passed to "Variable Length Encoding 
Translation", using adaptive Huffman 
coding algorithm, for encoding them into 
the specific encoding translated code. Then 
they will be passed to the Payload Encoding 
block, which encodes the payload (payload 
holds the encapsulation of  the whole data; 
Stego system ID, Length of the secret 
message, Stego Key, Used Technique, 
Selected Quarter(s), and the Secret Message 
itself). The impact and the importance of 
the Payload will be seen in Extraction 
Process. 
     The Embedding block embeds the 
payload into the frequency transformed 
image matrix. After that, the recreation of 
the image will take place by taking the 
IDCT (Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform), 
after this if  "DWT+DCT" was chosen it 
will go to IDWT (Inverse Discrete Wavelet 
Transform – haar or Daubechies-4 based on 
the selection). Now the image matrix is in 
spatial domain and the dimensions needs to 

be restored to the original (cover Image) 
dimensions; by passing it to "Restore Image 
Dimensions" block, this is done to make the 
Stego image (the image that contains the 
secret message) exactly looks like the 
Cover Image. 

     The technique extracts the secret 
message without using the Cover-image, it 
is a blind stego system. Off course the 
stego-key should be shared between the 
first and second party to be used in 
embedding and extraction process. 

6.   Embedding Procedure 
This procedure embeds the encoded 

payload, which is a stream of bytes, into the 
array of 8x8 DCT coefficients. It works in 
bit-level, because the payload encoded in 
bytes before, and there is a variance in 
embedding the payload bytes. 

Embedding is done by inserting each 
two bits of the payload in one 8x8 block, 
which selects three points from it which are 
P1 = X7,5 , P2 = X7,6, and P3 = X7,7 as shown 
in Table (1). The selection of points are 
done carefully, here it focuses on the 
imperceptibility which is the most 
important property of any steganography 
systems, and therefore it selects the points 
from the highest frequency elements X7,5, 
X7,6 and X7,7. 

Table 1, An 8x8 block DCT coefficients, 
showing P1, P2, and P3 

X0,0 X0,1 X0,2 X0,3 X0,4 X0,5 X0,6 X0,7 
X1,0 X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 X1,4 X1,5 X1,6  X1,7  

X2,0 X2,1 X2,2 X2,3 X2,4 X2,5 X2,6 X2,7 

X3,0 X3,1 X3,2 X3,3 X3,4 X3,5 X3,6 X3,7 

X4,0 X4,1 X4,2 X4,3 X4,4 X4,5 X4,6  X4,7  

X5,0 X5,1 X5,2 X5,3 X5,4 X5,5 X5,6 X5,7 

X6,0 X6,1 X6,2 X6,3 X6,4 X6,5 X6,6 X6,7 

X7,0 X7,1 X7,2 X7,3 X7,4 X7,5 X7,6 X7,0 
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     After selecting these three points for 
embedding two bits of the secret message, 
in any 8x8 block of DCT coefficients, by 
this the capacity of the cover image can be 
increased twice, as shown in table (2).  

Table 2, Three point embedding method 

Points expression Embedded bit 
values 

P1 < P2 < p3 00 
P1 < P2 > p3 01 
P1 > P2 < p3 10 
P1 > P2 > p3 11 

7.   Experiment Results  
    The experiments implemented using 
special software package, this package have 
been developed specially for this new 
technique. The software  developed using 
Microsoft J# 2005 Express Edition, which it 
produce more flexible for this work in the 
designing a GUI for the application, and it 
is fast enough since most of the image 
processing program needs a long time for 
execution. 

     The experiments done on Lena image, 
the image is colour bitmap 512x512 pixels, 
and the size of 768 KB. 

     Figure (1) shows the graph representing 
the maximum capacity (measured by 
characters) for the techniques used in the 
approach. The frequency domain 
embedding suffers from having a low 
capacity; for example in DCT we can 
embed one bit in 64-pixels (8x8), but there 
is some improvement in our approach 
which is the use of variable length encoding 
based encoding, which reduces the number 
of bits (less than 8 bits) used for 

representing a character, and embedding the 
message in two layers (CbCr). 

     Because of getting a high 
imperceptibility in the stego images [11], 
and found that there is no noticeable 
distortion at all; that is why the results are: 
MSE  0 and peak signal to noise ratio 
PSNR  128 db and the file size remains 
the same. Another way used for showing 
the difference between the stego and the 
original image, which is the Bit difference; 
or the number of bits changed by the 
embedding process. Figure (2) shows the 
chart of comparing the Bit Difference 
between the original and stego image after 
embedding the secret message for the 
different techniques used. 
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Figure (1) Capacity in characters for the 
techniques used. 
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Figure (2) The bit difference between original 
and stego image 

     The execution of embedding programs 
usually take a long time, this notation is 
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very clear to proficient persons whom 
working in information hiding, because of 
the big amount processes done in those 
programs; here some improvements are 
done in our approach and these results are 
obtained. Figure (3) shows a graph for the 
time required in various techniques used for 
the hardware environment mentioned above 
in this section. 
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Figure (4) The time required for various 

techniques used. 

8.   Conclusion and Future Works 
In this paper a stego system is proposed 

for image steganography with multiple 
frequency domains using YCbCr color 
space, which increased the imperceptibility 
and robustness as well. Another advanced 
feature of this work is the use of variable 
length encoding (Huffman Encoding) 
dictionary translation code for characters of 
the secret message to improve the security 
issue and encrypting the secret message 
before embedding.  

     The proposed stego system works on 
lossless compressed images with Bitmap 
image files. We can summarize the 
conclusions as follow: 

- There are no noticeable changes between 
cover and stego images' luminosity 
histogram, this is in worst case. 

- BER  0 for all experimental results; the 
embedded secret message 100% recovered 
(extracted) from the stego-image without 
any errors or changes, which is a challenge 
in frequency domain data embedding 
because of looses and rounding processes 
of values in transformation process. 

- The use of fixed difference between the 
selected points for embedding (DCT and 
DWT (Daub-4) + DCT is 4, and for DWT 
(Haar) + DCT is 9), which gives many 
advantages over the use of maximum 
threshold; which is widely used in 
steganography with DCT. Because it needs 
less time for embedding and it has less 
distortion in stego-image 

- Haar wavelet is simpler to implement and 
dealing with than the Daubachies-4, but 
Daubechies-4 is better to use in wavelet 
transform steganography, because it has 
less looses of coefficient values in 
transform and inverse transform processes.  

- All techniques of the proposed system are 
imperceptible enough regarding the two 
parameters; MSE  0 and PSNR  128 
db, and also by having the same image file 
size (KB) and dimensions (pixels) for the 
cover and stego images. 

- The DWT (Daub-4) + DCT has the 
minimum bit difference (maximum 
imperceptibility), then DCT only technique 
comes with higher bit difference, and then 
DWT (Haar) + DCT comes with highest bit 
difference except the (HH) quarter selection 
which has lower bit difference than DCT 
only technique. 

- The bit difference in both DWT + DCT 
techniques (Haar and Daub-4) increases 
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with selecting more quarters (if filled), and 
(HH) filter band has the minimum bit 
difference then LH comes and then HL. 

- The bit difference increases with the 
message size; the longer secret message has 
the higher bit difference. 

- The DCT only has the maximum capacity, 
and then DWT + DCT technique comes 
with lower capacity. 

- In DWT + DCT techniques (Haar and 
Daub-4), the more quarter selection gives 
more capacity; three quarters gives the 
highest capacity, then two quarters come 
with lower capacity, and then one quarter 
comes with lowest capacity. 

- The capacity is improved by 1.333 
comparing with traditional embedding 
systems, by encoding each character of the 
secret message with 6-bits.  Also the 
capacity is improved by removing the white 
space in the secret message done by the 
dictionary and by embedding the secret 
message in three layers RGB of the pixel 
values. 

- The use of stego-key made the proposed 
stego-system be more secure; no secret 
message can be recovered in stego image if 
the key is not given correctly. 

- The proposed stego-system involves with 
the high security by using a special 
dictionary for encoding the secret message 
characters; it encrypts the secret message 
before embedding. 

- Regarding the capacity, the DCT only 
technique has the lowest embedding/ 
extraction duration time, then DWT (Daub-
4) + DCT comes with a lower embedding/ 

extraction duration time, and then DWT 
(Haar) + DCT comes with highest 
embedding/extraction duration time. And 
regardless to the capacity, the sequence 
from lowest to highest embedding/ 
extraction time is; DWT (Daub-4) + DCT, 
DCT only, and then DWT (Haar) + DCT. 

- In DWT + DCT techniques (Haar and 
Daub-4), the embedding/ extraction 
duration time increases with the number of 
selected quarters. 

- The embedding/ extraction duration time 
is increases with the secret message size; 
the longer message results the higher 
embedding/ extraction duration time. 

- A more robust embedding process can be 
done by choosing the medium frequency 
filter bands (HL, LH, HL+LH) in both 
DWT (Haar) + DCT and DWT (Daub-4) + 
DCT techniques; embedding in medium 
frequency filter bands are more robust than 
the high frequency filter band (HH). 

     As an ideas for future works, we can 
apply the same idea on other lossless 
compressed image files and videos as well. 

     We can go through using the same 
proposed system as watermarking system 
by a small change; selecting the chosen 
points from medium frequencies in the 8x8 
block of the DCT coefficients to increase 
the robustness, as it is the most important 
property of any watermark system. 

     Finally by providing the DWT with 
more than one stage, like 2 or 3-stage 
DWT, for increasing the capacity. 
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Abstract 

Automatic speech recognition by computers is a process where speech signals such as 

Arabic speech are automatically converted into the corresponding sequence of words in 

text. With recent advances, speech recognizers based upon hidden Markov models (HMM) 

have achieved a high level of performance in controlled environments. Neural Network 

algorithms such as Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) are 

also used in several applications that are used for complex pattern-classifications.  

In this paper, we attempt to develop a recognition system for Arabic speech using 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) and A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (as another method that 

use Back-Propagation algorithm) to recognize isolated Arabic speech to support 

applications that involve the use of isolated words. 

1. Introduction  

Speech recognition is the process of 

converting acoustic signals, captured by a 

microphone or a telephone, to a set of 

words. The recognized words can be the 

final results, as for applications such as 

commands and control, data entry, etc. 

They can also serve as the input to further 

linguistic processing in order to achieve 

speech understanding.  

Many aspects of Arabic, speech such as 

the phonology and the syntax, do not 

present problems for automatic speech 

recognition. Standard, language-

independent techniques for acoustic and 

pronunciation modeling, such as context-

dependent phones, can easily be applied to 

model the acoustic-phonetic properties of 

Arabic. Some aspects of recognizer training 

are even easier than in other languages, in 

particular the task of constructing a 

pronunciation lexicon since there is a nearly 

one-to-one letter-to-phone correspondence. 

The most difficult problems in 

developing high-accuracy speech 

recognition systems for Arabic are the 
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predominance of non-diacritized text 

material, the enormous dialectal variety, 

and the morphological complexity. 

Speech recognition system can be 

characterized into two categories; isolated-

word speech recognition and continuous 

speech recognition. 

1.1. Isolated Word Recognition 

This is the simplest speech recognition 

mode and the less greedy in terms of CPU 

requirement. Each word is surrounded by a 

silence so that word boundaries are well 

known. The system does not need to find 

the beginning and the end of each word in a 

sentence. The word is compared to a list of 

words model, and the model with the 

highest score is retained by the system.  

1.2. Continuous Speech Recognition 

Continuous speech recognition is much 

more natural and user-friendly. It assumes 

the computer is able to recognize a 

sequence of words in a sentence. But this 

mode requires much more CPU and 

memory, and the recognition accuracy is 

really inferior compared with the preceding 

mode. Continuous speech recognition is 

more difficult than isolated word 

recognition because of some explanations 

such as: 

 Speaker‟s pronunciation is less 

careful. 

 Speaking rate is less constant. 

 Word boundaries are not 

necessarily clear.  

 There is more variation in stress 

and intonation (interaction between 

vocal tract and excitation).  

2. Speech Recognition Techniques 

Speech recognition is tackled in 

different approaches recently. One of the 

useful approach or technique is Neural 

Network algorithms such as Radial Basis 

Function (RBF) and Multi-Layer 

Perceptron (MLP).  Some approaches use 

these techniques together to produce high 

performance systems [1].  

An NN is configured for a specific 

application, such as pattern recognition, 

data classification, identification, speech, 

vision and control systems through a 

learning process [2, 3]. RBF networks have 

been successfully applied to a large 

diversity of applications including 

interpolation [4, 5], chaotic time-series 

modeling [6], system identification, control 

engineering [7], electronic device parameter 

modeling, channel equalization [8-10], 

speech recognition [9, 11], image 

restoration [12], shape-from-shading [13], 

3-d object modeling [5, 14], motion 

estimation and moving object segmentation 

[15], data fusion [16], etc. 

33..  Speech Recognition System  

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a 

typical speech recognition system. First, 

feature vectors are extracted from a speech 

waveform, achieved through modeling the 

human vocal tract using linear predictive 

coding (LPC), which is then converted to 

the more robust spectral coefficients. 
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The second stage of the design is to 

train the system for different utterances of 

the words in the vocabulary set. These 

utterances should constitute a good sample 

set of the various conditions and situations 

in which the word may be uttered. 

This training was implemented using 

the Radial Basis Function (RBF), and the 

Back-propagation algorithm with 

momentum and variable learning rate. The 

system was tested under different 

conditions: noisy and clean environments. 

Figure 1: A speech recognition system. 

3.1. Feature Extraction 

Feature vectors are extracted from 

speech waveforms. A feature vector is 

usually computed from a window of speech 

signals (10, 20 ms) in every short time 

interval (about 10 ms). An utterance is 

represented as a sequence of these feature 

vectors. 

One technique of feature extraction in 

speech recognition employs the Linear 

Predictive Coding (LPC). The basic steps in 

applying this technique include the 

following: 

a) Pre-emphasis 

In general, the digitized speech 

waveform has a high dynamic range and 

suffers from additive noise. An example of 

such a waveform to the Arabic word 

„Bahar‟ (Sea in English) that is shown in 

Figure 2(a). In order to reduce this range 

pre-emphasis is applied. By pre-emphasis 

[17], we imply the application of a high 

pass filter, which is usually a first-order 

FIR of the form:  

             Where          
 (1) 

The pre-emphasizer is implemented as a 

fixed-coefficient filter or as an adaptive 

one, where the coefficient a is adjusted with 

time according to the autocorrelation values 

of the speech, (a = 0.96 in our work).  
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(a) Before pre-emphasis and endpoint detection. (b) After pre-emphasis and endpoint detection. 

Figure 2: Speech Waveform of the word „Bahar‟. 

The pre-emphasizer has the effect of 

spectral flattening which renders the signal 

less susceptible to finite precision effects 

(such as overflow and underflow) in any 

subsequent processing of the signal. The 

pre-emphasizer is applied and shown in 

Figure 2(b). 

b) Endpoints detection 

The goal of endpoint detection is to 

isolate the word to be detected from the 

background noise. It is necessary to trim the 

word utterance to its tightest limits, in order 

to avoid errors in the modeling of 

subsequent utterances of the same word. As 

we can see from Figure 2(a), a threshold 

has been applied at both ends of the 

waveform.  

c) Frame blocking 

Since the vocal tract moves 

mechanically slowly, speech can be 

assumed to be a random process with 

slowly varying properties [17]. Hence, the 

speech is divided into overlapping frames 

of 20ms every 10ms (pre-imphaiszed 

speech signal is blocked into frames of N 

samples). The speech signal is assumed to 

be stationary over each frame and this 

property will prove useful in the following 

steps. 

d) Windowing 

To minimize the discontinuity of a 

signal at the beginning and end of each 

frame, we window each frame to increase 

the correlation of the linear predictive 

coding (LPC) spectral estimates between 

consecutive frames [17]. 

The windowing tapers the signal to zero 

at the beginning and end of each frame. A 

typical LPC window is the Hamming 

window of the form: 

                  
   

   
  (2) 

Where         

3.2. LPC analysis 

The LPC coefficients ia are the 

coefficients of the all pass transfer function 

H(z) modeling the vocal tract, and the order 

of the LPC, p, is also the order of H(z) 

defined as:  

     
 

      
   

   

 (3)

  

A drawback of LPC estimates is their 

high sensitivity to quantization noise. 

Spectral coefficients, which can be derived 
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from the LPC coefficients, have lower 

susceptibility to noise, and were adopted 

instead. 

To decrease the sensitivity of high-order 

and low-order spectral coefficients to noise, 

the obtained spectral coefficients are 

multiplied by an appropriate weighting 

which is a window with the following 

equation: 

      
 

 
    

  

 
              (4) 

This results in what is known as the 

weighted spectral coefficients [17]. 

Figure 3a illustrates clearly weights 

spectral representation, by LPC. The plots 

represent the weighted spectral coefficients 

generated from utterance word “fatah” for 

one speaker 20 times. We observe from the 

figure the little variation between the 

extracted spectral coefficients for the 20 

utterances. Figure 3b presents the weighted 

spectral coefficients generated from 

utterance word “fatah” one times, for 12 

variant speakers. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: Utterances of the word “fatah”; (a) one speaker 20 times, (b) 12 speakers one at a time. 

4. Experimental Results 

In this paper, the Radial Basis Function 

(RBF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

transformations are applied to discrete 

speech recognition. The effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithms is quantified through 

experimental measurements using a set of 

Arabic words collected from a number of 

native speakers. 

4.1. Details of the recorded set of wards 

The recorded words are divided into 

three groups, as shown in Table 1. The first 

group consists of four general words that 

are clearly different in sound. The second 

group consists of four words. These words 

in turn consist of four pairs of words. Each 

pair of words sounds similar. Those are 

chosen to be used to test the strength of the 

recognition system.  

The third and last group contains six 

words chosen as commands to instruct the 

operating system to carry out some 

common tasks such as those used in 

windows applications.  
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Table 1: Words recorded and used to train and test 

the classifiers. 

N
o

 

W
o

rd
 in

 

A
ra

b
ic 

U
tter

ed
 

M
ea

n
in

g
 

G
ro

u
p

 

 Bahar Sea بحر .1

1 
 Shams Sun شمس .2

 Ard Earth أرض .3

 Sama Sky سماء .4

 Sahar سَحر .5
Before 

dawn 

2 
 Hams Whisper همــس .6

 Aard View عــرض .7

 Nedaa Call نداء .8

 Fatah Open فتح .9

3 

 Eghlak Close إغلاق .10

 Tahdeed Select تحديد .11

 Nasak Copy نسخ .12

 Lask Past لــصق .13

 Taheer Edit تحرير .01
 

Each selected group of words was 

recorded by four male and eight female 

speakers. Each word was uttered 20 times 

by each speaker, to produce a total of 280 

samples from each word. The speakers‟ age 

ranges from 17 to 45 years as shown Table 

2. 

Table 2: Users recorded the words. 

Speaker 

No 
Gender Age 

Recording 

Background 

1. Male 17 Noisy 

2. Female 20 Noisy 

3. Female 20 Noisy 

4. Female 22 Noisy 

5. Female 24 Noisy  

6. Female 24 Quiet 

7. Female 24 Noisy 

8. Male 27 Quiet 

9. Female 26 Quiet 

10. Female 32 Quiet  

11 Female 32 Noisy 

12. Male 33 Noisy 

13. Male 38 Quiet 

14. Female 45 Noisy 
 

From Table 2 it is clear that there is 

deference between age and gender of 

speakers, in order to obtain different voice 

frequencies, and to extend the possibility of 

using the system by different users. 

The previously mentioned 14 words 

uttered by speakers in two situations. In the 

first situation, speakers uttered these words 

in quiet environment (without noise). In the 

second situation, speakers uttered these 

words in a noisy environment as indicated 

in Table 2. 

After that, the features of each word 

were obtained by using Linear Predictive 
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Coding (LPC) algorithm. The Radial Basis 

function (RBF) and the Multi-Layer 

Perceptron (MLP) were used to recognize 

these words. 

A Logistic activation function was 

applied and mean squared error (MSE) 

function was obtained, for all words during 

both the training and testing faces of this 

process. The mean square error (MSE) 

function was obtained according to the 

following equation: 

  
 

 
                            (5) 

Data samples are divided into two parts. 

The first part is used for training, and 

second part is used for testing, as shown in 

the following section. 

4.2. The words in quiet environment 

(without noise) 

All 14 words were uttered by speakers 

(1, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Table 2) in a quiet 

environment (without noise). Each word 

was uttered 20 times by each speaker which 

gives a total of 1400 samples. Radial Basis 

(RBF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

were applied to classify these words 

according to their groups shown in Table 1. 

The classification results were as follows.  

a) Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

When we used the Radial Basis function 

(RBF) to recognize the first group of words 

indicated by the 2
nd

 column of Table 3, we 

obtained a good recognition rate of 93.5%. 

That was because these words are clearly 

different in sound from each other. 

When we added the words of the second 

group that are sound similar, the 

recognition rate dropped to 82% as shown 

in the 3
rd

 column of Table 3. 

Table 3: Recognition rate of words uttered in quiet environment, by RBF. 

Group of words 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 400 800 600 1400 

Train 200 600 400 400 

Test 200 300 200 1000 

Classified 93.5% 82% 90.5% 74.2% 

Misclassified 6.95% 4.5% 2.5% 2.6% 

Rejected 0.0% 13.5% 7.0% 23.2% 

MSE 0.129 0.167 0.128 0.201 

 

Using the third group of words that 

contains command words we obtained a 

better recognition rate of 90.5% as 

indicated in the 4
th

 column of Table 3. 

Using a mix of words from the three 

groups in both training and testing faces, 

we obtained an overall recognition rate of 

74.2%. 

b) Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

Using Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), the 

recognition rates were lower in all groups 

as shown in Table 4 
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The overall recognition rate is 28.14% 

compared to 74.2% obtained by the Radial 

basis function (RBF), particularly the rate 

of misclassification is about 12 times higher 

in (MLP) than (RBF). 

Table 4: Recognition rate of words uttered in quiet environment, by MLP. 

Group of words 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 400 800 600 1400 

Train 200 400 300 700 

Test 200 400 300 700 

Classified 72% 35% 59.3% 28.14% 

Misclassified 16.5% 45% 22.3% 13.57% 

Rejected 11.5% 20.0% 18.3% 58.28% 

MSE 0.149 0.242 0.186 0.222 

4.3. The words in noisy environment 

All 14 words were uttered by speakers 

(8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) in a noisy 

environment. Each word was uttered 20 

times for each speaker, a total of 1400 

features were obtained. Radial Basis (RBF) 

and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) were 

applied to classify these words. 

a) Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

Comparing the results shown in Table 3 

to the results shown in Table 5, we note that 

the background noise has little effect on the 

recognition of these words. This is due to 

the use of LPC algorithm. Figure 4 shows a 

comparison between the recognition rate of 

the sample words uttered by 5 speakers in 

quiet and noisy environment.  

Table 5: Recognition rate of words uttered in noisy environment, by RBF. 

Group of words 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 400 800 600 1400 

Train 200 600 400 400 

Test 200 300 200 1000 

Classified 89% 82.67% 86% 72.2% 

Misclassified 3.5% 1.67% 3.0% 1.7% 

Rejected 7.5% 15.67% 11.0% 26.1% 

MSE 0.126 0.143 0.127 0.1.54 
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Figure 4: Comparing results to show the effect of noise on the recognition rate. 

b) Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

Table 6: Recognition rate of words uttered in noisy environment, by MLP. 

Group of words 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 400 800 600 1400 

Train 200 400 300 700 

Test 200 400 300 700 

Classified 51.5% 27% 51% 14.29% 

Misclassified 31% 23.25% 13.67% 8.86% 

Rejected 17.5% 49.75% 35.33% 76.86% 

MSE 0.172 0.230 0.180 0.227 

 

4.4. Mixing words (recorded in quiet and 

noisy environments) 

All 14 words uttered by all speakers (1, 

2, 3, …, 14) in quiet and noisy 

environments. Each word was uttered 20 

times by each speaker. This produced a 

total of 3920 samples. The features of these 

samples were used to train and test both 

RBF and MLP classifiers. 

a) Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

We note from Tables 3, 5, 7 and Figure 

5 that the recognition results are very close, 

even though the difference between the 

numbers of samples is large. This was due 

to the ability of the LPC algorithm to 

eliminate the background noise. 
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Table 7: Recognition rate of words uttered in quiet and noisy environment, by RBF. 

Group of wards 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 1120 2140 1680 3920 

Train 560 1070 840 2920 

Test 560 1070 840 1000 

Classified 86% 72.6% 82.38% 68.2% 

Misclassified 8.04% 6.45% 4.52% 2.9% 

Rejected 5.89% 20.93% 13.1% 28.9% 

MSE 0.203 0.376 0.264 0.177 

 
Figure 5: Comparing results between words uttered in variant environments.

b) Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

The recognition rate obtained by the 

Multi-Layer perceptron (MLP) classifier 

was very much lower than that obtained by 

the Radial Basis Function (RBF). 

 

Table 8: The Recognition rate of words uttered in quiet and noisy environment, by MLP. 

Group of words 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 1220 2140 1680 3800 

Train 620 1140 1000 2800 

Test 500 1000 680 1000 

Classified 70.2% 26.3% 39.56% 23.7% 

Misclassified 20% 24.7% 28.68% 14.6% 

Rejected 9.8% 49% 31.76% 61.7% 

MSE 0.178 0.218 0.105 0.227 
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4.5. Important Results 

A very important result is produced when 

choosing one or two speakers randomly for 

testing without including any sample in the 

training set. The obtained results were very 

close to those obtained by including some 

samples from these speakers in the training 

set, as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Results obtained by choosing samples from one or two speakers that are not included in the 

training set. 

Table 9 and Table 10 show the results 

obtained by testing the system by samples 

from one speaker and two speakers 

respectively that were not included in the 

training set.  

Table 9: The results for one speaker that is not included in the training set, by RBF. 

Group of wards 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 1120 2140 1680 3800 

Train 

(13 speakers) 
1040 1980 1560 3520 

Test  

(1 Speaker) 
80 160 120 280 

Classified 91.2% 75.6% 82.5% 62.5% 

Misclassified 2.6% 5.1% 5% 5% 

Rejected 6.2% 19.3% 12.5% 32.5% 

MSE 0.128 0.173 0.143 0.213 
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Table 10: The results for two speakers that are not included in the training set, by RBF. 

Group of wards 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  

No. of 

Data 

Samples 

Total 1120 2140 1680 3800 

Train 

(12 speakers) 
690 1820 1440 3240 

Test  

(2 Speakers) 
160 320 240 560 

Classified 89.3% 73.1% 85.8% 60.5% 

Misclassified 3.9% 6.6% 3.4% 4.7% 

Rejected 6.8% 20.3% 10.8% 34.8% 

MSE 0.137 0.173 0.143 0.216 

 

4.6. Further discussions 

There were some words that were 

misclassified with other words. This was 

due to the following reasons: 

1- Some words are similar in sound, 

for example: (Bahar, Sahar), (Ard, 

Aard), (Shams, Hams), and (Sama, 

Nedaa). This similarity can be 

deduced from Figure 7, which 

shows a plot of features of words 

(Bahar, Sahar). 

 

Figure 7: Similarity between words (Bahar, Sahar). 

 

2- Some words are not similar in 

sound, but the product of the 

feature vector by weights vector, 

during the process of testing gives 

same result. For example words 

(fatah, Eghlak) as shown in Figure 

8. 
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Figure 8: Similarity betwee the product of the features vector by weights vector for words for words (Fatah, 

Eghlak), uttered by one speaker. 

3- In some cases the words are not 

similar in the sound but the feature 

vectors of these words produced 

by the LPC are very close, for 

example (sama, Nasak), as shown 

in Figure 9.   
 

 

Figure 9: Similarity between the features vectors produced by LPC for the words (Sama, Nasak) uttered by 

one speaker. 

5. Conclusion  

Speech recognition is a challenging 

issue for most languages, and Arabic 

language is no exception. 

In this paper, we applied a speech 

recognition to isolated Arabic words. 

Several samples from these words are 

recorded by many speakers both with and 

without background noise. 

The features of these words are obtained 

by the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 

algorithm. These features are then input to 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Multi 

Layer Perceptron (MLP) algorithms for 

recognition. The recognition results 

obtained from these algorithms are 

analyzed and compared. Both results were 

adequate but the results produced by Basis 

Function (RBF) algorithm were very much 

better than those produced by Multi Layer 

Perceptron (MLP) algorithm. 

Furthermore, a good result is obtained 

when the recognition system is tested with 
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some samples of speech that were not 

included in the training stage. 
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Approximating a Long-Tail Covariance Distribution by a Finite 
Mixture of Exponentials Functions 

Rajab Faraj 
Computer Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, Al-Fatah University 

Email: frajab@lttnet.net 

Abstract 
The goal is to approximating a long-tail covariance distribution by a finite mixture of 

exponentials over shorter time scales. That is, we approximate a non-exponential function 
with a sum of exponential terms that we can easily deal with. The quality of the 
approximation is based on goodness of fit of the approximation by comparing the 
covariance function of the model with that of the data. 

In this paper, we will use classes of heterogeneous ON-OFF sources to match video 
conferencing data. This is based on matching the total covariance of the heterogeneous 
sources to the real data. The covariance of the heterogeneous sources is composed of 
different exponential functions, while in the homogenous case it is just one exponential. 
The matching is very attractive, because as we will see for a small number of ON-OFF 
sources it is possible to get good results for the probability of loss and mean queue length. 
Moreover, the small number of parameters makes the analysis in finding the covariance and 
the parameters of the sources simple. 

We used a well known algorithm (Feldman algorithm) for approximating a long-tail 
covariance function by a finite mixture of exponentials. However, previous work used the 
algorithm to fit probability distribution. Our technique is simpler. The matching of the 
covariance and for the real data to the traffic generated is quite good. The prediction of the 
queuing performance such as the probability of loss and mean queue length for video 
conferencing traffic is fair. 

Key words: Probability and Stochastic Process, Queuing Theory, ATM. 

1. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL  
In this section we consider independent 

classes of ON-OFF sources, let Ni (i= 1, 2, 
….. m) denote the number of sources in 
class i to model long-range dependence 

traffic such as video [1,3,11]. Within a class 
the sources are identical and independent. 
In this model, for the ith class, packets are 
generated during talk spurts which are the 
ON state, and no packets are generated 
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during the OFF state. The times spent in the 
ON and OFF states are exponentially 
distributed with means 1/βi and 1/αi , i= 1, 
2, ….. m, respectively. When the source is 
in the ON state it generates data at rate of Ri 
, i= 1, 2, ….. m. 

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM) multiplexer consists of a server 
transmitting cells at a specified line rate and 
a buffer whose size is determined by the 
delay constraints on cell transmission. Cells 
arrive at the multiplexer from a number Ni 
(i= 1, 2,… m )  of sources.  

Let us consider a 3-class model. The 
basic idea of the 3-class model is that there 
are three time frames for transitions: short 

term, medium term and long term, 
respectively. The transition rates are such 
that α1>> α2 …….>>  αm and β1 >> β2 
.......>> βm, where for our model we have m 
= 3, so that the shorter the time frame, the 
more rapid the transition.  

Let [n1 n2 … ni…nm ; u] be the state with 
ni source in class i ON and the buffer 
content does not exceed u and 

)(........21
up

mi nnnn be its equilibrium 
probability. Packets are served at a rate of C 
packets per time unit. We utilize the fluid 
flow approximation [2,15], which has 
shown much promise in the analysis of 
ATM networks. Similarly to [2] we have 
the following: 

( )

( ){ } ( )
1 1

......( ) 1 .... ..( )1

....... ........( ) 1 .... ..( )1

mm

i i i i i
i ii

i i i i i i i
i i

R n

n

dp uC N n uP ndu
N n u n uP Pn n

α

α β β
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

+

− = − + −∑ −

− + + +

∑  (1) 

We express Equation (1) in the following 
familiar matrix form, 

( ) ( )dp uD p u M
du

=  (2) 

Where D is an (N1+ 1)×....× (Nm+1) 
diagonal matrix, M is (N1+ 1)×....× (Nm+ 1) 
infinitesimal generator matrix and p(u) is a 
vector equal to 
[ )(0......00 up ........., )(........21

up
mnnn ]. 

In the next section, we introduce the 
covariance function of Equation (2), which 
will be used to derive the parameters that 
characterize the independent m class ON-
OFF sources. That is, the parameters 
determination is based on second order 
statistics.  

2. MODEL PARAMETER 
DETERMINATION 
Our work is based on finding the total 

covariance of the independent m classes N1, 
N2, ....,Nm  heterogeneous ON-OFF source 
model. Then by matching to the real data 
[7,8,12].we find out the parameters that 
characterize the ON-OFF sources by 
adapting the Feldman algorithm to the 
fitting of the covariance [4]. We may view 
this algorithm as analogous to Gram-
Schmidth orthogonalization over the time 
axis. The goal is to approximating a long-
tail covariance distribution by a finite 
mixture of exponentials over shorter time 
scales. That is, we approximate a non-
exponential function with a sum of 
exponential terms that we can easily deal 
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with. The quality of the approximation is 
based on goodness of fit of the 
approximation by comparing the covariance 
function of the model with that of the data. 

The covariance CO of the number of 
packets of a long-tail process as a function 
of the lag k and the Hurst parameter H 
[3,9,10] behaves asymptotically as: 

2 2( ) ~ HCO k k −  (3) 

The covariance function given by Equation 
(3) decays hyperbolically (obeying some 
power law) as the lag k increases rather 
than exponentially, where k is the lag and H 
is the Hurst parameter.  

The covariance COV (τ) of independent m 
class ON-OFF sources described by 
Equation (2) is simply given by:  

2 ( )
( )

21 ( )

m R i i iC O V eNi ii
i i i

τβα
τ α β

βα

− +
= ∑

= +

 (4) 

Applying the additivity property to 
Equation 4, we find for the mean μ, 

 

1 ( )

m
i i i

i i i

N Rαμ
α β=

=
+∑  (5) 

 
And for the variance Var, 

 
2

21 ( )

m ii ii

i i i

N RVar βα

α β=
∑

+
=  (6) 

Let, 

,i i iλ α β= +  i=1,2,………….m (7) 
2

2 ,i
i i i i

i

Rk Nα β
λ

=  (8) 

Substitute Equation (7) and Equation (8) 
into Equation (4) and assume that frames 
are generated at rate of f frames /sec: 

1 2

1 2 1
( ) e e e e........

m
m

m i

i
f f f fCOV ik k k k
λ τ λ τ λ τ λ τ

τ
=

− − − −

= + + + = ∑  (9) 

Equation (9) is a finite mixture of 
exponentials that approximate the long-tail 
distribution function given by Equation (3). 
The idea is to approximate Equation (3) by 
Equation (9), because performance models 
with component long-tail distributions tend 
to be difficult to analyze. 
As can be seen from Equation (9) we have 
2m unknowns and therefore we need 2m 

Equations to find them. Since the 
covariance is composed of exponential 
components λ1, λ2, ...., λm, and m arguments 
K1, K2, ....Km, we match at the quantiles: 0 < 
c1 < c2 < ..... < cm , which represent how 
many classes that we have. For example, 
for two classes we have two quantiles c1 ,c2 
and for three classes we have three 
quantiles c1 ,c2 ,c3 and so on. In order to 
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solve 2m Equations to find the 2m 
unknowns, let b be a scaling factor such 
that  1 <  b  < (ci + 1) /ci  for all i ;  e.g., we 
could have b=4, ci =10 (i-1) c1 for . 2 ≤ i ≤ m. 

12

3

1

2 ....
−

==
m

m

c
c

c
c

c
c . See figure 4 for the 

three source case. 

 
Figure (4) Illustration of how to choose the 

quantiles c1 ,c2 ,c3 and the 
Scaling factor b (c1 =1,c2 =10,c3 =100,b=4) 

Given the real data and using the 
technique in [4] we can obtain the exponential 
components λ1, λ2, ..., λm and the 
arguments K1, K2, ....Km  in reverse order by 
finding first λm and Km and then λm-1 and Km-

1 so on until we find λ1 and K1. From 
Equation (7) λ1>> λ2 >> …. >>λm. 
Therefore, at the quantiles cm and bcm, only 
the terms of the covariance that have 

argument λm count and those terms of 
covariance that have arguments 
λm-1, λm-2, ...., λ1 are negligibly small.  

Therefore, 

( )
m m

m m

c
fCOV ec k

λ−

=

 (10)
And 

( )
bcm m

fem mCOV bc k
λ−

=  (11) 

From Equations (10) and (11), we find the 
two unknowns λm and Km. 

Now we proceed to find the other two 
unknowns λm-1 and Km-1 at the quantiles cm-1 
and bcm-1. In this case only the terms of the 
covariance that have argument λm-1 and λm 
count and the terms of the covariance that 
have arguments λm-2, λm-3, ...., λ1 are 
negligibly small. 

1 11

1 1( )
m mm m

m m mc
c c

f fC O V e ek k
λ λ− −− −−

− −= +  (12) 
11 1

1 1( )
m mm m

m m mb c
b c b c
f fC O V e ek k

λ λ− − −− −

− −= +  (13) 

where λm and Km.are already known from 
Equations (10) and (11). 

Given λm , Km. λm-1 and Km-1 we find the next 
two unknowns λm-2 and Km-2 at the quantiles 
cm-2 and bcm-2 , 

2 2 21 2

2 1 2( )
m m mm m m

m m m mc
c c c

f f fCOV e e ek k k
λ λ λ− − −− − −− −

− − −+= +  (14) 
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1 22 2 2

2 1 2( )
m m mm m m

m m m mbc
bc bc bc
f f fCOV e e ek k k

λ λ λ− − −− −− − −

− − −+= +  (15) 
And so on until we end up with the last two 
unknown’s λ1 and K1. 

The final step is to find the parameters 
that characterize the ON-OFF sources i.e, α1, 
β1, R1; α2 , β2, R2; .....; αm, βm , Rm . We have a 
system of 3m (where m  is the number of 
classes and the factor 3 comes from the fact 
that each source has 3 parameters to be 
determined) parameters to be calculated, 
however we have in hand only 2m known 
factors (λ1, k1; λ2,, k2;......; λm, km ). The basic 
property of our model is given in section 1, 
where the transitions rates are assumed to be 
such that α1>> α2 …….>>  αm and β1 >> β2 
.......>> βm, (already from 7, we have λ1>> λ2 
>> ….>>λm.). We use this assumption in 

such a way that we have fewer unknowns to 
evaluate 

( 1)
110 , 2,........i

i i mα α− −= =
 
From (8) we find Ri in terms of Ki, αi and 
βi, 
 

1

2
i

i
i i i

k
R

Nα

λ
β

=  (16) 

 
Substitute for Ri,βi (βi = λi – αi ) in (5) we 
have, after some manipulation, the 
following, 

 

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 2 2

...... ........
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

i i i m m m

i i m m

Nk N k N k N kα α α α μ
λ α λ α λ α λ α

+ + + + + =
− − − −

 (17) 

Since ( 1)
110 i

iα α− −=  ,equation (17) can be written in the following form: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
1 1

1 1 2 1 1 1

...... ........
( ) (10 ) (10 ) (10 )

i i m m
i m

i m

Nk N k N k N kα α α α μ
λ α λ α λ α λ α− −+ + + + + =

− − − −
 (18) 

The number of sources N1, N2, ....,Nm  is 
given in advance. Also, we know the values 
of λ1, λ2, ...., λm , K1, K2, ....Km from 
matching to the data, and also we know μ the 
estimated mean value of the real data. 
Therefore, the non-linear Equation (18), 
which is a function of only one unknown 
parameter α1, can be solved numerically. 
Knowing the parameters α1β1,R1;α2,β2,R2 ;….. 

; αm ,Βm ,Rm can be obtained very easily using 
Equations (7) and (8). 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS  

The model can be applied to any number 
of classes and any number of sources per 
class. However, as the number of sources 
increases the solution of Equation (18) 
becomes more difficult. Because of this, we 
apply the model to the three classes and one 
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source per class. Using the video conferencing 
data available in [7,8,12], we calculate the 
covariance function for the real data and apply 
the procedure presented in section 2 to find 
the parameters for the heterogeneous ON-OFF 
source model. These three heterogeneous ON-
OFF source models are used to generate video 
traces in Optimization Network (OPNET) 
program. We generate almost the same 
number of real data frames of approximately 
50,000 frames for video-conferencing 
sequences. From the real traffic we find the 
covariance function, and Index of Dispersion 
for Count (IDC) [5] and compare them with 
that of the generated traffic. Also, as a 
reference, we calculate covariance, IDC based 
on the Maglaris model with 20 minisources 
[11]. 

The values of the parameters 
depends on the quantiles ci’s, the scaling 
factor b and the number of frames over which 
the matching is going to be done. As the 
number of quantiles, the scaling factor and the 
number of frames over which the matching is 

going to be done increases the accuracy will 
be increased. However, this is not always 
possible since increasing the number of 
quantiles means increasing the number of 
classes (for the three class model, three 
quantiles are needed), which makes the 
solution of Equation (18) more difficult. 

Tables 1-2 show, respectively, the 
estimated parameters αi ,βi ,Ri for two and 
three class single ON-OFF sources needed to 
model the video-conferencing data is 
available in [7]. They also show the estimated 
exponential components λ’s and the 
arguments ki’s. Given the parameters αi’s, βi’s, 
and Ri’s for ON-OFF sources for the Variable 
Bit Rate (VBR) video traffic traces, a replica 
of the traffic is generated using OPNET. From 
the real traffic we find out the covariance 
function, IDC and compare them with that of 
the generated traffic. We also plot the 
covariance based on Equation (9). 

 

Table (1) Parameters for the two class single ON-OFF sources matched to the video-conferencing 
trace over 768 frames with C1=1,    C2=192   and b=4 

Parameter λ k α β R 
Source1 0.588 5034.2 0.348 0.24 144.4 
Source2 0.046 620.78 0.0348 0.011 58.68 

Table (2) Parameters for the three class single ON-OFF sources matched to the video-conferencing 
trace over 768 frames with C1=1,    C2=16, C3=256  and b=3 

Parameter λ k α β R 
Source1 2.156 401.69 1.79 0.36 53.81 
Source2 0.39 4815.4 0.179 0.22 139.3 
Source3 0.03 429.1 0.0179 0.016 41.55 

As a reference, we compare the 
statistical measures such as covariance, 
IDC, of the real video conferencing data 
and the generated video traffic based on 
heterogeneous ON-OFF source model with 

that of the generated traffic based on 
Maglaris model. To do that we need to find 
the parameters that characterize the 
Maglaris model. Using Equations (8), 
(9),(10) and (11) in the paper of Maglaris 
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[11] we calculated the parameters of the 
Maglaris model for the four video traces. 
These are shown in Table 3 below. 

Table (3) Maglaris model parameters for VBR 
traces, video-conferencing, video. Each video 

source is characterized by 20 minisources 
Parameter α β R 

Video 
conferencing 

0.05 0.3 39 

 
4.  Covariance and IDC 

In this section we consider the matching 
of the covariance and the IDC of the 
generated traffic to the real data using 
heterogeneous sources. As a reference, we 
have generated traffic based on the Maglaris 
model of 20 minisources [11]. We compare 
the accuracy of our model with that based on 
the Maglaris model. Also, we consider the 
effect of increasing the number of ON-OFF 
heterogeneous sources to the accuracy of the 
matching. Given the exponential components 
λi’s and the arguments ki’s of the 

heterogeneous ON-OFF source model, we see 
how well the covariance represented by 
Equation (9) matches the covariance of the 
real data and that based on the Maglaris 
model. 

The covariances of the real video-
conferencing and the generated 3 and 2 class 
single ON-OFF source are shown in figure 1. 
We also plot the covariance based on 
Magalris model of 20 minisources. In figure 
2, we plot the covariance of real video-
conferencing and that based on the formula 
given by Equation (9) of our work and that 
given by Maglaris of one exponential term, 
which is given by Equation (5) in [11]. As 
expected, the accuracy increases as the 
number of classes increases. Moreover, in 
comparison with the Maglaris model, the 
matching based on the 3 class single ON-OFF 
source is shown to be better. For conferencing 
data, the match to the traces based on the 
generated traffic and that using formula (9) is 
quite good over a large number of lags. 

 
 
 

Figure (1) Covariances functions of real video-conferencing data compared with that of Maglaris and 
generated 3 and 2 class heterogeneous source model, each class has 1 ON-OFF source 
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Figure (2) Covariance functions of real video-conferencing data, and using formula (9) for 3 and 2 
class heterogeneous source model, each class has 1 ON-OFF source 

The other part of matching the 
heterogeneous sources to the real data is the 
IDC. As shown in figure 3, respectively, the 
IDC of the synthetic video-conferencing 
traffic matches the IDC of the real data. As 

for the covariance, increasing the number of 
heterogeneous sources from 2 to 3 will 
increase the accuracy of the matching. We 
also show the IDC based on the Maglaris 
model. 

 
 
 
Figure (13) IDC of real video-conferencing data compared with that of Maglaris and generated 3 and 

2class heterogeneous source model, each class has 1 ON-OFF source 
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5. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a model for 
characterizing correlated cell arrival of real 
bursty video data. Based on a second order 
statistical analysis, we have used 
heterogeneous ON-OFF source model to 
characterize the traffic. The model consists of 
m classes of ON-OFF sources. Although the 
ON-OFF periods are exponentially distributed 
and the number of sources is small, we have a 
good matching for the covariance and the 
IDC. It is clear from the results we obtained, 
as the number of classes and the number of 
ON-OFF sources per class increases, the 
accuracy of the model will be increased 
especially for highly correlated traffic. 
However, increasing the number of classes 
and number of sources per class will result in 
analytical and computational complexities. 

Using just the 3-heterogeneous ON-
OFF source model gives good results for 
matching the traffic characteristics indices and 
at the same time the analysis is simple. 
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Abstract 
     In this paper, an automatic handwritten signature verification system for authenticating 
signatures is presented .The system is based on Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model. 
For improving the performance of the system, a modification on the algorithm of 
verification phase has been proposed. The fuzzy logic is used in determining the final 
decision concerned with whether the signature is genuine or not.  
The performance of the implemented system is measured by using the False Rejection Rate 
(FRR), the False Acceptance Rate (FAR), and the Average Error Rate (AER). The 
efficiency of the system has been tested on local database (880 signatures), and on 
GPDS300 signature Corpus (9000 signatures).  
The performance of the proposed system was compared with traditional systems and the 
recognition rate for the system on Local database which has increased from 88.33% to 
90.21%. On the GPDS300 database, the recognition rate for the system has increased from 
74.07% to 77.03%. 

1. Introduction 
      “Handwritten signature verification is 
the process of confirming the identity of a 
user based on the handwritten signature of 
the user as a form of behavioral 
biometrics”[1]. The objective of 
handwritten signature verification is to 
extract the common features consistently 
exist within different signatures written by 
the same person, and based on these 
features, to verify whether a signature is 
genuine [2]. 

A signature verification system is often 
categorized in two major classes: on-line 
signature verification system and off-line 

signature verification system. The 
difference between on-line and off-line 
signature lies on how data are obtained. In 
an online system, a signature data can be 
obtained from an electronic tablet. In this 
case, dynamic information about writing 
activity such as speed of writing, pressure 
applied, pen movement are available. In 
off-line systems, signatures are written on 
paper as it has been done traditionally and 
converted to electronic form with the help 
of a camera or a scanner and obviously, the 
dynamic information is not available. In 
general, the dynamic information represents 
the main written style of a person. Since the 
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volume of information available is less, the 
signature verification using off-line 
techniques is more difficult [3][4]. On the 
other hand, the on-line system already has 
verification rate of 100%. Therefore, 
nothing of value can be added in this field 
[5]. 
 
          2. Literature Review 
     In the second half of 1990s, fuzzy 
modeling started becoming popular among 
document processing researchers owing to 
its ability to classify uncertain and fuzzy 
data. Xuhua, et al. [6] 1995 attempted fuzzy 
signature verification by using the Pseudo- 
Bacterial Genetic Algorithm which was 
applied for the discovery of fuzzy rules. 
Ismail & Gad [5] 2000 proposed an offline 
signature verification system based on 
fuzzy concepts for the verification of 
Arabic signatures. For achieving higher 
recognition rates, Quek and Zhou [7] 2002 
developed a system depending on the 
connection of fuzzy modeling techniques 
with neural networks. Hanmandlu, et al. [8] 
2001 proposed signature verification 
system by using Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy 
model. They took the features as angle ones 
and fuzzified it by an exponential 
membership function.  
Hanmandlu, et al. [9] 2005 proposed 
signature verification system by modified 
membership function in Takagi-Sugeno 
model that includes structural parameters. 
The structural parameters are devised to 
take account of possible variations due to 
handwriting styles and to reflect moods. 
Freire, et al. [10] 2007 presented a study of 

the application of off-line signature using 
the fuzzy vault construction. A baseline 
scheme based on quantized maximum and 
minimum of upper and lower envelopes of 
the signature image has been proposed. 
In this paper, we present system of 
signature verification by using Takagi-
Sugeno fuzzy model. We implemented the 
system and tested it on two databases. 
 
       3. The Proposed System 
     The design of any signature verification 
system generally requires the solution of 
five sub-problems: data acquisition, pre-
processing, feature extraction, comparison 
process (training the system, determining 
the decision) and performance evaluation 
[2]. 
The general diagram of signature 
verification systems is shown in figure (1). 
The difference between signature 
verification systems is due to the 
distinctions of the technique applied in 
verification stage and the technique used in 
training stage. In this paper, the fuzzy logic 
is used in both stages, training and 
verification stages. 
  
3.1 Data Acquisition 
     In this paper, two databases were used, 
local database and GPDS300 signature 
Corpus. Local database was collected, and 
database "GPDS300 signature Corpus" was 
obtained from the Internet (webpage 
http://www.gpds.ulpgc.es/download/index.
htm) (Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran 
Canaria, SPAIN) [11][12]. 
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Figure 1: General diagram of signature verification system 
3.1.1 Local Database 
     The signatures collected were 
handwritten on a white sheet of paper, by 
using any pen. Each signature was 
handwritten in frame of size 6.5 cm width 
by 3.25 cm height. The signatures are 
collected at different times without seeing 
other signatures signed before. and the 
signature were scanned at a resolution of 
200 dpi. The total number of signatures of 
Local database was 880 signatures, taken 
from 40 people.  
For each person 10 signatures were used for 
training the system. The total number of 
signatures which used in the training phase 
was 40 * 10 = 400 signatures. 
For the testing, another 6 original signatures 
were taken from same people (3 in the same 
time, and 3 in another time). Six forgery 
signatures (2 random forgery, 2 simple 
forgery, and 2 skilled forgery) were taken 
for each person, and they were forged by 
another persons. The total number of 
signatures which used in the testing phase 
was 40 * (6 + 6) = 480 signatures. 
 

3.1.2 GPDS300 Signature Corpus 
     "Off-line signature database. It contains 
data from 300 individuals. 24 genuine 
signatures for each individual, plus 30 
forgeries of his/her signature. The 24 
genuine specimens of each signer were 
collected in a single day writing sessions. 
The forgeries were produced from the static 
image of the genuine signature. Each forger 
was allowed to practice the signature for as 
long as s/he wished. Each forger imitated 3 
signatures of 5 signers in a single day 
writing session. The genuine signatures 
shown to each forger were chosen 
randomly from the 24 genuine ones. 
Therefore, for each genuine signature there 
were 30 skilled forgeries made by 10 
forgers from 10 different genuine 
specimens" [12]. The signatures were in 
"bmp" format, in black and white and 
scanned at resolution 300 dpi. 
The total number of signatures of GPDS300 
signature database which used in this paper 
was only 9000 signatures (10 signatures for 
training + 10 genuine signatures for testing 
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+ 10 forgery signatures for testing for each 
person from 300 persons). 
3.2 Pre-processing Stage 
     The signature images scanned during the 
data acquisition phase were preprocessed 
before extraction of the features The 
preprocessing stage was implemented both 
in training and testing phases. The 
preprocessing stage includes four steps:  
Step 1: Background elimination: This the 
process was applied  by using iteration 
threshold Method [13]. 
Step 2: Noise reduction:  A noise reduction 
filter was implemented on the binary image 

for eliminating single black pixels and also 
two black pixels on white background. 
Step 3: Normalization: In this step, the 
signatures are scaled to size 80 pixel * 160 
pixel, which considered as standard size. 
Step 4: Skeletonization (thinning) This step 
for eliminates the effect of different line 
thicknesses resulting from the use of 
different writing pens. We implemented 
this step by using Mathematics 
Morphological Method [14]. 
Figure 2: shows example of signature, after 
each step of preprocessing, applied in our 
system. 

 
3.3 Feature Extraction 
     In the proposed system, the local 
features are used as a method for extraction 
the features of each signature. Local 
features represent a segment or limited 
region of the signature image, Although, 

they require more computations, they are 
much more accurate than global features 
[5][15]. 

  

(a)     (b) 

      

(c)      (d)          (e) 

Figure 2: Preprocessing steps: (a) scanning, (b) background elimination,  

(c) noise removal, (d) Size normalization, (e) thinning applied signatures. 
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In the system, feature extraction is 
implemented by using angle features as 
following: 

Angle Features: The bottom left corner of 
each box is taken as the absolute origin 
(0,0) and angle features are computed with 
reference to the origin of the box [16]. 

Step 1: Image is partitioned into 96 parts 
(8 rows * 12 columns) by using equal 
horizontal density approximation method 
for determining the width of each part, and 
by determining the same height of each 
part. 

Step 2: Calculate the summation of the 
angles of all black points in each box taken 
with respect to the bottom left corner and 
normalize it by dividing with the number of 
black points in the box. 

3.4 Training the System using TS Fuzzy 
Model 
     Since the main aim of this system is to 
establish the authenticity of handwritten 
signatures by verifying the genuine 
signatures and rejecting the forged ones. 

Each feature (angle features) forms a fuzzy 
set over large samples. This is because the 
same feature exhibits variation in different 
samples gives rise to a fuzzy set.  

The system models the uncertainty through 
a fuzzy model (TS model) as following: 

Let xk be the kth feature in a fuzzy set Ak, 
so the μi IF THEN fuzzy rule in TS model 
has the following form: 
Rule k:   IF   xk is Ak 
THEN  yk =  ck0 + ck1 xk            (1) 

Each feature has a rule, so in the system 
there are many rules as number of features. 
The fuzzy set Ak is represented by the 
following exponential membership 
function (MF) that includes two structural 
parameters sk and tk  [16]: 

  (2) 
Where xk is the mean,  σ2

k  is the variance 
of kth fuzzy set. 
The structural parameters sk, tk are included 
in the TS model so as to track the intra-
class variations in the different samples of 
signatures obtained from the same 
individual. 

The strength of the rule in Equation (1) is 
calculated as: 
wk =  μk ( xk ) (3) 
The total output of TS model can calculate 
as following: 

 (4) 
Where:  L is the number of rules (The 
number of parts of signature image). 
The performance function is defined as: 
J=(Yr – Y)2 (5) 
Where:  Y and Yr denote the output of the 
fuzzy model and of the real system 
respectively. If Yr is not available, it can be 
assumed to be unity [16]. 
Now to learn the parameters involved in the 
membership function (sk , tk) and the 
consequent parameters ck0 , ck1 equation (5) 
is partially differentiated with respect to 
each of these parameters, as follow: 
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 (9) 

Where δ = Y - Yr ,    T= (1 + tk) + tk
2 σk

2 ,  and  k is the rule number. 

Updating the parameters  
by using the gradient descent learning for 
updating the parameters the equations is as 
following: 
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where Є1, Є2 and Є3 are the learning 
coefficients such that Є1, Є2 and Є3 > 0. 
The equations (10) ,(11) and (12) must be 
iterated until the summation of δ for all 
feature values becomes small enough. 

After that, by using the last values of 
parameters (c0, c1 ,s ,t) the membership 
functions for all the features will be 
computed. This process is repeated for all 
training samples of a person. 

3.5 Verification Phase 
     After computing the membership 
functions of all the features for all training 
samples of a person. First, the extent of 
variation of the genuine signatures must be 
known and the maximum and minimum 
membership functions are determined for 
each feature over all signatures in the 
training set. The difference between these 
two gives the inherent variation in the 
signatures of a person. 

Some tolerance is added to the maximum 
and other tolerance is deleted from the 
minimum to increase the range of variation 
in the different signatures. This tolerance 
means possible increase in the inherent 
variation over time. 

Judging the signatures by using the 
inherent variation. 
If the membership value lies within the 
range of variation which is given by the 
difference of minimum and maximum 
thresholds, it is counted as ‘true’. 

If the total number of ‘true’ cases for a 
particular signature is equal or more than 

threshold value, this signature is treated as 
genuine signature. If the total number of 
‘true’ cases for a particular signature is less 
than threshold value, this signature is 
treated as forged signature.  

The threshold value gives us the least error. 
This value can be defined by experiment of 
different values. In our system, threshold 
value 88 gave us the least error. 

3.6 A Modification in Verification Phase 
     As shown in figure 3, the verification 
phase is concerned with the judgment on 
the signature. It investigates if the signature 
is genuine or not, by depending on the 
features and the parameters which resulted 
from previous phases of the verification 
phase. 

For improving the performance of the 
system, modification on the algorithm of 
verification phase is implemented. It is as 
follows: 

Instead of using counter for defining 
number of features which its value 
membership lies within defined range. A 
fractionary variable is suggested to be used 
for defining a value which indicates the 
value membership of each feature in its 
range taking in to account the membership 
of the feature value. In other words, the 
fuzzy logic is proposed to be used in 
determining the final decision concerned 
with whether the signature is genuine or 
not. Algorithm of the proposed 
modification is as following: 

Difference = Value of feature I – Average of values feature I  for all the training 
samples (13) 
Std = Square root for the variance of the values for feature I (14) 
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 If   Difference  < Std  Then 
Count_True = Count_True + 1  

 Else 
Count_True = Count_True + Std / Difference 

End if 
If   Std = 0  and  Difference > 0 Then 

Count_True = Count_True – X                           
End if 

Where X is a small value. In this system, it is experimently set as 0.15 with local 
database, and 0.27 with GPDS300 database. These values give us the best recognition rate. 
Figure (3) shows the flowchart for verification phase after the modification. 
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Figure 3: The flowchart for the 
verification phase after the 
modification  

Determine the maximum and minimum membership values for 
each feature over all signatures in the training set 

Adding some tolerance to the maximum and delete some tolerance
from the minimum 

Part_Number = 0
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Is the membership 
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within the range? 

Count_True = Count_True + Std / Dif 
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No 

Yes 
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Figure 3: The flowchart for the verification phase after the modification 

4. The Results of the System 
4.1. Results of the system on the local 
data set 
Table 1 shows the results of the system 
before the modification in verification 
phase, and the results of the system after the 
modification in verification phase, on the 
local database. 

4.2 Results of the system on the data set 
of "GPDS300 Signature Corpus" 
Table 2 shows the results of the system 
before the modification in verification 
phase, and the results of the system after the 
modification in verification phase, on 
GPDS300 signature Corpus. 

Table (1) Results of the system on the local data set.  

The System 
FRR of 
Genuine 

Signatures 

FAR of Forged Signatures 

Average Error 
Rate (AER) Random 

Forgery 
Simple 

Forgery 
Skilled 
Forgery 

Before the 
Modification 11.67 2.5 8.75 23.75 11.67 

After the 
Modification 9.58 1.25 2.5 26.25 9.79 

 

Is Count_True >= 
threshold value 

The signature is 
Genuine 

The signature is 
Forged 

No  

1  

End 

Yes  
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Table (2) Results of the system on data set of "GPDS300 signature Corpus". 

The System 
FRR of 
Genuine 

Signatures 

FAR of Forged Signatures Average Error 
Rate (AER) Skilled Forgery 

Before the 
Modification 20.06 31.8 25.93 

After the 
Modification 18.43 27.5 22.97 

  
            5. Conclusions 
     In this paper, system of signature 
verification is presented. It is based on 
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model. Takagi-
Sugeno fuzzy model is a hybrid approach 
that combines a fuzzy rule-based and a 
mathematical method.  
In the absence of common signature 
databases, it is difficult to compare the 
system which developed in this research 
with other systems of signature verification. 
GPDS signature Corpus used in many 
researches, but the version GPDS300 which 
is used in this study is a new version of this 
signature Corpus. During our survey for a 
research on signature verification, a 
research used the version GPDS300 was 
not found. 
By comparing the Average Error Rate 
(AER) of the system before and after the 
modification, the Average Error Rate 
decreased by 2% and 3% of local database 
and GPDS300 signature Corpus 
respectively. In other words, the proposed 
modification on the system improved the 
recognition rate of the system about 2% on 
local database and about 3% on GPDS300 
signature Corpus. So the proposed 
modification on the system is important for 
improving the recognition rate. 

False Acceptance Rate of the system after 
the modification on local database, was 
1.25% and 2.5% of Random  Forgery and 
Simple Forgery respectively. They are 
small rates compared to False Acceptance 
Rate of Skilled Forgery. False Acceptance 
Rate of Skilled Forgery is high. It is 
26.25% and 27.5% on local database and on 
GPDS300 signature Corpus respectively, 
because the possible existence of skilled or 
traced forgeries may imitate signatures with 
less variation in shape than genuine 
signatures. 
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Abstract 
In recent years, due to the increasing necessity and rise in agricultural production the 

world over, a fast, easy and accurate classification mechanism of agricultural crops is 
certainly an important task for high quality products. In this paper the author is going to 
investigate the quality inspection system of oil palm FFB using an agriculture grading 
system processing steps as base on the colour as an external feature. The colour variation of 
oil palm fruit bunch throughout the ripeness stage gives us a good opportunity to get 
valuable information about the ripeness classes of oil palm FFB. The image processing 
steps of the system is the Spine of the system by using 2G-R-B colour filter and colour-
based segmentation in order to get the region of interest by separate the object from the 
background. Since extract the object from its background the Gabor filter (GW) algorithm 
apply to extract the object features in term of vectors of the fruit samples with different 
classes. This features vectors extracted will be as input to our decision system  using the 
unsupervised learning ANN model for training to be ready to evaluate and classify the 
different classes of our ripeness grading system. It shows that the accuracy of the oil palm 
grading system result based on GWF with ANN 78% is significantly higher rate 
performance compared to the statistical classification system at indoor application 70%. 

Keywords: grading system, Gabor filter, neural network, fruit colour 
 
I Introduction: 

Of recent, agricultural product’s quality 
plays a key role in almost all food industry 
quality assessment. The traditional method 
of the agricultural product’s quality 
assessment, which is tedious and costly, is 

easily influenced by physiological factors, 
inducing subjective and inconsistent 
evaluation results (Sun 2006). Machine 
vision provides innovative solutions in the 
direction of industrial automation 
(Malamasa, Petrakisa et al. 2003). The 
revolution of the computer technologies an 
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utilized in different methods and techniques 
by several researchers around the world in 
order to built new machines for agricultural 
product’s quality such as automatic grading 
system (Leemans and Destain 2004; 
Alfatni, Shariff et al. 2008).  The use of 
automatic grading system for inspection 
increased in recent years. Basically, two 
inspection stages of the automatic grading 
system can be identified, viz, external 
inspection and internal inspection stages 
(Njoroge, Ninomiya et al. 2002; Malamasa, 
Petrakisa et al. 2003).  

The external grading device is a 
combination of software as programming 
language (PL), operating system (OS) with 
image processing capabilities, while the 
hardware part comprises of a computer, 
CCD camera, data acquisition and 
conveying system (Morimoto, Takeuchi et 
al. 2000; Abdullah, Guan et al. 2004; 
Abdullah, Fathinul-Syahir et al. 2005; 
Marmoa, Amodiob et al. 2005; Riyadi, 
Rahni et al. 2007; Ghazali, Mustafa et al. 
2008).  

In this discourse, we set out to 
underscore the most popular techniques of 
external automatic grading employed today 
and their fundamental elements as 
flexibility, efficiency, speed, cost, 
reliability as well as robustness. The steps 
of image processing techniques are also 
examined, leading to a read masterpiece 
that summarises the up-to-date techniques 
for agricultural grading systems design and 
applications. 

II MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This study is confined to the whole 

bunch of an oil palm fruit. Our grading 
system includes three categories of fruits 
ripeness can be listed as under ripe, ripe and 
over ripe as illustrated in figure 1. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 oil palm fruit bunch ripeness 
categories. 

 
The images are collected using the same 

material which described and discussed by 
(Alfatni, Shariff et al. 2008) ,while the 
system’s methodology explanation is 
deeply discussed in the next sections. 
Figure 2 below shows the block diagram of 
the methodology process. 
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Figure 2 Block diagram of the methodology 
process. 

A. Background segmentation 
The segmentation technique permits 

partitioning off images into homogeneous 
regions, which may have particular 
common attributes, such as gray levels, 
mean values, shapes, and textures (FILHO, 
VITORELLO et al. 1997). Colour Fruit 
image segmentation subject on colour 
variation between mature fruits and 
backgrounds under natural illumination 
condition using dynamic threshold 
segmentation method as discussed by (Jian-
jun, Han-ping et al. 2009). Woebbecke et 

al. (1995a) examined several color indices 
for weed image segmentation and found 
excess green (ExG) and modified hue 
yielded the best near-binary images of 
weeds. Mayer et al. (1998) applied ExG to 
Separate plant and soil region for weed 
species identifications research as well. 
 

The color index use for background 
segmentation in this research was called 
“Modified Excess Red (MExR)”.The 
Modified Excess Red (MExR) was defined 
as on the expression 1: 

 
MExR = 2* R – G - B               (1) 

Furthermore, in order to separate the oil 
palm FFB from its background base on the 
colour feature, which are dynamic threshold 
segmentation method based on 2R-G-B 
chromatic aberration characteristic of fruit 
image and color-based segmentation using 
the L*a*b* color space was properly used 
and investigated. One of results of sample 
image is given in Fig. 3 a. and b. 
subsequently. 

 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
 
 
 

   (a) 

Training  
 Stage 
Testing 
Stage 

Samples for training  

Pre-processing

RGB image 

Feature extraction (Gabor) & 
Statistical method 

Computer 
& Matlab 7.8 
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Standard range of ripeness  

Ripeness classification 
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Fig. 3 Oil palm image and its dynamic 
threshold segmentation (a) original image, (b) 
2R-G-B gray-level image, (c) color based 
segmentation 

Figure (3-b) illustrates the dynamic 
threshold segmentation method to 
distinguish between the sample image of 
three different ripeness class of oil palm 
bunch and its background.  
Regarding to the study which carried out by  
(Jian-jun, Han-ping et al. 2009), the 
analysis of our result is fundamentally 
double-apices and very adapt to process 
requirement of Otsu method. Base on that 
the Otsu method is applied to segment 2R-
G-B gray-level images base on the 
expression 2.  

 

  (2) 
 

Mean by BW is 255 (white) and 
indicates to the image object when f (i, j) is 
greater than or equal to T. While BW is 0 
(black) and indicates to the image 
background when    f (i, j) is less than to T 
on the expression 3: 

 
     f (i,j) = 2R-G-B          (3) 
 

Where, T is threshold which computed base 
on Otsu method as on the expression 4: 
 

 (4) 
 
Where; 
 σ2 B (t) is group variance between object 
class and background class.  

Figure (3-c) shows the colour-based 
segmentation using the L*a*b* color space 
method is robust technique to distinguish 
between the three different categories for 
the ripeness class of oil palm bunch and its 
background. 

Comparing to the Modified Excess Red 
(MExR) was defined earlier. This 
techniques can be done by calculate sample 
colors in L*a*b* color space for each 
region and then classify each pixel using 
the nearest neighbor rule and display results 
of nearest neighbor classification, at the end 
display 'a*' and 'b*' values of the labeled 
colors. 

 

  (b) 

 (c) 
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B. Gabor Wavelet Feature extraction 
Since the image background is 

segmented, the Gabor wavelet filter bank in 
order to analysis, extract and measure the 
image feature as shown in the figure 2. The 
fact that Gabor wavelets have been shown 
to look a lot like the receptive field profile 
of simple visual cortex cells, which can 
achieve joint spatial/spatial frequency 
analysis motivated the development of 
Gabor wavelet feature extractor (Porat and 
Zeevi, 1989; Bovik et al., 1990, 1992; Reed 
et al., 1993; Mallat, 1996; Naghdy et al., 
1996).  The two-dimensional Gabor 
elementary function is defined as on the 
expression 5: 
                       

)sincos(2expexp),( 2

22

2
1 φφππ yxjyxg

y
yx +⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ +

 (5) 
 
Whereσ is the variance of Gaussian 
distribution in both the x and y directions,         

0ω is the frequency of the sinusoid, and θ   
is the orientation of the sinusoid. The Gabor 
element function actually is a two-
dimensional Gaussian envelope modulated 
by a sinusoid with the frequency 0ω   and 

orientationθ . 
In this research, the Gabor wavelet function 
used for oil palm bunch feature extraction 
was same as Naghdy (1996) used and was 
defined as on the expression 6: 

 
 

[ ])sincos(exp.exp),( 2

2
22 φφπ yxajayxh j
y

yxj +⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡−= +

  (6)        

Where: 

[ ]πθα 2,0,.........2,1,0,
2

1
∈== andj                           

the different choices of frequency j and 
orientation θ  constructed a set of filters. 
 
C. Decision system 
 
The final step of the oil palm FFB colour 
grading system is built our decision system. 
At this stage of our work we evaluate the 
effect of using Gabor feature extraction 
techniques with the neural network (ANN) 
decision system and compared our final 
result with the previous analysis witch 
based on statistical analysis  
 
 The classification part is carrying out with 
general two stage namely; Training and 
testing. Our ANN structure composed of 
[20 10 1] model. 20 nodes at the first input 
layer with 10 nodes at the second hidden 
layer connected with 1 node as the output 
witch determine the type of our grading 
system. The mean square error (MSE) 
generated at 0.001 
 
In addition the normalization of Gabor 
feature extraction data vector of the known 
ripeness class of oil palm FFB was used to 
train the ANN in order to test and validate 
the system for future unknown sample 
classification.  
 
The extracted features of the training 
samples are normalized to be in the target 
range which are (-1, 0 and 1) for under ripe, 
ripe and over ripe classes respectively. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This paper indicate the comparison between 
the oil palm grading system using the RGB 
digital numbers with Oil palm grading 
system using Gabor wavelet transforms and 
neural net work and the result of simulation 
introduced as the following:  

Oil palm grading system using RGB 
Digital Numbers 
The RGB range of interval values for over 
ripe, ripe and unripe categories derived 
from Eq. 7-9 is resented in Table 2 and is 
used to automatically classify the test 
images. If the computed RGB DN does not 
fall within any of the specified range, the 
FFB is considered as uncategorized. The 
computer program used the mean color 
intensity to differentiate between the 
different colors or ripeness of the fruits by 
using this formula. 
 
Mean of red = r / number of pixels     (7) 
Mean of green = g / number of pixels (8) 
Mean of blue = b / number of pixels   (9) 
 
Where r = red pixel, g = green pixel and b = 
blue pixel 
 
The computer program calculated the mean 
color intensity to differentiate between the 
different colors or ripeness of the fruits. 
After obtaining the RGB intensity of the 
samples for each category we compared 
them with each other in order to calculate 
the range of RGB intensity of the oil palm 
fruit bunches for each category as shown in 
the Table 4. These ranges are placed in the 
testing program as reference of the ripeness 

for testing of bunch.  Table 1 the range of 
RGB intensity of the sample of categories. 

category 

RGB Intensity range 
Red Green Bleu 

min max min max min max 

Ripe 57 91 26 60 34 66 
Under 
ripe 45 65 20 44 25 46 

Over 
ripe 32 60 23 37 26 46 

Oil palm grading system using Gabor 
wavelet transforms. 
The feature extraction process is 
implemented by using Gabor wavelet 
transform, which extracts feature vectors 
for classification from processed and 
segmented image of oil palm fruit bunch as 
region of interest as shown in the figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Image feature extraction using 
Gabor wavelet 
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The training model result as we see in the 
figure 5 is ready to be used in the further 
application in order to test the ripeness of 
the oil palm fruit. Subsequently, the results 
of the neural network classification system 
are evaluated against the human graders to 
measure accuracy. It shows that the 
accuracy of the oil palm grading system 
grading system result based on the training 
and testing is significantly higher than the 
result based on the statistical classification 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
 
 
 
Figure 5 ANN Training result (a) training 
performance (b) training validation 
 
Table below show the performance rate of 
the decision system with both techniques 
tested indoor with different images from 
each class  
 
Techniques Over 

ripe 
ripe Under 

ripe 
Total 

% 
Gabor 85% 70% 80% 78% 
statistical 60% 90% 60% 70% 
 

IV Conclusion 
In this paper an algorithm based on 

Gabor wavelets filtering (GWF) and 
statistical method are presented and 
implemented for colour texture 
classification. The oil palm grading system 
is tested with different method which is 
statistical classification method based on 
the digital number average for each ripeness 
categories in order to get the ripeness range. 
While the Gabor wavelets and neural 
network classification method based on 
training model was properly implemented 
for the oil palm fruit grading system. 
Finally, it shows that the accuracy of the oil 
palm grading system result based on GWF 
with ANN is significantly higher rate 
performance compared to the statistical 
classification system at indoor application.  
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Abstract- It is important to obtain data on flow regimes in order to analyze and measure 
industrial flow. Most of the techniques used to measure two-phase flow averaged the flow’s 
property and as a result, they do not provide data on the nature of the flow regime. Besides 
they cannot provide accurate measurement if the distribution of flow component is time or 
spatially varying. The overall aim of this paper is to present an investigation on the use of 
an optical tomography method based on infra-red sensors for real-time monitoring of solid 
particles conveyed by a gravity flow rig. Collimating the radiated beam from a light source 
and passing it via a flow regime ensures that the intensity of radiation detected on the 
opposite side is linked to the distribution and the absorption coefficients of the different 
phases in the path of the beam. The information on the flow captured using upstream and 
downstream infra-red sensors is digitized by the DAS system before it was passed into a 
computer for analysis such as image reconstructions. This investigation successfully 
developed and tested an infra-red tomography system to display two-dimensional images of 
concentration profiles.  

Key words: Two phase flow, imaging, infra red, tomography. 

2 Introduction 
The field of process tomography is 

growing rapidly. Tomographic imaging 
offers a unique opportunity to discover the 
complexities of structure without the need 

to invade the object (Beck and Williams, 
1996). It is an expansion from the early 
research involving x-ray tomography, 
which focused on how to obtain 2-D cross-
section images of animals, human,

and non-living things (Syed Salim, 
2003).  

The application of process tomography 
is analogous to the application of medical 
tomographic scanners for investigating the 
human body, but applied to an industrial 

process as there is a widespread need for 
the direct analysis of the internal 
characteristics of process plants in order to 
improve the design and operation of 
equipment. Process tomography can be 
applied to many types of processes and unit 
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operations, including pipelines, stirred 
reactors, fluidized beds, mixers, and 
separators. Depending on the sensing 
mechanism used, it is non-invasive, inert, 
and, non-ionizing. It is therefore applicable 
in the processing of raw materials: in large 
scale and intermediate chemical production; 
and in the food biotechnology areas.  

Imaging of flow involved obtaining 
images of particles and gas bubble (Yang 
and Liu, 2000) and the measurements can 
be either done using on-line (real time) or 
off-line. For on-line measurement, there are 
many performance aspects that must be 
considered such as hardware performance, 
data acquisition (signal interfacing), and 
algorithm performance. Limited numbers of 
measurement affect the quality of images 
obtained. The input channel of the data 
acquisition system has to be increased with 
the increase in the number of sensors used. 

Process Tomography will improve the 
operation and design of processes handling 
multi-component mixtures by enabling 
boundaries between different components 
in a process to be imaged in real-time using 
non-intrusive sensors (Dyakowski, 1996). 
Information on the flow regime, vector 
velocity and component concentration 
distribution in process vessels and pipelines 
will be determined from the images .The 
basic idea is to install a number of sensors 
around the pipe or vessel to be imaged. 
There are two types of sensor: “hard-field” 
and “soft-field” sensors. A “hard-field” 
sensor is equally sensitive to the parameters 
it measured inside and outside this 
measurement region (Chan, 2003). For a 
“soft-field” sensor, sensitivity of the 
measured parameter depends on the 

position in the measurement volume, as 
well as on the distribution of parameters 
inside and outside the region. For this 
reason, image reconstruction is much 
simpler for “hard-field” sensors such as 
gamma-ray sensors than for “soft-field” 
sensors such as capacitance sensors 
(Isaksen, 1996; Chan, 2003).  

This sensor shows data on the nature 
and distribution of components within the 
sensing sector. The sensor output signals 
depend on the position of the component 
boundaries within their sensing zones. Most 
tomographic techniques are concerned with 
abstracting information to form a cross-
sectional image.  A computer is used to 
reconstruct a tomographic image of the 
cross-section being observed by the 
sensors. This will provide, for instance, 
identification of the distribution of mixing 
zones in stirred reactors, interface 
measurement in complex separation 
processes, and measurements of two-phase 
flow boundaries in pipes with applications 
to multiphase flow measurement. The 
image data can be analyzed quantitatively 
for subsequent use to improve process 
control or to develop models to describe 
individual processes. 

The linear back projection (LBP) 
algorithm is the most simple and most 
popular that was initially used in medical 
tomography. Investigation conducted by 
Chan (2003) improved flow imaging using 
16 alternating fan-beam projections with an 
image reconstruction rate of 20 fps, but this 
image reconstruction rate not is sufficient to 
achieve an accurate measurement of 
velocity.  Instead of using one light source, 
this project focused on using individual 
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light source meaning one infra-red LED 
emitter for one photodiode. This method 
was then combined with an infra-red 
tomography system which consist of a 
hardware fixture, a signal conditioning 
system, and a data acquisition system by 
synchronizing the whole process operation. 

The process tomography system 
requires the knowledge of various 
disciplines such as instrumentation, 
process, and optics to assist in the design 
and development of the system. Taking the 
external influences into account, design of 
the fixture must be able to avoid the infra-
red sensor from being exposed to any kind 
of ambient light (day light, lamp etc).  They 
also placed around the boundary of the pipe 
so that light emitted from the emitter will 
be the only one that is in contact with the 
solid particle in the pipeline. The choice of 
infra-red because it is simple to implement, 
has low power consumption, low circuitry 
costs, invulnerability to interference from 
traditional source, signal cannot be jammed 
(diffused), and high noise immunity. 

2 System configuration  
The aim of a particular measurement is 

to capitalize on the differences in the 
characteristics of the process being 
investigated.  In this tomography system, 
the number of measurements must be 
increased in which each upstream and 
downstream sensing arrangement with 64 
measurements respectively provide a total 
of 128 measurements to form two image 
frames in real time.  Hence, measurement is 

realized by synchroni-zing the projection 
system, signal processing by signal 
conditioning and data acquisition system, 
and data manipulation taking into account 
of the frequency response and time 
response i.e. factors, which influenced the 
measurement signal.   

The infra-red tomography system can be 
subdivided into three parts: sensor 
configuration, signal conditioning and data 
acquisition system and a computer 
(Figure1). As a whole, a digital timing 
controller controls the system operation. 

The sensor system is at the heart of any 
tomographic technique. The Siemens 
SFH4510 infra red emitter and the 
SFH2510 infra red receiver are selected as 
they are relatively cheap and has a fast 
response time. The infra red emitters and 
receivers are connected to the measurement 
section via optical fibers. 

The sensing array is arranged in a 
parallel manner to form two upstream and 
downstream arrays resulting in four parallel 
projections.  Each part 
(downstream/upstream) consists of a 
combination of two orthogonal (0°, 90°) 
and diagonal (45°, 135°) projections. The 
diagonal projections were arranged in a 
similar manner to the orthogonal 
projections with 16 pairs of sensors for each 
projection as shown in Figure 2.  The 
upstream sensing array and the downstream 
array is placed 0.1 meter apart. This 
distance was chosen due to the sampling 
rate value used in the experiment. 
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the infra-red tomography system. 

In the second part both peak voltages 
received by photodiodes are equal to a level 
of infrared light intensities and 
consequently relative to the two different 
components (solid and air) in the 
process/pipe traversed by the infra-red 
beam through an optical fiber.  The analog 
signal is processed by a signal conditioning 
circuit. Finally, this analog signal is 
converted into a digital signal by the data 
acquisition system prior to entering a PC 
for processing it either off-line or on-line 
using image reconstruction algorithm.  The 
algorithm is programmed using the Visual 
C++ software to provide the concentration 
profile.  
 

 

Figure 2: The arrangement of fiber optic 
holes for each projection 

3 Mathematical modeling 
Line integrals and projections are 

described by making use of the coordinate 
systems depicted in Figure 3.  The line 
integral represents the integral of several 
parameters along a line. The object is 
represented by a two-dimensional function 
f(x, y) and each line integral is represented 
by the projection angle ∅ and a detector 
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position x’ parameters (Kak and Slaney, 
1999). 

 

Figure 3: An object f (x, y) and its 
projection φp ( '

1x ), shown for angle oφ  
 

The equation of AB in Figure 3 is:  
'sincos xyx =+ φφ                           [1] 
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In addition, this resulted in the following 
line integral  
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)'( 1xpφ  = projection data for AB line. 

'1x       = the coordinate of AB line in 'x
plane. 

The projection data can be written in 
discrete form as (Brown el al. 1999): 
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4 Experiments and Results  

The measurements made use of an array 
of 128 infra-red sensors (64 upstream and 
64 downstream sensors) by taking output 
voltage readings based on plastic beads 
flow which were dropped into a flow rig at 
various flow rates in range of 27 gs-1 to 126 
gs-1.  The main sampling frequency chosen 
is 88.03 Hz, this is because the ability of the 
data acquisition system DAS which is the 
time required by the hardware to convert a 
series of analog signal in a buffer in at least 
1 second.  The total readings taken are 30 
cycles in which each cycle contains 254 
buffers and each buffer contains 64 voltage 
reading samples.  Figure 4 shows how one 
cycle of measurement contains 254 buffers 
and each buffer contains 64 voltage reading 
samples.  

 
Figure 4: One cycle of measurement 

The Combined Filtered Linear Back 
Projection (CFLBPi+s) algorithm and 
Hybrid Linear Back Projection (HLBP) 
algorithm both at 32 × 32 pixels resolution 
were selected because they gave a zero or 
low values of NMSE (Normalized mean 
square error). The NMSE provides the 
quantitative information regarding the 
spreading effect of objects in the 
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reconstructed image (Chan, 2003).  If 
NMSE provides a high output, this means 
that the error between the reconstructed 
images and the flow model image is large, 
and on the other hand the lower the NMSE 
percentage value the closer the 
reconstructed image to the flow model (Md 
Yunus, 2005). 

Figures 5 (a) to (d) show the 
concentration profiles that represent the 
upstream and downstream selected samples 
of reconstructed flow images using the 
CFLBPi+s and HLBP algorithms at a flow 
rate of 27gs-1 for half flow regime.  The 
circle represents the flow pipe. Ideally the 
right-hand side of the pipe should have no 

flow i.e. it should be 0V.  The concentration 
profiles produced using the CFLBPi+s 
algorithm (Figures 5(a) and (b)) show that 
the distribution of two phase solid-air flows 
were forced to converge at the left-hand 
side of the distribution pipe but the right-
hand side of the pipe still has some flow 
indicating noise.  The results obtained using 
the HLBP algorithm (Figures 5 (c) and (d)) 
produced a clearer visual image for the 
same solid-air flow regime compared to the 
CFLBPi+s as most part of the right-hand 
side of the pipe has no flow or 0V. 
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Figure 5: Concentration profiles for half flow at a flow rate of 27 gs-1 (a) Upstream flow 
using CFLBPi+s (b) Downstream flow using CFLBPi+s. (c) Upstream flow using HLBP (d) 
Downstream flow using HLBP. 
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5 Conclusion 
A tomography-based flow meter has 

been constructed and successfully tested.  
The experiments were aimed at testing on-
line the effectiveness of the infra-red 
imaging system in measuring and 
visualizing the two-phase solid-gas flow in 
a flow rig model. The HLBP algorithm both 
at 32 × 32 pixels resolution have been 
found to be the most suitable image 
reconstruction algorithms based on the 
qualitative and quantative measurements.  
For further work, more experiments and 
measurements with use of artificial 
inteligence such as neural network or fuzzy 
logic will be carried out in order to achieve 
image reconstruction or an auto-adjusting 
sampling rate system. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an automatic system for speaker recognition based on wavelet 

neural networks; wavelet analysis is used to extract features from the speech waveform, 
neural networks are used to match features with known speakers in classification stage to 
make decision. We study speaker identification system with different features using 
wavelet analysis and wavelet packet analysis methods. The wavelet analysis has gained a 
great deal of attention on the field of signal processing; flexibility of this technique is to 
find time and frequency resolution. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are being applied to 
pattern recognition and have successfully been used in automated classification of acoustic 
signal.  In our study we select a feed forward neural network “multilayer perceptron 
(MLP)” as a classifier due to its ability to compensate discrepancy among the data. The 
performance of the system is affected by the choice of features using wavelet and the 
design of neural networks. The recognition rate using wavelet packet analysis is about 
(85% to 90%), while the recognition rate using wavelet entropy is reached to 93%. 

Keywords: speaker recognition system, wavelet analysis, wavelet packet analysis, neural 
networks, text dependent mode, text independent mode, speaker identification, 
speaker verification. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Speaker recognition system is the 

process of automatically recognizing who is 
speaking based on basic individual 
information induced in speech waves.  
Speaker recognition is modern technique 
has been recently used in many fields; such 
as, banking transactions, shopping, 
telephone networks, and is mainly used in 
forensic  and  criminal fields; speech 
recognition as one of biometric techniques 

rely one or more physical features such as; 
digital finger print identification, iris 
scanning, and face recognition. 

Speaker recognition is one of biometric 
techniques that uses to recognize persons 
who said special sentence ‘text dependent’ 
mode, i.e. “password”, or using different 
sentences in train and test phase. ‘Text 
independent’ mode. [1] 

Speaker recognition can be principally 
divided into speaker verification and 
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speaker identification. speaker verification 
is the process of accepting or rejecting the 
identity claim of a speaker by comparing a 
set of measurements of the speaker's 
utterances with a reference set of 
measurements of the utterance of the person 
whose  identity is being  claimed.  Speaker 
identification is the process of determining 
from which of the registered speakers a 
given utterance comes. [2] 

In speaker recognition we differentiate 
between low-level and high-level 
information. High level-information is 
values like a dialect, an accent, the talking 
style and the subject manner of context. 
These features are currently recognized and 
analyzed by humans. as low level are 
denoted the information like pitch period, 
rhythm, tone, spectral magnitude, 
frequencies, and band widths of an 
individual's voice.   

Speech recognition works with a 
microphone or with a regular telephone 
handset, although performance increases 
with higher quality capture devices. The 
hardware costs are very low, because today 
every PC includes a microphone or it can 
be easily connected one. However voice 
recognition has got its problems with 
persons who are husky or mimic another 
voice. If this happens the user may not be 
recognized by the system. Additionally, the 
likelihood of recognition decreases with 
poor quality microphones and if there's 
background noise. [3] 

The two subtasks above differ 
considerably in their operational context, as 
the following comparison makes clear. [4] 

Table 1. Comparison between speaker 
identification and speaker verification. 

Verification Identification 
   Speaker is 

cooperative.    
 Mimicry problem. 

   Need compare to 
only one pattern. 

  System response 
must be fast. 

   Vocabulary can 
be restricted to 
standard test 
phrase.  

 Can frequently 
control channel 
characteristics. 
 Can usually control 
signal to noise ratio.  

   Speaker may be 
reluctant  

   Voices disguise a 
problem. 

   Must test many 
patterns. 

   System response 
can be slow. 

 Vocabulary 
may be 
different. 

 
   Channels may be 
poor or differing. 

   Signal to noise 
ratio may be poor. 

2. WAVELET ANALYSIS 
The wavelet analysis has gained a great 

deal of attention on the field of signal 
processing. It has many advantages, for 
example, its ability to find out both 
frequency and temporal information, and 
to analyze signals which contain 
discontinuities and sharp spikes [8]. 

2.1. DISCRETE WAVELET 
TRANSFORM 

The speech signal S has to be analyzed 
using a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
is processed using wavelet decomposition 
that decompose a signal S into multi levels 
n of approximations A and details D, these 
vectors are obtained by convolving the 
signal S into two types of filters ( Lo_D) 
low pass filter, and (Hi_D) high pass filter, 
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followed by down sampling (dyadic 
decimation) as shown in figure 1 [7]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1.a : wavelet decomposition to 
produce approximation A and details D. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1.b: wavelet decomposition with 
filters (low, high) and down sampling. 
2.2.  WAVELET PACKET BASES: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2: binary tree of wavelet packet analysis. 

Wavelet packet analysis generalizes the 
filter bank tree that relates wavelet and 
conjugate mirror filters. In a decomposition 
of the signal with the wavelet transform, 
only the lower frequency band is 
decomposed, giving aright recursive binary 

tree structure, where its right child 
represents the lower frequency band and its 
left child represents the higher frequency 
band. In the corresponding decomposition 
with the Wavelet packet transforms (WPT), 
the lower as well as the higher frequency 
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bands are decomposed giving a balanced 
binary tree structure. Such a tree is 
illustrated in figure 2. 

For each node in the tree, a wavelet packet 
space Wj

p is associated, where j is the 
depth, and p is the number of the nodes to 
the left of this particular node at the same 
depth [6]. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
In the experimental work, a speaker 

recognition system based on wavelet is 
used. Figure 3 shows the automatic 
speaker recognition system used in this 
study. 

 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3: the basic structure of automatic 
speaker recognition system. 

We divide the experimental work into two 
parts; the selection of features is different in 
two parts. 

3.1.  PART I 

In this part we examine the performance 
of the system by using wavelet packets in 
feature extraction stage,  

a filter bank is used for noise reduction in 
preprocessing stage, and the result is 
affected when changing the wavelet filter 
and a level of decomposition. The model 
of the whole system is shown in figure 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4:  the block diagram of the 
recognition system. 

During preprocessing stage the zero 
mean data was normalized in the range [-1, 
1], and a low frequency noise was reduced 
using moving average filter, all the sounds 
were decomposed into wavelet coefficients 
computed from the wavelet coefficients and 
a feature vector is composed. 

A number of feature vectors were 
introduced to MLP network, finally after 
training the network, a test set was applied 
to the trained network to give the result, and 
recognize a speaker [8]. 

S 
A D 

A D A D 
A D A D A D A D 

A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D 
A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D A D 
1 2 3 4            32 33               64 

FIGURE 5: wavelet packet decomposition tree. The bin coefficients 2:32 are selected.  
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3.2. PART II 

We examine the performance of the system 
by using wavelet transform in feature 
extraction stage, a pre emphasize  filter in 
preprocessing stage, and wavelet denoising 
is used to filter  the signal and extract the 
features, the result is affected when 
changing  the wavelet filter and a level of 
decomposition.  

4. FEATURES 
4.1. Ffeatures selected in PART I: 
The features were selected in part I using 

wavelet packet analysis for signal 
decomposition. The preliminary work starts 
by choosing level 6 of decomposition. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the signal S is 
analyzed using wavelet to decompose a 
signal into 64 bins, the bins (2:32) were 
chosen to extract the main features. 

The main features are three parameters; 
maximum energy, width and position of 
coefficients. 

The maximum energy em is calculated as: 

 

Where EB(r) is the bin energy of the 
wavelet coefficients c of bin r.  

The average energy EB(r) at each bin r was 
defined as: 

 

A largest average energy is a first parameter 
selected: 

 

A second parameter of feature vector is 
“position” p that represents a number of bin 
r in which the maximum energy was 
located. 

A third parameter is a “width” w that 
represents a number of bins w satisfies the 
in equality:  

 

Where the threshold value was selected as 
130 after preliminary test. 

4.2.   Features selected in PART II 
Discrete wavelet layer is performed to 

extract features from processed speaker’s 
signal; the feature extraction is produced 
using wavelet decomposition structure tree 
at level 7, as shown in figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 6: wavelet decomposition 

structure at level 7. 

DWT is applied to the signal using 
Daubechies-10 ‘db10’ filters. Thus, we 
obtain two coefficients: approximation 
coefficients CA and seven detail 
coefficients (CD1:CD7). 

An entropy based criterion describes 
information related properties for Em = max (Ě B(r))      

EB(r) > Th2

(2) 

(1) 

(3) 

(4) 

Original signal 

CD1CD2 CD3 CD6CD7CA7
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representation the signal, entropy is a 
common concept in many fields, mainly in 
signal processing. A method of measuring 
the entropy appears to be an ideal tool for 
quantifying the ordering of non stationary 
signals [9]. 

The entropy is calculated as defined in 
equation: 

 

 

Where E: is a wavelet entropy ‘real 
number’, s: is a terminal node signal, and si  
is a waveform of terminal node, and  N: is 
length of coefficients at each node. 

5. SYSTEM DATABASE 

A data base is created by using a sentence: 
‘besm ellaherrahman erraheem’ in Arabic 
language, as a text dependent pass word in 
a closed system. A data is divided into two 
groups. 

A first group of data consists of 20 speakers 
(4 male; and 16 female) were spoken the 
same sentence 15 times each, so the data 
size is 300; 200 of them are used for 
training network as training set, while the 
remaining100 is for test set. 

The sampling rate of acquired data through 
a microphone was 11025 Hz; 16 bit 
accuracy and use PCM in coding. ‘Mono 
channel recording’. 
The data was processed in MATLAB 
environment, and WAVELET tool box. 

A second group of data contains the same 
20 speakers, uttering the same sentence 25 

times each, so the data size is 500; 300 of 
them for training set and 200 for test set. 

6. RESULTS 

6.1.   PART I 

We start our work with data size is 300, the 
signal is analyzed using the common type 
of wavelets; ‘Daubechies’ at different 
orders; choose (dB10, dB9, dB5) at 
different levels of decomposition; choose 
levels (7,6,5), and the coefficients were 
selected to give good results. 

The following tables show the results at 
different stages. 

Table 2. The recognition rate at different 
levels of decomposition using ‘db10’ 
wavelet filter. 

Table 3. The recognition rate at different 
wavelet filter at level 7 of decomposition at 
bins (1:64). 

If we increase database to 500 (300 of 
database in training group, and 200 in 
testing group); and examine the 
performance of the system using the 

Bins 
coefficients 

1:32 

Level 
5 

1:32 

Level 
6 

1:64 

Level 
7 

Recognition 
rate 

84% 85% 90% 

Wavelet 
filter type 

dB10 dB9 dB5 

Recognition 
rate 

90% 89% 86% 

(5) 
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wavelet filter ‘db9’, at level 7 of 
decomposition at bins (1:64), we get the 
rate increases to 92.5%. 

6.2. PART II 

We analyze the signal using different 
wavelet filters at different levels of 
decomposition; the following tables show 
the results. 

Table 4. The recognition rate using ‘db10’ 
wavelet filter at different levels of 
decomposition. 

Level of 
decomposition 

6 7 8 

Recognition 
rate 

91% 93% 94% 

Table 5. the recognition rate at different 
wavelet filters at level 7 of decomposition. 

Wavelet 
filter type 

dB5 dB9 dB10 

Recognition 
rate 

89% 90% 93% 

 

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this study we aim to recognize the person 
from his voice, speaker identification mode 
is performed using text dependent mode 
and closed set (20 speakers), the wavelet 
neural network technique is used to analyze 
the signal, and the signal was processed 
using wavelet to extract the features and 
made matching using neural networks. 

The wavelet is an effective tool that we use 
in this study which is the robust and novel 

technique is used recently in many fields, 
especially in DSP applications such as 
filtering, signal (denoising), thresholding, 
decomposition and reconstruction with 
minimum errors.  

By using wavelet analysis in signal 
processing gives the system more 
flexibility, because it can analyze the signal 
in terms of scaling and translation that it 
has immediate relation with time and 
frequency, that if the level of wavelet 
decomposition increases the scale will 
increase too that leads to determine the time 
when action occurred suddenly and 
frequency at each level.  

The main advantage of wavelet application 
is identifying pure frequencies when 
analyzing the signal in terms of 
approximation and detail coefficients at the 
last level of decomposition. 

   Another advent of wavelet analysis is that 
we can control the number of coefficients 
that be used in feature extraction by 
changing the level of decomposition and 
obtain result about (93 % in our work when 
increase the features). Although all these 
advantages we face number of problems 
that affects to the results: 

1.  The recording of speech sounds 
from different speakers is very sensitive to 
many factors that must be taken into 
account; i.e. microphone type, distance 
between speaker and phone, and 
environment of recording. 

2. The choice of the features is the 
important reason to increase the 
performance of the system. From our 
results the reason of a misrecognition of 
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some speakers or wrong recognition of 
others is referred to how the features were 
selected, i.e. in part I of experimental work 
the position and width features is affected 
with result, i.e. the resultant of pre filtered 
signal gives low signal to noise ratio.  
While the features in part II is more 
performance than previous one, i.e. wavelet 
entropy represents the information that is 
related to the energy and consequently to 
the amplitude of the signal.  

3. The design of the neural network 
is sensitive to data size, i.e. as the size of 
data increase will improve the training of 
network and choosing the network 
parameters carefully during design; to 
obtain minimum value of error. (Our work, 
as data size is 300, the result was 88%, 
while if the size increase to 500, the result 
became 90%).  

From part I, II; by changing the order of 
wavelet filter from db5, db9, db10 the 
performance will increase as the order of a 
filter increases, that it has immediate 
relation to the order of a filter and the signal 
regularity. 

By increasing the level of decomposition 
will increase the accuracy of analysis in 
time and frequency domains that relates to 
increase the resolution. (The main 
advantage of wavelet analysis). 
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Abstract : Digital filters are becoming increasing important and finding applications in 

diverse area of field.Digial filters are used in different fields such as communication, digital 

signal processing, medical imaging and seismic data. Designing a stable digital filter from 

its analog counterpart can be quite hard and stability is not always guaranteed. In this paper, 

we presents a new approach to the design of multidimensional digital filters based on Very 

Strictly Hurwitz Polynomial(VSHP) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) .  

1.INTRODUCTION 

For many years researchers have relied on 

transformation of 2-variable passive analog 

network, using double bilinear transformation 

method to design 2-D recursive filters. This is 

done to avoid stability problem associated 

with Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) 

filters. 

Rajan et.al [1] showed that not all analog 

filters will yield stable digital filters upon the 

application of bilinear transformation. 

In [2] showed that only a special class of 

analog filters can be transformed to a stable 

digital filters using bilinear transformation. This 

special class of 2-D analog filters should have 

Very Strictly Hurwitz Polynomial(VSHP) in 

their denominators. Two-variable VSHP's 

have been utilized for the design of stable 2-

D digital filters by many researchers 

[21]-[22]. 

Recently [3] have shown 2-D planar 

and beam filters can be designed by 

transformation of 2-variable passive RLC 

elements. Here we present a new method for 

generating, 2-variable VSHP. In this method 

the properties of positive definite or positive 

semi-definite matrices and resistive matrix 

is utilized to generate the desirable 2-

variable VSHPs. The presented 

methodology is an extension of the technique 

presented in [4] for 2-D VSHP. The application 

of the generated polynomials is shown 

through the design of 2-D recursive 

filters. 

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF 2-D 

ANALOG AND RECURSIVE 

DIGITAL FILTERS 

A 2-D analog filter is characterized by its 

transfer function
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 (1) 

where

 (2) 

The denominator of a stable filter must satisfy 

the following condition 

 (3) 

An equivalent 2-D digital filter transfer function 

can be obtained by the application of double 

bilinear transformation of the variable s1 and   s2  

in eq. (1). 

3. REQUIRED CONDITIONS FOR 

A 2- VARIABLE POLYNOMIAL 

TO BE A VSHP 

We will start with a two variable polynomial 

given by 

 (4) 

Where the degree of one of the variables 

say( s2 ) is unity, and F1(s1) and  F2(s1) are  

polynomials in one-variables sl. When s2=0,  

F(s1,s2)=F2 (s1) shall be VSHP. Similary, 

when s2—α, F(s1,s2)—F2(s1) which shall 

also be VSHP 

Therefore, in order that F(s1,s2 ) shall be a 

VSHP, the polynomials ,F1(s1 ) and F 2 ( s 1 )  

shall be a 1-variables VSHP. 

The polynomial F(s1,s2) will become zero 

when 

 (5) 

In order that F(s1,s2) is VSHP, its zeroes 

shall lie strictly in the left-half of s2-plane 

this yield 

 

 (6) 

 

Where Re represents the real part  

 (7) 

And 

 (8) 

Where  

 

MA is the Even part F1(s1), NA is the Odd 

part of F1(s1,s2), MB is the even part of F2(s1) 

and NB is the odd part of F2(s1,s2) 

Eq(7) becomes equivalent to  

(9) 

With this condition, it is readily seen that 

F(s1,s2) will be  a two-variables VSHP. 

From the above discussion, we have proved the 

following theorem. 

 

Theorem 1 : A two-variables polynomial of type 

given in eq.(4).where one of the variables is of degree 

unity, will be a VSHP when the following conditions 

are satisfied : 

(1) 
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(i)                    are  

one  variable VSHP 

(ii)              
      

      
 is 

positive in the 

polynomial Re S1  >0 

The degree of the variable s2 is unity and 

this may appear restrictive. This is not the 

case, because a higher degree in s2 can be 

obtained be repeating application of VSHP 

transformations [5]. 

4. GENERATION OF 2-

VARIABLE VSHP 

In this method 2-variables VSHP is generated by 

using the following relationship 

 (10) 

Where  

Ai’s and D are the upper triangular matrices 

with unity elements on their diagonal, Γi’s and 

Δ are diagonal matrices with non-negative 

elements; and G is a skew-symmetric 

matrix. In view of VSHP transformations, we 

can attempt to generate 2-variable polynomial 

in which the degree of each variable is unity. 

In such a case, these matrices are as follows: 

  (11) 

A SHP polynomial of 2-variables will be 

obtained by the substitution of the above 

matrices in eq.(10). This yields 

 (12) 

Very Strictly Hurwitz Polynomial is obtained 

by substituting αi=0 in Eq.(12)  yielding  

 (13) 

As can be seen from eq.(13), terms s
2
 are not 

present in VSHP as opposed to SHP.  In order 

that F(s1,s2 )  is a 2-variable VSHP, it is 

required that 

   (14) 

Alternatively, one can start with a polynomial 

 (15) 

The polynomial Q(sl,s2 ) will be a 2-variable 

VSHP, when 

 (16)   

are satisfied. In fact, eq.(15) and eq. (16) will 

be the same, when 

 (17) 

By making F ( s l ,  s2 ) to be B(s1 , s2 ) or 

Q(s1 , s2 ) it is required to generate 

F 2 ( s 1 , s2 )  such the condition of theorem 1 

is satisfied 

Method 1. The polynomial F 2 ( s 1 , s 2 )  can 

be generated as enunciated earlier and let it be 

given by 

 (18) 

and this will be a 2-variable VSHP provided 

that 
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(19) 

Consider the rational function 

 (20) 

 (21) 

 (22) 

 (23) 

 (24) 

This yield 

                       
  

         
   

 +                   

 00 11− 11 00+ 10 10 12+ 01 01 

22+ 00 00>0 (25) 

after some algebraic manipulations, it can be 

shown that eq(25) is equivalent to the 

condition  

 (26)

It is also observed that eq.(26) is satisfied under 

a sufficient condition 

 (27) 

Method II : As an alternative, we can 

generate a large class of functions 

which satisfy the condition (26). It is 

already shown that a two-variable VSHP 

F(sl,s 2) can be generated  

Consider 

 (28) 

Obviously, the real part of G2(s1,s2) is 

given by 

 (29) 

5. DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

In the proposed design technique, the 

derived 2-variables VSHP is assigned to 

the denominator of analog transfer 

function as follows: 

 (30) 

The digital equivalent is obtained by 

using double bilinear transformation 

[4]. The mean square error between the 

ideal magnitude response 

│H1(ω1,ω2)│ and the designed 

magnitude 

Response │Hd(ω1,ω2)│is used as an 

objective function for optimization: 

 (31) 

And  
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 (32) 

Where ψ is the coefficient vector
.
 

calculated by minimizing eq(31), and Ips 

is the set of all frequencies in the passband 

and stopband. Minimization of this 

objective function is carried out using 

nonlinear Matlab. optimization technique to 

find the vector ψ. 

 

Design Example  

A two dimensional digital filter with the 

following amplitude specifications is 

designed by using VSHP polynomial: 

 

For this purpose three 2-variable VSHP 

of the form (30) or (31) are cascaded 

and the digital form is obtained by using 

triple bilinear transformation as follows 

 

 
The designed frequency is 

        )=
          

    
   

   
 
   

        
 

Then minimization of the mean square 

error of eq(31) was performed using 

GA.[6-8] First we generate the first 

generation containing many 

chromosomes. Each chromosome will 

contain 16 genes since we are designing 

3x3 IIR filter. The fitness function used 

here the objective function which is 

difference between the obtained response 

and the ideal response. Since stability is 

guaranteed, we will the genes that 

minimize the fitness function are the best 

genes. The algorithm was implemented 

using MATLAB optimization toolbox. 

Several values of number of generation 

of GA and cut-off frequency was used, 

results are shown in Fig.1,2,and  

3. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented an 

iterative method to 

design digital IIR filter using VSHP with 

genetic algorithm. We have shown that 

GA is robust 

 
Figure 1 Magnitude response of designed filter 

with 100 chromosomes in the first generation 
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Figure 2 Magnitude response of designed filter 
with 150 chromosomes in the first generation 

 
Figure 3 Magnitude response of designed filter 

with 200 chromosomes in the first generation 
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